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Essential reading

VVe ha\Je nit and aome
ds xCa iu id iiçtH
iij ydi Jf ii

2010 business achievements Our 2013 vision

Good progress against Strategic Plan targets
Enduring customer franchises

Core bank becoming stronger universal bank anchored by

rcta and commercial activities with

Non-Core run-off progressing well
strong complementary investment

bankingcapability

Significant progress on EC disposals Atop4ier competitor in our main markets

2010 financial highlights
Safer and more focused

Capital and tquidity strength meeting

the highest international standards

30/ 7oi Gross reduction in funded assets

/0 of 500 billion

Group operating proftt Core return Group Core Tier ratio

on equity

valuable private sector bank

01
Consistently profitable with sustainable

0/ 0/ shareholder returns targeted at 15% on

our tangIble equity capital

Impairment losses Group net Core costincome mtiO
The Government will have begun to sell

reduction interest margin
its shares at profil

Notes

Group operating proM/floss before tax smortisation ot pivci-asnc intangible sets ntegratior and

restructuring costs gain on redemption of own dobt strategic disposals bonus tax Asset Protection

Scoeme rnCit dfautt swap fair value changes gains on pensions curtailment watnedown of goodwill

and other iotarigible assets soc RI Holdings minority oterest sob excluding mownient ri the fair value 01

own deot
fl

i/GUI Statutory operating loss butor tax at 11399 million tur the year ended 31 liacembor /tjt Ci

t7 iisfioeiiva Come attributable rrietit excluding tail value of own debt taxed at 25% on Core average Is giole

equity ca 70% at Group tarmqible aquily batsrd on ii5kwekjhied aSsets
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Chairmans statement

Philip Hampton Chairman

Watch or listen to

Philip Hampton at www.rbs.com/AnnualReport

For biographies

see pages 226-229

perlorrnance last year The return to operatng

pWtii reflects both th nternai rehuThing

gmcesS at RBS and the external recovery in

maiket and rwcrnrrir cofldit.iOnS We T5 5iUj

good way from where we want to cc in terms

of ow cerformance hut 20th recresents

Buainess achievements

There are two dimensions to the internal rebuilding process at RBS

reducing our exposure to certain assets and risks and strengthening

our core businesses On asset and risk reduction we are ahead of

schedule Our programme of business disposals has attracted the most

attention with 20 agreements signed or completed in 2010 But our

asset restructuring deals and run-off programme are also contributing

to making RBS stronger and safer bank with greatly improved

capital position and lower funding needs

This progress means we can increasingly focus on the core businesses

that will drive our future It has been pleasing to see the early results of

our efforts to strengthen them For example we have increased our

share of the mortgage and savings markets in the UK with account

numbers rising by 44000 and 579000 respectively We are investing

heavily in our core businesses with strong emphasis on serving

customers better and improving our efficiency

Economic backdrop getting better

The global economy rebounded strongly in 2010 but the strength of

the recovery was unevenly spread across countries and over time

Among our core markets the UK and the US both returned to fairly

modest growth Conditions in Ireland remained very challenging

This general improvement must be viewed against backdrop of

financial market turbulence at various points in the year especially in

Europe So while our expectation is that the return of economic growth

in 2010 will be sustained in 2011 and that interest rates will gradually

start to rise during the year we are vigilant about the downside risks

and the possibility of spill-over effects from political uncertainties in

some countries and regions

Public pOlicy lending and rarnuneratipH

In the public policy debate two issues attracted controversy for UK

banks in 2010 lending to companies especially small and medium

enterprises and remuneration In February 2011 the leading UK banks

reached an agreement with the UK Government with the intention of

reducing public controversy and improving constructive relationships

The agreement involves series of commitments by the
larger banks

including on lending remuneration and capital support Which are

positive reaction to issues of concern in our communities We welcome

the UK Governments recognition of the contribution of financial

services to the economy and its commitment to support the creation

of level international playing field to promote effective competition

On lending it is important that banks give customers confidence that

requests for funds for viable businesses will be met RBS has been

active in support of our customers over the last two years of
significant

downturn For example we are on track to meet our current targets for

UK lending availability agreed in March 2010 In the UK we lent 52

billion to businesses over the first eleven months of the March 2010

February 2011 period well ahead of our full year target of 50 billion

Over the same eleven month period we lent over 15 billion to mortgage

customers resulting in net balance growth of more than billion in

excess of our full year mortgage net lending target of billion

Rebuflthng and ReCovery

RBS Group 2-O
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Our lending goals to businesses will now continue in 2011 with

additional capacity available to support further growth if demand is

higher than expected This time we will be joined by the other large

UK banks We hope this initiative will help give confidence to stimulate

economic growth In addition the banks have agreed to support new

major equity fund targeted at small businesses and provide capital to

the UK Governments big society bank

Our support for business extends beyond lending This is particularly

true in tough economic times when it
is even more important to

preserve economic activity
and jobs 500-strong team of our most

experienced relationship managers provides intensive support to new

and fast-growing companies who may be experiencing recession

and its aftermath for the first time We have also grown our team of

restructuring specialists who help struggling businesses back to health

We helped around 950 UK businesses to restructure successfully in

2010 We work with companies of all shapes and sizes across the

country from small road haulage business to higher-profile

examples such as Liverpool Football Club and large multinationals

On remuneration we have been leading advocate of international

industry-wide reform in the banking sector over the last two years having

focused
early on the need for deferrals clawback and strong alignment

of rewards to shareholders interests by using equity instead of cash

Following an extensive consultation with both our institutional

shareholders and UK Financial Investments the Board has decided

our approach on the key aspects of 2010 remuneration including

performance-related awards and has balanced the need to attract

and retain talented people to serve customers effectively with other

key drivers including regulatory compliance and the control of costs

It will again include 2000 cap on immediate cash bonuses

On tax the Government will introduce
levy on banks balance sheets

from January 2011 This policy was announced by the Chancellor of

the Exchequer in the June Budget with the details finalised as part of

the February 2011 agreement outlined above If the levy had been

applied to the balance sheet at 31 December 2010 the cost of the

levy to RBS would be in the region of 350 to 400 million in 2011

We made gross contribution of 3.9 billion to the UK Government in

2010 The bulk of this was taxes including 1.5 billion paid on behalf

of employees directly or indirectly We also paid around 1.5 billion

fees including 700 million for the Asset Protection Scheme

Governance building on the changes we made last year

We made comprehensive changes to the Board and the Executive

Management team in 2009 so last year was one of relative stability

remain confident that the Board has the
right

blend of skills and

experience to succeed Our management team under the experienced

leadership of Stephen Hester is doing an excellent job in moving

RBS forward

Penny Hughes joined the Board on January as Non-executive

Director and took over as Chair of our Remuneration Committee from

June 2010 Brendan Nelson was appointed as Non-executive

Director with effect from April and took over as Chair of the Group

Audit Committee following the 2010 AGM

Archie Hunter left the Board at the 2010 AGM after six years and

would like to thank him for his work as director and Chair of the

Audit Committee The commitment he provided during time of major

changes on the Board was very professional and valuable

Finally Cohn Buchan will stand down from the Board in the summer

after nine years Again his commitment as director and last year

as chairman of the Remuneration Committee has been greatly

appreciated by the Board

Sustainable Banking serving local communities

Financial services provide important benefits to society when they are

delivered responsibly and efficiently Having learned the lessons from

the past the challenge for RBS is to deliver these services in way

that our communities value and that our people can be proud of am

confident that the changes we are making at RBS in the way we do

business as well as the business we do will help to achieve this Much

of this work is overseen by the Groups Sustainability Committee which

is chaired by our Senior Independent Director Sir Sandy Crombie and

reports to our Board

For example NatWest and RBS introduced Customer Charters in 2010

These are based on the issues that customers have told us are important

to them such as making banking easy we will extend our opening

hours in our busiest branches Similarly Ulster Bank in Ireland and

Citizens in the US launched their own commitments which are already

delivering tangible benefits to our customers

We are also committed to investing in and developing our community

programmes Our long-running MoneySense programme continues to

provide education on basic financial matters to thousands of

schoolchildren in the UK and is actively supported by employee

volunteers The Citizens Gear for Grades programme in the US

provides school supplies for children whose families are unable to

afford them Since the programmes inception in 2003 Citizens has

served over 150.000 school children in the US Our community activities

also include business start-up support and microfinance programmes

Our annual Sustainability Report contains extensive information on our

activities in this key area for us in the UK USA India and many other

countries where we operate

It is vital that we make proper financial return on the large amounts

of new capital that RBS has raised in recent years mainly from the

UK Government To make that return we know that we have to run the

businesses efficiently and support our customers effectively
An intrinsic

part of our effectiveness comes from being healthy and safe bank with

sufficient capital and liquidity to meet the demands of customers markets

and regulation Many banks in the UK and elsewhere including RBS

operated for number of years with levels of capital and liquidity which

certainly in hindsight left them weak and vulnerable Our job is to make

sure RBS remains strong and safe but also to reward shareholders

appropriately through improving financial results hope you will agree

that the progress we have made is evident in our 2010 Results Much

remains to be done but we are another important step closer to reahising

the
potential

in the businesses that make up the RBS Group

Philip Hampton

Chairman

RBS Group



Group Chief Executives review

Stephen Hester Group Chief Executive

Watch or listen to

Stephen Hester at www.rbs.com/AnnualReport

For biographies

see pages 226-229

Two years on from the gjobaj tinanoiaj crisis

our recovery is ahead of schedue 2010 we

made big strides in esk reduction ann an early

return to operating profits We nave much work

stiii to do and there are SipfliflCaflt obsWCeS

sW to overcome We aim for continuec

Our goals

Our overriding focus is on achieving three things

to serve customers well

to restore the Bank to undoubted standalone strength and

to rebuild sustainable value for all shareholders and in so doing to

enable the UK Government to sell its holding profitably over time

Strategy

RBSs strategy announced in 2009 remains our best route to achieving

these goals It is serving us well in meeting the twin challenges of

continuing change in our external environment and the need for radical

internal
restructuring at RBS

The new RBS is built upon customer franchises with substantial

competitive strengths in their respective markets our Core

businesses Each is being reshaped to provide improved and enduring

performance The Core businesses all generate strong value in their

own right
and still stronger balanced and more valuable mix together

The business shape and new management disciplines we are

establishing can drive RBS to success as leading bank in its markets

for many years to come

The weaknesses uncovered by the financial crisis of leverage risk

concentration and business stretch are being fixed The successful

and continuing run-down and sale of assets which weakened us or

businesses where we have no competitive advantage illustrates this

These assets were placed in our Non-Core Division and give focus to

our risk reduction objectives We are changing balance sheet which

could not withstand the crisis and importantly the culture that created it

2010 Results against goals

2010 was year of good progress and the Group is on or ahead of its

published goals for this stage of our Plan There have been and still are

challenges to face into whether economic regulatory or political Our

resilience to such events is increasing steadily

Customers We are completely clear success in serving customers

is the key to our business future Overdue investment in service

technology and changing cultural approach is starting to roll out

across RBS Most of our Core franchises showed gains on variety of

customer measures during the year though we are conscious that much

remains to be done It will take time for our actions to have full effect

in particular where business restructuring has been most marked

In each of our retail businesses we have re-energised and invested

in our customer offering around the organising thought of helpful

banking The proposition in each market is tailored to suit local

customers NatWest has Helpful Banking RBS has Here for You

Citizens has Good Banking is Good Citizenship and Ulster Bank

has Help For What Matters This is supporting improved customer

attraction and retention and has resonated positively with staff

customers and the broader communities we serve

Risk Excellent progress has been made on the journey towards bringing

RBSs risk profile in line with the highest standards of our industry

Our funding and liquidity profile is much improved and no longer an

outlier for our industry Non-Core assets are down further 63 billion

the loan-to-deposit ratio is 117% down from 154% at peak and our

Core businesses now take in over of deposits for every of loans

RBS Group 2rC
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made the gold standard we are targeting Improvements in risk

are also evident through reductions in single name and sectoral

credit concentrations

RBS has strong capital ratios with Core Tier ratio of 10.7%

The additional protection of the Asset Protection Scheme as expected

is
unlikely to be called upon and we target scheme exit by the end

of 2012 subject to continued progress on risk reduction and to

regulatory approvals

Shereholder value This vital part of our goals is on track but
inevitably

will take the most time to deliver fully The potential is there and the

performance of the Bank will increasingly speak for itself 2010 results

were large improvement on 2009 and our budgets for the year At

Group level RBS posted 1.9 billion of operating profits excluding fair

value of own debt from 6.1 billion loss in 2009 It was only after the

post tax effect of APS El .1
billion

that we reported net attributable

loss of 1.1 billion We are taking significant steps toward repaying the

support we have received

The RBS Core business posted operating profits of 7.4 billion and

return on equity of 13% above its cost of capital Importantly the

quality of results also improved While still
significantly impacted by

high credit costs low interest rates and other economic challenges

our Retail and Commercial businesses increased operating profits by

66% to 3.8 billion with 10% ROE Our Irish bank and our Insurance

business remained in loss as result of prior risk exposures which we

are working down Our investment banking arm despite tough markets

posted 3.4 billion operating profits and 17% ROE competitive

result when compared with peers though down from the record prior

year Adding the related parts of our GTS business gives still stronger

returns for our wholesale client activity as whole

2010 results were achieved with strong attention to efficiency beating

our cost targets and allowing vital investment right across the Group to

enhance future growth and business quality

In Non-Core progress was also pleasing though losses will continue

in this division during the remaining Plan period as assets are sold

and run down Non-Core assets reduced by 63 billion to 138 billion

during 2010 beating our targets Losses narrowed sharply though

they are still significant

Our people are doing great job in producing the turnaround we

have targeted despite great stresses and challenges thank all of

my colleagues at RBS for this

Our ability to attract retain and motivate the best people is still not

what we want it to be Our business challenges and the external

environment lead to management compromises that add risk to the

achievement of our business goals We are working hard to move

forward and balance staff motivation with external acceptance that

past mistakes have been addressed

Regulation

We support the revolution in regulatory standards that when complete

and coupled with the dramatic industry changes taking place will make for

safer financial services industry for everyone But safer economy also

needs global macro-economic imbalances to be successfully addressed

The Basel-led process seems likely to get to the right place on bank

safety and there is good progress in the design of bank resolution and

recapitalisation bail-in mechanisms which should remove the need

for future state capital support The impact of these measures materially

impacts bank costs and return prospects These in turn impact cost and

availability of customer service including credit provision There is an

important balance to be struck by policy-makers

2011 will be noteworthy in the UK for the conclusion of the Independent

Commission on Banking 1GB The 1GB has the opportunity to reflect on

all of the change under way and to determine if additional measures

would be beneficial There are traps to avoid in areas where UK reform

which is not followed elsewhere might bring more cost than benefit

hamper banks and the economy and give the illusion of more safety

without its reality The Commissions work is continuing thoughtfully and

we are co-operating fully to give insights wherever helpful

Outlook

RBS is on track to meet its ambitious goals These goals set out the

path for our recovery period but also establish the foundations for the

new RBS to enjoy strong and enduring prospects well into the future

For 2011 we target continued progress toward published targets We

continue to prioritise risk reduction strengthening of customer service

and building the quality and quantity of Core profits

We are alert to the risks facing our businesses In 2010 our results

were accomplished despite eurozone market volatility additional Irish

impairments and higher than expected insurance provisioning 2011

will doubtless have its own challenges as the global economic recovery

seeks firmer footing Our plans might also face further substantial

impacts from national and international regulatory changes

And as visible exemplars of the financial crisis RBS remains vulnerable

to public mood The journey from problem to opportunity is important

and our progress will aid customer trust staff stability and investor

confidence In that context we hope that the opportunity to sell part of

the UK Governments shareholding becomes increasingly visible and

appealing win win for the taxpayer and for RBS That moment will

be an emblem of our progress and in some respects of progress in

the wider UK economy

RBS in 2OYr

Our goals for 2011 are clear External events can still blow us off course

and caution is needed until these clarify But for our part the strategy is

delivering We are focussing on serving our customers well and better

We are stripping away excess risk inherited from the past We are

building enduring strength and value in the new RBS and supporting

the economies we serve

In conclusion would like to thank all of our staff our shareholders and

other stakeholders for their continued support as we build the new RBS

Stephen Hester

Group Chief Executive

RBS Group



QAs on progress

questons are asked more often than others

Below we provide selection of those

Where are you in the impairment cycle

The level of Group impairments fell by 33 per cent in 2010 reflecting

improvements in the economic environment Impairments fell in all core

businesses except Ulster Bank where asset default levels and loss

rates remained high in both the retail and corporate portfolios reflecting

difficult economic conditions in Ireland

We currently expect impairments in Ulster Bank to stabilise in 2011

and to continue falling in our other businesses assuming the global

economic recovery is sustained

When will the UK Government sell its shareholding

The UK Government set up UK Financial Investments Ltd UKFI to

manage its investments in financial institutions including RBS UKFI

has been given clear mandate by the Government to protect and

create value for the taxpayer as shareholder As such decisions

around the timing of any sale are outside the remit of the RBS Group

We are acutely aware of our responsibility as part of this process

By successfully implementing our Strategic Plan we will serve our

customers well and achieve the business success needed to attract

new investors

Can you explain the treatment of the APS end fair value

of own debt

Our financial performance is affected by two items that do not reflect

the day-to-day business of the Group the Asset Protection Scheme

and the fair value of own debt Both can exhibit counter-cyclical

behaviour in that improving market conditions result in charge and

vice versa

The APS is credit derivative and so must be accounted for at fair

value fluctuations in this value are reflected in the results If market

circumstances are getting better and credit spreads for the assets in

the covered portfolio narrow the value of the protection decreases and

loss is recognised If spreads widen the protection is more valuable

giving rise to gain

For accounting purposes the Group values some of its issued debt

e.g bond issues at the current market price Changes in this value are

recorded in profit or loss Part of this change results from market

movements in the price of the Groups credit when the Groups credit

spreads tighten loss is recorded when they widen gain is recorded

What has been happening to margins and why
We need to rebuild net interest margins NlMs if we are to produce

adequate profits to service the capital our shareholders have invested in

RBS Encouragingly we made further progress in 2010 the Group NIM

rose by 25 basis points to 2.01 per cent This improvement was driven

by the Retail Commercial business where asset margins recovered

across number of markets primarily due to the run-off of older

business written at unsustainably lower margins

Progress on liability margins has been more difficult This reflects strong

competition for customer deposits as the banking sector tries to narrow

its funding gap and the low interest rate environment

What recommendations have you made to the Independent

Commission on Banking 1GB
The Commission inquiry is major event for our industry in the UK and

we have sought to engage thoughtfully Our response was published on

the ICB website

In our view the debate about banking size and structure can often

generate more heat than light The banks that failed during the

crisis didnt fail because they were too big or because they had an

investment bank They failed because they had some form of

concentration risk in funding in lending to property in geography

or in proprietary trading

We should aim for financial system where the
probability

of future

crises is substantially reduced and there is an effective resolution

regime for those institutions that do still fail If this can be achieved then

the size and shape of banks can be driven by the choices of customers

and shareholders within the context of strong and effective regulation

How much progress have you made towards the

cost reduction target you set

Our cost reduction programme continues to deliver material savings

Annualised savings are now just ahead of the 2.5 billion target for

2011 and are forecast to exceed billion by 2013 This reflects better

cost control in our day-to-day operations as well as number of

business disposals

These cost savings will help to finance the billion of essential

investments we have committed to make as part of our five-year

recovery plan These will strengthen our core businesses Examples

include the provision of an integrated Wealth IT platform and enhanced

electronic trading facilities for GBM

How much exposure do you have to the sovereign debt crisis

Our exposure to sovereign bonds in the two countries most deeply

embroiled in the crisis Greece and Ireland is relatively low f895

million and 104 million respectively at 31 December 2010 But we

clearly have significant exposure to the Republic of Ireland economy

through our Ulster Bank subsidiary total lending was 43.2 billion

at 31 December 2010 To help manage this exposure we placed

c.f15 billion of assets in our Non-Core Division the vast majority of

which relates to commercial property We are managing this down over

time and where assets are currently non-performing they are being

heavily provisioned

RBS Group
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Based vs indicative Cere attributable prctit eecluding

fair value of owe debt taeed at 28% and Core
average

tangible equity per the average balance sheet v.70% of

Grnup tangible equity based on RWA5 The 2009 return

iv based cv Cvre tangible equity as at 3t December

2009 which included the tell amouvt vt the Share

investment by hIM Treasury in December 2009

Group return vs tangible equity for 2008

Cost income ratio avcludng far value vt own debt

and net of insurance claims

As at January 2008

As at Dotober 2008

Amount of unsecured wholesale funding under year

0157 billies vt which bank deposits are currently

63 billion target 65 billion other unsecured wholesale

funding currently 94 billion target 85 billion

As at December 2008

hligible assets held for contingent liquidity purposes

voluding cash Government issued securities and other

eligible securities with ventral banks

10 Funded tangible asvetv divided by total Tier capital

11 Av at June 2008

Customer Serving our customers better must be the foundation of everything we do
satisfaction scores We have favourable customer satisfaction scores but our aspirations are higher still

We aim to have top five positions in the main customer markets we choose to be in
Market position metrics

We will not compete where we cannot succeed for our customers and shareholders

Employee satisfaction We cannot succeed without team of motivated employees working towards

scores common set of goals Engagement has improved but further progress is required

Our key targets KCT

Notes

2008

RBS Group
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Our approach to business

VVe hETive threw overriding goals

to serve customers weD

to restore the t3ank to undoutued standalone strength

rebuild sustainable value for all shareholders

There are rn crtant inter-dependencies between these goals

We cannot serve customers well if the Bank nd safer and

more resilsnt We cannot achieve standalone strength without

rebuilding shareholder value And we csnnct rebuild sharer older

value it we do not serve customers well So while eecn of these

goals is important on its own we will succeed only if vie

consistently achieve them together

Customers

Serving our customers well is the cornerstone

of the Groups strategy It is embedded in our

Operational Objectives our Customer

Charters and in our How we do business

framework which we describe below It is

encouraging that most of our core franchises

showed gains on variety
of customer

measures during the year But we are not

complacent Our customers needs and

preferences change overtime so good

service today does not guarantee good

service tomorrow And financial services is

competitive dynamic industry So it is

important that we work hard to streamline and

enhance our customer service proposition

10 RBS Group 2CiC



Our business and our strategy

Standalone strength

Restoring the 8ank to standalone strength is

crucial The first part of the challenge is fixing

the problems of the past We took large step

towards this goal in 2009 with significant

improvements on both capital and liquidity We

made further progress in 2010 The second

part of the challenge is to make RBS safer for

the future To achieve this we launched new

vision for RBS Risk Management in 2010 That

vision is about adopting more holistic

approach towards risk across the business

the risk function and audit to create safe

sustainable and valuable bank for our

customers staff and shareholders

Sustainable value

Of our three goals building the sustainable

value for all shareholders will inevitably take

the most time to deliver fully We have strong

foundation in our core businesses which

generated 13% return on equity in 2010

just short of our 2013 target of greater than

15% We are confident that our core businesses

will generate strong value both in their own right

and as cohesive whole given cross-business

synergies and the balance they bring

We outline how they are each performing

against their own targets and together to deliver

our Strategic Plan on pages 12-15

Rebuilding sustainable value will enable the UK

Government to sell its holding profitably over

time We are acutely aware of our responsibility

to repay the support weve received from the

UK taxpayer By successfully implementing our

Strategic Plan we will achieve the business

success needed to attract new investors

How we do business

it is frpodant that we cre consistent

.rn theway wedo bgsaiesastwattb

a1 db obusisess Thes

eIatetG

1p4frJ sjtc/irpflfpt4ekips
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Progress on our Strategic Plan
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Our business and our strategy
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Our business and our strategy

Care biresse

Wealth Global Transaction Services Ulster Bank

We provide private banking and investment

services in the UK through Coutts Co and

Adam Company offshore banking through

RBS International NatWest Offshore and Isle

of Man Bank and international private

banking through RBS Coutts

We offer global payments cash and liquidity

management trade finance and commercial

card products and services We are able to

support and connect customers across

128 countries

We are leading retail and commercial bank

in Northern Ireland and the Republic of

Ireland We provide comprehensive range of

financial services through our Retail Markets

and Corporate Markets divisions

Return Costincome Loandeposit

on equity 1% ratio ratio 1%

2009 30 59 38

2010 19 70 44

2013 50 30

Return Costincome Loandeposit

on equity l%l ratio %l ratio 1%

2009 42 59 21

2010 43 57 .. 21

2013 50 20

Return Costinceme Loandeposit

on equity 1% ratio %l ratio %l

US Retail Commercial Global Banking Markets RBS Insurance

We provide financial services primarily in the

North Eastern United States through the

Citizens Bank Charter One and RBS Citizens

brands We are engaged in retail and

corporate banking activities We rank among

the top five banks in New England

We provide financing risk management and

advisory services to major corporations

financial institutions and public sector clients

in 39 countries

We sell and underwrite retail and SME

insurance over the telephone and internet

as well as through brokers and partnerships

Our brands include Direct Line Churchill

Privilege Green Flag and NIG

Return Costincome Loan deposit

on equity %l atm l%l ratio %l

2009 78 80

20D 72

2013 15 55 90

Return Coot income

on equity %l ratio

2009 30 42

2010 17
2013 15 c.55

Return Cost income

on equity 1% ratio 1%

2009 92

20W 8t 17

2013 20 60

Core revenue by division 2010 Total revenue by geographic split 2010

RoW 8%

Note Excluding Fair Value of Own Debt FVOD excluding RBS Insurance

2009 12 73 177

2010 f21 59 152

2013 15 c.50 150

GBM 32%

Ulster Bank 4%

US RC 12%

EU 15%
UK Retail 22%

UK

Corporate

16%

Wealth 4%

Retail

Commercial

68%

Internationally

operating RC
business

30%

GIS 10%

US 23%

UK 54%
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The economic environment

Keep up with our latest economic research

and analysis at www.rbs.com/economics
O1tIOh Ic tk
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Dec 2010

Our markets

In the UK which is our largest market

economic conditions improved in 2010 Total

economic activity as measured by gross

domestic product GDP grew by 1.3 per

cent in 2010 This followed contraction of

4.9 per cent in 2009 However fall in

activity in the final quarter of 2010 served as

timely reminder that while conditions are

generally improving the recovery is fragile

The recovery has helped many of our

customers Company trading profits grew for

the first time since 2008 The unemployment

rate levelled off at around per cent which

is much higher than at the start of the

2.8 recession but still relatively low compared

with the peak in other recessions These

factors supported commercial property

prices which were per cent higher in

December 2010 than they were year earlier

according to International Property Databank

Most of those gains came in the first half of

2009 2010
the year The residential market was less

Souce ttrean robust house prices fell in the second half of

the year dragging the year-on-year growth

rate to -1 per cent in December 2010

according to the Nationwide index

The US economy registered the fastest

growth among our main markets GDP grow

by 2.8 per cent following contraction of 2.6

per cent in 2009 Despite this the

unemployment rate remained stubbornly

high which prompted further loosening of

monetary and fiscal policy In Ireland GDP

contracted by an estimated 0.5 per cent in

2010 following 7.6 per cent reduction in

2009 though there were tentative signs of

strengthening towards the end of the year

The general improvement in economic

conditions must be viewed against

backdrop of financial market turbulence at

various points in the year most notably

the sovereign debt crisis that affected the

Eurozone periphery This led to marked

fall in risk appetite in 02 and again in 04

Equity prices fell in the banking sector and

there was flight to quality which pushed

down long-term interest rates on government

debt in some countries This included the UK
where the 10-year gilt rate fell from more than

per cent at the start of 2010 to less than

per cent in October UK gilt yields

subsequently rose in the final months of

2010 in anticipation of interest rate rises

in 2011

The increase in risk aversion also caused

some sharp currency movements At one

point the pound was 11 per cent down

against the dollar but sterling rallied in the

second half of 2010 to end the year just

slightly lower than where it started $1.57

from $1.61 Sterling rose by 10 per cent

against the euro in the first half of the year

before giving up most of these gains to

end the year at 1.17 from 1.13

The economic outlook

We expect the global recovery to be

maintained but to remain uneven The pace

of growth in the major developed economies

including the UK and the US is
likely

to remain sluggish by historic standards

and volatile This reflects high levels of

indebtedness and the expectation that

interest rates will gradually rise Emerging

markets especially Asia will continue to

outperform as they are less encumbered by

balance sheet strains Moreover growth in

countries like China and India will continue

to be underpinned by the process of

catch-up with industrial nations

NB All data are from Thomson Datastream

unless otherwise indicated

Sterling exchange rates

75 $toltol

1.30

115

1.00

Jan 2010

GDP growth real terms

-2

-4

-6 -4.9

-8

-10
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Our business and our strategy

Our approach to risk management Our rrppioach to risk marIaerrr

now vision for Rt3S RtSk Management

At RBS Risk Management plays an integral role in delivering the

Strategic Plan by embedding appropriate frameworks With the

need for financial strength and resilience at the heart of this RBS

Risk Management is aligned to support the Groups stated objective

of standalone strength by 2013 as measured by reaching and then

retaining credit standing in line with the strongest international peer

group The Group Board agreed in 2009 four risk objectives which

are aligned to the Plan These are to

maintain capital adequacy

maintain market confidence

deliver stable earnings growth and

ensure stable and efficient access to funding and liquidity

Strategy and policy

These strategic risk objectives are the bridge between the Group-level

business strategy and the frameworks measures and metrics we use

to set appetite and manage risk in our business divisions Our Risk

Appetite Framework is aligned with business objectives with underlying

and cascading frameworks and limits

Appropriate and effectively implemented policy standards are pre

requisite to achieving standalone credit rating in line with the strongest

in our international peer group and unless we maintain an upper quartile

control framework we will not succeed in this objective In 2010 we

began work on revised Group Policy Framework GPF and this will

continue to be rolled out as key component of Risk Appetite during

2011 It has two very specific but correlated objectives which will apply at

the individual policy level as well as the aggregate policy standard level

to ensure that Risk Appetite is set in accordance with strong

standalone credit ratings on consistent basis and

to ensure an upper quartile control environment is maintained against

relevant external benchmarks

An enhanced approach to embedding policies will form an integral

part of our communication and training with both our frontline staff

and across RBS Risk Management Our revised GPF is structured to

require policy standard owners and policy sponsors to re-assess their

policies on regular basis and where shortfalls against industry

practice are identified these are documented and addressed within

an agreed timeframe

Operating model

The risk and liquidity balance sheet management strategies are owned

and set by the Groups Board of directors and implemented by

executive management led by the Group Chief Executive number of

committees supports the execution of the business plan and strategy

Interaction between them helps to promote cross-risk linkages The

roles and responsibilities fulfilled by the key risk committees have been

reviewed and more clearly defined during the course of 2010 and

further enhancements are planned in 2011

Equally important as improved governance is strengthening the

capabilities of our people and rebuilding trust with our external

stakeholders to convince them that the culture which allowed the old

RBS to fail has changed and changed for good Our people agenda is

tackling this through our performance management process and the

way we incentivise our people as well as our risk skills and capabilities

programme These are as important for our customer facing staff as

they are for our risk and control functions

Risk appetite

Risk appetite is an expression of the maximum level of risk that we are

prepared to accept to deliver our business objectives Risk and balance

sheet management across the Group is based on the Risk Appetite

approved by the Board who ultimately will agree this for each division

and regularly reviews the Groups performance in relation to risk Risk

appetite is defined in both quantitative and qualitative terms which

serve as way of setting appetite and managing risk performance as

we implement an agreed strategy

Quantitative encompassing capital funding and liquidity credit

country market operational regulatory and business risks

underpinned by stress testing

Qualitative ensuring that the Group applies the correct principles

policies and procedures manages reputational risk with sound

controls and strong risk culture

Risk archttecture

key deliverable on our journey to standalone credit rating in line with

our strongest international peer group by 2013 is the design and building

of risk architecture that will support this and we are doing this as

partnership between the Risk Finance and Treasury functions When fully

implemented this will provide RBS with consistent reference data and

definitions across our three functions and significantly improve the quality

of management information and analytical capability we have to manage

our major risks

ra

Governance
Alignment risk and buiness

Organisation people and culture
strategy

One risk communityroup policy framework

Regulatory and operational
Capital/risk adjusted performance

risk coverage

Risk finance and

credit risk approval and control

babnce sheet management

treasury archrecture

Market risk limits and controls.i Risk data quality

Riic concentrations
Analyt os and modelling

Asset and product class
Risk information and

Country risk

.11

reporting

Treasury risk managemenl

Scenario testing
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Our approach to risk management

Credit risk Funding and
muano ccunor Oarty

Risk Type country ad eohtical liqudty risk Market risk Insurance risk

Definition The risk that the Group The risk that the Group The risk that the value The rick of financial

will incur losses owng does not have of an asset or liability
loss through fluctuations

10 the iure of sufficient financial may change as result in the timing frequoncy

customers to meet their resources to meet its of change in market and/ui severity of

financial obligations to commitments whon factors insured events relative

the Group they fall duo or can to the expectations at

secure them only at the time of underwriting

excessive coct

Features Loss characteristics vary Potential to disrupt the Potential for large material Frequent small losses which

materially across portfolios business model and stop losses are material in aggregate

normal functions of the

Significant correlation Group Potential for losses due to Infrequent large material

between losses and the stress events losses

macroeconomic Potential to fail to meet the

environment supervisory requirements of

regulators

Concentration risk

potential for large material Significantly correlates with

losses credit risk losses

How we manage them

Key Asset qua1ily has broadly Against backdrop of fjrtr De to the extended penod of There were significant losses

developments stahilised resulting in marKet
irotabilit we made market vnialilty circe August as result or bodily uy

in 201G aggregate loan irrpairmerits prngrcs in meeting our 2001 the levol of modetcd claims in the UK motor

33% lower than in 2009 xtrateyic hjecoves reduced market risk has increasea insurance businecs impacting

However weakness in the reliance on shct-term despite reduction in tradng RBS lnrarcc
irish economy an faliug wholesdle funoing expanded book exoosurc

procei ty values have resulted customer decosit francftse

in the coublino of Ulster Bank and mceosed maturity ot

Group impaimieribt core and term debt issuance

Nrii 7010

Risk mitigation We made turtrer We streigtnened the VVe nave contijed to in our motor business

enhancermens to the Groups strucurai integrity of the enhance ou market rsy we increased pricing in

credit risk frameworks as well balance sheet through active maragernent framework resooose bodily ru ry

as the sys.ems arid tools hat management of both asset We have reduced tiading and trens and we made

support credit risk and lianility portfolios Also bankin boo exocsurec with iqnitnt progress ri

management procesoes Wew have constructed asset sales ext viute-downs removing higher_rick

reduced the risk associated aunilicant centrallv-marrgec within Non-Gore and balking business Through

wiiiu ieeu.y xprsilrf-rs lqiduiv nurttoiiru bo.i evalaoleorsale ssis ieruWlCrl rai.riq
ectk.ns

thcuqh furtlinr reduetiorus lC5 billiont in orni
Non-Gore sssets
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Reputationa risk Pension risk

The nsks arising from The risk that the

the faure to meet Group may have to

stakeholders make additional

perceptions and contnbutions to its

expectations defined benefit

pension schemes

Farlure of the business Volatile funding position

to provide an experience caused by the uncertainty

which meets customers of future nvestment

regulators and other returns and the projected

stakeholdesexpectations value of schemes

liabilities

The ecomidanwronment The scale and scope of The Group otherplobal Government support bong The tnenrsal Thndng

impr ved butrontinued to regulatory thange room Ilnanti Un titutona fld height ned ubIs crutioy valuation br the nasri

impact the level of untirecedented levels the benkbng Industry have of the way we manage our heme we undertaken in

operational risI come pa heçdarly thear of faced increased leg bustness in luding 2010 wit schedule of

su as the scale of prudenti regulebon regulatory end pubh tf1 remuneration how ontnb hens be agreed

structural chang pital liquidity rutiny
We have continued mane our customeTs the with the ustee

urrir ecros he vernanca and ri to engage in discussion leveh of lending in the UK

Group inmeed mhernel managemenO sed with relevant takeholders and our iroflMntOl

sort ioy
and at attention was oaid to too rag rdtnq or Group impart

threats treatment of systemically efiortS to satisfy all rejevan

important areas uch as standards and ensure

recovery and rsOlutian compliance with applicable

plans remun ration and exi ting and prospective

capital laws lea and regulations

ur Group Poli We nag regulatory ontinu to review and In 2010 we entebliOhed During 2010

Framework GPF supports oh noc through auhee cohen our regulatory the Group Sustainabulity implementnd an enhanced

the nsk ppetite sethnq engaqem ut with the P5k policie procedures and Committee We have al reporti and modelling

proces and under.pin the other
regulator

and operations Dunng 2010 developed framework for framewoilt to improve the

control any ronrnOnt governments there haS bOen specifi managing envronmental identification end

targeted focus on enhancing Social arid ethical ks to management of key

The three lines of defence Thenost ma anal risks rranciements for handling Ipport oto lending pn ioO ri ha In early

model gives SasurSo etc froth new regulations or cuStomar complaints nd decisions Susine ad 2010 the main scheme

the st ndards in GPF are changes to existing managing the ri he consider potential increaed its bond

being adhered to legislation are as gnarl an as ociated with Money reputational risk and dllocation to better match

ecutiye spi nest ndering end Sanction appropriate mitigerits liabilitiee

and Terrorism Pin ncing

Our business and our strategy

Oor Cpl.roiic.h to rsk maroqement

Operattona risk Regulatory risk Compliance risk

The risk of loss The risks arising from Risks arising horn

resultung from egulatory changes non-compliance with

nadequole ar failed and enForcement laws rules

ucesses people regulations or other

systems or from standards applcable

external events to the Group

Frequent small losses Adverse impacts on Breach or alleged breach

businessloperating could result in public or

Infrequent material models including private censure or fine

losses increased complexity could have an adverse

impact on the Groups
Financial costs adapting business model including

to changes or from applicable authorisations

penalties and licenses reputation

results of operations

Reputational damage andlor financial condition

from enforcement action
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Key business highghts

Opratng profit recovered strongly

Net rnterest income increased by 18%

Non- nterest income decreased by 11%

pune derreased by 5%

Impairment losses decreased by 31%

Riskweighted assets derreased by 5%

2010 009
Performance highhghts Em

Net interest income 4O78 3452

Non-interest income 12 1495

Total income 4947

Expenses 2jt3 3039

Operating prot before impairment losses 1908

Impairment losses I0 1679

Operating profit CEI9 229

weighted assets Ebn8 51 .3

Return on equity h1i8t0% 3.0%

Net Interest margin 91% 3.59%

Costincome ratto 60%

Loamdeposit ratio 110% 115%

IQ/
jrowth in customer op ratng profit

Poe

Brian Hartzer

chief Executive UK Retail

Wealth and Ulster Bank

For biographies

see pages 226-229

was another chacenglng year br our

customers and for JK Retail against

bacKdrop of sow economic recovery but our

rasLts reflect solid orogress We are open or

business and we are here to help Customer

endng is up and we are ore course to achieve

our hifflon mortgage ret ending target for the

period to February 2011 Mortgage baanc.es

florribised by 9% during the year At the same

hrne our impairmenrs are down substantiafly

because of our commetment to responsible

efldrio Customer decosits grew by 0% faster

than the market average and savings balances

grew oy 3% We have oNsred our cost to

serve by helping r.iur customers understand and

mate better use of dIrect channeis as weU as

addressrnq inefficieiroios through the rolbout of

ear cechniques ri our branches

Changing hew wo work so that we servo our custornors bettor

As part of our determination to become Britains most helpful bank in

2010 we changed the way we work

we created single Consumer Distribution business reflecting the

importance we place on delivering great multi-channel experience

to our customers

we reorganised our Retail Centre so its now better set up to support

the people serving our customers and

we reshaped our Private Banking business so that we can meet

better the needs of our affluent customers

Listening to out customets and being clear about our commitments

to them our Customer Charter

Our customer satisfaction already compares well with our competitors

but we know we can do more In June we launched our Customer

Charter setting out our commitment to delivering helpful banking

The views of more than 30000 customers contributed to the CharteE

consisting of 14 long-term customer promises We are now working

hard to deliver on the commitments we have made This wont happen

overnight but our Customer Charter is our pledge that we will be held to

account against the progress we make publishing an independently-

assured report on our performance every six months
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Oivisiona review

Listening is what helpful bank does and we now have programme in

place to ensure our staff including our Executives hear first hand about

the needs and frustrations of our customers Through our Customer

Charter we will show clearly what were doing as result of what our

customers tell us In 2010 we opened early morning and late evening

in our 200 busiest branches In addition we open 846 branches on

Saturday because customers told us that would make life easier They

also told us to keep things simple so this year we have rewritten all our

banking hall literature and improved our customer review process

making it easier for customers to choose the right product for them We

have also simplified our overdraft charging structure for customers who

go overdrawn without agreement and introduced Act Now pre-emptive

text and e-mail alerts

While these are early days for the Charter initial progress has been

encouraging We asked Deloitte LLP to track our progress in the first six

months They told us that we achieved 80% of the goals during that time

Highlights of their findings include

answering 91.4% of calls in under 60 seconds in our UK telephone

banking call centres against target of 90%

meeting commitment to maintain local banking services where we

are last bank in town keeping 146 last bank branches open across

the country against target of 100 and

sending replacement cards within 24 hours to 97% of customers

whose debit cards were lost or stolen against target of next

working day delivery

Our goals are stretching and we still have work to do as we missed five

of our 20 goals including

against goal of nine out of 10 customers being very satisfied with

service eight out of 10 were very satisfied and

against target of
simplifying

and
rewriting

all our branch literature

in line with customer feedback we managed to make available the

new literature from end of February 2011

We will strive to do better but these first results are good start and

demonstrate our commitment to be better bank for our customers

Resolvmg customer complaints fairly consistently and promptly

The treatment of complaints was big focus for the industry in 2010

We worked hard to get better at this We have trained over 10000

designated complaint handlers so that we can resolve customer

complaints more fairly and consistently and address the root causes of

complaints Through our Customer Charter we are also going one step

further by committing to be completely transparent about the top five

customer complaints

Playing an active rote in the communities we serve

We know that playing an active role in supporting the communities where

we live and work is an important part of rebuilding our reputation We

launched our Community Fund providing 1.8 million worth of financial

support to local charities and community projects nominated by our

customers In addition all of our employees now have the option of

days leave to get involved in local volunteering Our commitment to

financial education remains as important as ever We delivered 30653

lessons in schools right across the country through our independently

accredited MoneySense programme

Committing to maintainng local bankmg services

Many of our customers particularly
in Scotland live in rural areas

Through our Customer Charter we have made firm commitment to

maintain local banking services in the communities we serve pledging

to stay open if we are the last bank in town and continuing to run our

mobile bank service We have also extended access to our accounts

through Post Office counters

Addressing the legacy of tim past

In August 2010 we reached an early agreement on the sale of 318

branches to Santander UK Plc The sale was required as part of the

State Aid agreement reached with the European Commission It provides

greater clarity
for our staff and customers and represents another

significant step forward in our restructuring
for the future We expect the

process to be completed by the end of March 2012 RBS Group remains

committed to the UK retail banking market and even after the sale we

will continue to operate the second largest retail branch network in the UK

Stnving to become Britains Most Helpful and Sostainable Bank

We expect 2011 to be another challenging year but we know that we will

succeed as business by helping our customers through good times

and bad Our commitment to becoming Britains most Helpful and

Sustainable Bank is long-term one and we are confident we are

creating new kind of retail bank
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Key business highhghts

OperaVng profit grew by 30%

Net intere income increased by 12 As

Non-nterest incbme increased by 3%

Expenses increased by 9%

Imosirment losses were 18% lower

Risk-weighted assets decreased by 10%

2010 2009
Performance hIghlights

Net interest income ft5 2.292

Non-interest income ilj23 1.290

Total income j95 3582

Expenses tf1 1530

Operating profit before impairment losses 4224w 052

Impairment losses 781 927

Operating profit t83 1125

weighted assets Ebn.4 90.2

Return on equity 11% 9.4%

Net interest margin b2I% 2.22%

Cost.income ratio 43%

Loandeposit ratio O% 126%
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Chris Suf Ivan

Chief Executive

UK Corporate

For biographies

see pages 226-229

Our success rests on how weH we suoport our

customers VVe have responsihrhty to halo

them through difIlOUIt and uncertain nIne

Tnats why our charter Or SME. customers

oubhshed in November 2009 sets out clear

rrmrnitments on what customers can exoeci

from us and on how we miii hehave In 2010

we put into oractico

We achievud thar while ooosting operatina profit

by 30% compared wth 2009 resulr that reflects

strong Income growth as wall as lower

mpairirento partmlly offset cy nigher COStS

Helping businesses to start-Up and grow

We know that new businesses are vital to the recovering UK economy
In 2010 we opened on average more than 2200 start-up accounts per

week Each one benefits from free transactional banking services in their

first two years of operation

We launched the Start-Up Hotline which received nearly 1700 calls

by the end of 2010 It provides practical help and advice to budding

entrepreneurs Business experts can discuss with potential start-ups the

factors that affect their market Our Business Planning Software enables

new firms to prepare business plan and our free business plan review

service provides constructive feedback on its development

Along with our partners including the British Chambers of Commerce

and Smarta we launched the Fitness for Growth campaign It provides

firms with information and advice that will be useful as they try to grow
In October we launched the first of series of training seminars in

conjunction with the Federation of Small Businesses

Our SME Business Knowledge Hub provides free access to range of

excellent business guides and support materials including an Online

Business Review tool We recognise that financial management is

important for our customers and have produced practical guide with

information on cashflow management It also highlights the factors the

Bank will look at when assessing credit requests

In times of heightened financial pressures we know we have to provide

more intensive support for some customers Our Specialised Relationship
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Management team of over 500 experienced employees continued to

provide locally based hands-on support where needed In 2010 over

5600 customers were successfully managed back to financial health

Giving customers access to finance

Getting access to finance is key concern for many of our customers

We continue to be open for business In 2010 we provided on average

over 5000 loans to UK businesses each week Our approval rate remains

high we continue to accept over 85% of the credit applications we receive

For the period from March 2010 to February 2011 RBS Group had agreed

to make 50 billion of gross new lending facilities available to customers

through its Business Commercial Corporate and Institutional Banking

and GBM businesses We launched number of initiatives to ensure firms

and their advisers know we are making lending available

In January we announced our Manufacturing Fund pledging to make

billion of new loans available on competitive and flexible terms to UK

manufacturing businesses

The Manufacturing Fund won the Innovation in Product Design Business

Banking category at the Financial World Financial Innovation Awards

We also created 2.15 billion of specific lending programmes to support

infrastructure and public sector developments including social housing

local authorities and renewable energies

We supported the creation of the Enterprise Finance Guarantee EFG
in 2008 which aims to improve the availability

of working capital to SME

firms Initially available until March 2010 it was extended to March 2011

By December 2010 we led the field in taking applications for the EFG

accounting for over 40% of all loans drawn under the scheme

In 2008 we agreed 250 million funding agreement with the European

Investment Bank whereby funds were provided to eligible customers at

preferential borrowing rates The success of the scheme led to second

300 million tranche being agreed in July 2010

We remain leader in helping UK corporate clients to raise funds from

the stock market as well as range of debt products In 2010 we led

on the arrangements for two of the top three UK corporate equity deals

Being fair nd transparent in how we treat our customers

In our SME charter we extended our committed overdraft and price

promises to cover 2010 This ensured that customers overdraft facility

remained in place for the duration of their agreement unless they

breached conditions or there was significant deterioration in their risk

profile Our price promise ensures that we will not increase overdraft

margins at renewal times unless there is significant change in the firms

risk profile By October 2010 over nine out of 10 small businesses had

benefited from overdraft renewals at the same or lower rate

Meeting our customer needs

Our customers like the steps we have taken and the support we provide

RBS Group is in the top three banks in the UK for business customer

satisfaction The percentage of our corporate customers describing

themselves as very satisfied has remained consistently high In March

Lombard won Best Leasing and Asset Finance Provider at the Business

Moneyfacts Awards for the second consecutive year Our Invoice Finance

business works closely with customers providing products to meet their

changing needs For example in October RBS Invoice Finance finalised

its first asset backed lending deal for the retail sector with flexible

million facility to DM London Limited trading under the brand Time

However we continue to look for ways to improve how we deliver services

major contribution to that is our transformation programme which we

call Genesis When we put it together we spent over 4000 hours listening

to our customers and people in developing the programmes design We

believe that Genesis will make our customers banking experience simpler

more responsive and better suited to their needs

Contributing towards the new RBS

The progress we made in 2010 contributes to the wider objectives of

making RBS stronger and safer Bank We increased our customer

deposits by 14% helping to reduce the gap between loans and deposits

by 16% We continued to enhance our risk control systems including

implementing specific new guidance for Real Estate Finance

We also took steps to deal with the legacy of the past In line with the

EUs divestment requirements in August 2010 we announced sale

agreement with Santander UK plc for 318 branches This includes the

SME accounts attached to these branches as well as our Direct SME

business and certain mid-sized corporate customers Our plans for

separating and segregating this business are well advanced and we

expect the process to be completed by the end of March 2012 We will

try to keep any disruption for customers and staff to minimum

2010 was year of delivering the commitments we have made to support

our customers We are taking the necessary steps to restore the reputation

of the Bank brick by brick and putting our customers at the heart of

everything we do
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Rory Tapner

Chief Executive Wealth

InvestinO to improve service to our clients

In 2010 we took hugely important step to enhance the service we give

clients by investing in new IT platform Although it is invisible to our

clients it will transform how we do business and free our pnvate bankers

to spend more time providing high quality service This significant

investment reflects the Groups commitment to the division something

further demonstrated by support for our ambitious hiring strategy which

enabled us to recruit high quality people across all of our businesses

lnvestinq to communicate effectively with our Clients

We try to communicate with our clients in the ways that best suit them

Demand for online access has been growing In response to client

feedback our Coutts Co and Adam Company websites were

completely rebuilt enabling clients to navigate our products and

services in smarter simpler way

2010 also saw Coutts embrace social media Twitter service was

launched in January and the Coutts YouTube channel went live in

DecembeE These steps on the social media ladder enable us to share

our knowledge around investments and financial markets faster then

ever before

Our Wealth Manaqemert ousiness contains

Of 001 most valuable brands nclurnp

Couttu LW Couus eric PBS rviernatonal The

depth ot relationship they fl5VE Witn OUI clients

is of the heart of everything they do These

3UlLUr hove Etc UtemflmiOrEf presence of for

proven suite of Oroducts and between them

mana cvei LOS billion of assets fbr 290000
clients in juhsdictions around the world

Operating profit fell in 2010 driven by lower net interest income and

higher expenses as we invested in the future of the businesses partly

offset by lower impairments Assets under management grew by 5% and

deposits were up too

Many clients like to keep in touch by phone and our specialist service

Coutts24 which provides round-the-clock support handled over one

million calls in 2010 Client feedback on the service is extremely positive
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and the Coutts24 team pride themselves in going the extra mile when

responding to enquiries This was evident during the volcanic ash cloud

restrictions Stranded clients experienced range of financial and travel

issues but received support from Coutts24 with payments short-term

credit sanctioning booking new journeys and reserving hotels

Supporting entrepreneure

In 2010 we hosted our 5th annual Coutts Prize for Family Businesses

with MI Dickson and Shepherd Neame winning the top awards in their

turnover category

Our launch of the Coutts Social Enterprise Advisory service demonstrated

our commitment to entrepreneurs It aims to match clients with social

entrepreneurs looking for funding and/or mentoring The Entrepreneurs

magazine and Coutts Entrepreneurs video were launched the former

reached 1500 clients the latter showcased the breadth of industries

across which our entrepreneurs work In RBS Coutts our businesses

on the Isle of Man and Jersey continued to focus on entrepreneurs

sponsoring awards and events to raise our profile And our sponsorship

of London Fashion Week was part of programme designed to build

our profile
with entrepreneurs from the creative industries which play

such vital role in their contribution to our economy

Focusing on women clients

We ran more than 60 events solely for women which were attended

by around 1900 clients and prospects The continuing success of the

Coutts Woman website has led to plans for global roll-out in 2011 The

RBS Coutts FT Women in Asia awards helped us to build on the launch

of the RBS Coutts Woman initiative and lay the foundations for global

approach to targeting this valuable segment The year also saw the

creation of the Coutts Women Network CWN series of tailored

events Using mentoring and professional development programmes

it aims to create an inclusive and supportive environment for women

Being recognised for the qustity of our aersice

RBS International launched its three customer promises in 2010

campaign which saw the business achieve world class levels of Net

Promoter Scores It was also shortlisted in five categories at the National

Customer Service awards with Jersey employee winning Frontline

Professional of the Year In addition two RBS International products

Autopilot and Navigator won the Innovation Award in the 2010

Investment Life and Pensions Moneyfacts awards

Supporting good causes

In 2010 the Courts Charitable Trust donated around million to

worthwhile causes and Wealth Management staff in the UK have raised

around 300000 for charities like the NSPCC Maggies Cancer Centres

and the Princes Trust The Coutts Senior Client Partners chose ChildLine

as their nominated charity
in 2010 raising over 215000 which would

fund ChildLine supervisor for three years

The team at RBS International led an active sustainability

programme in their business and raised more than 160000 for

Macmillan Cancer Support

The MoneySense for Schools programme is an online interactive

financial education programme to help 1118 year olds prepare to

manage their finances in the future Specially trained RBS International

employees helped to deliver over 100 lessons in schools and colleges

during the year

Our tradition of supporting the performing arts goes back over 150 years

and continued in 2010 This included Coutts principal sponsorship of

the Almeida Theatre in London for the eighth successive year and

Adam Companys sponsorship of the Scottish Ballets Autumn Season

Geometry and Grace for which it received Commendation in the Arts

Business Scotland Awards These sponsorshipS are an important

element of our client centric service Its an approach that has helped us

to acquire new clients across Wealth Management In Coutts for example

there were 4833 new clients in 2010 And of these over 1000 were

referred to us from other divisions within RBS demonstrating the breadth

of relationships we have across the Group

Looting ahead

In 2011 we have strategy for growth and desire to develop further

well-balanced business across all of our jurisdictions
The second phase

of our IT project will also see us roll out the platform in Coutts It promises

to be busy and exciting year

Divisiona review
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Gtobal Transaction Services
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Key business highhghts

hcome increased by-

Expenses broadly in kne with 2009

Operatng protitincreased by 12%

Risk weighted assets fell by 4%

2010 7riOP

Performance highlights Let

Net tnterest income 912

Non-Interest inoornmijj 575fl2487
4-

Expenses iv 1v484Yt 475I012
Risk-weighted assets Ebn 183 19.1

Net interest margin 61334 9.22%

Cost-income ratio 59%

Loandeposit ratio 2i% 21%

46bn 1$
Idwide ymen pro net tnno-sat one

per year the year

erian Stevenson

chairman Olobal Transaction

Services

0Th helps our customers manage their cash

and liouidrty make and reeive ravrnents and

suppor their trade reouirernents across tne

world Our vision is to ne tne leading transaction

bank of choice for his Groupb clients Wd
have laid the foundations to achieve his

strengtnening our cinse wnrkirg relaticnsnps

with other divisions and ofiehng innovative

roducts hased on OUt customers needs now
and the future

Healthy income growth combined with lower impairments and good
cost control led loan increase in operating profit of 12% With 21%

loan-to-deposit ratio GTS remains an important source of
liquidity for

the wider Group

Leveraging our global network

GTS processes over 46 billion worldwide payments per year in 43

different currencies and we administer 4600 global trade transactions

each day We use our international branch network to help customers do

more business in more countries

We established new UK exporter initiative which recognises the key

role that exports can have in the UK economic recovery This provides

package of business support for potential exporters including online

training help and advice and telephone hotlines

We partnered with the Governments UK Trade Investment initiative

through their Asia Task Force to present series of events entitled

Doing Business in Asia Meet the Experts The events helped British

businesses explore opportunities in Asia and our Global Trade Advisory

and Asia experts provided advice We expect over 1500 firms to have

attended these events by the time they conclude in early 2011 of which

around half will be considering doing business in Asia for the first time

We worked closely with colleagues in Global Banking Markets GBM
Citizens Ulster Bank and UK Corporate to develop and fine-tune our

products and services Following its 2009 launch our Global Network

Banking GNB business joint initiative with GBM has concentrated on

fast-growing markets such as China and India and set up an

international network advisory team It also introduced joint programme
with UK Corporate to showcase our business capabilities in China
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Innovating to enhance customer service

In 2010 we embarked on significant investment programme designed

to drive innovation and deliver new technologies to our customers Our

new products and services provide customers with greater flexibility and

transparency and in many cases help to improve risk management and

lower costs

We were one of the first global banks to facilitate cross-border trade

settlement in Chinese Renminbi RMB and to offer RMB accounts

currency exchange and trade finance services For financial institutions

we unveiled the new Euro Trade Deduct product that maximises the

benefits available from our cash and trade services

The launch of the RBS SWIFT Service Bureau throughout our Global

Payments network enables us to offer comprehensive global solutions to

large corporate customers Users can become quickly established on the

universal banking platform and with less capital investment than before

Other innovations included

PayAway-IP Direct remote access web-based payment service for

RBS and NatWest customers

GTS Sales//ne which since its launch in May 2010 has helped more

than 1000 customers to arrange and complete transactions

accessMOBlLE introduced by Citizens as an easy-to-use smartphone

application enabling clients to manage commercial banking

transactions on convenient and portable basis

Our Netherlands investment product the Yield Call Demand Account

rewards longer-term deposits while also ensuring funds are accessible

if needed It has also been successfully rolled out in Singapore

MaxTrad Dig/suite provides secure online service for firms with

global supply chains and reduces the need for expensive

documentation and courier services

Being recognised for the quality of our service

Our awards in 2010 reflect the quality
and international coverage of our

businesses Global Finance magazine awarded us

Best Bank for Liquidity Management Western Europe

Best Continuous Linked Settlement Bank Western Europe and

North America

Best Trade Finance Bank Netherlands

Best Supply Chain Finance Provider

Positioning for the future

We continued to build upon the foundation of the Groups 2009 Strategic

Plan Our risk management programmes have been enhanced with the

first phase of new model for credit risk and portfolio management This

provides more streamlined credit approval process for customers and

strengthens accountability across business divisions

Our people agenda seeks to align employees with customer needs and

our business strategy In 2010 we identified set of values for GTS based

upon empowered leaders customer focus the drive to succeed

connectivity and risk awareness Our employees are encouraged to

engage fully through discussion forums focus groups and roadshows

Fostering teamwork throughout our business creates an inclusive workplace

and we are active in creating trusted adviser role with our clients

In April we completed the legal separation and integration of the former

ABN AMRO NV businesses The parts acquired by RBS now operate

under unified brand which gives us greater opportunities for our

business and our clients Our new banking platform in the Netherlands

successfully migrated more than 40000 corporate accounts to RBS

In line with the settlement agreed with the EC in 2009 we announced and

completed the divestment of our Global Merchant Services WorldPay

business to Advent International and Bain Capital Under the terms of

the sale RBS will retain 19.99% stake in the business and will refer our

customers to WorldPay for merchant acquiring products and services

Going onto the front toot

The launch of our new customer proposition highlights the strengths of

our business enhances our market profile and helps to differentiate us

from the competition The combined strengths of our business include

our global reach product expertise customer service technology

platforms and most importantly our people These are underpinned by

our continuing commitment to customers and our ability to generate new

ideas and products

In 2011 we will continue to build on the momentum of 2010 and to

position
GTS as stable and powerful transaction bank for our customers

and our shareholders GTS will move forward under new leadership with

Scott Barton taking over as CEO in January 2011 Brian Stevenson will

work with Scott in his new capacity as Chairman GTS
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Key business highhghts

Net interest income decreased by 1%

Non-ctere income decreased by 14%

Expnnses decreased by 24%

impairment losses increased by 512 rriflion

2010 200
Performance highhghts Liii cm

Net interest income 761

Non-interestincome 214 24i34
Expenses 575 j$

Impairment losses

Operating loss 761 3M

Risk-weighted assets Ebri 31 29
Return on equity 21.0%

Net interest margin 1.84% 7%
Costiricome ratio 59% 73%

Loan ratio 152%

8% 4%
innc Custom branche oparied on

degas lances att day or he ftrst mis

constant Currencies

Cormac McCarthy

Chief Executive

Ulster Bank

Gondf one in tretands economy remained very

chaUenqincj ndeed throughour 2010 and our

wince reSect hre icntnung stresses in

oroperty markets together with pressure on

borrowers who depend on consumer spending
resuiteci fl increased osses on corporate

ending t1iher unernptoyment and ovier

dsoeahte incomes contributed to ngher

mortgage moeirrnents tn Northern trotand too

the economy was weak and uriemptoyment

ocreased over the year

These factors lie behind the increase in our impairment losses to

1.2 billion and our operating loss of 761 million Despite lower income

an impressive 24% reduction in costs contributed to pre-impairment

operating profit of 400 million

Lower costs was one objective of the five-year strategy we published

in 2009 We will continue to make changes inside our business to help

us achieve those aims But we recognise that if 2010 was tough for

us it was just as difficult for our customers and we have tried hard to

support them In 2010 we said that we wanted to become Irelands most

helpful bank across the whole island Helping our customers helps our

business too making it stronger and more resilient for the future

Listening to customers and providing Help Far What Matters

In September we launched the Help For What Matters programme

We listened to what our customers need and developed commitments

that focus on the issues that matter to them

For personal customers this means

making banking easy including extended branch opening hours

Saturday openings less queuing and helpful service

treating our customers fairly including text alerts to avoid unnecessary

charges and assistance with debt problems and

local support including no branch closures community fund

and Give Day volunteering programme
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For SME business customers this means

access to credit and working capital We will continue to make credit

available to viable businesses and maintain overdrafts for their full

term unless there is breach of terms An appeals process is

available for unsuccessful applications

clarity about what customers can expect concerning the costs

terms and conditions of credit and the factors that influence the

price of loan and

understanding and support for businesses including two-year

free transactional banking for start-ups and an on-line business

support programme

We are still at an early stage in the programme but we are already

delivering on these commitments For example in 2010 we opened 45

branches on Saturdays for the first time We now have more branches

open on Saturdays across Ireland than any other bank By opening on

Saturdays and extending our weekly opening hours we are giving our

customers an extra 30000 hours each year to visit our branches

Focusing on customers and service

We are working with our personal and business customers every day

to support them in dealing with any financial difficulties they may be

experiencing Initiatives such as Flex and Breathing Space in retail

banking demonstrate to our customers that we are committed to them

over the long-term Our sma/Ibusinesscan online community in business

banking is well received and continues to grow It now attracts over

15000 small and medium enterprise visitors each month allowing them

to access knowledge and share insights ideas and experiences with

like-minded peers to assist the survival and growth of their businesses

In 2010 we increased the numbers of new retail customers to Ulster

Bank and made strong progress in growing our deposit franchise We

also extended our Private Banking business into the Republic of Ireland

with new relationship managers based in Dublin and Cork

We became the first bank in the Republic of Ireland to launch an Phone

mobile banking application In October we extended our mobile phone

banking services to wider range of mobile phones enabling our

customers to manage their money on the move and helping them reduce

avoidable current account charges

In business banking over the course of 2010 we achieved an average

Customer Satisfaction Index of 89% for all our business banking

touchpoints We continued to forge strong links with key small business

support and lobbying bodies island-wide through our business

engagement programme

In September we launched new campaign to support early-stage

businesses including access to Start Up Knowledge Centre and Start

Up Live events in 14 different locations

Investing in our people

Our employees are central to our ambition of becoming Irelands most

helpful bank Through the Ulster Bank People Plan we are taking steps

to ensure our people feel engaged motivated and that we give them

opportunities to develop to their full potential In January we launched

the Ulster Bank Academy with over 3500 of our people attending

learning and development courses throughout the year

Getting fit for the future

The Lean programme is part of our strategy to transform the way we

do business so that we can serve customers better It will also help us

to become more efficient Behind every interaction with customer is

process and it is important to get this process right
from start to finish

If we do that it will help us to be Irelands most helpful
bank

Were using the experience of our people in making these changes

for example in designing new procedures for call-handling feeding back

on call quality and coaching the telephony agents As result weve

reduced the Average Handling Time of call by 23% since January

2010 This means we are able to speak to more customers each day

It has also provided stronger links between our businesses with our

telephony agents able to hand over more customer leads to the Retail

Direct Sales Centre

Significant economic and business challenges remain However over the

last two years we have proven our ability to adapt to change and support

our customers This combined with the continued strong support of

RBS leaves us very well positioned for the future

Divisional review
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Key business highhghts

Net nterest income increased by 8%

Non uter st income incieese by 8%

Expenses decrsased by 1%

lmpai ment losses decreased by 26%

Operating profit increased by mdlion

2010 2009

Performance thghlights Sm

Net interest income 1775N949
Total income 2946 272435
Operating profit before impairment losses 823 5891t702
Operating profit/loss 306 113

Risk-weighted assets Ebn 8ttS 59.7

Return on equity 3.6% 1.3%

Net interest margin 26S% 2.37%

Oostincome ratio 572% 78%

Loamdeposit ratio 81% 80%

50% 81/
eduetlon in average time loin tw eposit abe

nswor customer all

over the two years

2010 72 81

15 c55 raz$0

Ellen Alemany

chief Execuilve

cezenn and Head of

American

For biographies

see pages 226-229

1r 2009 we set out our fivetear plan to create

stronger more resilient business 2010 saw

us take signficant steps elono tUe pain wOO

investments products customer service

nrastruoture and people

We have seen return to operating profitability and substantial increase in

new accounts opened We are better placed to respond to external factors

such as regulatory changes and subdued and uncertain US economic

recovery Though we are still at the early stages of our plan momentum

is
building

towards our aim of being leading super-regional bank

Strengthening customer relationships

In May Citizens Bank and Charter One launched the Good Banking is

Good Citizenship brand platform The initiative underscores our long

standing heritage and helps to restore trust in the banking industry

and has received positive response from new and existing customers

It brings to life our central and long-standing belief that bank should

contribute to the growth and vibrancy of its communities operating

through all of the channels in which lhe bank interacts with its customers

and the community

US Retail Commercial added more than 52500 new customer accounts

and 12500 small business accounts in the year 1030 September2010

Commercial Banking has expanded its reach into niche markets with

significant growth opportunities including Commercial Enterprise

Banking Health-Care Banking Capital Markets/Debt Syndication and

Franchise Finance

Our Home Lending Solutions first mortgage business is ranked nationally

among the top 20 retail originators by Inside Mortgage Finance having

moved up the rankings in the past two years In addition we see well-

managed home-equity lending as strategic product attracting new

customers and serving as an anchor for stronger customer relationships

Nearly 90% of home-equity customers also have deposit relationships

with us

Good customer service is at the heart of our ability to attract and retain

customers Citizens Contact Centers have made significant improvements

in the customer experience reducing the average time to answer

customer call by 50% over the last two years

In September we launched new Mobile Banking application for the

iFhone It allows retail customers to check account balances transfer

funds find ATM and branch locations and make payments We also
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launched the Student Money Bundle new packaged account offering

range of services and incentives for students GoalTrack Savings is

programme that allows customers to set their own savings goals and

earn bonus for achieving them Since it was introduced in December

2009 it has seen over 26000 new enrolments with more than $42 million

in committed savings goals

Re-investing in the core franchise

We are committed to upgrading our infrastructure with 41% increase

in capital investment in 2010 compared with the previous year Key

initiatives include new commercial loan and mortgage systems new

teller system with image capture at our branches and online banking

enhancements as well as the iPhone mobile banking

Restructurinp for the future

In line with the settlement agreed with the EC in 2009 we announced

and completed the divestment of our Global Merchant Services GMS
business including RBS WorldPay in Atlanta Under the terms of the sale

to Advent International and Bain Capital RBS will retain 19.9% stake in

the business and can refer its customers to them for global merchant

products and services In May 2010 we also completed the exit of our

joint arrangement with Kroger Personal Finance

Strengtheninp risk mana9sment

Enhancing our risk-management capabilities is critical business objective

within our Strategic Plan We have created two new Risk Management

groups and made several appointments to our risk leadership team

including Chief Risk Officer for Citizens Financial Group Were being

swift and strategic as we respond to the changing environment we face

Leveraging commercial capabilities

Through Global Transaction Services GTS we introduced

accessMOBlLE an easy-to-use smart phone application that enables

clients to manage commercial banking transactions on convenient and

portable basis We were the first bank in our footprint area to offer such

service We also worked closely with GTS on fall sales campaign

strengthening our partnership for the benefit of serving our customers

Commercial Banking has partnered with Business Services to implement

AFS our new loan
origination

and servicing platform This will enhance

our relationship managers ability to respond quickly to their customers

needs We also invested in over 150 days of training programmes aimed

at enhancing sales management skills across different products and

areas More than 700 staff from Commercial Banking GTS and Foreign

Exchange desks participated in the training

The Commercial teams are capitalizing on market disruption as three in

five mid-sized companies $10 million to $500 million in annual sales are

actively seeking new provider or would consider it if presented With

compelling offer We are also leveraging strong client loyalty with 86% of

the $5 million to $25 million client segment and 75% of the $25 million to

$500 million client segment saying they would continue using Citizens for

future banking needs

Our new Commercial Enterprise Banking division addresses the needs

of companies with $5 million to $25 million in annual revenues CEBs

$10 million in technology and people investments included Citizens first

shared uniform credit delivery and portfolio management business

model as well as larger
sales force to improve market coverage and

better serve existing clients

Cornmunrty response

Often we experience events outside our control profound example is

the historic flooding that occurred in New England in late March and

early April Citizens responded with special financing and grants for local

businesses non-profit agencies and individual customers

We supported our colleagues who suffered damages of their own

through the companys Emergency Assistance Fund This event was

more than disaster recovery exercise it was leadership at its finest

Recognitmn

We received range of awards that recognised our industry leadership

and commitment to staff customers and the communities where we do

business

Citizens was named second in the US in
delivering the best experience

for small-business customers by the ath Power 2010 Small Business

Banking Study moving up from No.10 in 2009

In New Hampshire Citizens Bank was named the Business of the

Decade in the financial services category by Business NH Magazine

In Connecticut we received Green Business Award from Business

New Haven for our Green$ense programme The RBS Americas

Headquarters building in Stamford also received Climate Change

Leadership Award from Connecticuts Governor

Citizens Financial Group was recognised by Conceive magazine for

the third consecutive year as the top company nationwide for offering

family-building benefits to its staff including fertility treatment and

adoption assistance For the fourth consecutive year we were also

recognised by the Dave Thomas Foundation as the Best Adoption

Friendly workplace in financial services
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Key business highhghts

Operating roflt excluding 1i vdliie of own dent fell by 42%

rf1ect ng sharply reduced reenue partially offe by lower

costs and siqnifica.t improvement in impi mont osaes

Expenses fell by it

Impel ment losses were 7499 milton lower than in 2009

2010 7009
Performance highlights Em

Not mterest income 216 2243

Non-interest income 6I6 8815

arid fair value of own debt 6398

Impairment losses 640

Operating froflt before fair value of own debt 5758

Fair value of own debt 19 49

Operating profit 5709

Risk-weighted assets thn 146.M 123.7

Return on equity 16.6% 29.8%

Netinterestmargin 15% 1.38%

Costlncome ratio 6dI 42%

Loandeposit ratio 194%

39 166%
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are so mportant at RB.S

In 2010 we made good progress implementing the GBM strategy

and achieving our ambitions Our people found ways to work more

intelligently to help clients rebuild from the financial downturn at time

when competition was fierce the regulatory landscape changed and

market conditions were subdued

GBM had reasonable set of financial results Even as the make-up of

our business made the revenue environment challenging we reduced

costs and impairments to post an above-target return on equity of 16.6

per cent We invested in reinforcing our core platforms and contributed

to the restructure of the RBS Group working with the Non-Core Division

on the sale of GBP1 .4 billion portfolio of primarily senior leveraged

loans and of GBP3.9 billion of project finance assets

Focusing on clients

We continued to focus on improving our client offering We refined how

we interact with clients to make it more customer focused and efficient

including aligning operations in our core Fixed Income Currencies

Commodities business We deployed our expertise to support our

customers ambitions leading to notable transactions including

The World Bank Joint bookrunner for the first US dollar global

benchmark bond launched by The World Bank in 2010

USD3.5 billion three-year deal

Cheur Kong infrastructure mid Power Assets Holdings Sole

financial advisor and lead mandated arranger in the GBP5.8 billion

purchase of EDFs UK electricity distribution networks

SitS Aft Joint lead manager and joint bookrunner on SEK5 billion

fully underwritten rights issue

EWE Joint bookrunner on the largest ever euro corporate

hybrid bond sale

GIBE Inaugural USD2 billion three-year and USD1.85 billion

five-year covered bonds which re-opened the US market after

three-year hiatus

Scottish end Southern Energy Structuring advisor and joint lead

manager on the GBP75O million and EUR500 million corporate hybrid

for SSE It was the first ever hybrid in
sterling

from UK-listed

company and reopened the global market

John Hourican

Chief Executive

Global Banking Markets

For biographies

see pages 226-229

Only by truly understanding our clients needs
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lbi Benkng Makets

Our clients valued the work we did for them in 2010 and rewarded us

accordingly They voted us in the global top five for foreign exchange

2010 Euromoney FX Survey and one of the top five dealers for

derivatives 2010 Risk Interdealer Poll Our debt capital markets

business was voted Euromoney Best Debt House in the UK and the

Netherlands The Banker magazine gave us the Deal of the Year award

for equities and sovereign bonds in Europe financial institutions in the

Middle East and loans in Asia

GBM engaged with regulators to help our clients and our own people

fully understand the various changes proposed to banking supervision

We invited expert regulatory speakers to client meetings in cities in

Europe Asia Pacific and the US giving our customers the rare

opportunity to ask technical questions on how changes will affect their

businesses We also acted as bookrunner on the first Solvency II-

compliant issue in the market

Making global connections

We maximised our 39-country network to help customers manage risks

between regions and access funding around the world cementing our

position in the worlds biggest economies and increasing our presence

in high-growth markets

In Europe we delivered some of the largest transactions of the year

These included Switzerland-based Glencores USD2.5 billion repurchase

of the Prodeco coal mine in Colombia and the EUR3.6 billion sale of

German drugs producer Ratiopharm Improvements in the equities

business led to Greenwich Associates ranking us number one in Overall

Service Quality for retail structured products in Europe

In the US GBM cemented our place as leader in the bond market

We were ranked the Number Two Manager by Asset-Backed Alert after

the US ABS team closed 73 deals worth USD58 billion and we executed

covered bonds that re-opened the US market after three-year gap

In September alone GBM was active bookrunner on about USD11 billion

of investment grade debt offerings

In India we completed one out of every three foreign-currency bond

issues in 2010 including the countrys biggest corporate and financial

institutions bond sales In November we became the first UK bank given

preliminary permission to form joint venture securities company in

China which will allow us to underwrite equity and bond sales in the

domestic market

Investing in risk management

We continued to improve how we manage risk introducing systems

and processes that optimised capital and made us more efficient We

improved the way in which we manage our exposure to derivatives and

introduced an Operational Data Cache which consolidated all sources

of data into single real-time database global investment programme

launched in 2009 is nearly complete and on target to deliver its objective

of establishing front-to-back systems that improve client transactions

and support business growth We envisage further investment

Investing in our people nd communities

Our achievements in 2010 were made possible by our people We

focused on attracting the best talent welcoming more than 200 new

graduates globally We nurtured almost 300 new joiners through our

revamped induction programme and hired experienced leaders We

combined these efforts with activities that embedded our GBM Values

of accountability connectivity thoughtful decisions and success

among employees

We helped GBM reach out in our local communities and make

difference to young people from disadvantaged backgrounds The

GBM in the Community programme launched in September provided

an avenue through which employees volunteered their time and donated

money Together we gave GBP1 .7 million to communities in which we

operate and donated more than 16000 hours of employee time

fl
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Key bushiess highIghts

Performance was adversely affected by significant eeather

events in 01 and 04 and the irnoaci of body jury claims

Net laims were 9% higher than 0O9
International ow bronds n4orce potcies grew by 15%

Oxpenses were reduced by 7%

2010 200
Performance highlights Em

lnsurenoe net premium income 3Ik 4354

4155

Expenses ffO 759

Net claims

impairment losses

Investment income 77 305

Return on equity 1.7%

Expense ratio i3 14%

Combined operating ratio 5% 106%
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January and February 2010

Paul Geddes

chief Executive

RBS Insurance

For biographies

see pages 226-229

2010 was disappointing year financialla 2%
fall in income one incruased eaims offset PartlY

by 7% reouction exoenses led to loss of

295 million However The dCtOflS we took deal

with the challengeno environmenii contributed to

Hear improvement in our underlyina Iinan.clal

performance ir Inc trial anarter

addition the fundamental atrengins of our

business enabled us to butd on market bearing

positions wnile setting out plans to transform

and enhance tow we do business in the lulure

Workinq hard for customers

2010 saw some of the worst weather conditions in the UK for over

20 years Drivers got stuck in the snow cars failed to start and the

treacherous conditions led to traffic collisions Our accident repair

centres concentrated on getting customers back on the road repairing

nearly 60000 vehicles in January and February alone Green Flag was

called out over 220000 times in January and February battling through

difficult conditions to reach and help stranded customers

It was challenging year for air travellers too The volcanic ash cloud

brought air travel to temporary standstill in Europe while several

holiday companies and airlines went out of business Our travel

insurance brands assisted over 12000 customers by taking flexible

approach to their policies terms and conditions

The increase in bodily injury claims continued to affect our financial

results We took steps to meet genuine claims more efficiently and

ensure that suspect cases can be highlighted at an earlier stage We

also implemented changes to mitigate any future impact of bodily injury

claims This included NIG
exiting

its personal lines broker business to

focus on its expanding commercial business

Restoring profitability

We remained the largest personal lines insurer in the UK built around

strong brands such as Direct Line Churchill and Privilege We are now

the UKs
largest home insurer adding to the position that we already

held as the UKs largest motor insurer We continue to provide support

and reassurance to millions of UK motorists through our Green Flag

breakdown recovery service
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Gross written premiums in our international business grew 25% in Euro

terms compared to 2009 with the Italian business reporting 35% growth

Combined the Italian and German businesses surpassed the landmark

million insured vehicles at 1.1 million Direct Line for Business also

accomplished new landmark growing rapidly
from its launch in 2007

to reach over 250000 customer policies It offers insurance products

direct to small business customers providing them with straightforward

way to insure their firm

We implemented pricing changes that reflect the increased risk and

frequency of bodily injury claims To reduce this risk further new

rating engine was implemented in the own brands motor business

It dramatically increases the flexibility in pricing risk reducing the time

required to deliver new risk and pricing strategies It will continue to be

rolled out among other products

pro-active programme of investment in people processes and

technology ensured that we were ready for the introduction in April

of the Ministry
of Justices new insurance claims handling procedure

The reforms enable genuine personal injury claimants to receive fair

compensation more quickly and provides greater control over costs

for insurers

In October we sponsored an event at the Houses of Parliament to

discuss the challenging environment the UKs compensation culture

has created for the insurance industry We continue to work alongside

the Association of British Insurers in support of Lord Justice Jacksons

recommendations for reforming personal injury compensation claims

Putting customers first

Our customer satisfaction ratings remain strong We scored 85.8% for

Sales and Service and received the same result for Claims In October

our commitment to the highest standards of service and behaviour was

affirmed as we signed the Aldermanbury Declaration It sets out the

professional standards we will meet in areas including Commitment to

Excellence Training and Development and standards for broking

underwriting claims and management procedures

We are committed to protecting customers from the scourge of

uninsured drivers In November Direct Line hosted seminar with the

industry politicians and police to promote wider discussion about the

impact of uninsured drivers and potential measures to stop it

Direct Line celebrated its 25th birthday in 2010 Its spirit of innovation

continued as it launched its free On the Road application for the

iPhone This provides route planner and live traffic updates to help plan

journeys Should an accident happen it also features an easy-to-use tool

to record and store key information and to send the details straight

through to the Direct Line claims team

NIG extended its free Risk Aware risk management service to new

customer areas It provides tailored assessment of risk management

procedures and assists with the implementation of any recommended

improvements NIG also rolled out new mapping tool covering the

whole of the UK which provides underwriters with specific geographical

data on issues such as the risks of flood

Our dedication to customers innovative products and hard working

employees was recognised through variety of awards in 2010 We

received three Your Money awards with Direct Line winning for the Best

Online Travel Insurance Churchill for Best Pet Insurance and Green Flag

for Best Breakdown Cover For the second consecutive yeat Green Flag

received the Institute of Transport Managements award for UK Roadside

Assistance Company of the Year RBS Insurances investment in the

learning and development of its people was honoured with prestigious

National Training
Award Our vocational training programme supports

employees in their jobs and provides the opportunity to gain

qualifications
and strengthen key skills

Refocusing for the future

We announced plans to restructure our UK office network to create new

Centres of Excellence This will help to make better use of our properties

lower costs and promote best practice across our functions Fewer sites

will enhance our ability to serve customers by allowing new technology

and telephony systems to be introduced at faster pace in the future

The settlement agreed with the European Commission in 2009 means

that RBS must divest at least the controlling interest in RBS Insurance

by the end of 2013 We continue to explore the available options for

meeting this commitment in the most effective way for customers staff

and investors 2010 has been an important year for RBS Insurance in

refocusing the business for an independent future and we will continue

to be managed in way that meets customer and shareholder needs
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We work closely with the other divisions to
identify efficiencies and

opportunities to create value through innovation Weve played key role

in
delivering on the Groups target of more than 2.5 billion of cost

savings by 2011

In 2010 several programmes helped to improve the service we provide
to customers Intelligent Working is designed to improve how we use

property and to give our staff flexible working opportunities Since its

2009 launch it has allowed us to reduce our property footprint by

389000m2 more than Heathrow Airports Terminal An upgrade to

our Building Management Systems enabled us to reduce energy use

in our buildings by 2.3 million which would power 1584 average UK
households for year

Our Lean programme is designed to become embedded in how people

work looking for ways to improve customer experience and staff

engagement whilst
eliminating activities that dont add value It has

achieved significant results including an increase in the volume of GBM
customer calls handled at first point of contact by our Corporate Service

Centres from 55% to 94%

Managing change

RBS is undertaking one of the largest ever corporate restructurings so

we face huge and varied change agenda Helping divisions to plan

implement and adapt to change is hugely important In 2010 Business

Services provided specialist support for the processes involved with the

EU mandated divestments including the sale of 318 UK branches and
associated infrastructure

The level of restructuring that is required unfortunately involves some
difficult decisions As part of our own strategic review we announced
plans in 2010 for further 3500 potential redundancies in the UK to be
implemented over the next two years We have committed to be open
and transparent communicating upfront with our staff We have engaged
with UNITE in the UK and other partners globally to explain the rationale

for the change and to gain their co-operation in how it is implemented

To minimise the need for compulsory redundancies we try hard to

redeploy affected staff within the Group

Innovating

We focus on innovation in our operations We use leading edge

technologies in service innovation New consumer devices and

networking technologies enhance the connections between our

customers and employees Since its Paunch in 2009 our Mobile Money
application has ahracted over 600000 users and we have helped to

launch similar products across other areas of the Group

Technology Services runs programme to deliver innovative solutions

which includes building its own RBS App Store to develop new business

applications that boost productivity and enhance customer value

Managing operational risks

Our Secunty Risk team aims to protect our customers our information

and our people against security and fraud threats We help the business

and our customers to understand the operational threats and to take

action to minimise risks For example our Trusteer Rapport free

software has been downloaded by over four million customers helping

to protect their online banking details and reduce the risk of identity

theft and fraud

Ron Toerhnk chief

Admininfrafive Officer

For biographies

see pages 226-229
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Elaine Arden Group Human

Resources Director

We provide business continuity support enabling the Group to continue

to deliver key products and services in the event of disruption

Investing for the future

Business Services offers range of scale benefits including

purchasing and specialist knowledge for the Group Our focus is on

improving on these services whilst managing risk Together the actions

we took in 2010 and will continue to implement in future years are

designed to make the Group more efficient and enable it to provide

better service to our customers

Ceiiira Fuitction

PBS Risk Management

RBS Risk Management is responsible for developing and embedding

risk policy measurement and frameworks to ensure that risk is identified

managed and controlled across the Group The management of risk is

fundamental activity performed throughout all the Groups Businesses

It underpins the Groups performance and future success It is critically

important that the adequacy and effectiveness of our risk management

processes are of the highest standard and subject to continuous review

and enhancement

Finance is responsible for the external reporting of the Groups

performance and financial position including regulatory and central

bank reporting As part of our mission to rebuild investor confidence and

trust we have greatly improved the quality and transparency of RBSs

external reporting and we provide financial information to the market

quarterly Finance has critical role in partnering with our divisions to

monitor performance against the Group Strategic Plan and is helping

the business achieve our strategic aims using enhanced forecasting

tools and thoughtful analytics

The Treasury function has focused on driving improvements to the

Groups liquidity funding and capital position In 2010 Finance has

played central role in the initiative to dispose of EU-mandated

divestments as well as assessing the implications of changes in the

regulatory environment

Finances key objectives include transformation programme to improve

the efficiency of the function over the next three years The programme

envisages the creation of world class finance function through

number of initiatives including substantial investment in finance and risk

systems infrastructure

Human Resources

new leadership capability
framework has been launched to ensure

our leaders are assessed and developed against behaviours that

support the delivery of our strategic plans and our emerging culture

The behaviours are assessed in 360-degree feedback tool which is

an integral part of how we review our Executives performance
The

behaviours we focus on include Strategic Progress Business Delivery

Financial Performance Customers Expectations Risk Efficiency

and Control People Management and Personal Skills The outputs of

360-degree feedback help to prepare personal development plans

and inform leadership development priorities

Group Strategy and Group Corporate Finance

Our Group Strategy and Corporate Finance team supports the Chief

Executive Chief Financial Officer and the Executive Committee in the

development of the Groups strategy Its objective is to ensure that the

Group has the right portfolio
of businesses active in the right markets

supported by the appropriate allocation of capital
and other resources

The team plays key role in the Groups disposal activity

Group LegaL Secretariat and Regulatory Affairs Compliance

Our Group Legal Secretariat and Regulatory Affairs Compliance

functions play vital role in setting framework within which the Group

can deliver long term sustainable returns The team works in partnership

with the businesses it supports It adopts commercial approach but

retains its independence and professional judgement in order to drive

culture of compliance and good governance designed to protect the

Groups franchise

PBS Communications

RBS Communications manages our relationships with external

stakeholders and makes sure we keep our employees informed about

developments in the business RBS wants to be open to stakeholders

and during the year RBS Communications helped elected officials

commentators and others gain better understanding of our business

and our plans

Bruce van Sean Group

Finance Oirecior
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2010 2009

Performance hI9hlIghts

Net interest income 1534

Non-interest income 3835

total income 3OSS 301

Expenses 4Z3 2447

Operating profitlloss before other operating

charges and impairment tosses

Insurance net claims $737 588

Risk-weighted assets Ebn 171.3

Net interest margin 0.69%

Costincome ratio lO6%

62%
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The Non-Core Division is central pillar of the Groups Strategic Plan

helping to make RBS stronger and safer We help to lower the Groups

risk exposure strengthen its funding position and allow management to

focus on the Core Bank As we approach the mid-point of our five-year

iourney we have achieved significant progress and are on-track to meet

our targets

But we dont take further progress for granted Our Definition to

Delivery programme ensured we moved from defining and
structuring

the division in 2009 to delivering huge stndes in reducing assets and

managing risk in 2010 Moving into the next stage we are exploring

options for
exiting from our assets The divisions leadership team

Nathan Bontock

Road of Raotructuriog Riok

For biographies
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has been strengthened We are in good position to continue the

momentum of progress into 2011

Exiting from Non-Core assets

In 2010 we passed the 100 billion milestone in our journey reducing

third party assets TPAs to 138 billion at year-end down from the initial

December 2008 portfolio of 258 billion We also reduced our portfolio

of derivatives from an initial 85 billion to 16 billion Despite sometimes

challenging market conditions careful preparation and asset management

enabled us to take and sometimes accelerate exit opportunities

While our disposal programme has attracted the most attention the run

off programme and asset
restructuring deals have also been important

international Businesses Portfolios made huge progress in the

disposal of non-core country or whole businesses Sale agreements

were reached for our Non-Core businesses in Latin America India

Kazakhstan Pakistan and the United Arab Emirates as well as for part

of our Asset Management business and for our Invoice Finance

businesses in Germany and France We completed the transfer of

assets in six Asian countries to ANZ Group

Portfolio Banking agreed deals to dispose of non-core portfolio

assets Examples included the sale of portfolio of US and European

private equity fund interests the sale of Leveraged Finance assets

through Collateralised Loan Obligation and the sale of property

assets such as the Cumberland and five other hotels

Non-Core Markets achieved significant progress in reducing assets

through sales and the unwinding of facilities and risk exposures

Markets TPAs fell from 24.4 billion at the start of the year to 13.6

billion at the end of 2010

Across all areas our run-off programme has helped to deliver

significant reductions through holding assets to maturity exploring

ways to achieve earlier repayment and identifying options for assets

to be refinanced elsewhere

In line with the settlement agreed wth the EC in 2009 we completed the

sale of
substantially

all of RBSs interest in RBS Sempra Commodities

Though the Non-Core Division was established to separately manage

and exit from the portfolio of non-core assets we work closely with other

parts of RBS Group in achieving these aims For example colleagues in

GBM have provided invaluable assistance in structuring and delivering

several deals
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Rory Cullinan

Head of Non-Core Ovis on

Divisional review
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Maximising shareholder vatue

We achieved significant
reduction in the divisions operating loss from

14.6 billion in 2009 to 5.5 billion largely due to improvements in income

from trading activities and lower impairments

The active management of our market risk exposures helped to achieve

significant improvement in income from trading activities turning 5.2

billion loss in 2009 into 31 million loss in 2010 Our exposure to monoline

insurers has been managed down while hedging and credit protection

helped to reduce day-to-day swings even when market volatility was high

Impairments continued to fall reflecting the reduction in assets and

improvements in the underlying quality of the remaining portfolio

Impairments totalled 5.5 billion in 2010 down from 9.2 billion in 2009

Taking rick off th tabli

We also concentrated on strengthening risk management through

reducing risk exposures and responding to risks that emerge In the

Asset Protection Scheme APS

markets area risk management has reduced the daily income

volatility of traded assets helping to protect the Bank against sudden

market changes

However there was upward pressure on Risk Weighted Assets from pro-

cyclical increases in risk weights and from regulatory changes Offsetting

this has been the progress achieved in asset disposals run-offs and

strengthened risk management As result RWAs have reduced from

171 billion at the start of the year to 154 billion at year-end

Looking ahead

The Non-Core Division is central to the strategy that will return RBS to

stand-alone strength The encouraging progress made so far provides

solid foundation for meeting the challenges ahead

We are ahead of our plan and gathering momentum for the further work

ahead We are confident that we have the team in place to continue to

deliver one of the largest corporate restructurings ever undertaken

The APS key cart of Ue UK govern rnents

measures to restore stabiUty and con lidence

in the banking sector It provides RBS with

credit crotection ir the unliKely though athi

p05e event of vera downturn iii the

economy RBS Groups participation tn tne

APS is managed centrauy cnhin the

Restructuring Risk area

Following the agreement of the terms of the Scheme in December 2009

we have enhanced and widened our training programme for staff and

have restructured our operating procedures to accommodate the

Schemes requirements We continue to work closely with the Asset

Protection Agency APA with regard to the day-to-day stewardship of

assets covered by the Scheme

It is our opinion that the APS continues to provide valuable support during

our restructuring providing additional confidence to the market against

the backdrop of economic uncertainty But we continue to target an exit

from the APS within the last two years of the Strategic Plan 2012-13

subject to regulatory approval

The amount of assets covered by the scheme has fallen from an initial

282 billion to 195 billion at the end of 2010 We estimate on the basis

of expected future recoveries the expected loss on triggered assets at

31 December 2010 to be approximately 25 billion equivalent to 42% of

the 60 billion first loss threshold under the APS RBS does not currently

expect that losses on covered assets will exceed the first loss provision

over the lifetime of its
participation

in the Scheme
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Sustainabflity

We work actively with stakeholders to find out

what they mink aoout us and how we do

business The table below outhnes some of the

ways we consulted stakeholders 2010

We started to change how we gather our

customers opinions We launched new Public

Opinion Survey and we spoke to over 21000

people through surveys This work along with the

regular feedback we receive from our customers is

key component in how we shape our business

Our Employee Opinion Survey gathered the

views of over iigooo employees response

rate of 81%

Last year the Oroup engaged with over 1200

institutional investors Socially responsible

investment continues to grow in importance and

last year we took part in regular meetings with

analysts on this issue including meetings with

our Ohairman and senior executives focused

exclusively upon sustainable investment

Sustan.ahility in practice

Stakeholder feedback

Customers

Employees

Investors

lndustr Foiums The Group is involved in number of industry

forums including both the Equator Phnciples EP5
and UN Global Compact UNOC which have

specific focus on suatainability issues Last year

we took the lead in one of the EP5 working groups

and became Chair of the UK Network of the UNGC

Consumer Croupe In 2010 we substantially increased our dialogue

with consumers groups We met wide variety of

groups to discuss range of issues from debt

advice to our Group Customer Charter

NomGovernmental We regularly consult with NGOs which in 2010

Orgenisetions included direct engagement with both our

fNCOs Chairman and the Group Sustainability Committee
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Fair banking

Sustainability

We are committed to treating our customers to the highest of standards

and being transparent about the products and services they can expect

from us This theme covers responsible lending practices customer

service including dealing with customer complaints access to financial

services and financial education

Supporttng enterprise

One of our main
responsibilities

is to provide tailored support to broad

range of businesses There are number of ways that we demonstrate

our commitment to enterprises from lending to small and medium

enterprises SMEs to funding microfinance institutions in India to

making finance available to social enterprises and facilitating youth

enterprise through working with partners

We received the PAl 000 2008 reporting and assurance accreditation for

our 2008 and 2009 annual Sustainability Reports We were also short-listed

for the lCSNHermes award for best sustainability and stakeholder

disclosure for the Sustainability Report 2009

We have participated in the Carbon Disclosure Project since its inception

and in 2010 received the joint highest score for financial services

globally scoring 93 and an rating for performance significant

improvement since 2009 We were also included in the Dow Jones

Sustainability Index for the third year running scoring 75% and in the

FTSE4G00d index

Newsweek magazine placed us 27th in their recent Green Rankings

where three environmental research organisations ranked the worlds

100 biggest listed companies across number of environmental issues

Employee engagement

Our employees are the core of our organisation and it is very important

that we treat them fairly and responsibly It has been difficult year for

some of them as we continue to restructure the Group So its vital that as

we build the new RBS we support our people throughout these changes

by involving and listening to them as much as possible

Safety and sesurtty

Protecting the security of our customers money and data is

fundamental responsibility of the Group We have continued to invest

heavily in the prevention of financial crime This theme also includes how

we safeguard the safety health and wellbeing of our employees

Citizenship and environmentat sustainability

As global organisation we have to manage our broader economic

social and environmental impacts This includes wider citizenship issues

such as business and human rights and bribery and corruption as well

as environmental concerns We fully support the transition to the more

sustainable use of natural resources

Our community orogrammes

We recognise our responsibility to play an active role in the communities

we serve This begins with providing the services our customers want

and operating in sustainable way We then go further through our

community programmes which allow us to make more of difference

in areas that we can have an impact Our efforts centre on our

MoneySense Supporting Enterprise and Employee and Community

Engagement programmes

The aim of our MoneySense programme is to increase financial

education capability and inclusion which is part of our wider

commitment to Fair Banking

We continued to invest in our Group MoneySense programmes in 2010

We improved and expanded our MonoySense for Schools programmes

by developing new online resources holding teacher training days and

completing the 3rd annual MoneySense Panel Research This research

revealed the attitudes towards money of over 10000 12-19 year olds

The 2nd annual RBS Personal Finance Education Awards for Schools

recognised the 2010 achievements of primary and secondary schools

Ulster Bank extends MoneySense

irjçfld
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How others have judged us

Every year independent external bodies judge our performance and

compare us with our peers
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SustainabUity continued

We introduced new magazine called Pocket Money for families reaching

an audience of over 600000 people in the UK New Business Start-Up

Guides were launched on NatWest.com and our MoneySense booklets

for adults were revised and written in
plain English as part of the UK

Customer Charter commitment to make banking easier

Over the last three years our funding to Macmillan cancer support helped

them to expand their benefits
helpline by 50% In 2010 three new face to

face Macmillan advice services were launched Together this helped

9500 people unlock over 20 million of funds to help with the impact of

their cancer diagnosis At the end of 2010 the RBS Group agreed to fund

Macmillan for further three years to increase delivery of face-to-face

money guidance for people living
with cancer across the UK

The Group continued to assist our key partners We remain to be one of

the largest corporate sponsors of the Money Advice Trust and in 2010

provided funding for key projects or areas of research to Mind RNIB

Gingerbread Transact Toynbee Hall and Citizens Advice We will

continue to work with the charities in 2011 to fund
projects

which will

improve access to information increase the number of
quality

financial

education and training resources available and meet the
specific needs

for the members of each charity organisation

Our Ulster Bank MoneySense for Schools programme was launched in

2007 and is already the largest financial education programme for

secondary schools in Northern Ireland and Ireland with 380 volunteers

from Ulster Bank The Youthbank programme run by Ulster Bank also

helps to develop range of skills in young people by distributing grants

for youth-led projects in their communities

The Community Reinvestment Act in the US encourages banks to lend to

low and moderate income communities In 2010 Citizens and Charter One

provided more than 275 financial literacy programmes educating over

13000 people Citizens has also partnered with the Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation to provide Money Smart Training helping people

outside the financial mainstream enhance their money skills and create

positive banking relationships Citizens Gear for Grades programme

provides school supplies for children whose families cannot afford them

Since its inception in 2003 Gear for Grades has served over 150000

school children

Supportinq enterprise

Our Supporting enterprise programme works with partners to support

potential business start-ups and helps to build the capability of

alternative means of finance and support for would-be entrepreneurs

who would not normally qualify for direct support from banks

We have long standing relationship with The Princes Trust We are

the largest corporate sponsor of The Princes Trust Enterprise

Programme which helped nearly 5000 young people in 2010 We

are proud sponsors of their new practical guide to starting up your

own business This book condenses the years of expertise The Princes

Trust has gained when helping young people in business and includes

real life stories of success and advice from business leaders This is

just one of the ways we have supported them through our corporate

partnership We also provide support for The Princes Scottish Youth

Business Trust

smallbusinesscan provides guidance and support to help small

businesses in the UK and Ireland and is supported by Ulster Bank

This programme provides simple and practical tools to help small

businesses gain insights and build network of trusted contacts

enabling start ups to progress and promote growth

In 2010 we launched partnership with the British Academy of Film and

Television Arts BAFTA and its Youth Mentoring Programme delivered

in conjunction with Media Trust In this programme BAFTA members

award-winners and leading practitioners volunteer as mentors to

disadvantaged young people on media projects enhancing their

knowledge skills and personal development to give them new

opportunities in life

We also sponsor Youth Business International projects in Russia

Hong Kong and France that provide opportunities for would-be young

entrepreneurs in those countries

Our microfinance programme in India goes further than simply lending

to Microfinance Institutions MFI5 We have also invested in technical

assistance to create and sustain robust creditworthy MFIs in

underserved regions This programme has supported 37 MFls

facilitating access to finance for over 200000 households Also in India

our Livelihood projects improve communities income generating abilities

through range of interventions including training investment and

market linkages We currently have 17 Livelihood projects across 14

states reaching over 63000 households

2010 also saw the launch of the RBS SE1 00 Index unique report that

provides information on the growth and impact of the top 100 social

enterprises in the UK This will play vital role in promoting the success

and diversity of this sector

Employee and community engagement

Our Employee and community engagement programme supports the

great work that our employees already do in their communities and

encourages further involvement to strengthen our support for the

communities we live in

As part of our UK Customer Charter we launched the Community Fund

in 2010 way of putting real benefit back into the communities at the

choice of our customers To date 1.8 million has been given to charities

chosen by our customers and employees from their local branch and

7547 days off have been given to branch staff to help support the

causes important to them

Our volunteering programme provides range of team activities that

our employees can take part in during work time We run the activities

through nine charities so that our employees can deliver the skills

services or fundraising that they need This year 4100 employees

engaged in 225 activities

Our Global Banking and Markets division launched new bespoke

volunteering programme across all of its businesses targeting four

areas where it hopes to have lasting impact on the lives of children

and young people education health social welfare and enterprise and

employability In 2010 over 1000 employees volunteered their time in

support of this programme

In 2010 the Citizens Charitable Foundation invested more than $14

million in charitable grants to more than 1000 non-profit organisations

across 12 states
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Sustainability

directly in this wsy

We also launched new recognition scheme in 2010 for our employees

Community Stars We give 65500 per year to support the fantastic work

employees do for the causes they are passionate about and to recognise

The Princes Trust
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that they are great ambassadors for the Group Citizens Colleagues

in Action also recognises community involvement and provides the

opportunity for colleagues to take three month sabbatical to serve

as volunteer on longer-term project

Overall more than 39500 employees gave their skills time and money

to make difference in the communities that we operate in The Group

supported those efforts financially and by giving employees almost

170000 hours off work to volunteer

Hghhqhts of how we focus achon across our businesses

lioduv/v The Group Costomer chsrter set R85 supports the Business

uvt vvrvivvs out 14 ctear commitments to our Finsnoe Tsskforce and its

UK retail customers in 2010 measures to inorease investment

Within these me set ourselves 2h provide more business mentors

specific and stretching goals and and introduce new lending

we achieved 20 ot these outright principles for SMEs

in the tirst months

The Citizens CsllngeSavnr Our Technical Assistance

account rewards customers who prsgrammn in India tacititated

sane money tor child with work with 37 Mrls across 13

$1000 bonus plus the accrued states in India increasing the

interest when the child turns 18 reach nt microtinance to more

The enrolment age was eutended than 100000 additional poor

trum to 12 years in 2010 families

We work with rsnge ot In order to be able to support

Community Development Finance wide selection ot dittnrnnt

Institutions and Credit Unions as business clients wn work with

part ot the Trusted Partner partners to bridge the gap in

programme tunding tsr srgsnisuticns such su

social enterprises and charities

In 2010 774 employees helped

to deliver our Monny5nnse

programme throughout the UK

by devoting their time to give

lessons in schools

Through our supply chain we

spend nearly 8.5 billion each

year on goods end services

ot which 8.2 billion is spent in

the UK

We provides suite ot competitive

employment policies training and

development opportunities and

bespoke benntits package and

provide support when it
is

needed

through our hmptoyee Assistance

programme

We measure engagement through

our employee opinion survey and

take sctinn in response to

employee teedoack

We have nine charity partners The Security and Risk team work

BTCV Princes Trust Uvtaw closely with authorities to share

Barnardss Fairbridge Marie ntcrmstisn and help prevent

Curie Macmillan Help the tinanciat crime This includes

Hospices end Cancer Research mi tocused intelligence sharing

the UK partnership with Greeter

Manchester Police UK

We work with partners that During 2010 we developed

support our Diversity Inclus on global occupation health

programme including Stonewall programme in partnership with

Employers Forums on Beliet Age International SOS to review the

and Disability Opportunity Now nccupationsl health service

Working Families end Racn tor provision across cur international

Opportunity in the UK and Asia business

Network IDIANI

Our Group Employee volunteering number ct employees get

programme engaged 38500 involved in Setety Health and

nmplcyees in 2010 who were Wellbeing programmes

given over 24000 days ott to

make contribution to the causes

supported by our nine charity

partners------
We aim to extend cur employee Every year we review our

engagement act vitiss ester as suppliers to ensure that the

possible to temporary employees appropriate controls are in place

and contractors working in cur to ensure customer intormation is

organisehon protected

Since 2006 we have provided

more tinance to wind power

projects teen any other type ot

energy proiect

aTCv
is en environmental charity

and one ct our nine cnarity

partners that provides

volunteering opportunities tor

employees to get involved in

We are actively involved in the

management ot the United

Nations Global Compact and

Equator Principles initiatives

We are sponsoring Climate week

in the UK national awareness

raising campaign

We have over 6DD environmental

champions in the Group helping

to engage cotteaguns and make

difference to our carbon

tsstprint at local level

Our ethical code tor suppliers

sets cut cur commitments to

work ng with openness end

integrity which we also expect

from cut suppliers

The Group Community Cashback scheme allows employees to claim

cash for the charities they support by volunteering or fundraising in their

own time In 2010 4300 awards totalling 1.2 million were given to over

2500 charities We continue to match donatjons our employees make to

charity via their salary and this year we supported over 3000 charities

Our tree online data protection

software Rapport currenhy

protects 4.6 million online

customers from freud

Customers have access to Our Gusiness Mentor

services such as 5M5 text alerts Environmental scheme continues

to intorm them ot any activity on to provide expert environmental

their accounts or when there has advice to customers who need it

been fraudulent activity 24/7

We worked with the National

Housing Pederstisn to launch

new attordable credit provider

pilot My Home Finance IMHFI in

2510 MHF provides loans to the

tinancialty excluded

We support youth anterprise

through sponsoring the Princes

Trust Enterprise Programme the

Princes Scogish Youth Business

Trust and Youth Business

International in Hong Kong

Frsnce and Russia

In 2010 380 employees

vnlsntnnrnd tor The Princes Trust

raising total ot over 250000

We use number of third-party

organinations to assist with credit

checking helping to ensure that

we lend responsibly
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PresentaUon of information

In the Report and Accounts and unless specified otherwise the term

company or RBSG means The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc

RBS RBS Group or the Group means the company and its

subsidiaries the Royal Bank means The Royal Bank of Scotland plc and

NatWest means National Westminster Bank Plc

The company publishes its financial statements in pounds sterling or

sterling The abbreviations Em and Ebn represent millions and

thousands of millions of pounds sterling respectively and references to

pence represent pence in the United Kingdom UK Reference to

dollars or$ are to United States of America US dollars The

abbreviations $m and $bn represent millions and thousands of millions

of dollars respectively and references to cents represent cents in the

US The abbreviation represents the euro the European single

currency and the abbreviations and bn represent millions and

thousands of millions of euros respectively

Certain information in this report is presented separately for domestic and

foreign activities Domestic activities primarily consist of the UK domestic

transactions of the Group Foreign activities comprise the Groups

transactions conducted through those offices in the UK specifically

organised to service international banking transactions and transactions

conducted through offices outside the UK

The geographic analysis in the Business Review including the average

balance sheet and interest rates changes in net interest income and

average interest rates yields spreads and margins in this report have

been compiled on the basis of location of office UK and overseas

Management believes that this presentation provides more useful

information on the Groups yields spreads and margins of the Groups

activities than would be provided by presentation on the basis of the

domestic and foreign activities analysis used elsewhere in this report as it

more closely reflects the basis on which the Group is managed UK in

this context includes domestic transactions and transactions conducted

through the offices in the UK which service international banking

transactions

The results assets and liabilities of individual business units are

classified as trading or non-trading based on their predominant activity

Although this method may result in some non-trading activity being

classified as trading and vice versa the Group believes that any

resulting misclassification is not material

International Financial Reporting Standards

As required by the Companies Act 2006 and Article of the European

Union lAS Regulation the consolidated financial statements of the Group

are prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting

Standards issued by the International Accounting Standards Board

IASB and
interpretations

issued by the International Financial Reporting

Interpretations Committee of the IASB together IFRS as adopted by

the European Union They also comply with IFRS as issued by the IASB

RBS Holdings N.V formerly ABN AMRO Holding N.y

In 2007 RFS Holdings B.V which was jointly owned by RBSG the

Dutch State successor to Fortis and Santander the Consortium

Members completed the acquisition of ABN AMRO Holding N.y.

RFS Holdings B.V has now substantially completed the separation of the

business units of ABN AMRO Holding N.y. As part of this reorganisation

on February 2010 the businesses of ABN AMRO Holding N.y

acquired by the Dutch State were legally demerged from those acquired

by the Group and were transferred into newly established company

ABN AMRO Bank N.y save for certain assets and liabilities acquired by

the Dutch State that were not part
of the

legal separation and which will

be transferred to the Dutch State as soon as possible

Legal separation of ABN AMRO Bank NV occurred on April2010 with

the shares in that entity being transferred by ABN AMRO Holding N.y

renamed RBS Holdings N.y at
legal separation to holding company

called ABN AMRO Group N.y which is owned by the Dutch State

Following legal separation RBS Holdings N.y has one direct subsidiary

The Royal Bank of Scotland NV RBS NV fully operational bank

within the Group RBS N.y is independently rated and regulated by the

Dutch Central Bank Certain assets within RBS NV continue to be

shared by the Consortium Members
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Business review

Pro forma resuts

The pro forma financial information shows the underlying performance of

the Group including the results of the ABN AMRO businesses retained by

the Group This information is prepared using the Groups accounting

policies and is being provided to give better understanding of the

results of RBS operations excluding the results attributable to the other

Consortium Members

In future periods there will be no significant differences between pro

forma and statutory results other than presentation aspects discussed

below

Consistent with the manner in which the Group is managed Group

operating profit on pro forma basis excludes

amortisation of purchased intangible assets

integration and restructuring costs

gain on redemption of own debt

strategic disposals

bonus tax

Asset Protection Scheme credit default swap fair value changes

gains on pensions curtailment

write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets and

other Consortium Members interest in shared assets

Statutory results

The statutory results of the Group include the results and financial

position of RFS Holdings the entity that acquired ABN AMRO see page

50 The interests of the State of the Netherlands and Santander are

included in non-controlling interests

Reconciliations between pro forma and statutory results are detailed on

pages 113 to 118

Comparatwe information

Following legal separation of ABN AMRO Bank NV the results of ABN

AMRO attributable to the Consortium Members are classified as

discontinued operations with consequent changes to the presentation of

comparative financial information

Glossary

glossary of terms is detailed on pages 434 to 439
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Forward-looking statements

Certain sections in this document contain forward-looking statements as

that term is defined in the United States Private Securities Litigation

Reform Act of 1995 such as statements that include the words expect

estimate project anticipate believes should intend plan could

probability risk Value-at-Risk VaR target goal objective will

endeavour outlook optimistic prospects and similar expressions or

variations on such expressions

In particular this document includes forward-looking statements relating

but not limited to the Groups restructuring plans capitalisation

portfolios net interest margin capital ratios liquidity risk-weighted

assets return on equity ROE costincome ratios leverage and

loandeposit ratios funding and risk profile the Groups future financial

performance the level and extent of future impairments and write-downs

the protection provided by the Asset Protection Scheme APS and the

Groups potential exposures to various types of market risks such as

interest rate risk foreign exchange rate risk and commodity and equity

price risk These statements are based on current plans estimates and

projections and are Subject to inherent risks uncertainties and other

factors which could cause actual results to differ materially from the future

results expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements For

example certain of the market risk disclosures are dependent on choices

about key model characteristics and assumptions and are subject to

various limitations By their nature certain of the market risk disclosures

are only estimates and as result actual future gains and losses could

differ materially from those that have been estimated

Other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from

those estimated by the forward-looking statements contained in this

document include but are not limited to the full nationalisation of the

Group or other resolution procedures under the Banking Act 2009 the

global economy and instability in the global financial markets and their

impact on the financial industry in general and on the Group in particular

the financial stability of other financial institutions and the Groups

counterparties and borrowers the ability to complete restructurings on

timely basis or at all including the disposal of certain Non-Core assets

and assets and businesses required as part of the EC State Aid

restructuring plan organisational restructuring the ability to access

sufficient funding to meet liquidity needs the extent of future write-downs

and impairment charges caused by depressed asset valuations the

inability to hedge certain risks economically costs or exposures borne by

the Group arising out of the origination or sale of mortgages or mortgage-

backed securities in the United States the value and effectiveness of any

credit protection purchased by the Group unanticipated turbulence in

interest rates yield curves foreign currency exchange rates credit

spreads bond prices commodity prices equity prices and basis volatility

and correlation risks changes in the credit ratings of the Group

ineffective management of capital or changes to capital adequacy or

liquidity requirements changes to the valuation of financial instruments

recorded at fair value competition and consolidation in the banking

sector MM Treasury exercising influence over the operations of the

Group the ability of the Group to attract or retain senior management or

other key employees regulatory or legal changes including those

requiring any restructuring of the Groups operations in the United

Kingdom the United States and other countries in which the Group

operates or change in United Kingdom Government policy changes to

regulatory requirements relating to capital and liquidity changes to the

monetary and interest rate policies of the Bank of England the Board of

Governors of the Federal Reserve System and other G7 central banks

impairments of goodwill pension fund shortfalls litigation and regulatory

investigations general operational risks insurance claims reputational

risk general geopolitical and economic conditions in the UK and in other

countries in which the Group has
significant business activities or

investments including the United States the ability to achieve revenue

benefits and cost savings from the
integration

of certain of RBS Holdings

N.V.s formerly ABN AMRO Holding N.y businesses and assets

changes in UK and foreign laws regulations accounting standards and

taxes including changes in regulatory capital regulations and liquidity

requirements the
participation

of the Group in the APS and the effect of

the APS on the Groups financial and
capital position the

ability to access

the contingent capital arrangements with HM Treasury the conversion of

the shares in accordance with their terms limitations on or additional

requirements imposed on the Groups activities as result of MM

Treasurys investment in the Group and the success of the Group in

managing the risks involved in the foregoing

The forward-looking statements contained in this document speak only as

of the date of this announcement and the Group does not undertake to

update any forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances

after the date hereof or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events

The information statements and opinions contained in this document do

not constitute public offer under any applicable legislation or an offer to

sell or solicitation of any offer to buy any securities or financial

instruments or any advice or recommendation with respect to such

securities or other financial instruments
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Business review

Description of business

lntroduotion

The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc is the holding company of large

global banking and financial services group Headquartered in Edinburgh

the Group operates in the United Kingdom the United States and

internationally through its two principal subsidiaries the Royal Bank and

NatWest Both the Royal Bank and NatWest are major UK clearing banks

whose origins go back over 275 years In the United States the Groups

subsidiary Citizens is large commercial banking organisation Globally

the Group has diversified customer base and provides wide range of

products and services to personal commercial and large corporate and

institutional customers in over 50 countries

Following placing and open offers in December 2008 and in April 2009

HM Treasury owned approximately 70.3% of the enlarged ordinary share

capital of the company In December 2009 the company issued further

25.5 billion of new capital to HM Treasury This new capital took the

form of shares which do not generally carry voting rights at general

meetings of ordinary shareholders but are convertible into ordinary

shares and qualify as core tier one capital Following the issuance of the

shares HM Treasurys holding of ordinary shares of the company

remained at 70.3% although its economic interest rose to 84.4%

During the year the company converted non-cumulative convertible

preference shares into ordinary shares in the company As result HM

Treasurys holding in the companys ordinary shares reduced to 67.8%

and its economic interest reduced to 82.8%

The Group had total assets of 1453.6 billion and owners equity of

75.1 billion at3l December 2010 The Groups capital ratios were

Total capital ratio of 14.0 per cent Core Tier capital ratio of 10.7 per

cent and Tier capital ratio of 12.9 per cent at 31 December 2010

Oranisational atruoture nd buaineaa overview

The Groups activities are organised on divisional basis as follows

IlK Retrol offers comprehensive range of banking products and related

financial services to the personal market It serves customers through the

RBS and NatWest networks of branches and ATM5 in the United

Kingdom and also through telephone and internet channels UK Retail

launched the Retail Customer Charter in June 2010 and progress against

the commitments made will be formally reported in March 2011

1.1K Coporafe is leading provider of banking finance and risk

management services to the corporate and SME sector in the United

Kingdom It offers full range of banking products and related financial

services through nationwide network of relationship managers and also

through telephone and internet channels The product range includes

asset finance through the Lombard brand
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l4alU provides private banking and investment services in the UK

through Coutts Co and Adam Company offshore banking through

RBS International NatWest Offshore and Isle of Man Bank and

international private banking through RBS Coutts

Global Transaction Services GTS1 ranks among the top five global

transaction services providers offering global payments cash and

liquidity management and trade finance and commercial card products

and services It includes the Groups corporate money transmission

activities in the United Kingdom and the United States

J/ Bar is the leading retail and business bank in Northern Ireland

and the third largest banking group on the island of Ireland It provides

comprehensive range of financial services The Retail Markets division

which has network of 236 branches operates in the personal and

financial planning sectors The Corporate Markets division provides

services to SME business customers corporates and institutional

markets

115 Gracil Gomnssrcai provides financial services primarily through the

Citizens and Charter One brands US Retail Commercial is engaged in

retail and corporate banking activities through its branch network in 12

states in the United States and through non-branch offices in other

states

The divisions discussed above are collectively referred to as Retail

Commercial

Global Banb.ing Markto GBMI is leading banking partner to major

corporations and financial institutions around the world providing an

extensive range of debt and equity financing risk management and

investment services to its customers The division is organised along six

principal business lines money markets rates flow trading currencies

and commodities equities credit and mortgage markets and portfolio

management origination

111115 lorn 1000 provides wide range of general insurance products to

consumers through number of well known brands including Direct Line

Churchill and Privilege It also provides insurance services for third party

brands through its UKI Partnerships division In the commercial sector its

NIG and Direct Line for Business operations provide insurance products

for businesses via brokers or direct respectively Through its international

division RBS Insurance sells general insurance mainly motor in

Germany and Italy In addition to insurance services RBS Insurance

continues to provide support and reassurance to millions of UK motorists

through its Green Flag breakdown recovery service and Tracker stolen

vehicle recovery and telematics business
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Cfr/ Fjnciion comprises Group and corporate functions such as

treasury funding and finance risk management legal communications

and human resources The Centre manages the Groups capital

resources and Group-wide regulatory projects and provides services to

the operating divisions

NonCore Division manages separately assets that the Group intends to

run off or dispose of The division contains range of businesses and

asset portfolios primarily from the GBM division linked to proprietary

trading higher risk profile asset portfolios including excess risk

concentrations and other illiquid portfolios It also includes number of

other portfolios and businesses including regional markets businesses

that the Group has concluded are no longer strategic

Business Services supports the customer-facing businesses and

provides operational technology customer support in telephony account

management lending and money transmission global purchasing

property and other services Business Services drives efficiencies and

supports income growth across multiple brands and channels by using

single scalable platform and common processes wherever possible It

also leverages the Groups purchasing power and is the Groups centre of

excellence for managing large-scale and complex change For reporting

purposes Business Services costs are allocated to the divisions above It

is not deemed reportable segment

Business divestments

To comply with EC State Aid requirements the Group has agreed series

of restructuring measures to be implemented over four year period from

December 2009 This will supplement the measures in the strategic plan

previously announced by the Group These include divesting RBS

Insurance 80.01% of Global Merchant Services and substantially all of

RBS Sempra Commodities JV business as well as divesting the RBS

branch-based business in England and Wales and the NatWest branches

in Scotland along with the Direct SME customers across the UK

Competition

The Group faces strong competition in all the markets it serves Banks

balance sheets have strengthened whilst loan demand has been

subdued as many customers have sought to do-lever and the UK

economy has proved slow to recover Competition for retail deposits

remains intense as institutions continue to target strong and diverse

funding platforms for their balance sheets

Competition for corporate and institutional customers in the UK is from

UK banks and from large foreign financial institutions who are also active

and offer combined investment and commercial banking capabilities In

asset finance the Group competes with banks and specialised asset

finance providers both captive and non-captive In European and Asian

corporate and institutional banking markets the Group competes with the

large domestic banks active in these markets and with the major

international banks

In the small business banking market the Group competes with other UK

clearing banks specialist finance providers and building societies

In the personal banking segment the Group competes with UK clearing

banks and building societies major retailers and life assurance

companies In the mortgage market the Group competes with UK

clearing banks and building societies The ambitions of non-traditional

players in the UK market remain strong with retailers and new entrants

forming aggressive expansion plans The Groups life assurance

businesses compete with Independent Financial Advisers and life

assurance companies

In the UK credit card market large retailers and specialist card issuers

including major US operators are active in addition to the UK banks In

addition to physical distribution channels providers compete through

direct marketing activity and the internet

In Wealth Management The Royal Bank of Scotland International

competes with other UK and international banks to offer offshore banking

services Coutts and Adam Company compete as private banks with

UK clearing and private banks and with international private
banks

Competition in wealth management remains strong as banks maintain

their focus on competing for affluent and high net worth customers

RBS Insurance competes in personal lines insurance and to more

limited extent in commercial insurance There is strong competition from

range of insurance companies which now operate telephone and

internet direct sales businesses Competition in the UK motor market

remains intense and price comparison internet sites now play major

role in the marketplace These sites are now extending their scope to

home insurance and other lines RBS Insurance also competes with local

insurance companies in the direct motor insurance markets in Italy and

Germany

In Ireland Ulster Bank competes in retail and commercial banking with

the major Irish banks and building societies and with other UK and

international banks and building societies active in the market The

challenging conditions in the Irish economy persist
and many of the

domestic Irish banks have required State support and are engaged in

significant restructuring actions

In the United States Citizens competes in the New England Mid-Atlantic

and Mid-West retail and mid-corporate banking markets with local and

regional banks and other financial institutions The Group also competes

in the US in large corporate lending and specialised finance markets and

in fixed-income trading
and sales Competition is principally with the large

US commercial and investment banks and international banks active in

the US The economic recovery in the US is proving weaker than

expected and loan demand is weak in Citizens markets which in turn has

dampened the level of competitive pressure in the deposit markets as

funding pressures have eased
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Risk factors

Set out below is summary of certain risks which could adversely affect

the Group These should not be regarded as complete and

comprehensive statement of all potential risks and uncertainties fuller

description of these and other risk factors is included on pages 405 to

422

RBSG or any of its UK bank subsidiaries may face the risk of full

nationalisation or other resolution procedures and various actions

could be taken by or on behalf of the UK Government including

actions in relation to any securities issued new or existing

contractual arrangements and transfers of part or all of RBSGs

businesses

The Groups ability to implement its
strategic plan depends on the

success of its efforts to refocus on its core strengths and its balance

sheet reduction programme As
part

of the Groups strategic plan

and implementation of the State Aid
restructuring plan agreed with

the EC and ElM Treasury the Group is undertaking an extensive

restructuring which may adversely affect the Groups business

results of operations and financial condition and give rise to

increased operational risk and may impair the Groups ability to raise

new Tier capital due to restrictions on its ability to make

discretionary dividend or coupon payments on certain securities

The Groups businesses earnings and financial condition have been

and will continue to be affected by geopolitical conditions the global

economy the instability in the global financial markets and

increased competition These have resulted in
significant changes in

market conditions including interest rates foreign exchange rates

credit spreads and other market factors and consequent changes in

asset valuations

The Group requires access to sources of liquidity which have been

constrained in recent years and failure to access liquidity due to

market conditions or otherwise could adversely affect the Groups

financial condition In addition the Groups borrowing costs and its

access to the debt capital markets and other sources of liquidity

depend significantly on its and the UK Governments credit ratings

The actual or perceived failure or worsening credit of the Groups

counterparties including monolines or other credit insurers or

borrowers and depressed asset valuations resulting from poor

market conditions have adversely affected and could continue to

adversely affect the Group

The value of certain financial instruments recorded at fair value is

determined using financial models incorporating assumptions

judgements and estimates that may change over time or may

ultimately not turn out to be accurate

The Groups insurance businesses are subject to inherent risks

involving claims on insured events

The Groups business performance financial condition and capital

and liquidity ratios could be adversely affected if its capital is not

managed effectively or as result of changes to capital adequacy

and liquidity requirements including those arising out of Basel Ill

implementation globally or by UK authorities or if the Group is

unable to issue Contingent Shares to HM Treasury under certain

circumstances

The Group could fail to attract or retain senior management which

may include members of the Board or other key employees and it

may suffer if it does not maintain good employee relations

Any significant developments in regulatory or tax legislation could

have an effect on how the Group conducts its business and on its

results of operations and financial condition and the
recoverability

of

certain deferred tax assets recognised by the Group is subject to

uncertainty

The Group is subject to substantial regulation and oversight and

any significant regulatory or legal developments could have an

adverse effect on how the Group conducts its business and on its

results of operations and financial condition In addition the Group is

and may be subject to litigation and regulatory investigations that

may impact its business results of operations and financial condition

Operational and reputational risks are inherent in the Groups

operations

The Group may be required to make contributions to its pension

schemes and government compensation schemes either of which

may have an adverse impact on the Groups results of operations

cash flow and financial condition

As result of the UK Governments majority shareholding in the

Group they can and in the future may decide to exercise

significant degree of influence over the Group including suspending

dividends and certain coupon payments modifying or cancelling

contracts or limiting the Groups operations The offer or sale by the

UK Government of all or portion of its shareholding in the company

could affect the market price of the equity shares and other

securities and acquisitions of ordinary shares by the UK

Government including through conversions of other securities or

further purchases of shares may result in the
delisting

of the Group

from the Official List

The Groups participation in the APS is
costly

and complex and may

not produce the benefits expected and the occurrence of associated

risks may have material adverse impact on the Groups business

capital or tax position financial condition and results of operations

Any changes to the regulatory treatment of the APS may negatively

impact the Groups capital position and any withdrawal from or

termination of the APS will be costly
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Key financials

Pn .rnn

2010 2299 2941 2010 2999 2991

for the year_ended 31 December Em On On Em On On

Total income 32662 29 567 19367 31868 33026 20730

Operating proflt/loaa before impairment losses and fair value of

owndebt2 11169 7.809 738 8857 11.282 18252

Loss before tax 239 1928 6296 399 2.647 t25.691

Loas attributable to ordinary and shareholders 1125 3607 24.306 1125 3607 24306

Costincome ratio 60% SOOn 105% 57% 530 169%

Basic loss per ordinary and share from continuing

operations pence 0.5p 6.3p 146.2p 0.5p 6.3% 148..2p

JPearnhga/fjoss per orthnary andBsr 0.6p sto2.._ IsL

On tnnnn

2010 2219 2924 2010 /924 2999

at 31 December Em On On Em On On

Total assets 1452634 1.522481 2218.693 1453576 1696480 2.401852

Funded balance sheet 1025557 1084.282 1.227198 1026499 1.255.032 1409093

Loans and advances to customera 555260 595694 731.265 555260 /28.393 8/4722

Deposits 609370 636252 781.070 609483 156.346 897556

Owners equity 75132 77.738 58879 75132 77736 58.879

Riskasaetratio -CoreTierl 10.7% 11.0% 59% 10.7% 11.0% 66%

-Tierl 12.9% 144% 9.9% 12.9% 14.1% 10.0%

-Total 14.0% 16.3% 142% 14.0% 16.1% 14.1%

Notes

11 Pro forme total iecome eactades chaeges is fair valae of owe debt gale on redemptioe of owe debt strategic disposals aed Asset Protection scheme cmdit default swap
fair value chaeges In the

statutory consolidated income statement these items are iecladed in total lecome

Pro forma operating profitiIoss eacledes amertisation of purchased ietaegible assets integration and restructuring costs gaie on redempfee of ewe debt strategic disposals beeue tan gains on

pensines curtailment Asset Pmtectioe scheme credit defaalf swap fair value chacges acd write-dome of goodwill and other ietacgible assets On statutory basis fair value of owe debt is iecladed

in total iecome

13 Pro forma loss before tao encludes write-dome of goodwill asd ether ietangible assets

14 Pro forms costiecome ratio represents operating enpesses esciuding amortisatien of psrehased intangibles write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets bones Ian and gains on pensions

curtailment enpressed as percentage of total income esciuding fair valan of own debt gain on redemption of own debt strategic disposals Asset Protection scheme credit default swap fair nalue

changes and after netting insurance claims

Adjusted less per ordinary and share is based on eamings from continuing operations adjusted for fair nalen of own debt purchased intangibles amorlisation integration and restructuring nests

gain on redemption of own debt strategic disposals gains on pensiono curtailment bonus lan write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets and Asset Protection scheme credit default swap

tair value changes

Funded balance sheet represents total assets less derivatives

Overview of results Pro forma results have been prepared to include only those business

The results of RFS Holdings B.V the entity that acquired ABN AMRO units of RBS N.y that will be retained by RBS and to reclassify certain

are fully consolidated in the Groups financial statements The interests of non-operating items The basis of preparation of the pro forma results IS

the State of the Netherlands and Santander in RFS Holdings are included detailed on page 51

in non-controlling interests Legal separation of ABN AMRO Bank NV

took place on April 2010 As result RBS presents the interests of its

Consortium Members in ABN AMRO as discontinued operations and has

re-presented prior periods accordingly
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Fees and commissions receivable

Fees and commissions payable

Other non-interest income

Insurance net premium income

Nonnterest noorw

1ota loomser epen sea

Prof t/oss before other opera If carries

Insurance net claims

Ooerafino proht$oss before mparrnen osses

Impairment losses

Operatnçi prot1oss before farvakie of own debt

Fair value of own debt

Operabnq proiititkws

Amortisation of purchased intangible assets

Integration and restructuring costs

Gain on redemption of own debt

Strategic disposals

Bonus tax

Gains on pensions curtailment

Asset Protection Scheme credit default swap fair value changes

Loss before tax

Tax charqe/credit

Loss fom tn9 oeratone

Loss from discontinued operations net of tax

Loss for the yes

Non-controlling interests

Other_owners dividends

Loss attnbutabe to ordosry and ft hsrehr2ders before

wrtedown of goudwU and otner ntanbe assets

Write-down of goodwill and other
intangible assets net of tax

Loss aitr%jtaho to odnap and shsrehoders

--

2010 20 wa
Em

____________

14200 13.867 15./94

8194 819% 8545

2211 2789 2.411

7351 4116 8549
5128 5.28.8 12709

18462 6.009 3803

32662 2956/ 19.361

87 .4912 168 12%

15952 12.166 3.1/9

4783 0.357 397
11169 7809 738
9256 3.899 7.432

1913 8.090 879
174 142 1232

2087 6.232 6.9312

369 972 443
1032 1.296 319

553 3.790

171 132 442

99 208
2.148

1550
239 19212 8296
66 339 1.280

902 1.589 7.016

J._
930 1661 7192
61 Sad 41219t9

1115 3244 810

1.125 12.6012 24.3961

2010 .2
Em

14209 io 68 $2

8193 38 912

2211 2.08 38i

6549 64 8r2

5128 0/of .19

17659 9835 24
31868 18
18228 41
13640 lo99 JS
4783 123 17

8857 o2

9256 1$99 o9

399 268

399 3/c 23601

Amortisation of purchased intangible assets

Integration and restructuring costs

Gain on redemption of own debt

Strategic disposals

Bonus tax

Gains on pensions curtailment

Asset Protection Scheme credit default swap fair value changes

Write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets

Pd7lstad earnrios/9rss per ordInary and sharo from oonbruirq

ooerabons

0.5p 6.39 146.20

0.2p 012 2.lo

0.8p to

.Op .flp

O.lp 0.2p 12.70

0.lp

Summary consolidated income statement for the year ended gains on pensions curtailment Asset Protection Scheme credit default

31 December 2010 swap fair value changes and write-down of goodwill and other intangible

In the pro forma income statement set out below fair value of own debt assets are shown separately In the statutory consolidated income

amortisation of purchased intangible assets integration and restructuring statement set out below and on page 268 these items are included in

costs gain on redemption of own debt strategic disposals bonus tax non-interest income and operating expenses as appropriate

399 2.687 25.091

64 1O 2167

1033 2218 123524

108 11.018

1666 2323 34.542

665 3491 6842

1930 44

1125 .1.607 24316

1125 3.607 2123061

3.9
tip

Io 98r

0.60 13.2o 43io

Note

Pro forma operating profit/foss excludes amortisation of purchased intangible assets integration and restructuring costs gain on redemption of own debt strategic disposals bonus tax gains on

pensions curtailment Asset Protection Scheme credit default
swap fair value changes and write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets
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2010 compared with 2009 pro forms

Operating profit/loss

Group operating profit excluding fair value of own debt amortisation of

purchased intangible assets integration and restructuring costs gain on

redemption of own debt strategic disposals bonus tax gains on

pensions curtailment fair value changes in the Asset Protection Scheme

credit default swap and write-down of goodwill and other intangible

assets was 1913 million compared with loss of 6090 million in

2009 The improvement in performance is primarily driven by stronger

Core Retail Commercial operating profits offsetting more normal results

from Global Banking Markets coupled with lower impairments in the

Non-Core division

After fair value of own debt amortisation of purchased intangible assets

integration and restructuring costs gain on redemption of own debt

strategic disposals bonus tax gains on pensions curtailment and write-

down of goodwill and other intangible assets the Group recorded loss

before tax of 249 million compared with loss before tax of 2291
million in 2009

After tax non-controlling interests and preference share and other

dividends the loss attributable to ordinary and shareholders was

1125 million compared with an attributable loss of 3607 million in

2009

Total income

Total income excluding fair value of own debt gain on redemption of

own debt strategic disposals and fair value changes in the Asset

Protection Scheme credit default swap increased by 10% to 32662

million primarily reflecting growth in net interest income coupled with

lower Non-Core trading losses as underlying asset prices recovered and

credit spreads tightened Whilst income was down in Global Banking

Markets to more normal levels compared with the favourable market

conditions seen in 2009 this was offset by good growth in Core Retail

Commercial and the improvement in Non-Core

Net ntereat nconie

Net interest income increased by 5% to 14200 million reflecting

improvements in net interest margin which more than offset lower

interest-earning assets and interest-bearing liabilities Group net interest

margin increased from 1.76% to 2.01% largely reflecting expanding asset

margins in UK Retail and UK Corporate divisions as well as in US Retail

Commercial The run-off of low-yielding Non-Core assets also

contributed to this increase The Group net interest margin was also

affected by increased funding costs

Non-nterast income

Non-interest income increased to 18462 million from 16000 million in

2009 largely reflecting the sharp improvement in Non-Core from reduced

trading losses This was partially
offset by lower trading revenues in

Global Banking Markets which had seen unusually buoyant market

conditions in 2009 as rapidly falling interest rates generated significant

revenue opportunities

Operating exponacs

Total operating expenses excluding amortisation of purchased intangible

assets integration
and restructuring costs bonus tax gains on pensions

curtailment and write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets fell by

4% to 16710 million largely reflecting the recognition of benefits from

the Group-wide efficiency programme The programme continues to

deliver material savings which have been funding investments to

strengthen our Core franchises Premises and equipment costs fell by 8%

in the year largely
driven by efficiency cost savings significant

one-off

property impairments recognised in 2009 and country exits following
Non-

Core disposals The Group costincome ratio improved by percentage

points in 2010 to 60%

lnpairment loscea

Impairment losses fell to 9256 million from 13899 million in 2009 with

Core impairments falling by 898 million and Non-Core by 3745 million

The decrease reflects an overall improvement in the economic

environment Impairments fell in all businesses except Ulster Bank

which has faced an economic environment that remains challenging

Impairments represented 1.7% of gross loans and advances excluding

reverse repos in 2010 compared with 2.3% in 2009

Risk elements in lending and potential problem loans at 31 December

2010 represented 7.4% of loans and advances excluding reverse repos

compared with 6.2% year earlier Provision coverage was 46%

compared with 43% at 31 December 2009

Nonoperatinc items

Integration and restructuring costs decreased from 1286 million to

1032 million primarily as ABN AMRO integration activity neared

completion partly offset by restructuring activity following the conclusion

of the strategic review

In 2010 the Group recorded gain of 553 million compared with 3790
million in 2009 on liability management exercise to redeem number

of Tier and upper Tier securities In addition the overall gain on

strategic disposals 171 million primarily relates to gains on the sale of

Global Merchant Services partially offset by provisions for losses on the

sales of other businesses undertaken as part of the Groups strategic

plan

The Asset Protection Scheme is accounted for as credit derivative and

movements in the fair value of the contract are taken as non-operating

items The charge of 550 million in 2010 reflects improving credit

spreads on the portfolio of covered assets as well as decrease in

covered assets

Tax

The Group recorded tax charge of 663 million in 2010 compared with

tax credit of 339 million in 2009

Earninga

Basic loss per ordinary and share from continuing operations improved

from loss of 6.3p to loss of 0.5p Adjusted loss per ordinary and

share improved from loss of 13.2p to earnings of 0.6p per share
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2010 compared with 2009 statutory Net neurance cairns

Bancassurance and general insurance claims after reinsurance
Operatng kss

Operating loss before tax for the year was 399 million compared with
increased by 10% to 4783 million

loss of 2647 million in 2009
parmsnt sas

Impairment losses were 9256 million compared with 13899 million in

Total income 2009
Total income decreased 4% to 31868 million in 2010

Risk elements in lending and potential problem loans represented 7.4%
Net nterest income

Net interest income increased by 6% to 14209 million

of gross loans and advances to customers excluding reverse repos at 31

December 2010 2009- 5.5%

Nonnterest ncome

Non-interest income decreased to 17659 million from 19638 million in

Provision coverage of risk elements in lending and potential problem

2009 This included movements in the fair value of the Asset Protection
loans was 46% 2009 45%

Scheme credit default swap resulting in 1550 million charge and
ax

gain on redemption of own debt of 553 million 2009 -3790 million The tax charge for 2010 was 634 million compared with tax credit of

Excluding these items non-interest income was up 18% primarily 429 million in 2009
reflecting an increase in income from trading activities

Operating expenses
Earnings

Operating expenses increased to 18228 million 2009 -17417 million

Basic earnings per ordinary share including discontinued operations

of which integration and restructuring costs were 1032 million
was loss of 0.5p per share compared with loss of 6.4p for 2009

compared with 1286 million in 2009 Write down of goodwill and other

intangible assets was 10 million compared with 363 million in 2009
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2009 compared with 2009 pro forma

Operating loss

Group operating loss excluding fair value of own debt amortisation of

purchased intangible assets write-down of goodwill and other intangible

assets integration and restructuring costs gain on redemption of own

debt strategic disposals gains on pensions curtailment and bonus tax

was 6090 million compared with loss of 8170 million in 2008 The

reduction in the loss is primarily result of substantial increase in non-

interest income partially offset by significant increase in impairment

losses and lower net interest income

After fair value of own debt amortisation of purchased intangible assets

write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets integration and

restructuring costs gain on redemption of own debt strategic disposals

gains on pensions curtailment and bonus tax the Group recorded loss

before tax of 2291 million compared with loss before tax of 25207

million in 2008

After tax non-controlling interests and preference share and other

dividends the loss attributable to ordinary and shareholders was

3607 million compared with an attributable loss of 24306 million in

2008

Total income

Total income excluding the gain on redemption of own debt and strategic

disposals increased by 53% to 29567 million primarily reflecting

significant reduction in credit and other market losses Increased market

volatility and strong customer demand in positive trading environment

also contributed to this improvement While income was down marginally

in UK Corporate and held steady in Retail Commercial and RBS

Insurance significant improvement occurred in Global Banking

Markets reflecting the reduced credit and other market losses and

more buoyant trading market during the year compared with 2008

Nat interact income

Net interest income fell by 14% to 13567 million with average loans

and advances to customers down 4% and average customer deposits

down 7% Group net interest margin fell from 2.08% to 1.76% largely

reflecting the pressure on liability margins given rates on many deposit

products already at floors in the low interest rate environment and strong

competition particularly
for longer-term deposits and the build up of the

Groups liquidity portfolio

Nn.intereat income

Non-interest income increased to 16000 million from 3603 million in

2008 largely reflecting the sharp improvement in income from trading

activities as improved asset valuations led to lower credit market losses

and GBM benefited from the restructuring of its business to focus on core

customer franchises However fees and commissions fell as result of

the withdrawal of the single premium payment protection insurance

product and the restructuring of UK current account overdraft fees

Operating axpencas

Total operating expenses excluding amortisation of purchased intangible

assets write-down of goodwill and other
intangible assets integration

and restructuring costs gains on pensions curtailment and bonus tax

increased by 7% to 17401 million largely resulting from increased staff

costs Staff costs were up 14% with most of the movement relating to

adverse movements in foreign exchange rates and some salary inflation

Changes in incentive compensation primarily in Global Banking

Markets represented most of the remaining change The Group

costincome ratio improved to 69% compared with 105% in 2008

Impairment lessee

Impairment losses increased to 13899 million from 7432 million in

2008 with Core bank impairments rising by2182 million and Non-Core

by 4285 million Signs that impairments might be plateauing appear to

have been borne out in the latter part of the year and there are

indications that the pace of downwards credit rating migration for

corporates is slowing Nonetheless the financial circumstances of many

consumers and businesses remain fragile and rising refinancing costs

whether as result of monetary tightening or of increased regulatory

capital requirements could expose some customers to further difficulty

Impairments represented 2.3% of gross loans and advances excluding

reverse repos in 2009 compared with 0.9% in 2008

Risk elements in lending and potential problem loans at 31 December

2009 represented 6.2% of loans and advances excluding reverse repos

compared with 2.7% year earlier Provision coverage was 43%

compared with 50% at 31 December 2008 as consequence of the

growth in risk elements in lending being concentrated in secured

property-related loans These loans require relatively lower provisions in

view of their collateralised nature

Non-operating items

Integration and restructuring costs decreased primarily as ABN AMRO

integration activity neared completion partly offset by restructuring

activity following the conclusion of the strategic review

In 2009 the Group recorded gain of 3790 million on liability

management exercise to redeem number of Tier and upper Tier

securities In addition the overall gain on strategic disposals 132

million primarily relates to gains on the sale of Bank of China and Linea

Directa
partially

offset by losses
arising

from the sale of the Retail and

Commercial Asian businesses and Latin America asset
portfolio

Pension curtailment gains of2148 million were recognised during the

fourth quarter of 2009
arising

from changes to prospective pension

benefits in the defined benefit scheme and certain other subsidiary

schemes charge related to the UK Governments bonus tax proposals

of 208 million was reflected in 2009 with further 160 million deferred

until 2010 and 2011

Tax

The Group recorded tax credit of 339 million in 2009 compared with

tax credit of 1280 million in 2008

Basic loss per ordinary and share from continuing operations improved

from l46.2p to loss of 6.3p Adjusted loss per ordinary and share

improved from 43.1 to loss of 3.2p per share The number of ordinary

shares in issue increased to 56366 million at 31 December 2009

compared with 39456 million in issue at 31 December 2008 reflecting

the placing and open offer in April 2009 The Group also issued 51 billion

shares to Her Majestys Treasury in December 2009
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2009 compared with 2008 statutory Net insurance claims

Bancassurance and general inaurance claima after reinaurance

Operating loss
increased by 11% to 4357 million

Operating loss before tax for the year was 2647 million compared with

loss of 25691 million in 2008
Impairment losses

Total income
Impairment losses were 13899 million compared with 7439 million in

2008
Total income increased 59% to 33026 million in 2009

Net interest income
Risk elements in lending and potential problem loans represented 5.5%

Net interest income decreased by 14% to 13388 million

of gross loans and advances to customers excluding reverse repos at 31

December 2009 2008 2.5%

Non-interest income

Non-interest income increased to 19638 million from 5248 million in

Provision coverage of risk elements in lending and
potential problem

2008 This included gain on redemption of own debt of 3790 million
loans was 45% 2008 51%

Excluding the gain on redemption of own debt non-interest income

increased by 10600 million primarily due to the increase in income from
Tax

trading activities

The Group recorded tax credit of 429 million in 2009 compared with

tax credit of 2167 million in 2008

Opemting expenses

Operating expenses decreased from 35065 million in 2008 to 17417
Eernings

million of which integration and restructuring costs were 1286 million

Basic earnings per ordinary and share including discontinued

compared with 1357 million in 2008 Write-down of goodwill and other
operations improved from loss of 146.7pto loss of 6.4p

intangible
assets was 363 million compared with 16911 million in

2008
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Business review conunued

Analysis of results

Net interest income

Ec

2010 EES 2EQE 2010

Em Em Em Em Em Em

Interest receivable 1126 22693 26390 42.197 22703 26377 42.606

Interest payable 12flJJi3jJ26.677LJi85JJ227jaJ27568
Netinterestincome 13838 13.283 18320 13847 13104 16038

11

Gross yield on interest-earning assets of the banking business 3.29 3.50 5.72 3.29 2.51 5.63

Interest spread of the banking business 14 1.81 55 1.84 1.81 1.68 1.79

Benefit from interest-free funds 0.20 0.21 0.24 0.19 0.19 0.20

Net interest margin of the banking business 2.01 1.76 2.08 2.00 174 1.99

Gross yield

Group 3.29 3.50 5.72 3.29 351 5.63

UK 3.40 3.33 5.77 3.40 3.33 5./2

Overseas 3.14 3.71 566 3.13 3.71 555

Interest spread

-Group 1.81 1.55 1.84 1.81 1.55 1.79

UK 2.04 1.48 1.88 2.04 1.48 1.94

-Overseas 1.50 1.66 179 1.49 1.62 164

Net interest margin

-Group 2.01 1.76 2.08 2.00 1.74 1.29

-UK 2.19 1.74 2.28 2.19 173 231

-Overseas 1.76 1.66 1.75 1.75 164

The Royal Bank of Scotland plc base rate average 0.50 0.64 4.67 0.50 0.64 4.67

London inter-bank three month offered rates average

Sterling 0.70 1.2 551 0.70 1.21 5.51

Eurodollar 0.34 0.69 2.02 0.34 0.62 2.92

Euro 0.75 1.21 663 0.75 1.21 4.63

Notes

Interest-earning assets and interest-bearing liabilities exclude the Retail bascussurance long-term assets and liabilities attributable to policyholders in view of their distinct nature As result net

interest receivable has been increased by million 2008 -20 million 2008 -64 million

Interest receivable has been increased by 11 million 2009 -46 million 2006- 332 million and interest payable has been decreased by 30 million 2000 -300 million increase 2008 -860

million increasel to record intemst on financial assets and liabilities designated as at fair value through profit or loss Related interest-earning assets and interest-bearing liabilities have also been

adusted

13 Gross yield is the intemst rate earned on average interest-earning assets of the banking business

Interest spread is the difference between the gross yield and the interest rate paid on average interest-bearing liabilities ot the banking business

Net interest margin is net interest income of the banking business as pementage of average interest-earning assets of the banking business

Interest receivable has been decreased by 00 million in respect of non-recurring receivable 2009- nil 2008 nil

Interest payable has been increased by 319 million in mupect of non-recurring adiustments 12009 nil 2008 nil
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Average

balavce Ivterest

Percentage of liabilities applicable to overseas operations

For notes relating to this table refer to page 64

39.4% 41.2%

Average balance sheet and related interest

2019

tm

Rate

Assets

Loans and advances to banks UK 22578 223 0.99 21373 278 1.30

-Overseas 30143 369 1.22 30384 553 182

Loans and advances to customers UK 311060 11907 3.83 333408 11.08.4 3.50

Overseaa 197340 6936 3.51 242080 0.403 3.02

Debt securities UK 66734 1467 2.20 53.055 1.400 2.72

Overseas 62103 1791 2.88 71851 2738 3.81

nterosoesrrsny aesets UK 400372 13597 3.40 408.736 13608 3.33

Overseas 289586 9096 3.14 344.300 12782 371

Total tntevost-eanlincj assets banking business 23.5 68995822693 3.29 75303826300 3.00

trading
business

41 276330 291002

Interest-earning assets 966288 1.044128

Non-interest-earning assets 123 657095 815.468

Tote assets 1623383 1.800598

Percentage of assets applicable to overseas operations 42.7% 42.0%

Lrshfflties

Deposits by banks UK 21816 334 1.53 24.837 675 2.72

-Overseas 59542 996 1.67 106.353 2.177 2.00

Customer accounts demand deposits UK 120796 621 0.51 100.750 550 001

Overseas 39218 609 1.55 58287 408 1.07

Customer accounts savings deposits UK 68142 935 1.37 04048 772 1.43

-Overseas 25587 213 0.83 26976 473 1.75

Customer accounts other time deposits UK 42818 431 1.01 726 ttO7 10

-Overseas 45080 914 2.03 58.168 1618 2.78

Debt securities in issue UK 123729 2186 1.77 130002 3162 2.4.3

-Overseas 72247 1065 1.47 00.075 1.8.04 72

Subordinated liabilities UK 19998 480 2.40 25.001 852 3.41

Overseas 9336 252 2.70 10317 40.8 4.43

Internal funding of trading business UK 41451 140 0.34 10.02tt4 3171 053

otorest-oesrng itststees UK 355848 4847 1.36 351 .088 6510

-Overseas 244146 4008 1.64 321.301 0.507 2.00

Total tnterest1tesrtrrp tsrstties banking business 12361 5999948855 1.48 072.44013107 195

trading business 14 293993 331380

Interest-bearing liabilities 893987 1003820

Non-interest-bearing liabilities

Demand deposits UK 29022 10445

Overseas 23994 20.Ot3

Other liabilities 341 599474 761075

Owners equity 76906 57.302

Tots tststsss sod owners eqohs 1623383 1850.505
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Average bance sheet and related interest c.tlltousct

kI 2155

Assets

Loans and advances to banks UK 19049 978 513

-Overseas 28.474 1.311 4221

Loans and advances to customers UK 321.177 19085 6.94

Overseas 275000 16.030 5.83

Debt securities UK 36395 1.679 4.6.1

-Overseas 57.998 3114 5.37

loterost-esmiog assets UK 376.621 21742 577

-Overseas 3014/2 20.455 5.66

Total sterest-esrr/ng assets banking business 235 738.09342197 572

trading
business 425454

Interest-earning assets 1163547

Non-interest-earning assets 23 660626

Total sass is 1.624175

Percentage of assets applicable to overseas operations 42.5%

shdlbes

Deposits by banks UK 45123 1507 3.34

Overseas 109705 4.630 4.22

Customer accounts demand deposits UK 99.640 2794 2.60

-Overseas 36108 672 1.86

Customer accounts savings deposits UK 42.870 1691 394

Overseas 23 753 570 240

Customer accounts other time deposits UK 95161 3.964 4.16

Overseas 86.570 3426 3.87

Debt securities in issue UK 114234 5.261 4.62

Overseas 105207 4734 445

Subordinated liabilities UK 26.799 1.369 5.11

Overseas 6.065 413 12

Internal funding of trading business UK 65664 445 4.02

Overseas i8090t 17291 4.03

otsrasr-besoog iiehiioss UK 336383 3.161 3.89

Overseas 354.321 13.716 3.137

Total otersst-hesriog lso4ties banking business 2.36 6112.704 26677 3.68

-trading business 466610

Interest-bearing liabilities 1159.314

Non-interest-bearing liabilities

Demand deposits UK 19.262

Overseas 14.759

Other liabilities 34 572294

Owners equity 56.544

Tote la5itiss soil owoors ssqioy 1824175

Percentage of liabilities applicable to overseas operations 43.151

Notes

The anelysis into UK and Overseas has been compiled on the baais ot location at office

Interest-earning annets and interest-bearing liabilities enclade the Retail bancannarance lang-term assets and liabilitien attribntable to policyholders in acm at their distinct natare An revalt net

interest receivable has been increaned by million 2009 -20 million 2006 -64 million

Interest receivable has been increased by million 2009 -46 million 2006 -332 million and interest payable has been decreased by 30 million 2009- 350 million increase 2006 -660

million increase to record interest on financial assets and liabilities designated an at fair valae throagh profit or loss Related interest-earning assets and interest-bearing liabilities have also been

adasted

Interest receivable and interest payable an trading assets avd liabilities are incladed in ivcome tram trading activities

SI Interest receivable has been decreased by 90 million in respect of non-recarring receivable 2009 nil 2006 nil

Interest payable has been increaved by 319 million in respect of non-recardng adjvntments 2005- nil 2006 nil
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Percentage of liabilities applicable to overseas operations

For notes relating to this table refer to page 66

41.3% 45.8%

state
ory

20

Average

balance latarent

Em Em

4ryaos

Rate lcace

Asses

Loans and advances to banks UK 22578 223 0.99 21373 275 1.30

-Overseas 30146 369 1.22 30403 534 1.32

Loans and advances to customers UK 311060 11907 3.83 333408 11.864 3.56

Overseas 196453 6900 3.51 242.204 2.304 3.22

Debt securities UK 66735 1467 2.20 53455 1406 2.72

-_Overseas 64011 1837 2.87 711.52 271 3.81

interes9earrlng easels UK 400373 13597 3.40 408.736 13.608 333

-Overseas 290610 9106 3.13 343/59 1276.9 3.21

Total tnieres0esrnirtg assets banking business 12.35 690983 22703 3.29 752.42 26377 3.31

-trading business4 276330 221092

Interest-earning assets 967313 043557

Non-interest-earning assets 1231 704891 272.523

Total assets 1672204 2.023480

Percentage of assets applicable to overseas operations 44.1% 47.4%

.a01t5es

Deposits by banks UK 21816 334 1.53 24 837 676 2.72

-Overseas 59799 999 1.67 105.8/ 2222

Customer accounts demand deposits UK 120796 621 0.51 109.758 552 0.51

-Overseas 39127 607 1.55 38.414 411 1.07

Customeraccounts savings deposits UK 68142 935 1.37 54048 772 1.43

-Overseas 25587 213 0.83 261126 473 1.75

Customer accounts other time deposits UK 42818 431 1.01 68039 827 1.22

-Overseas 45080 914 2.03 60430 1.719 2.t4

Debt securities in issue UK 123729 2186 1.77 1300L 3162 2.43

Overseas 72247 1065 1.47 26 075 1.622 1./2

Subordinated liabilities UK 19998 480 2.40 28.710 552 3.19

Overseas 9336 252 2.70 10333 437 42

Internal funding of trading business UK 41451 140 0.34 /602541 317
-Overseas 6864 41 0.60 çl4345 i02 1.22

oterest.oeerioc ttaSStlea UK 355848 4847 1.36 353.110 6.531 1.85

-Overseas 244312 4009 1.64 323.200 6742 209

lola 0t0111540e1/11112 tto86es banking business 1236 600160 8856 1.48 576.330 13273 1.110

-trading business 14 293993 331380

894153 1.007770Interest-bearing liabilities

Non-interest-bearing liabilities

Demand deposits

Other liabilities 34
Owners equity

UK

Overseas

Lab4Oes /11111 21 i415 2921i3

29022

23994

648129

76906

1672204

4/19
214 602

3.7 323

2023480
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Business review continued

Average bance sheet and related interest continued

Interest-bearing liabilities

Non-interest-bearing liabilities

Demand deposits UK

Other liabilities 341

Owners equity

Tote iabities eno owners oqudy

Percentage of liabilities applicable to overseas operations

19796

17625

761113

56.544

64t.t 675

47c5

Notes

The analysis into UK and Overseas has been compited on the basis of location of office

12 Interest-earning assets and interest-bearing liabilities eaclade the Retail bancassorance long-term assets and liabilihes atinibatabte to policyholders in viem of their distinct natare As resalt net

interest receivable has been increased by million 2009 20 million 2009 -84 millioni

Interest receivable has been increased by 11 million 2009 -46 million 2008 -332 million and interest payable decreased by 30 million 2009- 350 million increase 2008 860 million

increase to record interest on financial assets and liabilities designated as at fair vatae throcgh profit or toss Related interest-earning assets and interest-bearing liabilities have also been adiasted

41 Interest receivable and interest payable on trading asoets and liabilities are incladed in income from trading activities

Interest receivable has been decreased by 66 million for 2610 in respect of non-recarring receivable 2009 and 2008- nil

Interest payable has been increased by 316 million for 201 in respect of non-recorning adjastments 2009 and 2008 nil

Av1rre

ha1rA rierve

Asses

Loans and advances to banks UK 15.893 939 4.97

-Overseas 28534 1314 4.61

Loans and advances to customers UK 321.00$ 19053 5.94

Overseas $73177 16.041 5.83

Debt securities UK 35725 t.493 4.18

Overseas 76.935 3764 4.89

nterest-eainng assets UK 375.620 $1487 0.7$

Overseas 350.646 21119 5.55

Total neres5eerninq assets banking business 12351 756.26642606 3.63

Interest-earning assets 1.181720

Non-interest-earning assets 23 858965

Tote assets 2040685

Percentage of assets applicable to overseas operations

Lebtites

Deposits by banks UK 45664 1659 3.63

-Overseas 111697 4703 4.21

Customer accounts demand deposits UK 99.640 2.794 2.60

Overseas 36461 661 1.67

Customer accounts savings deposits UK 42670 1691 3.94

Overseas 23.753 570 7.40

Customer accounts other time deposits UK 95181 3.998 420

Overseas 10131.6 3908 3.85

Debt securities in issue UK 111.099 4.6t7 4.16

-Overseas 115474 5.149 4.46

Subordinated liabilities UK 26.799 1.339 5.11

-Overseas 1057 603 5.70

Internal funding of trading business UK 55.664 3.443 4.0$

Overseas 16090 7$9 4.03

r3ereetoeain.n teostwa UK 335.609 7333 373

Overseas 33 163 14635 3.90

Tote inteteetbcerng teoffitws banking business 236 71690727.563 3.64

tradino business 141

Overseas

33 3i

1.133.607
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Business review

Analysis of change in net interest income volume and rate analysis

Volume and rate variances have been calculated based on movements in average balances over the period and changes in interest rates on average

interest-earning assets and average interest-bearing liabilities Changes due to combination of volume and rate are allocated pro rata to volume and

rate movements

O9-rotormaaver2OO9-sthtuto
lncreuue/decreusel due to chuugeu in Increuue/decreuue due to chungeu iu

Average Averuge Net Average Averuge Net

volume rate change volume rate change

Em Em Em Em Em Em

nterestearrting assets

Loans and advances to banks

UK 15 70 55 15 70 55
Overseas 180 184 180 185

Loans and advances to customers

UK 824 867 43 821 864 43

Overseas 1637 920 2557 1679 925 2604
Debt securities

UK 311 310 312 311
Overseas

Total interest receivable of the banking business

UK 498 487 11 494 483 11

nterestbearrq Uabfflties

Deposits by banks

UK 74 267 341 74 268 342

Overseas 634 347 1181 832 391 1223

Customer accounts demand deposits

UK 57 62 57 62
Overseas 10 191 201 188 196

Customer accounts savings deposits

UK 194 31 163 195 32 163
Overseas 23 237 260 24 236 260

Customer accounts other time deposits

UK 264 112 376 269 127 396

Overseas 319 385 704 379 426 805

Debt securities in issue

UK 146 830 976 147 829 976

Overseas 373 216 589 372 215 587

Subordinated liabilities

UK 150 222 372 187 185 372

Overseas 41 165 206 41 164 205

Internal funding of trading business

UK 83 94 177 82 95 177
Overseas 75 75 150 7551

Total interest payable of the banking business

UK 300 1363 1663 343 1341 1684

Overseas 1505 1084 2589 1564 1169 2733

1805 2447 4252 1907 2.510 4417

Mcvenerd net nterest rtnome

UK 198 1850 1652 151 1824 1673

JJt97J JP .J7
flj228 555 524 1267 743

Note

11 The uoulyuio into uk and Overneun huo been compiled on the buoin ot locutioo of office
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Business review continued

Analysis of change in net interest income volume and rate analysis oontoued

ftmm 145 omr 20S

Avmmm Cmrao Nm 4vm.ge Aveae
mm clmNN vOurim mm c4mqs

Cm Cm Cm Cm Cm Cm

nteresoearning assets

Loans and advances to banks

UK 107 607 703 110 771 661
Overseas 53 841 758 81 841 760

Loans and advances to customers

UK 702 7.923 7.221 710 7.901 7191
Overseas 1751 4786 6.537 1.754 4.783 6.537

Debt securities

UK 630 843 213 604 631 27
Overseas 646 324 278 267 756 053

Total interest receivable of the banking business

UK 1.439 9.573 6.134 1424 9303 7.879

Overseas 022 17 55 01 jimJr_j9 50

6.224580fli51615713316.229
nteres4besnnq tabhoes

Deposits by banks

UK 588 244 632 635 343 963

Overseas 137 2.316 2453 233 2246 2.481

Customer accounts demand deposits

UK 253 2458 2.235 253 2486 2235

Overseas 38 302 264 35 305 270

Customer accounts savings deposits

UK 359 1275 919 359 1278 919

Overseas 70 167 97 71 168 97

Customer accounts other time deposits

UK 906 2249 3.157 908 2263 3171

Overseas 994 614 1208 1326 863 2159

Debt securities in issue

UK 651 2770 2.119 691 2146 1.455

Overseas 414 2.666 1050 751 2746 3497

Subordinated liabilities

UK 67 430 517 512 51.7

Overseas 106 61 45 14 132 145

Internal funding of
trading

business

UK 795 2.333 3.126 795 2.333 3126

aeas 426 535 fl 25 537
Total interest payable of the banking business

UK 475 7.126 6651 550 6.702 70152

Overseas
_______

1.29 5900 7.119 2.106 6037 8143

744 13.026 13770 1535 12739 14295

Movement net otereet nconm

UK 954 2.44 1483 874 2.601 172

Overseas 751 554 166 373207
1.161 3.198 2.037 1040 2974 11934

Note

The anatyois into UK and Overseas has been compiled on the baois of location of office
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Business review

Non-interest income

2010 2010 200 .202

Em 10 Em

Fees and commissions receivable 8194 8738 8.845 8193 8.738 8855

Fees and commissions payable 2211 2.790 241 2211 2.790 2444
lncome/Ioss from trading activities

excluding Asset Protection Scheme credit default swap fair

value changes 6138 3.999 9.384 6067 361 9.02o

Asset Protection Scheme credit default swap fair value changes .... 1550
Gain on redemption of own debt 553 3790

Other operating income 1213 747 544 1479 873 253
Non4ntereet 000me excktdi44 insurance riot prernurn 4como 13334 10.734 2.106 12531 14.372 461

Insurance net premium income 5128 5266 5.709 5128 5266 5.700

Tote norunterest 00000 18462 16000 3.603 17659 19638 5248

Note

Pro forma excludes fair value of own debt gain on redemption of own debt strategic disposals and Asset Protection Scheme credit default swap fair value changes

2010 compared wdh 2009 pro forms

Net fees and commissions increased by 35 million to 5983 million

primarily
due to improved performance in GBM 60 million driven by

higher portfolio management and origination income and UK Corporate

94 million principally reflecting strong refinancing levels and increased

operating lease activity These increases were partially offset by reduced

fees in UK Retail E144 million and Ulster Bank f72 million due to the

restructuring of current account overdraft fees in the final quarter of 2009

and non-recurring gain in 2009 respectively

Income from trading activities rose substantially during the year by

2139 million to 6138 million Trading revenues in GBM were lower

than 2009 which saw unusually buoyant market conditions as rapidly

falling interest rates generated significant revenue opportunities This was

more than offset by much reduced Non-Core trading losses from 5161

million in 2009 to 31 million in 2010 as underlying asset prices

recovered and monoline spreads tightened The unwinding of some

banking book hedges also helped reduce trading losses

Other operating income increased by426 million to 213 million This

improvement principally reflected profit on sale of securities of 533

million compared with loss of 55 million in 2009 and higher profits from

associated entities These were partially offset by declines in the fair

value of securities and investment properties

Insurance net premium income fell by 138 million to 5128 million

principally reflecting lower general insurance premiums driven by

managed reduction in the risk of the UK motor book largely offset by

price increases

2010 compared w46 2009 statutory

Net fees and commissions increased by 34 million to 5982 million

primarily due to improved performance in GBM t7160 million driven by

higher portfolio management and origination income and UK Corporate

f94 million principally reflecting strong refinancing levels and increased

operating lease activity This increase was partially offset by reduced fees

in UK Retail 144 million and Ulster Bank 72 million principally

reflecting the restructuring of current account overdraft fees

Income from trading activities excluding fair value movements in the

Asset Protection Scheme credit default swap rose substantially during

the year by 2306 million to 6067 million Trading revenues in GBM
were lower than 2009 which saw unusually buoyant market conditions as

rapidly falling interest rates generated significant revenue opportunities

This was more than offset by the improvement in Non-Core trading

losses from 5161 million for 2009 to 31 million for 2010 as underlying

asset prices recovered and monoline spreads tightened The unwinding

of some banking book hedges also helped reduce trading losses

The Asset Protection Scheme is accounted for as credit derivative and

movements in the fair value of the contract are recorded as income from

trading activities The charge of 1550 million in 2010 reflects improving

credit spreads on the portfolio of covered assets

gain of 553 million was booked associated with the liability

management exercise undertaken in May 2010 through which the Group

strengthened its Core Tier capital base by repurchasing existing Tier

securities and exchanging selected existing Upper Tier securities for

new senior debt securities similar series of exchange and tender offers

concluded in April 2009 resulted in gain of 3790 million

Other operating income increased by 606 million to 1479 million This

improvement principally reflected profit on sale of securities of 496

million compared with 162 million in 2009 higher profits from associated

entities and an increased credit of 249 million compared with 51 million

in 2009
relating to movements in fair value of own debt These were

partially offset by losses in the fair value of securities and investment

properties

Insurance net premium income fell by 138 million to 5128 million

principally reflecting lower general insurance premiums driven by

managed reduction in the risk of the UK motor book largely offset by

price increases
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Business review

Non-interest income co9iued

2009 compared with 2088 pro forms

Net fees and commissions fell by 486 million primarily due to the

withdrawal of the single premium payment protection insurance product

and the restructuring of current account overdraft fees within UK Retail

during the year as well as to reduced fees received in Non-Core This

was partially offset by improved performance in GBM f1 12 million and

US Retail Commercial 50 million

Income from trading activities rose substantially during the year by

13083 million principally due to lower credit market losses reflecting

improved underlying asset prices compared with 2008 Increased market

volatility and strong customer demand in
positive trading environment

also contributed to this improvement

Other operating income increased by 243 million This improvement

reflected small gain in the fair value of securities and other assets and

liabilities compared with loss of 1.4 billion in 2008
partially offset by

lower profits on sales of securities and properties and reduced dividend

income

Insurance net premium income fell by 443 million reflecting lower

bancassurance fees 288 million and lower general insurance

premiums 155 million

2009 compared with 2008 statutory

Net fees and commissions fell by 463 million
primarily due to the

withdrawal of the single premium payment protection insurance product

and the restructuring of current account overdraft fees within UK Retail

during the year as well as to reduced fees received in Non-Core This

was partially offset by improved performance in GBM 12 million and

US Retail Commercial 5O million

Income from trading activities rose substantially during the year by

12786 million principally due to lower credit market losses reflecting

improved underlying asset prices compared with 2009 Increased market

volatility and strong customer demand in
positive trading environment

also contributed to this improvement

In the second quarter of 2009 the Group recorded gain of 3790 million

on liability management exercise to redeem number of Tier and

upper Tier securities

Other operating income decreased by 1280 million This reflected

changes in the fair value of own debt of 926 million together with lower

profits on sales of securities and properties and reduced dividend

income Included in 2008 is gain of 600 million on the sale of Angel

Trains

Insurance net premium income fell by 443 million reflecting lower

bancassurance fees and lower general insurance premiums
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2010 comparod with 2009 pro forma

The main driver of 4% decrease in operating expenses is the

recognition of benefits from the Group-wide efficiency programme The

programme continues to deliver material savings which have been

funding investments to strengthen our Core franchises Annualised

savings are now just ahead of the 2.5 billion target for 2011 and are

forecast to exceed billion by 2013

Staff costs fell by 125 million to 8956 million principally
driven by

savings in Global Banking Markets UK Retail and Non-Core

Premises and equipment costs fell by 8% in the year to 2276 million

largely driven by efficiency cost savings significant
one-off property

impairments recognised in 2009 and country exits following Non-Core

disposals

Other expenses fell by 263 million to 3716 million principally reflecting

continued savings from the Groups efficiency programme

Insurance net claims increased 10% to 4783 million driven by an

overall increase in bodily injury reserves reflecting prior year claims and

more claims being settled as periodic payment orders Severe weather

experienced during the first and fourth quarters of 2010 also drove up

claims in the year

2010 comparad with 2009 statutooy

The main driver of 7% decrease in operating expenses excluding gains

on pensions curtailment is the recognition of benefits from the Group-

wide efficiency programme The programme continues to deliver material

savings which have been funding investments to strengthen our Core

franchises Annualised savings are now just ahead of the 2.5 billion

target for 2011 and are forecast to exceed billion by 2013

Staff costs excluding pension schemes curtailment gains fell by 322

million to 9671 million driven by savings in Global Banking Markets

UK Retail and Non-Core partially
offset by higher costs in Group Centre

Premises and equipment costs fell by 7% in the year to 2402 million

largely driven by efficiency cost savings significant one-off property

impairments recognised in 2009 and country exits following Non-Core

disposals

Other expenses fell by 454 million to 3995 million principally reflecting

continued savings from the Groups efficiency programme

Insurance net claims increased 10% to 4783 million

2009 comparad whh 2008 pro forma

Staff costs were up 1091 million with most of the movement relating to

adverse movements in foreign exchange rates and some salary inflation

Changes in incentive compensation primarily in Global Banking

Markets represented most of the remaining change

Premises and equipment costs rose by 369 million due to the impact of

expanded Group premises in London and the US

Other expenses fell by 288 million due to integration benefits in GBM

partially
offset by increased deposit insurance levies in the US

2009 compared 88 2008 atatutory

Staff costs excluding pension schemes curtailment gains were up

1095 million with most of the movement relating to adverse movements

in foreign exchange rates and some salary inflation Changes in incentive

compensation primarily in Global Banking Markets represented most

of the remaining change

Pension curtailment gains of 2148 million were recognised in 2009

arising from changes to prospective pension benefits in the defined

benefit scheme and certain other subsidiary schemes

Premises and equipment costs rose by 431 million primarily
due to the

impact of expanded Group premises in London and the US

Other expenses fell by 267 million due to integration benefits in GBM

partially offset by increased deposit insurance levies in the US

Operating expenses

xuiu O1 2010

Em Em

Staff costs

excluding gains on pensions curtailment 8956 9.081 1990 9671 9.993 8898

gains on pensions curtailment 2148

Premises and equipment 2276 2468 2.099 2402 2994 2163

Other 3716 3979 428 3995 4449 %6

ldm%otca8ve expeneea 14948 15.528 14.356 16068 12888 5.777

Depreciation and amortisation 1762 1874 1832 2150 2.146 2.077

Write-down of goodwill and other intangible
assets 10 003 16.911

Opet%q cepensee 16 710 17.401 18.188 18228 17417 35.085

General insurance 4698 4.223 14733 4698 4223 3.733

Bancassurance 85 134 194 85 134 184

nsunce net dance 4783 1.351 .3.917 4783 357 3.91

Staff costs as percentage of total income 27% 31% 41% 30% 30% 101

Note

11 Pro forma excludes amortisution of purchased intangible assets integration and restructuring costs bonus fax gains on pensions curtailment and write.down of goodwill and other intangible assets
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Integration costs

2010 201.11 41313

__________ ___________ ________
Em tOn

Staff costs 210 365 503

Premises and equipment 78 25

Other administrative expenses 143 398 486

Depreciation and amortisation 20 18 36

376 859 1050

2010 compared with 2009 2009 compared with 2006

Integration
costs were 376 million compared with 859 million in 2009 Integration costs in 2009 were 859 million compared with 1050 million

The fall in integration costs primarily relates to RBS NV formerly ABN in 2008 Integration costs decreased primarily due to lower RBS NV
AMRO as they migrate onto RBS systems formerly ABN AMRO integration activity during the year

Accruals in relation to integration costs are set out below

At charge Utilised At

31 004oo.lbor to income daring 31 Oecember

21100 statement the year 2010

Em Em Em

Staff costs redundancy 55 55
Staff costs other 155 155
Premises and equipment 40 19 24

Othe 16

Restructuring costs

2010 24121 211211

______________ _______________________ _________
Em

________
1141

Staff costs 353 328 251

Premises and equipment 117 48 15

Other_administrative expenses ______ 104 51 41

574 427 307

2010 compared with 2009 2009 compared with 2008

Restructuring costs were 574 million compared with 427 million in Restructuring costs were 427 million compared with 307 million in

2009 The increase is result of the number of restructuring projects 2008 The number of restructuring projects increased during the year as

being undertaken result of ongoing strategic review being undertaken by the Group

Accruals in relation to restructuring costs are set out below

charge Utilised At

31 Ononmber to income daring 31 Oecember

31r4 statemest the year 2010

Em Em Em

Staff costs redundancy 285 255 309 201

Staff costs other 98 85 17

Premises and equipment 37 117 37 117

her
1.9.4 93 46

31 574 524 381
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Divestment costs

2010

Em 111

Staff costs 51

Premises and equipment

Other administrative expenses ___________ _______
25

_________

82

2010 cocnpared with 2009

Divestment costs of 82 million in the year relate to the European Commission mandated divestments

Accruals in relation to divestment costs are set out below

Charge Utilioed At

31 Decl1bel to income daring 31 December

2O9 otatement the year 2010

Em Em Em

Staff costs redundancy 28 22

Staff costs other 23 15
Premises and equipment

Other 23
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Impairment losses

2010 2Or 2010

Em Em

New impairment losses 9667 14224 7.693 9667 14224 7700

Less recoveries of amounts previouy written-off J11jJ5i 261 41 32541
Charge to income statement 9256 13899 7432 9256 13899 7439

Comprising

Loans and advances 9144 13941 6473 9144 1399% 4474

Securities
______________

112 809 954 112 809 961

Charge to income statement 9256 13899 7432 9256 13899 7439

2010 compared with 2009 pro torma and statutory

Impairment losses were 9256 million compared with 13899 million in

2009 The 33% decrease reflects an overall improvement in the

economic environments in which the Group operates

Impairments fell in all Core businesses except Ulster Bank Group which

faced an economic environment that remains challenging with rising

default levels across both personal and corporate portfolios

Impairments for Ulster Bank Group Core and Non-Core increased to

3843 million compared with 1927 million in 2009

significant proportion of the reduction in Core impairments relates to

lower specific and latent provisions in UK Corporate US Retail

Commercial and GBM

Non-Core impairments fell by 41% in 2010 reflecting the gradual

improvement in the economic environment through 2010 and lower

specific provisions alongside non-repeat of the large single name

losses seen in 2009

2009 compared with 2008 pro forms

Impairment losses were 13899 million compared with 7432 million

Impairment losses in the Core divisions increased by 2182 million

while Non-Core losses increased by 4285 million

In the Core business the biggest increases were in UK Retail UK

Corporate and Ulster Bank reflecting the difficult economic environment

Non-Core losses also increased substantially particularly across the

corporate and property sectors

2009 compared with 2008 statutory

Impairment losses were 13899 million compared with 7439 million

Impairment losses in the Core divisions increased by 2182 million Non-

Core losses increased by 4285 million off-set by decrease in RFS

Holdings minority interest of million

In the Core business the biggest increases were in UK Retail UK

Corporate and Ulster Bank reflecting the difficult economic environment

Non-Core losses also increased substantially particularly across the

corporate and property sectors
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Tightening credit spreads recovery in underlying asset prices and

gains on sales of asset-backed products during 2010 contributed to

significantly lower losses in 2010 Unwinding of some banking book

hedges in 2010 also resulted in lower losses Monoline losses of2387

million in 2009 reflected the widening credit spreads and lower recovery

rates CDPC losses were higher in 2009 due to losses on market risk

hedges

Other losses include credit valuation and other reserves against

derivative counterparties other than monolines and CDPCs Losses

increased due to rating downgrades as well as other losses on specific

deals

Losses relating to monoline exposures were 2387 million in 2009

compared with 3093 million in 2008

The credit quality of the monolines has continued to deteriorate and

the level of CVA held against exposures to monoline counterparties

has increased from 52% to 62% during the year This was driven by

combination of wider credit spreads and lower recovery rates

The gross exposure to monoline counterparties has decreased

primarily due to combination of higher prices of underlying

reference instruments and restructuring certain exposures

The increase in CVA resulting from the credit quality deterioration

was partially offset by the decrease in CVA requirement following

the reduction in gross exposure due to higher prices of underlying

reference instruments Consequently the net losses incurred in this

regard were lower than in 2008 when there was both an increase in

gross exposure and deterioration in credit quality

Losses relating to CDPC exposures were 957 million in 2009 compared

with 615 million in 2008

The credit quality of the CDPCs has continued to deteriorate and the

level of CVA held against exposures to CDPC counterparties has

increased from 27% to 39% during the year

The gross exposure to CDPC counterparties has reduced primarily

due to combination of tighter credit spreads of the underlying

reference loans and bonds and decrease in the relative value of

senior tranches compared with the underlying reference portfolios

The decrease in CVA requirement following the reduction in gross

exposure was partially offset by the increase in CVA requirement

resulting from the credit quality deterioration Consequently there

were net gains in this regard in 2009 compared with losses in 2008

when there was both an increase in gross exposure and

deterioration in credit quality

Net losses were incurred in 2009 due to hedges put in place at the

end of 2008 and during 2009 which effectively cap the exposure to

certain CDPC5 As the exposure to these CDPC5 has reduced

losses have been incurred on the hedges

Losses relating to asset-backed products were 288 million in 2009

compared with 4778 million in 2008

Losses reported in 2009 primarily relate to super senior CDOs The

significant price declines of the underlying predominantly mortgage-

backed securities seen in 2008 were not repeated in 2009

Losses on other mortgage backed securities were greatly reduced in

2009 as many of these positions were sold or substantially written

down in 2008 resulting in reduced net exposure in 2009

Losses relating to other credit exotics were 558 million in 2009

compared with 947 million in 2008 These losses were reduced in 2009

as hedges were put in place to mitigate the risk

Leveraged finance assets were reclassified on July 2009 Changes in

the fair value of these assets are only recognised in the income

statement to the extent that they are considered impairments

Losses relating to banking book hedges were 1727 million in 2009

compared with profits of 1642 million in 2008 These trades hedge

counterparty risk that arises from loans and bonds on the regulatory

banking book As credit spreads have generally tightened in 2009 the

value of these hedges has decreased resulting in losses These hedges

gave rise to gains in 2008 due to credit spreads generally widening

Credit market exposures

2010

Credit and other market osaea/gatns Em

Monoline exposures 2387 3.093

CDPCs 12 141 957 515
Asset-backed products 235 295 4778
Other credit exotics 77 558 947

Equities 17 448

Leveraged finance 1.088

Banking book hedges 82 1727 1.42

Other

Net credit and other market losses

Notes

Included in Income from trading activities significantly all in Non-Core

21 Credit derivative product companies
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Credit market exposures conflnued

Additional disclosures on these and other related exposures can be found in the following sections

DJerioeure

Further analysis of credit market exposures Risk and balance sheet management Other risk exposures 204

Valuation aspects Financial statements Note 12 Financial instruments valuation 310

Financial statements Critical accounting policies 284

Reclassification of financial instruments Financial statements Note 11 Financial instruments classification 306

Tax

0.at9rir CO9
2010 2449 2409 2010 2009 2915

Em Em

Tax charge/credit

____________________ 04

UK corporation tax rate 28.0 28.0 25.5 28.0 28.0 28.5

Effective tax rate nm 17.5 15.4 nm 15.2 5.4

nm not meaningful

The actual tax charge/credit differs from the expected tax credit computed by applying the standard rate of UK corporation tax as follows

_______________________
23i0tooy

2010 2009 2250 2010 2449 20200

______________________________
Em Lrr3 Em lo

Expected tax credit 67 540 2364 112 741 7322

Non-deductible goodwill impairment 102 3.526

Unrecognised timing differences 11 274 274 11 274 274
Items not allowed for tax

losses on strategic disposals and write downs 299 152 105 311 152 205
other 328 4955 253 328 345 02101

Non-taxable items

gain on sale of Global Merchant Services 221 221

gain on redemption of own debt 11 503 11 593

-other 341 410 491 341 410 491

Taxable foreign exchange movements 80 80
Foreign profits

taxed at other rates 516 332 271 517 275 509
UK tax rate change deferred tax impact 82 82
Losses in year where no deferred tax asset recognised 450 715 942 450 750 942
Losses brought forward and utilised 94 11 94 11

Adjustments in respect of prior years 355 115 352 355 1115 3.52

Actual tax charge/credit 280 634 429 57

2010 compared with 2009 pro torma 2010 compared with 2009 statutory

The high tax charge in 2010 reflects profits in high tax regimes and The high tax charge in 2010 reflects profits in high tax regimes and

losses in low tax regimes together with 450 million
relating to losses in losses in low tax regimes together with 450 million relating to losses in

overseas subsidiaries for which deferred tax asset has not been overseas subsidiaries for which deferred tax asset has not been

recognised and 299 million mainly in respect of losses on disposal of recognised and 311 million mainly in respect of losses on disposal of

businesses for which no tax relief if available This was offset in part by businesses for which no tax relief is available This was offset in
part by

the non-taxable gain arising on the disposal of 80.01% of the Global the non-taxable gain arising on the disposal of 80.01% of the GMS

Merchant Services GMS business business

2009 compared whh 2008 pro torme 2009 compared with 2005 etatutory

The low tax credit in 2009 reflects
profits

in high tax regimes and losses The low tax credit in 2009 reflects profits in high tax regimes and losses

in low tax regimes together with 715 million
relating

to losses in in low tax regimes together with 780 million relating to losses in

overseas subsidiaries for which deferred tax asset has not been overseas subsidiaries for which deferred tax asset has not been

recognised and 152 million mainly in respect of losses on disposal of recognised and 152 million mainly in respect of losses on disposal of

businesses for which no tax relief is available business for which no tax relief is available
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Divisional performance

The results of each division on pro forma basis are set out below The

results are stated before fair value of own debt amortisation of

purchased intangible assets integration and restructuring costs gain on

redemption of own debt strategic disposals bonus tax Asset Protection

Scheme credit default swap fair value changes gains on pensions

curtailment write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets and RFS

Holdings minority interest

Business Services directly attributable costs have been allocated to the

operating divisions based on their service usage Where services span

more than one division an appropriate measure is used to allocate the

costs on basis which management considers reasonable Business

Services costs are fully allocated and there are no residual unallocated

costs

Group Centre directly attributable costs have been allocated to the

operating divisions based on their service usage Where services span

more than one division the costs are allocated on basis management

considers reasonable The residual unallocated costs remaining in the

Group Centre relate to volatile corporate items that do not naturally reside

within division

Treasury costs are allocated to operating divisions as follows term

funding costs are allocated or rewarded based on long term funding gap

or surplus liquidity buffer funding costs are allocated based on share of

overall liquidity buffer derived from divisional stresses and
capital cost or

benefit is allocated based on share of divisional
risk-adjusted

risk-

weighted assets RWA5

2010

UK Retail 1372

UK Corporate 1.463

Wealth 304

Global Transaction Services 1088

Ulster Bank 761
US Retail Commercial 306

Retail Commercial 3.772

Global Banking Markets 3364

RBS Insurance 295

central items 577

Core 7418

Non-Core 5505
1913

Fair value of own debt 174

2087

Amortisation of purchased intangible assets 369
Integration

and restructuring costs 1032
Gain on redemption of own debt 553

Strategic disposals 171

Gains on pensions curtailment

Bonus tax 99
Asset Protection Scheme credit default swap fair value changes 1550

239
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Divisional performance conbnued

2010 2009 2280

lmoaomenl osses by dMsion 1n

UK Retail 1160 1.679 1019

UK Corporate 761 927 319

Wealth 18 33 16

Global Transaction Services 39 54

Ulster Bank 1161 649 106

US Retail Commercial 517 702 437

Retail Commercial 3626 4029 1.951

Global Banking Markets 151 6411 522

RBS Insurance 42

Central items 19
Core 3780 4676 2496

Non-Core 5476 9221 4936

9256 13699 7432

Group before RFS Holdings minority interest

RFS Holdings minority interest

Group 9256 13899 7439

2010 28013 2800

UK Retail 3.91 3.59 3.58

UK Corporate 2.51 2.22 2.40

Wealth 3.37 4.38 4.51

Global Transaction Services 6.73 9.22 6.25

Ulster Bank 1.84 1.87 189

US Retail Commercial 2.85 2.37 2.68

Retail Commercial 3.14 2.69 3.00

Global Banking Markets 1.05 1.38 1.34

Non-Core 1.16 0.69 0.57

Group 2.01 1.76 2.08

2010 2808

Rskwei9hlsd assets by deboun bn 84

UKRetail 48.8 51.3 45.7

UK Corporate 81.4 93.2 85.7

Wealth 12.5 11.2 10.8

Global Transaction Services 18.3 19.1 174

Ulster Bank 31.6 28.9 23.3

US Retail Commercial 57.0 59.7 63.9

Retail Commercial 249.6 261 2.48.0

Global Banking Markets 146.9 123.7 151.8

Other 18.0 9.4 7.1

Core 414.5 3s4.5 426

Non-Core 153.7 171.3 170.9

Group before benefit of Asset Protection Scheme 568.2 503.8 577.8

Benefit of Asset Protection Scheme

Group before RFS Holdings minority interest 462.6 .138.2 577.8

RFS Holdings minority interest 2.9 102.8 118.0

Group 465.5 541.0 695.01
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full time equivalents in continuing operations rounded to the nearest hundred

2010 24 414

UK Retail 23800 25500 28.400

UK Corporate 13100 12.300 13400

Wealth 5200 4600 5200

Global Transaction Services 2600 3.500 3900

Ulster Bank 4200 4.500 5.400

US Retail Commercial 15700 15500 16200

Retail Commercial 64600 55900 12500

Global Banking Markets 18700 173100 17500

RBS Insurance 14500 13.900 14.600

Central items 4700 4.200 4300

Core 102500 101.900 108600

Non-Core 6900 15100 19000

109400 117000 127800

Business services 38800 43100 45.000

Integration 300 500 1100

RFS Holdings minority interest 300 200

Group 1485001601100175.500
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UK Retail

2010 2401 2002

Cm Cm

Net interest income 4078 1452 3187

Netfees and commissions 1100 1244 1524

Other non-interest income net of insurance claims 227 251 227

Non-interest income 1327 1495 1751

Iota comma 5405 4947 4938

Direct expenses

staff costs 778 845 924
other 474 453 548

Indirect expenses ..161 1741 1724196f
Operating profit before impairment losses 2532 1.908 1742

116791.Qj
Operating proft 1372229723
Ano7ysis of Income oy prOduct

Personal advances 993 1.192 1.244

Personal deposits 1102 1.349 2037

Mortgages 1984 1214 800

Bancassurance 229 246 217

Cards 962 869 631

Other 135 77 109

Total income 5405 4947 4936

Analysis of impairment by sector

Mortgages 177 124 31

Personal 682 1023 568

Cards 301 532 420

Total impairment losses 1160 1679 1019

Loan impairment charge as of grime customer loans and advances excluding reverse repurchase

agreements by sector

Mortgages 0.2% 0.1%

Personal 5.8% 7.5% 3.7%

Cards 4.9% 8.6% 6.1%

1.1% 1.6% 1.1%

Perrorrnaioce rabos

Return on equity 18.0% 3.0% 11.1%

Net interest margin 3.91% 3.59% 3.55%

Costincome ratio 52% 60% 62%

Adjusted costincome ratio 53% 61% 65%

bn

Geotai and balance sliest

Loans and advances to customers gross

mortgages 90.6 83.2 72.2

-personal 11.7 136

cards 6.1 6.2 6.3

108.4 723.0 93.5

Customer deposits excluding bancassurance 96.1 87 78.9

Assets under management excluding deposits 5.7 5.3 57

Risk elements in lending 4.6 4.6 343

Loandeposit ratio excluding repos 110% 115% 116%

Risk-weighted assets 48.8 51.3 45.7

Notes

11 Divisionat return on equity is based on divisional operating profit after tax divided by average notional equity based on 9% of the monthly average of divisional RWA5 adjusted for capital

deductions

Adjusted costincome ratio is based on total income after netting insurance claims and operating expenses
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The development of the RBS and NatWest Customer Charters aims to

deliver those elements that customers have said are most important to

them and has been well received by both customers and staff The

division is reaping continuing benefits from investment in process

improvements and automation resulting in gains in both service quality

and cost efficiency

Serving our customers better is key priority for RBS While our

customer satisfaction compares well with our competitors we know we

can do more In June 2010 we launched Customer Charter selling out

14 commitments to delivering helpful banking

The Customer Charter reflects the views and expectations of more than

30000 customers We are working hard to deliver on the commitments

we have made This wont happen overnight but the Customer Charter is

our pledge that we will be regularly held to account against the progress

we make As part of this we will publish an independently-assured report

on our performance every six months

2010 ccmpard with 2009

Operating profit
recovered strongly from the low levels recorded in 2008

and 2009 to 1372 million Profit before impairments was up 624 million

or 33% and impairments fell by 519 million as the economic

environment continued to recover

The division has continued to focus in 2010 on growing secured lending

while at the same time building customer deposits thereby reducing the

Groups reliance on wholesale funding Loans and advances to

customers grew 5% with change in mix from unsecured to secured as

the Group actively sought to improve its risk profile Mortgage balances

grew by 9% while unsecured lending contracted by 10%

Mortgage growth was due to good retention of existing customers

and new business the majority of which comes from the existing

customer base Gross mortgage lending market share remained

broadly in line with 2009 at 12% with the Group on track to meet its

Government target on net mortgage lending

Customer deposits grew 10% on 2009 reflecting the strength of the

UK Retail customer franchise which outperformed the market in an

increasingly competitive environment Savings balances grew by

billion or 13% with 1.8 million accounts opened outperforming the

market total deposit growth of 3% Personal current account

balances increased by 3% on 2009

Net interest income increased significantly by 18% to 4078 million

driven by strong balance sheet growth and repricing Net interest margin

improved by 32 basis points to 3.91% with widening asset margins

partially offset by contracting liability margins in the face of competitive

deposit market

Non-interest income declined 11% to 1327 million principally reflecting

the restructuring of current account overdraft fees in the final quarter of

2009

Expenses decreased by 5% with the costincome ratio net of insurance

claims improving from 61% to 53%

Direct staff costs declined by 8% largely driven by clear

management focus on process re-engineering enabling 7%

reduction in headcount

RBS continues to progress towards more convenient lower cost

operating model with over 4.8 million active users of online banking

and record share of new sales achieved through direct channels

More than 7.8 million accounts have switched to paperless

statements and 276 branches now utilise automated cash deposit

machines

Impairment losses decreased 31% to 1160 million primarily reflecting

the recovery in the economic environment

The mortgage impairment charge was 177 million 2009 -124

million on total book of 91 billion Mortgage arrears rates

marginally increased in 2010 but remain below the industry average

as reported by the Council of Mortgage Lenders Repossessions

showed only small increase on 2009 as the Group continues to

support customers facing financial difficulties

The unsecured lending impairment charge was 983 million 2009

1555 million on total book of 18 billion

Risk-weighted assets decreased by 5% to 48.8 billion with lower

unsecured lending improving portfolio credit metrics and small

procyclicality benefits more than offsetting growth in mortgages
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UK Retail contnzwd

2009 comparsd with 2008

Operating profit of 229 million was 494 million lower than in 2008

Profit before impairments was up 166 million or 10% but impairments

rose by 660 million as the economic environment deteriorated albeit

with signs of conditions stabilising in the second half of the year

The division has focused in 2009 on growing secured lending to meet its

Government targets while at the same time building customer deposits

thereby reducing the Groups reliance on wholesale funding Loans and

advances to customers grew 10% with change in mix from unsecured

to secured as the Group sought actively to reduce its risk profile with

15% growth in mortgage lending and an 8% reduction in unsecured

lending

Mortgage growth was due to good retention of existing customers

and new business sourced predominantly from the existing

customer base Gross mortgage lending market share increased to

12% from 7% in 2008 with the Group on track to exceed its

Government targets on net lending by billion

Customer deposits grew 11% on 2008 reflecting the strength of the

UK Retail customer franchise which outperformed the market in an

increasingly competitive environment Savings balances grew by

billion or 11% and account acquisition saw 20% increase with 2.2

million accounts opened Personal current account balances

increased by 12% on 2008 with 3% growth in accounts to 12.8

million

Net interest income increased significantly by 8% to 3452 million driven

by strong balance sheet growth Net interest margin was flat at 3.59%

with decreasing liability margins in the face of stiff competition for

deposits offsetting wider asset margins The growth in mortgages and the

reduction in higher margin unsecured balances also had negative

impact on the blended net interest margin

Non-interest income declined 15% to 1495 million principally reflecting

the withdrawal of the single premium payment protection insurance

product and the
restructuring

of current account overdraft fees in the final

quarter of 2009 with the annualised impact of the overdraft fee

restructuring
further

affecting
income in 2010 The weak economic

environment presented little opportunity in 2009 to grow credit card

private banking and bancassurance fees

Expenses decreased by 5% with the costincome ratio improving from

62% to 60%

Direct staff costs declined by 9% as the division benefited from

strong cost control focus on process re-engineering and 10%

reduction in headcount

RBS continues to progress towards more convenient lower cost

operating model with over million active users of online banking

and record share of new sales achieved through direct channels

More than 5.5 million accounts have switched to paperless

statements and 254 branches now utilise automated cash deposit

machines

Impairment losses increased 65% to 1679 million
reflecting the

deterioration in the economic environment and its impact on customer

finances

The mortgage impairment charge was 124 million 2008 -31

million on total book of 83.2 billion Mortgage arrears rates

stabilised in the second half of 2009 and remain well below the

industry average as reported by the Council of Mortgage Lenders

Repossessions show only small increase on 2008 as the Group

continues to support customers facing financial difficulties

The unsecured lending impairment charge was 1555 million 2008

-988 million on book of 19.8 billion Industry benchmarks for

cards arrears showed slightly improving trend in the final quarter of

2009 which is consistent with the Groups experience RBS

continues to perform better than the market on arrears

Risk-weighted assets increased by 12% to 51.3 billion due to higher

lending and the upward pressure from procyclicality more than offsetting

the adoption of through-the-cycle loss given default approach for

mortgages
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UK Corporate

2010

Or Lv

Net interest income 2572 2292 2444

Net fees and commissions 952 45ff 829

Other non-interest income 371 432 460

Non-interest income 1323 1.290 1289

Tea noome 3895 3.542 3737

Direct expenses

-staff 778 753 821
-other 359 260 t314

Indirect expenses 534 517 tbl8fh$37
Operating profit before impairment losses 2224 2002 00

OpsreUng proit 1463 1125 1781

Ansysis of income by nosiness

Corporate and commercial lending 2598 2131 224
Assetand invoice finance 617 501

Corporate deposits 728 946 256

Other 48 @6 55

Total income 3895 3.562 737

Ansyss of imparment by secor

Banks and financial institutions 20 15

Hotels and restaurants 52 94 25

House
building

and construction 131 106 42

Manufacturing 51

Other 127 151 51

Private sector education health social work recreational and community services 30 59 15

Property 245 259 24

Wholesale and retail trade repairs 91 75 37

Asset and invoice finance 64 113 100

Total impairment losses 761 927 319

Loan 01 a%oen charge as 5/ cr7 oross customer eons and advances 542080 reverse reourohase

agreements by sector

Banks and financial institutions 0.3% 0.2% 0.2%

Hotels and restaurants 0.8% 5% Ot 5/

House
building

and construction 2.9% 5% 3%

Manufacturing 0.9% 0.3%

Other 0.4% 0.5% .1%

Private sector education health social work recreational and community services 0.3% 9% 2%

Property 0.8% 0.5%

Wholesale and retail trade repairs 0.9% 0.7% 0.t5

Asset and invoice finance 0.6% 3%

0.7% 25% 3%

Pedormence mhos

Return on equity 12.1% 9.4% 15.2%

Net interest margin 2.51% 2.22% 2.40%

Cost ratio 43% 43%

Note

11 Oiviuiunal return on equity is bused on diviuionul operating profit after tan divided by average notional equity based on 9% of the monthly average of divisiooal RWAs adusted tor uupital deductions
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UK Corporate oondnund

2010

bn

Candai and calanc shool

Total third party assets 114.6 1149 1210

Loans and advances to customers gross

banks and financial institutions 6.1 6.3 5.4

hotels and restaurants 6.8 6.7 6.1

housebuilding and construction 4.5 4.3 5.2

manufacturing 5.3 5.9 53

other 31.0 299 38.1

private sector education health social work recreational and community services 9.0 8.5 7.4

property 29.5 330 315

wholesale and retail trade repairs 9.6 10.2 9.1

asset and invoice finance 9.9 8.8 8.5

111.7 111.6 1169

Customer deposits 100.0 87.8 62.0

Risk elements in lending 4.0 23

Loandeposit ratio excluding repos 110% 1251 142%

Risk-weighted assets 81.4 90.2 85.7

2010 compared wIth 2009

Operating profit grew by 338 million 30% compared with 2009 driven

by strong income growth and significantly lower impairments partially

offset by higher costs

UK Corporate performed strongly in the deposit market with customer

deposit balance growth of12 billion
contributing to 16 percentage

point improvement in the loan to deposit ratio in 2010 While customer

lending increased only marginally With gross lending largely offset by

customer deleveraging net interest income rose by 280 million 12%

and net interest margin rose by 29 basis points driven primarily by the

good progress made on loan repricing

Non-interest income increased 3% reflecting strong refinancing levels

and increased operating lease activity partially offset by lower sales of

financial market products

Total costs increased 9% 141 million or 5% excluding the OFT penalty

in 2010 legal recovery in 2009 and the normalisation of staff

compensation phasing

Impairments were 18% lower primarily as result of higher charges

taken during the first half of 2009 to reflect potential losses in the portfolio

not yet specifically identified

Return on equity increased from 9.4% to 12.1% reflecting higher

operating profit and lower RWAs as result of improved risk metrics

2009 compared with 20813

Operating profit of 1125 million was 656 million lower than in 2008

largely
due to an increase of608 million in impairments

Net interest margin levels were rebuilt during the second half as asset

pricing was amended to reflect increased funding and credit costs For

the year as whole net interest margin was 18 basis points lower than in

2008 reflecting higher funding costs and continued competitive pricing

for deposits

Gross new lending to customers remained resilient in 2009 with

noticeable acceleration of lending activity in the second half of the year

However as customers have deleveraged and turned increasingly to

capital markets repayments have accelerated even more sharply Loans

and advances to customers therefore declined by 5% to 111.6 billion

Initiatives aimed at increasing customer deposits have been successful

with balance growth of 7% although margins declined as result of

increased competition for balances

Non-interest income was flat with stable fee income from refinancing and

structuring activity

reduction in costs of 7% was driven by lower staff expenses as result

of the Groups restructuring programme together with restraint on

discretionary spending levels

Impairment losses increased substantially reflecting both rise in the

number of corporate delinquencies requiring specific impairment and

higher charge to recognise losses not yet specifically identified

Risk-weighted assets grew 5% despite the fall in customer lending

reflecting the impact of procyclicality which was most pronounced in the

first half of 2009
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Net interest income 609 663

Net fees and commissions 376 363 405

Other non-interest income 71 63 76

Non-interest income 447 446 461

Tood income 1056 1109 1059

Direct expenses

staff costs 382 13571 3/7
other 142 1144 176

Indirect expenses 210 155 11491656 1695

Operating profit before impairment losses 322 463 364

Operating cr0111 304 420 346

Analvaa of income

Private banking 857 916 919

Investments 199 193 240

Total income 1056 109 1.059

Pertormence ratios

Return on equity iii 18.9% 30.314 2.7 3%

Net interest margin 3.37% 4.36% 4.51%

Costincome ratio 70% 59% 66%

Ebn 10

Capital and balance sheet

Loans and advances to customers gross

mortgages 7.8 6.5 5.3

personal 6.7 4.9 5.0

-other 1.6 23 2.1

16.1 .37 12.4

Customer deposits 36.4 35.7 34.1

Assets under management excluding deposits 32.1 30.7 34

Risk elements in lending 0.2 0.2 0.1

Loandeposit ratio excluding repos 44% 31114 36%

-weihtejssts 1L5 /1.2 106

Note

11 Oivisional retare on equity is based on divisionat operating profit after tan divided by average notional eqaity Ibased on 9% ot the monthly average of divisional RWAs adiasted for capital deductionul

Wealth
2gb

Em

578
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Wealth cor9nued

2010 compared with 2009

2010 operating profit fell by 28% driven by lower net interest income and

higher expenses partly offset by 45% decline in impairments in the

year

Income declined by 5% primarily due to lower net interest income Strong

lending and investment income was offset by the impact of competitive

deposit market

Expenses grew by 12% to 734 million Direct expenses were up 5%
23 million reflecting additional strategic investment Indirect expenses

increased by 55 million reflecting change in allocation of Business

Services costs

Assets under management grew by 5% largely through improving market

conditions On constant currency basis assets fell 2% with valuation

gains being offset by client losses in the international businesses

resulting from the private banker attrition previously experienced

2009 compared w0h 2000

Wealth produced strong growth in operating profit up 21% to 420

million reflecting the increased value of the divisions healthy deposit

base in an increasingly competitive market for funding Deposit balances

increased by 5% from 2008 though the deposit market remains highly

competitive

Total income was up 5% 1% in constant currency terms with strong

growth in net interest income up 12% in constant currency terms

reflecting the increased internal pricing applied to Wealths deposit base

This was offset by marked decrease in investment income year on year

as assets under management decreased by 8% at constant exchange

rates during 2009 with investors turning to more liquid assets and away

from longer term investments

Loans and advances increased by 10% over 2008 primarily
in the UK

Lending margins improved particularly for mortgages and credit metrics

for new business remain satisfactory

Expenses were down 6% 10% lower on constant currency basis

reflecting rigorous focus on cost management with staff costs

decreasing by 5% as result of planned headcount reduction The

costincome ratio improved from 66% to 59%

Impairments increased by 17 million over 2008 reflecting some isolated

difficulties in the UK and offshore mortgage books representing

mortgages for second properties for expatriates Provisions as

percentage of lending to customers increased slightly to 0.25%
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Note

2010

974 912 937

1587 1573 149
2.457 2431

Divisionol retorn on oqoity is based on divisional operating profit after tav divided by average notional equity based on 9% of the monthly average of divisional RWAs adjasted for capital deductions

Global Transaction Services

Net interest income

Non-interest income

Total income 2561

Direct expenaes

staff costa 411 371 4232

-other 159 151 149ectexense43ii54
Operating profit before impairment losses 1097 1.912 13159irmentlosses954
Operating creSt 1088 9r3 1992

Analysis of incoma by prodoct

Domestic cash management 818 395 795

International cash management 801 34 722

Trade finance 309 299 241

Merchant acquiring 451 495 327

Commercial cards 182 153 1411

Total income 2561 2.487 2431

PeSonnance ratios

Return on equity tii 42.8% 42.2% 44.6%

Net interest margin 6.73% 9.22% 3.25%

Costincome ratio 57% 59% 57%

bn 111

Oaoitai and batanca alioet

Total third party assets 25.2 i8.4 22.2

Loans and advances 14.4 127 148

Customer deposits 69.9 61.8

Risk elements in lending 0.1 9.2 .1

Loandepoait ratio excluding repos 21% 21% 25%

Risk-weighted
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Global Transaction Services coied

2010 compared with 2000

Operating profit increased 12% or 10% on constant foreign exchange

basis driven by robust income performance which has more than

compensated for the loss of Global Merchant Services GMS income

good cost control and lower impairments Adjusting for the disposal

operating profit increased 21%

For the eleven months before disposal GTS booked income of 451

million and total expenses of 244 million for GMS generating an

operating profit of 207 million

Income was up 3% or 6% excluding GMS reflecting higher deposit

volumes in the International Cash Management business growth in the

Trade Finance business and improved Commercial Card transaction

volumes

Expenses were broadly in line with 2009 at 1464 million as increased

investment in front office and support infrastructure was mitigated by tight

management of business costs

Third party assets increased by 6.8 billion or 7.6 billion excluding

GMS as Yen clearing activities were brought in-house and loans and

advances increased

2009 crnnpmed with 200B

Operating profit declined by 3% or 6% at constant foreign exchange

rates largely reflecting pressure on deposit income The attrition of

deposit balances experienced in the first half was reversed in the second

but margins remain compressed due to both very competitive deposit

market as well as the low rate environment

Customer deposit balances at 61.8 billion were flat on the previous year

with growth in the UK and international business offset by weaker US

domestic balances At constant exchange rates balances were up 3%
Loans and advances were down 14% 11% in constant currency terms

due to reduced overdraft utilisation and lower trade volumes

At constant exchange rates international payment fees increased by

11% while trade finance income increased by 8% with improved

penetration in the Asia-Pacific region Merchant acquiring income

however declined by 9% at constant exchange rates as consumers

continued to switch to lower margin debit card transactions in preference

to using credit cards

Expenses were up 7% in headline terms but flat in constant currency

terms as cost savings and efficiencies helped to mitigate the impact of

investment in infrastructure Staff expenses were 2% lower in constant

currency terms with headcount down 5% The costincome ratio was

59% deterioration of 2.7 percentage points or 1.9 percentage points in

constant currency terms

Impairment losses were 39 million down 15 million versus 2008

Overall defaults remain modest at 0.3% of loans and advances
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Ulster Bank
2010

Net interest income 761 760 773

Net fees and commissions 156 228 236

Other non-interest income 58 26 28

Non-interest income 214 254 266

TolaHncome 975 1034

Direct expenses

staff 237 325 3301

-other 74 66 1050

Indirect expenses 264 285753.r7V
Operating profit before impairment losses 400 281 3242rnPi2___._
Operating ossYprofit

Analysis of romeo by busriess

Corporate 521 580 triO

Retail 465 412 396

Other 11 42 $5

Total income 975 1.034 1.039

Analysis of itnpshrnont oy sector

Mortgages 294 74 17

Corporate

property 375 308 3.7

other corporate 444 203

Other lending 48 66 45

Total impairment losses 1161 649 106

Loan irnpainnent charge as of gross customer none and sovenoes tsxciuding reverse raaorr40se

agreerneresi by sector

Mortgages 1.4% 050/h 0.1%

Corporate

property 6.9% 3.0% 0.50

other corporate 4.9% 18% 11.1%

Other lending 3.7% 7% 1%

3.1% 1.5% 0.2%

Perirsnmnce ratios

Return on equity 11 21.0% 07% 9%

Net interest margin 1.84% 1.87% 1.8010

Costincome ratio 59% 7350

Nofe

Oivisionai return on equity is based on divisionai operating iosu/profit after tea divided by average sotionai equity based Os 9% of the msnfhiy average of divisional RWAs adjasted for capital

deductions
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Ulster Bank cenhnued

2OO 21u1

bn I.e

CaDital and nalance sheet

Loans and advances to customers gross

mortgages 21.2 111.2 18.1

corporate

property 54 101 10.9

-othercorporate 9.0 11.0 12.9

-otherlending 1.3 2.4 2.1

36.9 139.7 44.0

Customerdeposjts 23.1 219 24.3

Risk elements in lending

-mortgages 1.5 0.6 0.13

corporate

property 0.7 0.7 0.5

other corporate 1.2 0.8 0.3-otherlendingç903
3.6 2.3 1.2

Loandeposit ratio excluding repos 152% 377% 179%

Risk-weighted_assets 31.6 29.9

2010 campared with 2009

Overall performance deteriorated in 2010 largely as result of an

increase in impairment losses of 512 million Operating profit before

impairment increased to 400 million up 50% in constant currency terms

driven by the culmination of bank-wide cost saving programme during

2010

Net interest income increased by 1% on constant currency basis as

actions to increase asset margins were largely eroded by tightening

deposit margins due to intensive market competition

Non-interest income was 14% lower on constant currency basis

reflecting non-recurring gain in 2009

Loans to customers fell by 5% in constant currency terms On July

2010 the division transferred portfolio of development property assets

to the Non-Core division partially offset by simultaneous transfer of

portfolio of retail mortgage assets to the core business

Despite intense competition customer deposit balances increased by 8%
in constant currency terms over the year with strong growth across all

deposit categories driven by focus on improving the banks funding

profile

Expenses at constant exchange rates were 22% lower The strong year-

on-year performance in expenses was primarily driven by an increased

focus on active management of the cost base and the benefits derived

from the business restructuring and cost-saving programme which

commenced in 2009

Impairment losses increased by 512 million to 1161 million
reflecting

the deteriorating economic environment in Ireland and rising default

levels across both personal and corporate portfolios Lower asset values

particularly
in property-related lending together with pressure on

borrowers with dependence on consumer spending have resulted in

higher corporate loan losses while higher unemployment lower incomes

and increased taxation have driven mortgage impairment increases

Risk-weighted assets have increased due to
deteriorating credit risk

metrics

Customer numbers increased by 3% during 2010 with strong

performance in current and savings accounts switchers

2009 coeparod wdh 2008

Operating results were in line with expectations but deteriorated during

2009 as economic conditions across the island of Ireland worsened with

an operating loss for the year of 368 million

Net interest income declined by 7% in constant currency terms largely as

result of tightening deposit margins in an increasingly competitive

market partly offset by asset repricing initiatives Net interest margin for

the year at 1.87% remained broadly stable despite the challenging

market conditions

At constant exchange rates loans to customers decreased by 4% from

the prior year as new business demand weakened Customer deposits

reduced by 5% in 2009 in constant currency terms reflecting an

increasingly competitive Irish deposit market and reductions in wholesale

funding during Qi During the second half of the year the market

stabilised and the division recorded strong growth in customer balances

resulting in an improved funding profile
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Non-interest income declined by 12% in constant currency terms due to

lower fee income driven by reduced activity levels across all business

lines

Total costs for the year were flat on constant currency basis Direct

expenses were down 12% in constant currency terms during 2009 driven

by the banks restructuring programme which incorporates the merger of

the First Active and Ulster Bank businesses The rollout of the

programme has resulted in downward trend in direct expenses

throughout 2009 The reduction in direct expenses has been offset by

17% increase in indirect expenses primarily reflecting provisions relating

to the banks own property recognised in the fourth quarter

Impairment losses increased to 649 million from 106 million driven by

the continued deterioration in the Irish economic environment and

resultant impact on loan performance across the retail and wholesale

portfolios

Necessary fiscal budgetary action allied to the well-entrenched downturn

in property markets in Ireland has fed through to higher loan losses

Mortgage impairments have been driven by rising unemployment and

lower incomes Loans to the property sector experienced substantial

rise in defaults as the Irish property market declined reflecting the difficult

economic backdrop and the uncertainty surrounding the possible effect of

the Irish Governments National Asset Management Agency on asset

values Sectors driven by consumer spending have been affected by the

double digit
decline in 2009 with rising default rates evident

Customer account numbers increased by 3% during 2009 with growth

fuelled by strong current account activity and new-to-bank savings

customers
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US Retail Commercial

Net interest income

Net fees and commissions

Other non-interest income

Non-interest income

Total coerce

Direct expenses

staff

2010 2C03 2010

U5$m uS$rn Usso- Em Em f.m

2962 2777 3200 1917 1775 1726

1126 1119 1231 729 714 664

465 368 362 300 235 197

1591 1487 1593 1029 949 661

4.553 4264 4793 2.946 2.724 2587

1212 1.214 1124 784 476 645
other 880 928 654 569 593 354

Indirect expenses 189 ii ab Sr 770 10o 6a335t391fl1.b22
Operating profit before impairment losses 1272 925 1786 823 589 965

ftnpairrnentlosses PLJJP.L__ @1 1lfl

Operabrg proiit1oss 473 17% 977 306 11131 528

Average exchange rate US$/f

Analysis o1 income by product

Mortgages and home equity 786 781 695

Personal lending and cards 735 706 617

Retail deposits 1397 296 1853

Commercial lending 896 848 751

Commercial deposits 495 624 698

Other 244 179

Total income 4553 444 4.703

Analysis of impeirmeni by sector

Residential mortgages 90 13 76

Home equity 194 261 125

Corporate and commercial 312 510 335

Other consumer 150 215 275

Securities 53

Total impairment losses 799 1.099 81

Loan rmperrment charge as Sb of gross customer loans no

advances lesciuding reverse repurcc.ese agreements by sector

Residential mortgages 1.0% 1.1% 0.5%

Home equity 0.8% 10% 0.5%

Corporate and commercial 1.0% 16% 1.0%

Other consumer 1.4% 1.5% 1.9%

1.0% 1.4% 0.5%

Performs ccc ratios

Return on equity ii 3.6% 1.3% 7.9%

Net interest margin 2.85% 2.37% 2.68%

Costincome ratio 72% 7j3c4 53%

1.546 1.566 1.653

509 499 375

476 451 333

903 825 1000

580 542 405

320 398 377

158 97

2946 2724 2.587

58 72 41

126 167 67

202 326 181

97 137 148

34

517 702 437

1.0% 1.1% 0.4%

0.8% 1.1% 0.4%

1.0% 17% 0.8%

1.4% 1.8% 1.5%

1.0% 1.4%

3.6% 1.3% 7.8%

2.85% 2.37 14 2.48%

72% 74% 03%

Note

Oivioionol retorn on eqoity is based on divisional operating proff/Il055I after tan divided by average notional eqaity based on 9% of the monthly average of divisional RWAs adjasted for napital

dedoctions
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71.2 75.4 38.7

6.1 6.5 9.5

15.2 154 18.7

20.4 19.5 23.8

6.9 7.5 9.9

48.6 43.9 616

58.7 60.1 63.9

0.4 0.4 0.2

0.5 02 0.2

0.9 08 0%

81% 80% 90%

57.0 59.7 63.9

1.552 1.622 1.460

2010 compared teSS 2009

Operating profit of $473 million represented marked improvement from

an operating loss of $174 million with income up 7% expenses down 2%

and impairment losses down 27%

Net interest income was up 7% despite smaller balance sheet with net

interest margin improving by 48 basis points to 2.85%

Non-interest income was up 7% reflecting higher mortgage banking and

debit card income commercial banking fees and higher gains on

securities realisations This was partially offset by lower deposit fees

which were impacted by Regulation legislative changes in 2010 In

addition gains of $330 million were recognised on the sale of available-

for-sale securities as part of the balance sheet restructuring exercise but

these were almost wholly offset by losses crystallised on the termination

of swaps hedging fixed-rate funding

Total expenses were down 2% reflecting $113 million credit related to

changes to the defined benefit pension plan and lower Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation FDIC deposit insurance levies partially offset by

the impact of changing rates on the valuation of mortgage servicing rights

and litigation costs

Impairment losses declined 27% following significant loan reserve

building in 2009 and gradual improvement in the underlying credit

environment offset by higher impairments related to securities Loan

impairments as percentage of loans and advances decreased from

1.4% to 1.0%

2089 compared teSS 2088

The recessionary economic environment historically low interest rates

and deteriorating credit conditions resulted in an operating loss of $174

million However the business has now successfully refocused on its

core customer franchises in New England the Mid-Atlantic region and the

Midwest

The division achieved very strong growth in mortgage origination

volumes with significantly higher penetration through the branch network

and improved profitability particularly on recent origination vintages

Cross-selling of card deposit and checking account products has

increased substantially with over 65% of new mortgage customers also

taking out checking account The division has also increased

commercial banking market penetration with lead bank share within its

footprint increasing from 6% to 7% in the $5 million to $25 million

segment and from 6% to 8% in the $25 million to $500 million segment

Net interest income was down 13% Net interest margin was down 31

basis points for the full year reflecting the decline in deposit margins

resulting
from the low interest rate environment though margins have

been
partially

rebuilt in the second half from the lows experienced in the

first half as the business repriced lending rates and aggressively reduced

pricing on term and time deposits

Expenses increased by 11% reflecting increased FDIC deposit insurance

levies higher employee benefit costs as well as increased costs relating

to loan workout and collection activity Successful execution of

restructuring
activities resulted in approximately $75 million of cost

savings

Impairment losses increased to $1099 million as loan impairments as

percentage of loans and advances increased from 0.9% to .4%

Loans and advances were down 12% reflecting subdued customer

demand

Customer deposits increased 4% from the prior year The deposit mix

improved significantly with strong growth in checking balances combined

with migration away from higher priced term and time deposits as the

division adjusted its pricing strategies Over 58000 consumer checking

accounts were added over the course of the year and more than 13000

small business checking accounts Consumer checking balances grew by

8% and small business balances by 12%

2010

US$bn

2010

bn

Ca%e ar% oelanc.e sheet

Total third party assets 110.5 122.3 29.5

Loans and advances to customers gross

residential mortgages 9.4 106 13.0

home equity 23.6 2.5.0 27.2

corporate and commercial 31.7 .6 34.7

-other consumer 10.6 121 14.3

75.3 79.5 90

Customer deposits excluding repos 91.2 974 93.4

Risk elements in lending

-retail 0.7 06 0.3

commercial 0.7 0.4 0.2

1.4 1.0 0.5

Loandeposit ratio excluding repos 81% 80% 96%

Risk-weighted assets 88.4 98.1 93.2

Spot exchange rate US$/E
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Gobal Banking Markets

Net interest income from banking activities

Net fees and commissions receivable

Income from trading activities

Other operating income net of related funding costs

Non-interest income

2010 254

Sn Sm

1276 2243 2440

1495 1.335 1.223

4982 7812 1100
159 t332

6.636 8.815 83
7.912 11058 2.357iotal income

Oirect expenses

staff 2693 2004 2.034

-other 842 1.017

rectexpenss %79 5837

--.-----.____ 398
Operating profitiloss before impairment losses and fair value of own debt 3515 8.3.98 1.831irmentlosses648.22
Operabng profltfdoss batora fair value of own debt 3364 5758 21 53

Fair value of own debt 139 49 357

Operating protAloos 70911961

Analysis of income by product

Rates money markets 65 1714 1641

Rates-flow 1985 3.142 1.388

Currencies commodities 870 1277 1539

Credit and mortgage markets 2215 2255 2435
Portfolio management and origination 1844 196 858

Equities 933 1474 388

Total income 791211.058 2357

Analyss of impairment by sector

Manufacturing and infrastructure 51 91 39

Property and construction 74 12

Banks and financial institutions 177 348 188

Total impairment losses 151 840 522

Loan itnparrniant charge as of grass customer loans and advances excluding rasarse tapurchasa

spraantsnts 0.2% 0.5% 0.3%

Psnormsncs ratios

Return on equityp 16.6% 29.5% 91

Netinterestmargin 1.05% 1.34% 1.34%

Costincome ratio 56% 42% 189%

Compensation ratio 34% 28% 48%

Notes

Divisional retvrv so eqaity is based so divisiosal operating prstitfloss after tax divided by average notional eqoity based so 10% of the monthly average ot divisional RWAs adjosted tsr capital

dedocti000

21 compensation ratio is based so staff costs as percestage ot total income evctading the fair noIse ot own debt
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2010

bn

Ca%w and balance sheet

Loans and advances to customers 75.1 90.9 168.7

Loans and advances to banks 44.5 36.9 35.5

Reverse repos 94.8 73.3 88.8

Securities 119.2 1060 1275

Cash and
eligible

bills 38.8 74.0 20.2

Other 24.3 31.1 380

Total third party assets excluding derivatives mark-to-market 396.7 412.2 498.7

Net derivative assets after netting 37.4 680 121.0

Customer deposits excluding repos 38.9 48.9 87.8

Risk elements in lending 1.7 1.3 0.9

Loandeposit ratio excluding repos 193% 194% 192%

Risk-weighted assets 146.9 123.7 151.8

2010 compared with 2009 2009 compared with 2006

fall in operating profit excluding fair value of own debt of 42% year on Operating profit excluding the fair value of own debt improved to 5758
year reflects sharply reduced revenue partially offset by lower costs and million in 2009 compared with an operating loss of 2153 million in

significant improvement in impairments 2008 Although the buoyant market conditions experienced in the first

quarter levelled off over the course of the year the refocusing of the

Total income was 3146 million lower in 2010 driven by increased risk business on its core franchises was successful GBM has tightened its

aversion in the market during 03 and Q4 2010 combined with the non- balance sheet management over the course of the year with disciplined

repeat of favourable market conditions seen in the first half of 2009 deployment of capital to support its targeted client base

Higher revenue across the Rates and Currencies businesses during In an often volatile market environment GBM responded quickly to its

2009 was driven by rapidly falling interest rates and wide bid-offer clients needs to strengthen their balance sheets and to take advantage

spreads generating exceptional revenue opportunities which have of the attractive environment for debt and equity issues RBS participated

not been repeated in 2010 in the five largest equity issues worldwide in 2009 and in six out of the

ten largest debt capital markets transactions

The Credit Markets business remained broadly flat supported by

strong Mortgage Trading income where customer demand remained Income grew significantly reflecting very strong first quarter benefiting

buoyant during 2010 from market volatility client activity and marked improvement from

credit and mortgage markets Rates flow business up 127% benefited

Increased revenue from Portfolio Management was driven by from good client activity while strong equity capital markets drove

disciplined lending alongside reduction in balance sheet fourfold increase in Equities

management activities and associated costs

Portfolio management and origination grew 39% as financial institutions

Expenses fell by 6% to 4397 million This was largely driven by and corporate clients refinanced through the debt capital markets The

decrease in staff costs including on-going benefits from cost synergies refocused credit and mortgage markets delivered much improved result

from greater liquidity and more positive trading environment

The low level of impairments in 2010 reflected small number of specific

cases partially offset by an improved picture on latent loss provisions Despite quarterly movement in the Groups credit spreads overall

This contrasted with 2009 which witnessed
significantly higher level of spreads remained broadly flat over the year resulting in small loss from

specific impairments movements in the fair value of own debt compared with 357 million

gain in 2008

At 16.6% return on equity remained consistent with the 15% targeted

over the business cycle in GBMs strategic plan The compensation ratio Expenses increased 17% reflecting higher performance-related costs

of 34% was below that of peers and the impact of adverse exchange rate movements partly offset by

restructuring and efficiency benefits Less than half of the change in staff

costs related to increases in 2009 bonus awards
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Global Banking Markets continued

2009 compared with 2008 continued

Staff costs represented 26% of income The Group introduced new

deferral policies in 2009 which have led to changes in accrual patterns

Adjusting for both 2008 and 2009 deferrals GBMs compensation ratio in

2009 would have been 28%

Higher impairments principally reflected large individual failure

recognised in the third quarter Impairments represented 0.6% of loans

and advances to customers compared with 0.3% in the prior year

reflecting the marked reduction in loans and advances

Total third party assets excluding derivatives were down 17% or 13% at

constant exchange rates compared with 31 December 2008 driven by

43% reduction in loans and advances as customers took advantage of

favourable
capital market conditions to raise alternative forms of finance

to bank debt This reduction was partially
offset by an increase in

liquid

assets

Risk-weighted assets decreased 19% or 15% at constant exchange

rates reflecting
the fall in third party assets and the Groups continued

focus on reducing its risk
profile

and balance sheet usage
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Business review

RBS Insurance

2010

Earned premiums 4459 4519 1512

Reusurers share il
Net premium income 4311 4354 4306

Fees and commissions 409 366 396
Instalment income 144 142 131

Other income 46 25

1othn1cmo 4092 4153 048

Net claims 3635 30321

Underwriting profit 131 520 1013

Staff expenses 266 1267 255
Other expenses J.i7J2J 1225

Total direct expenses 436 489 511
hdfrect expenses JflJ2712 261--_ 72
Technical result 572 1239 244

Impairment losses 142

Investment income 277 305 382

Operath1q3ci25m25t

A11ays 1211701114 by product

Personal lines motor excluding broker

own brands 1787 1.783 14174

partnerships 272 301 320

Personal lines home excluding broker

own brands 474 443 415

partnerships 378 381 385

Personal lines other excluding broker

-ownbrands 192 191 85

-partnerships 144 212 173

Other

commercial 299 305 319

international 316 284 207

-other 230 251 310

Total income 4092 ss o48

rf11179 000s
Personal lines motor excluding broker

own brands 4162 752 1316

partnerships 645 844 951

Personal lines home excluding broker

own brands 1758 1.317 1518

partnerships 1850 518 1.093

Personal lines other excluding broker

-own brands 2005 19

partnerships 8177 7.335 7814

Other

commercial 284 273 306

international 1082 744 919

-other1 644 1123 3146

Total in-force policies 21 20607 21235 21059

Gross written premiums 4298 4.460 4.384

For notes relating to this table refer to page 98
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RBS Insurance continued

2010 200

Per7orrnence rattos

Return on eqUity 7.9% 17% 183%

Loss ratio 92% 84% 70%

Commission ratio 10% 9% 10%

Expense ratio 13% 14% 14%

Combined operating ratio 115% 106% 94%

Batence cheat

General insurance reserves total Em 7559 7030 8673

Notes

Other is predominantly made up of the discontinued personal lines broker business

Total in-force policies include travel and creditor policies sold through RBS Group These comprise travel policies included in bank accounts e.g Royalties Gold Account and creditor policies sold

with bank prodacts including mortgage loan and card repayment payment protection

31 Divisional return on equity is baued on divisioeul operating losufprofit after tax divided by divisional average notional equity based on regulatory capital

Loss ratio is based on net claims divided by net premium income for the UK businesses

Commission ratio is based on fees and commissions divided by gross written premium income for the UK businesses

Expense ratio is based on eupenses excluding fees and commissions divided by gross written premium income for the UK businesses

Combined operating ratio is expenses including fees and commissions divided by gross written premium income added to the loss ratio for the UK businesses

2010 compared trOth 2009

RBS Insurance has embarked on significant programme of investment

designed to achieve substantial lift in operational and financial

performance ahead of the planned divestment of the business with

current target date of 2012 This programme encompasses the

enhancement of pricing capability transformation of claims operations

and expense reduction together with range of other improvements

across the business including greater focus on capital management

2010 as whole was disappointing profit year impacted by significant

reserve strengthening for bodily injury claims and severe weather

resulting in loss of 295 million

Income was down 2% E63 million against 2009 driven by managed

reduction in the risk of the UK motor book largely offset by significant

price increases

This de-risking was achieved by combination of rating action to

reduce the mix of higher-risk drivers and the partial or total exit of

higher risk business lines significantly scaling back the fleet and taxi

business and the exit of personal lines business sold through

insurance brokers As result in-force motor policies fell 14%

compared with 2009

Even with the significant reduction in the risk mix of the book

average motor premiums were up 7% in the year due to significant

price increases The prices of like-for-like policies have increased by

35-40% over the last year These increases were in addition to the

significant increases achieved in 2009

Initiatives to grow ancillary income were also implemented during the

year resulting in revenues of 46 million in 2010 25 million in 2009

Away from UK motor overall home gross written premiums grew by 2%
This included the exit from less profitable business in line with overall

strategy Our underlying own brands business continues to grow

successfully with gross wrtten premiums increasing 4%

The International business continued to invest in growth in 2010 with

gross written premiums of 425 million up 20% on 2009 The Italian

business successfully grew to market share approaching 30% of the

direct insurer market The German business grew 7% and is well

positioned to take advantage of the emerging shift to direct/internet

distribution in that market

Several programmes to further improve the overall efficiency of the

business took effect during the year including reduction of six sites and

operational process improvements which will continue to improve

efficiency

Total in-force policies declined by 3% driven by fall of 14% in motor

policies This was partly offset by higher travel policies up 64% with new

business from partnership with Nationwide Building Society

commencing in Q4 2010 The personal lines broker segment overall

declined by 43% in line with business strategy

Underwriting income declined by 63 million with lower motor premium

income driven by rating action Increased fees and commissions

reflected profit sharing arrangements with UK Retail in relation to

insurance distribution to bank customers Investment income was 26
million lower reflecting the impact of low interest rates on returns on the

investment portfoiio as well as lower gains realised on the sale of

investments

Net claims were 326 million higher than in 2009 driven by increases to

bodily injury reserves relating to prior years including
allowance for

higher claims costs in respect of Periodic Payment Orders due to an

increased settlement rate of such claims Although bodily injury

frequency has stabilised severity has continued to deteriorate Claims

were also impacted by the adverse weather experienced in the first and

fourth quarters

Expenses were down 7% driven by lower industry levies and marketing

costs
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2OO ccrnpared with 2O Expenses fell by 2% in 2009 with wage inflation higher industry levies

Operating profit was severely affected by the
rising

costs of
bodily injury and professional fees offset by cost efficiencies reduction in headcount

claims declining
to 58 million

Significant price
increases were and lower marketing expenditure

implemented in the latter part of the year to mitigate the industry trend of

rising claims costs Net claims were 20% higher than in 2008 driven by 448 million

increase in bodily injury claims as well as by adverse weather

Income grew by 3% with premium income stable but lower reinsurance experienced in the fourth quarter Significant price increases were

costs Investment income was 20% lower reflecting the impact of low
implemented in the latter part of the year to mitigate the industry trend of

interest rates and returns on the investment portfolio partially offset by
rising

claims costs and additional significant initiatives have also been

gains realised on the sale of equity investments undertaken to adapt pricing models and enhance claims management

In-force policies grew by 1% driven by the success of own brands up The UK combined operating ratio including business services costs was

12% Churchill and Privilege have benefited from deployment on selected 106% compared with 94% in the previous year with the impact of the

price comparison websites with motor policy numbers up 19% and 3% increase in reserves for bodily injury claims and the bad weather

respectively and home policies up 32% and 109% respectively experience only partially mitigated by commission and expense ratio

compared with prior year Direct Line motor and home policies grew by improvement

4% and 2% respectively The partnerships and broker segment declined

by 10% in line with business strategy
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Central items

2010

_________________
Em

Central items not allocated before fair value of own debt 577 385 150

airvalueof own debt 35 875

Central items not allocated 612 292 1025

Note

11 Costs/charges are denoted by brackets

Funding and operating costs have been allocated to operating divisions

based on direct service usage requirement for market funding and other

appropriate drivers where services span more than one division

Residual unallocated items relate to volatile corporate items that do not

naturally reside within division

2010 compztred with 2009

Central items not allocated before fair value of own debt including

available-for-sale AFS gains of 237 million and one-off VAT recovery

in 2010 of 170 million amounted to net credit of 577 million an

increase of 192 million on 2009

The Groups credit spreads have fluctuated over the course of the year

but ended the year slightly wider resulting
in an overall annual decrease

in the carrying value of own debt

2009 conpatred with 2008

Items not allocated during the year amounted to net credit of 292
million The Groups credit spreads have fluctuated over the course of the

year but ended the year slightly tighter resulting in an increase in the

carrying value of own debt This was offset by net credit on unallocated

Group Treasury items including the impact of economic hedges that do

not qualify for IFRS hedge accounting 2008 results included some

significant disposal gains
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Business review

Non-Core
2010 200r

tn

Net interest income 1959 1.534 2156

Netfees and commissions 471 510 912

Loss from trading activities 31 5.161 739
Insurance net premium income 702 784 986

Other operating income

rental income 752 690 682

other 820 65% 29
Non-interest income 1074 3835 5.18%

Tab ow no 3033
.i

Direct expenses

-staff 731 851

operating lease depreciation 452 402 475
other 642 6421 661

Indirect expenses ___________________ J99J552L_J539
2325

Operating profit/loss before other operating charges and impairment losses 708 4748 5715
Insurance net claims 737 556 790

Impairment losses 5476 9221 /35
Ooerabna ass

Anaya4 of income by ousinesa

Banking portfolios

International businesses portfolios

550 33% 2.324

1922 2.262 2960

561 3275 8335
3.033 2.301 3.032

Markets

Total income ..
Performance ratios

Net interest margin 1.16% 0.h97 0.87%

Costincome ratio 77% 108% 88%
Adjusted costincome ratio 101% 85% 72%

bn

Capa% and oak nsa shoal 2.3

Total third party assets excluding derivatives 137.9 20 .0 257.9

Total third party assets including derivatives 153.9 220.9 342.9

Loans and advances to customers gross 108.4 49.5 191

Customer deposits 6.7 12.6 27.4

Risk elements in lending 23.4 22 11.1

Risk-weighted assets 153.7 71 170.9

Notes

It leclodes losses on disposals of 504 millios for the year ended 31 December 2010

Inclodes disposal groups

13 Includes RBS Sempru commodities JV 2010 third party assets TPA5 6.7 billion RwAs 4.3 billion 12009 IPAs 14.2 billion RwAs 10.2 billion
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NonCore c.ued
2010 2001 2152

Lv

.Lcss from Iradinq ac5vitlas

Monoline exposures 2387 3121
Credit derivative product companies 139 947 615
Asset-backed products 235 2881 32201

Other credit exotics 77 558 935
Equities 17 47 9471

Leveraged finance 1.088

Banking book hedges 82 1613 1690

Othe 100 679 4977739
Impairment oases

Banking portfolios 1311 4210 938

International businesses portfolios 4217 4494 1832

Markets 52 512 2186

Totfr moodrmen losses 5476 9221 4936

Loan mparment chorqe as 47 of gross customer loans and advances axciuding reverse repurchase

agreements vu

Banking portfolios 2.2% 4.9% 0.9%

International businesses portfolios 7.9% 6.66% 2.3%

Markets 0.1% 5.2% 9.4%

4.9% 7.76% 2.2%

bn

Gross customer loans and advances

Banking portfolios 55.6 82.0 97.0

International businesses portfolios 52.5 65.6 79.9

Markets 0.3 1.9 14.5

108.4 149.5 181.4

Rsk-weirthed assets

Banking portfolios 51.2 88.2 83.1

International businesses portfolios 37.5 43.8 30.1

Markets 65.0 69.3 57.7

153.7 171.3 170.9

11 D.5 Disposals/ Druwings/ 31 December

2Q11 Run-off restructuring roll overs Impairments EX 2010

Ttmd potty etsaets excudln9 derivatives bn bn bn bn bn bn

Commercial real estate 6.2 1.4 3.2 4.6 0.3 42.6

Corporate 82 12.0 13.0 2.0 0.2 0.4 59.8

SME 39 0.2 0.1 0.1 3.7

Retail 1931 7.7 2.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 9.0

Other 4.7 2.1 0.4 0.3 2.5

arkets 24 9.8 0.7 13.6

Total excluding derivatives 186.8 31.2 27.2 7.0 5.5 1.3 131.2

Markets-RBS Sempra Commodities JV i4.2j_ 0.5 6.7

10314

Notes

Asset-backed products include super senior usset-backed structures and other asset-bucked products

Includes profits in RBS Sempra Commodities JV of 19 million 12009- 770 million 2008- 764 million

Includes disposal groups

12 billion of disposals have been signed as of 31 December 2010 but are pending closing 2009- billion 2008 nil
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Business review

2010

mpa rmen

UK Re54

Mortgages

Personal 47 42

Other 62

1ot UK Retai 13 53 105

UK Cororat

Manufacturing and infrastructure 26 67 42

Property and construction 437 651 281

Transport 10 13

Banks and financials 69 102

Lombard 129 95 61

Invoice finance

Other 169 729 142

lntK UK CorpDraK 830 1.677 527

UKter Bank

Mortgages 42 42

Commercial investment and development 699 313

Residential investment and development 1690 716 229

Other 251 217 60

OtherEMEA 52 106 116

Total UBier Bank 2734 1384 420

16 Rota Comrreral

Auto and consumer 82 134 140

Cards 23 130 63

SBO/home equity 277 452 321

Residential mortgages 54

Commercial real estate 185 224 54

Commercial and other 17 03 20

Total US Betel CornmercUi 588 1079 Cr04

Globa Bannq Markets

Manufacturing and infrastructure 290 1404 12811

Property and construction 1296 1.413 711

Transport 33 176 12

Telecoms media technology 545 55

Banks and financials 196 620 870

Other 14 56/

Tote Benidn Markers 1258 4.727 3104

Other

Wealth 51 251 174

Global Transaction Services 49 21

Central items

Total Other 53 331 74

5.476 9.221 4.936
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Business review continued

Non-Core continued

Gross loans and advances to customers excluding reverse repurchase agreements by donating

division and sector
_______ ______

UK Retst

Mortgages

Personal

Unnos ioronO and advances in customers tvxckrthng Inverse nspurciiasn sqrcernnrss 108.2 1473 184.7

2010 2000 20115

bn Son

1.6 1.9 2.2

0.4 0.7 11

Total IlK Retail 2.0 26 3.3

UK Corporate

Manufacturing and infrastructure 0.3 0.3 0.3

Property and construction 11.4 14.1 11.3

Lombard 1.7 2.9 3.7

Invoice finance 0.4 0.7

Other 13.6 17.2 22.1

ToisIUK P2u19.rtto 27 34.0 38.1

t.lleter Bank

Mortgages 6.0

Commercial investment and development 5.6 3.0 2.9

Residential investment and development 7.1 5.6 5.9

Other 1.9 1.1 11

OtherEMEA 0.4 1.0 1.3

Total U8U.er Bsn.k 15.0 16.7 17.7

US Retsii Commercial

Auto and consumer 2.6 3.2 4.2

Cards 0.1 0.5 0.7

SBO/home equity 3.2 3.7 5.2

Residential mortgages 0.7 0.8 1.1

Commercial real estate 1.5 1.9 3.0

Commercial and other 0.5 0.9 1.4

total US Retal Convneroal 8.6 11.0 156

Closni Banirinp Markets

Manufacturing and infrastructure 8.7 17.5

Property and construction 19.6 25.7

Transport 5.5 5.8

Telecoms media and technology 0.9 3.2

Banks and financials 12.0 18.0

Other 9.0 13.8

IUGL.c1Uo .0 M0d4t3 55 .c

Other

Wealth 0.4 2.6 3.6

Global Transaction Services 0.3 0.8 1.4

RBS Insurance 0.2 0.2 0.2

CentraiRems ..UPS.L
I3J2t1S
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Business review

2010 compared wdh 2009

By the end of 2010 third party assets excluding derivatives had

decreased to 138 billion billion lower than the end of year target as

result of successful disposal strategy managed portfolio run-off and

impairments

2010 operating losses in Non-Core were 62% lower than those recorded

in 2009 The improvement in performance was driven by significantly

lower trading losses reduced expenses and marked decline in

impairments

Losses from trading activities declined from 5161 million for 2009 to

31 million for 2010 as underlying asset prices recovered offset by

continuing weakness in credit spreads The division has recorded profits

on the disposal of many asset-backed securities positions In addition

significantly smaller loss of161 million was recorded on banking book

hedges as spreads tightened compared with 1728 million in 2009

Staff expenses fell by 14% over the year largely driven by the impact of

business divestments including number of country exits and the

disposal of substantially all of the Groups interest in the RBS Sempra

Commodities JV

Impairments were 3745 million lower than 2009 The decline reflects

the overall improvement in the economic environment although still high

loss rates reflect the difficult conditions experienced in specific sectors

including both UK and Irish commercial property sectors

Wholesale country exits completed during 2010 were Chile Colombia

Pakistan and Taiwan

Risk-weighted assets decreased by 18 billion 10% reflecting active

management to reduce trading book risk and disposals partially offset by

the impact of regulatory changes 30 billion and more conservative

weightings applied to large corporate exposures

2009 compared with 2008

Losses from trading activities have declined significantly as underlying

asset prices rallied Mark-to-market values for exposures such as

monolines super senior high grade collateralised debt obligations and

many negative basis trade asset classes have risen over the course of

2009 However the 1.6 billion gain recorded on banking book hedging

in 2008 unwound over the course of the year to loss of 1.6 billion in

2009 as spreads continued to tighten throughout the year ending almost

in line with origination levels

Impairment losses increased to 9.2 billion reflecting continued

weakness in the economic environment particularly across the corporate

and property sectors There were signs of slowdown in the rate of

provisioning towards the end of the year

Staff costs decreased by 14% over the year or by 20% at constant

exchange rates due to headcount reductions and business divestments

notably Linea Directa and Tesco Personal Finance Lower depreciation

charges followed the 2008 sale of the Angel Trains business

Third party assets excluding derivatives decreased by 56.9 billion in

the year as the division has run down exposures and pursued

opportunities to dispose of loan
portfolios

Sales of equity stakes

including Bank of China were concluded while further disposals

announced in 2009 including Asian retail and commercial operations are

moving towards completion in 2010

Risk-weighted assets increased by 0.2% in 2009 and at constant

exchange rates increased by 3% The reduction of 15% since 30

September 2009 reflects active management to reduce trading book

exposures largely offset by the impact of procyclicality monoline

downgrades and adverse market risk
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Business review continued

Consolidated balance sheet at 31 December 2010

Assets

2010 2Ote 531.1 2010

Cash and balances at central banks

Net loans and advances to banks

verse repurchase agreements and stock borrowing

Loans and advances to banks

Net loans and advances to customers

-Reverse repurchase agreements and stock borrowing

Loans and advances to customers

Debt securities

Equity shares

Settlement balances

Derivatives

Intangible assets

Property plant and equipment

Deferred tax

Prepayments accrued income and other assets

Assets of disposal groups

Tota assets

57014 51546 11630

57909 48.777 70.728

42607 35097 58771

100516 83874 129499

502748 554.654 691976

52512 41040 39259

555260 595694 731265

217480 249095 253159

22198 15960 22.198

11605 12.024 11812

427077 438199 991495

14448 14786 16.415

16543 17.773 17181

6373 6492 5755

12568 16604 21.573

11552 18432 450

1452634 1522461 2215693

57014 52261 12400

57911 56658

42607 35097 557711

100518 91/53 135.19/

502748 657363 836409

52512 41040 39313

555260 725393 874722

217480 267.254 267649

.22198 19525 26330

11605 12033 1/.832

427077 441454 992559

14448 17847 20049

16543 19397 18.949

6373 7039 7052

12576 20956 24402

12484 15.542 1681

1453576 1.696456 2.401662

Liabitlies

Bank deposits 65938 115642 176.943 66051 104135 174378j

Repurchase agreements and stock lendn

Deposits by banks 98677 153645 262609 98790 142144 258044

Customers deposits 428599 414261 460.318 428599 546849 5813691

Repurchase agreements and stock lending __94 592-63 55.143 82094 923 65143

Customeraccounts 510693 482604 615.461 510693 514202 639612

Debt securities in issue 218372 246329 269455 218372 267668 30-0.289

Settlement balances 10991 10412 1.1. 725 10991 10.413 11.741

Short positions 43118 40463 42.636 43118 40463 42.636

Derivatives 423967 421.534 969.409 423967 424141 971364

Accruals deferred income and other liabilities 23074 2.462.4 24140 23089 30327 31452

Retirement benefit liabilities 2288 2715 1.564 2288 2263 2.032

Deferredtax 2111 2.161 3.177 2142 2511 1.166

Insurance liabilities 6794 1.533 7.450 6794 10251 9.976

Subordinated liabilities 27053 31.635 43578 27053 37662 49154

Liabilities of disposal groups 8940 15867 135 9428 15.590 569

Total tat/USes 1376078 1.442.618 2164.378 1376725 1.6.01.556 2321.164

Non-controlling interests 1424 2.227 6436 1Th659P1.619
Owners eqwty 75132 53 692 75132 .3 86/
Total aqists 76556 79953 64316 76851 94631 80495

tote tab4tes and aet/ty 1452634 1.622451 2215.693 1453576 1696.456 2.401 .652
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Business review

Cmntry on nwlidated Iwlance heeI pro forma

2010 compared with 200P

Total assets of 452.6 billion at 31 December 2010 were down 69.8

billion 5% compared with 31 December 2009 This principally reflects

the continuing planned disposal of Non-Core assets together with

reduction in the level of debt securities and mark-to-market value of

derivatives in Global Banking Markets

Cash and balances at central banks were up 5.5 billion 11% to 57.0

billion due to an improvement in the Groups structural
liquidity position

during 2010

Loans and advances to banks increased by 16.6 billion 20% to 100.5

billion Reverse repurchase agreements and stock borrowing reverse

repos were up 7.5 billion 21% to 42.6 billion and bank placings rose

9.1 billion 19% to 57.9 billion primarily as result of the investment of

surplus liquidity
in short-term assets

Loans and advances to customers were down 40.4 billion 7% at

555.3 billion Within this reverse repurchase agreements were up 11.5

billion 28% to 52.5 billion Customer lending decreased by 51.9 billion

to 502.7 billion or 48.9 billion before impairment provisions This

reflected planned reductions in Non-Core of 39.7 billion along with

declines in Global Banking Markets 16.7 billion US Retail

Commercial 2.6 billion and Ulster Bank 2.0 billion These were

partially offset by growth in UK Retail 5.4 billion Wealth 2.4 billion

and Global Transaction Services 1.7 billion together with the effect of

exchange rate and other movements 2.6 billion

Debt securities were down 31.6 billion 13% to 217.5 billion driven

mainly by reductions in Global Banking Markets

The value of derivative assets were down 11.1 billion 3% to 427.1

billion primarily reflecting decrease in interest contracts movements in

five to ten year interest yields and the combined effect of currency

movements with Sterling weakening against the dollar but strengthening

against the Euro

The reduction in assets and liabilities of disposal groups resulted from

completion of disposals of certain of the Groups Asian and Latin

American businesses and substantially all of the RBS Sempra

Commodities JV business

Deposits by banks declined 55.0 billion 36% to 98.7 billion with

reduced inter-bank deposits down 49.7 billion 43% to 65.9 billion and

lower repurchase agreements and stock lending repos down 5.3

billion 14% to 32.7 billion

Customer accounts rose 28.1 billion 6% to 510.7 billion Within this

repos increased 13.7 billion 20% to 82.1 billion Excluding repos

customer deposits were up 14.3 billion 3% to 428.6 billion reflecting

growth in UK Corporate 12.2 billion Global Transaction Services 7.8

billion UK Retail 7.0 billion Ulster Bank 1.7 billion and Wealth 0.8

billion together with exchange rate and other movements of 3.0 billion

This was partially offset by decreases in Global Banking Markets 8.3

billion US Retail Commercial 4.0 billion and Non-Core 5.9 billion

Debt securities in issue were down 28.0 billion 11% to 218.4 billion

Reductions in the level of certificates of deposit and commercial paper in

Global Banking Markets were partially offset by programme of new

term issuances
totalling

38.4 billion

Subordinated liabilities decreased by 4.5 billion 14% to 27.1 billion

This reflected the redemption of 2.6 billion undated loan capital debt

preference shares and trust preferred securities under the
liability

management exercise completed in May together with the conversion of

0.8 billion US dollar and
Sterling preference shares and the redemption

of 1.6 billion of other dated and undated loan capital which were

partially offset by the effect of exchange rate movements and other

adjustments of 0.5 billion

The Groups non-controlling interests decreased by 0.8 billion 36% to

1.4 billion primarily reflecting the disposal of the majority of the RBS

Sempra Commodities JV business 0.6 billion and the life assurance

business 0.2 billion

Owners equity decreased by 2.6 billion 3% to 75.1 billion This was

driven by the partial redemption of preference shares and paid-in equity

3.1 billion less related gains of 0.6 billion the attributable loss for the

period 1.1 billion together with an increase in own shares held of 0.7

billion and higher losses in available-for-sale reserves 0.3 billion

Offsetting these reductions were the issue of 0.8 billion ordinary shares

on conversion of US dollar and Sterling denominated non-cumulative

preference shares classified as debt and exchange rate and other

movements 1.2 billion
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Cornmertary on onsolktsted balance sheet statutory

2010 compared wfth 200

Total assets of 1453.6 billion at 31 December 2010 were down 242.9

billion 14% compared with 31 December 2009 This principally reflects

the disposal of the RFS minority interest the continuing planned disposal

of Non-Core assets together with reduction in the level of debt

securities and the mark-to-market value of derivatives

Cash and balances at central banks were up 4.8 billion 9% to 57.0

billion principally due to an improvement in the Groups structural liquidity

position during 2010

Loans and advances to banks increased by 8.8 billion 10% to 100.5

billion Adjusting for the disposal of the RFS minority interest the

increase was 16.6 billion 20% Reverse repurchase agreements and

stock borrowing reverse repos were up 7.5 billion 21% to 42.6

billion and bank placings rose 9.1 billion 19% to 57.9 billion primarily

as result of the investment of surplus liquidity in short-term assets

Loans and advances to customers decreased 173.1 billion 24% to

555.3 billion Excluding the disposal of the RFS minority interest lending

to customers was down 40.4 billion 7% Within this reverse repurchase

agreements were up 11.5 billion 28% to 52.5 billion Customer

lending decreased by 51.9 billion to 502.7 billion or 48.9 billion before

impairment provisions This reflected planned reductions in Non-Core of

39.7 billion along with declines in Global Banking Markets 16.7

billion US Retail Commercial 2.6 billion and Ulster Bank 2.0 billion

These were partially offset by growth in UK Retail 5.4 billion Wealth

2.4 billion and Global Transaction Services 1.7 billion together with

the effect of exchange rate and other movements 2.6 billion

Debt securities were down 49.8 billion 19% to 217.5 billion or 31.6

billion 13% adjusting for the disposal of the RFS
minority interest driven

mainly by reductions in Global Banking Markets

The value of derivative assets were down 14.4 billion 3% to 427.1

billion primarily reflecting decrease in interest contracts movements in

five to ten year interest yields and the combined effect of currency

movements with Sterling weakening against the dollar but strengthening

against the Euro

The reduction in assets and liabilities of disposal groups resulted from the

completion of disposals of certain of the Groups Asian and Latin

American businesses and substantially all of the RBS Sempra

Commodities JV business

Deposits by banks declined 43.4 billion 31% to 98.8 billion or 55.0

billion 36% following the disposal of the RFS minority interest with

reduced inter-bank deposits down 49.7 billion 43% to 65.9 billion and

lower repurchase agreements and stock lending repos down 5.3

billion 14% to 32.7 billion

Customer accounts decreased 103.5 billion 17% to 510.7 billion but

were up 28.1 billion 6% excluding the disposal of the RFS minority

interest Within this repos increased 13.7 billion 20% to 82.1 billion

Excluding repos customer deposits were up 14.3 billion 3% to 428.6

billion reflecting growth in UK Corporate 12.2 billion Global

Transaction Services 7.8 billion UK Retail 7.0 billion Ulster Bank

1.7 billion and Wealth 0.8 billion together with exchange rate and

other movements of 3.0 billion This was partially offset by decreases in

Global Banking Markets 8.3 billion US Retail Commercial 4.0

billion and Non-Core 5.9 billion

Debt securities in issue were down 49.2 billion 18% to 218.4 billion

Excluding the RFS minority interest disposal they declined 28.0 billion

11% to 218.4 billion Reductions in the level of certificates of deposit

and commercial paper in Global Banking Markets were partially
offset

by programme of new term issuances totalling 38.4 billion

Subordinated liabilities decreased by 10.6 billion 28% to 27.1 billion or

4.5 billion 14% excluding the disposal of the RFS minority interest This

reflected the redemption of 2.6 billion undated loan capital debt

preference shares and trust preferred securities under the liability

management exercise completed in May together with the conversion of

0.8 billion US dollar and Sterling preference shares and the redemption

of 1.6 billion of other dated and undated loan capital which were

partially offset by the effect of exchange rate movements and other

adjustments of 0.5 billion

The Groups non-controlling interests decreased by 15.2 billion

primarily reflecting the disposal of the RFS minority interest 14.4 billion

the majority of the RBS Sempra Commodities JV business 0.6 billion

and the life assurance business 0.2 billion

Owners equity decreased by 2.6 billion 3% to 75.1 billion This was

driven by the partial redemption of preference shares and
paid-in equity

3.1 billion less related gains of 0.6 billion the attributable loss for the

period 1.1 billion together with an increase in own shares held of 0.7

billion and higher losses in available-for-sale reserves 0.3 billion

Offsetting these reductions were the issue of 0.8 billion ordinary shares

on conversion of US dollar and Sterling non-cumulative preference

shares classified as debt and exchange rate and other movements 1.2

billion
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Commentary on consolidate.d balance sheet pro torma

2009 compared with 2008

Total assets of 1522.5 billion at 31 December 2009 were down 696.2

billion 31% compared with 31 December 2008 principally reflecting

substantial repayments of customer loans and advances as corporate

customer demand fell and corporates looked to deleverage their balance

sheets Lending to banks also fell in line with significantly reduced

wholesale funding activity There were also significant falls in the value of

derivative assets with corresponding reduction in derivative liabilities

Cash and balances at central banks were up 39.7 billion to 51.5 billion

due to the placing of short-term cash surpluses including
the proceeds

from the issue of shares in December with central banks

Loans and advances to banks decreased by 45.6 billion 35% to 83.9

billion with reverse repurchase agreements and stock borrowing reverse

repos down by 23.7 billion 40% to 35.1 billion and lower bank

placings down 22.0 billion 31% to 48.8 billion largely as result of

reduced wholesale funding activity in Global Banking Markets

Loans and advances to customers were down 135.6 billion 19% at

595.7 billion Within this reverse repos increased by 4% 1.8 billion to

41.0 billion Excluding reverse repos lending decreased by 137.3

billion to 554.7 billion or by 131.6 billion 19% before impairment

provisions This reflected reductions in Global Banking Markets of

71.4 billion and planned reductions in Non-Core of30.1 billion

including 3.2 billion transfer to disposal groups in respect of RBS

Sempra Commodities JV and the Asian and Latin American businesses

There were also reductions in US Retail Commercial 7.4 billion UK

Corporate 5.4 billion Ulster Bank 1.8 billion and the effect of

exchange rate movements 22.8 billion following the strengthening of

sterling during the year partially offset by growth in UK Retail of 9.2

billion and in Wealth of 1.4 billion

Debt securities decreased by 4.1 billion 2% to 249.1 billion and equity

shares decreased by 6.2 billion 28% to 16.0 billion principally due to

the sale of the Bank of China investment and lower holdings in Global

Banking Markets and Non-Core largely offset by growth in Group

Treasury in part reflecting an 18.0 billion increase in the gilt liquidity

portfolio

Settlement balances were down 5.8 billion 32% at 12.0 billion as

result of lower customer activity

Movements in the value of derivative assets down 553.3 billion 56% to

438.2 billion and liabilities down 547.9 billion 57% to 421.5 billion

reflect the easing of market volatility the strengthening of sterling and

significant tightening in credit spreads in the continuing low interest rate

environment

Increases in assets and liabilities of disposal groups reflect the inclusion

of the RBS Sempra Commodities JV business and the planned sale of

number of the Groups retail and commercial activities in Asia and Latin

America

Deposits by banks declined by 109.0 billion 41% to 153.6 billion due

to decrease in repurchase agreements and stock lending repos
down 45.7 billion 55% to 38.0 billion and reduced inter- bank

deposits down 63.3 billion 35% to 115.6 billion principally in Global

Banking Markets reflecting reduced reliance on wholesale funding

Customer accounts were down 35.9 billion 7% to 482.6 billion Within

this repos increased 10.2 billion 18% to 68.4 billion Excluding repos

deposits were down 46.1 billion 10% to 414.3 billion primarily
due to

reductions in Global Banking Markets down 43.6 billion Non-Core

13.0 billion including
the transfer of 8.9 billion to disposal groups and

Ulster Bank 1.2 billion together with exchange rate movements 11.3

billion offset in part by growth across all other divisions up 23.0 billion

Debt securities in issue were down 23.1 billion 9% to 246.3 billion

mainly as result of movements in exchange rates together with

reductions in Global Banking Markets and Non-Core

Retirement benefit liabilities increased by 1.2 billion 74% to 2.7 billion

with net actuarial losses of 3.8 billion arising from lower discount rates

and higher assumed inflation partially offset by curtailment gains of 2.1

billion due to changes in prospective pension benefits

Subordinated liabilities were down 12.1 billion 28% to 31.5 billion

reflecting the redemption of 5.0 billion undated loan capital 1.5 billion

trust preferred securities and 2.7 billion dated loan capital together with

the effect of exchange rate movements and other adjustments 2.9

billion

Equity non-controlling interests decreased by 3.2 billion 59% to 2.2

billion Equity withdrawals of 3.1 billion due to the disposal of the

investment in the Bank of China attributable to minority shareholders and

the redemption in part of certain trust preferred securities the recycling

of related available-for-sale reserves to income 0.4 billion and

dividends paid of 0.3 billion were partially offset by attributable
profits

of

0.6 billion

Owners equity increased by 18.9 billion 32% to 77.7 billion The issue

of shares to KM Treasury in December 2009 raised 25.1 billion net of

expenses and was offset in part by the creation of 1.2 billion reserve

in respect of contingent capital shares The placing and open offer in

April 2009 raised 5.3 billion to fund the redemption of the 5.0 billion

preference shares issued to HM Treasury in December 2008 Actuarial

losses net of tax of 2.7 billion the attributable loss for the period 2.7

billion exchange rate movements of 1.9 billion the payment of other

owners dividends of 0.9 billion including 0.3 billion to HM Treasury on

the redemption of preference shares and
partial redemption of

paid-in

equity 0.3 billion were partly
offset by increases in available-for-sale

reserves 1.8 billion cash flow hedging reserves 0.6 billion and the

equity owners gain on withdrawal of non-controlling interests net of tax

of 0.5 billion arising from the redemption of trust preferred securities
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2009 compared with 2WMI

Total assets of 1696.5 billion at 31 December 2009 were down 705.2

billion 29% compared with 31 December 2008 principally reflecting

substantial repayments of customer loans and advances as corporate

customer demand fell and corporates looked to deleverage their balance

sheets Lending to banks also fell in line with significantly reduced

wholesale funding activity There were also significant
falls in the value of

derivative assets with corresponding fall in derivative liabilities

Cash and balances at central banks were up 39.9 billion to 52.3 billion

due to the placing of short-term cash surpluses including the proceeds

from the issue of shares in December with central banks

Loans and advances to banks decreased by 46.4 billion 34% to 91.8

billion with reverse repurchase agreements and stock borrowing reverse

repos down by 23.7 billion 40% to 35.1 billion and lower bank

placings down 22.7 billion 29% to 56.7 billion largely as result of

reduced wholesale funding activity in Global Banking Markets

Loans and advances to customers were down 146.3 billion 17% at

728.4 billion Within this reverse repos increased by 4% 1.7 billion to

41.0 billion Excluding reverse repos lending decreased by148.0

billion 18% to 687.4 billion or by 141.8 billion 17% before impairment

provisions This reflected reductions in Global Banking Markets of

71.4 billion and planned reductions in Non-Core of 30.1 billion

including 3.2 billion transfer to disposal groups in respect of RBS

Sempra Commodities JV and the Asian and Latin American businesses

Reductions were also experienced in US Retail Commercial 7.4

billion UK Corporate 5.4 billion Ulster Bank 1.8 billion and the effect

of exchange rate movements 33.1 billion following the strengthening of

sterling during the year partially offset by growth in UK Retail of 9.2

billion and in Wealth of 1.4 billion

Debt securities were flat at 267.3 billion and equity shares decreased by

6.8 billion 26% to 19.5 billion principally due to the sale of the Bank

of China investment and lower holdings in Global Banking Markets and

Non-Core largely offset by growth in Group Treasury in part reflecting an

18.0 billion increase in the gilt liquidity portfolio and in the RFS Holdings

minority interest

Settlement balances were down 5.8 billion 33% at 12.0 billion as

result of lower customer activity

Movements in the value of derivative assets down 551.1 billion 56% to

441.5 billion and liabilities down 547.2 billion 56% to 424.1 billion

reflect the easing of market volatility the strengthening of sterling and

significant tightening in credit spreads in the continuing low interest rate

environment

Increases in assets and liabilities of disposal groups reflect the inclusion

of the RBS Sempra Commodities JV business and the planned sale of

number of the Groups retail and commercial activities in Asia and Latin

America

Deposits by banks declined by 115.9 billion 45% to 142.1 billion due

to decrease in repurchase agreements and stock lending repos
down 45.7 billion 55% to 38.0 billion and reduced inter-bank deposits

down 70.2 billion 40% to 104.1 billion principally in Global Banking

Markets reflecting reduced reliance on wholesale funding and in the

RFS Holdings minority interest

Customer accounts were down 25.3 billion 4% to 614.2 billion Within

this repos increased 10.2 billion 18% to 68.4 billion Excluding repos

deposits were down 35.5 billion 6% to 545.8 billion primarily
due to

reductions in Global Banking Markets down 43.6 billion Non-Core

13.0 billion including the transfer of 8.9 billion to disposal groups and

Ulster Bank 1.2 billion together with exchange rate movements 21.3

billion offset in part by growth across all other divisions up 23.0 billion

and in the RFS Holdings minority interest up 20.6 billion

Debt securities in issue were down 32.7 billion 11% to 267.6 billion

mainly as result of movements in exchange rates together with

reductions in Global Banking Markets Non-Core and the RFS Holdings

minority interest

Retirement benefit liabilities increased by 0.9 billion 46% to 3.0 billion

with net actuarial losses of 3.7 billion arising from lower discount rates

and higher assumed inflation partially
offset by curtailment gains of 2.1

billion due to changes in prospective pension benefits

Subordinated liabilities were down 11.5 billion 23% to 37.7 billion

reflecting the redemption of 5.0 billion undated loan capital 1.5 billion

trust preferred securities and 2.7 billion dated loan capital together with

the effect of exchange rate movements and other adjustments 2.9

billion partly offset by the issue of 2.3 billion undated loan capital within

the RFS Holdings minority interest

Equity non-controlling interests decreased by 4.7 billion 22% to 16.9

billion Equity withdrawals of 3.1 billion due to the disposal of the

investment in the Bank of China attributable to minority shareholders and

the redemption in part of certain trust preferred securities exchange

rate movements of 1.4 billion the recycling of related available-for-sale

reserves to income 0.5 billion and dividends paid of 0.3 billion were

partially offset by attributable profits
of 0.3 billion

Owners equity increased by18.9 billion 32% to 77.7 billion The issue

of shares to HM Treasury in December 2009 raised 25.1 billion net of

expenses and was offset in part by the creation of 1.2 billion reserve

in respect of contingent capital shares The placing and open offer in

April 2009 raised 5.3 billion to fund the redemption of the 5.0 billion

preference shares issued to HM Treasury in December 2008 Actuarial

losses net of tax of 2.7 billion the attributable loss for the period 2.7

billion exchange rate movements of 1.9 billion the payment of other

owners dividends of 0.9 billion including 0.3 billion to HM Treasury on

the redemption of preference shares and partial redemption of paid-in

equity 0.3 billion were partly
offset by increases in available-for-sale

reserves 1.8 billion cash flow hedging reserves 0.6 billion and the

equity owners gain on withdrawal of non-controlling interests net of tax

of 0.5 billion arising from the redemption of trust preferred securities
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Business review

Cash flow

2010

19921Net cash flows from operating activities 19291

Net cash flows from investing activities 3351 54 14997

Net cash flows from financing activities 14380 18791 15102

Effects of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents 82 8.5921 29209

Net increase/decrease in cash and cash equivalents 8344 9.281 1405W

2010

The major factors contributing to the net cash inflow from operating

activities of19291 million were the increase of 17095 million in

operating assets less operating liabilities depreciation and amortisation

of 2220 million and income taxes received of 565 million partly offset

by the net operating loss before tax of 940 million from continuing and

discontinued operations

Net cash flows from investing activities of 3351 million relate to the net

inflows from sales of securities of 4119 million and investments in

business interests and
intangibles of 3446 million This was partially

offset by the outflow of 4112 million from investing activities of

discontinued operations

Net cash outflow from financing activities of 14380 million primarily

arose from the redemption of non-controlling interests of 5282 million

dividends paid of4240 million repayment of subordinated liabilities of

1588 million and the redemption of preference shares of 2359 million

2009

The major factors contributing to the net cash outflow from operating

activities of 992 million were the net operating loss before tax of 2696
million from continuing and discontinued operations the decrease of

15964 million in operating liabilities less operating assets partly offset

by the elimination of foreign exchange differences of 12217 million and

other items of 5451 million

Net cash flows from investing activities of 54 million relate to the net

sales and maturities of securities of 2899 million and net cash inflow

of 05 million in respect of other acquisitions and disposals less the net

cash outflow on disposals of property plant and equipment of 2950
million

Net cash flows from financing activities of 18791 million primarily arose

from the capital raised from the issue of shares of 25101 million the

placing and open offer of 5274 million and the issue of subordinated

liabilities of 2309 million This was offset in part by the cash outflow on

repayment of subordinated liabilities of 5145 million redemption of

preference shares of 5000 million interest paid on subordinated

liabilities of 1746 million and dividends paid of 1248 million

2008

The major factors contributing to the net cash outflow from operating

activities of 75338 million were the net operating loss before tax of

36628 million from continuing and discontinued operations the

decrease of 42219 million in operating liabilities less operating assets

and the elimination of foreign exchange differences of 41874 million

partly offset by the write down of goodwill and other intangible assets

32581 million and other non-cash items 8772 million

Proceeds on disposal of discontinued activities of 20113 million was the

largest element giving rise to net cash flows of investing activities of

16997 million Outflow from net purchases of securities of 1839
million and net disposals of property plant and equipment 3529 million

less the net cash inflow of 2252 million in respect of other acquisitions

and disposals represented the other
principal

factors

Net cash flows from financing activities of15102 million primarily arose

from the
capital

raised from the placing and open offer of 19741 million

and the rights issue of 12000 million the issue of subordinated liabilities

of 2413 million and proceeds of non-controlling interests 1427
million This was offset in part by the cash outflow on redemption of non

controlling interests of 13579 million repayment of subordinated

liabilities of 1727 million dividends paid of 3193 million and interest

paid on subordinated liabilities of 967 million
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Business review continued

2010 20 23 200/ 2006

Fm tOn ton Om

Capital base

Tier capital 60124 76421 69847 44364 30041

Tier capital 9897 15389 32223 33693 27.491

Tier capital
260 200

70021 91.810 102330 762.57 37.332

4.565 4155 l0283 Q563
Total regulatory capital 65289 87.245 96.175 67.974 46949--
Riakwagttted assets

Credit risk 385900 513200 551300

Counterparty risk 68100 56500 61 100

Market risk 80000 65.000 46.500

Operational risk 37100 33.900 36900

571100 666.600 695.800

Protecflon Scheme relief 105600 127 .1 rt/a

465500 541.000 695600

Banking book

On-balance sheet 450200 318600

Off-balance sheet 84.600 59400

Trading book 44200 22.300

609.000 400300

Risk asset raioe

CoreTierl 10.7 110 6.6 4.5 n/a

Tier 12.9 141 10.0 7.3 7.5

Total 14.0 16.1 14.1 112 11.7

It is the Groups policy to maintain strong capital base to expand it as

appropriate and to utilise it efficiently throughout its activities to optimise

the return to shareholders while maintaining prudent relationship

between the
capital

base and the underlying risks of the business In

carrying out this policy the Group has regard to the supervisory

requirements of the Financial Services Authority FSA The FSA uses

Risk Asset Ratio RAR as measure of
capital adequacy in the UK

banking sector comparing banks capital resources with its risk-

weighted assets the assets and off-balance sheet exposures are

weighted to reflect the inherent credit and other risks by international

agreement the RAR should be not less than 8% with Tier component

of not less than 4% At 31 December 2010 the Groups total RAR was

14.0% 2009- 16.1% and the Tier RAR was 12.9% 2009- 14.1%

regulatory purposes

Capital resources

The following table analyses the Groups regulatory capital resources on fully consolidated basis at 31 December as monitored by the FSA for

Note

111 The date for 2010 2009 and 2009 are one Sasel II basis prior periods are on aasel basis
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Business review

Reconciliations of pro forma to statutory income statements and

balance sheets gain on redemption of own debt

Basis of preparotion of pro forma results
strategic disposals

The pro forma financial information shows the underlying performance of

the Group including the results of the RBS Holdings N.y businesses bonus tax

retained by RBS This information is being provided to give better

understanding of what the results of the operations might have looked Asset Protection Scheme credit default swap fair value changes
like had the acquisition of ABN AMRO as well as the transfers of

businesses to the other Consortium Members occurred on January gains on pensions curtailment

2008

write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets and

Group operating profitlloss on pro forma basis excludes

other Consortium Members interest in shared assets

amortisation of purchased intangible assets

integration and restructuring costs

Income statement for the year ended 31 December 2010
RFS Reallocation

minority of one-off

Pro forma interest items Statutory

Em Em Em Em

Net interest income 14200 14209

Non-interest income excluding insurance net premium income 13334 151 652 12531

Insurance net premium income 5128 5128

Noninterestincome 1846215217659
Tofel noome 32662 142 652 31868

_.. .11.PI..._
Profit before other opere tog charges 15952 150 2162 13640

4783 483
Openting profit before mparment cocos 11169 150 2162 8857

Operating oroft/ffosa before icboaftie of own debt 1913 150 2162 399rvaIueofowndebt174--
Operating wotttff foss 2087 150 2336 399
Amortisation of purchased intangible assets 369 369

Integration and restructuring costs 1032 1032

Gain on redemption of own debt 553 553
Strategic disposals 171 171
Bonus tax 99 99

Asset Protection Scheme credit default swap fair value changes 1550 1550

Write-down of goodwill and other intan9 sets_ J10_ 10

Loan before tan 249 150 399
Tax charge k6 J634
Loss irorri co mono rr.etaforrs 912 121 1033
Loss from discontinued operations net of tax________
Los for tie year 940 726 1666
Non-controlling interests 61 726 665

Preference share and other dividends 124 124
Lorts atiributabe to oroinary coo sharehoctere
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Business review continued

Income statement for the year ended 31 December 2009

19150 of oolrs

feoo Seetno

Net interest income 13567 179 13388

Non-interest income excluding insurance net premium income 10734 142 3780 14372

Insurance net premium income 5266 5266

Non-interest income 16000 .142 3.780 19638

total ocorne 29587 321 3.780 33026

Operating expenses O7401 361 19 t17 4i7

Profit before other operating charges 12.166 3h6 3799 16609

Insurance net claims
______ 4367 357

Operating creSt before impanment oeses 7609 356 .3 799 11262

Imps ment losses
.. 189fl 1369

Operating loss before fee value of own debt f8.090 356 3799 2647
Fair value of own debt 142 142

Operating nsa 0232 366 3941 2647
Amortisation of purchased intangible

assets 272 272

Integration and restructuring costs 1266 1266

Gain on redemption of own debt 3790 3790
Strategic disposals 132 132

Bonus tax 208 208

Gains on pensions curtailment 2.148 2146
Write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets 363 363

Loss before lax 2291 366 2647
Tax credit 339 90 429

Less ntrn continuing operations 1952 266 12218

Loss from discontinued operations net of tax 72 33 106
Lose fo the year 2024 299 2.322

Non-controlling interests 648 299 1349

Preference share and other dividends t936i 035
Lose attributable to nrchnary end eharehoslere 3607
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Business review

Income statement for the year ended 31 December 2008

Net interest income 15754 252 15452

Non-interest income excluding insurance net premium income 2.106 29 1.074 461
Insurance net premium income 5700

Non-interest income
________

3.603 29 1.574 5245

Total noorne 19257 411 1.074 oono

Operating expenses ______
ProOtiloss before other operabr9 charges 79 477 17.937 14 $35

Insurance net claims 3.917 3017
Operahng loss before pairment oases 730 477 17027 10252

Impairment losses 7422 739
Opershng oss before fair value oown debt 5170 454 17.037 25.091

Fair value of own debt 1.232 1232
Operating loss 0.935 400 10209 250911

Amortisation of purchased intangible assets 443 443

Integration and restructuring costs 1357 1357

Strategic disposals 442 442
Write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets 10011 16011

Loss hsors as 25207 404
Tax credit 1.005 172 2.107

Loss rom oonbnWnq opsraboos 23.212 312 23.324

Loss from discontinued operations net of tax 001 10.902 11.010

Loss for Its year 23290 11244 34.542

Non-controlling interests 012 11.244 10.632

Preference share and other dividends 599 596

Loss attnhutsbe to ordinary shareholders 24200 24.300
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Balance sheet as at 31 December 2010

Assets

Cash and balances at central banks

Pro forma Transfers Statutory

Em Em Em

57014 57014

Netloansand advancesto banks 57909 57911

Reverserepurchaseagreementsandstockborrowing07-9J
Loans and advances to banks 100516 100518

Net loans and advances to customers 502748 502748

Rerepurchaseaeementsandstockboowing 52l2jj
Loans and advances to customers 555260 555260

Debtsecurities 217480 217480

Equity shares 22198 22198

Settlement balances 11605 11605

Derivatives 427077 427077

Intangible assets 14448 14448

Property plant and equipment 16543 16543

Deferred tax 6373 6373

Prepayments accrued income and other assets 12568 12576

Assets of disposal groups 11552 932 12484

Tots sssets 1452634 942 1453576

LisbAties

Bank deposits 65938 ii51
Repurchase agreements and stock lending 32739 32739

Deposits by banks 98677 113 98790

Repurchase agreements and stock lending 82 94 82 094

Customer accounts 510693 510693

Debt securities in issue 218372 218372

Settlement balances 10991 10991

Short positions 43118 43118

Derivatives 423967 423967

Accruals deferred income and other liabilities 23074 15 23089

Retirement benefit liabilities 2288 2288

Deferredtax 2111 31 2142

Insurance liabilities 6794 6794

Subordinated liabilities 27053 27053

Liabilities of disposal groups 8940 488 9428

Totsi tiabiiities 1376078 647 1376725

Non-controlling interests 1424 295 191
Owners equity 75132 75132

Tots equitY 76556 295 76851

Ttai isbiiites end equity 14526349421453576
Note

11 Other Consortium Members interest in shared assets
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Business review

Balance sheet as at 31 December 2009

Pc1 i1rA
AelsetE

Cash and balances at central banks 51545 713 52.261

Net loans and advances to banks 44777 7.879

Reverse repurchase agreements and stock borrowing 35.097 asoiJ

Loans and advances to banks 43.874 7879 91.753

Loans and advances to customers 595594 1.32699 726393

Debt securities 249.095 18.159 267254

Equity shares 15969 3.566 19528

Settlement balances 19924 12.033

Derivatives 434.199 3.255 1941454

Intangible assets 14786 3.061 17847

Property plant and equipment 17.773 1624 19397

Deferred tax 6192 547 7.9.39

Prepayments accrued income and other assets 18604 2.381 20.985

Assets of disposal groups 18.432 110 18542

Total assets 1.522481 174005 1.696.446

Liablitiess

Bankdeposits 115642 11.504 194.138

Repurchase agreements and stock lending 38.006 38006

PPPStbY banks 1531948

Customer deposits 414251 131598 545.54141

Repurchase agreements and stock lending 617353 619353j

Customer accounts 482.604 131598 614.202

Debt securities in issue 2.46.329 21 .239 247 548

Settlement balances 10412 10.413

Short positions 40.463 40 463

Derivatives 421534 260/ 4114 141

Accruals deferred income and other liabilities 24624 5703 30 327

Retirement benefit liabilities 2715 248 2.963

Deferred tax 2.161 650 2.41

Insurance liabilities 633 2648 0.2111

Subordinated liabilities 3153.4 11.114 37 652

Liabilities of disposal groups 19457 33 15.690

Total 11461.144s 12514 154337 1.501.455

Non-controlling interests 2.227 14604 14495

Owners equity 77736 7773111

Total 09047 79343 14.660 346.31

ToIa hahilitiess 400 090117 1523.441 174005 1696.406

Note

11 ausleesses subsequently trensferred to other Consortism Members
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Business review continued

Balance sheet as at 3i December 2008

Note

Bosisesses subseqoestly trensfermd to other Consortiom Members

Prc oma Tra-1 Ii

Assets

Cash and balances at central banks 11330 570 12.400

oans and advances to ban ks 70 728 698 79 .426

Reverse repurchase agreements and stock borrowing 58.771 58771

Loans and advances to banks 129499 8698 138.197

Net loans and advances to customers 691976 143.433

Je/5rse repurchase agreements and stock borrowing 39209 24 39.313

Loans and advances to customers 731265 143457 574.722

Debtsecurities 253159 14.390 267549

Equityshares 22.198 4132 25330

Settlement balances 17512 20 17632

Derivatives 991.495 1.064 992559

Intangible assets 16.415 3634 214049

Property plant and equipment 17161 1768 18.949

Deferred tax 5.785 1.296 7062

Prepayments accrued income and other assets 21.573 2.829 24.402

Assets of disposal groups 4601.101 1581

Total assets 2.216693 153959 2401.652

Lisbittes

Bank deposits 178943 4.565

Repurchase agreements and stock lending 53.666 63656J

Deposits by banks 25z 009 boo

Customer deposits 460.316 121 051 561
.369ipflseagreementsandstocklending62.143-6143

Customer accounts 515.461 121051 639.012

Debt securities in issue 269.408 30.631 3002.69

Settlement balances 11726 13 11.741

Short positions 42.536 42536

Derivatives 959.409 1.950 031354

Accruals deferred income and other liabilities 24140 7342 31462

Retirement benefit liabilities 1.564 466 2032

Deferred tax 3.177 965 165

Insurance liabilities 7460 2496 9.976

Subordinated liabilities 43.678 5476 19.154

labffltiesofthsposalgroups jjO
70101 FabStios 2104.375 156776 2321154

Non-controlling interests 5436 16183 21.619

Owners equity 55879 56979

Total equ6y 64.315 16.183 60498

Tots tsh43es and sqty .218693 162959 2.401652
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Risk and balance sheet management

In this section pages 119 to 224 of the Business review certain

information has been audited and is part of the Groups financial

statements as permitted by IFRS Other disclosures are unaudited and

labelled with an asterisk Key points within this section relate to the

Group before RFS Holdings minority interest RFS Ml for 2009 and 2008

data

With the need for financial strength and resilience at the heart of this and

in order to support the Groups stated objective of standalone strength by

2013 the Group Board agreed in 2009 the key strategic risk objectives

which are aligned to all other elements of the plan These are

maintain capital adequacy

maintain market confidence

deliver stable earnings growth and

stable and efficient access to funding and liquidity

These strategic risk objectives are the bridge between the Group level

business strategy and the frameworks measures and metrics which are

used to set appetite and manage risk in the business divisions The risk

appetite framework is aligned with business objectives with underlying

and cascading frameworks and limits which are described in this section

Enhancements have been made through the year and are ongoing

lntroduction

All the disclosures in this section pages 119 to 125 are unaudited as

indicated by an asterisk Risk Management has an integral role to play

in the delivery of the strategic plan through the creation and management

of appropriate frameworks as illustrated below

Risk appstte

Risk appetite is an expression of the level of risk that the Group is

prepared to accept to deliver its business objectives Risk and balance

sheet management across the Group is based on the risk appetite

approved by the Board who will agree targets for each division and

regularly review and monitor the Groups performance in relation to risk

Risk appetite is defined in both quantitative and qualitative terms and

serves as way of tracking risk management performance in

implementing the agreed strategy

quantitative encompassing scenario stress testing risk

concentrations VaR liquidity and credit related metrics operational

business risk and regulatory measures

qualitative ensuring that the Group applies the correct principles

policies and procedures manages reputational risk and develops

risk control and culture

key part of the Groups risk appetite is the macro reshaping of the

balance sheet through the downsizing of Non-Core The Group will

manage down previous concentrations in line with the strategic objectives

for 2013 This will be discharged by Non-Core but with Risk Management

playing an integral role in executing the plan Non-Core assets and their

movements are shown separately in the pages which follow

Deliver year plan with strong risk

and balance sheet management
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Introduction

Governance

Risk and balance sheet management strategies are owned and set by the Groups Board of directors and implemented by executive management led

by the Group Chief Executive There are number of committees and executives that support the execution of the business plan and strategy as set

out below Representation by and interaction between the individual risk disciplines is key feature of the governance structure with the aim of

promoting cross-risk linkages The roles and responsibilities fulfilled by the key risk committees have been reviewed and more clearly
defined during the

course of 2010

Shown below are the specialist risk sub-committees that report into the Group Risk Committee

comprises independent non-executive directors
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ce hA niaiot

The role and remit of these committees is set out below These has been enhanced by the appointment of Deputy Chief Risk Officer to

committees are supported at divisional level by risk governance whom the Divisional CROs and the functional risk heads now report

structure embedded in the businesses During 2010 Risk Management

Comrnittoo Focus

Group Board The Group Board is the main decision making forum at Group level The Board of directors

It ensures that the Group manages risk effectively through approving

and monitoring the Groups risk appetite considering Group stress

scenarios and agreed mitigants and identifying longer term strategic

threats to the Groups business operations

Executive This committee is responsible for managing Group-wide issues and Group Chief Executive

Committee ExCo those operational issues material to the broader Group Group Finance Director

Chief Administrative Officer

Chief Executive Officers US Retail Commercial and

Head of Americas RBS Insurance Global Banking

Markets UK Corporate and UK Retail Wealth and Ulster

Head of Restructuring and Risk

Board Risk The Board Risk Committee provides oversight and advice to the At least three independent non-executive directors one

Committee BRC Group Board in relation to current and potential future risk exposures of whom is the chairman of the Group Audit Committee

of the Group and risk strategy including determination of risk

appetite and tolerance It reviews the performance of the Group

relative to risk appetite and provides oversight of the effectiveness of

key Group policies referred to as the Group Policy Framework

Group Audit The Group Audit Committee is responsible for assisting the Group At least three independent non-executive directors at

Committee GAC Board in carrying out its
responsibilities relating to accounting least one of whom is financial expert as defined in the

policies internal control and financial reporting functions It assists SEC Rules under the US Exchange Act

on such other matters as may be referred to it by the Group Board

and acts as the Audit Committee of the Group Board The Group

Audit Committee also identifies any matters within its remit which it

considers that action or improvement is needed and makes

recommendations as to the steps to be taken

Group The Remuneration Committee is responsible for the overview of the At least three independent non-executive directors

Remuneration Groups remuneration policy and remuneration governance

Committee framework ensuring that remuneration arrangements are consistent

with and promote effective risk management The committee also

makes recommendations to the Board on the remuneration

arrangements for executive directors

Executive Credit The ECG decides on requests for the extension of existing or new Group embo
Group ECG credit limits on behalf of the Board of directors where the proposed Head of Restructuring and Risk

aggregate facility limits are in excess of the credit approval Deputy Chief Risk Officer

authorities granted to individuals in divisions or in RBS Risk Group Chief Credit OfficerlChief Credit Officer RBS N.y

Management or where an appeal against the decline decision of the Head of Global Restructuring Group

Group Chief Credit Officer or delegates or Group Chief Risk Officer Chief Risk Officer Non-Core division/APS alternate

is referred for final decision

Group Bmc-roboru

Group Chief Executive

Chief Executive Officers UK Retail Wealth and Ulster

US Retail Commercial and Head of Americas Global

Banking Markets RBS Insurance UK Corporate

President Global Banking Markets

Group Finance Director
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Introduction

Governance ontirned

Committee

Executive Risk Acts on all strategic risk and control matters across the Group Group Chief Executive

Forum ERF including but not limited to credit risk market risk operational risk Head of Restructuring and Risk

compliance and regulatory risk enterprise risk treasury and liquidity Deputy Group Chief Risk Officer

risk reputational risk insurance risk and country risk Group Finance Director

Chief Executive from each division

Group Asset and Identifies manages and controls Group balance sheet risks Group Finance Director

Liability Committee Director Group Finance

GALCO Head of Restructuring and Risk

Chief Executive Officer from each division

Group Chief Accountant

Group Treasurer

Group Head of Capital Management

Global Head of Balance Sheet Management Group

Treasury

Global Head of Markets

Head of Non-Core division

Group Risk Recommends and approves limits policies processes and Head of Restructuring and Risk

Committee GRC procedures to enable the effective management of risk across the Deputy Chief Risk Officer

Group Group Chief Credit Officer

Global Head of Market and Insurance Risk

Operational Risk Country Risk and Firm Wide Risk

Director Group Finance

Chief Operating Officer RBS Risk Management

Director Group Compliance

Director Group Regulatory Affairs

Divisional Chief Executive Officers nominees

Chief Administrative Officers nominee for Business

Services

Divisional Chief Risk Officers

Cef Operating Officer Glob Restructuring Group

These committees play key role in ensuring that the Groups risk The annual business planning and performance management processes

appetite is supported by effective risk management through limit approval and associated activities together ensure that the expression of risk

and setting monitoring and maintenance reporting and escalation appetite remains appropriate Both GRC and GALCO support this work

The Board Risk Committee considers and recommends for approval by

the Group Board the Groups risk appetite framework and tolerance for

current and future strategy taking into account the Groups capital

adequacy and the external risk environment

The Executive Risk Forum is responsible for ensuring that the

implementation of strategy and operations are in line with the risk

appetite determined by the Board with particular focus on identifying

and debating macro risks that could if not managed effectively impact

adherence to the Groups strategic plan This is reinforced through policy

and limit frameworks ensuring that all staff within the Group make

appropriate risk and reward trade-offs within pre-agreed boundaries
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Rek coverage

The main risk types facing the Group which are covered by the risk appetite framework and managed by the above committees are shown below

maturity of term debt

Credit risk

including

counterparty

country and

political risks

The risk that the Group

will incur losses owing to

the failure of customers

to meet their financial

obligations to the Group

Significantly correlates with

credit risk losses

Loss characteristics vary

materially across portfolios

Significant correlation

between losses and the

macroeconomic

environment

issuance

Asset
quality has broadly

stabilised resulting in total

loan impairments 33% lower

than in 2009 However

weakness in the Irish

economy and
falling property

values have resulted in the

doubling of Ulster Bank

Group impairments Core

and Non-Core in 2010

Further enhancements were made to

the Groups credit risk frameworks as

well as the systems and tools that

support credit risk management

processes The Group continues to

reduce the risk associated with legacy

exposures through further reductions

in Non-Core assets

Market risk The risk that the value of Potential for
large

material Markets have remained both The Group has continued to enhance

an asset or liability may losses volatile and uncertain since its market risk management framework

change as result of 2007 resulting in higher and reduced trading and banking book

change in market factors Potential for losses due to level of market risk despite exposures with asset sales and write

stress events reduction in trading book downs within Non-Core and banking

exposure book available-for-sale assets in Core

Insurance risk The risk of financial loss Frequent small losses which There have been significant In response to this the industry has

through fluctuations in are material in aggregate losses as result of bodily increased pricing on motor insurance

the timing frequency injury claims across the UK business and the Group has made

and/or severity of insured Infrequent large material motor insurance industry significant progress in removing

events relative to the losses
including RBS Insurance higher-risk business through targeted

expectations at the time rating actions

of underwriting

Operational The risk of loss
resulting Frequent small losses The level of operational risk The Group Policy Framework GPF

risk from inadequate or failed remains high due to the scale supports the risk appetite setting

processes people Infrequent material losses of structural change occurring process and underpins the control

systems or from external across the Group increased environment

events government and regulatory

scrutiny and external threats The three lines of defence model gives

e.g e-crime assurance that the standards in GPF

are being adhered to

Riek type Ky devoprnent in 2010 Rsk mUpation

Funding and The risk that the Group Potential to disrupt the Against backdrop of further The Group strengthened the structural

liquidity risk does not have sufficient business model and stop market instability progress integrity of the balance sheet through

financial resources to normal functions of the was made in meeting the active management of both asset and

meet its commitments Group Groups strategic objectives liability portfolios including centrally

when they fall due or can reduced reliance on short- managed liquidity portfolio of

secure them only at Potential to fail to meet the term wholesale funding 155 billion

excessive cost supervisory requirements of expanded customer deposit

regulators franchise and increased

Concentration risk potential

for large material losses
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lntroduction continued

Risk type Definition Key developments in 2010 Risk mitigation

Regulatory The risks arising from Adverse impacts on The scale and scope of The Group manages regulatory

risk regulatory changes and business/operating models regulatory change remains at change through active engagement

enforcement including increased unprecedented levels with the FSA other regulators and

complexity particularly in the area of governments

prudential regulation capital

Financial costs adapting to liquidity governance and risk The most material risks from new

changes or from penalties management Increased regulations or changes to existing

attention was paid to the legislation are assigned an executive

Reputational damage from treatment of systemically sponsor

enforcement action important areas such as

recovery and resolution

plans remuneration and

capital

Compliance Risks
arising

from non- Breach or alleged breach The Group other global The Group has continued to review

risk compliance with laws could result in public or financial institutions and the and enhance its regulatory policies

rules regulations or private censure or fine banking industry have faced procedures and operations During

other standards could have an adverse increased legal regulatory 2010 there has been specific

applicable to the Group impact on the Groups and public scrutiny targeted focus on enhancing

business model including arrangements for handling customer

applicable authorisations The Group has continued to complaints and managing the risks

and licenses reputation engage in discussions with associated with money laundering

results of operations and/or relevant stakeholders and sanctions and terrorism financing

financial condition regulators and other

governmental and non

governmental bodies

including those in the UK

and US regarding the

Groups efforts to satisfy all

relevant standards and

ensure compliance with

applicable existing and

prospective laws rules and

regulations

Reputational The risks arising from the Failure of the business to Government support brings In 2010 the Group established the

risk failure to meet provide an experience which heightened public scrutiny of Group Corporate Sustainability

stakeholders meets customers regulators the way the Group manages Committee and also developed

perceptions and and other stakeholders its business including staff framework for managing

expectations expectations remuneration how environmental social and ethical risks

customers are managed to support its lending decisions

and the levels of lending in Businesses consider potential

the UK and environmental reputational
risks and appropriate

impact mitigants

Pension risk The risk that the Group Volatile funding position The triennial funding During 2010 the Group implemented

may have to make caused by the uncertainty of valuation for the Main an enhanced reporting and modelling

additional contributions future investment returns scheme was undertaken in framework to improve the

to its defined benefit and the projected value of 2010 with schedule of identification and management of key

pension schemes schemes liabilities contributions to be agreed pension risks In early 2010 the Main

with the Trustees scheme increased its bond allocation

to better match liabilities

Each of these risk types map into our risk appetite framework and contribute to the overall achievement of our strategic objectives with underlying

frameworks and limits The key frameworks and developments this year are described in the relevant section of the following pages
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Stress testing

Stress
testing commonly describes the evaluation of banks financial

position under severe but plausible stress scenarios The term stress

testing
is used to refer not only to the application of individual stress tests

but also to the wider economic environment within which these tests are

developed evaluated and used within the decision making process

Since the financial crisis of 2008/2009 there has been an increased focus

both amongst regulators and senior management on stress testing as

means of identifying vulnerabilities within financial institution and within

the financial system as whole

Many regulatory documents and initiatives have emerged which require

strong involvement of senior management in the design and evaluation of

scenarios an emphasis on plausible events and shift from the

assessment of instant shocks to multi-period analysis of capital adequacy

over prolonged period of stress

The Groups stress testing framework is designed to embed stress testing

as key risk management technique into mainstream risk reporting

capital planning and business processes at both the Group and divisional

level

The Executive Risk Forum is the main body overseeing the stress testing

approach processes and results The forum is
primarily responsible for

reviewing and challenging the results of any Group-wide stress tests and

ensuring where necessary appropriate management actions are initiated

ndustry da eros
RBS has taken part in number of industry wide stress tests such as an

EU-wide stress testing exercise the results of which were published in

July 2010

It is important to note that the tests are theoretical in nature and none of

the data published represent forecast or prediction by RBS of what

would actually happen in any of the modelled scenarios Furthermore the

results are FSA calculations impacting revenues impairments and

balance sheet items and assume an unchanged balance sheet from the

end of 2009

The test confirms RBS remains well capitalised with strong Tier

capital ratio under both the benchmark and adverse scenarios

In addition to the EU stress test during the second half of 2010 RBS has

undertaken the FSA anchor scenario test

During 2011 RBS is planning to take part in forthcoming International

Monetary Fund European Banking Federation and FSA stress testing

exercises

Orer strcs estng

In addition to industry wide stress tests Group standards for stress

testing allow for combination of various stress testing methods in order

to provide comprehensive view of the Groups risk profile Depending

on the complexity and materiality of the portfolio techniques may range

from sensitivity analyses performed on an individual product or an

individual portfolio to the evaluation of complex stress scenarios

performed at Group-wide level

Stress testing techniques applied within the Group are

sensitivity analysis

scenario analysis and

reverse stress testing

The stress testing programme implemented aims to provide

comprehensive view of the Groups risk profile Stress tests are

performed at the following levels of aggregation

firm-wide level

division level

portfolio level and

transactional or sub-portfolio level

More details on stress and scenario
testing are set out in various sub

sections in the following pages
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Balance sheet management

All the disclosures in this section pages 126 to 145 are audited unless

otherwise indicated by an asterisk

Capital

It is the Groups policy to maintain strong capital base and to utilise it

efficiently throughout its activities to optimise the return to shareholders

while maintaining prudent relationship between the capital base and the

underlying risks of the business In carrying out this policy the Group has

regard to the supervisory requirements of the FSA

Group Treasury in conjunction with the divisions and Risk Management

in respect of risk-weighted assets RWAs manage and control the

Groups balance sheet risks and consequent impact on the Groups

capital funding liquidity interest rate and currency risks

The FSA uses risk asset ratio RAR as measure of capital adequacy in

the UK banking sector comparing banks capital resources with its

RWAs the assets and off-balance sheet exposures are weighted to

reflect the inherent credit and other risks by international agreement the

RAR should be not less than 8% with Tier component of not less than

4%

2010 2004 2400 2010 2002 20

Creditrisk 383.0 4r0.4 4334 385.9 513.2 551.3

Counterparty risk 68.1 56.5 61.1 68.1 56.5 61.1

Market risk 80.0 65.0 46.5 80.0 65.0 46.5

Operational risk 37.1 33 3621 37.1 33.9 36.9

568.2 565.8 577.8 571.1 6686 695.8

Asset Protection Scheme relief 105.6 1276 ro21 105.6 c127.6

462.6 435.2 577.8 465.5 541.0 693.6

Rsksfratio 00

Core Tier 10.7 11.0 5.9 10.7 110 6.6

Tierl 12.9 14.4 99 12.9 14.1 100

Total 14.0 16.3 14.2 14.0 16.1 14.1

Key points

Credit and counterparty RWA5 fell by 15.8 billion principally due to

Non-Core disposals partially offset by regulatory and modelling

changes

Market risk increased by 15.0 billion during the year principally due

to an event risk

The reduction in APS RWA relief relates to the run-off of covered

assets

The benefit of the APS to the Core Tier ratio is 1.2% at 31

December 2010 2009- 1.6%

In May 2010 the Group concluded series of exchange and tender

offers with the holders of number of Tier and upper Tier

securities As result of the exchange and tender offers the Group

realised an aggregate post-tax gain of1.2 billion which increased

the Groups Core Tier capital ratio by approximately 0.3% and

resulted in reduction in the Groups Total Tier capital ratio of

approximately 0.5%

During the year the Group increased Core Tier capital by 0.8

billion through the issue of ordinary shares on the conversion of

sterling and US dollar non-cumulative convertible preference shares

As part of the annual planning and budgeting cycle each division is

allocated capital based upon RWAs and associated regulatory

deductions The budgeting process considers risk appetite available

capital resources stress testing results and business strategy The

budget is agreed by the Board and allocated to divisions to manage their

allocated RWA5

Group Treasury and GALCO monitor available capital and its utilisation

across divisions GALCO makes the necessary decisions around

reallocation of budget and changes in RWA allocations

ndhidu21 GapR21 Adeqooo Aooessrnent 90004OS CJCAAP

In addition to the calculation of minimum capital requirements for credit

market and operational risk banks are required to undertake an ICAAP

for other risks The Groups ICAAP in particular focuses on pension fund

risk interest rate risk in the banking book together with stress tests to

assess the adequacy of
capital over one year and the economic cycle

The Group publishes its Pillar Market disclosures on its website

providing range of additional information relating to Basel II and risk

and capital management across the Group The disclosures focus on

capital resources and adequacy discuss range of credit risk

approaches and their associated RWA5 under various Basel II

approaches such as credit risk mitigation counterparty credit risk and

provisions Detailed disclosures are also made on equity securitisation

operational and market risk and interest rate risk in the banking book
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Crpftcl rasourccc proportional

In addition to the fully consolidated basis monitored by the FSA for regulatory purposes the Group also monitors its regulatory capital resources on

proportional consolidation basis reflecting only those businesses of RBS N.y that are retained by RBS The Groups regulatory capital resources on

proportional consolidation basis in accordance with the FSA definitions were as follows

2010

Tre

Ordinary and shareholders equity 70388 69.890 45 52%

Non-controlling interests 1424 2227 5430

Adjustments for

goodwill and other intangible assets continuing businesses 14448 14.786 6306

goodwill and other intangible assets discontinued businesses 1230

unrealised losses on available-for-sale AFS debt securities 2061 1.258 3527

reserves arising on revaluation of property and unrealised gains on AFS equities 25 207 924
reallocation of preference shares and innovative securities 548 656
other regulatory adjustments 1097 950

Less excess of expected losses over provisions net of tax 1900 2.558 770
Less securitisation positions 2321 1.3303 643

Core 33cr cepSat 49309 4%1 34041

Preference shares 5410 11.265 16.555

Innovative Tier securities 4662 2772 2.436

Tax on the excess of expected losses over provisions 758 1020 306

Less material hongs @1PL 1L
Total 33cr capita 59829 82.808 57124

Tier

Reserves arising on revaluation of property and unrealised gains on AFS equities 25 207 384

Collective impairment provisions 764 796 665

Perpetual subordinated debt 1852 4200 0079

Term subordinated debt 16681 18120 20252

Non-controlling and other interests in Tier
capital 11 11 II

Less excess of expected losses over provisions 2658 3578 11036

Less securitisation positions 2321 1.353 663
Less material holdings 310 3135

Less APS first loss 4225 5106
opt Her cap35e 9819 12257 23 9337

Tier 250

Surirrvieory dedurr8onr

Unconsolidated investments

RBS Insurance 3962 4028 i3.620I

other investments 318 004 1414

Other deductions 452 935 11

Deduottorrsftorn toSS caottai _Jj%6%41535
ToSS regoir OIY capSat 64916 71.320 353135

Note

Includes reduction for own liabilities carried at fair value 182
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Batance sheet management Capital

Capital resourcerr atatutory

The Groups regulatory capital resources on full consolidation basis in accordance with the FSA definitions were as follows

2010 2OO 2708

Tier

Ordinary and shareholders equity 70388 69890 45525

Non-controlling interests 1719 16.893 21.0319

Adjustments for

goodwill and other
intangible assets continuing businesses 14448 73347 20041

goodwill and other
intangible assets discontinued businesses 238

unrealised losses on available-for-sale AFS debt securities 2061 1888 3687

reserves arising on revaluation of property and unrealised gains on AFS
equities 25 207 964

reallocation of preference shares and innovative securities 548 656 18133

other regulatory adjustments 11 1097 1184 362
Less excess of expected losses over provisions net of tax 1900 2556 770
Less securitisation positions 2321 1353 663
Less APS first loss 4225 5.106

Core Tier
capital 49604 59.524 46190

Preference shares 5410 11265 16655

Innovative Tier securities 4662 5213 7.383

Tax on the excess of expected losses over provisions 758 1020 308

Less material holdings 9_J%Ojj_ 689
Total TIer capital 60124 76421 69847

Coy

Reserves
arising on revaluation of property and unrealised gains on AFS equities 25 207 996

Collective impairment provisions 778 796 666

Perpetual subordinated debt 1852 4950 9829

Term subordinated debt 16745 20.06.3 23.162

Non-controlling and other interests in Tier capital 11 11 11

Less excess of expected losses over provisions 2658 3576 11078

Less securitisation positions 2321 1.353 662
Less material holdings 310 3601 629
LessAPSfirstloss J___.L
Total Tier capital 9897 15389 32223

Tier 200

Suocovarory riaducitoyrs

Unconsolidated investments

RBS Insurance 3962 4.068 3.628
other investments 318 404t 616

Otherdeductions 452 93

Deductions from total coped j4 732 155

TrOd regulatory capital 65289 67265 92.176

Note

udes red uction for own liabilities carrifair value 0513 59
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Fisk enh oence sheet management

The tables below analyse the movement in the year of Core Tier capital on proportional and statutory basis

2010

ovem en in CareT er rt on Fm

At beginning of the year 48151

Attributable loss net of movements in fair value of own debt 1250
Gain on redemption of equity preference shares recorded in equity 651

Foreign currency reserves 610

Issue of ordinary shares 804

Impact of disposals

reduction in non-controlling interests 729
reduction in intangibles 754

Decrease in
capital

deductions including APS first loss 571

Other movements

At end of the year 49309

2010

nent in Core Tier ice

At beginning of the year 59524

Attributable loss net of movements in fair value of own debt 1250
Gain on redemption of equity preference shares recorded in equity 651

Foreign currency reserves 610

Issue of ordinary shares 804

Impact of disposals

reduction in non-controlling interests 15107

reduction in intangibles 3732

Decrease in capital deductions including APS first loss 571

Other movements
_______ _________________

69

At end of the year 49604

Riskweighted assets by division

Risk-weighted assets by risk category and division on proportional basis are set out below

credit Coanterparty Market Operational

rink rink rink rink Total APS Total

2010 ______________________
bn bn bn Ebn ba bn Eba

UK Retail 41.7 7.1 48.8 12.4 36.4

UK Corporate 74.8 6.6 81.4 22.9 58.5

Wealth 10.4 0.1 2.0 12.5 12.5

Global Transaction Services 13.7 4.6 18.3 18.3

Ulster Bank 29.2 0.5 0.1 1.8 31.6 7.9 23.7

US Retail Commercial 52.0 0.9 4.1 57.0 57.0

Retail Commercial 221.8 1.4 0.2 26.2 249.6 43.2 206.4

Global Banking Markets 53.5 34.5 44.7 14.2 146.9 11.5 135.4

Other ______ 16.4 0.4 0.2 1.0 18.0 18.0

Core 291.7 36.3 45.1 41.4 414.5 54.7 359.8

on-Core .1 31.8 _4 L4 J2 102

Group
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Balance sheet management CapitaI rj
Asset Protection Scheme

The Group acceded to the Asset Protection Scheme APS or the

Scheme in December 2009

Following the accession to the APS HM Treasury provides loss

protection against potential
losses

arising
in pool of assets I-tM

Treasury also subscribed to 25.5 billion of capital in the form of shares

and Dividend Access Share with further billion of capital in the

form of shares
potentially

available as contingent capital The Group

pays annual fees in respect of the protection and contingent capital The

Group has the option subject to HM Treasury consent to pay the annual

premium contingent capital
and the exit fee payable in connection with

any termination of the Groups participation in the APS in whole or in part

by waiving the entitlements of members of the Group to certain UK tax

reliefs

Following accession to the APS arrangements were put in place within

the Group that extended effective APS protection to all other regulated

entities holding assets covered by the APS

Regulatory capital impact of the APS

Methodology

The regulatory capital requirements for assets covered by the Scheme

are calculated using the securitisation framework under the FSA

prudential rules The calculation is as follows known as the uncapped

amount

First losS the residual first loss after impairments and write-downs

to date is deducted from available capital split equally between

Core Tier and Tier capital

MM Treasury share of Covered losses after the first loss has been

deducted 90% of assets covered by HM Treasury are risk-weighted

at 0% and

MRS sham of covmd losses the remaining 10% share of loss is

borne by RBS and is risk-weighted in the normal way

Should the uncapped amount be higher than the capital requirements for

the underlying assets calculated as normal ignoring the Scheme the

capital requirements for the Scheme are capped at the level of the

requirements for the underlying assets capped amount Where capped

the Group apportions the capped amount up to the level of the first loss

as calculated above any unused capped amount after the first loss

capital deduction will be taken as RWA5 for the Groups share of covered

losses

Adjustments to the regulatory capital calculation can be made for either

currency or maturity mismatches These occur where there is difference

between the currency or maturity of the protection and that of the

underlying asset These mismatches will have an impact upon the timing

of the removal of the cap and level of regulatory capital benefit on the

uncapped amount but this effect is not material

impact

The Group calculates its capital requirements in accordance with the

capped basis Accordingly the APS has no impact on the Pillar

regulatory capital requirement in respect of the assets covered by the

APS It does however improve the Core Tier total capital ratio of the

Group as whole The
protection

afforded by the APS assists the Group

in satisfying the forward looking stress testing framework applied by the

FSA

Future regulatory capital effects

As impairments or write-downs on the pooi of assets are recognised they

reduce Core Tier capital in the normal way This will reduce the first

loss deduction for the Scheme potentially leading to position where the

capital requirement on the uncapped basis would no longer for the

assets covered by the APS exceed the Non-APS requirement and as

result the Group would expect to start reporting the regulatory capital

treatment on the uncapped basis

For further information on the APS see page 221
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Regulatory developments

Etao and CRD IV

The Basel Committee released the final text on the new Basel Ill Capital

and Liquidity Frameworks in December 2010 the contents of which were

broadly as expected Whilst most of the new rules are final there are

lengthy observation periods for the more novel elements the liquidity

coverage ratio the net stable funding ratio and the leverage ratio

designed to identify any unintended consequences prior to full

implementation and it is possible that some of the detail may be amended

The
capital requirements for credit valuation adjustments CVA5 with

respect to counterparty risk are subject to final impact assessment

which is being carried out in the first quarter of 2011 The Committees

guidance on the countercyclical capital
buffers allows for

significant

judgement which will need to be clarified by national regulators The

potential impacts for RBSG are set out below

national implementation of increased capital requirements will begin

on January 2013

there will be phased five year implementation of new deductions

and regulatory adjustments to Core Tier capital commencing

January 2014

the de-recognition of non-qualifying non common Tier and Tier

capital instruments will be phased in over 10 years from January

2013 and

requirements for changes to minimum capital ratios including

conservation and countercyclical buffers as well as additional

requirements for Systemically Important Financial Institutions will be

phased in from 2013 to 2019

The focus will now be on the EUs implementation of the Basel framework

The Commissions legislative proposal the Capital Requirements

Directive CRD IV is expected to appear in summer 2011

Corrlrnaent caprtrd coo loss coaoroenrry

The Basel Committee issued its final rules on the requirements to ensure

all classes of
capital

instruments fully absorb losses at the
point

of non-

viability before tax payers are exposed to loss These are designed to

combat the experience during the crisis where holders of Tier
capital

instruments did not suffer any losses when banks were bailed out by the

public sector Debate continues meanwhile over possible requirements

for bailing-in senior debt holders as further means of protecting the

taxpayer

enplererrtatron by be Group

RBS is advanced in its planning to implement these new measures and is

appropriately well-capitalised with tangible equity of 56 billion Core Tier

capital of 49 billion and Core Tier ratio of 10.7% at 31 December

2010

Set out below are indicative impacts and timings of the major Basel 2.5

and Basel Ill proposals on the Groups Core Tier ratio The estimates

are still subject to change high degree of uncertainty still remains

around implementation details as the guidelines are not fully
finalised and

must still be converted into rules by the FSA

substantial
part

of the
mitigating impacts mentioned in the following

paragraphs relate to run-off in the normal course of business and de

leveraging of legacy positions and securitisations including Non-Core

The Group is also devoting considerable resource to enhancing its

models to improve management of market and counterparty exposures

key mitigating action related to counterparty risk involves enhancement

to internal models which is significant undertaking There could be

various hedging strategies and business decisions taken as part of

mitigation which may have an adverse but manageable impact on

revenues

CRUd Beard 25 Pubtahed ruGs for market oak and reaecurrrraatrona

Proposed plementatlorr riGs 31 Derrember 2011

The estimated impact on pro-forma at the end of 2011 on RWA5 post

mitigation
is an increase of 25 billion to 30 billion split equally between

GBM and Non-Core

Beard Ill Coonterparty oak Prooaed mplementetron data January

2013

The impact on RWAs on implementation in 2013 is currently estimated at

45 to 50 billion post mitigation and deleveraging although there may

still be movement in the final framework around this risk

Beard II Securitiaations Propoaea bnprernentation date January 21

Under the proposals current deductions under Basel 1150% Core Tier

50% Tier for securitisation positions are switched to RWAs weighted at

1250% Post the run-off of securitisation positions and
mitigating actions

the impact on implementation in 2013 on RWAs is estimated to be an

increase of30 billion to 35 billion with corresponding reduction in

deductions from Core Tier and Tier capital of 1.2 billion to 1.5

billion each The impact net RWA equivalent of this change assuming

10% Core Tier ratio would be an increase in net RWA equivalents of

18 billion to 20 billion

durnrrrary rrroacia

The extent of the individual areas of impact as set out above may

continue to change overtime As previously indicated however the

overall impact on RWAs of CRD Ill and CRD IV after mitigation and

deleveraging is estimated to be 100 billion to 115 billion before

allowing for the offsetting reduction in deductions

The impact referenced above would lower the Core Tier ratio by

approximately 1.3% assuming RWA5 of 600 billion and Core Tier

ratio of 10%
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Regulatory developments continued

Easel ill capital dducdons md ulato0 adjustments

In addition to the changes outlined above Basel Ill will also result in

revisions to regulatory adjustments and capital deductions These will be

phased in over five year period from January 2014 The initial

deduction is expected to be 20% rising 20 percentage points each year

until full deduction by January 2018 However this is subject to final

implementation rules determined by the FSA The proportion not

deducted in the transition years will continue to be subject to existing

national treatments

The major categories of deductions include

expected loss net of provisions

deferred tax assets not relating to timing differences

unrealised losses on available-for-sale securities and

significant investments in non-consolidated financial institutions

The net impact of these adjustments is expected to be manageable as

most of these drivers reduce or are eliminated by 2014

Other regulatory developments

reatment of Svatemicaty Important Hnr mdal Institutions SiFts

Policy development around contingent capital and loss absorbency forms

part of wider policy initiative on addressing systemic institutions

Financial Stability Board outline framework and plan of action was

endorsed by G20 leaders at the November 2010 Seoul Summit This

now forms the main focus of global policy making following the

finalisation of the Basel Ill framework Policy initiatives in this area may

include proposals for greater loss absorbency for systemic firms the

development of enhanced supervision and resolution frameworks as well

as recovery and resolution plans

The EU Commission Consultation

Crisis managemnem pronmrsals

The EU Commission issued consultation paper on crisis management

measures in January 2011 It covers prevention tools such as recovery

planning requirements supervisory powers and new ideas on intra-group

financial support mechanisms as well as resolution tools including

partial transfer powers and possible approaches to debt write-down The

consultation will inform draft implementing legislation expected this

summer and is intended to help shape the global framework for SIFI5

Markets
ri

Fina cIM In ruments Drrective Review

The EU Commission published consultation on revising the Directive on

Markets in Financial Instruments MiFID2 The main proposals in the

consultation are the extension of the transparency rules to include bonds

and over the counter derivatives measures to reinforce regulation of

commodity derivatives and high frequency trading strengthening investor

protection and detailing the role of the new European Securities and

Markets Authority

Financial activities lax

In recent speech the EU Tax Commissioner talked about the

introduction of potential Financial Activities Tax at European level

There will be an impact assessment in 2011 to review the cumulative

impact on financial institutions of new regulation bank levy and taxes as

part of the Commissions on-going examination of possible tax measures

Dodd-Frank

In the United States the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer

Reform Act Dodd-Frank contains very significant reforms the full effect

of which can only be assessed when the implementation rules are

finalised There have also been numerous derivative proposals from the

Commodity Futures Exchange Commission CFTC and the Securities

and Exchange Commission SEC plus joint agency proposals to

implement minimum
capital standards Collins Amendment and market

risk capital guidelines

Project Merlin

On February 2011 the UK Government and the major British banks

including the Group announced the creation of an accord known as

Project Merlin aimed at demonstrating the clear and shared intent to

work together to help the UK economy recover and grow The banks

will work to foster credit demand particularly among small and

medium-sized businesses and will make available additional

lending capacity if demand should materialise above their current

expectations

expect to contribute more in UK tax as their performance

strengthens and their profits grow and will jointly contribute an

additional billion to the Business Growth Fund

confirm that the aggregate 2010 bonus pooi including deferrals for

their UK-based staff will be lower than that of 2009 and will reflect

the engagement each bank has had with the Financial Services

Authority the UK Government and its shareholders as well as their

duty to manage pay policy to protect and enhance the long-term

interests of shareholders and

will extend disclosure of remuneration details of their most senior

executives beyond international norms

The Government has in the light of the banks statements affirmed its

commitment to maintaining strong resilient stable and globally

competitive UK financial services sector and to implementing and

applying European and international regulation to create level playing

field in both policy and practice
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Structure of
prudential regulation in the tiK

Following the consultation by HM Treasury on new approach to

financial regulation in 2010 the government subsequently published

further detailed proposals to give the Bank of England responsibility for

prudential regulation and to create new Consumer Protection and

Markets Authority to protect the interests of bank customers

increase in the level Ci cusiomer preteotion under Financial Services

Compencatton Scheme

The European Commission has introduced uniform compensation level

of 100000 across Member States from January 2011 The sterling

equivalent was confirmed by HM Treasury as 85000

indecendent Comrritsston on banaing

The Independent Commission on Banking has published responses from

banks academics and other interested parties to its initial consultation

In its summary of the evidence received the Commission noted that there

was considerable interest both positive
and negative in the question of

splitting retail and investment banks The Commission plans to publish its

interim report in April

FSA Code an remuneration

In July 2009 the European Commission adopted proposal to further

amend the Capital Requirements Directive CRD which included

proposals on remuneration policies This was subsequently voted for and

approved CRD III

CRD III required the Commission of European Banking Supervisors

CEBS to issue guidelines on sound remuneration policies which comply

with its principles and these were issued on 10 December2010 the

Guidelines

The FSA amended its Remuneration Code to take into account the

Guidelines and published its policy statement on remuneration on 17

December 2010

The Group is required to be compliant with the FSA Remuneration Code

with effect from January 2011

as Tier organisation the Code applies to all employees on

global basis

there are specific remuneration and governance requirements in

relation to Code Staff and

following an ongoing review of our remuneration arrangements and

discussions with the FSA 2011 RBS remuneration arrangements

are fully compliant with the FSA Remuneration Code

Bank lava

In his 22 June 2010 budget statement the Chancellor announced that the

UK Government will introduce an annual bank levy The Finance Bill

2011 contains details of how the levy will be calculated and collected

The levy will be collected through the existing quarterly corporation tax

collection mechanism starting with payment dates on or after the date the

Finance Bill 2011 receives Royal Assent Further information is included

on page 368

Stress and scenario testinq

Stress testing forms part of the Groups risk and capital framework and is

an integral component of Basel II As key risk management tool stress

testing highlights to senior management potential adverse unexpected

outcomes related to mixture of risks and provides an indication of how

much capital might be required to absorb losses should adverse

scenarios occur Stress testing is used at both divisional and Group

level to assess risk concentrations estimate the impact of stressed

earnings impairments and write-downs on capital It determines the

overall capital adequacy under variety of adverse scenarios The

principal business benefits of the stress testing framework include

understanding the impact of recessionary scenarios assessing material

risk concentrations and forecasting the impact of market stress and

scenarios on the Groups balance sheet liquidity

series of stress events are monitored on regular basis to assess the

potential impact of an extreme yet plausible event on the Group There

are four core elements of scenario stress testing

macroeconomic stress testing considers the impact on both

earnings and capital for range of scenarios They entail multi-year

systemic shocks to assess the Groups ability to meet its capital

requirements and liabilities as they fall due in downturn in the

business cycle and/or macroeconomic environment

enterprise-wide stress testing considers scenarios that are not

macroeconomic in nature but are sufficiently broad to impact across

multiple risks or divisions and are likely to affect earnings capital

and funding

cross-divisional stress testing includes scenarios which have

impacts across divisions relating to sensitivity to common risk

factors This would include for example sector based stress

testing across corporate portfolios and sensitivity analysis to stress

in market factors These stress tests are discussed with senior

divisional management and are reported to senior committees

across the Group and

divisional and risk specific stress testing is undertaken to support

risk identification and management Examples include the daily

product based stress testing using hybrid of hypothetical and

historical scenarios within market risk

Portfolio analysis using historic performance and forward looking

indicators of change uses stress testing to facilitate the measurement of

potential exposure to events and seeks to quantify the impact of an

adverse change in factors which drive the performance and profitability of

portfolio
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Balance sheet management Funding and liquidity risk

All disclosures in this section pages 134 to 145 are audited unless

indicated otherwise with an asterisk

Introduction

The Groups balance sheet composition is function of the broad array of

product offerings and diverse markets served by its Core divisions The

structural integrity of the balance sheet is augmented as needed through

active management of both asset and
liability portfolios The objective of

these activities is to optimise liquidity transformation in normal business

environments while ensuring adequate coverage of all cash requirements

under extreme stress conditions

Diversification of the Groups funding base is central to the liquidity

management strategy The Groups businesses have developed large

customer franchises the largest being in the UK US and Ireland but

extend into Europe Asia and Latin America Customer deposits provide

large pools of stable funding to support the majority of the Groups

lending It is strategic objective to improve the Groups loan to deposit

ratio to 100% or better by 2013

The Group also accesses professional markets funding by way of public

and private debt issuances on an unsecured and secured basis These

debt issuance programmes are spread across multiple currencies and

maturities to appeal to broad range of investor types and preferences

around the world This market based funding supplements the Groups

structural liquidity needs and in some cases achieves certain capital

objectives

Stren testing

Simulated liquidity stress testing is
periodically performed for each

business and applied to the major operating subsidiary balance sheets

variety of firm-specific and market related scenarios are used at the

consolidated level and in individual countries These scenarios include

assumptions about
significant changes in key funding sources credit

ratings contingent uses of funding and political and economic conditions

in certain countries Stress tests are regularly updated based on

changing market conditions

Contingency piennnç

The Group has Contingency Funding Plan CFP which is maintained

and updated as the balance sheet evolves The CFP is linked to stress

test results and forms the foundation for liquidity risk limits Limits in the

business-as-usual environment are bounded by capacity to satisfy the

Groups liquidity needs in the stress environments The CFP provides

detailed description of the availability size and timing of all sources of

contingent liquidity available to the Group in stress event These are

ranked in order of economic impact and effectiveness to meet the

anticipated stress requirement The CFP includes documented

procedures and sign-offs for actions that may require businesses to

provide access to customer assets for collateralized borrowing

securitisation or sale Roles and responsibilities for the effective

implementation of the CFP are also documented

Liquidity recerves

The Group maintains
liquidity reserves sufficient to satisfy cash

requirements in the event of severe disruption in its access to either

wholesale or retail funding sources The reserves consist of high quality

unencumbered government securities and cash held on deposit at central

banks Government securities vary by type and jurisdiction based on

local regulatory considerations The currency mix of the reserves reflects

the underlying balance sheet composition

Regulatory overaight

The Group operates in multiple jurisdictions and is subject to number of

regulatory regimes

The Groups lead regulator is the Financial Services Authority FSA The

FSA implemented new liquidity regime on June 2010 The new rules

provide standardised approach applied to all UK banks At RBS the

rules focus on the RBS UK Defined Liquidity Group subset comprising

the Groups five main UK banks The Royal Bank of Scotland plc

National Westminster Bank Plc Ulster Bank Limited Coutts Company

and Adam Company and cover adequacy of liquidity resources

controls stress testing and the Individual
Liquidity Adequacy Assessment

ILAA process The ILAA informs the Board and FSA of the assessment

and quantification of the Groups liquidity risks and their mitigation and

how much current and future
liquidity

is required The ILAA was approved

by the Board in November 2010 The FSA is expected to issue Individual

Liquidity Guidance to the Group in 2011

In the US the Groups operations are required to meet liquidity

requirements set out by the US Federal Reserve Bank Office of the

Comptroller of the Currency Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and

Financial Industry Regulatory Authority In the Netherlands the Group is

subject to the De Nederlandsche Bank liquidity oversight regime

Regulatory developments

There have been number of significant developments in the regulation

of liquidity risk

In December 2010 the BCBS issued the International framework for

liquidity risk measurement standards and monitoring which confirmed

the introduction of two liquidity ratios the liquidity coverage ratio LCR
and the net stable funding ratio NSFR The introduction of both of these

will be subject to an observation period which includes review clauses to

address and identify any unintended consequences

After an observation period beginning in 2011 the LCR including any

revisions will be introduced on January 2015 The NSFR including any

revisions will move to minimum standard by January 2018
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Fundinç sources

The table below shows the composition of the Groups primary funding sources excluding repurchase agreements

2010 .119

Deposits by banks

cash collateral 28074 3.8 32.552 4.0 45.753 48

-other 37864 5.1 83.090 10.3 133.160 14.0

65938 8.9 115.642 14.71 178943 18.4

Debt securities in issue

commercial paper 26235 3.5 44.307 5.5 69891 7.3

certificates of deposits 37855 5.1 58195 7.2 73925 7.8

medium-term notes and other bonds 131026 17.7 125500 15.6 108529 ii

-covered bonds 4100 0.6

-other securitisations 19156 2.6 18.027 2.2 17113 1.8

218372 29.5 246.325 30.5 262458 28.3

Subordinated liabilities 27053 3.7 31.538 3.9 43.678 46

Total wholesale funding 311363 42.1 393.502 48.7 492 079 511

Customer deposits

cash collateral 10433 1.4 9934 1.2 18.344 1.9

-other 418166 56.5 404317 50.1 441974 46.4

Total customer deposits 428599 57.9 414251 51.3 460.318 48.3

Total funding 739.962 100.0 807.760

Key points

The Group has continued to reduce reliance on wholesale funding

and diversify funding sources Deposits by banks were reduced by

43% since 31 December 2009

The Group has increased the proportion of its funding from customer

deposits during 2010 from 51% at 31 December 2009 to 58% at 31

December 2010

The Group was able to reduce short-term wholesale borrowing by

93 billion to 157 billion including 63 billion of deposits from

banks during the year Short-term wholesale funding excluding

derivative collateral decreased from 216 billion at 31 December

2009 to 129 billion at 31 December 2010
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The tables below show the Groups debt securities in issue and subordinated liabilities by maturity

Debt

securities Subordinated

is issue liabilities Total

2010
Em Em Em

Less than one year 94048 964 95012 38.7

1-5 years 71955 9230 81185 33.1

More than years 52369 16859 69228 28.2

218372 27053 245425 100.0

Less than one year 136901 2.144 139045 50.0

1-5 years 70437 235 74.672 26

More than years 38.991 25159 64150 23.1

246329 31.538 277867 100.0

Less than one year 170 240 994 172234 55.0

1-5 years 56109 5733 41842 19.8

More than years 43 109 35951 79.060 25.2

269458 43.678 313135 100.0

Key points The proportion of debt instruments with remaining maturity of

The Group has improved its funding and liquidity position by
greater than one year has increased in 2010 from 50% at3l

extending the average maturity of debt securities in issue
December 2009 to 61% at 31 December 2010

Short-term borrowngs

The table below shows details of the Groups short-term borrowings

Short-term borrowings comprise repurchase agreements borrowings from financial institutions commercial paper and certification of deposit Derivative

collateral received from financial institutions is excluded from the table below as are long-term borrowings by US Retail Commercial from Federal

Home Loan Banks

Financial

isstitations Commercial Certificates of

ti
paper depssits

Total 1oo loon

At year end

balance Ebs 115 42 26 38 221 242 347

weighted average interest rate 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.6% 0.6% 8% 8%

During the year

maximum balance Ebc 157 78 37 57 329 357 594

average balance Ebn 137 62 34 50 283 232 484

weighted average interest rate 0.6% 0.8% 0.9% 1.0% 0.7% 1.9% 4.2%

Plates

Euctades derivative cash collateral of E28 billion at 31 December 2010 12009- E33 billion 2009 E48 billion 2010
average of E34 billion 2009- E40 billion 2008 E20 billion

Incladesfederalfands purchased of E1.S billion at3l December2010 2009-E3 btton 2008-E4 billion 2010 averageof E2 billion 2009-E3 billiun 2008 E3 billion

Balances are generally based on monthly data Average interest rates during the year are computed by dividing total interest expense by the average
amount borrowed Average interest rates at year end are average rates for single day and as such may reflect one-day market distortions which may
not be indicative of generally prevailing rates
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Leng4errn debt is.euarces

The table below shows debt securities issued by the Group with an original maturity of one year or more The Group also executes other long-term

funding arrangements predominately term repurchase agreements not reflected in the tables below

2010 2005

Pr

Public

unsecured 12887 6.366 6.166

unsecured guaranteed
19663 6334

secured 8041

Private

unsecured 17450 14696 24112

Gross issuance 38378 56.403 43.923

The table below shows the original maturity and currency breakdown of long-term debt securities issued in 2010

Oriine oittsW
Em

1-2 years
1698 4.4

2-3 years
3772 9.8

3-4 years
5910 15.4

4-5 years
559 1.5

5-10 years
14187 37.0ioyearsL-fl
38378 100.0

GBP 4107 10.7

EUR 19638 51.2

USD 9760 25.4

Other 4873 12.7

38378 100.0

Key petnts

Term debt issuances exceeded the Groups original plans of 20 Execution was strong across Gi currencies and diversified across

25 billion as investor appetite for both secured and unsecured the yield curve

funding allowed the Group to accelerate plans to extend the maturity

profile
of its wholesale funding There were term issuances of 4.5 billion in January and February

2011
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Credt Gwtratee Schutme

The table below shows the residual maturity of the Groups outstanding term funding issued under the UK Governments Credit Guarantee Scheme at

31 December 2010

Notes

Includes FSA eligible government bonds of 34.7 billion at 31 December2010
Includes AAA rated US government guaranteed agencies
Includes secured assets which are eligible for discounting at central banks comprising loans and advances and debt Securities

17836

16693

34529

154599

Key points

The liquidity portfolio at the end of 2009 reflects the build up of liquid

assets ahead of the legal separation of RBS N.y and ABN AMRO in

April 2010 Following the separation the liquid assets and

associated short-term wholesale funding were managed down to

business as usual levels

The Group has maintained its liquidity portfolio at or near its

strategic target of 150 billion The final level of the reserves will be

influenced by balance sheet size maturity profile and regulatory

requirements

The Group anticipates that the composition of the liquidity portfolio

will vary over time based on changing regulatory requirements and

internal evaluation of liquidity needs under stress

Residue maturity

Q12011
196 0.5

Q22011
1224 2.9

Q42011
18728 45.2

Qi 2012
15593 37.6

Q22012
5714 13.8

41455 100.0

Key points

The Group had 41.5 billion outstanding at 31 December 2010 The Groups funding plan for 2011 incorporates these maturities

2009 45.2 billion of which 20.1 billion matures in 2011
along with other structural balance sheet changes

Special Liquidity Scherne Liquidity portfolio

The Group does not use the Special Liquidity Scheme SLS to fund its The table below shows the composition of the Groups liquidity portfolio

business activities The Groups outstanding liabilities under the SLS are The Group has refined the presentation of this portfolio Treasury bills

used to fund elements of its liquidity portfolio Balances under the SLS and other government bonds which were previously reported under the

continued to reduce in 2010 central Group Treasury portfolio as well as unencumbered collateral and

other liquid assets are now included in their respective asset classes

2010 2111

Cash and balances at central banks
53661 51.500

Treasury bills

14529 50010
Central and local government bonds

AAA rated governments 41435 501401

AA- to AA rated governments 3744 2011

governments rated below AA
1029 630

local government
5672 70

51880 59457
Unencumbered collateral

AAA rated

below AAA rated and other high quality assets

Total
liquidity portfolio
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The Group continues to improve and augment funding and liquidity
risk management practices in light of market experience and emerging regulatory

and industry standards The Group monitors range of funding and liquidity indicators for the consolidated Group as well as its
principal

subsidiaries

These metrics encompass short and long-term liquidity requirements under stress and normal operating conditions Two important structural ratios are

described below

Ntt ataba fundng rato

The table below shows the Groups net stable funding ratio NSFR estimated by applying the Basel Ill guidance issued in December 2010 This

measure seeks to show the proportion of structural term assets which are funded by stable funding including customer deposits long-term wholesale

funding and equity

Equity

Wholesale funding year

Wholesale funding year

Derivatives

Repurchase agreements

Deposits

Retail and SME more stable

Retail and SME less stable

Other

Other

Total liabilities and equity

Notes

Available stabie funding

Deferred tax insurance habihties and other habihties

Prepayments accrued income deferred tax and other assets

Prior periods have been revised to reflect the Busei Hi guidance

2010

ASF1
Lbn Lbs

76 76

154 154

157

424

115

172 155

51 41

206 103

98

Key ponts
The Groups estimated NSFR improved to 101% at 31 December

2010 from 89% at 31 December 2009 primarily
due to decrease in

wholesale funding with maturity of less than one year and

reduction in customer loans

The Groups NSFR calculation will continue to be refined over time

in line with regulatory developments

Business review
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134

47

166 149

41

197 99

105

1453 529 1522 512 2219 533

Cash 57 52 12

Inter-bank lending 58 49 71

Debt securities

lyear 43 69 69

central and local governments AAA to

AA-lyear 89 81 68

other eligible bonds year 75 15 6/ 1/ 101 20

-other bonds year 10 10 15 15

Derivatives 427 438 921

Reverse repurchase agreements 95 /6 98

Customer loans and advances

-lyear 125 63 1773 77 90 715

residential mortgages year 145 94 137 89 170 111

retail loans lyear 22 19 24 20 30 24

-other lyear 211 211 221 441 445 299

Other 96 96 103 123 126 107

Total assets 1453 512 1322 361 2.219 514

Undrawn commitments 267 13 289 14 547

Total assets and undrawn commitments 1720 525 11.111 574 5613 1391

Net stable funding ratio 101% 99% 77%
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Funding and liquidity mtttrics continued

The table below ahows the Groups loan to deposit ratio and customer funding gap

customer

funding gap til

Group

hn
Grasp core

2010
117 96 74

2009
135 104 142

2000
151 115 233

Nate

Escludes repurchase agreements bancassurance deposits In 31 March 2010 and loans am nef of provisions For Group before RFS Ml only

Key points
The loan to deposit ratio for the Groups Core business at 31

The Groups loan to deposit ratio improved significantly by 1800 December 2010 improved to 96% from 104% at 31 December 2009
basis points to 117% at 31 December 2010 and the funding gap
narrowed by 68 billion over the year to 74 bIllion at 31 December

It is
strategic objective to improve the Groups loan to deposit ratio

2010 due primarily to reduction in Non-Core customer loans and
to 100% or better by 2013

increased customer deposits

Assets and liabilities by contractual cashflow maturity

The table below shows the contractual undiscounted cash flows

receivable and payable up to period of twenty years including future

receipts and payments of interest of on-balance sheet assets by

contractual maturity The balances in the table below do not agree

directly to the consolidated balance sheet as the table includes all cash

flows relating to principal and future coupon payments presented on an

undiscounted basis

0-3 months 3-12 months 1-3
years 3-5 years 5-10 years 10-20 years2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em

Meets by cnntrsctuG maturity

Cash and balances at central banks 56988 25

Loans and advances to banks 33809 1377 711 120 193 79

Debtsecurities
11247 9816 25059 22400 40600 22128

Settlement balances
11334 231 41

Other financial assets 458 221 207 15 405
Total maturing assets 11 3836 11645 25977 22536 41239 22232
Loans and advances to customers 112465 86592 120139 69304 78131 63015
Derivatives held for hedging 530 1588 2612 638 210 101

226831 99825 148728 92478 119580 85348

Liebitbes cy oontractuai nteturby

Deposits by banks 43396 4417 1243 304 651 374

Debt securities in issue 89583 43032 31662 22569 24209 6697
Subordinated liabilities 2485 2611 6570 8691 8672 4607
Settlement balances and other liabilities 12423 59 136 177 385 25

Total maturing liabilities
147887 50119 39811 31741 33917 11703

Customer accounts
402457 18580 8360 4651 4393 2384

550952 69635 50274 37361 38991 14340

Msturty ap 34051 38474 13834 9205 7322 10529
unus0utnmcuubtv J4 kQ6AL 7771
Guarantees one nrsnmitntente nobonni amount

Guarantees iii 31026

Commitments 121 266822

For notes to this table refer to page 142

Loan ts denssit raIls lit
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nsn ntt St 3C

C.ns2.s t.i2yea L2Uv

Assets ny contrectusi metunty

Gash and balances at central banks 57.259 25

Loans and advances to banks 42415 757 965 242 558 71

Debt securities 17.551 14454 39675 2.6754 52104 35335

Settlement balances 13575

Other financial assets 265 215 402 127 421

Total maturing assets 172725 16.452 27.195 5342% 35.457

Loans and advances to customers 126.235 65546 35123 151.952 153595 205.509

Derivatives held for hedging
456 1547 3049 1076 751

251440 53955 164415 135.255 25.4.772 233.225

Liahilioes by oontnmtual rnatunty

Deposits by banks 85.966 lo541 3934 3301 65.7 12

Debt securities in issue 150.225 49.300 55559 35915 27326 3.519

Subordinated liabilities
1.929 1.532 5654 4963 20157 6.05

Settlement balances and other liabilities 12.044 150 139 104 239 53

Total maturing liabilities 150165 56.533 45 .555 53263 45.354 10.019

Gustomer accounts 521.455 15619 5945 4.221 5490 45.93

Derivatives held for hedging 660 066 3232 354 1674 1.505

752.223 54015 73772 55.765 55515 5919..
Maturty gap

55 4431 55371 t33.5521 6.055 4072 20.355

Gutolswt idJ1r13 r44 rsij 1533 sit tpn

Guarantees and commitments notional amount

Guarantees ii
39.952

Gommitments 121

291.634

For notes to this table refer to page 142
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Balance sheet management Funding and liquidity risk cQr4rjued

Assets and iiabilitie by contractual cashflow maturity coctnued

O/m. 3-12.nihs Syesrs 31vers bOys 1C73e.rs71
A7set 57 cc traclua maturity

Cash and balances at central banks 12333 25 29

Loans and advances to banks 61.630 19369 2.673 921 111 70

Debt securities 26006 12.895 24.629 23.927 57846 24.535

Settlement balances 17.830

Other financial assets 521 193 58 111 343

Total maturing assets 118420 32.482 27360 24959 58304 741137

Loans and advances to customers 195.553 81054 1311.378 125.671 160 271 152084
Derivatives held for hedging 266 1.796 2281 1359 1.554 649

314232 115332 168.019 151 939 775497 177.367

Labtites by cOntraclua matur4y

Deposits by banks 1543114 14.347 3.345 2.754 048 34

Debt securities in issue 131.714 48652 40.067 38223 38 667 5626
Subordinated liabilities 1753 4.271 682 5.793 24.513 13.030

Settlement balances and other liabilities 13351 12 10

Total maturing liabilities 301432 67.275 50748 46.776 65.728 18 896
Customer accounts 523254 33450 6.577 6337 7.298 5319
Derivatives held for hedging 394 2216 2.543 1334 682 1373

825.094 102941 59.368 54447 75.208 25.388

M54lrityq.29 1163012 34.793 22885 21.8171 6924 5938
c1so311s1 599r sl..54p C.21 1L 1cs

Notes

The Group is only called upon to satisfy guarantee when the guaranteed party fails to meet its obligations The Group expects most guarantees it provides to expire unused
The Group has given commitments to provide funds to customers under undrawn formal facilities credit lines and other commitments to lend subject to certain conditions being met by the
counterparty The Group does not expect all facilities to be drawn and some may lapse before drawdown

The tables above have been prepared on the
following

basis For example if structured note is automatically prepaid when an equity

index exceeds certain level the cash outflow will be included in the less

The contractual maturity of on-balance sheet assets and liabilities above than three months period whatever the level of the index at the year end

highlight the maturity transformation which underpins the role of banks to The settlement date of debt securities in issue issued by certain

lend long-term but funded predominantly by short-term liabilities such as securitisation vehicles consolidated by the Group depends on when cash

customer deposits This is achieved through the diversified funding flows are received from the securitised assets Where these assets are

franchise of the Group across an extensive retail wealth and SME prepayable the timing of the cash outflow relating to securities assumes
customer base and across wide geographic network In practice the that each asset will be prepaid at the earliest possible date As the

behavioural profile of many assets and liabilities exhibit greater stability repayment of assets and liabilities are linked the repayment of assets in

and longer maturity than the contractual maturity securitisations are shown on the earliest date that the asset can be

prepaid as this is the basis used for liabilities

Financial assets have been reflected in the time band of the latest date

on which they could be repaid unless earlier repayment can be

demanded by the Group Financial liabilities are included at the earliest

date on which the counterparty can require repayment regardless of

whether or not such early repayment results in penalty If the

repayment of financial instrument is triggered by or is subject to

specific criteria such as market price hurdles being reached the asset is

included in the time band which contains the latest date on which it can

be repaid regardless of early repayment The
liability is included in the

time band which contains the earliest possible date that the conditions

could be fulfilled without considering the
probability of the conditions

being met

Assets and liabilities with contractual maturity of greater than twenty

years the principal amounts of financial assets and liabilities that are

repayable after twenty years or where the counterparty has no right to

repayment of the
principal are excluded from the table as are interest

payments after twenty years

Held-for-trading assets and liabilities amounting to 665 billion assets
and 586 billion liabilities 2009 -651 billion assets 568 billion

liabilities 2008 -1227 billion assets 1147 billion
liabilities have been

excluded from the table in view of their short-term nature
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Interest rate risk

The banking book consists of interest bearing assets liabilities and

derivative instruments used to mitigate risks which are accounted for on

an accrual basis as well as non-interest bearing balance sheet items

which are not subjected to fair value accounting

The Group provides financial products to satisfy variety of customer

requirements Loans and deposits are designed to meet customer

objectives with regard to repricing frequency tenor index prepayment

optionality and other features These characteristics are aggregated to

form portfolios of assets and liabilities with varying degrees of sensitivity

to changes in market rates Mismatches in these sensitivities give rise to

net interest income NIl volatility as the level of interest rates rise and fall

For example bank with floating rate loan portfolio and largely
fixed

rate deposits will see its NIl rise as interest rates rise and fall as rates

decline Due to the long-term nature of many banking book portfolios

layered repricing characteristics and maturities it is likely the NIl will vary

from period to period even with no change in market rate level New

business volumes originated in any period will alter the interest rate

sensitivity of bank if it differs from portfolios originated in prior periods

Interest rate risk in the banking book IRRBB is assessed using set of

standards to define measure and report the market risk It is the Groups

policy to minimise interest rate sensitivity in banking book portfolios and

where interest rate risk is retained to ensure that appropriate measures

and limits are applied Key conventions in evaluating IRRBB are

subjected to approval of divisional ALCO5 and GALCO Limits on IRRBB

are proposed by the Group Treasurer for approval by ERF annually

IRRBB is measured using version of the same VaR methodology that is

used for the Groups trading portfolios
Net interest income exposures are

measured in terms of sensitivity over time to movements in interest rates

Additionally Citizens measures the sensitivity of the market value of

equity to changes in forward interest rates

Divisions with the exception of Citizens and GBM are required to manage

banking book exposures through internal transactions with Group

Treasury to the greatest extent possible Residual risks in divisions must

be measured and reported as described

Group Treasury aggregates exposures arising from its own external

activities and positions transferred in from divisions Where appropriate

Group Treasury nets offsetting
risk exposures to determine residual

exposure to rate movements Hedging transactions using cash and

derivative instruments are executed to manage within the GALCO

approved VaR limits

Citizens and GBM manage their own IRRBB exposures within approved

limits to satisfy their business objectives

IRRBB VaR for the Groups retail and commercial banking activities at

99% confidence level was as follows

pQifltS

Interest rate exposure at 31 December 2010 was slightly lower than at the end of 2009 The average exposure in 2010 was 33% below the

average for 2009

In general actions taken throughout 2010 to mitigate earnings sensitivity from interest rate movements were executed in US dollars hence the

year on year shift in VaR by currency

Average Period end Maximum

Em Em

2010 57.5 96.2 96.2

2009 655 101.3 123.2

2008 130.0 76.7 197.4

breakdown of the Groups IRRBB VaR by currency is shown below

2010

EUR 32.7 32.2 30.9

GBP 79.3 1i22 20.0

USD 120.6 421 5/

Other
9.7 9.1 14.0

Minimum

Em

30.0

1237
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Balance sheet management Sensitivity of net interest income5

The Group seeks to
mitigate the effect of prospective interest rate

movements which could reduce future net interest income through the

movement of market rates in the Groups retail and commercial

businesses whilst balancing the cost of such hedging activities on the

current net revenue stream Hedging activities also consider the impact

on market value sensitivity under stress

The following table shows the
sensitivity of net interest income over the

next twelve months to an immediate up and down 100 basis points

change to all interest rates In addition the table includes 100 basis

points steepening and
flattening of the yield curves over one year

horizon

lOObp shift in yield curves

lOObp shift in yield curves

Steepener

Flattener

2010

Em

232 510 139

352 687 12341

30
22

Key points

The Group executed transactions in 2010 to reduce the exposure to rising rates related to capital raised in December 2009

Actions taken during the year increased the current base level of net interest income while reducing the Groups overall asset sensitivity

Structural foreign currency exposures The Group seeks to limit the
sensitivity to its Core Tier ratio to 20 basis

Structural foreign exchange exposures represent net investment in
points in 10% rate shock scenario The Groups structural foreign

subsidiaries associates and branches the functional currencies of which
exchange position is reviewed by GALCO regularly

are currencies other than sterling The Group hedges structural foreign

exchange exposures only in limited circumstances The Groups objective The table below sets out the Groups structural
foreign exchange

is to ensure where practical that its consolidated capital ratios are exposures
largely protected from the effect of changes in exchange rates

Structural

foreign Residual
Net RES Net

currency structural

assets of Holdings investments Net exposures foreign

overseas minority in foreign investment pre-economic Economic currency
operations interest operations hedges hedges hedges 11 exposures

Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

17135 1820 15315 4058 11257

33 8410 578 7832 2305 5527

244 076jj 941 941

279 30621 6533 24.088 6.363 17725

2010

US dollar 17137

Euro 8443

Other non-sterling 5320

30900

US dollar 15.580 15.501 38461 1745 5696 5049
Euro 21.900 13935 7962 2.35 5611 3522 2.089

Othernon-sterling 5706 511 5195 4.00 1104 1.94
43.190 14447 28748 11198 18.550 19 218 332

oo
US dollar 1460 71 17.498 3.669 17.840 7806 11034

Euro 284 15431 11512 7461 4051 14 109 551
Chinese Renminbi 3.928 1.898 2.036 1.0221 948 7148

Brazilian Real 088 62 4157 5.0716 71 1.371

4.9
.... .3

Note

The economic hedges represent US dollar and euro preference shares in issue that are treated as equity under IFRS and do not qualify as hedges for accounting purposes

Key points

Changes in foreign currency exchange rates will affect equity in

proportion to the structural foreign currency exposure 5%

strengthening in foreign currencies against sterling would result in

gain of 1200 million 2009 -930 million 2008 -1010 million

recognised in equity while 5% weakening in foreign currencies

would result in loss of 1150 million 2009 -880 million 2008-

960 million recognised in equity

Structural foreign currency exposures have increased in sterling

terms due to exchange rate movements and reduced hedging The

increased exposures more effectively offset retranslation

movements in RWA5 reducing the
sensitivity of the Groups capital

ratios to exchange rate movements
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Risk ash eRases sheet management

Equity risk

The Group holds equity positions in order to achieve strategic objectives support venture capital transactions or in respect of customer restructuring

arrangements The Group is exposed to market risk on these banking book equity positions because they are measured at fair value Fair values are

based on available market prices wherever possible In the event that market prices are not available fair value is based on appropriate valuation

techniques or management estimates

Listed Uslisted

Etc Em

2.080

2010

Group
535..

Group before RFS Ml sO 2588 2189

RFSMI 80 211 271

Group
481 2899 3080

Group before RFS Ml 421 2789 82cC

RFSMI 88 789 318

Group
4287

Note

Ill The table above excludes equity exposures held-tot-trading asd those held by insurance/assurance entities

Outlook for 2tt11

Whilst there have been improvements in the state of the global economy over the course of 2010 the outlook for 2011 remains uncertain In line with

meeting the objectives of the strategic plan the Group is actively focusing on closing the customer funding gap continuing to exit Non-Core businesses

and reducing undrawn and contingent commitments These actions will result in reduction in the need for short-term wholesale funding the Group is

targeting 150 billion by 2013 compared with 157 billion at the end of 2010 The Group will continue to reduce reliance on government supported

schemes and be governed by the state of the markets and economies in which it operates These strategies are aimed at insuring that the Group is

more resilient to any further disruptions in the market and better placed to take advantage of favourable trading
conditions as they return

The table below sets out the Groups banking book equity positions
Total

Em

2.615
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Risk management Credit risk

All the disclosures in this section pages 146 to 165 are audited unless

otherwise indicated by an asterisk

Credit risk is the risk of financial loss owing to the failure of customers or

counterparties to meet payment obligations The quantum and nature of

credit risk assumed across the Groups different businesses varies

considerably while the overall credit risk outcome usually exhibits high

degree of correlation to the macroeconomic environment

CrerSe risk orçnisation

The existence of strong credit risk management organisation is vital to

support the ongoing profitability of the Group The potential for loss

through economic cycles is mitigated through the embedding of robust

credit risk culture within the business units and through focus on the

importance of sustainable lending practices The role of the credit risk

management organisation is to own the credit approval concentration

and risk appetite frameworks and to act as the ultimate authority for the

approval of credit This together with strong independent oversight and

challenge enables the business to maintain sound lending environment

within risk appetite

Responsibility for development of Group-wide policies credit risk

frameworks Group-wide portfolio management and assessment of

provision adequacy sits within the functional Group Credit Risk

organisatiori GCR under the management of the Group Chief Credit

Officer Execution of these
policies and frameworks is the

responsibility
of

the risk management organisations located within the Groups business

divisions These divisional credit risk functions work together with GCR to

ensure that the Boards expressed risk appetite is met within
clearly

defined and managed control environment Each credit risk function

within the division is managed by Chief Credit Officer who reports jointly

to divisional Chief Risk Officer and to the Group Chief Credit Officer

Divisional activities within credit risk include credit approval transaction

and portfolio analysis early problem recognition and ongoing credit risk

stewardship

GCR is additionally responsible for
verifying compliance by the divisions

with all Group credit policies It is assisted in this by credit quality

assurance function owned by the Group Chief Credit Officer and housed

within the divisions

Crrdit risk eppeSte

Credit risk appetite is managed and controlled through series of

frameworks designed to limit concentration by sector counterparty

country or asset class These are supported by suite of Group-wide and

divisional
policies setting out the risk parameters within which business

units may operate Information on the Groups credit portfolios is reported

to the Board via the divisional and Group level risk committees detailed in

the Governance section on page 120

ProdcVaset cess

Retail formal risk appetite framework establishes Group-level

statements and thresholds that are cascaded through all retail

franchises in the Group and to granular business lines These

include measures that relate to both aggregate portfolios and to

origination asset quality that are monitored frequently to ensure

consistency with Group standards and appetite This appetite setting

and monitoring then informs the processes and parameters

employed in origination activities that
require large volume of small

scale credit decisions typically involving an application for new

product or change in facilities on an existing product The majority

of these decisions are based upon automated strategies utilising

credit and behaviour scoring techniques Scores and strategies are

typically segmented by product brand and other significant drivers

of credit risk These data driven strategies utilise wide range of

credit information relating to customer including where

appropriate information across customers holdings small

number of credit decisions are subject to additional manual

underwriting by authorised approvers in specialist units These

include higher value more complex small business and personal

unsecured transactions and some residential mortgage applications

Wholesale formal policies specialised tools and expertise tailored

monitoring and reporting and in certain cases specific limits and

thresholds are deployed to address certain lines of business across

the Group where the nature of credit risk incurred could represent

concentration or specific/heightened risk in some other form Such

portfolios are subject to formal governance including periodic review

at either Group or divisional level depending on materiality

Sector

Across wholesale portfolios exposures are assigned to and reviewed in

the context of defined set of
industry sectors Through this sector

framework appetite and portfolio strategies are agreed and set at

aggregate and more granular levels where exposures have the potential

to represent excessive concentration or where trends in both external

factors and internal portfolio performance give cause for concern Formal

periodic reviews are undertaken at Group or divisional level depending on

materiality these may include an assessment of the Groups franchise in

particular sector an analysis of the outlook including downside

outcomes identification of key vulnerabilities and stress/scenario tests

Specific reporting on trends in sector risk and on status versus agreed

appetite and portfolio strategies is provided to senior management and to

the Board

Snge arne

Within wholesale
portfolios much of the activity undertaken by the credit

risk function is organised around the assessment approval and

management of the credit risk associated with borrower or group of

related borrowers

formal single name concentration framework addresses the risk of

outsized exposure to borrower or borrower group The framework

includes specific and elevated approval requirements additional reporting

and monitoring and the requirement to develop plans to address and

reduce excess exposures over an appropriate timeframe
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Credit approval authority
is discharged by way of framework of

individual delegated authorities that requires at least two individuals to

approve each credit decision one from the business and one from the

credit risk management function Both parties must hold sufficient

delegated authority
under the Group-wide authority grid Whilst both

parties are accountable for the
quality

of each decision taken the credit

risk management approver holds ultimate sanctioning authority The level

of authority granted to individuals is dependent on their experience and

expertise with only small number of senior executives holding the

highest authority provided under the framework Daily monitoring of

individual counterparty limits is undertaken

At minimum credit relationships are reviewed and re-approved

annually The renewal process addresses borrower performance

including reconfirmation or adjustment of risk parameter estimates the

adequacy of security and compliance with terms and conditions For

certain counterparties early warning indicators are also in place to detect

deteriorating trends of concern in limit utilisation or account performance

Snqle name oncentrUons

Reducing the risk arising from concentrations to single names remains

key focus of management attention Notwithstanding continued market

illiquidity
and the impact of negative credit migration caused by the

current economic environment significant progress was made in 2010

and credit exposures in excess of single name concentration limits fell by

over 40% during the year

Uceintry

Country risk arises from sovereign events default or restructuring

economic events contagion of sovereign default to other parts of the

economy cyclical economic shock political events convertibility

restrictions and expropriation or nationalisation and natural disaster or

conflict Such events have the potential to impact elements of the Groups

credit portfolio
that are directly or indirectly linked to the affected country

and can also give rise to market liquidity operational and franchise risk

related losses

The framework for the Groups appetite for country risk is set by the

Executive Risk Forum ERF in the form of limits by country risk grade

with sub-limits on medium-term exposure Authority is delegated to the

Group Country Risk Committee to manage exposures within the

framework with escalation where needed to ERF Specific limits are set

for individual countries based on risk assessment taking into account

the Groups franchise and business mix in that country Additional

limitations for example on foreign-currency exposure and product types

with higher potential
for loss in case of country events may be

established to address specific vulnerabilities in the context of countrys

outlook and/or the Groups business strategy in particular country

country watch list framework is in place to proactively monitor emerging

issues and facilitate the development of mitigation strategies

Goba Rectrucflirnq Groep

The Global Restructuring Group GRG manages problem and potential

problem exposures in the Groups wholesale credit portfolios Its primary

function is to actively manage the exposures to minimise loss for the

Group and where feasible to return the exposure to the Groups

mainstream loan book

Originating business units consult with GRG prior to transfer to GRG

when potentially negative event or trend emerges which might affect

customers ability to service its debt or increase the Groups risk

exposure to that customer Such circumstances include deteriorating

trading performance likely breach of covenant challenging

macroeconomic conditions missed payment or the expectation of

missed payment to the Group or another creditor

On transfer of the relationship GRG devises bespoke strategy that

optimises recoveries from the debt This strategy may also involve GRG

reviewing the business operations and performance of the customer

number of alternative approaches will typically
be considered including

Covcmrn rnllet the temporary waiver or recalibration of covenants

may be granted to mitigate potential or actual covenant breach

Such relief is usually granted in exchange for fees increased margin

additional security or reduction in maturity profile
of the original

loan

Anendmefl of reoncfive covenants restrictions in loan documents

may be amended or waived as part of an overall remedial strategy

to allow additional indebtedness the granting of collateral the sale

of business the granting of junior lien on the collateral or other

fundamental change in capital or operating structure of the

enterprise

Venetian in margin contractual margin may be amended to bolster

the customers day-to-day liquidity with the aim of helping to sustain

the customers business as going concern This would normally be

accompanied by the Group receiving an exit payment payment in

kind or deferred fee

Payment hiidays ann 1050 mache Vt amp payment holidays or

changes to the contracted amortisation profile including extensions

in contracted maturity or roll-overs may be granted to improve

customer liquidity Such concessions often depend on the

expectation that liquidity
will recover when market conditions

improve or from capital raising initiatives that access alternative

sources of liquidity Recently these types of concessions have

become more common in commercial real estate transactions in

situations when shortage of market liquidity rules out immediate

refinancing and short-term forced collateral sales unattractive

rnrvereaa rf so the ouPmmceng debt debt may be

forgiven or exchanged for equity where fundamental shift in the

customers business or economic environment means that other

forms of restructuring strategies are unlikely
to succeed in isolation

and the customer is incapable of servicing current debt obligations

Debt forgiveness is often an element in leveraged finance

transactions which are typically structured on the basis of projected

cash flows from operational activities rather than underlying tangible

asset values Maintaining the business as going concern with

sustainable level of debt is the preferred option rather than realising

the underlying assets provided that the underlying business model

and strategy are considered viable
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Risk management Credit risk corilrued

Glclba Restncturinct Group contnuod

Depending on the case in question GRG may employ combination of

these options in order to achieve the best outcome It may also consider

alternative approaches either alone or together with the options listed

above

The
following are generally considered as options of last resort

foycernent of securkv or ott rwlse taklrio control of aosots where

the Group holds underlying collateral or other security interest and is

entitled to enforce its rights it may take ownership or control of the

assets The Groups preferred strategy is to consider other possible

options prior to exercising these rights

lnsotvncv where there is no suitable
restructuring option or the

business is no longer regarded as sustainable insolvency will be

considered Insolvency may be the only option that ensures that the

assets of the business are properly and efficiently distributed to

relevant creditors

As discussed above GRG will consider range of possible restructuring

strategies At the time of execution the ultimate outcome of the strategy

adopted is unknown and highly dependent on the cooperation of the

borrower and the continued existence of viable business The

customers financial position its anticipated future prospects and the

likely effect of the
restructuring including any concessions are considered

by the GRG relationship manager to establish whether an impairment

provision is required subject to divisional and Group governance

During 2010 GRG completed corporate loan restructurings totalling 6.2

billion exposures of more than million of which 2.7 billion were

classified as impaired Of these restructurings 2.4 billion related to

commercial real estate and 2.1 billion to manufacturing The incidence

of the main types of arrangements is analysed below
of loans

54Term extensions

Debt forgiveness 25

Debt for equity 23

hterest rate concessions and payment moratoriums 36

The total above exceeds 100% as an individual case can involve more

than one type of arrangement

Transfer of restructured loans to the performing book follows assessment

by relationship managers in GRG All cases are individually assessed

when no further losses are expected the loan is returned to performing

status Restructured loans that carry an impairment provision remain

classified as impaired Of the 3.5 billion of corporate loans that were

transferred to the performing book with concession during 2010 loans

amounting to 1.8 billion had negotiated margin increase as

compensation for concessions granted

Retail collecilona and recoveriea

There are collections and recoveries functions in each of the consumer

businesses Their role is to provide support and assistance to customers

who are currently experiencing difficulties in meeting their financial

obligations Where possible the aim of the collections and recoveries

teams is to return the customer to
satisfactory position by working with

them to restructure their finances If this is not possible the team has the

objective of reducing the loss to the Group

Forbeararlca

The Groups retail forbearance activities involve granting various contract

revisions not normally available such as reduced repayments payment
moratoriums and the roll up of arrears principally to retail customers with

secured lending that are experiencing temporary financial difficulties

Loans are identified for forbearance primarily as result of contact from

the customer or payment arrears and it is only granted following an

assessment of the customers ability to pay For those loans that are

classified as impaired the Groups objective is to minimise the loss on

these accounts for
currently performing loans the aim is to enable the

customer to continue to service the loan

Forbearance lending for which an impairment loss provision has been

recognised remains classified as non-performing Where the customer

met the loan terms prior to modification and where there is an expectation

that the customer will meet the revised terms these loans are classified

as performing loans

Retail loan forbearance arrangements during 2010 totalled 3.3 billion

residential mortgages 3.1 billion of which 1.0 billion were classified

as impaired The incidence of the main types of retail forbearance is

analysed below

of loans

Reduced repayments 59

Payment moratoriums 20

Roll up of arrears 19

Interest reductions

Term extensions

The total exceeds 100% as an individual case can involve more than one

type of arrangement

Of the forbearance arrangements agreed in the performing book during

2010 less than 15% were impaired as at 31 December 2010
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Credit rk rntgaton

The Group employs number of structures and techniques to mitigate

credit risk Netting of debtor and creditor balances will be undertaken in

accordance with relevant regulatory and internal policies exposure on

over-the-counter derivative and secured financing transactions is further

mitigated by the exchange of financial collateral and documented on

market standard terms Further mitigation may be undertaken in range

of transactions from retail mortgage lending to large wholesale financing

by structuring security interest in physical or financial asset credit

derivatives including credit default swaps credit linked debt instruments

and securitisation structures and guarantees and similar instruments for

example credit insurance from related and third parties are used in the

management of credit portfolios typically to mitigate credit concentrations

in relation to an individual obligor borrower group or collection of

related borrowers

The use and approach to credit risk mitigation varies by product type

customer and business strategy Minimum standards applied across the

Group cover general requirements including acceptable credit risk

mitigation types and any conditions or restrictions applicable to those

mitigants the means by which legal certainty is to be established

including required documentation and all necessary steps required to

establish legal rights acceptable methodologies for the initial and any

subsequent valuations of collateral and the frequency with which they are

to be revalued for example daily in the trading book actions to be taken

in the event the current value of mitigation falls below required levels

management of the risk of correlation between changes in the credit risk

of the customer and the value of credit risk mitigation management of

concentration risks for example setting thresholds and controls on the

acceptability of credit risk mitigants and on lines of business that are

characterised by specific collateral type or structure and collateral

management to ensure that credit risk mitigation remains legally
effective

and enforceable

Credit rsk

Credit risk models are used throughout the Group to support the

quantitative
risk assessment element of the credit approval process

ongoing credit risk management monitoring and reporting
and portfolio

analytics Credit risk models used by the Group may be divided into three

categories as follows

Probfty of iefoutiouoor credt qrO PD
These models assess the probability

that customer will fail to make full

and timely repayment of their obligations The probability of customer

failing to do so is measured over one year period through the economic

cycle although certain retail scorecards use longer periods for business

management purposes

Wholesale businesses as part
of the credit assessment process each

counterparty is assigned an internal credit grade derived from default

probability
There are number of different credit grading models in use

across the Group each of which considers risk characteristics particular

to that type of customer The credit grading models score combination

of quantitative inputs for example recent financial performance and

qualitative inputs for example management performance or sector

outlook

Retail businesses each customer account is separately scored using

models based on the most material drivers of default In general

scorecards are statistically derived using customer data Customers are

assigned score which in turn is mapped to probability of default The

probabilities of default are used to group customers into risk pools Pools

are then assigned weighted average probability
of default using

regulatory default definitions

EopcDure af defaut

Facility usage models estimate the expected level of utilisation of credit

facility at the time of borrowers default For revolving and variable draw

down type products which are not fully drawn the exposure at default

EAD will typically be higher than the current utilisation The

methodologies used in EAD modelling provide an estimate of potential

exposure and recognise that customers may make more use of their

existing credit facilities as they approach default

Counterparty credit risk exposure measurement models are used for

derivative and other traded instruments where the amount of credit risk

exposure may be dependent upon one or more underlying market

variables such as interest or foreign exchange rates These models drive

internal credit risk activities such as limit and excess management

LOO OOOfl

These models estimate the economic loss that may be experienced the

amount that cannot be recovered by the Group on credit facility
in the

event of default The Groups loss given default LGD models take into

account both borrower and facility characteristics for unsecured or

partially unsecured facilities as well as the quality of any risk mitigation

that may be in place for secured facilities plus the cost of collections and

time discount factor for the delay in cash recovery
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Risk management Credit risk ennIlnued

Credit rick aeests

Credit risk assets consist of

Lending cash and balances at central banks and loans and

advances to banks and customers including overdraft facilities

instalment credit and finance leases

Rate risk management RRM and

Contingent obligations primarily letters of credit and guarantees

Reverse repurchase agreements and issuer risk primarily debt securities

see page 176 are excluded Where relevant and unless otherwise

stated the data reflects the effect of credit
mitigation techniques

2010
Dilctonal analysis Em

UK Retail
108302 103029

UK Corporate 105886 110 009

Wealth
18875 16.553

Global Transaction Services
35462 32489

Ulster Bank
40750 42 042

US Retail Commercial
51699 52.104

Retail Commercial
360974 306 110

Global Banking Markets
171891 205588

Other
36659 3.305

Core
569524 565058

Non-Core
125383 158499

694907 723557

Credit risk assets Asset quality various credit grading models that reflect the key drivers of default for the

Using the PD models described previously customers are assigned customer type All credit grades across the Group map to both Group
credit grades and scores which are used for internal management level asset quality scale used for external financial reporting and

reporting across portfolios including Group level asset
quality scale as master grading scale for wholesale exposures used for internal

shown below management reporting across portfolios Accordingly measures of risk

exposure may be readily aggregated and reported at increasing levels of

Internal reporting and oversight of risk assets is
principally differentiated granularity depending on stakeholder or business need

by credit grades Customers are assigned credit grades based on

A2211t 11UaiI1V 5521

AOl

AQ2

AQ3

AQ4

AQ5

AQ6

A07

A08

AQ9

AOl

Other

Note

PD 5225

0% 0.034%

0.034% 0.048%

0.048% 0.095%

0.095% 0.381%

0.381% 1.076%

1.076% -2.153%

2.153% 6.089%

6.089% 17.222%

17.222% 100%

100%

Key points

All Core divisions either broadly maintained or reduced credit risk

assets over the period The exception Other is driven by

exposures in Group Treasury Growth here has occurred within the

highest asset quality bands reflecting exposure to central banks in

US UK and Germany

Non-Core exposure reduced in line with targets during 2010 as

result of disposals and active run-down of assets Key reductions

include the country exits in Asia Latin America material reductions

in the Leveraged Finance business through asset sales and

restructurings and unwinding of trades within the Markets business

2010

Core Non-Core Total N1
Em Em Em of total .S

175793 17728 193521 27.8 149132 23.226 172358 23.8

18274 2526 20800 3.0 18029 3187 21.210 2.9

26244 4259 30503 4.4 25103 .613 34316 4.7

64277 15052 79329 11.4 78144 18.154 95298 133

90639 18767 109406 15.7 92.908 24977 117.085 18.3

73367 12913 86280 12.4 76206 18.072 94.27n 131

41399 10451 51850 7.5 44643 15.732 60375 83

15300 4308 19608 2.8 16.923 4934 23.757 3.2

11398 8621 20019 2.9 11.589 6.074 19663 2.7

18003 25005 43008 6.2 16756 22.666 39422

34830 5753 40583 5.9 32.025 11964 43.989 6.1

569524 125383 694907 100.0 565.058 158.499 723557 100.0

Other largely comprises assets covered by the standardised approach for which PD equivalent to those assigned to assets covered by the internal ratings based approach is not available
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Fdsk end he.anclO sneer rllene9enlent

Key paints

The Core divisions have generally seen an improvement in asset

quality
within the performing book during 2010 as the economic

environment has slowly improved

notable exception is Ulster Bank where weakness in the Irish

property sector continues to impact portfolio trends and the stock

of defaulted assets AO10 continues to grow Refer to section on

Ulster Bank on pages 161 to 165 for more details

Non-Core exposure has reduced across all AQ bands with the

exception of AOl where the transfer of additional property

assets from Ulster Bank and defaults within the property sector in

Ireland and globally have led to an increase over 2009 Credit

migration for the remaining Non-Core portfolio has been neutral

since the end of the first quarter of 2010

There have been no major changes in the specific sectors

contributing to AOl band with property 55% remaining the

dominant contributor

2010 2.09

AO10 of divisional 901011
AO10 credtt ask assets Em credit risk assets

UK Retail 5017 4.6 4.846 4.7

UK Corporate 5130 4.8 5664 5.1

Wealth 11 41

Global Transaction Services 349 1.0 242 6.7

Ulster Bank 4348 10.7 2.141 6.5

US Retail Commercial 599 1.2 666

Retail Commercial 15452 4.3 13.946 3.9

Global Banking Markets 2551 1.5 266e 1.4

Core 18003 3.2 14/46 36

Non-Core 25005 19.9 22.666 4.7

43008 6.2 39.422 5.6._
The table below provides breakdown of AO10 credit risk assets by sector

2010

AQ10 credit risk assets Em

Personal 7620 6956

Property
23672 26145

Banks and financial institutions
1981 .n2t

Transport and storage
1689 1626

Other 8046 9.366

43008 39422
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The country risk tables below show credit risk assets exceeding

billion by borrowers domiciled in countries with an external rating of

and below from Standard Poos Moodys or Fitch and selected

eurozone countries The numbers are stated gross of mitigating action

which may have been taken to reduce or eliminate exposure to country

risk events

RRM arid

Contingent

Non-core obligations

Em Em

10758 3496

1902 2312

654 1249

236 1572

692 547

50 643

125 216

303 148

120 120

1121 142

106 381

318 537

4820

2.148

1691

425

274

458

011

1.12

282

822

4131

Risk management Credit risk con ced

Credit risk assets con0nu99

Country dsk

Under the Groups country risk framework country exposures are

actively managed both for countries that represent larger

concentration and for those which under the country watch list

process have been identified as exhibiting signs of actual or potential

stress

Lending

Central Other

and local Central financial

government bank institutions Corporate Personal Tolal Core
2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

Republicof Ireland 61 2119 900 19881 20228 43189 32431

Italy 45 78 1086 2483 27 3719 1817
India 262 1614 2590 273 4739 4085
China 17 298 1240 753 64 2372 2136
Turkey 282 68 485 1365 12 2212 1520
South Korea 276 1039 555 1872 1822
Russia 110 251 1181 58 1600 1475
Mexico 149 999 1157 854
Brazil 825 315 1145 1025
Romania 36 178 42 426 446 1128
Poland 168 13 655 842 736

Addfloru4 SSlOCIC6 eurozone countries

Spain 258 6962 407 7651 3130 4521 2447
Greece 14 36 49 188 16 303 173 130 214

ctO

Republic of Ireland 78 1830 1693 21518 22348 47467 32479 14.988

Italy 10 119 751 4465 27 5372 1877 3495
India 109 409 2752 63 3423 3.240 183

China 296 780 947 42 2115 1845 270
Turkey 255 335 207 1870 10 2.877 1.918 759

South Korea 903 1356 55.5 467 99

Russia 58 84 1.578 27 1.747 1.275 472
Mexico 45 161 1262 L471 594 877

Brazil 523 420 1048 833 213

Romania 49 392 46 637 507 1.831 37 1.594

Poland 22 40 1035 1.10.6 998 110

Podugal 518815 8235
AdolUoneLeciected eur0zOre 20101055

Spain 39 17 373 7.558 435 13541 2957 5559
Greece 21 37 52 290 18 418 245 171

liS

92
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Key points

Credit risk assets relating
to most of the countries above declined in

2010 reflecting active exposure management In addition to the

overall exposure reductions granular portfolio reviews have been

and continue to be undertaken with view to adjusting the tenor

profile and better alignment of the Groups country risk appetite to

the risk of adverse economic and political developments

Reductions were seen in corporate and personal exposures

particularly in the Non-Core portfolios This contrasted with

increases in financial institutions in number of countries mostly

due to increases in RRM exposure Some countries in Asia have

seen increased exposures during 2010 including two of the Groups

strategically important countries in this region China and India

following reductions in 2008 and 2009

The Group broadened its country risk framework in 2010 to capture

advanced as well as emerging market countries Cross-country

assessments were conducted to identify portfolio vulnerabilities to

number of risk scenarios including eurozone sovereign debt crisis

Limit controls are being applied on risk differentiated basis and

selected exposure actions have been taken Further scenario stress

testing is continuing and covers the potential for economic and

political shocks in the eurozone and in the broader global

environment

For selected eurozone countries the general trend in lending was

lower due in part to depreciation of the euro against sterling by

3% over the year

Republic of Ireland ROl lending fell by 4.3 billion in 2010

resulting from reductions in personal lending by 2.1 billion central

banks and other financial institutions by 0.5 billion and corporate

clients by 1.6 billion An increase was seen in Ulster Banks central

bank exposure due to higher cash balances as part of its liquidity

portfolio The general trend in exposure remains downward

Divisional analysis is set out below

Ulster Bank represents more than 95% 32 billion of the

Groups Core lending to ROl and has seen minimal increase

of 0.64 billion in 2010 largely because of rise of0.3 billion

in central bank placing due to increased cash holdings Ulster

Bank Core provisions at 31 December 2010 increased by 70%

due to the continuing deterioration in the Irish economy

Non-Core lending to ROl 10.8 billion declined by 4.2 billion

in 2010 mainly due to reduction in exposure to corporate and

financial institutions of billion during the year In addition

customer advances in Lombard Ireland decreased by 30%

during the year to 0.9 billion Overall default levels have

continued to show signs of stabilisation

Global Banking Markets GBM accounts for further 0.6

billion of the Core lending exposure largely relating to domestic

and foreign owned financial institutions In addition overall

limits to the major Irish domestic banks have halved since 31

December 2008 to 1.2 billion with the majority representing

collateralised RRM or guarantees for third-party obligations

Overall credit quality remains acceptable with majority of the

exposure to investment grade entities

Spain lending fell by 0.9 billion due to reduction in corporate

activity During the fourth quarter this reduction accelerated Non-

Core represents 59% of the Groups total exposure to Spain in 2010

2009- 65% In the course of 2010 progress was made towards

increased collateralisation of the portfolio

Italy lending decreased by 1.7 billion as result of net reduction

in corporate lending of ç2.0 billion and an increase to financial

institutions of 0.3 billion In addition there was an increase in RRM

exposure to financial institutions by 0.7 billion the non-lending

portfolio is comprised predominantly of collateralised trading activity

Portugal lending decreased slightly by 0.1 billion related to

reductions in corporate activity Non-Core represents 41% of the

total exposure the structure of the exposure was enhanced through

shift to short-term and collateralised products to support the

hedging needs of customers

Greece lending fell by 0.1 billion due to reduction in corporate

activity Continuous close scrutiny of the portfolio throughout the

year and divestment of selected assets have improved the overall

quality of the portfolio available-for-sale AFS debt securities

represent the primary concentration

Total exposure to Egypt was 253 million at 31 December 2010

including lending of 124 million The Group has minimal exposures

to North African countries
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Risk management Credit risk 101184494

Credo risk asssts con44ued

PorUoiio br Ondustry and geoqraphy

Industry analysis plays an important part in assessing the potential for concentration risk in the loan portfolio Particular attention is given to industry

sectors where the Group believes there is high degree of risk or potential for volatility in the future

The table below analyses credit risk assets by industry sector and geography

ndustry sector Western

Europe North Asia Latin

UK cxci UK America Pacific America Other 12 Total core Non-Core
2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

Personal 124594 22661 34970 1864 126 843 185058 174287 10771
Banks 6819 39828 5098 11072 1394 2503 66714 65494 1220
Other financial institutions 17550 14986 14773 4200 8732 1557 61798 47227 14571
Sovereign 20209 24826 18088 3243 125 1.790 68281 66556 1725
Property 66015 31501 9857 1992 3090 1758 114213 61385 52828
Natural resources 6696 7863 9771 3655 1396 4143 33524 24427 9097
Manufacturing 10599 8529 6744 2673 917 2062 31524 28088 3436
Transport 13842 8480 5389 6161 2.658 6592 43122 27899 15223
Retail and leisure 24716 6663 5316 1438 1174 945 40252 34100 6152
Telecommunication media and technology 5495 5764 3283 2187 328 786 17843 12076 5767
Business services 19364 4536 6238 973 1086 381 32578 27985 4593

315899 175637 119527 39458 21026 23360 694907 569524 125383

Personal 120193 23.59/ 37650 1.374 63 892 133.804 145.143 18441
Banks 7.850 36.705 4975 9.121 1378 2137 42146 58.246 3920
Otherfinancial institutions 14500 14125 17497 4520 8441 1473 41354 43742 17594
Sovereign 13.172 27.421 4034 3950 414 2.217 54.212 32595 2.417

Property 72768 84554 11.221 3507 3127 1440 127421 74892 52 729

Natural resources 7876 9460 9817 3029 3.523 4.97234.477 26058 12619
Manufacturing li..z 97 14.875 8718 3.495 1.306 2.633 42424 33400 9024

Transport 14.097 7.033 72117 5.294 2504 7.140 43.45525342 15 093

Retail and leisure 25.311 8.236 8148 3602 1.205 1.491 46.493 35580 11113
Telecommunication media and technology 4.128 8.340 4.854 2.040 680 1409 23451 13 445 804

Business services 20.497 6.772 6350 1.137 1439 903 37498 32375 5323

319.389 192.122 119355 41.563 24 180 24912 723.557 545058 158499

Personal 114470 25402 49.132 2918 75 1.609 194.154

Banks 11030 45.455 12.173 8.334 1493 3274 83153
Otherfinancial institutions 25.244 17481 23125 5836 12.392 1979 92.579

Sovereign 755 8410 3.394 9032 459 2337 29 089

Property 78489 43777 13.530 5.032 3750 1606 144.447

Natural resources 10.492 20.469 15724 4344 3.404 8.907 63254

Manufacturing 14.049 22.416 173173 5.44.1 1444 4427 6514
Transport 41 16.447 12.553 9.320 8.347 3545 8572 48744
Retail and leisure 24.143 11047 8.060 1455 471 1104 48082

Telecommunication media and technology 7.483 11.638 12.244 3171 1.145 2122 37.32

Business services 20191 4841 7495 667 246 751 34223

331.015 221..312173.03O 54461 30236 34792 844.876

Notes

Based on new sector mappings which are aligned to the sector concentration framework

12 Other comprises Central and Eastern Europe Middle East Central Asia and Africa

31 Sovereign includes central bank
exposures

Excludes net investment in operating leases in shipping and aviation portfolios as they are accounted for as property plant and equipment however operating leases are included in the monitoringand management of these portfolios
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Key pents

Exposure reductions occurred across most industry sectors and

geographic regions

Modest growth in North America is attributable to the weakening of

sterling against the US dollar during the period and higher short-

term exposures to central banks

At 9.6% of total exposure the banks sector is one of the largest in

the Group although it is geographically diversified with activities

conducted in the Groups key markets across the world Exposure is

predominantly to major global banks 23% of sector exposure

defined as those with diversified domestic and international activities

The product range is diverse and includes loans and advances

treasury and capital markets products Overall there has been

gradual downward trend in exposures to banks but exposures have

fluctuated markedly due to lines being drawn and repaid over short

periods and mark to market movements associated with trading

activity Overall asset quality has stabilised in line with improving

economic conditions although the sovereign crisis affecting several

eurozone countries has placed downward pressure on the asset

quality
of banks in these countries 11% of sector exposure

Exposures to the non bank financial sector are dominated by traded

products and spread across wide range of financial institutions

including insurance companies securitisations financial

intermediaries finance companies unleveraged and leveraged

funds including hedge funds The majority of these are domiciled in

the UK Western Europe and US with no other material geographic

or sector concentrations and business is developed selectively

Asset quality has stabilised as the economic environment has

improved Exposures to defaulted entities totalled 1.8 billion 3% of

total exposure to this sector

Sovereigns comprise activities with central governments central

banks and sub sovereigns such as local authorities in the Groups

key markets in the UK Western Europe and USA The Groups

exposure to sovereigns fluctuates according to the Groups liquidity

requirements and cash positions which determine the level of cash

placed with sovereign entities The asset quality of the portfolios has

been impacted by the sovereign crisis in several eurozone countries

and the resultant multiple downgrading of these countries

The Groups exposure to the property sector totals 114 billion

reduction of 11% in the period of which 76% is commercial real

estate further detail on pages 156 and 157 The remainder

comprises lending to property-related sectors including housing

associations estate agents and management companies The

majority of property with the exception of Non-Core is within the

UK Corporate division 33% and Ulster Bank 6%

Exposure to the manufacturing sector is concentrated in the

industrial 40% agriculture 24% and food consumer 21% sub-

sectors The overall reduction in exposure of 10.9 billion is partly

due to the run-off and restructuring of assets in Western Europe and

in the Non-Core portfolio Portfolio asset quality has held up well

during the year but fluctuating commodity prices continue to pose

key risk to the more cyclical sub-sectors Manufacturing exposure in

default totals 1.5 billion 2009 -3.7 billion

The transport sector accounts for 6% of exposure and primarily

comprises loans and advances to borrowers in the shipping

automotive and aviation segments in the Core bank Aviation Capital

and portfolio of shipping loans are held within Non-Core Core

bank exposure resides primarily
in Corporate Banking and Global

Banking Markets and the portfolio
is well diversified

geographically In aggregate the exposure within and asset quality

of the Core portfolio remained stable over the year Global economic

conditions and related trends in trade flows and discretionary

consumer spending continue to inform the Groups cautious stance

Transport exposure in default totals of 1.7 billion 2009 -1 billion

Whilst there have been no material impairment charges for shipping

to date the exposure that is subject to heightened level of

monitoring currently stands at approximately 2.8 billion out of

total portfolio of 13 billion which reflects the continued difficult

market conditions that have been experienced during 2010 Recent

quarterly vessel valuations undertaken by external shipbrokers show

that the majority of our exposures remain fully secured Conditions

will remain challenging for the foreseeable future
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Risk management Credit risk corUnued

Credit tick assetst coittinuttd

Key credit portfolios

Commercial real estate The commercial real estate lending portfolio totalled 87 billion at 31

The definition of commercial real estate was revised during 2010 to December 2010 11% decrease over the prior year 2009 98 billion
include commercial investment properties residential investment The Non-Core portion of the

portfolio totalled 46 billion 52% of the

properties commercial development properties and residential
portfolio in 2010 2009 -47 billion or 48% of the portfolio and includes

development properties including house builders 2009 data are
exposures in Ulster Bank Group as discussed on page 165

presented on consistent basis

2010

Investment Development Total

00 Em Em Em

UK Corporate 24879 5819 30698 it 34

Ulster Bank 4284 1090 5374
US Retail Commercial 3061 653 3714
Global Banking Markets 1131 644 1775 it it

33355 8206 41561

La

UK Corporate 7591 3263 10854 oP

Ulster Bank
3854 8760 12614

US Retail Commercial 1202 220 1422
Global Banking Markets 20502 417 20919 La

33149 12660 45809

66504 20866 87370 tu

2010

Investment ii. it

commercial Residential commercial Residential Totalyeoph Em Em Em Em Em

UK excluding Northern Ireland 32979 7255 1520 8296 50050

Island of Ireland 5056 1148 2785 6578 15567 47

Western Europe 10359 707 25 46 11137

US 6010 1343 542 412 8307 13

Row 1622 25 138 524 2309 2t It

56026 10478 5010 15856 87370 Lu lit

2010

Investment Development

core Non-core core Non-core Total

phit Em Em Em Em Em ri

UK excluding Northern Ireland 26168 14066 5997 3819 50050

Island of Ireland 3159 3044 963 8401 15567 La

Western Europe 409 10657 25 46 11137

US 3375 3978 733 221 8307
Row 244 1404 488 173 2309

33355 33149 8206 12660 87370 uS -t 34

Note

31 Eoclodeo RRM and contingent obligations

Key points

The decrease in exposure occurred primarily in the UK and Europe Liquidity in the market remains low with focus on refinancing and

in the development and investment books The asset mix remains support for the existing client base

relatively unchanged

The Ulster Bank Non-Core increase relative to 2009 reflects the

Commercial real estate will remain challenging for key markets swapping of the residual mortgage portfolio for the Commercial real

such as the UK Republic of Ireland and US new business will be estate
portfolio with Ulster Bank Core in the third quarter of 2010

accommodated within reduced limit framework
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2010

UK Island Western

end NI of Ireland Europe US ROW Total

Em Em Em Em Em Em

Residential 15551 7726 753 1755 549 26334

Office 8551 1402 4431 1311 891 16586

Retail 4928 674 711 529 106 6948

Industrial 10413 1780 3309 2193 284 17979

Mixed/Other 10607 3985 933 2519 479 19523

50050 15567 11137 8307 2309 87370

2010

Maturity prof of porttoio Em

year
22514

1-2 years
18085

2-3 years
12848

years
33923

87370

Notes

Encludes RRM and contingent obligations

Includes on demand and past due assets

Key pointa

Of the total portfolio at 31 December 2010 45.5 billion 2009-

58.1 billion is managed normally with annual reviews 9.2

billion 2009 -17.9 billion is receiving heightened credit

oversight under the Group watchlist process watch and 32.6

billion 2009 -22.2 billion is managed within the GRG

As at 31 December 2010 55% of the Groups credit risk assets

rated AQ1O related to the property sector up from 51% at 31

December 2009 Consistent with the trend seen in the total

portfolio the rate of migration to default slowed during the second

half of 2010 in most portfolios
In Non-Core and Ulster Bank

property remains the primary driver of growth in the defaulted

loan book

Short-term lending to property developers without firm long-term

financing in place is characterised as speculative Speculative

lending at origination represents less than 2% of the portfolio The

Groups appetite for originating speculative commercial real

estate lending is very limited and any such business requires

senior management approval Current market conditions have

resulted in some borrowers experiencing difficulty in finalising

long-term finance arrangements These borrowers are managed

within the problem debt management process in watch or the

GRG

Tighter risk appetite criteria for new business origination have

been implemented during the year but will take time to be

reflected in the performance of the portfolio
Whilst there has

been some recovery in the value of prime properties in the UK

the Group observes that it has been selective To date this

improvement has not fed through into lower quality properties in

the UK and has not been evident in other regions notably the

eurozone Republic of Ireland and the US

The Group may agree maturity extensions interest roll-ups
and

other remedial measures as part of the Groups early problem

management framework for customers experiencing temporary

financial difficulties Excluding Ulster Bank Group customers with

loans totalling 0.6 billion where exposures exceeded 10 million

benefited from such measures during 2010 Within GRG

restructured loan without an impairment provision is returned to

the performing book once the revised terms are being met by the

customer During 2010 within GRG excluding Ulster Bank

Group such activity for counterparties with exposures in excess

of million amounted to 0.3 billion Refer to page 161 for

discussion on Ulster Bank Group
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Risk management Credit risk con coed

Credit risk assets continued

Key ctedit portto8os continued

The Groups retail lending portfolio includes mortgages credit cards unsecured loans auto finance and overdrafts The majority of personal lending

exposures are in the UK Ireland and the US The analysis below includes both Core and Non-Core balances

2010 2001 2001
Persone credit risk assets Em

UK Retail

mortgages 92592 65.529 74 528

cards loans and overdrafts
18072 20316 22475

Ulster Bank

mortgages 21162 22 304 24.531

-otherpersonal 1017 1172 1350
Citizens

mortgages 24575 26.534 34.394

auto and cards
6062 8917 126

other
3455 4205 5266

Other
18123 13.827 24.764

185058 183804 196454

Notes

Prior years have been revised to reflect improvements in data categorisation

Mainly student loans and recreational vehicles/marine

Personal exposures in other divisions

Refer to the section on Ulster Bank group on page 164 for discussion on Ulster Bank residential mortgages

Residental rnortqa9es

The table below details the distribution of residential mortgages by indexed LIV
al/lee Ci0zra

2010 2009 2008 2010 2009
DIstributIon by seeraqe LIVer

50% 38.5 39.2 46.1 25.8 26.4 79

50% and 70% 23.2 21.0 2.1.5 17.3 156 19

70% and 90% 26.2 24.5 19.7 27.4 263 31.8

90% 12.1 15.3 12.7 29.5 307 18.8

Total
portfolio average LIV at 31 December 58.2 59.1 54.5 75.3 74.5 69

Average LTV on new originations during the year 64.2 67.2 67.2 64.8 62.6 81.3

Notes

11 LIV averages are calculated by transaction volume

Revised to reflect updated data and analysis completed after the reporting date

Analysis covers the main mortgage brands in each of the Groups three consumer markets and covers 96% of total mortgage portfolio

The table below details residential mortgages which are three months or more in arrears by volume
2010 2e 2090

UK Retail
1.7 16 1.3

Citizens
1.4 0.9

Note

ii Based on the months arrears rate for RBS and NatWest 81% of standard mortgages as at December 2010 together with the equivalent manually applied collections status flag for RBS/NatWest

Offset and other brand mortgages in total 93% of total mortgage assets The One Account current account mortgage is excladed 06.7 billion of assets 7% of assets of which 0.8% of accounts
were 90 days continually in excess of the limit at 31 December 2010 2009- 0.6% Consistent with the way the Council of Mortgage Lenders publishes member arrears information the 3v months
arrears rate now excludes accounts in repossession and cases with shortfalls post property sale 2009 data have been revised accordingly
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Key points

The UK mortgage portfoiio totalled 92.6 billion at 31 December

2010 an increase of 8% from 31 December 2009 due to continued

strong sales growth and lower redemption rates in historical terms

Of the total portfolio 98% is designated as Core business with the

primary brands being the Royal Bank of Scotland NatWest the One

Account and First Active Non-Core is made up of Direct Line

Mortgages The assets comprise prime mortgage lending and

include 6.8% 6.2 billion of exposure to residential buy-to-let at 31

December 2010 There is small legacy self certification book

0.3% of total assets which was withdrawn from sale in 2004

Gross new mortgage lending in 2010 was strong at 5.9 billion

The average LTV for new business during 2010 was 64.2%

compared with 67.2% in 2009 The maximum LTV available to new

customers remains at 90% Based on the Halifax House Price index

as at September 2010 the book averaged indexed LTV has reduced

to 58.2% at 31 December 2010 from 59.1% at 31 December 2009

influenced by favourable house price movements with the proportion

of balances in negative equity at 31 December 2010 standing at

6.9% down from 10.9% at 31 December 2009

The arrears rate more than payments in arrears excluding

repossessions and shortfalls post property sale increased slightly to

1.7% at 31 December 2010 from 1.6% at 31 December 2009 After

period of deterioration the arrears rate has stabilised and has

remained broadly stable since late 2009 The arrears rate on the

buy-to-let portfolio was 1.3% at3l December2010 2009- 1.4%

The mortgage impairment charge was 183 million for the year

ended 31 December 2010 compared to 129 million for 2009 with

proportion of the 2010 charge approximately 70 million being the

result of adjustments reflecting reduced expectations of recovery on

prior period defaulted debt and refinement of provision methodology

Underlying default trends improved throughout 2010 when

compared with 2009 Provisions as percentage of loans and

receivables have increased to 0.37% at 31 December 2010

compared with 0.25% at 31 December 2009 Default and arrears

rates remain sensitive to economic developments and are currently

supported by the low interest rate environment and strong book

growth with recent business yet to mature

number of initiatives aimed at supporting customers experiencing

temporary financial difficulties remain in place Forbearance

activities include offering reduced or deferred payment terms on

temporary basis for period of up to 12 months during which arrears

continue to accrue on the account Forbearance activities in the

performing book amounted to 0.6 billion during 2010 It is Group

policy not to initiate repossession proceedings for at least six

months after arrears are evident The number of properties

repossessed in 2010 was 1392 compared to 1251 in 2009

Citizens total residential real estate portfolio totalled $38.2 billion at

31 December 2010 2009 -$42.5 billion The real estate portfolio

comprises $9.7 billion Core $8.6 billion Non-Core $1.1 billion of

first lien residential mortgages and $28.5 billion Core $23.7 billion

Non-Core $4.8 billion of home equity loans and lines first and

second lien Home Equity Core consists of 46% first lien position

while Non-Core consists of 97% second lien position The Core

business comprises 84% of the
portfolio

and Non-Core comprising

16% with the serviced by others SBO portfolio being the largest

component at 75% of the Non-Core portfolio

Citizens continue to focus primarily on the footprint states of New

England Mid-Atlantic and Mid-West targeting low risk products and

maintaining conservative risk policies Loan acceptance criteria were

tightened during 2009 to address deteriorating
economic and market

conditions As at 31 December 2010 the portfolio consisted of $31.5

billion 82% of the total portfolio
in these footprint states

The SBO portfolio is part
of Non-Core and consists of purchased

pools of home equity loans and lines 96% second lien with current

LW 105% and geographic profiles 73% outside of Citizens

footprint leading to an annualised charge-off rate of 10.6% in 2010

The SBO book has been closed to new purchases since the third

quarter of 2007 and is in run-off with exposure down from $5.5

billion at 31 December 2009 to $4.5 billion at 31 December 2010

The arrears rate of the SBO portfolio decreased from 3.1% at 31

December 2009 to 2.7% at 31 December 2010 due to more effective

account servicing and collections following service conversion in

2009

The current weighted average LW of the real estate portfolio

increased slightly from 74.5% at 31 December 2009 to 75.3% at 31

December 2010 driven by down turn in home prices The current

weighted average LW of the real estate portfolio excluding SBO is

70.0%

The arrears rate decreased slightly
from 1.5% at 31 December 2009

to 1.4% at 31 December 2010 Delinquency rates have stabilised in

recent months for both residential mortgages and home equity loans

and lines Citizens participates
in the US Government Home

Affordable Modification Program HAMP alongside other bank

sponsored initiatives Under HAMP any borrower requesting

modification must be first reviewed to see if they meet the criteria of

this programme If the borrower does not qualify for HAMP then

they are reviewed for internal modification programmes The HAMP

programme is available only for first lien loans to owner-occupied

All second lien home equity lines and loans are modified using

internal programmes

The cumulative effect of these arrangements has helped the

Groups customers Modified loan balances were $566 million at 31

December 2010 2009 $235 million
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Risk management Credit risk conthnued

Credit risk assets continued

Key credit portfolios continued

Retell credit assets Personal lending

The Groups personal lending portfolio includes credit cards unsecured loans auto finance and overdrafts The majority of personal lending exposures
exist in the UK and the US New defaults as proportion of average loans and receivables are shown in the

following table

tv The UK personal lending portfolio of which 98% is in Core

businesses comprises credit cards unsecured loans and overdrafts

and totalled 18.1 billion at 31 December 2010 2009 -20.3 billion

decrease of 11% due to continued subdued loan recruitment

activity and continuing general market trend of customers repaying

unsecured loan balances with cards and current account balances

remaining stable The Non-Core portfolio consists of the direct

finance loan portfolios Direct Line Lombard Mint and Churchill

and totalled 0.45 billion at 31 December 2010 2009 -0.7 billion

Risk appetite continues to be
actively managed across all products

Support continues for customers experiencing financial difficulties

through breathing space initiatives on all unsecured products

whereby thirty day period is given to allow customers to establish

debt repayment plan During this time the Group suspends

collection activity further extension of thirty days can be granted if

progress is made and discussions are continuing Investment in

collection and recovery processes continues addressing both

continued support for the Groups customers and the management
of impairments

Benefiting from combination of risk appetite tightening and more

favourable economic environment impairment losses on unsecured

lending have reduced significantly during 2010 from 1603 million

at 31 December 2009 to 991 million at 31 December 2010 with the

downward trajectory moderating significantly in the latter part of the

year Impairments will remain sensitive to the external environment

Industry benchmarks for cards arrears remain stable with the Group

continuing to perform favourably

Outstanding balances for the Citizens credit card portfolio totalled

$1.53 billion at 31 December 2010 This figure excludes the Kroger

Personal Finance portfolio which was sold on 27 May 2010 Core

assets comprised 86.3% of the portfolio

The Citizens cards business has traditionally adopted conservative

risk
strategies compared to the US market as whole Given the

economic climate Citizens has over the past 24 months introduced

tighter lending criteria and lower credit limits These actions have led

to improving new business quality and business performing on par

with
industry benchmarks provided by VISA The latest available

metrics show the rate for 60 days delinquency as percentage of

total outstanding balances at 3.17% in December 2010 compared

to an industry figure of 3.22% and net contractual charge-otIs as

percentage of total outstanding balances at 4.76% in December

2010 compared to an industry figure of 5.67% We expect further

improvement based on early delinquency trends

Citizens is leading regional provider of retail auto financing to US

consumers through network of 3433 auto dealers located in 23

US states Citizens maintain conservative prime indirect auto

lending credit programme with loss rates that have historically been

below national averages Current outstanding retail auto loan

balances totalled $7.9 billion includes Core and Non-Core at 31

December 2010 of which 96% of the portfolio is in the Core business

The $324 million of Non-Core auto assets are anticipated to run-off

by 2013 The tightening of credit parameters in 2008-09 along with

enhanced collection activities and seasonal factors has resulted in

improved credit performance The net charge-off rate on the total

auto portfolio fell to 0.34% at 31 December 2010 down from 1.3% at

31 December 2009 The 30 DPD delinquency rate fell from 2.6%

as of 31 December 2009 to 1.6% at 31 December 2010 even as

balances fell by $917 million The 1.7% 30 DPD delinquency rate

on the total auto loan portfolio at 30 September 2010 Citizens was

favourable to the 2.6% nationwide bank indirect auto delinquency

rate as reported by Experian

2010

Average

loans and

receivables

Em

Impairment

charge

as of

loans and

receivables rcc.r.akos
Personal lending

UK Retail cards iii 6025 5.0 6101 6.7 6617 64
UK Retail loans iii 9863 4.8 12062 59 13545 33

$m

Citizens cards
12.3 1555 9.9 1772 117 2275 4.9

Citizens auto loans 12 8133 0.6 9.759 11360

Notes

The ratio for UK Retail assets refers to the impairment charges for the year
The ratio for citizens refers to charge-offs in the year net of recoveries realised in the year
The 2009 data have been revised to exclude the Krognr Personal Finance portfolio which was sold in 2010
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Uster l3enk Group Core end ionCore structural problem that exist in Ireland with the scale and duration of

Ulster Bank Group accounts for 8% of the Groups total credit risk assets customers in financial difficulty The industry definition in the Republic of

or 7% of the Groups Core credit risk assets The Irish economy has Ireland of an unsustainable mortgage 18 months accumulated interest

experienced severe economic headwinds resulting in substantial rise in has been used to underpin the policy which will improve identification of

unemployment and steep property value correction over the last two customers where forbearance may not be appropriate The forbearance

years Ulster Bank Group has not been immune to the downturn which portfolios
account for 5.8% 7383 mortgages of the Ulster Bank Group

has resulted in significant migration of credit quality to lower grades and mortgage portfolio by value at 31 December 2010 with 75% of these

substantial increase in loan impairments Ulster Bank Groups customers by value in amortising or interest only agreements

Impairment charges increased from 1277 million at 31 December 2009

to 2682 million at 31 December 2010 reflecting the deteriorating

economic environment in Ireland with rising default levels across the

portfolio
Lower asset values in property related lending and most

specifically in development lending have resulted in higher corporate loan

Impairment charges increased by 512 million at 31 December 200910

1161 million at 31 December 2010 reflecting the deteriorating

economic environment in Ireland with rising default levels across both losses

personal and corporate portfolios
Lower asset values particularly

property related together with pressure on borrowers with dependence In the third quarter of 2010 6.1 billion of residential mortgages and

on consumer spending have resulted in higher corporate loan losses some corporate exposures were transferred from Non-Core to Core at

while higher unemployment lower incomes and increased taxation have the same time billion of commercial real estate loans were transferred

driven mortgage impairment increases Ulster Bank Group is helping from Core to Non-Core

customers in this difficult environment Forbearance policies
which are

deployed through the Flex initiative are aimed at assisting customers in

financial difficulty These policies
have been reviewed in 2010 given the

Credt 288 sets by ndutry and aenqraphy

Credit risk assets include 51 billion and billion of lending to customers and financial institutions respectively with the remaining exposure company

RRM and contingent obligations

rid ustry eta etc

2010

Personal 20064 120 20184 2730 22 2752 22799 142 22941

Banks 107 107 14 14 124 124

Non-banks and financial

institutions 167 88 255 46 24 70 217 112 329

Sovereign 12 2174 2174 672 672 2846 2846

Property 3609 8431 12040 2704 4281 6985 305 770 1075 6618 13482 20100

Retail and leisure 1923 608 2531 795 75 870 108 108 2826 683 3509

OtherCorporate 4033 338 4371 1089 88 1177 198 198 5320 426 5746

9585 41 662 8039 4490 12 529 634 770 1404 40750 14845 55 595

Personal 75 22 3i0 2782 24 2806 --.- 18784 6.326 28.12.0

Banks 99 99 28 28

Non-banks and financial

institutions 91 19 209 128 16 176 363 35 108

Sovereign 21
1.909 1.999 347 347 2.250 2.251

Property 6.086 5822 12538 4.540 2035 7$15 759 413 8900 21 805

Retail and leisure 2.638 288 2926 579 22 601 128 126 3343 310 3653

Other Corporate .1.145 228 .1.373 804 72 944 131 131 5.128 300 5.473

31.675 12.889 44384 8.318 2769 12085 1.051 413 1.464 42042 15811 57.913

commercial real estate and mortgage portfolios have been acutely

affected and these account for 81% of the 2010 impairment charges

2009 75%

ubicotheiand
Non-

Core Core Totai

Em Em Em

UK

Non-

Core Core Totai

Em Em Em

Other

Non-

Core Core Total

4n Em Em

Totai

Non-

Core Core Total

Em Em Em

Notes

In the third quarter of 2010 6.1 blilion of residential mortgages and some corporate exposures were transferred from Non-Core at the same time billion of commerciai real estate loans were

transferred from Core to Non-Core

includes central bank exposures
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Risk management Credit risk conknued

Ulster Bank Group Core and Nontoret continued

Note

Fended loans

REIL

en of

REIL Provisions gross loans

Em Em

Impairment Amountn

charge written-off

Em Em

Risk elements in lending and impairments by sector

Gronn

loans

Em

Provisions

as of

REIL

Provisions

as of

gross loans

2010

Ulster Bank Group

Mortgages 21162 1566 439 7.4 28.0 2.1 336

Personal unsecured 1282 185 158 14.4 85.4 12.3 48 30

Commercial real estate

investment 8138 2989 1332 36.7 44.6 16.4 889

development 9850 6406 2820 65-0 44.0 28.6 1875

Othercorporate 11009 2515 1228 22.8 48.8 11.2 695 11

51441 13661 5977 26.6 43.8 11.6 3843 48

Cure

Mortgages 21162 1566 439 7.4 28.0 2.1 294

Personal unsecured 1282 185 158 14.4 85.4 12.3 48 30

Commercial real estate

investment 4284 598 332 14.0 55.5 7.7 259

development 1090 65 37 6.0 56.9 3.4 116

Other corporate 9039 1205 667 13-3 55.4 7.4 444 11

36857 3619 1633 9.8 45.1 4.4 1161 48

Non Core

Mortgages 42

Commercial real estate

investment 3.854 2391 1000 62.0 41.8 25.9 630

-development 8760 6341 2783 72.4 43.9 31.8 1759

Othercorporate 1970 1310 561 66.5 42.8 28.5 251

14584 10042 4344 68.9 43.3 29.8 2682
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471s1 oral balance sheet managenlent

14

Ulster bank Group

Mortgages 22201 822 153 4.0 17.3 0.7 116

Personal unsecured 2433 114 140 43.3 6.0 64 21

Commercial real estate

-investment 2.192 1742 413 213 236 5.0 370

-development 10109 4.266 1104 42.2 25.9 1511 953

Othercorporate 12479 1976 646 5.6 32.5 5.2 421

55.414 9042 2.465 15.3 27.2 14 1926 34

Core

Mortgages 16.199 552 102 3.4 14.3 0.6 /4

Personal unsecured 2.433 174 145 7.2 23.3 6.0 44 27

Commercial real estate

-investment 6131 250 105 1.1 42.0 1.7 24

development 3.432 0331 244 1.2 444 77

Other corporate 11106 850 326 7.7 3.24 2.9 204

39.707 2.260 9.62 5.7 42.4 2.1 449 34

NonCore

Mortgages 6002 324 51 5.4 15.7 0.2 42

Commercial real estate

-investment 2.061 1494 304 72.1 206 149 214

-development 6271 3240 422 61.2 21.4 13 732

Other corporate 13/3 1126 322 22.0 2a.6 23.6 211

15707 6.722 1.503 132 22.1 9.6 1277

Note

Funded loons

Key points

us Increases in REIL reflect difficult conditions in both commercial and us Provisions increased from 2.5 billion to 6.0 billion and the

residential sectors in the Republic of Ireland Of the REIL at 31 coverage ratio increased to 44% from 27% at 31 December 2009

December 2010 74% was in Non-Core 69% of the provision at 31 December 2010 related to commercial

real estate
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Risk management Credit risk curtiriund

Ulster Bank Group Core and NonCore

RescJeniial mat ccc

The table below shows how the steep value correction has affected the distribution of residential mortgages by loan-to-value LIV indexed LIV is

based upon gross loan amounts and whilst
including defaulted loans does not account for impairments already taken

2010
By average LIV

50% 35.9 i7 471

50% and 70% 13.5 152 171

70%and90% 13.5 15.5 182
90%

37.1 28.6 17

Total portfolio average LIV at 31 December 71.2 625 543

Average LIV on new originations during the year 75.9 72.8 711

Note

L1V averages calculated by transaction volume

Key points

The residential mortgage portfolio across Ulster Bank Group totalled

21.2 billion at 31 December 2010 with 90% in the Republic of

Ireland and 10% in Northern Ireland The portfolio size has declined

by 4% in the Republic of Ireland since 31 December 2009 with

Northern Ireland increasing by 12% over the same period New

business originations continue to be very low especially in the

Republic of Ireland In 2010 3557 new mortgages were originated

of which 92% were in Northern Ireland

The arrears rate continues to increase due to the continued

challenging economic environment At 31 December 2010 the

arrears rate was 6.0% compared to 3.3% at 31 December 2009 As

result the impairment charge for 2010 was 336 million compared
with 116 million for 2009 Repossessions totalled 76 in 2010

compared with 96 in 2009 75% of the repossessions were voluntary

Ulster Bank Group has number of initiatives in place aimed at

increasing the level of support to customers experiencing temporary

financial difficulties At 31 December 2010 forbearance

arrangements had been agreed in respect of 5.8% El .2 billion of

Ulster Bank Groups residential mortgage portfolio The majority

79% relates to customers in the performing book Loans in respect

of which forbearance arrangements were agreed during 2010

amounted to 1.7 billion in the performing book and 0.5 billion in

the impaired book
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The Commercial real estate lending portfolio for Ulster Bank Group

totalled 18 billion at 31 December 2010 and decreased by 2% during the

year The Non-Core portion of the portfolio totalled 12.6 billion 70% of

the portfolio Of the total Ulster commercial real estate portfolio 24% is

in Northern Ireland 63% is in the Republic of Ireland and 13% is in the

UK

The definition of commercial real estate was revised during 2010 to

include commercial investment properties residential investment

properties commercial development properties and residential

development properties which include house builders

Develooment

Commercial Residential Commercial Residential Total

EXpOSUbOgtphy Em Em Em Em Em

2010

Island of Ireland 2785 6.578 5072 1098 15533

UK excluding Northern Ireland 110 359 1831 115 2415

Other 17 22 40

2895 6954 6925 1214 17988

Island of Ireland 3404 53u5 5453 10 62

UK excluding Northern Ireland 240 153 584 84 2062

Other 22 37

3644 6465 1040 1152 16201

Property remains the primary driver of growth in the defaulted loan

book for Ulster Bank Group The outlook remains challenging with

limited liquidity in the marketplace to support refinancing The

decrease in asset valuations has placed pressure on the portfolio with

more clients seeking renegotiation of terms in the context of granting

structural enhancements

Within its early problem management framework Ulster Bank Group

may agree various remedial measures with customers in the

performing book that are experiencing temporary financial difficulties

During 2010 customers with loans amounting to 0.4 billion

exposures greater than million benefited from such measures

During 2010 impaired loans amounting to 2.1 billion exposures

greater than million were restructured and remain in the non

performing book
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Risk management Credit risk Lr.ued

f3aance shset analysis

All the disclosures in this section pages 166 to 180 are audited unless otherwise indicated by art asterisk

The following tables provide an analysis of financial assets by industry sector geography and internal credit
quality gradings Credit risk assets analysed

on the preceding pages are reported internally to senior management however they exclude certain exposures primarily debt securities and take

account of legal agreements including master netting arrangements that provide right of legal set-off but do not meet the criteria for offset in IFRS

The analysis below is therefore provided to supplement the credit risk assets analysis and to reconcile to the consolidated balance sheet

Industry and soraphcal analysis

The tables below and on pages 167 to 173 analyse total financial assets gross of provisions by industry sector for Group before RFS Ml and

geography for Group before RFS Ml and RFS Ml

Comprising

Repurchase agreements

Derivative balances

Derivative collateral

Other

3916

403387

14

11

1041

1392

2156

6400

94

134

418545

n/a

418545

418545

10712

361493

31015

15325

418545

Industry analysis

The table below analyses total financial assets by industry

sons and .dvanrnc

Core Non-Core

Em Em

Netting

and

Total Senurities Oerivatives Other Total offset

Em Em Em Em Em Em2010

otal

Central and local government 7426 1671 9097 130890 7560 291 147838

Finance-banks 99583 1024 100607 100607

-other 97967 7891 105858 95954 399318 12185 613315

Residential mortgages 140359 6142 146501 808 147315

Personal lending 33581 3891 37472 63 15 48 37598

Property 42455 47651 90106 2937 3830 28 96901

Construction 8680 3352 12.032 87 780 12.899

Manufacturing 26186 6520 32706 897 3229 36832

Service industries and business activities 95252 22384 117636 8077 12285 388 138386

Agriculture forestry and fishing 3758 135 3893 29 40 3962

Finance lease and instalment credit 8320 8530 16850 15 14 16879

Interest accruals 921 279 200 1398 2598

Total gross of provisions 564488109470 673958 241155 427077 12940 1355130

Provisions

Group before RFS Ml

RFS Ml gross of provisions

Group

jLJJ68
655776 239678 427077 12911 1335442

655778 239678 427077 12911 1335444

For notes to this table refer to page 173
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FOsS enS ealanne sheet management

Orre Nr.ffre Other 11 Trrr elOel

else .r Or fr- hr

Total

Central and local government 6388 1.514 7920 142.512 6998 205 157.93-5 1125

Finance banks 81.695 1937 83.632 83632

-otheriai 88517 11957 100574 99284 409.452 12115 521.420 312343

Residential mortgages 127.975 12.932 140907 17 11 141630

Personal lending 35.313 6358 41.671 38- 40 41750 21

Property 49054 50.372 99426 4.497 4184 108 108.215 111-1-

Construction 9502 5.258 14.750 516 923 63 16.351 1450

Manufacturing 30.454 14402 44.856 1.954 5353 115 52.279 3184

Service industries and business activities 100729 33.552 134391 14511 .180 794 100884 5811

Agriculture forestry and fishing 3.725 553 4.2 19 254 1-4 4.585 75

Finance lease and instalment credit 5.147 11955 2.0.103 705 16 20 425 39

Interest accruals 1557 555 2222 1.571 3793

Total gross of provisions 543251151414 594/el 2565-30 43o.199 13445 1412915 85.7/0

Provisions 115.11 1.4761 .5481 114

Group before RFS Ml 579558 255.055 438199 13.445 1395.257 385.77Cr

RFS Ml gross of provisions 142555 21730 3255 157.552 55

RFS Ml provision 2.1 10 --- 121 1$

Group 820.146 286782 441454 1.3454 1.551835 38.5825

Central and local government

Finance banks

otherl3l .0

Residential mortgages

Personal lending

Property

Construction

Manufacturing

Service industries and business activities

Agriculture forestry and fishing

Finance lease and instalment credit

Interest accruals

Total gross of provisions

Provisions

Group before RFS Ml

RFS Ml gross of provisions

RFS Ml provision

Group

For notes to this table refer to page 173
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Risk management Credit risk conlnued

Balance sheet analysis Industry and eoaphy analysis con6nued

Loans and advances to banks and customers by 952815983

The table below analyses loans and advances gross of provisions by geography location of office

2010 2001 2003

Em I2i

Loans and advances to banks

-UK
70400 512348 126.913

US
9810 8537 5830

Europe 10655 5535 7.670

-RoW
9778 10.611 9.213

Group before RFS Ml 100643 84.031 1212626

RFS Ml 1.8/3 5.891

100645 91.910 138.324

Loans and advances to customers

UK
374822 386.736 431.302

Us
90752 93.209 125.788

Europe 83586 102571 1.15524

RoW
24155 28.132 4127

Group before RFS Ml 573315 610710 740.589

RFS Ml 136.809 145022

573315 745519 885611

Group before RFS Ml 673958 694741 870215
RFS Ml

_________ _______ _______ ________ _______ 142.885 153720

Group 673960 837.429 1023935

Note

Loans and advances to banks includes 36 million of accrued interest 2009- 399 million 2008- 2339 million

Residential mortgages increased by billion during 2010 with

increases in UK Retail reflecting
continued strong sales growth and

lower redemption rates partially offset by reduced lending in both

Ulster Bank and US Retail Commercial US RC reflecting low

new business originations and tightened loan acceptance criteria

respectively

Reduction in unsecured lending reflects subdued recruitment
activity

and the continuing market trend of repaying unsecured loans in UK

Retail and lower personal auto loans in US RC

The Groups loans and advances to property and construction

sectors reduced by 12 billion primarily in the UK and Europe in

both development and investment portfolios Underlying Non-Core

property loans declined by 7.7 billion during the year This was

partly offset by transfer of 5.0 billion in development property

loans as part of Ulster Banks strategic decision to cease early stage

development property lending

Exposure to the manufacturing sector is concentrated in industrial

agriculture and food consumer subsectors The overall reduction

in exposure in the year was partly due to the run off and

restructuring of assets in Europe and in the Non Core portfolio

Service industries and business activities comprise transport retail

leisure telecommunications media and technology and business

services Transport primarily comprises loans to borrowers in the

shipping automotive and aviation segments Aviation capital and

portfolio of shipping loans are held within Non-Core Core
portfolios

in UK Corporate and GBM are well diversified geographically Global

economic conditions and related trends in trade flows and

discretionary consumer spending continue to inform the Groups

cautious stance

Shipping continued to experience difficult market conditions in 2010

Whilst there have been no material shipping impairments to date

the exposures subject to heightened level of monitoring currently

stand at 2.8 billion out of total portfolio of 13 billion Recent

quarterly vessel valuations undertaken by external shipbrokers show

that the majority of the Groups exposures remain fully secured

Conditions are expected to remain challenging for the foreseeable

future
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The tables below and on pages 169 to 173 analyse financial assets by geography location of office and industry

Netting

Loans and advances and

Core Non-Core Total Securities Derivatives Other Total offset

2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

UK

Central and local government 6339 173 6512 72428 7300 173 86413 3916

Finance banks 69911 481 70392 70392

-other3 61180 6024 67204 51015 249324 5390 372933 256949

Residential mortgages 99928 1665 101593 748 102347 14

Personal lending 23035 585 23620 23 23653 11

Property 34970 30492 65462 2477 3739 28 71706 1041

Construction 7041 2310 9351 39 741 10131 1392

Manufacturing 12689 1510 14199 354 2159 16712 2150

Service industries and business activities 58265 11742 70007 2993 7940 337 81277 6306

Agriculture forestry and fishing 2872 67 2939 35 2974 94

Finance lease and instalment credit 5589 7785 13374 15 14 13403 134

Interest accruals 471 98 569 501 1070

Group 382290 62932 445222 130571 271267 5951 853011 272007

Central and local government 263 53 316 25741 112 26174

Finance banks 9798 12 9810 9810

-otherl3l 25306 826 26132 23975 121717 4950 176774 123862

Residential mortgages 20548 3653 24201 60 24261

Personal lending 6816 2704 9520 9520

Property 1611 3318 4929 99 23 5051

Construction 442 78 520 16 541

Manufacturing 5459 143 5602 434 583 6619

Service industries and business activities 14198 2725 16923 3285 2764 42 23014

Agriculture forestry and fishing 31 31 28 62

Finance lease and instalment credit 2315 2315 2315

Interest accruals 190 73 263 240 503

Group 86977 13585 100562 53867 125111 5104 284644 123862

Europe

Central and local government 365 1017 1382 18648 66 20096

Finance banks 10315 312 10627 10627

-other3 2641 1019 3660 17076 746 53 21535

Residential mortgages 19473 621 20094 20094

Personal lending 2270 600 2870 62 25 2957

Property 5139 12636 17775 43 17818

Construction 1014 873 1887 27 1915

Manufacturing 5853 4181 10034 105 39 10178

Service industries and business activities 17538 6071 23609 900 99 24609 92

Agriculture forestry and fishing 849 68 917 918

Finance lease and instalment credit 369 745 1114 1114

Interest accruals 170 102 272 575 847

Group before RFS Ml 6599628245 94241 37437 951 79 132708 99

RFS Ml

Group

For notes to this table refer to page 173

94243 37437 951 79 132710 99
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Business review contiflU94

Risk management Credit risk elinued

Balance sheet analya88 Industry and geography znaysis conlinued

Netting

and

offset

Em

Core Non-Core Total Securities Derivatives Other Total

2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

RoW

Central and local government 459 428 887 14073 189 15155

Finance-banks 9559 219 9778 9778

-other3 8840 22 8862 3888 27531 1792 42073 22575
Residential mortgages 410 203 613 613

Personal lending 1460 1462 1468

Property 735 1205 1940 318 68 2326

Construction 183 91 274 16 22 312

Manufacturing 2185 686 2871 448 3323
Service industries and business activities 5251 1846 7097 899 1482 9486

Agriculture forestry and fishing

Finance lease and instalment credit 47 47 47

Interest accruals 90 96 82 178

Group 29225 4708 33933 19280 29748 1806 84767 22577

24
UK

Central and local government 4.462 276 4.758 756 6.752 91177 1.725

Finance banks 58141 979 59120 59.120

-other 56429 8.093 64522 45513 257109 5492 372636 238926

Residential mortgages 90655 1896 92.584 653 11 93245

Personal lending 24613 1.137 25750 22 25782 21

Property 36407 35387 71.794 3761 4086 104 79745 1114
Construction 6.944 3.640 10.604 354 549 62 11549 1.450

Manufacturing 14644 3255 17899 1643 4.222 102 23566 3.184

Service industries and business activities 62756 15877 78.633 10279 7549 742 97503 5810

Agriculture forestry and fishing 2946 135 3064 252 39 3.354 76

Finance lease and instalment credit 5343 10.643 16186 294 16 15.496 39

lnterestaccruals 1032 160 1212 457 1.6611

Group before RFS Ml 364.44551.701 446146 142.870 280.942 6537 676.405 262.352

RFSMI 444 49 494

Group 446.590 142919 280943 6.537 876989 262352

US

Central and local government 196 64 240 24.620 1.41 25.030

Finance banks 6446 76 8.524 4524

other 19404 1.803 21207 27.086 12 599 5779 179671 113.470

Residential mortgages 21842 4317 26.159 64 26223

Personal lending 7.373 3109 10.972 10972

Property 498 3.768 5256 56 30 272

Construction 490 132 622 72 50 744

Manufacturing 5495 1.200 7095 243 550 7915

Service industries and business activities 14358 4.505 14063 3320 2.446 24469

Agriculture forestry and fishing 27 27 30

Finance lease and instalment credit 2117 2.417 2417
Interest accruals 20 94 34 334 648

Group before RFS MI 8216819.578 101746 55.796 125.756 5920 292.215 113.47

RFS Ml

Group

340 360

102104 55.796 128756 5.936 292.578 110.670

For notes to this table refer to page 173
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Risk aid dance 5oct31 01351399r31101

itt

Europe

Central and local government 334 1.164 1496 25328 65 24 26.918

Finance banks 4906 628 6.434 5434

other 4361 1.028 5189 22913 1.659 43 29S14

Residentialmortgages bOSS 6/15 21//3 21//3

Personal lending 1877 1059 2.886 17 2903

Property 10812 9417 20229 17 20261

Construction 1946 1.16/ 3113 3116

Manufacturing 7.311 6609 16.920 e2 123 16566

Service industries and business activities 193811 9.896 23983 331 36 6i 29.463

Agriculture forestry and fishing 737 366 1.093 1094

Finance lease and instalment credit 379 1094 1.413 12 1.486

lnterestaccruals 266 249 616 706 1221

Group before RFS Ml 8661241.234 108196 49336 1.21.6 140 1696//

SF5 Ml 140.096 21 .681 3232 16.5020

Group 248204 71.616 6.228 142 324.697

SakS

Central and local government 1.376 28 1454 13.201 1139 36 14.610

Finance banks 192.00 364 bu.664 .... 10554

-other i3 6623 1.033 9666 3772 26.046 796 39.269 19741

Residential mortgages 390 391 391

Personal lending 1.460 613 2.963 29 2.993

Property 337 1.789 2117 679 61 2.847

Construction 102 319 421 86 23 6.32

Manufacturing 2604 1.3316 3.942 16 4711 14 1410

Service industries and business activities 4.627 3.386 7917 689 731% 9.759

Agriculture forestry and fishing 16 69 76 78

Finance lease and instalment credit 19 11

Interest accruals 149 37 161 74 266

Group before SF5 Ml 297826991 38743 18629 26.606 846 84626 10.748

SF5 Ml

Group

For notes to this table refer to page 173

1786 22 18313 56

40.579 113 629 26.617 346 6.6.431 122103
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Business review continued

Risk management Credit risk cnntnued

Balance sheet analysis Industry and geography analysis continued

vsrccc esuctss .rv sc-c los isa offce

lIce tIc Is Ic-c Icr Icc Icc

UK

Central and local government 6106 36466 5.795 14 45354 1987

Finance banks 105100 105100

-otherl3l 92030 64601 532357 6.257 /15745 480762
Residential mortgages 55957 14 60951 52

Personal lending 27.469 250 36 25 27.750

Property 74010 2.008 5.004 71 81.163 1026

Construction 13.426 144 754 25 14350 1485

Manufacturing 25999 1060 11208 160 35.467 6.279

Service industries and business activities 88334 10.15-1 13.278 1471 113237 7.624

Agriculture forestry and fishing 3118 93 34 15 3250 87

Finance lease and instalment credit 17353 25 17.301 119

Interest accruals 4293 774 5067

Group before RFS Ml 538215 135573 569.005 8.059 1250945 499.425

RFS Ml 702 95 797

Group 538.917 135555 569.008 6059 1251742 499425

Us

Central and local government 452 24.996 45 33 25555

Finance banks 5814 5514

-other3 24518 37344 355.502 5.754 423218 323910
Residential mortgages 34.2.35 34.235

Personal lending 14356 14.355

Property 6579 97 5551
Construction ass ss 172 1575

Manufacturing 13127 102 1509 125 15.155 217

Service industries and business activities 27014 1.408 5.535 907 38654 2345

Agriculture forestry and fishing 311 34

Finance lease and instalment credit 3.055 3.056

Interest accruals 498 455 964

Group before RFS Ml 131515 54474 35513 5529 589.532 32.5473

RFSMI 491 .- 493

Group 13.2.107 64.475 355113 5529 559525 326.473

For notes to this table refer to page 173
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Business review

Risk anS oslanoe shed nisosgemont

Europe

Central and local government 1.830 21920 228 23.392

Finance banks 124 /.2/

other 10450 20857 7.840 3.605 42585

Residential mortgages 23.394 29 23127

Personal lending 4841 28 19 4888

Property 19789 209 20.080

Construction 5.183 91 5.274

Manufacturing 25843 uS 3/1 25.25/

Service industries and business activities 40444 10i62 2.34 So 53049 540

Agriculture forestry and fishing 1327 50 1375

Finance lease and instalment credit 1815 15 1830

lnterestaccruals 1194 1195

Group before RFS Ml 143194 52.926 11.200 3.698 711018 542

RFS Ml 150.304 18.387 1.009 20 189.700

Group 293495 21.223 12.2119 3.715 380718 843

RoW

Central and local government 7.079 18.708 311 145 24.243

Finance banks 9029 ..... 9.099

-otherl3 11955 4.257 42.820 407 54249 21.732

Residential mortgages 795 795

Personal lending 4592 459/ 29

Property 2918 48.5 95 3494

Construction 755 17 779

Manufacturing 0195 158 /1 585

Service industries and business activities 13 152 940 1.267 15358 1118

Agriculture forestry and fishing
152 161

Finance lease and instalment credit 111 no

Interest accruals 3514 384

Group before RFS Ml 57100 22.504 45.084 552 125425 31915

RFS Ml 2.22.2 58 So 2.335 13

Group 50.413 27852 45139 552 127756 31026

Notes

Inclades settlement balances of 011605 million at 31 Oecember2olO 2009 -12033 million 2008- 17832 million

12 This shows the amount by which the Groaps credit risk espossre is redaced throagh arrangements sach as msster netting agreements which give the Groap legal right to set-off the financial

asset against financial liability doe to the same coonterparty
In addition the Groap holds collateral in respect of individaal loans and advances to banks and castomem This collateral includes

mortgages over property both pemonal and commercial charges over boniness assets sack as plant inventories and trade debtom and gaarantees of lending from parties other than the borrower

The Groop obtains collateral in the form of sensrifies in reverse reparnhann agreements cash and securities are received as collateral in respect of derivative tmnsactiocs

13 Loans made by the Groaps consolidated cosdaits to asset owning companies are inclsded within Pisacce
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Risk management Credit risk cortThued

Balance ChSSt 50/ 000tiflUed

Asset quality

The asset quality analysis presented below is based on the Groups

internal asset quality ratings which have ranges for the probability of

default as set out below Customers are assigned credit grades based

on various credit grading models that reflect the key drivers of default for

the customer type All credit grades across the Group map to both

Group level asset quality scale used for external financial reporting and

master grading scale for wholesale exposures used for internal

management reporting across portfolios Debt securities are analysed by

external
ratings agencies and are therefore excluded from the table

below and are set out on pages 176 and 177

Loans and Loans and

advances advances to

to banks castomers

Em Em

Asset quality band
Probability of default range

AQ1 0% 0.034%

AQ2 0.034% 0.048%

AQ3 0.048% 0.095%

AQ4 0.095% 0.381%

AQ5 0.381% 1.076%

AQ6 1.076% 2.153%

AQ7 2.153% 6.089%

AQ8 6.089% 17.222%

AQ9 17.222% 100%

AQ1O 100%

Other

Settlement financial Contingent

balances Derivatives instramnents Commitments liabilities Total

2010
... Em Em Em Em Em Em

Tota

AQ1 56655 91952 126444 6815 408489 658 78.728 9745 779486
AQ2 14 598 13282 1271 2659 26128 1980 45935
AQ3 48 2197 25981 156 3317 25731 4337 61767
AQ4 188 639 95777 571 3391 41027 6522 148121
AQ5 99 2322 114796 64 4860 144 38612 5169 166066
AQ6 159 65497 34 1070 25.991 2230 94984
AQ7 178 46072 857 69 18752 2456 68387
AQ8 15 16573 14 403 9.289 9545 35839
AQ9 115 14263 450 80 3889 932 19731
AQ1O 355 5644 1581 2829 407 10823
Pastdue 10 13430 2675 16115
Impaired 145 35556 375 36076rmentprovision-1271-11
Group before RFS Ml 57014 98558 555260 11605 427077 1306 270976 43323 1465119
RFSMI

32 34

Group 57014 98560 555260 11605 427077 1306 270976 43355 1465153

Core

AQ1 56637 91298 103645 6814 396419 366 71091 9651 735921
AQ2 14 550 10534 1271 2243 24923 1728 41266
AQ3 48 2165 22851 155 3132 23546 4268 56165
AQ4 10 539 85779 571 3017 36909 5070 131901
AQ5 99 2247 100051 64 3988 15 35302 4924 146690
AQ6 138 53498 34 805 24050 2140 80668
AQ7 154 38438 595 69 17605 2309 59173
AQ8 15 13290 14 257 8617 9434 31627
AQ9 107 9898 237 50 3442 886 14622
AQ1O 300 2777 368 1500 250 5202
Past due

10744 2629 13376
Impaired 144 13367 375 13886irmentprovon
Group before RFS MI 56818 97534 457132 11557 411061 855 246985 40660 1322602

For the note to this table refer to page 176

Cash and

balances

at central

banks

cm
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Risk 500 55140cc sheet mesagemect

Cash and

balances Lsans and Loans and Other

at central advances advances to Settlement financial Contingent

banhs to banks castomers balances Derivatives instrameete Commitments liabilitiee Total

2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

Corn Core

AQ1 18 654 22799 12070 292 7637 94 43565

AQ2 48 2748 416 1205 252 4669

AQ3 32 3130 185 2185 69 5602

AQ4 178 100 9998 374 4118 1452 16220

AQ5 75 14745 872 129 3310 245 19376

AQ6 21 11999 265 1941 90 14316

AQ7 24 7634 262 1147 147 9214

AQ8 3283 146 672 111 4212

AQ9 4365 213 30 447 46 5109

AQ1O 55 2867 1213 1329 157 5621

Accruing past due 2686 46 2739

Impaired 22189 22190

Group before RFS MI 196 1024 98128 48 16016 451 23991 2663 142517

2009

AQI 51121 72384 108.052 8582 389.019 754 82.085 9415 597.853

AQ2 1.725 10.780 306 11550 27.5911 4526 nO 494

AQ3 2.175 29058 199 10.791 28354 5085 77576

AQ4 23 1.357 102922 605 5.296 52.496 14945 180.547

AQ5 2.497 124.724 149 8.270 37 42239 7.387 186.305

AQ6 424 94513 40 25411 30.847 2.415 130821

AQ7 110 45.928 33 2181 98 26.724 2.352 78425

AQ8 137 23.593 1.448 1.2507 1.008 35593

AQ9 184 15025 2.030 514i 1279 7a.659

AQ1O 277 9.142 2025 3515 5Q7 1557%

Accruing past due 35 14475 3.910 40 111461

Impaired ...... 206 315841 197 .. 71.991

Impairment provision 52 jj

Group before RFS MI 51.545 817155 595094 12.024 435.199 595 292519 40.959 1522.325

RFS MI r13 7.85.5 132 699 7.255 5.022 4.031 Inc 591

Group 5.2.251 59.220 728393 12.1133 411.454 558 297.541 54.1120 .175 1120

For the note to this table refer to page 176
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Business review continued

Risk management Credit risk cootinuad

Balance sheet analysis Asset quality oontousd

Can ant

taancas Loant a-ct Lcctma and

ti atia aiininasadnanies SEer-ia aanind Ectrqnnt
SmLa ii haahn It natmmm nan aEnaflnaa aimmnmm Cn.nimann ai4daa EaSE

2008 Em Em Em Em Im Em Em Em

AOl 9314 93.545 141636 8458 837599 475 122075 10288 1223.980

AQ2 506 6.380 15440 1.229 27.207 31 23.113 2129 79335

AQ3 1005 12.556 62.235 1938 35719 62 26267 2503 142.625

AQ4 1005 11041 129292 1422 45057 62 63966 13196 266041

AQ5 1.046 160.605 252 26.799 63.599 17.736 270041

AQ6 673 99.765 217 6561 222 17771 11254 136.463

AO7 201 56762 246 4457 17.740 7602 57005

AQ8 292 23449 1362 14.120 1170 40393

A09 343 12.265 2.022 5614 1.061 21514

AQ1O .... 274 5644 3386 1627 435 11766

Accruing past due 13262 4.029 ii ....- 17302

Impaired 129 17034 17163

frnpamentprovmon 11293J _jjj
Group before RFS Ml 11630 126655 731.265 17512 991.495 652 3562.92 6769% 7303.697

RFS MI 570 6.676 143457 20 1064 5.432 3.641 163360

Group 12.400 135331 674722 17.632 992.559 652 361.724 71.53/ 2.466957

Note

Excluding items in the coarse sf collection fmm other banks of 1958 million 2009 -2533 million 2008 -2888 million

Debt secur6es

The table below analyses debt securities by issuer and external ratings

Banks snd

building

ut us Other socie5es ABS corporate Other Total

2010
___________ %oftotal

Total

AAA 13486 33846 44784 2374 51235 846 17 146588 67

AAtoAA 18025 3036 6335 779 28175 13

AtoAA- 9138 4185 3244 1303 17875

BBB- to A- 2843 1.323 3385 2029 9586

Non-investment grade 1766 1766 4923 2786 11245

Unrated 52 310 1703 1722 224 4011

13486 33846 76608 12.994 70825 9.465 256 217480 100

Core

AAA 13110 33535 44761 2205 47441 807 16 141875 70

AAt0AA 18025 2908 3656 775 25364 13

AIoAA- 9138 4007 1879 1223 16252
BBB-toA- 2843 1297 1108 1956 7210
Non-investment grade 1460 1638 3052 2428 8580

tinrated 52 297 978 1077 212 2616

13110 33535 76279 12352 58114 8266 241 201897 100

Nort-Cira

AAA 376 311 23 169 3794 39 4713 30

AAtoAA 128 2679 2811 18

At0AA- 178 1365 80 1623 11

BBB- to A- 26 2277 73 2376 15

Non-investment grade 306 128 1871 358 2665 17

Unrated 13 725 645 12 1395

376 311 329 642 12711 1199 15 15583 100

For the note to this table refer to page 177
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RFS MI

Group

Notes

Asset-becked secerities

Percestege celcelated as Grasp before RFS MI

RIIiII LiUZ Oaiance sneel menegeneIt

Key paints

The proportion of A.AA rated securities was broadly unchanged

during the year whilst the proportion of non-investment grade and

unrated securities increased from 5% to 7%

Holdings of debt securities issued by non-investment grade

governments comprised Greece 1.0 billion Romania 0.3 billion

Turkey 0.2 billion and Indonesia 0.2 billion

Increase in non-investment grade securities reflects purchases by

GBMs mortgage trading business Non-investment grade securities

also increased as result of credit downgrades and rating

withdrawals of certain ABS structures in Non-Core during the year

............2

UK US CSni nnnnnni 1U4iICnrn/ntn
2.KLK Kin Km Km Kin Un Km Un In Sn1UnUl

AAA 28.801 23.210 44398 4.012 83087 2.263 185338 88

AAt0AA 22003 4930 8.942 1429 37304 15

AtoAA- 13159 3.770 6886 1380 22673

BBB- to A- 3347 82.3 4243 2.187 11 00

Non-investment grade 753 1.83 3.3.15 2042 0.0711

Unrated 604 283 1.3416 2.601 1.036 8.3/9

Group before RFS Ml 26801 23213 84262 13993 67.802 12.302 038 243.098100

RFS MI 721 183 11871 3.803 580 306 93 18132

Group 27.322 23.402 9813317.738 88182 13.286 0131 267 231

2501

AAA 18.787 18.314 43 19/ 8.128 93883 3.963 184.43u 73

BBB-toAA .... ... 16882 13013 11.437 10172 50481 20

Non-investment grade 242 127 3878 2233 8.338

Unrated 403 1.448 21/6 1.6l.7 3.333 11939

Group before RFS MI 18.787 18314 33.710 22 /11 111.143 20401 333 253.139100

13781 185$ 885

18.787 18.321 70471 24.383 111143 $1788

10113 14330

4.478 28753
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Business review continued

Risk management Credit risk continued

Balance sheet analysis Debt securities conOnued

The table below analyses debt securities by issuer and measurement classification Net numbers below are illustrative only and do not reflect net

presentation under IFRS

Banks and

building

us Other societies ABS corporate Other Total

Em Em Emfl Em

Held-for-trading HFT 5097 15956 43224 5778 21988 6590 236 98869

Designated as at fair value through profit or loss 262 119 16 402
Available-for-sale 6377 17890 33122 7198 42515 2011 17 111130
Loans and receivables 11 15 6203 848 7079
Total 13486 33846 76608 12994 70825 9465 256 217480

9positio Hf i2OO 11318 18909 1853 133 288 017

Net 9286 22448 57699 11141 69490 6177 222 176463

Held-for-trading 8128 10427 50150 6103 28820 6392 893 111413

Designated as at fair value through profit or loss 122 335 413 394 1.087 20 2.429

Available-for-sale 13.350 12.739 33727 7472 50.464 2550 30 125332
Loans and receivables 7924 353 93 9371

Group before RFS Ml 26.601 23.219 64262 13993 87.602 12.332 1.036 249095
RFS Ml 721 163 11671 3.603 530 906 95 13.159

Net 14lS 142 15415 56 106t 2227

Held-for-trading 3372 9859 37.518 10947 39.379 11013 1.371 116159

Designated as at fair value through profit or loss 2.065 510 456 236 1.551 456 5294

Available-for-sale 11330 6145 21735 11.650 62067 4.536 1207 116.722

Loans and receivables 114 3.961 3.749 160 12934

Group before RFS Ml 16737 16514 59709 22.711 111143 20.901 3394 253159
RFS Ml

10762 1652 835 1.064 14390

Group 13.787 16.521 70.471 24363 111.143 21736 4.473 267549

Key point

Debt securities continued to decline during 2010 primarily
in GBMs European sovereign exposures as well as in ABS Reduction in ABS in US

Retail Commercial and Non-Core reflects balance sheet reduction strategies whereas GBMs sell down followed increased liquidity in US RMBS
market primarily in the first half of the year
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The table below analyses the Groups derivative assets by internal credit quality banding and residual maturity Master netting agreements in respect of

mark-to-market mtm values and collateral do not result in net presentation in the Groups balance sheet under IFRS

2010

0-3 3-6 6-12 1-5 Over5 2111

months months months years years
Total

Em Em Em Em Em Em

AQ1 30840 10755 17554 135311 214029 408489 359019

AQ2 319 105 212 1561 462 2659 11.550

AQ3 1284 391 626 610 406 3317 10.791

AQ4 989 155 240 1726 281 3391 8.296

AQ5 1016 81 201 1447 2115 4860 8270

AQ6 134 46 71 653 166 1070 2.546

AQ7 150 29 44 375 259 857 2.181

AQ8 10 118 272 403 1448

AQ9 104 39 110 189 450 2.030

AQIO 170 11 52 353 995 1581 2.026

Accruing past due 40

35008 11582 19049 142264 219174 427077 438.199

RFS Ml 355
Group

427077 441.454

Counterparty mtm netting 330397 758.917

Cash collateral held against derivative exposures 33 6671

Net exposure 65584 48870

The tables below analyse the Groups derivative assets by contract type and residual maturity and the effect of position netting and collateral

0-3 3-6 6-12 1-5 Over5 Counterparty Net

months months months years years Total mtm netting exposure

Ofltiltl.i lype Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

2010

Exchange rate 28938 7820 9360 23174 13961 83253 69.509 13744

Interest rate 4822 3533 7927 104026 191423 311731 236513 75218

Credit derivatives 497 99 313 12374 13589 26872 22728 4144

Equity and commodity 751 130 .449 2690 201 5221 1647 3574

35008 11582 19049 142264 219174 427077 330397 96680

Cash collateral held against derivative exposures 11

Net exposure 65584

Exchange rate 19127 562.4 7683 73631 11.967 66352 i.6$5 2.8.456

Interest rate

Credit derivatives 201 112 390 19859 21 19$ 56 $941 93

Equity and commodity 1562 436 1109 3857 774 6.638 j738 2.608

29.305 14.752 25625 57.691 210.246 138192 356.017 9.262

RFS Ml

Group
441454 35891 82.556

Cash collateral held against derivative exposures

Net exposure
4$.67u

Note

11 As at 31 December 2010 in addition to cash collateral the Group holds collateral in the torm of securities of E2.9 billion 12009- E3.6 billioni against derivative positions
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Risk management Credit risk conl%ued

t3alanee eheel an yeis Derivativee cnrnnued

Exchange rate 65428 21100 25150 43860 17339 172883 1134511 59432

Interest rate 14.195 17.364 23.603 193.254 405926 654342 1597482 56.860

Creditderivatives 932 3174 2.511 83599 54940 142 366 112.119 30247

Equity and commodity 41707 21764 .579 8069 565 10645 11.259

65362 41718 56843 328762 478.790 991.495 833697 157.798

RFS MI

Group 992859 18336971 150.862

Whilst gross exchange rate contracts increased due to the trading

fluctuations and favourable movements in forward rates and volume

the mix in counterparty netting arrangements reduced the net

exposure

In year of significant quarterly interest rate volatility the overall

annual interest rate trend was downwards with all major rate indices

moving down by at least 30 basis points in the medium to long end

with USD and GBP dropping approximately 70 basis points in the

year yield curve The increase in gross asset values caused by the

drop in interest rates was offset by the greater use of London

Clearing House LCH as counterparty up from 56% at the end of

2009 to 60% by end of 2010 Reduction in non-LCH related netting

increased the net exposure excluding the effect of collateral

arrangements

The reduction in credit derivatives primarily reflected the APS credit

derivative reducing from 1.4 billion at the start of the year to 550

million at end of 2010 The effect of credit spread widening in GBM

and Non-Core were offset by portfolio reductions as part of de

risking and currency movements

Croaa border exposurea

Cross border exposures are loans and advances
including

finance leases The table below sets out the Groups cross border exposures greater

and instalment credit receivables and other monetary assets such as than 0.5% of the Groups total assets None of these countries have

debt securities and net derivatives including non-local currency claims of experienced repayment difficulties that have required restructuring of

overseas offices on local residents outstanding debt

The Group monitors the geographical breakdown of these exposures

based on the country of domicile of the borrower or guarantor of ultimate

risk Cross border exposures exclude exposures to local residents in local

currencies

2010 444 .23%

Government Banks Other Total

Em Em Em Em

United States 21201 14382 36813 72396 74.409 91544

France 17293 16007 6756 40056 37189 58.251

Germany 22962 6276 10467 39705 41727 40812

Japan 7983 6962 7542 22487 18939 14 933

Spain 1.401 4248 11589 17238 27118 36.441

Netherlands 2900 3055 10824 16779 20262 34.283

Italy 6409 1083 2188 9680 14.4 12 1% 582

Cayman Islands 94 7330 7426 10786 18.126

Republic of Ireland 199 3789 3101 7089 14902 18.662

Belgium 1461 752 2806 5019 9340 16 313
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REIL prov$0ont IrnS reserie$

All the disclosures in this section pages 181 to 192 are audited

The Group classifies impaired assets as either risk elements in lending

REIL or potential problem loans PPL REIL represents impaired loans

and loans that are accruing but are past due 90 days PPL represents

impaired assets which are not included in REIL but where information

about possible credit problems cause management to have serious

doubts about the future ability of the borrower to comply with loan

repayment terms

nor of any provision marked Therefore impaired assets which are highly

collateralised such as mortgages will have low coverage ratio of

provisions held against the reported impaired balance

The analysis of risk elements in lending and impairments below form

key part of the data provided to senior management on the credit

performance of the Groups portfolios

The table below analyses the Groups REIL and PPL and takes no

account of the value of any security held which could reduce the eventual

N.8 8S P8-

Impaired loans

UK 7903 7835 15738 6.558 01311 13869 13.872 8.724 8730

Overseas 5608 14355 19963 41/3 13769 17.942 3211 21.153 6358 10 46

13511 22190 35701 10.731 1080 31.311 3743 3597 %%92 19 479

Accruing loans past due 90 days

or more 12

UK 1434 939 2373 1.146 1.089 2235 2235 1201 1.201

Overseas 262 262 524 212 731 943 46 989 508 081

1696 1201 2897 1.358 1.870 3178 48 224 1.709 1.782

Total REIL 15 207 23 391 38 598 12.089 22 900 34.989 3.260 38 249 18 791 21.261

Potential problem loans 13 473 160 633 272 652 924 135 1009 228 22t

Total REIL and PPL 15680 23551 39231 12351 23552 35918 3.341 39.255 97117 21.4$

REIL as of gross loans to

customers 3.7% 20.7% 7.3% 28% 15i% 108 2.4% 5.4% 2.7% 2.5%

REIL and PPL as of gross loans

to customers 3.8% 20.8% 7.4% 2.178 5.5% 11.24 2.5% 3.5% 7.78 2.5%

Closing provision for impairment as

of total REIL 51% 44% 47% 5807 .1707 4401 508 407 5057 521

Closing provision for impairment as

of total REIL and PPL 49% 44% 46% 137 41014 43% 5401 18% 5117 5101

Notes

All loans against which an impairment provisions is held

12 Loans whereon impairment event has taken place bat no impairment recognised Thin category in ased for fally collateralined non-revolving credit facilities

13 Loans for which an impairment event has occarred but no impairment provision is necessary This category is used for advances and revolving credit facilities where the past due concept is not

applicable

14 Includes gross loans relating to disposal groaps but exclades reverse repos

Both REIL and PPL are reported gross and take no account of the value loss should it occur nor of any provisions

of any security held which could reduce the eventual loss should it occur

2010

Core Non-core Group

Lxi fm fm

Ri1
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Risk management Credit risk cor40.ued

REIL provisions artd reserves cortUnued

Movement in REL and PPL

The table below details the movement in REIL and PPL during the year ended 31 December 2010

REIL PPL Total

Core Non-Core Total Core Non-Core Total Core Non-Core Total

_________ _________
Cm Cm Cm Cm Cm Cm Cm Cm Cm

At January 2010 12089 22900 34989 272 652 924 12361 23552 35913

Intra-group transfers 142 142 147 147
Currency translation and other

adjustments 22 124 102 21 122 101
Additions 11435 11915 23350 1539 502 2041 12974 12417 25391
Transfers 69 185 116 85 61 146 16 246 262
Disposals restructurings

and

repayments 5385 6694 12079 1.399 788 2187 6784 7482 14.266tswriften-off2881456374448145637444
At31 December2010 15207 23391 38598 473 160 633 15680 23551 39231

Key points

REIL increased by 3.1 billion or 26% in Core reflecting net In US Retail Commercial impairment losses declined following

increases in impaired loans in UK Corporate .6 billion and Ulster gradual improvement in the underlying credit environment

Bank 1.4 billion throughout 2010

In UK Corporate impaired loans increased reflecting number of Increase in provisions and related REIL in Non-Core reflected

Specific cases which resulted in REILIPPL as of loans difficult conditions in specific sectors particularly UK and Irish

increasing from 2.2% to 3.7% commercial property

Provisions REIL and related coverage ratios in Ulster Bank

increased reflecting deterioration in customer credit quality due to

fall in Irish property prices

Past due anayaia

The table below shows loans and advances to customers that were past due at the balance sheet date but not considered impaired

4100

2010

.000

Core Non-Core Total 01001 00

Cm Cm Cm On On

Past due 1-29 days 6401 822 7223 5.101 1486 6567 1.209 7796 9517

Pastdue 30-59 days 1725 392 2117 1.943 367 2.306 424 2724 2941

Past due 60-89 days 922 271 1193 2.203 207 2410 177 2567 1.427

Past due 90 days or more 1696 1201 2897 1358 1.820 3172 46 3.224 1762

10744 2686 13430 10603 3.870 14475 1.856 16331 15.667

Note

The amounts shown above include loans and advances to customers that are past due through administrative and other delays in recording payments or in finalising documentation and other events
unrelated to credit quality
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Risk and baiance artear management

2010

Loans REtL and trnpatnnents by tndusrry and geography

The tables below analyse gross loans and advances to customers and banks excluding reverse repos and disposal groups REIL provisions

impairment charge and amounts written-off relating to these loans by industry and geography by location of office

Total

Central and local government

Finance

banks

other

Residential mortgages

Personal lending

Property

8452

REIL Provisions Provisions

Gross asa%of asa% asa%ot

loans REIL Provisions gross loans of REIL gross loans

Lm Lw Lm

Impairment Amoants

charge written-off

Lw Lw

58036 145 127 0.2 88 0.2 13 12

54561 1129 595 2.1 53 1.1 198 141

146501 4276 877 2.9 21 0.6 1014 669

37472 3544 2894 9.5 82 7.7 1370 1577

90106 19584 6736 21.7 34 7.5 4682 1009

Construction 12032 2464 875 20.5 36 7.3 530 146

Manufacturing 32317 1199 503 3.7 42 1.6 92 1547

Service industries and business

activities 117510 5258 2285 4.5 43 1.9 1293 822

Agriculture forestry and fishing 3893 152 86 3.9 57 2.2 31

Finance leases and instalment credit 16850 847 554 5.0 65 3.3 252 113

Interest accruals 1109

Latent 2650 21

578839 38598 18182 6.7 47 3.1 9144 6042._
of which

UK 382609 18111 8537 4.7 47 2.2 3912 2271

Europe 94119 16436 7270 17.5 44 7.7 3878 1663

US 75430 2330 1643 3.1 71 2.2 1020 1660

RoW 26681 1721 732 6.5 43 2.7 334 448

Group before RFS Ml 578839 38598 18182 6.7 47 3.1 9144 6042

RFSMI 42

Group 578841 38598 18182 6.7 47 3.1 9186 6042
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Risk management Credit risk continued

REIL provisions and reserves continued

Central and local government

Finance

banks

other

Residential mortgages

Personal lending

Property

Construction

Manufacturing

Service industries and business

activities

Agriculture forestry and fishing

Finance leases and instalment credit

Interest accruals

134076

4.279

20103

1728

03 34

27 0.7 886

744 909

74 /.0 251.7

24 3.4 3296

23 35 479

67 4.7 1.520

OL rTaaiaara

SEt Paaati
at at aa at aa.aaaa

aa.aaaaa atkttk yaaa aaa aaaraa

7.660

4.3 934 208

60.366 1539

140.90/ 3.264

41671 3.340

99.426 14318

14.760 2232

44.674 3131

0.4

2.0

2.3

9.5

14.4

15.1

7.0

157

551

2.926

3.422

2.066

1.560

416

5308

137

394

Araaaa

aattaaaff

692

$42

2.002

$50

287

784

1281

135

4.0 35 1.4 1964

32 53 17 30

4.4 47 2.1 271

Latent 2740 1184

818604 34989 15.173 5.7 43 2.5 13090 8478

of which

UK 394297 15.1 04 6922 4.1 43 1.8 5593 2924

Europe 107803 13.390 5.449 12.4 41 5.1 3270 427

US 84.072 4115 2.020 4.9 49 2.4 3.273 155

RoW 32432 1.380 782 4.3 57 2.4 954 471

Group before RFS MI 618604 34.989 15173 5.7 43 2.5 13.090 8478

RFS MI 142688 3.260 2.110 2.3 65 1.5 1044 461

Group 761292 38249 17 .283 5.0 45 2.3 14134 6939
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Resend 14155115 sheet manegement

Core

REIL Provioions Provisions

Gross Os of as as of Impairment Amounts

loans REIL Provisions
gross loans of REIL

gross
loans nharge written-off

2OO Em Em Em Em Em

Central and local government 6781

Finance

banks 57033 144 126 0.3 88 0.2

-other 46910 567 402 1.2 71 0.9 191 53

Residential mortgages 140359 3999 693 2.8 17 0.5 578 243

Personal lending 33581 3.131 2545 9.3 81 7.6 1157 1271

Property 42455 3287 818 7.7 25 1.9 739 98

Construction 8680 610 222 7.0 36 2.6 189 38

Manufacturing 25797 555 266 2.2 48 1.0 119 124

Service industries and business

activities 95127 2576 948 2.7 37 1.0 687 349

Agriculture forestry and fishing 3758 94 57 2.5 61 1.5 24

Finance leases and instalment credit 8321 244 140 2.9 57 1.7 63 42

Interest accruals 831

Latent 1649

469.633 15207 7866 3.2 52 1.7 3737 2224

of which

UK 319679 9337 4797 2.9 51 1.5 2234 1519

Europe 65874 3905 2027 5.9 52 3.1 936 111

US 62085 1027 824 1.7 80 1.3 425 556

RoW
___________ _____ 21995 938 218 4.3 23 1.0 142 38

Group before RFS Ml 469633152077866 3.2521.7 37372224

2145

Central and local government 125

Finance

banks 475/2 165 135 5.4 so 3.3 12

other 5351n73 1333 259 2.3 25 255 113

Residential mortgages 127.375 2575 341 2.1 13 53 355 145

Personal lending 35.313 3344 7533 9.5 77 7.2 1.515 1.396

Property 1765 3.6 27 417

Construction 3552 33 131 4.6 23 14 571 13

Manufacturing 33272 491 1111 311 5.6 136 93

Service industries and business

activities 153435 1762 559 1.5 .35 5.7 555 365

Agriculture forestry and fishing 3.726 95 411 2.4 51 1.2 24

Finance leases and instalment credit 3147 353 116 3.7 33 14 52 133

Interest accruals 1.179

Latent 2355 2/11

469.931 12.539 5.921 2.5 5.7 1.5 1.557 229.3

of which

UK 5ng 4259 24 35 1.3 2654 11145

Europe 66.757 2557 171 3% 55 2.5 755 35

US 54.325 1.497 575 2.3 59 14 313 535

RoW 23492 251 127 45 3.5 122

Group before RFS Ml 451t.951 12.359 11.921 2.6 57 1.5 4.567 23511
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Risk management Credit risk cnntnued

REIL provisions and reserves continued

________
Won-core

REIL Provisions Provisions

Gross an of on an %of Impairment Amoonfn

loans REIL Provisions
gross loans of REIL gross loans charge wrioen-off

2010
_______ ____________

Em Em Em
________

Em Em

Central and local government 1671

Finance

-banks 1003 0.1 100 0.1 11

-other 7651 562 iga 7.3 34 2.5 88

Residential mortgages 6142 277 184 4.5 66 3.0 436 426

Personal lending 3891 413 349 10.6 85 9.0 213 306

Property 47651 16297 5918 34.2 36 12.4 3943 911

Construction 3352 1854 653 55.3 35 19.5 341 108

Manufacturing 6520 644 237 9.9 37 3.6 211 1423

Service industriea and buainess

activities 22383 2682 1337 12.0 50 6.0 606 473

Agriculture forestry and fishing 135 58 29 43.0 50 21.5

Finance leases and instalment credit 8529 603 414 7.1 69 4.9 189 71

Interest accruals 278

Latent 1001 116
109206 23391 10316 21.4 44 9.4 5407 3818

of which

UK 62930 8774 3740 13.9 43 5.9 1678 752

Europe 28245 12531 5243 44.4 42 18.6 2.942 1552

US 13345 1303 819 9.8 63 6.1 595 1104

RoW 4686 783 514 16.7 66 11.0 192 410

Group before RFS Ml 109206 23391 10316 21.4 44 9.4 5407 3818

200$

Central and local government 1532

Finance

-banks 1.350 38 22 2.8 58 1.5 22

-other 9713 301 155 5.2 37 1.6 535 579

Residential mortgages 12932 514 210 4.7 34 1.6 604 495

Personal lending 5358 396 366 9.4 51 5.5 701 604

Property 55372 12.352 2954 24.9 24 39 2.579 513

Construction 5.258 1775 388 33.8 22 7.4 421 237

Manufacturing 14402 2.540 1.59 153 72 13.2 1.384 691

Service industries and business

activities 3.3535 3545 1151 10.5 34 25 1454 915

Agriculture forestry and fishing 553 47 27 5.3 37 4.9

Finance leases and instalment credit 11955 591 302 4.9 51 2.5 219 35

Interest accruals 549

Latent 735 193

145523 22.900 5252 154 3.5 5.5 5.523 4.192

of which

UK 79043 8400 3713 13.5 32 3.4 2709 1279

Europe 41095 1.0783 3740 25.2 35 9.1 2520 351

US 19545 2.515 1144 13.4 44 5.9 2450 2050

RoW 8.938 1099 555 123 55 7.3 5.34 452

Group before RFS Ml 148.623 22900 8.232 154 35 5.5 8.523 4192
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614k end ealance coast management

Risk elements in lending and potential problem loans by division

The tables below analyse the Groups loans and advances to banks and customers excluding reverse repos and disposal groups and related REIL

PPL provisions impairments amounts written-off and related ratios by division

Gross

loans REIL

2010 Em Em

UK Retail 108813 4620

UK Corporate 111744 3967

Wealth 18350 223

Global Transaction Services 17484 146

Ulster Bank 39786 3619

US Retail Commercial 48661 913

Retail Commercial 344838 13488

Global Banking Markets 122054 1719

RBS Insurance and other

PPL REIL PPL Provisions

Em Em Em

175 4795 2741

221 4188 1732

38 261 66

152 147

3621 1633

913 505

442 13930 6824

31 1750 1042

Provisions Provisions ROIL PPL

as ft as of as ft of Impairment Amoants

of REIL REIL PPL gross loans nfrarge mritten-off

ft ft ft Em Em

59 57

44 41

30 25

101 97

45 45

55 55

51 49

61 60

4641 2.577

97 2427 1271

38 256 55

231 189

2262 962

643 476

141 19433 632

131 1.931 1289

272 12351 6.921

652 23552 8252

924 45915 15173

65 3345 2.110

1.00939.258 17283

55 45 1579 1153

52 22 923 352

21 16 3.3 12

94 14 39 73

43 5.3 54Q 34

74 1.3 702 346

54 3.1 4925 7117

87 1.5 547 189

56 75 4557 7765

35 15.8 8523 4192

42 33 13090 6478

63 7.3 1944 481

44 0.7 14132 6939

4.4 1160 1135

3.7 761 349

1.4 18

0.9 49

9.1 1.161 48

1.9 483 547

4.0 3591 2137

1.4 146 87

2741

Core 469633 15207 473 15680 7866 52 50 3.3 3737 2224

Non-Core 109206 23391 160 23551 10316 44 44 21.6 5407 3818

Group before RFS Ml 578839 38598 633 39231 18182 47 46 6.8 9144 6042

RFSMI 42

Group 578841 38598 633 39231 18182 47 46 6.8 9186 6042

2770

UK Retail 1o3..812 4521

UK Corporate 111671 2.330

Wealth 15.525 218

Global Transaction Services 14.146 197

Ulster Bank 42344 2.280

US Retail Commercial 48.937 543

Retail Commercial 335435 10269

Global Banking Markets 130.898 1800

RBS Insurance and other 2645

Core 459061 12055

Non-Core 148623 72.900

Group before RFS Ml 613604 34959

RFS Ml 142656 3.260

Group 751292 38.249

53

55

25

96

43

74

65

72

57

36

43

UK Retail c/v 056 41

UKCorporate 1104 e4 45 Ls 52

Wealth 433 07 .7

Global Transaction Services 11 .nO 61 411

Ulster8ank 4153 75

US Retail Commercial 158 z4 71 42

Retail Commercial so 60 Jot JI 5a 1/

Global BankingMarkets 22l .6 18 ac n2 04 .14

RBS Insurance and other 201

Core 55450 .55

Non-Core 1St Out 00 It 82 In 4278

GroupbeforeRFSMl 141 11 225 94a el

RFSMI 359u /1 24 14 .7 5J

Group 975.6 2u 275 2143t lOin u2 147
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Risk management Credit risk ctfrnad

mpairnent kas provision rnethodogy

Provisions for impairment losses are assessed under three categories

Individually assessed provisions provisions required for individually

significant impaired assets which are assessed on case by case

basis taking into account the financial condition of the counterparty

and any guarantee and other collateral held after being stressed for

downside risk This incorporates an estimate of the discounted value

of any recoveries and realisation of security or collateral The asset

continues to be assessed on an individual basis until it is repaid in

full transferred to the performing portfolio or written-off

Collectively assessed provisions provisions on impaired credits

below an agreed threshold which are assessed on portfolio basis

to reflect the homogeneous nature of the assets such as credit

cards or personal loans The provision is determined from

quantitative review of the relevant portfolio taking account of the

level of arrears security and average loss experience over the

recovery period It incorporates loss experience adjustments where

appropriate in the
light of current economic and credit conditions

These include review of current cash collections profile performance

against historic trends updates to metric inputs including model

recalibrations and monitoring of operational processes used in

managing exposure including the time taken to process non-

performing exposures and

Latent loss provisions provisions held against impairments in the

performing portfolio that have been incurred as result of events

occurring before the balance sheet date but which have not been

identified at the balance sheet date The Group has developed

methodologies to estimate latent loss provisions that reflect

historical loss experience adjusted where appropriate in the light

of current economic and credit conditions and

the period emergence period between an impairment event

occurring and loan being identified and reported as impaired

Recoverable cash flows or proceeds are estimated using two

parameters loss given default LGD this is the estimated loss

amount expressed as percentage that will be incurred if the

borrower defaults and the probability that the borrower will default

PD

Emergence periods are estimated at portfolio level and reflect the

portfolio product characteristics such as coupon period and

repayment terms and the duration of the administrative process

required to report and identify an impaired loan as such Emergence

periods vary across different portfolios from to 225 days They are

based on actual experience within the particular portfolio and are

reviewed regularly

The Groups retail business segment their performing loan books

into homogenous portfolios such as mortgages credit cards or

unsecured loans to reflect their different credit characteristics

Latent provisions are computed by applying portfolio-level LGDs

PDs and emergence periods The wholesale calculation is based on

similar principles but there is no segmentation into portfolios PDs

and LGD5 are calculated on an individual basis

Once loss event has occurred loan is assessed for an

impairment provision In the case of loans that are restructured due

to the financial condition of the borrower the loss event and

consequent loan impairment provision assessment based on

managements best estimate of the incurred loss almost
invariably

take place prior to the restructuring The quantum of the loan

impairment provision may change once the terms of the

restructuring are known resulting in an additional provision charge or

release of provision in the period in which the restructuring takes

place

Provsons and APS raserves

The Groups consumer portfolios which consist of high volume small

value credits have
highly efficient largely automated processes for

identifying problem credits and very short timescales typically three

months before resolution or adoption of various recovery methods

Corporate portfolios consist of higher value lower volume credits which

tend to be structured to meet individual customer requirements

Provisions are assessed on case by case basis by experienced

specialists with input from professional valuers and accountants The

Group operates transparent provisions governance framework setting

thresholds to trigger enhanced oversight and challenge

Analyses of provisions are set out on page 189

Available-for-sale financial assets are initially recognised at fair value plus

directly related transaction costs and are subsequently measured at fair

value with changes in fair value reported in owners equity until disposal

at which stage the cumulative gain or loss is recognised in profit or loss

When there is objective evidence that an available-for-sale financial asset

is impaired any decline in its fair value below original cost is removed

from equity and recognised in profit or loss

Impairment losses are recognised when there is objective evidence of

impairment The Group reviews its portfolios of available-for-sale financial

assets for such evidence which includes default or delinquency in

interest or principal payments significant financial difficulty of the issuer

or obligor and it becoming probable that the issuer will enter bankruptcy

or other financial reorganisation However the disappearance of an

active market because an entitys financial instruments are no longer

publicly traded is not evidence of impairment Furthermore downgrade

of an entitys credit rating is not of itself evidence of impairment

although it may be evidence of impairment when considered with other

available information decline in the fair value of financial asset below

its cost or amortised cost is not necessarily evidence of impairment

Determining whether objective evidence of impairment exists requires the

exercise of management judgment The unrecognised losses on the

Groups available-for-sale debt securities are concentrated in its portfolios

of mortgage-backed securities The losses reflect the widening of credit

spreads as result of the reduced market liquidity in these securities and

the current uncertain macroeconomic outlook in the US and Europe The

underlying securities remain unimpaired

Analyses of AFS debt securities and related AFS reserves are set out on

pages 191 and 192
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2010

At January

Intra-group transfers

Transfer to disposal

groups

Currency translation

546

2526 689

215 497

2741 1732

127

10109

5296

2650

18.182

4.102

At January

Transfer to disposal

groups

Currency translation

and other adjustments

Disposal of subsidiaries

Amounts written-off

Recoveries of

2086 696

67

1.15-0 352

34 43 491 298 3646 621 4269 5162 1565 11.016

305 324

128 109 34 56 365 423 65 1021330
62 62 65

14 1231 34 1546 21 IC 1621 2264 4.192 1461 932

amounts previously

97 20 56 II 159 136 74 334

Charged to the income

Movement in loan mpairment provieone

The movement in provisions balance by division is shown in the table below

UK uk Ulster us Total

Retail corporate Wealth GT5 Sank RC RC 0BM 131

Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

2677 1271 55 189 962 478 5632 1289

351 351 217

and other adjustments

Disposal of subsidiaries

Amounts written-off

Recoveries of amounts

previously written-off

Charged to the income

statement

Total

core Non-core RF5 Ml Groap

Em Em Em Em

6921 8252 2110 17283

568 568

71

1135 349

128

72 72

22 19 70 86 16 59 43

20 2152 2172

49 48 547 2137 87 2224 3818 6042

72 210 213 198 411

continuing operations 1160 761

discontinued operationsUnndpj
At 31 December 2741 1732

Individually assessed

banks

18 1161 483

66 147 1633 505

customers

Collectively assessed

Latent

3591 146 3737 5407 9144

42 42aLS _-J
6824 1042 7866 10316 18182

117 126

57 111 502 56 1272 676 1948 8161

14 733 177 4139 4139 1157

15 398 272 1404 249 1653 997

66 147 1633 505 6824 1042 7866 10316----

written-off

statement

continuing operations 1.679 9-23

discontinued operations

Unwind of discount p02 23
At 31 December 2.677 1.271

33 39 649 132

34
55 149 962 473

Individually
assessed

-banks

-customers 205 44 156 260 14

Collectivelyassessed 2.476 4/s 412 133

Latent 2.42 591 270 334

2.477 1.271 55 159 942 474

Notes

Global Transaction services

Retail commercial

Global Seeking Markets

025 542 4567 4523 33393

1044 1.4-14

160 163 234 1444

5.432 1249 5971 $252 3113 17.233

10 25 134 22

694 573 272 6.229 1294 4794

3439 33 12661 433234
44 59 2.235 73-5 336 30S

56321.269 6921 6252 2.1 1126.3
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Risk management Credit risk ccntnued

REIL provisions and reserves ccnfnueci

Analysis of loan impairment charge

The following table analyses impairment losses

2010 2009 009

Em Fm Fm

Latent loss 121 1184 709

Collectively assessed 3070 3.994 2.391

Individually assessed 6208 7878 3239

Loans to customers 9157 13056 6.360

Loanstobanks 13 34 118

Securities 112 809 961

Charge to income statement 9256 13.899 7.439

Charge relating to customer loans as of gross customer loans 1.7% 2.3% 09%

Note

111 Gross of provisions and eoclading reverse roparchase agreernene and incisding gross loans relating to disposal groaps

2010 2299 2008

core Non-Core Groap 0ce Nm-cm Omp 0mp
Em Em Em Fm Fm Fm Fm

Loan impairment losses

-customers 3742 5415 9157 4.555 8.501 13055 6.360

118

3737 5407 9144 4.561 8523 13999 6478

Impairment losses on securities

-debtsecurities 40 41 81 96 603 601 858

-equitysecurities 27 31 13 195 208 103

44 68 112 111 898 809 961

Charge to income statement 3781 5475 9256 4678 9.221 1.3.899 7.439

Key point

Provisions are 3.44% of loans and advances at 31 December 2010 compared with 2.69% at 31 December 2009 Non-Core figures were 9.14%

versus 5.79%
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Rtss ed Science sheet menegement

Avaitabte4oreale debt securities and related reserses

The table below analyses available-for-sale AFS debt securities by issuer and related AFS reserves for countries exceeding 0.5 billion at any

reporting
date below together with the total of those individually less than 0.5 billion

2010

Government ABS Other Total

Em Em Em Em

17890 20872 763 39525

8377 4002 2284 14663

10653 1360 535 12548

3469 6773 713 10955

5912 575 900 7387

88 6773 169 7030

4354 82 4436

486 1586 2072

906 243 24 1173

763 34 243 1040

905 913

895 895

649 209 858

657 156 813

629 172 801

261 429 690

104 177 408 689

548 139 687

253 78 226 557

274 51 152 477

92 106 43 241

AES

reserves 1e
Em Im em

116 12.789 24788 668 38245 392

106 11359 8.372 3207 25.989 1169

35 12913 1036 406 13.725 22
59 4399 2522 1555 13409 115

33 6455 543 812 7.811

939 162 8.070 855 8587 117
1425 190 1.526

34 581 1213 1.794 85

86 1.007 380 72 1451 39
34 715 34 397 1.2.111 22

975 ... 975

517 .389 1389 194
554 13 101

11 053 28 681 11

551 256 911

526 526

74 1.50 529 319 998 154
480 480

20 222 307 529 11

20 239 202 142 5911

36 552 125 68 722

Key potnts

Exposure to Spain reduced by 1.6 billion during 2010 largely in

residential mortgage-backed covered bond exposures to financial

institutions

Italian exposures declined by0.3 billion during 2010 from

combination of reductions in corporate clients and financial

institutions primarily in GBM

The 500 million reductions in both Greek and Portuguese

exposures primarily reflect disposals

US

UK

Germany

Netherlands

France

Spain

Japan

Australia

Italy

Belgium

Hong Kong

Greece

Singapore

Switzerland

Denmark

South Korea

Republic of Ireland

India

Luxembourg

Austria

Portugal

Other individually

0.5 billion 1710 556 414 2680 71 1605 1.821 3.125 551

Group before RFS Ml 59389 42515 9226 111130 2061 64866 59464 10052 125.382 1488
RFSMI 12689 569 41347 17.915 173

Group 59389 42.515 9226 111130 2061 77.535 ci.044 14199 143.295 1.716
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Risk management Credit risk 7onUnued

REIL pro krna and recervea continued

Available-forsa5o debt aecurhea roas worealised loaaea

The table below shows the fair value of available-for-sale debt securities that were in an unrealised loss position at 31 December and the related gross

unrealised losses

Less than 12 months

Gross

unrealised

Fair value losses

rn

More than 12 months

Gross

unrealised

Fair value losses

Total

Gross

unrealised

Fair value losses
2010

UK central and local government 716 10 716 10

US central and local government 51 55

Other central and local government 4327 1737 612 6064 618

Banks and building societies 1649 16 462 16 2111 32

Asset backed securities 2519 101 12867 3296 15386 3397

Corporate 204 108 32 312 36

Other 463 11 474

9929 138 15189 3959 25118 4097

270

UK central and local government 2727 57 26 756 57

US central and local government 5.349 88 5.356 83

Other central and local government 5.863 203 391 6254 209

Banks and building societies 8421 56 827 9.248 62

Asset backed securities 3.185 883 23532 2330 27 017 3313

Corporate 384 14 166 34 550 48

Other 710 16 726

Group before RFS MI 28639 1.404 25.285 2380 51904 3.784

RFS Ml 1.890 64 161 62 2.051 126

Group 28.629 1.468 26 426 2.442 53 955 3.910

2708

US central and local government 260 4.770 163 5.030 166

Other central and local government 13341 550 33 13.380 561

Banks and
building societies 1402 35 1.188 49 2570

Asset backed securities 15.032 2.432 26.033 633 40065 3125

Corporate 618 287 2325 136 2.943 403

Other
235 78 244 79

Group before RFS Ml 30662 3.353 33570 1.125 64232 4.478

RFS Ml 4598 3303 8.032 42 10.630 3.352

Group 35.260 8.656 39.602 1174 74.862 7.830
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Market risk

All the disclosures in this section pages 193 to 198 are audited unless

indicated otherwise with an asterisk

Market risk arises from changes in interest rates foreign currency credit

spread equity prices and risk related factors such as market volatilities

The Group manages market risk centrally within its trading and non-

trading portfolios through comprehensive market risk management

framework This framework includes limits based on but not limited to

value-at-risk VaR stress testing positions and sensitivity analyses

The majority of market risk exposure is in GBM and Non-Core The

Group is also exposed to market risk through interest rate risk on its non-

trading activities There are additional non-trading market risks in the

Retail and Commercial businesses of the Group principally interest rate

risk and foreign exchange risk These aspects are discussed in more

detail in Balance sheet management Interest rate risk on page 143 and

structural foreign currency exposures on page 144

Ornsation rnd structun

The Executive Risk Forum approves market risk appetite for trading and

non-trading activities The Global Head of Market Insurance Risk is

responsible for the Group Market Risk Control Framework and under

delegated authority from the Executive Risk Forum sets limit

framework within the context of the approved market risk appetite which

is cascaded down through legal entity division business and desk level

market risk limits

daily report summarises the Groups market risk exposures against

agreed limits This daily report is sent to the Head of Restructuring Risk

Global Head of Market Insurance Risk business Chief Risk Officers

and appropriate business Risk Managers

The head of each business assisted by the business risk management

team is accountable for all market risks associated with its activities

Oversight and support is provided to the business by the Global Head of

Market Insurance Risk assisted by the Group and business Market

Risk teams The Global Market Risk Committee reviews and makes

recommendations concerning the market risk profile across the Group

including risk appetite limits and utilisation The Committee meets

monthly and is chaired by the Global Head of Market Risk Insurance

Risk Attendees include respective business Risk Managers and Group

Market Risk

Risk measurement and contr

At the Group level the risk appetite is expressed in the form of

combination of VaR sensitivity and stress testing limits VaR is

technique that produces estimates of the potential change in the market

value of portfolio over specified time horizon at given confidence

levels For internal risk management purposes the Groups VaR

assumes time horizon of one trading day and confidence level of 99%

The Groups VaR model is based on historical simulation model

utilising
data from the previous two years

The VaR model has been approved by the FSA to calculate regulatory

capital for the trading book The approval covers general market risk in

interest rate foreign exchange equity and limited commodity products

and specific risk in interest rate and equity products

As the VaR model is an important market risk measurement and control

tool and is used for determining significant component of the market

risk capital it is regularly assessed The main approach employed is the

technique known as back-testing which counts the number of days when

loss as defined by the FSA exceeds the corresponding daily VaR

estimate measured at 99% confidence interval The FSA categorises

VaR model as green amber or red green model is consistent with

good working model and is achieved for models that have four or less

back-testing exceptions in 12 month period For the Groups trading

book green model status was maintained throughout 2010

The Groups VaR should be interpreted in light
of the limitations of the

methodology used as follows

Historical Simulation VaR may not provide the best estimate of

future market movements It can only provide prediction
of the

future based on events that occurred in the 500 trading day time

series Therefore events that are more severe than those in the

historical data series cannot be predicted

The use of 99% confidence level does not reflect the extent of

potential losses beyond that percentile

The use of one-day time horizon will not fully capture the profit
and

loss implications of positions that cannot be liquidated or hedged

within one day

The Group computes the VaR of trading portfolios
at the close of

business Positions may change substantially during the course of

the trading day and intra-day profit and losses will be incurred

These limitations mean that the Group cannot guarantee that losses will

not exceed the VaR

risk not in VaR framework has been developed to quantify those

market risks not adequately captured by the market standard VaR

methodology Where risks are not included in the model various non

VaR controls for example position monitoring sensitivity limits triggers

or stress limits are in place

The Group undertakes daily stress testing to identify the potential losses

in excess of VaR Stress testing is used to calculate range of trading

book exposures which result from extreme market events Stress testing

measures the impact of exceptional changes in market rates and prices

on the fair value of the Groups trading portfolios The Group calculates

historical stress tests and hypothetical stress tests

Historical stress tests calculate the loss that would be generated if the

market movements that occurred during historical market events were

repeated Hypothetical stress tests calculate the loss that would be

generated if
specific set of adverse market movements were to occur
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Risk management Market risk nontinoed

Risk rneaaurenent and control continued

The Global Market Risk Stress Testing Committee reviews and discusses

all matters relating to Market Risk Stress Testing Stress test exposures

are discussed with senior management and relevant information is

reported to the Group Risk Committee Executive Risk Forum and the

Board Breaches in the Groups market risk stress testing limits are

monitored and reported

In addition to VaR and stress testing the Group calculates wide range

of sensitivity and position risk measures for example interest rate ladders

or option revaluation matrices These measures provide valuable

additional controls often at individual desk or strategy level

Model vaPdaton governance

Pricing models are developed and owned by the front office Where

pricing models are used as the basis of books and records valuations

they are all subject to independent review and sign-off Models are

assessed by the Group Model Product Review Committee GMPRC as

having either immaterial or material model risk valuation uncertainty

arising from choice of modelling assumptions the assessment being

made on the basis of expert judgement Those models assessed as

having material model risk are prioritised for independent quantitative

review Independent quantitative review aims to quantify model risk i.e

the impact of missing risk factors in the front office model or the

possibility that we may be mismarking these products relative to other

market participants who may be using an alternative model by

comparing model outputs against alternative independently developed

models The results of the independent quantitative review are used by

Market Risk to inform risk limits and by Finance to inform reserves

Governance over this process is provided by GMPRC forum which

brings together Front Office Quantitative Analysts Market Risk Finance

and Quantitative Research Centre QuaRC Group Risks independent

quantitative model review function

Risk market risk incremental default risk counterparty credit risk

models are developed both within business units and by Group functions

Risk models are also subject to independent review and sign-off

Meetings are held with the FSA every quarter to discuss the traded

market risk including changes in models management back testing

results risks not included in the VaR framework and other model

performance statistics

As part of the ongoing review and analysis of the suitability of the VaR

model methodology enhancement to the ABS VaR was approved and

incorporated into the regulatory model in 2010 The credit crisis in 2007-

2009 caused large price changes for some structured bonds and the

spread based approach to calculating VaR for these instruments started

to give inaccurate risk levels particularly for bonds
trading at significant

discount to par The methodology enhancement harmonised the VaR

approach in the US and Europe by replacing the absolute spread-based

approach with more reliable and granular relative price-based mapping

scheme The enhancement better reflects the risk in the context of

position changes downgrades and vintage as well as improving

differentiation between prime Alt-A and sub-prime exposures

The VaR disclosure is broken down into trading and non-trading portfolios

Trading VaR relates to the main trading activities of the Group and non-

trading reflects the risk associated with reclassified assets money market

business and the management of internal funds flow within the Groups

businesses

Traded portfolios

The primary focus of the Groups trading activities is to provide an

extensive range of debt and equity financing risk management and

investment services to its customers including major corporations and

financial institutions around the world The Group undertakes these

activities organised along six principal business lines money markets

rates flow trading currencies and commodities equities credit markets

and portfolio management origination

Financial instruments held in the Groups trading portfolios include but

are not limited to debt securities loans deposits equities securities sale

and repurchase agreements and derivative financial instruments futures

forwards swaps and options

The Group participates in exchange traded and over-the-counter OTC
derivatives markets The Group buys and sells financial instruments that

are traded or cleared on an exchange including interest rate swaps

futures and options Holders of exchange traded instruments provide

margin daily with cash or other security at the exchange to which the

holders look for ultimate settlement

The Group also buys and sells financial instruments that are traded OTC
rather than on recognised exchange These instruments range from

commoditised transactions in derivative markets to trades where the

specific terms are tailored to the requirements of the Groups customers

In many cases industry standard documentation is used most commonly
in the form of master agreement with individual transaction

confirmations

Assets and liabilities in the trading book are measured at their fair value

Fair value is the amount at which the instrument could be exchanged in

current transaction between willing parties The fair values are

determined following lAS 39 guidance which requires banks to use

quoted market prices or valuation techniques models that make the

maximum use of observable inputs When marking to market using

model the valuation methodologies are reviewed and approved by the

market risk function Group Risk provides an independent evaluation of

the model for transactions deemed by the Group Model Product Review

Committee GMPRC to be large complex and/or innovative Any profits

or losses on the revaluation of positions are recognised in the daily profit

and loss
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The VaR for the Groups 2010 trading portfolios analysed by type of market risk exposure is shown below

Daily VaR grapis

million
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nd b%arice rnlt2 managem6nt

The Group has disclosed separately the Counterparty Exposure not captured in VaR for regulatory capital In the interest of transparency

Management GEM trading book exposure and the exposure of Core and to more properly represent the trading book exposure CEM trading

without GEM GEM manages the OTC derivative counterparty credit risk book exposure is disclosed separately

on behalf of GBM by actively controlling risk concentrations and reducing

unwanted risk exposures The hedging transactions GEM enters into are The table below analyses the VaR for the Groups trading portfolios

booked in the trading book and therefore contribute to the market risk segregated by type of market risk exposure

VaR exposure of the Group The counterparty exposures themselves are

2010

Average Period end Maximum Minimum

Lix rn Lix Lix 11

Interest rate 51.6 57.0 83.0 32.5 5/9 t115 112.3

Credit spread 166.3 133.4 243.2 110.2 1439 14.1 .2 449

Currency 17.9 14.8 28.0 8.4 17.9 20.7 31113 9.3

Equity 9.5 10.9 17.9 2.7 13.0 3.1 23.2 2.1

Commodity 9.5 0.5 18.1 0.5 147 .2 45

Diversification k7.
168.5 141.0 252.1 103.0 l52 181.9 229.0

Core Total 103.6 101.2 153.4 58.3 1315 121 131.3

GEM 53.3 54.6 82.4 30.3 22.7 1182 41 11.5

Core excluding GEM 82.8 78.7 108.7 53.6 86./ 9/.4 125.5 1.9

Non-Core 105.7 101.4 169.4 63.2 58.3 34.8 122.1 29.3

January February March April May June July August September October November December

Interest rate Credit spread FX Equity Commodity Total
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Risk management Market risk ntrued
Traded portfolios Gntiiiiled

The Groups period end VaR reduced as the exceptional volatility

of the market data from the period of the financial crisis dropped

out of the 500 days of time series data used in the VaR

calculation The credit spread VaR was particularly impacted as

result of this effect

The Groups maximum and average credit and Non-Core VaR

were higher in 2010 than in 2009 due to Non-Core exiting several

highly structured positions which due to their complexity and

layering required unwinding with different counterparties over

different periods The timing of the unwind led to an increased

VaR until the exit was completed in October and the VaR then

reduced back to the levels held earlier in the year

CEM VaR was greater in 2010 than 2009 due to the novation of

counterparty risk hedging trades from RBS N.y to RBS plc For

RBS N.y there is no local regulatory requirement for counterparty

hedges to be included in VaR as they are treated on

standardised basis but on novation to CEM in RBS plc under UK

regulatory requirements the trades were captured by the VaR

model
resulting

in an increase in VaR

CEM trading VaR also increased as consequence of the

implementation of discounting approach based on the real

funding cost for the collateralised derivatives

Commodity VaR decreased during the year since significant

part of the Groups interest in RBS Sempra Commodities JV was

sold during the year

12

331

The average daily revenue earned from GBMs trading balance

sheet management and other trading activities in 2010 was 25.4

million compared with 37.8 million in 2009 The standard deviation

of these
daily revenues was 22.0 million compared with 32.3

million in 2009 The standard deviation measures the variation of

daily revenues about the mean value of those revenues

with 16 days in 2009 The most frequent result is daily revenue of

between 25 million and 30 million with 37 occurrences in 2010

compared with 26 occurrences in 2009

The effect of any month end adjustments not attributable to

specific daily market move is spread evenly over the days in the

month in question

2010
40
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_______________________________________
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40 2009
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An analysis of the frequency distribution of daily revenue shows that
The graph of daily revenues for 2010 shows narrower distribution

there were 22 days with negative revenue during 2010 compared
of revenues compared with 2009
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Non-trad6d portfc8k

VaR is not always the most appropriate measure of risk for assets in the

non-trading book particularly
for those in Non-Core which will diminish

over time as the asset inventory is sold down

In order to better represent the risk of the non-traded portfolios the table

below analyses the VaR for the non-trading portfolios but excludes

Structured Credit Portfolios SCP in Non-Core These assets are shown

separately on drawn notional and fair value basis by maturity profile

and asset class and are managed on both an asset and RWA basis

Also excluded from the non-traded VaR are the loans and receivables

products that are managed within the credit risk management framework

The 2009 and 2010 VaR data below is shown on this basis however the

VaR data for the 2008 period could not be recalculated excluding the

SCP and LAR portfolios mentioned above due to data and system

constraints

The table below analyses the risk for the Groups non-trading portfolios

2010

Average Period end Maximum Minimum i.vE.rzW FY..d Mornum Mnu

lnterestrate 8.7 10.4 20.5 4.4 13.1 13.9 26.3

Credit spread 32.0 16.1 101.2 15.4 31.7 1009 131.6 39.1

Currency 2.1 3.0 7.6 0.3 1.4 0.6 70 0.2

Equity 1.2 3.1 4.6 0.2 3.3 2.2 5.0 1.0

Diversification 15.9

30.9 16.7 98.0 13.7 834 96.6 1269 46.8

Core 30.5 15.6 98.1 12.8 /6.4 95.9 26.4 46.3

Non-Core 1.3 2.8 4.1 0.2 35 1.9 16.9

Key peinte

The non-traded credit spread Core and total VaR have decreased

significantly due to the implementation of the relative price-based

mapping scheme in the VaR methodology discussed above and the

sales of available-for-sale securities in the US mortgage business

The business model for the US mortgage business has focussed its

activity on client facilitation flow trading during 2010 This has

encompassed the disposal of large portfolio
of illiquid available-for-

sale securities that were sold throughout the year resulting in the

non-traded VaR reducing In parallel
the risk management of the

business has been significantly enhanced to ensure that the

business remains focussed on client facilitation flow trading of liquid

assets Tools have been implemented to monitor the liquidity of

trading volumes asset aged inventory controls have been tightened

and granular asset concentration risk limits imposed to complement

the existing VaR and stress testing market risk frameworks
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Risk management Market risk coutrued

Structured Credit Portfolios

___________________
Fair value

COOs CLOo MB5 OtherABS Total COOs CLOs MOS Other ABS Total

20W Em Em _______Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

1-2years 47 47 42 42

2-3 years 85 19 44 98 246 81 18 37 91 227

3-4 years 41 20 205 266 37 19 i91 247
4-5 years 16 16 15 15

5-loyears 98 466 311 437 1312 87 422 220 384 1113
10 years 412 663 584 550 2209 161 515 397 367 1440

611 1189 959 1337 4096 344 992 673 1075 3084

1-2yesrs 81 81 68 88

2-ayears 40 19 59 24 18 42

3-4years 19 18 42 99 178 16 17 31 76 140

4-5 years 17 47 36 332 432 41 29 275 348

5-lOyesrs 107 685 424 521 1737 90 594 251 394 1329

10 years 594 1.114 820 573 3101 193 896 468 325 1882

777 12164 1322 1625 5588 328 1.548 779 1.156 3809
Note

Mortgage-banked senarities MBS innlade sob-prime residential mortgage-backed securities with notional amooot of E47t millioo 2009- E682 million and tair valoe of E329 million 2009 E41s

million all with residoat matoritios of greater than 10 years

The SCP are wthin Non-Core The risk on this portfolio is not measured or disclosed using VaR as the Group believes this is not an appropriate tool for

the banking book portfolio comprising of illiquid debt securities The main driver of the reduction in drawn notional is the asset sales from
portfolio

within an unwound securitisation arbitrage conduit The impact of disposals on portfolio fair value has been partially offset by an increase in residual

average price to 75% 2009 68%
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All the disclosures in this section pages 199 to 203 are unaudited and

are marked with an asterisk

Insurance nsk

Insurance risk arises through fluctuations in the timing frequency and/or

severity of insured events relative to the expectations at the time of

underwriting Insurance risk is managed in four distinct ways

underwriting and pricing
risk management is managed through the

use of underwriting guidelines which detail the class nature and

type of business that may be accepted pricing policies by product

line and brand and centralised control of wordings and any

subsequent changes

claims risk management is handled using range of automated

controls and manual processes

reserving risk management is applied to ensure that sufficient funds

have been retained to handle and pay claims as the amounts fall

due both in relation to those claims which have already occurred or

will occur in future periods of insurance Reserving risk is managed

through the detailed analysis of historical and industry claims data

and robust control procedures around reserving models and

reinsurance risk management is used to protect against adverse

claims experience on business which exceeds internal risk appetite

The Group uses various types of reinsurance to transfer risk that is

outside the Groups risk appetite including individual risk excess of

loss reinsurance catastrophe excess of loss reinsurance and quota

share reinsurance

Overall insurance risk is predictable overtime given the large volumes

of data However uncertainty does exist especially around predictions

such as the variations in weather for example Risk is minimised through

the application of documented insurance risk policies coupled with risk

governance frameworks and the purchase of reinsurance

The Group underwrites retail and SME insurance with focus on high

volume relatively straightforward products The key insurance risks are

as follows

motor insurance contracts private and commercial claims

experience varies due to range of factors including age gender

and driving experience together with the type of vehicle and location

property insurance contracts residential and commercial the major

causes of claims for property insurance are weather flood storm

theft fire subsidence and various types of accidental damage and

other commercial insurance contracts risk arises from business

interruption and loss arising from the negligence of the insured

liability insurance

Most general insurance contracts are written on an annual basis which

means that the Groups liability extends for twelve month period after

which the Group is entitled to decline to renew the policy or can impose

renewal terms by amending the premium terms and conditions

An analysis of gross and net insurance claims can be found in the notes

on the financial statements see page 347

Operational risk

Operational risk is the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed

internal processes people and systems or from external events

Operational risk is an integral and unavoidable part
of the Groups

business as it is inherent in the processes it operates in to provide

services to customers and generate profit
for shareholders An objective

of operational risk management is not to remove operational risk

altogether but to manage the risk to an acceptable level taking into

account the cost of minim
ising

the risk as against the resultant reduction

in exposure Strategies to manage operational risk include avoidance

transfer acceptance and mitigation by controls

Grcup Policy Frumwork GPF
The GPF supports consistent approach to how we do business and

helps everyone understand their individual and collective responsibilities

It is core component of the Groups Risk Appetite Framework it

supports the risk appetite setting process and also underpins the control

environment

Work to design implement and embed an enhanced GPF has continued

throughout 2010 and will extend into 2011 The Groups plans for ongoing

development of GPF will support increased consistency in risk appetite

setting across all risk types faced by the Group including alignment to

the Groups strategic business and risk objectives The Group will use

relevant external reference points
such as peers and rating agencies to

challenge and verify the content of the Policy Standards making up GPF

Appropriate and effectively implemented Policy Standards are

fundamental component of GPF and support attainment and

maintenance of an upper quartile control framework as compared

against the Groups relevant peer set

The GPF requires consideration and agreement through Group

governance of the level of risk appetite we have and how this is justifiable

in the context of our strategic objectives

There will be ongoing reassessment of risks risk appetite and controls

within the GPF and where appropriate potential
issues will be identified

and addressed to ensure the Group moves in line with the set objectives

and remains constantly aligned with the upper quartile objective and

market practice at all times
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Risk management Operational risk

Through the three lines of defence model the Group obtains assurance

that the standards in the GPF are being adhered to GPF defines

requirements for testing and gathering evidence which demonstrates that

each division and function is appropriately controlled

GPF is owned and managed by the Groups operational risk function and

relies upon the operational risk framework for effective implementation

and ongoing maintenance

Three lines of defence model

To ensure appropriate responsibility is allocated for the management reporting and escalation of operational risk the Group operates three lines of

defence model which outlines principles for the roles responsibilities and accountabilities for operational risk management

let line of defence 2nd line of defence 3rd inc of defence

Te buwneer Operelione rk Group NernN AurN

Accountable for the ownership and day-to-day Responsible for the implementation and Responsible for providing independent

management and control of operational risk maintenance of the operational risk framework assurance on the design adequacy and

tools and methodologies effectiveness of the Groups system of internal

Responsible for implementing processes in controls

compliance with Group policies Responsible for oversight and challenge on the

adequacy of the risk and control processes

Responsible for
testing key controls and operating in the business

monitoring compliance with Group policies

The Groups Operational Risk Policy Standards ORPS are incorporated

in the GPF They provide the direction for delivering effective operational

risk management and are designed to enable the consistent identification

assessment management monitoring and
reporting

of operational risk

across the Group

The three lines of defence model and the ORPS apply throughout the

Group and are implemented taking into account the nature and scale of

the underlying business The following key operational risk management

techniques are included in the ORPS

Risk curl con tiN wccmenls business units identify and assess

operational risks to ensure that they are effectively managed

prioritised documented and aligned to risk appetite

Scruroria sna/ysis scenarios for operational risk are used to assess

the possible impact of extreme but
plausible operational risk loss

events Scenario assessments provide forward looking basis for

managing exposures that are beyond the Groups risk appetite

Loss deN mansoement each business units internal loss data

management process captures all operational risk loss events above

certain minimum thresholds The data is used to enhance the

adequacy and effectiveness of controls identify opportunities to

prevent or reduce the impact of recurrence identify emerging

themes enable formal loss event reporting and inform risk and

control assessments and scenario analysis Escalation of individual

events to senior management is determined by the seriousness of

the event Operational loss events are categorised under the

following headings

clients products and business practices

technology and infrastructure failures

employment practices and workplace safety

internal fraud

external fraud

execution delivery and process management

malicious damage and

disaster and
public safety

New product approva/ process this process ensures that all new

products or significant variations to existing products are subject to

comprehensive risk assessment Products are evaluated and

approved by specialist areas and are subject to executive approval

prior to launch and

Sal crrliucaiion process this requires managementto monitor and

report regularly on the internal control framework for which they are

responsible confirming its adequacy and effectiveness This

includes certifying compliance with the requirements of Group

policies

Each business unit must manage its operational risk exposure within an

acceptable level testing the adequacy and effectiveness of controls and

other risk mitigants for example insurance regularly and documenting

the results Where unacceptable control weaknesses are identified

action plans must be produced and tracked to completion The Group

purchases insurance to provide the business with financial protection

against specific losses and to comply with
statutory or contractual

requirements Insurance is used as risk
mitigation

tool in
controlling the

Groups exposures providing protection against financial loss once risk

has crystallised
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Opcratioml risk netric

Reporting forms an integral part of operational risk management The

Groups risk management processes are designed to ensure that issues

are identified escalated and managed on timely basis Exposures for

each division are reported through monthly risk and control reports which

provide details on the risk exposures and action plans Events that have

material actual or potential impact on the Groups finances reputation

or customers are escalated and reported to divisional and Group

executives

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

OPSFStjOfllO flrk even EStES t5t 10 0001 hy ev5nt cateqory

ota events by nount

The chart below shows as at 31 December 2010 execution delivery and

process management together with external fraud continued to account

for circa 90% of losses by count during 2010

of 2009 loss

events counts

of 2010 loss

events counts

Clients products and business practices

Execution delivery and process management

External freud

Other

high proportion of the Groups operational risk events have low

financial cost associated with them and very small proportion of

operational risk events have material impact In 2010 96% of reported

operational losses had value of 100000 or less 2009- 95% but

accounted for 33% of the overall impact 2009- 18% In contrast 0.3%

of the operational risk events had value of million or greater 2009

1% but accounted for 35% of the overall impact 2009- 61%

Fraud preventon

Fraud remains big challenge to the Group and the rest of the financial

services industry The Group continues to respond to this threat

continually investing in people and processes for both detective and

preventative measures especially in relation to the impact of organised

crime against the Group The Groups key strategic programmes continue

to focus on solutions for payment fraud ATM security identification of

counterfeit documentation and online banking protection for the Groups

customers The Groups investments have resulted in multi-million pound

savings and through close working ties with law enforcement agencies

handing down of
significant

custodial sentences

Clients

product and

business

practices

Oisasters Employment Execution

and practices and delivery and

public workplace process

safety safety management

External

fraud

Internal Malicious Technology

fraud damage and

infrastructure

failures

The charts below show similar distribution of losses by value across the risk categories captured at the date the event occurred and updated as

losses crystallise

Note

Work csntinued throughout 2010 to ensare the treatment capture and recording of losses in RBS NV mirrored the RBS group approach This has resalted isa small movement in the 2009 metnCs

recorded is this report compared to those recorded last year
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Risk management Operational risk conUnue

Physka aecurity

The Group continues to implement strong security measures to ensure

the safety of staff the Groups customers and businesses from physical

harm Against an ever changing threat environment these measures are

kept under constant review and adapted accordingly The past year has

seen protests groups continue to target the Group most notably Climate

Camp in August 2010 robust processes are in place to ensure the

safety of customers and staff during these demonstrations The Group

also continues to mitigate against the threat posed by international

related terrorism

Information security

The Group is committed to protecting customer employee and Group

information with regard to the loss of confidentiality integrity and

availability This extends to all physical and electronic information All

employees and related third parties of the Group are responsible for the

protection of Group assets systems and information All customer

information is treated as confidential and appropriate security is applied

to protect the information Additionally the Groups information security

policy is reviewed regularly and includes processes for managing and

monitoring compliance with the policy The same standards apply to

information controlled by the Group or managed by authorised third

parties

The Group continues to invest in programmes to enhance and maintain

information security controls and systems For example during 2010 the

Group have risk assessed the externally facing websites and penetration

tested those websites that contain confidential high-risk Group data and

established an assurance team to implement an ongoing programme of

third party reviews

Business continufty

The need to ensure the continuity of business across the Group and the

management of crisis situations is key activity within the risk function

Key risks and threats that the Group is consistently monitoring from

business
continuity perspective include pandemics terrorism

environmental impacts and technology disruptions Business continuity

plans are in place to ensure that the Group can continue key products

services and operations consistent crisis management framework has

been developed that includes six step methodology and allows

incidents to be managed and resolved through skilled global teams

All business continuity plans related activities and systems are tested

annually The plan data is validated every months and where the

impact on business is high the validation frequency is increased to every

months

Regulatory risk

Regulatory risk arises from the non-adherence to international and

national rules and regulations The Group manages regulatory risk

through regulatory risk and compliance framework that seeks to ensure

the Group is in compliance with all banking securities insurance and

anti-money laundering regulations defined by more than 120 different

regulatory bodies and central banks across the world This framework

comprises global regulatory risk policies tracking
of regulatory

developments training and awareness assurance and monitoring and

regulatory relationship management

Glob rsguatory risk poUcks

Within the Group Policy Framework GPF regulatory risk and

compliance policies define minimum standards for all businesses to

adhere to on global basis These policies are primarily driven by the

rules and regulations set by the FSA as the Groups lead regulator

These global minimum standards are supplemented by division
specific

policies where appropriate product specific or local market
specific

requirements

Reçulatory devepments

Regulatory environments are constantly evolving and it is critical that the

Group both understands
early on the drivers for this change and be able

to assess the potential impact of prospective rules and regulations on the

different businesses The regulatory developments tracker seeks to

identify track and monitor all such material changes and ensure that an

appointed senior executive is responsible for assessing the potential

impacts on the Groups business Such activity supports both effective

engagement in the regulatory consultation process and planning for the

introduction of new or changed rules and regulations

During the last 12 months the Group has experienced unprecedented

levels of prospective rules and regulations particularly in the area of

prudential regulation capital liquidity governance and risk management

and to the treatment of systemically important entities in particular

through initiatives on recovery and resolution plans living wills see

page 398 for regulatory developments and reviews

Trdning and awareness

Maintaining compliance with existing rules and regulations requires

continued investment in professional training and maintaining risk

awareness The group undertakes extensive
training

both with group

wide learning initiatives e.g anti-money laundering as well as divisional

or product specific training To support the professional development of

the Groups regulatory risk staff the Group has comprehensive

progressive training programme that is deployed on global basis

Assurance and monitorinçj

Assurance and monitoring activities are key to ensuring that the Group

can demonstrate ongoing compliance with existing rules and regulations

Such activities are conducted in both the first line and second line of

defence Work to design implement and embed enhanced monitoring

tools was undertaken in 2010 and will continue into 2011

Reguatory reladonship management

The Group is committed to working with its regulators in an open and

constructive way as it deals with both the evolution of regulatory

frameworks as well as the ongoing compliance to existing rules and

regulations The regulatory relationship management tool is used to track

record monitor and report on all material regulatory engagement to

ensure that activities remain co-ordinated across the Group see page

397 for description of the key regulatory and supervisory bodies with

which the Group engages
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Reputation risky

Reputation risk is defined as the potential loss in reputation that could

lead to negative publicity loss of revenue costly litigation decline in

the customer base or the exit of key Group employees

Reputation risk can arise from actions taken by the Group or failure to

take action such as failing to assess the environmental social or ethical

impacts of clients or projects that the Group has provided products or

services to

The Group seeks to safeguard its reputation by considering the impact on

the value of its franchise from how it conducts business its choice of

customers and the way stakeholders view the Group Managing the

Groups reputation is the joint responsibility of all employees and

reputational considerations should as part of standard practice be

integrated into the Groups day-to-day decision making structures

Currently the Group manages reputational
risk through number of

functions such as divisions Group Communications Group

Sustainability and an Environmental Social and Ethical ESE risk

management function The latter function is responsible for assessing

ESE risks associated with business engagements and business divisions

The Board has ultimate responsibility for managing any impact on the

reputation of the Group arising from its operations The Group

Sustainability Committee established at the beginning of 2010 sets the

overall strategy and approach for the management of Group sustainability

however all parts of the Group take responsibility
for reputation

management

The risk is viewed as material given the central nature of the Groups

market reputation in the strategic risk objectives

Pension risk

The Group is exposed to risk from its defined benefit pension schemes to

the extent that the assets of the schemes do not fully
match the timing

and amount of the schemes liabilities Pension scheme liabilities vary

with changes to long-term interest rates inflation pensionable salaries

and the longevity of scheme members as well as changes in legislation

The Group is exposed to the risk that the market value of the schemes

assets together with future returns and any additional future contributions

could be considered insufficient to meet the liabilities as they fall due In

such circumstances the Group could be obliged or may choose to make

additional contributions to the schemes

The RBS Group Pension Fund Main scheme is the largest of the

schemes and the main source of pension risk The Main scheme

operates under trust deed under which the corporate trustee RBS

Pension Trustees Limited is wholly owned subsidiary of The Royal

Bank of Scotland plc and the trustee board comprises six directors

selected by the Group and four directors nominated by members

The trustee is solely responsible for the investment of the schemes

assets which are held separately from the assets of the Group The

Group and the trustee must agree on the investment principles and the

funding plan

In October 2006 the Main scheme was closed to new employees In

November 2009 the Group confirmed that it was making changes to the

Main scheme and number of other defined benefit schemes including

the introduction of limit of 2% per annum or Consumer Price Indices

CPI inflation if lower to the amount of any salary increase that will

count for pensionable purposes

Risk appetite and investment policy are agreed by the trustee with

quantitative
and qualitative input from the scheme actuaries and

investment advisers The trustee also consults with the Group to obtain

its view on the appropriate level of risk within the pension fund

The Group maintains an independent review of risk within its pension

funds The Group Risk Committee now monitors pension obligation risk

on an ongoing basis with monthly report illustrating the funding

positions and key sensitivities of the Groups pension schemes

Additionally as part
of the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment

Process ICAAP process the change in asset and liability
values is

modelled over twelve-month time horizon under stressed scenario

The funding valuation of the Main scheme at 31 March 2010 is currently

in progress Further details are given in Note on the accounts

The Main scheme which represents 84% of plan assets at 31 December

2010 is invested in diversified portfolio of quoted and private equity

government and corporate fixed interest and index-linked bonds and

other assets including property and hedge funds The trustee has taken

measures to partially mitigate inflation and interest rate risks both by

investment in suitable physical assets and by entering into inflation and

interest rate swaps The Main scheme has an additional exposure to

rewarded risk by investing in equity futures

The table below shows the impact on the Main schemes assets and

liabilities measured according to lAS 19 Employee Benefits of changes

in interest rates and equity values at the year end taking account of the

current asset allocation and hedging arrangements

Decrease

Change Change increase in net

in value in value of pension

of assets liabilities obligations

La La

As at 31 December2010

Fall in nominal swap yields
of 0.25% at all durations with no change in credit spreads 422 193 229

Fall in real swap yields of 0.25% at all durations with no change in credit spreads 355 799 444
Fall in credit spreads of 0.25% at all durations with no change in nominal or real swap yields 98 1005 907
Fall in equity values of 10%
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Risk management Other risk exposures

All the disclosures in this section pages 204 to 220 are audited unless otherwise indicated with an asterisk

Explanatory nOIG

These disclosures provide information on certain elements of the Groups credit market activities the majority of which are in Non-Core and to lesser

extent Global Banking Markets US Retail Commercial and Group Treasury For credit valuation adjustments CVA leveraged finance and

conduits disclosures the information presented has been analysed between the Groups Core and Non-Core businesses

Definitions of acronyms used in this section can be found in the Glossary on pages 434 to 439

Ast-hzckid sectk
The Group structures originates distributes and trades debt in the form of loan bond and derivative instruments in all major currencies and debt capital

markets in North America Western Europe Asia and major emerging markets The carrying value of the Groups debt securities is detailed below

2010

Group Oup
bn

Securities issued by central and local governments 124.0 134.1 146.9 95.1 105.8

Asset-backed securities 70.8 87.6 88.1 111.1 111.1

Securities issued by corporates and other entities 9.7 13.4 14.4 243 26.2

Securities issued by banks and
building_societies ________ ________

13.0 14.0 17.8 22.7 24.4

217.5 249.1 267.2 253.2 2675

The Groups credit market activities gave rise to risk concentrations in

asset-backed securities ABS The Group has exposures to ABS which

are predominantly debt securities but can also be held in derivative form

ABS have an interest in an underlying pool of referenced assets The

risks and rewards of the referenced pool are passed onto investors by the

issue of securities with varying seniority by special purpose entity

Debt securities include residential mortgage-backed securities RMBS
commercial mortgage-backed securities CMBS collateralised debt

obligations DOs collateralised loan obligations CLO5 and other ABS

In many cases the risk associated with these assets is hedged by way of

credit derivative protection purchased over the specific asset or relevant

ABS indices The counterparty to some of these hedge transactions are

monoline insurers

The following tables summarise the gross and net exposures and

carrying values of these securities by geography of the underlying assets

at 31 December 2010 2009 and 2008 Gross exposures represent the

principal amounts relating to ABS GlO government RMBS comprises

securities that are guaranteed or effectively guaranteed by the US

government by way of its support for US federal agencies and

government sponsored enterprises or guaranteed by the Dutch

government Net exposures represent the carrying value after taking

account of the hedge protection purchased from monoline insurers and

other counterparties but exclude the effect of counterparty credit

valuation adjustments The hedge provides credit protection of both

principal and interest cash flows in the event of default by the

counterparty The value of this protection is based on the underlying

instrument being protected The tables at 31 December 2009 exclude

RMBS covered bonds in RFS Ml comprising gross exposure -558

million carrying value -579 million and net exposure -579 million
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Risk sud balance cvi management

Assethackod eecurtiee by product geography and measurement caasitcation

Other

US UK Europe RoW Totul HFT DFV AFS LAR

2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

Gross exposure

RMBS GlO government 24207 16 6422 30.645 13840 16805

RMBS covered bond 138 208 8525 8871 8871

RMBS prme 1784 3385 1118 192 6479 1605 4749 124

RMBS non-conforming 1249 2107 92 3448 708 1313 1427

RMBS sub-prme 792 365 139 221 1517 819 496 202

CMBS 3086 1451 912 45 5494 2646 120 1409 1319

CDO5 12156 128 453 12737 7951 4687 99

CLOs 6038 134 879 7060 1062 5572 426

OtherABS 3104 1144 2871 1705 8824 1533 4523 2768

52554 8938 21411 2172 85075 30164 121 48425 6365

Gztuying value

RMBS GlO government 24390 16 5958 30364 13765 16599

RMBS covered bond 142 208 7522 7872 7872

RMBS prme 1624 3000 931 192 5747 1384 4.249 113

RMBS non-conformng 1084 1959 92 3135 605 1102 1428

RMBS sub-prime 638 255 120 205 1218 681 344 193

CMBS 2936 1338 638 38 4950 2262 118 1.281 1289

CDOs 3135 69 254 3458 1341 2021 96

CLOs 5334 102 635 6074 691 4958 425

OtherABS
_______

2780 945 2615 1667 8007 1259 4089 2659

42.063 7892 18.765 2105 70825 21988 119 42515 6.203

Net exposure

RMBS GlO government 24390 16 5958 30364 13765 16599

RMBS covered bond 142 208 7522 7872 7872

RMBS prme 1523 2948 596 192 5259 897 4248 113

RMBS non-conforming 1081 1959 92 3132 602 1102 1428

RMBS sub-prime 289 253 112 176 830 305 332 193

CMBS 1823 1336 458 38 3655 1188 10 1230 1227

CDOs 1085 39 245 1369 743 530 96

CLOs 1387 102 629 2119 673 1021 425

Other ABS 2293 748 2609 1659 7309 690 4081 2538

34013 7609 18221 2066 61909 18863 11 37015 6020

For notes to this table refer to psge 207
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Risk management Other risk exposures conhnusd

AsseNbecked securities by product geography and measurement classification corwnued

UK Kump 547 5FF Fm 70524 Sm Sm Sm Sm Km Sm Km Sm

Gross exposure

RMBS GlO government 26644 17 7616 94 33771 13.536 20235

RMBS covered bond 49 297 9.019 9.365 9.365

RMBS prime 2.965 5.276 4567 222 13030 6214 147 5161 546

RMBS non-conforming 1341 2.136 126 3607 635 595 47
RMBS sub-prime 1.666 724 195 561 3146 1.632 17 1020 479
CMBS 3422 1.761 1420 75 6695 2.936 209 1.642 711

CDOs 12352 329 571 27 13.309 9000 3.923 305

CLOs 9.092 166 2169 1173 12.600 5.346 6.561 673

OtherABS 3567 1.960 5031 1569 12167 2.912 16 5252 3.965

61.150 127051 30.116 3.721 101.695 42 351 392 55477 9475

Garryino value

RMBS GlO government 26.964 11 661O 33 33.904 13.397 20.507

RMBS covered bond 50 266 3134 9012 9072
RMBS prime 2.696 4.563 4009 212 11.500 5.133 141 5.643 563

RMBS non-conforming 956 1.95 126 3043 369 1160 1.414

RMBS sub-prime 977 314 146 3.57 1524 779 17 704 324
CMBS 3.237 1305 924 43 5.509 2.279 216 1.637 377

CDOs 5275 166 400 27 3666 2.064 1600 203

CLOs 6.736 112 1.469 999 15315 3296 5.500 520

OtherABS 2.666 1124 4359 1.167 9.565 1463 19 4.621 3.443

47.799 9666 27.049 2566 67.602 26620 394 50.4154 1924

Net exposure

RMBS GlO government 26.964 17 6.670 33 33904 13.391 20.507

RMBS covered bond 50 266 6734 9072 9072
RMBS prime 2436 3141 3.016 172 9.313 3.161 142 5460 564

RMBS non-conforming 946 1951 126 3033 319 160 1474
RMBS sub-prime 565 305 131 290 1297 129 427 324

CMBS 2.245 .225 595 399 4.467 1.331 203 1555 1.377

CDOs 743 124 352 14 1275 521 550 203

CLOs 1636 66 1.104 39 2665 613 1572 520

OtherA BS 2117 539 4.331 1145 6432 463 19 1.621 3.329

37724 5.591 25299 2104 71715 20.46.0 3112 45065 791

For notes to this table refer to page 207
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US UK KTTS Un 1C14 HiFI 11 U4 F4 11.5

UT UI

Carr1g value

RMBS GiG government 33.484 25 7642 46 4.1177 16.631 22546

RMBS covered bond 44 296 10640 10389 16.386

RMBS prime 5.623 4754 8154 246 1n.7 7.272 158 8.769 570

RMBS non-conforming 1111 2.906 4027 352 183 1.482

RMBS sub-prime 11324 445 439 36 3.069 1594 16 913 86%

CMBS 2.145 135 1.84% 141 5.327 2751 13 .12% 437

CDOs 6275 259 441 45 9.020 4.389 4286 351

CLOs 6428 329 2.605 255 9.611 3355 299 933

Other ABS 3582 1.622 5095 437 11 .739 508 41 6.571 3622

8249% 12031 34065 2551 iii143 39.579 23% 62.067 6.961

Nat exposure

RMBS GlO government

RMBS covered bond

RMBS prime

RMBS non-conforming

RMBS sub-prime

CMBS

CDOs

CLOs

Other ABS

Notes

Fair valse throogh profit or loss

Rest of the world

Held-for-trading

Desigsated as at tair vatse

Available-tsr-sale

Loans end receivables

33.484 25 7.842 4% 41 177 13.631 22.546

44 29% 16046 163 16386

5.546 3.6% 5212 218 14.642 5.135 16% 8.366 570

1116 2.966 4112 34% 2.104 462

358 466 380 313 1459 346 16 571 6.28

1.147 1228 1.695 711 3.548 1176 13 916 437

2.41.61 127 311 ..- 2.840 1615 873 349

874 269 2.139 171 3443 645 1885 933

3.867 1387 4299 125% 1620 199 4.6 6.572 3.821

48456 16.280 3111% 2069 91928 28.246 235 84477 8.918
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The table below summarises the
rating levels of ABS carrying values Credit ratings are based on those from rating agencies Standard Poors SP

Moodys and Fitch and have been mapped onto the SP scale

Non-investment

AAA AAt0AA AtoAA- BBB- toA- grade inrated Total

2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em__________ Em

RMBS GlO government 28835 1529 30364
RMBS covered bond 7107 357 408 7872
RMBS prime 4355 147 67 82 900 196 5747
RMBS non-conforming 1754 144 60 316 809 52 3135
RMBS sub-prime 317 116 212 39 458 76 1218
CMBS 2789 392 973 500 296 4950
CDOs 444 567 296 203 1863 85 3458
CLOs 2.490 1786 343 527 332 596 6074
OtherABS 3144 1297 885 1718 265 698 8007

51235 6335 3244 3385 4923 1703 70825

RMBS GlO government 33779 125 33904

RMBS covered bond 8.645 360 67 9072
RMBS prime 9211 676 507 547 558 11.500

RMBS non-conforming iogr 197 109 160 1394 3043
RMBS sub-prime 578 121 306 87 579 353 1824
CMBS 3.441 599 1.022 298 147 5.509

CDOs 615 944 254 1144 849 262 3.868

CLOs 2.718 4.365 607 250 636 730 q335
OtherABS 4099 1555 1.014 1.947 152 799 9.566

65067 8942 3886 4243 3515 1949 87.602

RMBS GlO government 41.168 41177
RMBS covered bond 10.380 10380
RMBS prime 15.252 1417 106 16777
RMBS non-conforming 3532 337 146 4017
RMBS sub-prime 1.362 1136 7110 3089
CMBS 3.702 1.586 38 5.327

COOs 4510 2031 2088 1381 9021.1

CLOs 7.299 1601 268 449 9.8r7

OtherABS 6649 3519 2132 1.329 11739

93.854 11.437 3.575 2174 111.143

Key POintS 5.8 billion reduction was seen in prime RMBS primarily in

CarryIng values of asset-backed securities decreased by 16.8 GBM and Group Treasury across European E4.7 billion and US
billion during 2010 with net reductions across all

portfolios E1.1 billion portfolios reflecting respectively balance sheet

management and repositioning in light of increased liquidity in the

Within GlO government RMBS net sell-downs by the US US RMBS market

Mortgage Trading business in GBM in the first quarter of 2010 as

part of the Groups repositioning in light of the US governments CDO and CLO portfolios declined by 3.7 billion reflecting asset

purchase of US assets was off-set by purchases in the second reductions in Non-Core however some CDO exposures were
half of the year with the latter reflecting the perceived investor

downgraded during the year resulting
in increased non-

appetite The decrease in the US AFS portfolio reflected balance investment grade positions
sheet restructuring in US Retail Commercial during the third

quarter of 2010
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Non4nvastnuint qrade and unrated ABS

The table below summarises the carrying values by accounting classification of non-investment grade or not publicly rated ABS

.._ .Yn1t51_.

lIFT AFO LAR Total lIFT AFS LAR Total

2010 ___________ __________ Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

RMBS prime 354 535 11 900 196 196

RMBS non-conforming 389 414 809 52 52

RMBS sub-prime 437 21 458 76 76

CMBS 198 17 81 296

CDOs 691 1151 21 1863 85 85

CLOs 239 88 332 267 329 596

OtherABS 148 17 100 265 191 162 345 698

2456 2160 307 4923 867 491 345 1703

RMBS prime 120 430 558

RMBS non-conforming 255 341 594

RMBS sub-prime 339 240 579 153 153

CMBS 89 55 147

CDOs 457 300 52 549 43 119 262

CLOs 269 359 635 207 523 730

Other ABS 78 63 11 152 270 134 395 799

435 734 144 3515 774 779 396 949

RMBS GlO government

RMBS prime 59 47 104

RMBS non-conforming 69 74 145

RMBS sub-prime 536 124 30 790

CMBS 38 36

COOs 1.219 069 2088 1/3 42 66 381

CLO5 50 18$ 26$ 154 279 449

Other ABS 122 49 71 242 115 104 810 1.329

2223 1.351 104 3.675 466 $26 852 2274

Key point

Non-investment grade securities increased by 1.4 billion of which 1.0 billion was in COOs reflecting purchases by GBMs Mortgage Trading

business as well as credit down grades and rating withdrawals of certain ABS structures in Non-Core during the year
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Risk management Other risk exposures cortlnu04 The main categories of mortgages that serve as collateral to RMBS held
Ridntitd more 85-backed 5CUfltI5S

by the Group with related vintages are set out below and described in theRMBS are securities that represent an interest in
portfolio of residential

Glossary on pages 434 to 439 The US market has more established
mortgages Repayments made on the underlying mortgages are used to

definitions of differing underlying mortgage quality and these are used asmake payments to holders of the RMBS The risk of the RMBS will vary
the basis for the Groups RMBS categorisation

primarily depending on the quality and geographic region of the

underlying mortgage assets and the credit enhancement of the
The Group classifies RMBS as sub-prime or Alt-A based on industry

securitisation structure Several tranches of notes are issued each
standard criteria including Fair Isaac Corporation scores FICO level of

secured against the same portfolio of mortgages but providing differing
documentation and loan-to-value LTV ratios of the underlying mortgage

levels of
seniority to match the risk appetite of investors The most junior

loans RMBS are classified as sub-prime if the mortgage portfolio
or equity notes will suffer early capital and interest losses experienced

comprises loans with FICO scores between 500 and 650 with full or
by the referenced mortgage collateral with each more senior note

limited documentation Mortgages in Alt-A RMBS portfolios have FICO
benefiting from the protection provided by the subordinated notes below

scores of 640 to 720 limited documentation and an original L1V of 70%
Additional credit enhancements may be provided to the holder of senior

to 95% The FICO score is the determining factor in the classification of
RMBS notes including guarantees over the value of the exposures often

the Groups RMBS as sub-prime or Alt-A
provided by monoline insurers

The table below analyses the vintage of the Groups carrying value of

RMBS portfolios by geography and classification

s9ca
Other ttio Covered Non

US UK Europe RoW Totai government bond Prime conforming Sub-prime
2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

2004 and earlier 4405 175 1057 50 5687 4148 641 678 90 130

2005 2579 176 3435 28 6218 2379 2410 634 567 228
2006 1082 2249 5460 121 8912 2106 3451 2129 736 490
2007 2576 2370 4135 33 9.114 4774 1352 1280 1477 231

2008 2314 58 420 155 2947 2598 18 223 104

2009andlater 14922 410 116 10 15458 14.359 803 161 135

2878 5438 14623 397 48 336 30 364 872 747 135 1218

2004 and earlier 8504 293 1780 33 10590 7951 782 1460 99 328

2005 4221 703 4.252 74 9.330 3801 3582 2.173 510 264

2006 1.847 3116 7449 216 12.625 2691 415.5 4.51 890 598

2007 1844 2.957 5.916 60 10777 4.394 1.58.5 2542 529 427

2008 and later 24 027

31.665 7159 19887 632 59343 33904 9.072 11.500 3043 1.824

2004 and earlier 6.839 317 2.122 102 9955 5.959 703 25O 123 660
2005 94366 1.694 5.255 65 16.690 7179 2.993 4794 1371 553

2006 3136 3273 939 234 15753 3553 4.471 5376 572 1.261

2007 and later 22.425 2572 7719 22 33.018 24236 331 413 1.652 815

42.068 5426 34.275 873 75440 41177 1677 017 3069
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Credit valurdion adjutrneiits CVA
CVA represents an estimate of the adjustment to arrive at fair value that market participant would make to incorporate the credit risk inherent in

counterparty derivative exposures

The table below details the Groups CVA by type of counterparty
2010

Monoline insurers 2443 3.756 5068

CDPCs 490 459

Othercounterparties 1714 15t6 13.6

4647 5863 5.037--
Monoline ineurers The methodology employed to calculate the monoline CVA uses market

The Group has purchased protection from monoline insurers implied probability of defaults and internally assessed recovery levels to

monolines mainly against specific
ABS Monolines specialise in determine the level of expected loss on monoline exposures of different

providing credit protection against the principal
and interest cash flows maturities The probability

of default is calculated with reference to

due to the holders of debt instruments in the event of default by the debt market observable credit spreads and recovery levels CVA is calculated

instrument counterparty This protection is typically held in the form of
at trade level by applying the expected loss corresponding to each

derivatives such as credit default swaps CDS5 referencing underlying trades expected maturity to the gross mark-to-market of the monoline

exposures held directly or synthetically by the Group protection The expected maturity of each trade reflects the scheduled

notional amortisation of the underlying reference instruments and

The gross mark-to-market of the monoline protection depends on the whether payments due from the monoline are received at the
point

of

value of the instruments against which protection has been bought default or over the life of the underlying reference instruments

positive fair value or valuation gain in the protection is recognised if

the fair value of the instrument it references decreases For the majority The table below summarises the Groups exposure to monolines all of

of trades the gross mark-to-market of the monoline protection is which are in Non-Core

determined directly from the fair value price of the underlying reference

instrument however for the remainder of the trades the gross mark-to-

market is determined using industry standard models

2010

Gross exposure to monolines 4023 617 11581

Hedges with financial institutions 71 531 i89

Cretht vahJation adjustment
sj

Net exposure to monolines 1509 1844 4.834

Credit valuation adjustment as of gross exposure
61%

Counterparty and credit risk RWAs 17.8bn 513 76r

The net income statement effect relating
to monoline exposures is detailed below

2010

Credit valuation adjustment at January 3796 5H55

Decrease/increase in credit valuation adjustment 1353 2.192

Net debit relating to realisations hedges foreign exchange and other movements 844 2912 34

Net credit/debit to income statement 204 12 566 12 557..
Note

Comprises the following elements for the year
ended 2010 and 2009

lose of million 2009 2387 million in income from trading activities

impairment reversals/Ilosses of 71 million 2009- p239 million and

other income of 138 million 2009 -60 million relating to reclassified debt securities
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Risk management Other risk exposures 000tlnuecl The fair value of these reclassified debt securities at 31 December 2010Monoline insurers cothil000
was 5572 million July 2008 -6293 million after adjusting for both

number of debt instruments with monoline protection were reclassified

principal based cash flows and foreign exchange effects between Julyfrom HFT to AFS in 2008 Changes in the fair value since the
2008 and 31 December 2010 As result of these reclassifications total

reclassification are recognised in the income statement to the extent that
cumulative losses of 331 million have not been recognised in the

they are considered to be impaired Changes in the fair value of the
income statement

related monoline CDSs continue to be recorded in the income statement

The table below summarises monoline exposures by rating Credit
ratings are based on those from rating agencies SP and Moodys Where the

ratings differ the lower of the two is taken

Fair valse

Notional reference cmdit

protected protected Cross nalsation Net
assets assets eaposure adjsstment Hedges esposare2010

Em Em Em Em Em Em
to AA-

6336 5503 833 272 561

Non-investment grade 8555 5365 3190 2171 71 948

14891 10868 4023 2443 71 1509
Of which

CMBS
4149 2424 1725 1253

CDOs
1133 256 877 593

CLOs
6724 6121 603 210

OtherABS
2393 1779 614 294

Other
492 288 204 93

14891 10868 4023 2443

AtoAA- 7.143 5875 1288 378 890

Non-investment grade 12598 7896 4902 3418 331 953

19741 13571 6170 3798 531 1843
Of which

CMBS
4253 2034 2219 1.562

CDOs
2.284 797 1.487 1.059

CLOs
10007 8.584 1423 841

OtherABS
2.688 1.861 827 412

Other
509 295 214 122

19741 13571 6170 3.795

AtoAA 8.937 5.537 2410 1067 1.333

BBB-toA- 18.298 8.396 8.499 41426 768 3305nvestmentrade7156.151cl84.824I16
28.020 10.439 11581 5.988 7811 4214

Of which

CMBS
4.449 138 2.481 429

CDOs
5778 1.398 4384 2.2.01

CLOs
12855 9473 3.192 1.558

Other ABS 3.759 757 1.234 427

Other
788 458 310 175

28020 16.439 11581 8944
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Ksy points

Exposure to monolines decreased over the period due to

combination of restructuring certain exposures and higher prices of

underlying reference instruments partially
offset by the

strengthening of the US dollar against sterling

The CVA decreased on total basis reflecting
the reduction in

exposure but was stable on relative basis with the impact of

tighter
credit spreads offset by an increase in the expected lives of

certain trades

The reduction in the Groups RWA requirements over the quarter

was driven by the reduction in exposure to monolines and the

impact of restructuring certain risk structures

During the year there was significant increase in the RWA

requirements of RBS N.y following its migration to the Basel II

regime Regulatory intervention at certain monoline counterparties

triggered International Swaps and Derivative Association ISDA

credit events in the period At the point of trigger the exposure to

these counterparties was excluded from the RWA calculations and

capital deductions of 171 million were taken instead The impact of

this together with restructuring certain exposures and an

improvement in the rating
of underlying reference bonds held by the

Group to investment grade status were the main drivers of the

reduction in RWA requirements during the second half of the year

The Group also has indirect exposures to monoline insurers through

wrapped securities and other assets with credit enhancement from

monoline insurers These securities are traded with the benefit of this

credit enhancement Any deterioration in the credit rating
of the monoline

is reflected in the fair value of these assets

Crsdd dedvative product companes

credit derivative product company CDPC is company that sells

protection on credit derivatives CDPC5 are similar to monoline insurers

however they are not regulated as insurers

The Group has purchased credit protection from CDPCs through

tranched and single name credit derivatives The Groups exposure to

CDPC5 is predominantly due to tranched credit derivatives tranches

tranche references portfolio
of loans and bonds and provides protection

against total portfolio default losses exceeding certain percentage of

the portfolio notional the attachment point up to another percentage the

detachment point

The Group has predominantly traded senior tranches with CDPCs the

average attachment and detachment points are 13% and 49%

respectively 2009- 15% and 51% respectively 2008 16% and 50%

respectively and the majority of the loans and bonds in the reference

portfolios are investment grade

The gross mark-to-market of the CDPC protection is determined using

industry standard models The methodology employed to calculate the

CDPC CVA is different to that outlined above for monolines as there are

no market observable credit spreads and recovery levels for these

entities The level of expected loss on CDPC exposures is estimated with

reference to recent market events impacting CDPC5 including

communication activity
and by analysing the underlying trades and the

cost of hedging expected default losses in excess of the capital in each

vehicle

summary of the Groups exposure to CDPCs all of which are in Non-

Core is detailed below

2010

rn

1244

490t
Gross exposure to CDPC5

Credit valuation adjustment

Net exposure to CDPCs 754

Credit valuation adjustment as of gross exposure
39% 27

Counterparty and credit risk RWAs 7.2bn 7h

Capital deductions
280m
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Rtsk management Other risk exposures coctinueS

Cred% derivative product cornpantea continued

The table below details CDPC exposures by rating

Fair value

Notional reference Credit

protected protected Gross valuation Net

assets assets exposure adiustment exposure2010 _______ ________ Em Em Em Em Em
AAA

213 212

AtoAA-
644 629 15 11

Non-investment grade 20066 19050 1016 401 615
Unrated

4165 3953 212 85 127

25088 23844 1244 490 754

AAA
1658 1.637 21 16

BBB-toA-
1070 1043 27 18

Non-investment grade 17696 6.742 054 377 577

Unrated
3.926 3.653 273 105 t65

24.350 23075 1275 499 776

AAA
6351 4780 1.571 314 1257

AAtoAA
1195 1.116 79 16 63

At0AA-
13092 10891 2.201 657 1544

BBB-toA-
4601 31176 925 324 601

25239 20.463 4.776 1311 3465

The table below details the net income statement effect arising from CDPC exposures

2010

Em
Credit valuation adjustment at January 499 1311 44
Credit va luation

adj ustment at 31 Decem ber

Decrease/increase in credit valuation adjustment 812 1.20

Income from
trading activities net losses

Losses reduced significantly in 2010 due to smaller exposures and The CVA for all other counterparties is calculated on portfolio basis

reduced losses on hedges that were introduced to cap the
reflecting an estimate of the amount third party would charge to assume

exposures the credit risk

The CVA decrease for the year reflected exposure reductions due Expected losses are determined from the market implied probability of

to trade commutations tighter credit spreads of the underlying defaults and internally assessed recovery levels The probability of

reference portfolios partially offset by an increase in the relative default is calculated with reference to observable credit spreads and

value of senior tranches compared with the underlying reference observable recovery levels For counterparties where observable data do

portfolios and foreign currency movements not exist the
probability of default is determined from the average credit

spreads and recovery levels of baskets of similarly rated entities

Counterparty and credit RWA5 and
capital deductions decreased in weighting of 50% to 100% is applied to arrive at the CVA The weighting

line with the exposure reflects portfolio churn and varies according to the counterparty credit

quality
rr Certain CDPCs where the Group has hedges in place to cap the

exposure are excluded from the RWA calculations with capital

deduction taken instead
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Expected losses are applied to estimated potential
future exposures

which are modelled to reflect the volatility of the market factors which

drive the exposures and the correlation between those factors Potential

future exposures arising
from vanilla products including interest rate and

foreign exchange derivatives are modelled jointly using the Groups core

counterparty risk systems The majority of the Groups CVA held in

relation to other counterparties arises on these vanilla products The

exposures arising from all other product types are modelled and

assessed individually
The potential future exposure to each counterparty

is the aggregate of the exposures arising on the underlying product types

The correlation between exposure and counterparty risk is also

incorporated within the CVA calculation where this risk is considered

significant The risk primarily
arises on trades with emerging market

counterparties where the gross mark-to-market value of the trade and

therefore the counterparty exposure increases as the strength of the

local currency declines

Collateral held under credit support agreement is factored into the CVA

calculation In such cases where the Group holds collateral against

counterparty exposures CVA is held to the extent that residual risk

remains

CVA is held against exposures to all counterparties with the exception of

the CDS protection that the Group has purchased from HM Treasury as

part of its participation
in the Asset Protection Scheme due to the unique

features of this derivative

The net income statement effect arising from the change in level of CVA

for all other counterparties and related trades is shown in the table below

i3

Ifl

Key poines

The increase in CVA held against exposures to other counterparties

was driven by rating downgrades of certain counterparties and the

net impact of changes in credit spreads and counterparty exposures

due to market moves This increase was partially offset by

decrease due to the disposal of parts of the RBS Sempra

Commodities JV business during the year

Losses on hedges and realised defaults are the primary driver of the

loss arising on foreign exchange hedges realisations and other

movements

Credit valuation adjustment at January

Cdit va luation adjustment at 31 Debe
lncrease/decrease in credit valuation adjustment

Net debit relating to realisations hedges foreign exchange and other movements

Income from trading activities net losses

2010

1588

126
19

145 elI
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Risk management Other risk exposures carThnued The gross exposure represents the total amount of leveraged finance

Leveraged finance
committed by the Group The net exposure represents the balance sheet

Leveraged finance is commonly employed to facilitate corporate finance
carrying values of drawn leveraged finance and the total undrawn amount

transactions such as acquisitions or buy-outs and is so called due to the The difference between gross and net exposures is principally due to the

high ratio of debt to equity leverage common in such transactions cumulative effect of impairment provisions and historic write-downs on
bank acting as lead manager for leveraged finance transaction will assets prior to reclassification

typically underwrite loan alone or with others and then syndicate the

loan to other participants The Group typically held portion of these The table below shows the Groups global markets sponsor-led leveraged

loans as part of its long-term portfolio once primary syndication is finance exposures all of which are in Non-Core by industry and

completed Most of the leveraged finance loans held as part of the geography

syndicated lending portfolio were reclassified from HFT to LAR in 2008

2010

Other

UK Americas Eampe RoW Total UK Aier6 Ep P611 lea
Em Em Em Em Em 161 La La La La

Gross exposure

TMT1 1451 689 686 473 3299 1656 1781 1081 605 5123 8.527

Industrial 1009 273 1144 285 2711 1.523 1584 1.781 207 5.095 5.410

Retail 290 867 61 1226 476 17 1.354 71 1918 3.082

Other 1074 188 627 182 2071 1.527 244 1168 191 3.130 3286

3824 1158 3324 001 9307 6154 1222 164 .1 16 .L 18 06

Net exposure

TMT1 1267 656 633 338 2894 1.532 1502 1045 590 4660 6148
Industrial 911 181 1094 277 2463 973 524 1594 205 3.296 3708
Retail 277 817 57 1159 445 1282 68 1812 2.714

Other 1014 188 622 182 2006 1461 244 1147 191 3.043 3199

3469 033 3166 854 8522 4.411 2.287 5068 1.054 12820 16.769

Of which

Drawn 2952 673 2433 694 6752 3.737 1944 3909 050 10640 12619
Undrawn 517 360 733 160 1770 674 343 1.159 104 2280 3160

3469 1033 3166 854 8522 4411 22.87 5065 1.064 12620 15.769

Notes

Telecommanications media and technology

All of the shove exposares are classified as LAR except E1s4 million 2009- E143 million 2008 E102 million which are classified as lIFT

The table below shows the Groups movement in leveraged finance exposures during the year

2010 2.100

Drawn Undrawn Total 12ra.a ljalraa 1c0a

Em Em Em La La

Balance ati January 10540 2280 12820 12519 3.150 15769
Transfers out/in from credit trading business 38 12 26 563 41 604
Sales and

restructurings 3575 273 3.848 247 144 391
Repayments and facility reductions 488 272 760 934 392 1326
Fundeddeals 11 11 166 166
Lapsed/collapsed deals 19 10
Changes in fair value 73 73 31 31
Accretion of interest so 50 100 --- 100

Net recoveries/impairment provisions 131 131 1.041 041
Exchange and other movements 70 12 82 J65 190 18451

Balance at 31 December 6752 1770 8522 10640 2280 12.820

Key pc4nte
Approximately 92% of the above exposures represent senior

Reduction in exposures reflect the Non-Core strategy
lending at 31 December 2010
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debt financing

senior debt transactions

Total UK Corporate

Ulster Bank

Business review

Notes

Loans for UK mid-market buyouts supplementing equity capital provided by third party private equity investors

Loans to UK mid-corporates supporting acquisitions recapitulisations or general corporate purposes where higher leverage criteria were met

Specal purpose entees

The Group arranges securitisations to facilitate client transactions and

undertakes securitisations to sell financial assets or to fund specific

portfolios
of assets The Group also acts as an underwriter and depositor

in securitisation transactions involving both client and proprietary

transactions In securitisation assets or interests in pool of assets

are transferred generally to special purpose entity SPE which then

issues liabilities to third party investors SPEs are vehicles established for

specific limited purpose usually do not carry out business or trade

and
typically

have no employees They take variety
of legal forms

trusts partnerships and companies and fulfil many different functions

As well as being key element of securitisations SPEs are also used in

fund management activities to segregate custodial duties from the fund

management advice provided by the Group

It is primarily
the extent of risks and rewards assumed that determines

whether these entities are consolidated in the Groups financial

statements The following section aims to address the significant

exposures which arise from the Groups activities through specific types

of SPEs

The Group sponsors and arranges own-asset securitisations whereby

the sale of assets or interests in pool of assets into an SPE is financed

by the issuance of securities to investors The pool of assets held by the

SPE may be originated by the Group or in the case of whole loan

programmes purchased from third parties and may be of varying credit

quality investors in the debt securities issued by the SPE are rewarded

through credit-linked returns according to the credit rating of their

securities The majority of securitisations are supported through liquidity

facilities other credit enhancements and derivative hedges extended by

financial institutions some of which offer protection against initial defaults

in the pool of assets Thereafter losses are absorbed by investors in the

lowest ranking notes in the priority of payments Investors in the most

senior ranking debt securities are typically shielded from loss since any

subsequent losses may trigger repayment of their initial principal

The Group also employs synthetic structures where assets are not sold

to the SPE but credit derivatives are used to transfer the credit risk of the

assets to an SPE Securities may then be issued by the SPE to investors

on the back of the credit protection sold to the Group by the SPE

Residential and commercial mortgages and credit card receivables form

the types of assets generally included in cash securitisations while

corporate loans and commercial mortgages typically serve as reference

obligations in synthetic securitisations

The Group sponsors own-asset securitisations primarily as way of

diversifying funding sources The Group purchases the securities issued

in own asset securitisations During 2008 the Group was able to pledge

AAA rated asset-backed securities as collateral for repurchase

agreements with major central banks under schemes such as the Bank of

Englands Special Liquidity Scheme launched in April 2008 which

allowed banks to temporarily swap high-quality mortgage-backed and

other securities for liquid UK treasury bills This practice contributed to

the Groups sources of funding in the face of the contraction in the UK

market for inter-bank lending particularly during 2008 and 2009 and

investor base for securitisations

The table below sets out the asset categories together with the carrying

value of the assets and associated liabilities for those securitisations and

other asset transfers other than conduits discussed below where the

assets continue to be recorded on the Groups balance sheet

2010

Assets Liabilities

Lw Lm

Residential mortgages 76212 18215 t59.92 15911 55714 20 015

Credit card receivables 3993 34 7975 .592

Other loans 30988 974 377.448 7010 767

Finance lease receivables 510 510 597 597 1.077 557

Assets are significantly greater than liabilities as all notes issued by funding related own asset securitisation SPEs are purchased by Group companies

In addition to the above UK Corporate and Ulster Bank have leveraged finance exposures as set out below
2010 77

fm

3664 4041

2604 3.034

6268 7775

597 621

6.865 7.696
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Risk management Other risk exposures cGntnLod
Conduits

The Group sponsors and administers number of asset-backed

commercial paper ABCP conduits conduit is an SPE that issues

commercial paper and uses the proceeds to purchase or fund pool of

assets The commercial paper is secured on the assets and is redeemed

either by further commercial paper issuance repayment of assets or

funding from liquidity facilities Commercial paper is typically short-dated

usually up to three months

Group-sponsored conduits can be divided into multi-seller conduits and

own-asset conduits The Group consolidates both types of conduit where

the substance of the relationship between the Group and the conduit

Information relating to assets in the conduits is set out on pages 219 to

220

Multi-seller conduits accounted for 44% of the total liquidity and credit

enhancements committed by the Group at3l December2010 2009-

43% 2008 69% The Groups multi-seller conduits have continued to

fund the vast majority of their assets solely through ABCP issuance

There have been no significant systemic failures within the financial

markets similar to that experienced in the second half of 2008
following

Lehman Brothers bankruptcy filing in September 2008 The improvement

in market conditions has allowed these conduits to move to normal ABCP

funding conditions and reduced the need for backstop funding from the

Group

Ksy ponts

Total assets decreased during the year by 7.4 billion in line with the

Groups strategy of reducing conduit exposure

The average maturity of ABCP issued by the Groups conduits has

risen throughout 2010 to 69.4 days 2009- 58.4 days 2008 -72.1

days

The maturity of the commercial paper issued by the Groups

conduits to mitigate the short-term contingent liquidity risk of

providing back-up facilities The Groups limits sanctioned for such

liquidity facilities in 2010 totalled approximately 22.6 billion for

multi-seller conduits 2009 -25.0 billion 2008 -42.9 billion For

very small number of transactions within one multi-seller conduit the

vehicle is such that the vehicle is controlled by the Group Liquidity

commitments from the Group to the conduit exceed the nominal amount

of assets funded by the conduit as liquidity commitments are sized to

cover the funding cost of the related assets

During the year both multi-seller and own asset conduit assets have been

reduced in line with wider Group balance sheet management The total

assets held by Group-sponsored conduits were 20.0 billion at 31

December 2010 31 December 2009 -27.4 billion 31 December2008-

49.9 billion

liquidity facilities have been provided by third-party banks This

typically occurs on transactions where the third-party bank does not

use or have its own conduit vehicles

The Groups maximum exposure to loss on its multi-seller conduits

is 22.8 billion 2009 -25.2 billion 2008 -43.2 billion being the

total amount of the Groups liquidity commitments plus the extent of

PWCE of conduit assets for which liquidity facilities were not

provided by third parties

The Group holds two own-asset conduits which have assets that

were previously funded by the Group The Groups maximum

exposure to loss on these two conduits was 4.1 billion in 2010

2009 -9.1 billion 2008 -15.9 billion with 2.2 billion of ABCP

outstanding at that date 2009 7.7 billion 2008 -14.8 billion

Additionally the Group established an own-asset conduit in 2009

with committed liquidity of 26.0 billion 2009 -25.1 billion to

access the Bank of Englands open market operations for contingent

funding purposes

The Group also extends liquidity commitments to multi-seller conduits

sponsored by other banks but
typically does not consolidate these

entities as the Group does not retain the majority of risks and rewards

The Groups exposure from third-party conduits was 136 million 2009-

587 million 2008 -3.9
billion representing deal specific liquidity

2010 422
core Non-core Total Coin Coo-Coo 2008

Em Em Em in fri fin

Total assets held by the conduits 16390 3624 20014 23408 3.957 27.361 49.857

ercialpaperissued115522254O6222S44q39 55846584
Lqwd4y and cec5t enhanc
Deal specific liquidity

-drawn 868 1109 1977 738 1059 1797 1172
undrawn 21935 2980 24915 28.628 3.852 32.480 51 92.9

PWCE2 1025 257 282 1167 341 308 2.391.-
23 828 346 28 174 38 aSS 252 ..r 38 49

Maximum exposure to loss 22803 4089 26892 29.365 4911 34.276 59 101

Notes

Includes E0.7 billion of ABCP issued to RBS plc at 31 December 2010

21 Programme-wide credit enhancement

Maximum exposure to loss is determined as the Groups total liquidity commitments to the conduits and additionally programme-wide credit support which would absorb first loss on transactions
where liquidity support is provided by third party
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Collateral analysis profile credit ratings and weighted average lives relating to the Groups consolidated conduits are detailed below

Funded assets
Liquidity

fur third Tutal

Luans securities Total Undrawn parties euposure

2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em

Auto loans 4943 346 5289 2964 8253

Corporate loans 115 2340 2455 106 2561

Credit card receivables 2088 2088 1209 3297

Trade receivables 761 761 1090 1851

Student loans 757 757 532 132 1157

Consumer loans 1889 1889 111 2000

Mortgages

prime 2569 2572 752 3324

non-conforming 1371 1371 20 1391

sub-prime residential mortgages 103 103 19 122

commercial 210 450 660 76 21 715

Other 072 997 s9 .1Q 20 51

4136 20 014 6871 163 26 722

Auto loans 223 356 4.649 526 7.175

Corporate loans 106 7.690 780 151 7902

Credit card receivables 4.9.53 a0s3 1058 5141

Trade receivables 806 88a 351 2.1St

Student loans 915 915 263 132 1048

Consumer loans 1.688 1.888 222 1908

Mortgages

prime 2.739 2742 750 3.492

non-conforming 1.548 1.318 1.93 1.741

-commercial 413 455 311 155 221 1110.1

Other 672 1.393 2.288 232 12 2.485

1lj 067 35 CL 11..
Auto loans 9.924 353 10307 1871 12 178

Corporate loans 130 11042 11.472 534 12.008

Credit card receivables 5.844 5.844 922 8.780

Trade receivables 2248 2.745 1.432 1/1 4.08

Student loans 2.555 2.555 478 132 2.001

Consumer loans 2371 2371 409 2780

Mortgages

prime 415 2250 5.855 1155 7.854

non-conforming 2.181 2.151 727 2.908

commercial 1.22$ 101 1755 55 1231 1778

Other 351 2130 901 315 5.508

33.545 16312 12.857 9.242 12251 58.5.73...
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Risk management Other risk exposures continued

Conduits continued

CP funded nnnetn

hicttdbution at ratio uflule
Other

Weighted Below

UK Europe US RoW Total average AM AA BBS eBB

Auto loans 429 962 3434 464 5289 1.6 4827 354 101

Corporate loans 22 1513 709 211 2455 0.8 2166 161 128

Creditcard receivables 144 1944 2088 1.4 1912 125 51

Trade receivables 261 500 761 1.1 265 353 95 48

Studentloans 116 641 757 1.9 641 116

Consumer loans 766 462 661 1889 2.5 16 1873

Mortgages

-prime 161 2411 2572 2.7 1043 1476 32 21

non-conforming 712 659 1371 4.8 782 273 316

sub-prime 103 103 2.3 68 35

commercial 627 33 660 11.8 16 635

Other 447 455 353 814 2069 1.7 95 52 1242 680

3527 4312 8242 3933 20014 2.3 11763 2983 4422 846

Auto loans 476 382 2.621 570 4.649 1.5 2.065 1.547 137

Corporate loans 312 5.213 1411 855 7801 1.0 7564 111 106

Credit card receivables 177 3623 63 4083 0.8 2781 759 420 123

Trade receivables 334 438 34 806 0.7 446 266 60 34

Studentloans 117 798 015 0.7 798 117

Consumer loans 733 600 153 1.666 1.5 66 50 1.553 15

Mortgages

-prime 138 ... 2404 2742 3.1 949 1746 26 18

non-conforming 599 919 1.546 3.7 1.070 379 99

commercial 441 194 36 871 14.7 25 840

Other
______

121 670 298 176 22.65 2.3 170 249 950 896

3.314 9142 9542 5368 27366 1.3 16656 5227 4.193 1071 19

Auto loans 601 1.706 7.402 396 10307 1.7 5.075 863 3349

Corporate loans 1714 1347 3289 712.2 11472 4.9 10.767 137 5.73 .....

Credit card receivables 633 4330 212 5.544 0.7 3465 62 2171 145

Trade receivables 46 922 1371 364 2745 0.7 120 1025 1600

Student loans 144 241 2.5551 0.3 2296 144 115

Consumerloans 708 1.105 454 2.371 1.7 367 393 023 68

Mortgages

-prime 2244 4.422 5.855 2.8 2.5.75 3.876 115

non-conforming 950 12.21 2.181 4.5 351 365 475 067

-commercial 713 453 74 435 1735 11.0 274 5.1.8 474 443

Other 150 1.136 4134 1933 3.361 1.2 958 2.7813 274

533 13265 70438 0055 10.557 30 26413 6952 12 741 1904
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Asset Protection Scheme

All the disclosures in this section pages 221 to 224 are unaudited and

are marked with an asterisk

References to Group in this section relate to Group before RFS MI

Key eepects of the Scheme

On 22 December 2009 the Group acceded to the Asset Protection

Scheme APS or the Scheme with HM Treasury HMT acting on behalf

of the UK Government Under the Scheme the Group purchased credit

protection over portfolio of specified assets and exposures covered

asset from HMT The portfolio of covered assets had par value of

approximately 282 billion at 31 December 2008 and the protection is

subject to first loss of 60 billion and covers 90% of subsequent losses

net of recoveries Once through the first loss when covered asset has

experienced trigger event losses and recoveries in respect of that asset

are included in the balance receivable under APS Receipts from HMT

will overtime amount to 90% of cumulative losses net of cumulative

recoveries on the portfolio of covered assets less the first loss amount

The Group has the right to terminate the Scheme at any time provided

that the Financial Services Authority has confirmed in writing to HMT that

it has no objection On termination the Group is liable to pay HMT

termination fee The termination fee comprises the difference between

2.5 billion or if higher sum related to the economic benefit of

regulatory capital relief obtained from APS and the aggregate fees paid

In addition the Group would have to repay any amounts received from

HMT under the terms of APS In consideration for the protection

provided by the APS the Group paid an initial premium of 1.4 billion on

31 December 2009 further premium of 700 million was paid on 31

December 2010 Quarterly premiums of 125 million are payable from 31

December 2011 and subsequently until the earlier of 31 December 2099

and the termination of the agreement

Losses are recognised when covered asset has experienced trigger

event which comprises of failure to pay subject to grace periods

bankruptcy and restructuring

APS assets are spread across the Groups main divisions High volume

commercial and retail exposures were selected on portfolio basis where

assets were high risk and in arrears at 31 December 2008 Large

corporate and GBM exposures were selected at the counterparty/asset

level based on individual risk reviews and defaulted assets in the

workout/restructuring unit

HMT has the right to appoint step-in managers to carry out any oversight

management or additional functions on behalf of HMT to ensure that the

covered assets are managed and administered in compliance with the

agreed terms and conditions This
right

is exercisable if certain step-in

triggers occur These include

losses on covered assets in total exceed 125% of the first loss

amount or losses on an individual covered asset class exceed

specified thresholds

breach of specified obligations in the APS rules or the accession

agreement

the Group has failed or is failing to comply with any of the conditions

in the APS rules in relation to asset management monitoring and

reporting and governance and oversight and such failure is

persistent and material or it is evidence of systematic problem

and

material or systematic data deficiencies in the information provided

to HMT in accordance with the terms of the APS

HMT may at any time elect to cease to exercise its step-in rights in whole

or part
when it is satisfied that the step-in triggers have been remedied
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Business review conto

Risk management Asset Protection Scheme lon%nued
Covered sets roll forward to 31 December 2018

The table below details the movement in covered assets in the year

Covered assets at January 2009 2820

Disposals
t3

Non-contractual early repayments 89
Maturities and amortisation 26
Rollovers and covered amount cap adjustments

Effect of foreign currency movements and other adj ustments

Covered assets at 31 December 2009
230.5

Disposals 9.7
Maturities amortisation and early repayments

28.7
Reclassified assets

3.1

Withdrawals
2.9

Effect of
foreign currency movements and other adjustments 24

Covered assets at 31 December2010 194.7

Notes

11 The Asset Protection Agency APA and the Grosp have now reached agreement on substantially all eligibility issues
In 02 2010 the APA and the Group reached agreement over the classification of some structured credit assets which resulted in udiustments to the covered amount without affecting the underlying
risk protection

Key points

The reduction in covered assets was due to run-off of the portfolio disposals early repayments and maturing loans

As
part of the Groups risk reduction strategy significant disposals were made from the Structured Credit Portfolio 2010 -3.0 billion The Group

took advantage of market conditions and executed sales from its derivative loan and leveraged finance portfolios 2010 -6.7 billion

Credit imparnlents and write downs

The table below analyses the cumulative credit impairment losses and adjustments to par value including AFS reserves relating to the covered assets

2010 2OO 205
Lw

Loans and advances
18033 14240 7705

Debt securities
11747 788 7942

Derivatives
2043 6.834 575

31823 28890 22222

By division

UK Retail
2964 2431 492

UK Corporate 1382 1997 285

Ulster Bank 804 486 234

Retail Commercial 5150 3924 2011

Global Banking Markets
1496 1.628 440

Core
6646 5552 3651

Non-Core
25177 2.3338 18.571

31823 28890 22.222

Key ponts

The increase in Non-Core impairments of 1.8 billion accounted for the majority of the increase in credit impairments and write downs in 2010

The APA and the Group reached agreement for the purposes of the Scheme on the classification of some structured credit assets which has

resulted in adjustments to credit impairments and write downs mainly between debt securities and derivatives

The reduction in GBM is largely result of transfers to Non-Core in the second half of the year
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Business review

Risk and Oehance sheet management

First lose t.ttiiisation

The triggered amount is equivalent to the aggregate outstanding principal

amount on the trigger date excluding interest fees premium or any other

non-principal sum that is accrued or payable except where it was

capitalised on or before 31 December 2008 At the trigger date in

economic terms there is an exchange of assets with the Group receiving

two year interest-bearing government receivable in exchange for the

asset

APS recoveries include any return of value on triggered asset although

these are only recognised for the Scheme reporting purposes when they

are realised in cash The net triggered amount at any point in time only

takes into account cash recoveries to date As with any bespoke and

highly complex legal agreement there are various areas of interpretation

some of which could have material impact on the net triggered amount

identified to date

The Scheme rules are designed to allow for data correction over the life

of the Scheme

The table below summarises the triggered amount and related cash

recoveries by division

UK Retail

UK Corporate

2010

Loss credits

cash Nat Cnm/

Triggered recoveries triggered omm mnnrmm tgn.md

amount to data amount mmm cnie mmm
Em Em Em Sm Sm

3675 455 3220 t34U 129 3.211

4640 1115 3525 3570 604 2966

Ulster Bank 1500 160 1340 704 47 657

Retail Commercial 9815 1730 8085 T614 780 8834

alBankMarkets7749l7981748 108 l.tO

Core 12362 247 9883 9.382 988 6.4/4

Non-Core 32138 4544 27594 18965 777 18.128..-
44500 7023 37477 28267 1865 26.662

1241

38718 26662

Notes

11 The tdggered amoant os covered asset is calculated whec an asset is tdggered dan to bankruptcy failare to pay after grace period or restructuring mith an umpairment and is the lower of the

covnred amoant and the outstanding amoant for each covered asset The Group enpects additional assets to trigger upon espiry ot relevant grace periods based on the current risk rating and level of

impairments on covered assets

Following the reclassification of some stractured credit assets from derivatives to debt securities the AFA and the Group also reached agreement on an additional impted wdte down tngger in

respect of these assets This occurs if on two successive relevant payment dates the coveted asset has rating of caa2 or below by Moodys ccc or below by standard Foots or Fitch or

comparable rating from an internationally recognised credit rating agency end/or on say two successive relevant payment dates the murk-to-market value of the covered asset in equal to or lens

then 40 per cent of the par value of the covered asset in each cane as at such relevant payment date

Under the Scheme rules the Group may apply to the AFA for loss credits in respect of the disposal of nov-triggered assets loss credit counts towards the fimt loss thmshold avd is typically

determined by the AFA based on the enpected loss of the relevant asset

The Group and the APA remain in discussion with regard to loss credits in relation to the withdrawal of 2.0 billion of dedvative assets during 02 2010 and the disposal of approvimafely El .6 billion of

structured finance and leveraged finance assets iv 2010

The scheme rules contain provision for on-going revision of data

Key points

The Group received loss credits in relation to some of the withdrawals and disposals of 1.2 billion in 2010

The Group currently expects recoveries on triggered amounts to be approximately 45% over the life of the relevant assets On this basis the

expected loss on triggered assets at 31 December 2010 is approximately 25 billion 42% of the 60 billion first loss threshold under APS
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Business review

UK Retail

UK Corporate

Ulster

Retail Commercial

Global Banking Markets

Core

Non-Core

APS RWA5

12.4

22.9

7.9

43.2

1.5

54.7

50.9

1056

Key points

The decrease of 22.0 billion in RWAs reflects disposals and
early repayments as well as changes in risk parameters

In Non-Core disposals and early repayments were offset by changes in risk parameters

Risk management Asset Protection Scheme con8nued

Rik-weihted aeets

The table below analyses by division risk-weighted assets RWAs covered by APS
2010

bn
2.O9

aio

8.9

562

99

76.1

51.5

127.6
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8ruce Van Saun age 53

Group Fincu Diroctot

Appointed to the Board on October 2009 Bruce Van Saun has more than 25

years financial services experience From 1997 to 2008 he held number of senior

positions with Bank of New York and later Bank of New York Mellon most recently

as vice chairman and chief financial officer and before that he was responsible for

the Asset Management and Market Related businesses Prior to that he held

senior positions with Deutsche Bank Wasserstein Perella Group and Kidder

Peabody Co He has served on several corporate boards as non-executive

director and has been active in numerous community organisations

Aileen Taylor age 38
Aileeri Taylor assumed the role of Group Secretary in May 2010 and provides

secretariat and corporate governance advice and support to the Group Board and

its senior Committees Aileen was appointed Deputy Group Secretary and Head of

Group Secretariat in 2007 and prior to that held various legal secretariat and risk

roles at divisional and business level Aileen is Fellow of the Chartered Institute

of Bankers in Scotland and Fellow of the Industry and Parliament Trust

CI 114141415GM

Philip Hampton age 57

Chuirrnan

Appointed to the Board on 19 January 2009 and to the position of Chairman on

February 2009 Philip Hampton was previously
chairman of Safnsbury plc and

group finance director of Lloyds TSB Group plc BT Group plc BG Group plc

British Gas and British Steel plc an executive director of Lazards and non-

executive director of RMC Group plc He is also former chairman of UK Financial

Investments Limited which manages the UK Governments shareholding in banks

He is currently non-executive director of Anglo American plc

Stephen Hester age 50

Group Chiif Executivu

Appointed to the Board on October 2008 and to the position of Group Chief

Executive on 21 November 2008 Stephen Hester was chief executive of The

British Land Company PLC He was previously chief operating officer of Abbey

National plc and prior to that he held positions with Credit Suisse First Boston

including Chief Financial Officer Head of Fixed Income and co-Head of European

Investment Banking From February 2008 to October 2008 he served as non-

executive deputy chairman of Northern Rock plc He is also trustee of The

Foundation and Friends of the Royal Botanical Gardens Kew
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Non-executive directors

Cohn Buchan age 56
Appointed to the Board in June 2002 Cohn Buchan was educated in South Africa

and spent the early part of his career in South Africa and the Far East He has

considerable international investment banking experience as well as experience in

very large risk management in the equities business He was formerly member of

the group management board of UBS AG and head of equities of UBS Warburg

and was the former chairman of UBS Securities Canada Inc He is chairman of

Standard Life Investments Limited and director of Standard Life plc and Black

Rock World Mining Trust Plc Cohn is fellow of the Chartered Institute of Bankers

of Scotland

Sandy Crombie age 62 Senkr deamvnl

Appointed to the Board in June 2009 Sandy Crombie was previously Group Chief

Executive of Standard Life Plc He was also previously director of the Association

of British Insurers and member of the Chancellor of the Exchequers High Level

Group In 2007 he was the Prince of Wales Ambassador for Corporate Social

Responsibility in Scotland He currently serves as Chairman of the Edinburgh

UNESCO City of Literature Trust and Creative Scotland as Vice Chairman of the

Board of Governors of the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama and

President of The Cockburn Association

Penny Hughes age 51 Chad
Penny Hughes joined the Board on January 2010 and is currently non-executive

director of Home Retail Group plc Cable Wireless Worldwide plc and Wm
Morrison Supermarkets plc She is former non-executive director of Gap Inc

Vodafone PLC and Reuters PLC Penny chairs the Remuneration Committee of

Home Retail Group Penny was director and chairman of the Remuneration

Committee of Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB until she stepped down on 20

October 2009 Penny spent the majority of her executive career at Coca-Cola

where she held number of leadership positions In 1992 she was appointed as

President Coca-Cola Great Britain and Ireland She is also Trustee of the British

Museum and President of the Advertising Association

Joe MacHale age 59

Appointed to the Board in September 2004 Joe MacHale is currently non-executive

director and chairman of the remuneration committee of Brit Insurance Holdings plc

and trustee and treasurer of MacMillan Cancer Support He held number of

senior executive positions with Morgan between 1979 and 2001 and was latterly

chief executive of Morgan Europe Middle East and Africa Region He is fellow

of the Institute of Chartered Accountants and the Chairman of Prytania Group

John McFarlane age 63

Appointed to the Board on October 2008 John McFarlane is former chief

executive officer of Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited Previously

he was group executive director of Standard Chartered and was head of

Citicorp/Citibank in the UK and Ireland He is currently non-executive director

of Westfield Holdings Limited and director of Old Oak Holdings Limited He is

former president of the International Monetary Conference and former chairman

of the Australian Bankers Association He has previously served as director of

the London Stock Exchange and member of the Auditing Practices Board

Brendan Nelson age 61 aar
Appointed to the Board on April 2010 Brendan Nelson is the former global

chairman Financial Services for KPMG Previously he held range of senior

leadership roles within KPMG including as member of the KPMG UK board from

1999 until 2006 and as vice chairman from 2006 He has been board member

of the Financial Services Skills Council since 2008 and was chairman of the Audit

Committee of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland from 2005 until

2008 He joined the Board of BP plc in November 2010

Arthur Art Ryan age 68
Appointed to the Board on October 2008 Art Ryan is the former chairman chief

executive officer and president of Prudential Financial Inc Previously he held

senior positions with Chase Manhattan Bank NA He is currently non-executive

director of Regeneron Pharmaceuticals Inc and an active member of numerous

community boards He was founding member of the Financial Services Forum

Philip Scott age 56

Appointed to the Board on November 2009 Philip Scott has wide-ranging

experience of financial services and risk management including previous

responsibility for Avivas continental European and international life and tong-term

savings businesses He held number of senior executive positions during his

career at Aviva including his role as Group Finance Director until January 2010.-

Philip is also an experienced non-executive director and is currently on the board

of Diageo plc He is Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries and The Association of

Certified Public Accountants

Governance
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Executive Committee

Group Board and monitors and raporta to the Group Board

on aU operabonal and day to day activities in relation to the

Groups businesses

It is responsible for managing Group wide issues and those

operatonal issues material to the broadm Group
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The Executive Committee provides executive input to the
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Executive Cornmthee

Stephen Hester Group Chief Executive

Bruce Van Saun Group Finance Director

For biographies see page 226

Ellen Alemany age 55
Chief Cxecofie CeRens sod Heed of Arnercas

Ellen Alemany joined the RBS Group in June 2007 as Chief Executive Officer of

Citizens Financial Group Inc and Head of RBS Americas She became Chairman

of Citizens Financial Group Inc in March 2009 Prior to this appointment Ellen

was the CEO for Global Transaction Services at Citigroup one of Citis 12 publicity

reported product lines Ellen joined Citibank in 1987 and has held various positions

including EVP for Commercial Business Group Chairman and CEO for Citibank

International plc and Citibanks European Bank

Nathan Bostock age 50
Heed of ReetructurHq Risk

Nathan Bostock joined the RBS Group in June 2009 as Head of Restructuring and

Risk with responsibility for the Non-Core Division APS the Global Restructuring

Group and the control functions of Group Legal Secretariat and Risk Management

Before joining RBS Nathan spent eight years with Abbey National plc in several

roles and was latterly the CFO and main Board Director responsible for Products

Marketing HR Insurance and Cards Before joining Abbey in 2001 Nathan spent

ten years with RBS in number of roles including Chief Operating Officer of

Treasury and Capital Markets and Group Risk Director Chartered Accountant

Nathan worked with Coopers Lybrand before starting his career in banking He

spent seven
years

in Chase Manhattan Bank in variety of areas and functions

He also holds BSc Hons in Mathematics

Paul Geddes age 41
Chief Exoutive RBS lnsurane

Paul Geddes graduated from Oxford in 1990 where he read Politics Philosophy

and Economics His career started at Procter Gamble in the UK and Europe

He entered retailing in 1997 holding senior roles in Kingfisher and GUS Groups

before joining the RBS Group in 2004 as Managing Director Products and

Marketing Retail Banking He was appointed CEO Retail Banking in December

2006 and CEO UK Retail in February 2009 before taking overall responsibility for

some of the UKs best-known insurance brands including Direct Line Churchill

Privilege and Green Flag as CEO RBS Insurance in August 2009 Paul is Fellow

of the Chartered Institute of Bankers in Scotland

Brian Hartzer age 44
Chief EscuR UK Retail Rfealth reef Uleefr Back

Brian Hartzer has been the Chief Executive Officer for Retail Wealth and Ulster

Bank since August 2009 He joined RBS from ANZ in Australia where he was

Chief Executive Officer Australia as well as Global Segment Lead for Retail

and Wealth Brian joined ANZ in 1999 as Managing Director Consumer Finance

and later ran ANZs Personal Banking division Prior to joining ANZ Brian spent

ten years as financial services consultant in New York San Francisco and

Melbourne Brian is graduate of Princeton University and holds joint US and

Australian citizenship

John Hourican age 40
Chief Fxecutive Rebel Barrkinç

John Hourican was appointed Chief Executive of Global Banking Markets in

October 2008 Prior to this John held variety of positions across the RBS Group

including CFO of ABN AMRO Group Head of Leveraged Finance and Chief

Operating Officer of Global Banking Markets John was educated at the National

University of Ireland and received his Postgraduate Diploma from Dublin City

University before starting his career at Price Waterhouse where he worked in

Dublin London and Hong Kong He is fellow of the Institute of Chartered

Accountants in Ireland

Chris Sullivan age 53
Chief EescutKe UK Corpreste

Chris Sullivan was appointed Chief Executive of the UK Corporate Banking

Division and the GTS Division in August 2009 His previous role was Chief

Executive of RBS Insurance the second largest general insurance provider in the

UK Prior to this Chris was Chief Executive of Retail and Deputy Chief Executive

of Retail Markets Chris is Vice Chairman of the Association of British Insurers

Chairman of the General Insurance Council and member of the CBI Presidents

Committee He spent five years as Chief Executive of Lombard Asset Finance and

under his leadership it attained leading position in the UK and Europe Chris

Sullivan earned his Fellowship of Chartered Institute of Bankers Scotland for his

services to Scottish Banking

Ron Teerlink age 50
Chief Administrstiee Officer

In April 2008 Ron Teerlink joined the RBS Group as Chief Executive of Business

Services becoming the Group Chief Administrative Officer in February 2009 At the

same time he was re-appointed to the Managing Board of ABN AMRO to oversee

the integration programme Ron started his career with ABN Bank in 1986 as an

IT/Systems analyst and held various functional positions before becoming Chief

Operating Officer of the Wholesale Clients Business in 2002 He was appointed

Chief Executive Officer of Group Shared Services in 2004 and joined ABN AMROs
Managing Board in January 2006 where he was responsible for Services and

Market Infrastructure Ron holds Masters degree in Economics from Amsterdams

Vrije Universiteit

Management Committee

The Management Committee comprising our major business and

functional leaders meets three to four times annually as vehicle for

strategy and business performance review

It comprises members of the Executive Committee plus

Elaine Arden Group Human Resources Director

Scott Barton Chief Executive Global Transaction Services

Chris Campbell Group General Counsel

Mark Catton Chief Executive UK Corporate Institutional Banking

Rory Cullinan Head of Non-Core Division

John Cummins Group Treasurer

Jennifer Hill Group Director Strategy Corporate Finance

Suneel Kamlani President of Global Banking Markets

Marco Mazzucchelli Global Head of Banking Deputy CEO GBM

Cormac McCarthy Chief Executive Ulster Bank

John McCormick Chief Executive GBM Asia Pacific

Andrew McLaughlin Head of Communications and

Group Chief Economist

Peter Nielsen Global Head of Markets

David Stephen Deputy Group Chief Risk Officer

Brian Stevenson Chairman Global Transaction Services

Rory Tapner Chief Executive Wealth Management
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Report of the directors

The directors present their report together with the audited accounts for

the year ended 31 December 2010

Group structure

The company is holding company owning the entire issued ordinary

share
capital

of The Royal Bank of Scotland plc the
principal direct

operating subsidiary undertaking of the company The Group comprises

the company and all its subsidiary and associated undertakings including

the Royal Bank and NatWest Details of the principal subsidiary

undertakings of the company are shown in Note 18 on the accounts

Following placing and open offers in December 2008 and in
April 2009

HM Treasury owned approximately 70.3% of the enlarged ordinary share

capital
of the company In December 2009 the company issued further

25.5 billion of new capital to HM Treasury This new capital took the

form of shares which do not generally carry voting rights at general

meetings of ordinary shareholders but are convertible into ordinary

shares and qualify as Core Tier capital

During the year the company converted certain non-cumulative

convertible preference shares into ordinary shares in the company As

result HM Treasurys holding in the companys ordinary shares reduced

to 67.8%

Results and dividends

The loss attributable to the ordinary and shareholders of the company

for the year ended 31 December 2010 amounted to 1125 million

compared with loss of 3607 million for the year ended 31 December

2009 as set out in the consolidated income statement on page 268

The company did not pay dividend on ordinary shares in 2009 or 2010

The Group has undertaken that unless otherwise agreed with the

European Commission neither the company nor any of its direct or

indirect subsidiaries other than companies in the RBS Holdings N.y

group which are subject to different restrictions see below will pay

external investors any dividends or coupons on existing hybrid capital

instruments including preference shares shares and upper and lower

tier instruments for period of two years from 30 April 2010 the

Deferral Period or exercise any call rights in relation to these capital

instruments between 24 November 2009 and the end of the Deferral

Period unless there is legal obligation to do so Hybrid capital

instruments issued after 24 November 2009 will generally not be subject

to the restriction on dividend or coupon payments or call options

The Group has agreed that RBS Holdings N.y will not pay investors any

coupons on or exercise any call rights in relation to specified hybrid

capital instruments for an effective period of two years from April 2011

unless in any such case there is
legal obligation

to do so RBS Holdings

N.y and its group companies are also subject to restrictions on the

exercise of call rights in relation to their other hybrid capital instruments

Business review

Ac1ivfes

The Group is engaged principally in providing wide range of banking

insurance and other financial services Further details of the

organisational structure and business overview of the Group including

the products and services provided by each of its divisions and the

competitive markets in which they operate are contained in the Business

review on pages 53 and 54

Risk factors

The Groups future performance and results could be materially different

from expected results depending on the outcome of certain potential risks

and uncertainties Certain risk factors the Group faces are summarised

on page 55 Fuller details of these and other risk factors are set out on

pages 405 to 422

The reported results of the Group are also sensitive to the accounting

policies assumptions and estimates that underlie the preparation of its

financial statements Details of the Groups critical accounting policies

and key sources of accounting judgments are included in Accounting

policies on pages 275 to 285

The Groups approach to risk management including its financial risk

management objectives and policies and information on the Groups

exposure to price credit liquidity and cash flow risk is discussed in the

Risk and balance sheet management section of the Business review on

pages 119 to 224

Fnancia performance

review of the Groups performance during the year ended 31 December

2010 including details of each division and the Groups financial position

as at that date is contained in the Business review on pages 56 to 112

Af3N AMRO
In 2007 RFS Holdings B.V which was jointly

owned by the Group the

Dutch State successor to Fortis and Santander the Consortium

Members completed the
acquisition

of ABN AMRO Holding N.y.

RFS Holdings B.V has now substantially completed the separation of the

business units of ABN AMRO Holding N.y. As part of this reorganisation

on February 2010 the businesses of ABN AMRO Holding N.y

acquired by the Dutch State were legally demerged from those acquired

by the Group and were transferred into newly established company

ABN AMRO Bank N.y save for certain assets and liabilities acquired by

the Dutch State that were not part of the legal separation and which will

be transferred to the Dutch State as soon as possible

Legal separation of ABN AMRO Bank N.y occurred on April2010 with

the shares in that entity being transferred by ABN AMRO Holding N.y

renamed RBS Holdings N.y at legal separation to holding company

called ABN AMRO Group N.y which is owned by the Dutch State

Following legal separation RBS Holdings N.y has one direct subsidiary

The Royal Bank of Scotland N.y RBS NV fully operational bank

within the Group RBS N.y is independently rated and regulated by the

Dutch Central Bank Certain assets within RBS N.y continue to be

shared by the Consortium Members

The shareholdings of RFS Holdings B.V were amended on 31 December

2010 resulting in approximately 98% of its issued share capital now

being held by the Group
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Bu9nes dvestrnents

Significant progress has been made on the Groups European

Commission-mandated disposal programme with three of the four

disposals largely agreed In August 2010 agreement was reached on the

sale of the Groups RBS branches in England and Wales and NatWest

branches in Scotland to Santander UK plc The sale remains subject to

regulatory and other approvals

The sale of 80.01% of the Global Merchant Services GMS business to

consortium of Advent International and Bain Capital completed in

November 2010 The Group holds 19.99% minority stake in the new

GMS business to be known as WorldPay

The sale of RBS Sempra Commodities Metals Oil and European Energy

business lines to J.P.Morgan completed in July 2010 The sale of Sempra

Energy Solutions to Noble Americas Gas Power Corp completed in

November 2010 while the sale of Sempra North American Power and

Gas to J.P.Morgan completed in December 2010

Employees

As at 31 December 2010 the Group employed over 148500 employees

full-time equivalent basis throughout the world Details of employee

related costs are included in Note on the accounts

Empoyee learning and deveoprnent

The Group maintains strong commitment to creating and providing

learning opportunities for all its employees through variety of personal

development training programmes learning networks and targeted

leadership programmes Employees are also encouraged to do voluntary

work with community partners

Employee communication

Employee engagement is encouraged through range of communication

channels at both divisional and Group level These channels provide

access to news and information in number of ways including the

intranet magazines video team meetings led by line managers

briefings held by senior managers and regular dialogue with employees

and employee representatives

The Group Chief Executive and other senior Group executives regularly

communicate with and encourage feedback from employees across

range of channels

Employee conaultation

Each year all employees are invited to complete the global employee

opinion survey The survey is confidential and independently managed by

Towers Watson The survey provides channel for employees to express

their views and opinions about the Group on range of key issues

The 2010 survey took place in September 2010 and the final response

rate was 81% This represents over 119.000 employees participating in

the survey from more than 50 countries

The Group recognises employee representative organisations such as

trade unions and work councils in number of businesses and countries

The Group has two European employee fora that provide elected

representatives with an opportunity to understand better its European

operations Engagement with its employees and such bodies remains

important to the Group

Diversity nd inciwn

The Group recognises that the diversity of its workforce is significant

and necessary asset to the business During 2010 the Group executive

renewed its commitment to ensuring working environment that is

inclusive to all and one that will enable all employees to develop to their

full potential

The Group has range of policies and processes that extend through the

employee life-cycle including recruitment flexible working and support for

ill-health and disability-related absence Diversity performance is

monitored and reviewed at Group and divisional executive level This

commitment extends beyond the Group including support of external

charitable networks and fora and as part of the community engagement

and supplier relationships Internally the Group supports initiatives such

as the Women in Business network

Safety health and wellbeing

Ensuring the safety health and wellbeing of employees and customers is

core to the Groups business and fundamental social responsibility for

the Group

During 2010 the Group continued to focus on compliance governance

and managing risk across all jurisdictions Enhanced services and

supporting communication were implemented to support the health and

wellbeing of employees particularly given the impact of the economic

environment

Pre..employmene screening

The Group has comprehensive pre-employment screening process to

guard against possible infiltration and employee-related fraud for all direct

and non-direct staff engaged on Group business

Code of conduct

The code of conduct applies to all employees globally
and to all those

engaged by the Group but who are not employees such as contractors

and those engaged through external agencies

The code of conduct exists to promote honest and ethical conduct

including
the handling of actual or apparent conflicts of interest between

personal and professional relationships The Group recognises that

personal conduct business integrity and the Groups security are crucial

and the code of conduct serves to inform employees of the Groups

expectations of their behaviour and practices
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Sustainability

Sustainability
is central to the way the Group is managed Sustainability

is not
just

about the many responsibilities
and obligations that the Group

has in legal sense but about specific issues that need to be addressed

to ensure that the Group is healthy and respected business operating

on sustainable basis There is clear governance structure for Group

Sustainability
that oversees and

aligns
the Groups approach to the range

of social ethical and environmental issues which confront the business

on daily basis For more information on the governance structure see

page 44

The Group continues to do significant work and address challenges

across five key themes Fair banking Supporting enterprise Employee

engagement Safety and security and Citizenship and environmental

sustainability For more information on the Group Sustainability

programme see pages 43 to 47

Going concern

The Groups business activities and financial position the factors likely to

affect its future development and performance and its objectives and

policies
in managing the financial risks to which it is exposed and its

capital are discussed in the Business review The risk factors which could

adversely affect the Groups future results are set out on pages 405 to

422 The Groups regulatory capital resources and
significant

developments since 2009 and anticipated future developments are

detailed in the Capital section on pages 126 to 133 The Funding and

liquidity
risk section pages 134 to 142 describes the Groups funding

and liquidity profile including changes in key metrics the build up of

liquidity reserves and the outlook for 2011

Having reviewed the Groups forecasts projections and other relevant

evidence the directors have reasonable expectation that the Group and

the company will continue in operational existence for the foreseeable

future Accordingly the financial statements of the Group and of the

company have been prepared on going concern basis

BBA disclosure code

In September 2010 the British Bankers Association published its Code

for Financial Reporting Disclosure The code sets out five disclosure

principles together with supporting guidance The principles are that the

Group and other major UK banks will provide high quality meaningful

and decision-useful disclosures review and enhance their financial

instrument disclosures for key areas of interest to market participants

assess the applicability and relevance of good practice recommendations

to their disclosures acknowledging the importance of such guidance

seek to enhance the comparability of financial statement disclosures

across the UK banking sector and clearly differentiate in their annual

reports between information that is audited and information that is

unaudited The Groups 2010 financial statements have been prepared

in compliance with the codes principles

Corporate governance

The company is committed to high standards of corporate governance

Details are given on pages 235 to 245 The corporate governance

statement forms part of this Report of the directors

Share capital

Details of the ordinary share capital and preference share capital at 31

December 2010 and movements during the year are shown in Note 29

on the accounts

Additional information

Where not provided elsewhere in the Report of the directors the following

additional information is required to be disclosed by Part of Schedule

to the Large and Medium-sized Companies and Groups Accounts and

Reports Regulations 2008

The
rights

and obligations attaching to the companys ordinary shares

and preference shares are set out in the companys Articles of

Association copies of which can be obtained from Companies House in

the UK or at www.rbs.com

On show of hands at general meeting of the company every holder of

ordinary shares and cumulative preference shares present in person or

by proxy and entitled to vote shall have one vote On poll every holder

of ordinary shares present in person or by proxy and entitled to vote shall

have one vote for every share held On poll holders of cumulative

preference shares present in person or by proxy and entitled to vote shall

have four votes for every share held The voting rights of holders of non-

cumulative preference shares are set out in Note 29 on the accounts The

notices of Annual General Meetings and General Meetings specify the

deadlines for exercising voting rights and appointing proxy or proxies to

vote in relation to resolutions to be passed at the meeting

The cumulative preference shares represent less than 0.01% and the

non-cumulative preference shares represent less than 0.73% of the total

voting rights of the company respectively the remainder being

represented by the ordinary shares

There are no restrictions on the transfer of ordinary shares in the

company other than certain restrictions which may from time to time be

imposed by laws and regulations for example insider
trading laws

Pursuant to the Listing Rules of the Financial Services Authority FSA
certain employees of the company require the approval of the company

to deal in the companys shares

The rules governing the appointment of directors are set out in the

companys Articles of Association and on page 236 The companys

Articles of Association may only be amended by special resolution at

general meeting of shareholders
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number of the companys share plans include restrictions on transfers

of shares while shares are subject to the plans or the terms under which

the shares were awarded

The rights and obligations of holders of non-cumulative preference

shares are set out in Note 29 on the accounts

Except in relation to the Dividend Access Share the company is not

aware of any agreements between shareholders that may result in

restrictions on the transfer of securities and/or voting rights There are no

persons holding securities carrying special rights with regard to control of

the company

Under the rules of certain employee share plans eligible employees are

entitled to acquire shares in the company and shares are held in trust for

participants by The Royal Bank and Ulster Bank Dublin Trust Company

as Trustees Voting rights are exercised by the Trustees on receipt of

participants instructions If participant does not submit an instruction to

the Trustee no vote is registered

The Royal Bank of Scotland plc 1992 Employee Share Trust The Royal

Bank of Scotland Group plc 2001 Employee Share Trust and The Royal

Bank of Scotland Group plc
2007 US Employee Share Trust hold shares

on behalf of the Groups employee share plans The
voting rights are

exercisable by the Trustees however in accordance with investor

protection guidelines the Trustees abstain from voting The Trustees

would take independent advice before accepting any offer in respect of

their sharehotdings for the company in takeover bid situation

Awards granted under the companys employee share plans may be met

through combination of newly issued shares and shares acquired in the

market by the companys employee benefit trusts

change of control of the company following takeover bid may cause

number of agreements to which the company is party to take effect alter

or terminate All of the companys employee share plans contain

provisions relating to change of control Outstanding awards and

options may vest and become exercisable on change of control subject

where appropriate to the satisfaction of any performance conditions at

that time and pro-rating of awards In the context of the company as

whole these agreements are not considered to be significant

Directors

The names and brief biographical details of the directors are shown on

pages 226 and 227

Cohn Buchan Sandy Crombie Philip Hampton Stephen Hester Penny

Hughes Joe MacHale John McFarlane Art Ryan Philip Scott and Bruce

Van Saun all served throughout the year and to the date of signing of the

financial statements

Gordon Pell retired as an executive director on 31 March 2010

Brendan Nelson was appointed as non-executive director on April

2010

Archie Hunter retired as non-executive director on 28 April 2010

All directors of the company will stand for re-election by shareholders at

the 2011 Annual General Meeting and annually thereafter Cohn Buchan

will stand down as non-executive director on August 2011 following

the announcement of the Groups interim results having served just over

nine years on the Board

Group Gonarat Counae and Group Sooreary

Miller McLean retired as Group General Counsel and Group Secretary on

30 April2010 He was succeeded by Chris Campbell as Group General

Counsel and Aileen Taylor as Group Secretary

Drectors nterasta

The interests of the directors in the shares of the company at 31

December 2010 are shown on page 264 None of the directors held an

interest in the loan capital of the company or in the shares or loan capital

of any of the subsidiary undertakings of the company during the period

from January 2010 to 23 February 2011

Drectors indenrnhtioa

In terms of section 236 of the Companies Act 2006 the Companies Act
Qualifying Third Party Indemnity Provisions have been issued by the

company to directors members of the Groups Executive and

Management Committees and FSA Approved Persons

In terms of section 236 of the Companies Act Qualifying Pension

Scheme Indemnity Provisions have been issued to all trustees of the

Groups pension schemes

Post balance sheet events

There have been no significant events between the year end and the

date of approval of these accounts which would require change to or

disclosure in the accounts

Share hold ings

The table below shows shareholders that have notified the Group that

they hold more than 3% of the total voting rights
of the company at 31

December 2010

Solicitor For The Affairs of Her Majestys Treasury as

Nominee for Her Maiestvs Treasury Number of shares held

Ordinary shares 39644835194 67.8

shares non-voting 51000000000 100.0
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Charitable contributions

In 2010 the Groups overall community contribution was 56.1 million

2009 -63.9 million The total amount given for charitable purposes by

the company and its subsidiary undertakings during the year ended 31

December 2010 was 29.6 million 2009 -34.7 million

To ensure it makes its community investments as effective as possible

the Groups policy is to focus its resources on small number of

substantial strategic programmes These are issues most relevant to

financial institution and relate broadly to financial education supporting

enterprise and microfinance and the charitable endeavours of employees

Political donations

At the Annual General Meeting in 2010 shareholders gave authority

under Part 14 of the Companies Act for period of one year for the

company and its subsidiaries to make political donations and incur

political expenditure up to maximum aggregate sum of 500000 This

authorisation was taken as precaution only as the company has

longstanding policy of not making political donations or incurring political

expenditure within the ordinary meaning of those words Shareholders

will be asked to renew this authorisation at the Annual General Meeting in

2011

During 2010 the Group made no political donations in the UK or EU In

keeping with the Groups employment policies Coutts Company

allowed member of staff paid leave during the year to stand for election

at the UK General Election This might constitute political expenditure for

the purposes of the Companies Act as the definition in the Companies

Act is capable of having very wide meaning The amount of expenditure

in relation to the paid leave was 2128

RBS Services Australia Limited company acquired by the Group

through its acquisition of ABN AMRO made donations of AUS$126552

E75397 during 2010 to Australian political parties and Australian party-

affiliated fundraising vehicles These payments were fully compliant with

ABN AMRO policy and Australian electoral law No further donations will

be made and it is not proposed that the Groups longstanding policy of

not making contributions to any political party be changed

Policy and practice on payment of creditors

The Group is committed to maintaining sound commercial relationship

with its suppliers Consequently it is the Groups policy to negotiate and

agree terms and conditions with its suppliers which include the giving of

an undertaking to pay suppliers within 30 days of
receipt

of correctly

prepared invoice submitted in accordance with the terms of the contract

or such other payment period as may be agreed

At 31 December 2010 the Groups trade creditors represented 29 days

2009 30 days of amounts invoiced by suppliers

Directors disclosure to auditors

Each of the directors at the date of approval of this report confirms that

so far as the director is aware there is no relevant audit information of

which the companys auditors are unaware and

the director has taken all the steps that he/she ought to have taken as

director to make himself/herself aware of any relevant audit information

and to establish that the companys auditors are aware of that information

This confirmation is given and should be interpreted in accordance with

the provisions of section 418 of the Companies Act

Auditors

The auditors Deloitte LLP have indicated their willingness to continue in

office resolution to re-appoint Deloitte LLP as the companys auditors

will be proposed at the forthcoming Annual General Meeting

By order of the Board

Aileen Taylor

Secretary

23 February 2011

The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc

is registered in Scotland No 45551
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The company is committed to high standards of corporate governance

business integrity and professionalism in all its activities

Throughout the year ended 31 December 2010 the company has

complied with all of the provisions of the Combined Code issued by the

Financial Reporting Council in June 2008 the Code except in relation

to the provision that the Remuneration Committee should have delegated

responsibility for setting remuneration for the Chairman and executive

directors The company considers that this is matter which should

rightly be reserved for the Board No director is involved in decisions

regarding his or her own remuneration

Although not applicable to the current accounting period the company

has also complied with the main provisions of the UK Corporate

Governance Code issued by the Financial Reporting Council in May 2010

the new Code except as noted above The company has also taken

steps to implement the recommendations arising from the review of

governance in banks and financial institutions undertaken by Sir David

Walker the Walker Review details of which are described in this

section copy of the new Code can be found at

http//www.frc.org.uk/corporate

The company has also complied in all material respects with the Financial

Reporting Council Guidance on Audit Committees issued in December

2010

Under the US Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 the Act specific standards

of corporate governance and business and financial disclosures apply to

companies with securities registered in the US The company complies

with all applicable sections of the Act

The New York Stock Exchange

As foreign issuer with American Depositary Shares representing

ordinary shares preference shares and debt securities listed on the New

York Stock Exchange the NYSE the company must disclose any

significant ways in which its corporate governance practices differ from

those followed by US companies under the NYSE corporate governance

listing standards In addition the company must comply fully with the

provisions of the listing standards that relate to the composition

responsibilities and operation of audit committees These provisions

incorporate the relevant rules concerning audit committees of the US

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Exchange Act

The company has reviewed its corporate governance arrangements and

is satisfied that these are consistent with the NYSEs corporate

governance listing practices with the exception that the Chairman of the

Board is also the Chairman of the Nominations Committee which is

permitted under the Code since the Chairman was considered

independent on appointment The companys Audit Board Risk

Remuneration and Nominations Committees are otherwise composed

solely of non-executive directors deemed by the Board to be independent

The NYSE corporate governance listing standards also require that

compensation committee has direct responsibility to review and approve

the Group Chief Executives remuneration

As stated above in the case of the company the Board rather than the

Remuneration Committee reserves the authority to make the final

determination of the remuneration of the Group Chief Executive

The Audit Committee complies with the provisions of the NYSE corporate

governance listing standards that relate to the composition

responsibilities and operation of audit committees In May 2010 the

company submitted its required annual written affirmation to the NYSE

confirming its full compliance with those and other applicable provisions

More detailed information about the Audit Committee and its work during

2010 is set out in the Audit Committee report on pages 240 to 243

Board ot diroctors

The Board is the main decision-making forum for the company It has

overall
responsibility

for management of the business and affairs of the

Group the establishment of Group strategy and the allocation and raising

of capital and is accountable to shareholders for financial and

operational performance The Board considers
strategic

issues and

ensures the Group manages risk effectively through approving and

monitoring the Groups risk appetite considering Group stress scenarios

and agreed mitigants and identifying longer term strategic threats to the

Groups business operations The Board has formal schedule of

matters detailing key aspects of the companys affairs reserved to it for its

decision This schedule is reviewed bi-annually

The roles of Chairman and Group Chief Executive are distinct and

separate with clear division of responsibilities The Chairman leads the

Board and ensures the effective engagement and contribution of all

executive and non-executive directors The Group Chief Executive has

responsibility for all Group businesses and acts in accordance with the

authority delegated by the Board Responsibility for the development of

policy and strategy and operational management is delegated to the

Group Chief Executive and the Group Finance Director

All directors participate in discussing strategy performance and the

financial and risk management of the company Meetings of the Board

are structured to allow sufficient time for consideration of all items and the

Chairman encourages constructive challenge and debate

For 2010 eleven Board meetings were scheduled Individual attendance

at these meetings is set out on page 238 The directors were supplied

with comprehensive papers in advance of each Board meeting The

Group Chief Executive provides written report on business activities at

each Board meeting Members of executive management attend and

make regular presentations at meetings of the Board The Chairman and

the non-executive directors meet at least once per year without executive

directors present

The Board is aware of the other commitments of its directors and has

established procedures for ensuring that the Boards powers for

authorising directors conflicts of interest are being operated effectively

With effect from October 2008 the Companies Act introduced

statutory duty on directors to avoid conflicts of interest unless authorised

Since that date the Board has considered and where appropriate

authorised any actual or potential conflicts of interests that directors may

have
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Board balance end independence

The Board currently comprises the Chairman two executive directors and

eight independent non-executive directors one of whom is the Senior

Independent Director The Board functions effectively and efficiently and

is considered to be of an appropriate size The directors provide the

Group with the knowledge mix of skills and experience required The

Board Committees comprise directors with variety of relevant skills and

experience so that no undue reliance is placed on any individual

The non-executive directors combine broad business and commercial

experience with independent and objective judgement The balance

between non-executive and executive directors enables the Board to

provide clear and effective leadership and maintain the highest standards

of integrity across the Groups business activities

The Board considers that the Chairman was independent on appointment

and all non-executive directors are independent for the purposes of the

Code The standard terms and conditions of the appointment of non-

executive directors are available on the Groups website www.rbs.com

and copies are available on request

Re-ekction of directors

In accordance With the provisions of the new Code all directors of the

company will stand for re-election by shareholders at the companys 2011

Annual General Meeting and annually thereafter Cohn Buchan will stand

down as non-executive director on August 2011 following the

announcement of the Groups interim results having served just over

nine years on the Board

The names and biographical details of directors are shown on pages 226

and 227 Further information in relation to the companys Annual General

Meeting can be found in the Chairmans letter to shareholders

Information induction and proteesional development

All directors receive accurate timely
and clear information on all relevant

matters and have access to the advice and services of the Group

Secretary who is responsible to the Board for ensuring that Board

procedures are followed and that applicable rules and regulations are

complied with In addition all directors are able if necessary to obtain

independent professional advice at the companys expense

In line with recommendations of the Walker Review and the new Code

the company has reviewed the induction programme for new directors

Each new director receives formal induction on joining
the Board

including
visits to the Groups major businesses and meetings with

directors and senior management and key stakeholders The induction is

tailored to the directors
specific requirements

The company has undertaken comprehensive review of the ongoing

professional development programme for directors Directors are advised

of appropriate training and professional development opportunities and

undertake the training and professional development they consider

necessary in assisting them to carry out their duties as director

Following the external Board evaluation carried out in 2009 number of

initiatives were implemented aimed at improving the overall performance

and effectiveness of the Board including greater advance planning in

relation to Board agendas to allow more in-depth discussion of

businesses and enhancement of Board engagement in risk management

and setting risk appetite

formal and rigorous internal evaluation of the performance of the Board

and Nominations Committee during 2010 was carried out by the Group

Secretary detailed framework of questions was used to structure

individual meetings held by the Group Secretary with each director and

regular meeting attendees The Group Secretary then discussed the

outcomes and recommendations with the Chairman Amongst the areas

reviewed were the role and organisation of the Board and Board

Committees Board and Committee composition Board processes the

structure and frequency of meetings Board performance and reporting

strategy and risk management and external relationships including
those

with shareholders and regulators

The Board has considered and discussed reports on the outcomes of the

evaluation and is satisfied with the way in which the evaluation was

conducted The evaluation concluded that the Board is strong and

operating effectively
headed by an excellent Chairman who facilitates

good constructive debate Generally the Board is viewed as currently

being of the appropriate size and has good dynamic although Board

composition should be kept under continual review to ensure that the

correct balance of skills and experience is maintained particularly on

Board Committees On the structure of Board meeting agendas it was

suggested that greater time could be allocated for discussions on key

issues to allow in-depth focus on items which are material to the Group

and to encourage an emphasis on debate and discussion rather than

formal presentation

Separate in-depth evaluations were carried out for each of the Audit

Committee Board Risk Committee and Remuneration Committee by the

Group Secretary where appropriate in conjunction with the Committee

Chair Further information on the evaluations carried out in relation to the

Audit Committee Board Risk Committee and Remuneration Committee is

set out on pages 243 245 and 249 respectively

Additionally directors were asked to provide feedback on their fellow

directors This feedback was shared with each director by the Chairman

who met with each director individually to discuss their own performance

and ongoing professional development

Separately the Senior Independent Director canvassed the views of the

executive directors and met with the non-executive directors as group

without the Chairman present to consider the Chairmans performance

Feedback was sought on governance and stewardship of the Group

relationships with key external and internal stakeholders execution of the

Groups Strategic Plan and delivery of value and return to shareholders

The Senior Independent Director also canvassed views from United

Kingdom Financial Investments Limited UKFI and the FSA The results

of this were then shared with the Chairman who agreed to consider the

points
raised and provide separate responses in due course
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board Committees

In order to provide effective oversight and leadership the Board has

established number of Board Committees with particular responsibilities

The Committee chairmanship and membership are reviewed on regular

basis The names and biographies of all Board Committee members are

set out on pages 226 and 227

The terms of reference of the undernoted committees are available on

the Groups website www.rbs.com and copies are available on request

Audit Committee

The Audit Committee is comprised of at least three independent non-

executive directors The Audit Committee held seven scheduled meetings

in 2010

The Audit Committee is responsible for assisting the Board in discharging

its responsibilities in relation to the disclosure of the financial affairs of the

Group The Audit Committee reviews the accounting policies financial

reporting and regulatory compliance practices of the Group the Groups

system and standards of internal controls monitors the Groups

processes for internal audit and external audit and reviews the practices

of the Divisional Risk and Audit Committees The Audit Committee report

is set out on pages 240 to 243

board Risk Committee

The Board Risk Committee is comprised of at least three independent

non-executive directors The Board Risk Committee held six scheduled

meetings and three additional meetings in 2010

The Board Risk Committee is responsible for providing oversight and

advice to the Board in relation to current and potential future

risk exposures of the Group and future risk strategy including

determination of risk appetite and tolerance The Board Risk Committee

report is set out on pages 244 and 245

Remuneration Committee

The Remuneration Committee is comprised of at least three independent

non-executive directors The Remuneration Committee held nine

scheduled meetings and six additional meetings in 2010

The Remuneration Committee is responsible for the overview of the

Groups remuneration policy and remuneration governance framework

ensuring that remuneration arrangements are consistent with and

promote effective risk management The committee also makes

recommendations to the Board on the remuneration arrangements for

executive directors

The Remuneration Report including letter from the Chair of the

Remuneration Committee is set out on pages 246 to 263

Nominations Committee

All non-executive directors are members of the Nominations Committee

which is chaired by the Chairman of the Group The Group Chief

Executive is invited to attend meetings The Nominations Committee

holds at least two scheduled meetings per year and also meets on an ad

hoc basis as required

The Nominations Committee is responsible for

assisting the Board in the formal selection and appointment of

directors having regard to the overall balance of skills knowledge

experience and diversity on the Board

reviewing the structure size and composition of the Board and

making recommendations to the Board on any appropriate changes

reviewing membership and Chairmanship of Group Board

Committees and

considering succession planning for the Chairman Group Chief

Executive and non-executive directors taking into account the skills

and expertise which will be needed on the Board in the future No

director is involved in decisions regarding his or her own succession

The Nominations Committee engages with external consultants

considers potential candidates and recommends appointments of new

directors to the Board

Group Suetainability Committee

The Group Sustainability Committee GSC was established in 2009 and

is chaired by the Senior Independent Director The GSC is responsible

for reviewing the Groups overall sustainability strategy values and

policies and aligning the Groups approach to social environmental and

ethical issues All key business areas are represented on the GSC and it

is attended by the Group Chairman For more information on the

governance framework which supports the GSC see page 44

Further details of the Groups sustainability policies are available on

www.rbs.com/sustainability and in the Annual Sustainability Report
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Meatnga

The number of scheduled meetings of the Board and the Audit Board

Risk Remuneration and Nominations Committees and individual

attendance at these meetings by members in 2010 is shown below

In addition to scheduled meetings 15 additional meetings of the Board

and Committees of the Board were held during 2010 including meetings

to consider and approve financial statements There were also three

additional meetings of the Board Risk Committee and six additional

meetings of the Remuneration Committee during 2010

flourci Atdt Bari Ris 1lurnrctt

Total number of scheduled meetings in 2010 11

Number of meetings attended in 2010

Philip Hampton 11

Stephen Hester 11

Cohn Buchan ii 10

Sandy Crombie 11

Penny Hughes 11

Joe MacHale l2 11

John McFarlane 11

Brendan Nelson 31

Art Ryan 41

Philip Scott 10

Bruce Van Saun 11

rmer drectors

Archie Hunter

Gordon Pehl

Notes

Stood down from the Remuneration committee with effect from June 2010

Stood down from the Audit committee with effect from 30 April 2010

Appointed as director on April2010

14 Unable to attend number of Board and Committee meetings during 2010 due to family illness

Ceased to be director on 28 April 2010

Ceased lobe director on 31 March 2010

Relations wth sharaholda.ra

The company communicates with shareholders through the Annual

Report and Accounts and by providing information in advance of the

Annual General Meeting Individual shareholders can raise matters

relating to their shareholdings and the business of the Group at any time

throughout the year primarily by letter telephone or email via the Groups

website www.rbs.com/ir

Shareholders are given the opportunity to ask questions at the Annual

General Meeting or submit written questions in advance The chairmen of

the Audit Board Risk Remuneration and Nominations Committees are

available to answer questions at the Annual General Meeting The Senior

Independent Director is also available

Communication with the companys largest institutional shareholders is

undertaken as part
of the Investor Relations programme

The Group Chief Executive meets regularly with UKFI the

organisation set up to manage the Governments investments in

financial institutions to discuss the strategy and financial

performance of the Group He also undertakes an annual

programme of meetings with the companys largest institutional

shareholders as does the Group Finance Director

The Chairman independently meets with the Groups largest

institutional shareholders annually to hear their feedback on

management strategy business performance and corporate

governance Additionally the Chairman Senior Independent

Director and chairs of the Board Committees met with the

governance representatives of number of institutional

shareholders during the year

The Senior Independent Director is available if any shareholder has

concerns that they feel are not being addressed through the normal

channels

The Chair of the Remuneration Committee consults with institutional

shareholders in respect of the Groups remuneration policy

Throughout the year the Chairman Group Chief Executive and Group

Finance Director communicate shareholder feedback to the Board and

the directors receive independent analyst notes and reports reviewing

share price movements and the Groups performance against the sector

Detailed market and shareholder feedback is also provided to the Board

after major public announcements such as earnings releases The

arrangements used to ensure that directors develop an understanding of

the views of major shareholders are considered as part of the annual

Board evaluation
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lntrn contr

The Board of directors is responsible for the Groups system of internal

control that is designed to facilitate effective and efficient operations and

to ensure the quality of internal and external reporting and compliance

with applicable laws and regulations In devising internal controls the

Group has regard to the nature and extent of the risk the likelihood of it

crystallising and the cost of controls system of internal control is

designed to manage but not eliminate the risk of failure to achieve

business objectives and can only provide reasonable and not absolute

assurance against the risk of material misstatement fraud or losses

The Board has established process for the identification evaluation and

management of the significant risks faced by the Group which operated

throughout the year ended 31 December 2010 and to 23 February 2011

the date the directors approved the Report and Accounts This is

confirmed by process which requires senior members of the executive

and management to certify that they have assessed the adequacy and

effectiveness of their internal control framework and the compliance of

their business with Group policies and associated standards in

accordance with the Group Policy Framework and they meet the

requirements of Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404 and the UK Corporate

Governance Code Section C2 The policies that govern these processes

and reports on internal controls arising from them are regularly reviewed

by the Board and meet the requirements of the guidance Internal Control

Revised Guidance for Directors on the Combined Code issued by the

Financial Reporting Council in October 2005 Enhancements have been

made to the Risk Management framework throughout 2010 and further

improvements will be made in 2011

The effectiveness of the Groups internal control system is reviewed

regularly by the Board the Audit Committee and the Board Risk

Committee Executive management committees or boards of directors in

each of the Groups businesses receive regular reports on significant

risks facing their business and how they are being controlled In addition

the Board receives monthly risk management reports Details of the

Groups approach to risk management are given in the Risk and balance

sheet management section on pages 119 to 125 of the Business review

The Audit Committee has received confirmation that management has

taken or is taking the necessary action to remedy any failings or

weaknesses identified through the operation of the Group framework of

controls

The Groups independent auditors present to the Audit Committee reports

that include details of any significant internal control matters which they

have identified The system of internal controls of the authorised

institutions and other regulated entities in the Group is also subject to

regulatory oversight in the UK and overseas Additional details of the

Groups regulatory oversight are given in the Supervision and Regulatory

developments and reviews sections on pages 397 to 399

lntern2d contro ovar tnanca reporting

The Group is required to comply with Section 404 of the US Sarbanes

Oxley Act of 2002 and assess the effectiveness of internal control over

financial reporting as of 31 December 2010

The Group assessed the effectiveness of its internal control over financial

reporting as of 31 December 2010 based on the criteria set forth by the

Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission in

Internal Control Integrated Framework

Based on its assessment management has concluded that as of 31

December 2010 the Groups internal control over financial reporting is

effective

The Groups auditors have audited the effectiveness of the Groups

internal control over financial reporting and have given an unqualified

opinion

Managements report on the Groups internal control over financial

reporting
will be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission at

the same time as the Annual Report on Form 20-F

Daclosure contrs and procedurra

As required by US regulations the effectiveness of the companys

disclosure controls and procedures as defined in the rules under the

Exchange Act have been evaluated The evaluation concluded that the

companys disclosure controls and procedures were adequate and

effective and designed to ensure that material information relating to the

company and its consolidated subsidiaries would be made known to them

by others within those entities

Chanas internal contrel

There was no change in the companys internal control over financial

reporting that occurred during the period covered by this report that has

materially affected or is reasonably likely to materially affect the

companys internal control over financial reporting
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Aucde Committee Report by Brendan Nelson Chsirrnan

Mernbershp

assumed the role of Chairman of the Audit Committee on 28 April2010

following the retirement of Archie Hunter The current members of the

Committee are Cohn Buchan Philip
Scott and myself Joe MacHale stood

down from the Audit Committee with effect from 30
April 2010 and is now

member of the Board Risk Committee and Asset Protection Scheme

APS Senior Oversight Committee

All members of the Audit Committee are independent non-executive

directors Cohn Buchan and
Philip

Scott served throughout 2010 and

became member of the Committee with effect from
April 2010

Attendance of each member at meetings of the Audit Committee in 2010

is shown on page 238

The members of the Audit Committee are also members of the Board

Risk Committee This common membership ensures effective

governance across all Finance and Risk issues and that agendas are

aligned and overlap is avoided The Audit and Board Risk Committees

also have strong links with the Remuneration Committee with particular

regard to ensuring that relevant Finance and Risk matters are factored

into the determination of appropriate levels of compensation

The Board is satisfied that all Audit Committee members have recent and

relevant financial experience and that each member of the Audit

Committee is an Audit Committee Financial Expert and is independent

each as defined in the SEC rules under the Exchange Act and related

guidance am Chartered Accountant member of the Institute of

Chartered Accountants of Scotland and former Vice Chairman of

KPMG in the UK Philip Scott is fellow of the Institute of Actuaries and

former Group Finance Director of Aviva plc and Cohn Buchan is Fellow

of the Chartered Institute of Bankers of Scotland and was member of

the group management board at UBS AG The members of the Audit

Committee are selected with view to the expertise and experience of

the Audit Committee as whole and the Audit Committee reports to the

Board as single entity

The Audit Committees primary responsibilities are to

assist the Group The Royal Bank of Scotland plc and National

Westminster Bank Plc Boards in discharging their responsibilities

and in making all relevant disclosures in relation to the financial

affairs of the Group

review accounting and financial reporting and regulatory compliance

review the Groups systems of internal control and

monitor the Groups processes for internal audit and external audit

The terms of reference of the Audit Committee are available at

www.rbs.com and these are considered annually by the Audit Committee

and approved by the Board

The Audit Committee is satisfied that it has complied with the relevant

provisions of the Code and the new Code

As Chairman of the Audit Committee play leading role in the
setting

of

the annual agenda planner for the Committee and with the agenda for

each Committee meeting Prior to every Committee meeting hold

meetings with each of the Head of Group Internal Audit the external

auditors the Group Finance Director and the Group Chief Accountant

These meetings are instrumental in ensuring that am briefed on all

relevant issues and that these are brought to the attention of the Audit

Committee

Meetrdrt end vddte

total of seven meetings of the Audit Committee were held in 2010

including meetings held immediately prior to the submission of the interim

and annual financial statements to the Boards and the quarterly Interim

Management Statements Audit Committee meetings are attended by

relevant executive directors the internal and external auditors and

Finance and Risk management executives Other executives subject

matter experts and external advisers are also invited to attend the Audit

Committee as required to present and advise on reports commissioned

by the Committee At least twice per annum the Audit Committee meets

privately with the external auditors

The Audit Committees annual programme of visits to the Groups

business divisions and control functions continued in 2010 and these are

now also attended by the Board Risk Committee The object of the

programme is to allow the Audit Committee and the Board Risk

Committee to gain better understanding of the Group and an invitation

to attend is extended to all non-executive directors The programme of

future visits is considered annually The Audit Committee and the Board

Risk Committee undertook six visits in 2010 These were to the Global

Banking Markets business the Non-Core Division Global

Restructuring Group and the Asset Protection Scheme Major Change

Projects ongoing in the Group the US Asset-backed Securities business

Risk Management and the Global Banking Markets Global Transaction

Services and Private Banking businesses in Asia
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Work 2010

During 2010 the work of the Audit Committee focused on number of

key areas including

accounting financial reporting and regulatory compliance

impairments and fair values

standards of internal control including the work of the internal and

external auditors

provisioning and credit exposures

general insurance reserves and

the work and role of Divisional Risk and Audit Committees in so far

as they relate to the work of the Committee

The Audit Committee received regular updates on accounting issues and

developments from both the Group Chief Accountant and from the

external auditors who presented for approval to the Committee their

audit plan their audit fee proposal and engagement letter as well as

confirmation of their independence and comprehensive report
of all

non-audit fees

In addition the external auditors provided the Audit Committee with

reports summarising their main observations and conclusions arising

from their year end audit their half year review and their work in

connection with the first and third quarters inter alia inclusive of their

comments on the issues set out below and their recommendations for

enhancements to the Groups reporting and controls

The Audit Committee focused on number of salient judgments and

reporting issues in the preparation of the 2010 accounts including

valuation methodologies and assumptions for financial instruments

carried at fair value including
the Groups credit market exposures

and the disclosures provided

actuarial assumptions for the Group Pension Fund

impairment losses in the Groups portfolio of loans and advances

and available-for-sale securities

impairment of goodwill and other purchased intangible assets

the Groups tax position including
the treatment of deferred tax

assets and

In its consideration of each of these issues the aims of the Audit

Committee have been to

understand and challenge the valuation and other accounting

judgments made by management

review the conclusions of the external auditors and where

applicable other experts and to understand how they came to their

conclusions and

satisfy itself that the disclosures in the financial statements about

these estimates and valuations are transparent and appropriate

The Audit Committee was regularly advised of whistleblowing events

which occurred within the Group of complaints raised with members of

the Groups executive team of significant internal investigations

undertaken within the Group and of internal regulatory reviews and

investigations

Group Internal Audits role is to continuously assess how operating risks

are being managed and controlled throughout the Group and report

regularly to the Group Executive and Audit Committee on the results of

these assessments and to influence the continuous development of the

risk management and control process through sharing best practice

The Audit Committee oversees the work of Group Internal Audit and

receives quarterly report from the Head of Group Internal Audit This

report rates the quality of the control environment of all the Groups

divisions and of managements level of awareness on these matters

Group Internal Audit report to the Committee on areas where

improvements are required to the control environment The Audit

Committee actively monitors these reports and ensures relevant matters

raised are dealt with in timely and appropriate manner These reports

offer the Audit Committee oversight of Group Internal Audits work and

allow the Audit Committee to monitor the level of internal control within

the Group

The Audit Committee oversees the Groups compliance with the rules of

the APS and reviews regular progress reports from RBS Risk

Management

Relevant management also presented on number of
specific reporting

compliance and internal control matters

As far as it can determine the Audit Committee received all the

information and material it required to allow it to meet its obligations in

respect of the 2010 financial statements

compliance with the requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002
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E.xter auditors

Deloitte LLP has been the companys auditors since March 2000

The Audit Committee undertakes an annual evaluation to assess the

independence and
objectivity of the external auditors and the

effectiveness of the audit process taking into consideration relevant

professional and regulatory requirements The annual evaluation is

carried out
following completion of the annual accounts and audit

In assessing the effectiveness of the Groups external auditors the Audit

Committee has regard to

the experience and expertise of the senior members of the

engagement team

the proposed scope of the audit work planned and executed

the quality of the dialogue between the external auditors the

Committee and senior management

the clarity quality and robustness of written reports presented to the

Committee setting out the external auditors findings arising from the

audit

the quality of the observations provided to the company by the

external auditor on the Groups systems of internal control and

the views of management on the performance of the external

auditors

The outcomes of the evaluation were considered by the Audit Committee

and Board

In addition to the annual evaluation performed by the Audit Committee

the external auditors conduct their own annual review of audit quality

Twelve service criteria for the audit have been defined by the external

auditors to measure their performance against the quality commitments

set out in their annual audit plan under the headings of quality of audit

approach and conduct independence and objectivity quality of the

team and value added questionnaire is completed by each

Divisional CFO and each Divisional Risk and Audit Committee chairman

after the completion of the annual audit and by relevant members of

Group management and the Audit Committee follow up interview is

held with each of them by senior partners independent of their immediate

service teams The results of this exercise will be presented to the Audit

Committee with actions defined and agreed to address any areas where

performance has fallen below expected standards

The external auditors are required to rotate the lead audit partner

responsible for the audit every five years and in 2010 new audit

partner was appointed to lead the audit for the year ending 31 December

2010 There are no contractual obligations restricting the companys

choice of external auditor

The Audit Committee is responsible for making recommendations to the

Board in relation to the appointment re-appointment and removal of the

external auditors In order to make recommendation to the Board the

Audit Committee consider and discuss the performance of the external

auditor in the previous year taking account of the outcomes of the annual

evaluation carried out The Board submits the Audit Committees

recommendations to shareholders for their approval at the Annual

General Meeting The Board has endorsed the Audit Committees

recommendation that shareholders be requested to approve the

reappointment of Deloitte LLP as external auditors at the Annual General

Meeting in April 2011

The Audit Committee approves the terms of engagement of the external

auditors The Audit Committee also fixes the remuneration of the external

auditors as authorised by shareholders at the Annual General Meeting

Audd ard ronudI ervk
The Audit Committee has adopted policy on the engagement of the

external auditors to supply audit and non-audit services which takes into

account relevant legislation regarding the provision of such services by

an external audit firm

In particular the Group may not engage the external auditors to provide

any of the non-audit services described below

bookkeeping or other services related to the accounting records or

financial statements

financial information systems design and implementation

appraisal or valuation services fairness opinions or contribution-in-

kind reports

actuarial services

internal audit outsourcing services

management functions or human resources

broker or dealer investment adviser or investment banking services

legal services and expert services unrelated to the audit or

other services determined to be impermissible by the US Public

Company Accounting Oversight Board

The Audit Committee reviews the policy annually and prospectively

approves the provision of audit services and certain non-audit services by

the external auditors

Annual audit services include all services detailed in the annual

engagement letter
including the annual audit and interim reviews

including US reporting requirements and periodic profit verifications

Annual audit services also include statutory or non-statutory audits

required by any Group companies that are not incorporated in the UK
Terms of engagement for these audits are agreed separately with

management and are consistent with those set out in the audit

engagement letter insofar as local regulations permit
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Prospectively approved non-audit services include the following classes

of service

capital raising including consents comfort letters and relevant

reviews of registration statements

provision of accounting opinions relating to the financial statements

of the Group

provision of reports that according to law or regulation must be

rendered by the external auditors

tax compliance services

permissible services relating to companies that will remain outside

the Group

restructuring services relating to the Groups customers and

reports providing assurance to third parties over certain of the

Groups internal controls prepared under US Statement of Auditing

Standards 70 or similar auditing standards in other jurisdictions

For all other permitted non-audit services Audit Committee approval

must be sought on case by case basis before the provision of the

service commences In August 2010 the Audit Committee approved

changes to the existing
non-audit services policy The new streamlined

process allows for the Chairman of the Audit Committee or in his

absence designated delegate to approve any non-audit services

request with value under 100000 Any request with value above this

amount must be approved by the full Audit Committee To ensure good

governance all requests regardless of financial limits have to be

approved by the Group Chief Accountant and Group Sourcing and

Vendor Management At each Audit Committee meeting any non-audit

services requests which have been approved since the previous meeting

are considered for ratification

In addition the Audit Committee reviews and monitors the independence

and objectivity of the external auditors when it approves non-audit work to

be carried out by them taking into consideration relevant legislation

ethical guidance and the level of non-audit services relative to audit

services The approval process is rigorously applied to prevent the

auditors from functioning in the role of management auditing their own

work or serving in an advocacy role Information on the audit and non-

audit services carried out by the external auditors is detailed in Note to

the Groups accounts

Perornnce evauatftr

An external review of the effectiveness of the Audit Committee takes

place every three to five years with internal reviews by the Board

continuing in the intervening years An internal review of the effectiveness

of the Audit Committee during 2010 was conducted The evaluation used

detailed questionnaires and individual meetings were held with each

member Amongst the areas reviewed were the role of the Committee

composition meetings and processes performance and reporting policy

and procedures divisional committees induction and continuing

professional development and communication

The evaluation concluded that the Audit Committee operated effectively

throughout 2010 The Committee was seen as effective in meeting its

objectives with members
willing to spend the time necessary to do

good job It was agreed that the new Chairman was strong addition to

the Committee in particular given his strong financial background The

evaluation concluded that whilst the Committee was of the appropriate

size to discharge its responsibilities
and the members had the

appropriate skills and experience Committee composition should be kept

under review to ensure that the correct balance of skills and experience is

maintained The training and specific sessions on individual businesses

and divisions were highly rated

The Committee has considered and discussed the report on the

outcomes of the evaluation and is satisfied with the way in which the

evaluation has been conducted the conclusions and the

recommendations for action The outcomes of the evaluation have been

reported to the Board and the actions are being progressed

An external review of the effectiveness of Group Internal Audit takes

place every three to five years in line with best practice with internal

reviews continuing in the intervening years In 2010 an external review

was conducted by Ernst Young In May 2010 the Audit Committee was

presented with the final report by Ernst Young The report found that

Group Internal Audit was compliant with all relevant professional

standards

In January 2011 the Audit Committee undertook an internal evaluation of

Group Internal Audit The Committee sought views from members and

attendees of the Committee the external auditor Divisional Chief

Executive Officers and Finance Directors Divisional Risk and Audit

Committee and subsidiary audit committee Chairmen The evaluation

concluded that Group Internal Audit had operated effectively throughout

2010

Dvddona Fdak and Audd CornrniIiea

Since 2005 Divisional Audit Committees have been responsible for

reviewing each divisions business Following the creation of the Board

Risk Committee in January 2010 the Groups Divisional Audit

Committees became Divisional Risk and Audit Committees and their

terms of reference were revised to ensure full alignment with the Audit

Committee and Board Risk Committee With input from the Audit

Committee Board Risk Committee Group Finance and Group Risk

new framework was approved by the Audit Committee and Board Risk

Committee in December 2010 and implemented in January 2011

Brendan Nelson

Chairman of the Audit Committee

23 February 2011
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Board ROk Cornmtte Report by PhRp Scott Chafrman

Mernbersho

have been Chairman of the Board Risk Committee since its formation in

January 2010 and am member of the Committee along with Cohn

Buchan Sandy Crombie Brendan Nelson and Joe MacHale We all

served throughout 2010 with the exception of Brendan Nelson who

became member of the Committee with effect from April 2010 All

members of the Board Risk Committee are independent non-executive

directors Attendance of each member at meetings of the Board Risk

Committee in 2010 is shown on page 238

Archie Hunter was member of the Board Risk Committee until 28 April

2010 when he stood down as non-executive director at the end of his

existing term

Cohn Buchan Brendan Nelson and are also members of the Audit

Committee This common membership ensures effective governance

across all Finance and Risk issues and that agendas are aligned and

overlap is avoided The Board Risk Committee and Audit Committee

also have strong links with the Remuneration Committee with particular

regard to ensuring that relevant Finance and Risk matters are factored in

to the determination of appropriate levels of compensation

The Board Risk Committee is responsible for

providing oversight and advice to the Group The Royal Bank of

Scotland
plc

and National Westminster Bank Plc Boards the

Boards in relation to current and
potential

future risk exposures of

the Group and risk strategy including determination of risk appetite

and tolerance

reviewing the performance of the Group relative to risk appetite

assisting on such other matters as may be referred to it by the

Boards

oversight of the effectiveness of key Group policies referred to as

the Group Policy Framework

promoting risk awareness culture within the Group and

reporting to the Group Board identifying any matters within its remit

in respect of which it considers that action or improvement is needed

and making recommendations as to the steps to be taken

The terms of reference of the Board Risk Committee are available at

www.rbs.com and these are considered annually by the Board Risk

Committee and approved by the Board

Qualitative and quantitative information regarding the risks arising from

the Groups financial instruments required under International Financial

Reporting Standard are incorporated within the financial statements

and Business review

Meatrtqs and vOts

total of nine meetings of the Board Risk Committee were held during

2010 Meetings are held as soon as practicable prior to Audit Committee

meetings to ensure that the work of the two Committees is coordinated

and consistent meeting is held immediately prior to submission of the

interim and annual financial statements to the Board and the quarterly

Interim Management Statements This core programme is supplemented

by additional meetings as required Board Risk Committee meetings are

attended by relevant executive directors risk management finance

executives and the internal auditors External advice may be sought by

the Board Risk Committee where considered appropriate

The Board Risk Committee took part in an annual programme of visits to

the Groups business divisions and control functions in 2010 along with

the Audit Committee The object of the programme is to allow the Board

Risk Committee and the Audit Committee to gain better understanding

of the Group and an invitation to attend is extended to all non-executive

directors The programme of future visits is considered annually The

Board Risk Committee and the Audit Committee undertook six visits in

2010 These were to the Global Banking Markets business the Non-

Core Division Global Restructuring Group and the Asset Protection

Scheme Major Change Projects ongoing in the Group the US Asset-

backed Securities business Risk Management and the Global Banking

Markets Global Transaction Services and Private Banking businesses in

Asia

Work 2010

During 2010 the work of the Board Risk Committee focused on wide

range of matters including the following key areas

risk strategy and policy

risk profile

risk appetite framework and limits

risk management operating model and

remuneration
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At each meeting of the Board Risk Committee the Group Chief Risk

Officer provided the Committee with presentation on the key risk

issues faced by the Group An update was also given on the key

issues discussed at the Groups Executive Risk Forum In 2010 the

Board Risk Committee considered range of matters including

the Groups economic capital model

the structured credit
portfolio

the output of stress testing and scenario planning

the operational plan for the Groups risk management function

including organisation resource and budget

treating customers fairly
and customer complaints and

remuneration strategy and policy including recommendations to

the Remuneration Committee

The Board Risk Committee played key oversight role in the review

design and implementation of risk management and measurement

strategies and risk management policy across the Group

The Board Risk Committee considered the Groups risk profile relative

to current and future Group strategy The Committee reported to the

Board following each meeting on its consideration of the risk profile of

the Group and any longer term macro or perceived strategic threats to

the Group and made recommendations as appropriate

The Group Policy Framework provides basis for ongoing self-

assessment of appropriate risk appetite The Board Risk Committee

received regular reports on the development of the Group Policy

Framework during 2010

The Group risk appetite framework was developed significantly during

2010 and continues to be enhanced Risk appetite was regularly

reviewed by the Board Risk Committee which makes

recommendations to the Board on risk appetite and tolerance as part

of this ongoing process This includes the Risk Management Operating

Model including the frameworks for credit operational regulatory

market insurance and business continuity risk

The Committee also considered the Groups exposure to country

single name and sector concentration risk and ensured rigorous stress

and scenario testing of the Groups business was undertaken The

output of this testing was reviewed by the Board Risk Committee

throughout 2010 with view to ensuring appropriate actions were

taken where necessary It made recommendations to the Group Board

regarding related authorities limits and mandates

In February 2010 the Committee was presented with and approved

the RBS Risk Management operational plan considering the adequacy

and effectiveness of resource and the scope and nature of the work

undertaken by the function

The Committee considered the adequacy and effectiveness of the

technology infrastructure supporting the finance and risk management

framework

The Committee reviewed the risk input to divisional bonus pools and

provided advice to the Remuneration Committee on risk weightings to

be applied to performance objectives which are incorporated within the

incentive structure for the Groups senior executives The Committee

also reviewed clawback proposals made by Group Human Resources

and made recommendations to the Remuneration Committee in this

respect

As required under the Walker Review the Committee will meet as

required to review the due diligence of any proposed strategic

transaction involving merger acquisition or disposal prior to the

Group Board approval of the transaction

Percrmanca evaka1on

An internal review of the effectiveness of the Board Risk Committee

during 2010 was conducted The evaluation used detailed

questionnaires and individual meetings were held with each member

Amongst the areas reviewed were the Role of the Committee

Composition Meetings and Processes Performance and Reporting

Policy and Procedures Divisional Committees Induction and

Continuing Professional Development and Communication

The evaluation concluded that the Board Risk Committee operated

effectively throughout 2010 The Committee was seen as effective in

meeting its objectives although it was acknowledged that this was

relatively new Committee having only been formed in January2010

The evaluation concluded that the commitment of its members was

outstanding with members willing to spend the time necessary to

discharge the Committees responsibilities As new Committee the

structure content and length of Committee meetings was considered

to be appropriate It was acknowledged that the Committee makes the

best use of skills experience and competencies of its members and

high level of technical expertise was required of members

The Committee considered and discussed the report on the outcomes

of the evaluation and is satisfied with the way in which the evaluation

was conducted the conclusions and the recommendations for action

The outcomes of the evaluation have been reported to the Board and

the actions are being progressed

Dona Rk and Audd Comrn
Since 2005 Divisional Audit Committees have been responsible for

reviewing each divisions business Following the creation of the Board

Risk Committee in January2010 the Groups Divisional Audit

Committees became Divisional Risk and Audit Committees and their

terms of reference were revised to ensure full alignment with the Audit

Committee and Board Risk Committee With input from the Audit

Committee Board Risk Committee Group Finance and Group Risk

new framework was approved by the Audit Committee and Board Risk

Committee in December2010 and implemented in January 2011

Philip Scott

Chairman of the Board Risk Committee

23 February 2011
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Letter from the Chair of the Remuneration Committee

Dear Shareholder

am pleased to be presenting the Groups Remuneration Report for 2010

During the year the Remuneration Committee has built on the progress

made during 2009 when
significant changes were made to the structure

of rewards to staff following thorough review of remuneration policy We

have continued to embed these practices throughout the organisation to

ensure that they are aligned with good corporate governance and robust

risk management

Our focus is to ensure that our remuneration policy continues to support

delivery of the Groups Strategic Plan We are working hard to complete

hugely challenging and complex turnaround and are on track to deliver

across range of measures The Group plays an important economic

role both as an employer and lender If we are going to achieve our

strategic objectives and deliver return to our shareholders including the

UK taxpayer we need talented and motivated management and

employees This requires us to pay them fairly within the context of the

markets in which they operate In setting pay policy we take account of

our duties to shareholders and our strategic objectives and seek to

ensure that shareholder interests are not damaged as result of staff

retention recruitment or motivation issues Our commitment is to reward

success not failure and we are also very conscious of the need to

demonstrate restraint

Across the Group we operate range of incentive structures which are

designed to reinforce messages about what employees are being asked

to achieve and deliver pay for performance Our key objective in

determining bonus awards is not to pay more than is warranted given

business performance In this context performance includes financial and

non financial measures risk performance and any other relevant factors

Our aggregate bonus awards for 2010 are lower than prior year as

result of lower profits and bonuses in the investment banking division and

our recognition of the need for moderation There is clear focus on

differentiation so that individually and by business the best performers

and the best performance will continue to be rewarded There is strong

central governance and oversight of both bonus pools and individual

awards and each year significant proportion of staff will receive zero

bonus

Pay fo peö1mance

Performance related pay is designed to reflect success or failure against

the range of targets which we set for our people taking into account the

context in which results were achieved By way of example the pay

arrangements for executive directors are aligned to the performance of

the Group and performance related pay is paid entirely in shares over

several years Executive directors have no reward for failure provisions

in their service contracts Further information on the companys business

performance and progress towards achievement of its strategic

objectives can be found on pages 12 to 13

PEaframanca nanaqement

We operate structured process to ensure that all employees have clear

objectives that are linked to long-term plans designed to drive business

objectives including financial performance risk people and customer

measures Assessment of individuals performance is subject to

rigorous review of achievements against their objectives

Fhsk adjuatmant

Focus on risk is achieved through clear risk
input

into incentive plan

design and target setting as well as thorough risk review of

performance bonus pools and clawback The Remuneration Committee

has been supported in this by the Board Risk Committee and the RBS

Risk Management function

The Remuneration Committee is acutely aware of the external focus on

the role of incentive payments in the financial sector The
reality

is that

these remain key part
of the structure of pay across the industry

However we have radically reformed our incentive plans For our more

senior employees annual awards are deferred over three years and

portion of the awards are paid in shares which increases alignment with

the interests of shareholders There will be 2000 cap on cash

bonuses paid in March 2011 as was the case last year

We have had clawback provisions in place since 2009 which means that

in certain circumstances the Group can reduce deferred annual

incentives and long-term incentive awards up to the point they are

released Clawback allows us to respond appropriately if the performance

factors on which reward decisions were based turn out not to reflect the

corresponding performance in the longer term

Shareholder consuhadon

In early 2011 we consulted extensively with institutional shareholders

and other stakeholders on our remuneration approach The consultation

process involved one to one meetings and roundtable session hosted

by the Association of British Insurers and National Association of Pension

Funds Our presentation covered our wider remuneration policy as well

as executive directors remuneration and we have been pleased with both

the level of engagement with investors and the positive feedback we

have received

Topics discussed with investors included pay positioning scale and

design of incentive structures risk alignment of remuneration deferral

clawback and remuneration disclosures We have listened to the

feedback from investors and have made number of enhancements to

disclosures in the Remuneration Report as result

Investors recognised the difficult challenge faced by the Remuneration

Committee in positioning pay competitively to support business goals

while being mindful of the wider economic environment and the need to

show restraint The Remuneration Committee and the Board have

considered carefully their responsibilities and have applied judgement to

achieve balance whereby remuneration
policy supports business goals

without causing unacceptably high people risks
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The retention and motivation of our executive directors is crucial over the

next three years and whilst most aspects of our remuneration policy

remain unchanged we are making some changes to enhance the overall

effectiveness of executive director remuneration These include replacing

the annual incentive plan with long-term Share Bank and changes to

the performance measures for the Long Term Incentive Plan LTIP We
have introduced scorecard of measures relating to risk and

strategic

goals to sit alongside the existing measures of total shareholder return

and economic profit These measures ensure that rewards for executive

directors are aligned with achieving sustainable long-term platform for

the future success of the Group across range of areas including risk

profitability franchise strength and people Details of these changes are

set out in the Remuneration Report

While the primary focus of the remuneration policy clearly has to be to

support the business to deliver the Strategic Plan some shareholders

asked for reassurance that the Remuneration Committee had in place

sufficient tools to be able to adjust remuneration appropriately should

another financial crisis occur am pleased to confirm that huge amount

of progress has been made in this respect

The
starting point

is making sure we set the
right objectives in the first

place Risk is key factor when selling annual and long term objectives

and an independent review of risk objectives is undertaken by the RBS

Risk Management function and the Board Risk Committee At the end of

each performance period performance outcomes and bonus pool

proposals are subject to rigorous review by the control functions

independent of the businesses/divisions Our LTIP also has risk

underpin whereby awards will not vest unless the Remuneration

Committee is satisfied on risk performance Both annual and long term

awards are subject to clawback and accordingly the Remuneration

Committee has discretion to reduce the number of shares under award or

determine that no shares will vest

Changes to approach

In addition to the changes made to executive directors remuneration

arrangements the Remuneration Committee reached decisions on the

following key areas during 2010

establishing governance framework for incentive plans and bonus

funding across the Group involving the Finance Risk and Human

Resources functions at all key decision points

structure of deferment for incentives for up to three years with the

ability to clawback if appropriate and

the introduction of new Long Term Incentive Plan following

consultation with number of institutional shareholders

The new LTIP received the approval of over 99% of shareholders at the

Annual General Meeting in 2010 and at the same meeting the

Remuneration Report received overwhelming shareholder support

External developments

number of external developments have impacted remuneration and

remuneration policy in 2010 including the publication of the FSAs

revised Remuneration Code the FSA Code In light of the FSA Code

review was undertaken of the remuneration policy and governance

arrangements am pleased to report that the Group has been fully

compliant with all aspects of the FSA Code from January 2011

The Remuneration Committee supports the UK Governments position

that an international approach is required in relation to regulation on

remuneration and disclosure To rebuild the value of the company an

international level playing field that allows the Group and other UK banks

to compete fairly with international competitors is essential

On February 2011 the UK Government issued statement in

connection with Project Merlin which represents commitments by the

UKs four largest banks including the RBS Group on matters including

lending shareholder engagement and pay disclosures The banks have

agreed that aggregate UK bonus pools will be lower than last year

reflecting consideration of the public mood and engagement with key

stakeholders Furthermore as result of the Project Merlin agreement

we are disclosing in this years Remuneration Report the pay of our two

executive directors and the pay of the five highest paid senior executive

officers The Remuneration Committee has also reviewed the

remuneration of the ten highest paid staff in each of the Groups divisions

Throughout 2010 we continued to work through period of

unprecedented restructuring The Group has delivered remuneration

arrangements that are FSA compliant take proper account of the public

mood and call for restraint and support the overarching objective of

maximising shareholder returns and delivering profit for the taxpayer

Importantly these arrangements are consistent with the Project Merlin

agreement

On behalf of the Remuneration Committee would like to place on record

our sincere appreciation for our people who have continued to focus on

service to our customers managing risk and driving the performance of

our core and non-core businesses Our people are working hard to help

return the Group to financial strength and the Remuneration Committee is

committed to creating an environment in which they can meet their

ambitions

Penny Hughes

Chair of the Remuneration Committee

23 February 2011
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Mamberahip of the Remuneration Committee

The current members of the Remuneration Committee are Penny Hughes

Chair since June 2010 Sandy Crombie and John McFarlane The

members of the Remuneration Committee are all independent non-

executive directors Cohn Buchan stepped down as Chairman and

member of the Remuneration Committee on June 2010 Attendance of

each member at meetings of the Remuneration Committee in 2010 is

shown on page 238

ResponsibihiCee

The Remuneration Committee is responsible for setting the Groups

policy on remuneration and overseeing its implementation considering

executive remuneration and making recommendations to the Group

Board in respect of the remuneration arrangements of the executive

directors of the Group No director is included in decisions regarding his

or her own remuneration

The Remuneration Committee is also responsible for setting the

remuneration arrangements for members of the Groups Executive

Committee and Management Committee as well as all higher-earning

employees and any employees falling within the definition of Code Staff

under the FSA Code Details of the FSA Code can be found at

www.fsa.gov.uk

The Remuneration Committee undertakes regular review of the

adequacy and effectiveness of the remuneration
policy

to ensure it is fully

aligned with the Groups long-term objectives The Committee receives

number of reports to assist it in its oversight of remuneration policy such

as on risk and financial performance across the Group

In determining directors remuneration the Remuneration Committee has

taken into account pay and employment conditions of employees of the

company It does this using an analysis of annual market data against an

assessment of the competitiveness of current base salary ranges or

benchmarks and actual salaries in payment Salary increases for

executive directors are also considered in the context of salary increases

for the wider employee population

The Remuneration Committee considers remuneration in the context of

the wider Group agenda such as talent development and the external

market environment The Remuneration Committee recognises that

remuneration is only one aspect of the value proposition which the Group

presents to our employees and that engagement flexibility and career

development are important factors It has received in-depth presentations

from Human Resources functions in the USA and Asia so as to have

better understanding of the unique issues in these areas Penny Hughes

has also attended number of external meetings and workshops with

organisations such as Women in Business and the Young Bankers

Association to gain broader understanding of the people agenda

The Remuneration Committee also receives regular updates on

regulatory developments and general remuneration issues as well as

market and benchmarking data from its remuneration advisors to support

its decisions

In December 2010 the Asset Protection Scheme Performance and

Reward Committee APSPRC was formed It is responsible for reviewing

reporting and in certain cases making recommendations to the

Remuneration Committee in respect of collective overall and individual

performance of individuals who manage business units or assets which

are assigned to or participate
in the Asset Protection Scheme APS and

members of the Group executive against the APS performance targets

APS In-Scope employees ii the individual proportion of the incentive

and bonus components of the remuneration of those employees to be

evaluated against APS performance targets for each calendar year and

iii
whether clawback should be applied to any deferred compensation

elements of the remuneration of those employees prior to their vesting

The Remuneration Committee considers recommendations and reviews

reports from the APSPRC and is responsible for determining the

remuneration of APS In-Scope employees

Remuneration advisars

On 14 September 2010 the Remuneration Committee appointed

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP PwC as its remuneration advisors

replacing Towers Watson PwC were appointed after formal selection

process of panel interviews following the submission of detailed written

proposals by number of remuneration advisors One aspect taken into

account as part of the selection process was that the remuneration

advisors be signatories to the voluntary code of conduct in relation to

executive remuneration consulting in the UK Both PwC and Towers

Watson are signatories to the code of conduct and the relationship

between the Remuneration Committee and both companies takes

account of this

During the year as well as advice received from Towers Watson and

PwC the Committee took account of the views of the Group Chairman

Philip Hampton Group Chief Executive Stephen Hester Group Human

Resources Directors Neil Roden until October 2010 and Elaine Arden

from October 2010 the Group General Counsel and Group Secretary

Miller McLean until April 2010 and the Group Secretary Aileen Taylor

from May 2010 Advice was received from Nathan Bostock Head of

Restructuring and Risk on risk-adjustment of measures for bonus pool

funding and risk review of individual performance evaluations for the

Management Committee The Chairman of the Board Risk Committee

Philip Scott also attended Remuneration Committee meeting to advise

the Committee on matters relating to risk adjustment

PwC also provides professional services in the ordinary course of

business including assurance advisory tax and legal to subsidiaries of

the Group Towers Watson also provides actuarial advice to subsidiaries

of the Group and investment consulting and actuarial advice to the

trustees of some of the Groups pension funds The advisors to the

Remuneration Committee are appointed independently by the Committee

which reviews its selection of advisers annually The Committee is

notified of any work that is being undertaken by its advisors and is

satisfied that there are processes in place to ensure that the advice it

receives is independent
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Parformanos vaiuation

An internal review of the effectiveness of the Remuneration Committee

during 2010 was conducted The evaluation used detailed questionnaires

and individual meetings were held with each member Amongst the areas

reviewed were the role of the Committee composition meetings and

processes continuing professional development and communication

Generally the Committee was considered to be effective and meeting its

objectives with members willing to spend the time necessary to

discharge their responsibilities Whilst the Committee was viewed as

being of the right size and headed by strong Chair composition will be

kept under review to maintain the correct balance of skills and experience

Improvement in the quality of Committee papers was acknowledged

although work is being undertaken to deliver further improvements The

importance of strong link between the Committee and the Board Risk

Committee was recognised and whilst it was acknowledged that this

relationship was working well it was agreed that further improvements

should be actively considered

The Committee has considered and discussed the report on the

outcomes of the evaluation and is satisfied with the way in which the

evaluation has been conducted the conclusions and the

recommendations for actions The outcomes of the evaluation have been

reported to the Board and the actions are being progressed

Group-wide rer uneration policy

The Remuneration Committee has reviewed the Groups remuneration

policy which is anticipated will apply in 2011 and in subsequent years

The remuneration policy supports the Groups business strategy and is

designed to

attract retain motivate and reward high calibre employees to deliver

superior long-term business performance and

ensure that the Groups metrics reward structures and governance

processes as whole provide coverage of the key risks in an

appropriate way

The key principles underpinning the remuneration policy are set out

below

Pay4orpertormance

Reward is linked to business and individual performance and appropriate

account is taken of risk factors associated with that business including

where appropriate risks associated with the sustainability agenda

rket facing

Reward structures are designed to offer value for money in the markets

where the Group operates Both annual compensation and total

compensation are set around market median competitiveness although

our pay-for-performance policy allows for higher pay for the highest

performers

Allow for custornisafon

The composition of reward generally allows for customisation through

individual choice in order to maximise value delivered to employees

Governance

There is robust governance framework in place to ensure that reward

design and delivery complies with appropriate policy standards and

meets relevant regulatory requirements

The Remuneration Committee undertakes an annual review of the

adequacy and effectiveness of the remuneration policy to ensure it is fully

aligned with the Groups long-term objectives There is also key role for

the RBS Risk Management function in the management and oversight of

reward structures and decision-making The Remuneration Committee

will consider any issues raised by the Board Risk Committee prior to

approving the policy

The individual elements of employees remuneration packages are as

follows

Base salary

Base salaries should be appropriate in the specific market for the

business in which an individual works and also reflect the talents skills

and competencies that the individual brings to the Group There should

be sufficient level of fixed pay so that inappropriate risk-taking is not

encouraged

Annual incentives

Annual incentives are designed to reward good financial and non

financial performance that supports the business strategy taking into

account the Groups risk appetite and personal contribution in the context

that it was delivered

The approach to determining an appropriate annual incentive pooi is

based around four technical workstreams led by the central control

functions Finance Human Resources and RBS Risk Management The

workstreams provide context around how much market-competitive/on

target pool would be on financial performance on risk performance on

capital adequacy and on the impact of incentive awards on the balance

sheet

Performance is central to the determination of annual incentive pools

Performance assessment is based on balanced scorecard of measures

including financial performance risk people and customer measures

Overall expenditure on annual incentives is reviewed by the

Remuneration Committee at the end of each year taking into account the

performance of the business on the basis described above This is further

scrutinised on divisional and functional basis based on range of

different
efficiency

and risk adjusted profit measures including changes in

Economic Profit for shareholders

Allocation of any variable reward from the pool depends on divisional

functional and individual performance against the performance measures

set at the beginning of the year Individual performance assessment is

supported by structured performance management framework Targets

should be specific measurable set at the beginning of the year and

communicated to the employees

The Group only uses guaranteed bonuses in limited circumstances in

accordance with the FSA Code
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The purpose of deferred awards is to support performance culture

where employees recognise the importance of sustainable Group

business and individual performance Under the Group-wide deferral

arrangements significant proportion of annual incentive awards for our

more senior employees will be deferred over three year period

Deferred awards are subject to clawback

new deferral plan was approved by shareholders on 15 December

2009 Under this plan annual incentives are deferred into awards vesting

over three year period significant portion of deferral is in form

which meets regulatory requirements

LongTerm Incentive Plans

To encourage the creation of value over the long term and to align the

rewards of the participants with the returns to shareholders the

Group provides employees in senior roles executive level and selected

senior management the opportunity to receive annual awards of long-

term incentives

new Long-Term Incentive Plan was approved by shareholders on 28

April 2010 under which awards are structured as performance-vesting

shares For the most senior roles vesting will be based partly on

divisional or functional performance and partly on performance across the

Group

Awards will not vest unless the Remuneration Committee is satisfied that

risk management during the performance period has been effective at

Group and division/functional level The Remuneration Committees

determination will be informed by input from the Group Chief Risk Officer

and the Board Risk Committee Specifically prior to vesting the

Remuneration Committee will have regard to risk and compliance across

the Group and divisions and make an assessment of future risks as

appropriate

All awards are subject to clawback

Pension arrangements

The Group aims to provide competitive retirement benefits Since

October 2006 UK employees have been eligible for cash allowance in

lieu of pension provision and have had the facility to choose to have part

of their remuneration in the form of contributions to The Royal Bank of

Scotland Group Retirement Savings Plan little over one half of UK

employees continue to participate in defined benefit pension

arrangements

Executive remuneration policy

Components of executive directors remuneration

Base salaries of executive directors are reviewed annually It has been

agreed that the Group Chief Executive will receive no increase in base

salary in 2011 The annual salary for the Group Finance Director will be

increased from 725000 to 750000 with effect from April 2011

Benefits

Executive directors are eligible to receive various employee benefits or

cash equivalent from flexible benefits account on similar basis to

other employees

Details of pension arrangements of directors are shown on page 262

Gordon Pell retired from the Group and the Board on 31 March 2010

shortly after his normal pension age of 60 Details of his pension are

shown in this report Following Gordon Pells retirement no current

director is member of the Groups defined benefit pension plans

For all executive directors joining on or after October 2006 pension

provision is in the form of pension allowance which may be used to

participate in The Royal Bank of Scotland Group Retirement Savings

Plan which is open to all employees or to invest in alternative pension

arrangements or to take all or some of the allowance in cash In addition

as employees executive directors are eligible to participate in Sharesave

and Buy As You Earn plans These plans are not subject to performance

conditions since they are operated on an all-employee basis Executive

directors also receive death-in-service cover

In addition to salary and benefits executive directors receive variable

remuneration in the form of annual and long-term incentives

Annual incentives

Following consultation with UKFI and other institutional shareholders

Share Bank arrangement has been put in place for the executive

directors annual incentive awards for 2010 and 2011 The Share Bank

arrangement replaces the previous annual incentive arrangement and

means that the executive directors will receive no cash bonus

2010

The 2010 targets covered progress against the Strategic Plan financial

performance risk efficiency and control measures as well as stakeholder

and people management Executive directors have normal maximum

incentive opportunity of 200% of salary with an exceptional maximum of

250% of salary

The Remuneration Committee has reviewed the annual incentive awards

for the executive directors for 2010 performance taking into account

performance against targets set at the beginning of 2010 Performance

was assessed across broad range of quantitative and qualitative

measures and was supported by robust performance management

framework including formal half year review

During 2010 performance has been strong and all the Groups main

performance indicators are ahead of the Strategic Plan both in terms of

timing and outcomes More information on the Groups performance can

be found on pages 12 and 13 There are however small number of

areas where the Group is not performing well ahead of the targets which

have been set Accordingly the Remuneration Committee has

recommended and the Board excluding executive directors has agreed

that the Group Chief Executive and Group Finance Director should

receive annual incentive awards of 170% and 186% of salary respectively
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For 2010 performance the executive directors annual incentive will be

delivered entirely as an allocation into Share Bank The allocated shares

will vest in two equal tranches in March 2012 and 2013 and must then be

held for further six months The Group Chief Executive has voluntarily

agreed to total holding period of twelve months after vesting Clawback

provisions will again apply prior to vesting of the shares

The maximum potential allocation of shares in respect of the 2011

financial year under Share Bank will be 6.0 million shares for the Group

Chief Executive and 3.75 million shares for the Group Finance Director

These allocations were agreed following consultation with shareholders

at the beginning of 2011 The potential allocations represent normal

maximum annual incentive levels for executive directors based on the

share price prevailing at the start of the consultation period and will be

assessed for final allocation in 2012 on that basis Depending on share

price movement during the performance period the value of the final

allocation could further increase or decrease

Between 0% and 100% of the maximum potential allocation will be

formally allocated into Share Bank in March 2012 based on 2011

performance across five performance categories strategic direction

business delivery and financial performance stakeholders including

delivery against UK government lending commitments risk and control

and capability and development Fixing the number of shares in this way

avoids unintended consequences arising from share price volatility

around award dates and provides clear alignment with shareholder

interests through the year

The Remuneration Committee will determine the actual allocation to

Share Bank by reference to the extent to which executive directors have

met the performance targets Shares allocated in respect of 2011

performance will vest in two equal tranches in March 2013 and 2014

respectively Clawback provisions will apply to shares allocated to Share

Bank for the period prior to their vesting

Share awards made as part of Share Bank will be delivered under the

rules of the Deferral Plan approved by shareholders in 2009

An illustration of Share Bank for the 2011 performance year is set out

below

Performance

o%toloo%

_________ _________
2011 2012 2013 2014

Subject to ctawback pnor to vesting

To comply with the FSA Code shares will be subject to holding period

of six months after vesting

germ ncnvo
The Group provides long-term incentives which are designed to link

reward with the long-term success of the Group and recognise the

responsibility participants have in driving its future success and delivering

value for shareholders

Performance conditions attaching to awards made to executive directors

under the LTIP in 2010 are shown on page 259

As in 2010 awards in 2011 will be granted under the LTIP and will be

entirely in the form of shares rather than share options

Awards to executive directors have normal maximum limit of 400% of

salary Whilst the award policy for executive directors may be increased

in exceptional circumstances prior shareholder consultation would be

undertaken

Awards granted to executive directors in 2011 will be capped at 375% of

agreed salary

Performance criteria for awards qrCntd to executive directors

under the LTIP in 2011

Performance conditions for the 2011 LTIP awards have been chosen not

only to align executive directors directly with outcomes for shareholders

but also with those key actions required to deliver shareholder value over

the long term and factor in the growing regulatory emphasis on risk-

adjusted financial metrics The four performance measurement areas set

out below are equally weighted

Relative Total Shareholder Return TSR 25%

Core Bank Economic Profit 25%

Balance Sheet Risk 25% and

Strategic Scorecard 25%

The four performance conditions attached to the awards see description

of performance conditions on pages 252 to 254 will each have the ability

to deliver number of shares worth up to 100% of salary based on

agreed salary at date of grant and share price based on five day

average prior to grant however the number of shares that vest will be

subject to an overall cap in value of 375% of salary again based on

agreed salary and share price at the time the award was made

There is an underpin to the performance conditions whereby awards will

only vest if the Committee is satisfied that risk management during the

performance period has been effective and that financial and non

financial performance has been satisfactory in line with the Strategic

Plan In assessing this the Committee will be advised independently by

the Board Risk Committee
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Relative TSR applying to 25% of overall 2011 LTIP award in total

Relative TSR has been retained in the LTIP to provide direct

connection between the reward provided to executive directors and the

relative performance delivered to our shareholders

The relative TSR performance condition is identical to that applying for

2010 LTIP awards The relative TSR measure compares the Groups

performance over three year performance period against basket of

banks from the UK and overseas weighted towards those companies

most similar to the Group

The companies in the comparator group for 2011 awards are as follows

Corn parator companies wei5hting

Barclays 200%

Lloyds Banking Group

Santander 150%

HSBC

Standard Chartered

Citigroup 100%

Deutsche Bank

JP Morgan Chase

Bank of America 50%

10 BBVA

11 BNP Paribas

12 Credit Agricole

13 Credit Suisse Group

14 National Australia Bank Limited

15 Royal Bank of Canada

16 Societe Generale

17 The Toronto-Dominion Bank Group

18 UBS

19 Unicredito

20 Wells Fargo Company

To receive any of the LTIP awards subject to this performance measure

the Groups performance must be at least as good as the median of the

comparator companies with vesting as follows

20% of the award will vest if the Groups TSR is at the median of the

companies in the comparator group

100% of the award will vest if the Groups TSR is at the upper

quartile of the companies in the comparator group

pro-rata proportion of the award will vest in between these points

Core bank Economic Profit applying to 25% of overall 2011 LTIP

award in total

At the end of the performance period for these awards the value of the

Group will be determined by the Core banks ability to generate enduring

returns for shareholders For this reason for the 2011 LTIP awards the

Economic Profit measure is focused on the Core bank The focus on

Core bank Economic Profit ensures that performance reflects enduring

earnings for the bank while the Balance Sheet Risk targets capture

performance of Non-Core

Economic Profit being risk-adjusted financial measure is consistent

with the FSA Code and also provides balance between measuring

growth and the cost of capital employed in delivering that growth
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Core bank Economic Profit is defined as return attributable to

shareholders less equity multiplied by the cost of equity

return attributable to shareholders is Core Operating Profit reported

in the financial statements excluding fair value of own debt and APS
taxed at standard tax rate of 28%

equity is defined as tangible equity allocated to the Core businesses

with adjustments to strip out distorting impacts arising from fair value

of own debt available-for-sale reserves cashflow hedging reserve

and APS

current cost of equity is 12% which is subject to review at least

annually

Targets have been set so that maximum vesting under the awards is only

achieved for performance ahead of the Groups refreshed Strategic Plan

25% of this portion of the award will vest at threshold performance

Threshold vesting requires average return on tangible equity over the

performance period at reasonable margin above the cost of capital

Due to the commercially sensitive nature of these targets details of the

actual targets and performance against these will be disclosed

retrospectively once the award vests

Bance Sheet Rick and Strategic Sccrecard applying to hO% of

overall 2011 LTIP award in total

For the 2011 awards 25% of the overall award will vest based on

achievement of Balance Sheet Risk targets and 25% of the overall

award will vest on achievement of Strategic Scorecard targets over

three year period

These measures have been chosen to complement the Core bank

Economic Profit and Relative TSR measures in aligning the LTIP with the

advancement of the strategic position and capability of the organisation

and the building of sustainable business The 2011 measures will have

particular focus on risk reduction the resolution of the Non-Core

business and the building of sustainable and responsible franchise for

the Group

To ensure that the Group is positioned to deliver sustainable value for

shareholders beyond the initial turnaround timeframe the balanced

Strategic Scorecard rewards management for delivering robust basis

for future growth in terms of the strength of our franchise efficiency

reputation and the strength and engagement of our employees

For the first of these awards the Remuneration Committee will assess

and judge performance against the measures set out below

Prtormance measurea

Non-Core assets

Cumulative Non-Core loss

Group Core Tier Capital

Balance Wholesale funding

Sheet Risk Liquidity reserves

measures Leverage ratio

and targets Loan to deposit ratio

Risk Appetite Framework

Funded assets

Attributes
driving credit rating

UK Retail and Commercial franchise

US Retail and Commercial franchise

Investment Banking franchise

Measures from Groups customer dashboard

Costincome ratio in Core bank

Strategic
European Commission divestments

Scorecard

Sustainability
measures

and targets
Relative Economic Profit Growth

Progress in people issues

Embed
strategic thinking balanced business

evolution

Majority of Groups divisions to have met the tests

at heart of the Strategic Plan

Where possible quantitative strategic measures will be used However it

is also important to the Group to focus on qualitative measures which

consider issues such as reputation customer excellence organisational

capability and sustainability given these will support the long term goals

of the business

Targets for each measure will be set at the start of the performance

period Where applicable these will be aligned with the banks published

Strategic Plan targets At the end of the period each measure will be

assessed against the target and vesting will be based on the proportion

of targets fully met see below qualified by Remuneration Committee

discretion taking other relevant factors into account Consideration will

also be given to volume of lending over the performance period subject

to commercial viability

To avoid unintended consequences the scorecard will not be set in

formulaic manner but will provide framework for structured

Remuneration Committee discretion which will be supported by

disclosure at the end of the performance period justifying the vesting

decision arrived at In addition commentary will be provided on an annual

basis in relation to progress against targets where not commercially

sensitive

..

Does not meet 0% Over half of objectives not met

Partially meets 25% Half of objectives met

Significantly meets 62.5% Two-thirds of objectives met

Fully meets 100% Objectives met or exceeded in all

material respects

Qualified by Remuneration Committee discretion taking into account

changes in circumstances over the performance period the relative

importance of the measures the margin by which individual targets have

been missed or exceeded and any other relevant factors
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Rak underpn and clawback

The Remuneration Committee will also review financial and operational performance against the Strategic Plan and risk performance prior to agreeing

vesting of awards

If the Remuneration Committee considers that the vesting outcome calibrated in line with the performance conditions outlined above does not reflect the

Groups underlying financial results or if the Committee considers that the financial results have been achieved with excessive risk then the terms of the

awards allow for an underpin to be used to reduce vesting of an award or to allow the award to lapse in its entirety

All awards are subject to clawback

2011 compensadon framework

The chart below summarises the 2011 compensation framework illustration
for the Group Chief Executive

ii
______

.0

______
Subject to ctawback prior to vesting

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

In order to comply with the FSA Code shares will be subject to holding period of six months after vesting

year

performance

10% to 100%l

year

performance

10% to 100%
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Sharhokling guidefrtes

The Group operates shareholding guidelines for executive directors The

target shareholding level is 200% of gross annual salary for the Group

Chief Executive and 100% of gross annual salary for executive directors

Executive directors have period of five years in which to build up their

shareholdings to meet the guideline levels

jj Salary

Benefits

Pension allowance

On-Target Bonus

deferred into shares

Long term incentive award

expected value

The charts above show the composition of remuneration opportunity for

on-target annual performance and with the long term incentive awards

shown at the expected value Short term incentive payments earned in

relation to 2011 performance will be deferred and will vest subject to

satisfactory performance The actual value of the long term incentive

awards will depend on performance over the period 2011 to 2013 and the

share price at the time the awards vest

Non-exectiwt dittcthr

The level of remuneration for non-executive directors reflects their

responsibility and time commitment and the level of fees paid to non-

executive directors of comparable major UK companies Non-executive

directors do not
participate

in any incentive or performance plan Non-

executive director fees are reviewed regularly Fees paid to non-

executive directors for the year ended 31 December 2010 are set out on

page 258

Tothi rharehoder returfl pmce
The performance graph below illustrates the performance of the company

over the past five years in terms of total shareholder return compared

with that of the companies comprising the FTSE 100 Index This Index

has been selected because it represents cross-section of leading UK

companies The total shareholder return for FTSE banks for the same

period has been added for comparison The total shareholder return for

the company and the indices have been rebased to 100 for 2005 The

second graph below illustrates the same performance of the company

during 2010

Governance

Group Chief Executive Stephen I-lester

Group Finance Director Bruce Van Saun
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Servce contracts

The companys policy in relation to the duration of contracts with directors

is that executive directors contracts generally continue until termination

by either party subject to the required notice or until retirement The

notice period under the service contracts of executive directors will not

normally exceed twelve months In relation to newly recruited executive

directors subject to the prior approval of the Remuneration Committee

the notice period may be extended beyond twelve months if there is

clear case for this Where longer period of notice is initially approved on

appointment it will normally be structured such that it will automatically

reduce to twelve months in due course

All new service contracts for executive directors are subject to approval

by the Remuneration Committee Those contracts normally include

standard clauses covering the performance review process the

companys normal disciplinary procedure and terms for dismissal in the

event of failure to perform or in situations involving actions in breach of

the Groups policies and standards

Any compensation payment made in connection with the departure of an

executive director will be subject to approval by the Remuneration

Committee having regard to the terms of the service contract and the

reasons for termination

No compensation was paid to Gordon Pell on his retirement from

employment of the Group on 31 March 2010 Details of his pension are

shown on page 262

Information regarding directors service contracts is shown below

mk eme
Dcerrtctrt

Executes rtrectors

Stephen Hester November 2008 12 months 12 months

Bruce Van Saun September 2009 12 months 12 months

Former executere drecor

Except as noted below in the event of severance where any contractual

notice period is not worked the employing company may pay sum to

the executive in lieu of the notice period In the event of situations

involving breach of the employing companys policies resulting
in

dismissal reduced or no payments may be made to the executive

Depending on the circumstances of the termination of employment the

executive may be entitled or the Remuneration Committee may allow

outstanding awards under long-term incentive arrangements to vest

subject to the rules of the relevant plan

Stephen Hester

If Stephen Hesters employment is terminated by reason of his personal

underperformance the company is entitled to terminate by giving written

notice with immediate effect and without making any payment in lieu

thereof and Stephen Hester will forfeit any unvested stock awards

In the event that Stephen Hesters employment is terminated by the

company other than by reason of his personal underperformance the

following will apply First he will be entitled to receive payment in lieu of

notice to the value of base salary bonus and benefits including pension

contributions Secondly any share awards granted to him to replace

bonus and share awards he forfeited on leaving The British Land

Company PLC will vest immediately on such termination If he resigns

voluntarily
and the company does not require him to work out his notice

period Stephen Hester may receive payment in lieu of notice based on

salary only i.e no bonus or benefits In both cases the treatment of any

other unvested stock awards will be determined at the discretion of the

Remuneration Committee

Bruce Van Saun

In the event that Bruce Van Sauns employment is terminated by reason

of his personal underperformance the company is entitled to terminate

by giving written notice with immediate effect and without making any

payment in lieu of notice Any payment in lieu of notice that may be made

to Bruce Van Saun would be based on salary only i.e no bonus or

benefits

The company has agreed that provided certain conditions are met on

leaving employment Bruce Van Saun will not forfeit awards under the

rules of the Deferral Plan the Medium-term Performance Plan and the

Executive Share Option Plan

Gordon Pall

Gordon Pell retired from employment of the Group on 31 March 2010 on

attaining
his normal retirement age In line with the rules of the Group

Pension Fund no discount applied on payment of his pension
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Governance

Chairrnon id nan-Gxecutve direcktrs

Under the Articles of Association of the company directors must stand for re-election by shareholders at least once every three years However in

accordance with the provisions of the UK Corporate Governance Code all directors of the company will stand for re-election by shareholders at the

companys 2011 Annual General Meeting and annually thereafter The original dates of appointment as directors of the company for the Chairman and

non-executive directors and the dates for next re-election are as follows

Date for election or

..-.-..-........-.-.-.-.........-

Philip Hampton 19 January 2009 2011

Cohn Buchan li June 2002 2011

Sandy Crombie June2009 2011

Penny Hughes January2010 2011

Joe MacHale September 2004 2011

John McFarlane October 2008 2011

Brendan Nelson lApril 2010 2011

Art Ryan October2008 2011

Philip Scott November2009 2011

The non-executive directors do not have service contracts or notice

periods although they have letters of engagement reflecting their

responsibilities and commitments These letters make clear to non-

executive directors the time commitment they are expected to give to

their Board duties Brendan Nelson Philip Scott and Penny Hughes

letters of engagement specifically state that their time commitment should

be in line with the Walker Review in respect of their general Board duties

and additional time as necessary in respect of Committee duties

including in particular any Committees which they chair

No compensation would be paid to any non-executive director in the

event of termination of appointment

Philip Hampton is entitled to receive cash payment in lieu of notice if his

appointment is terminated as result of the Groups majority shareholder

seeking to effect the termination of his appointment The applicable

notice period is twelve months In the event that the company terminates

Philip Hamptons appointment without good reason or his re-election is

not approved by shareholders in General Meeting resulting in the

termination of his appointment he will be entitled to receive cash

payment in lieu of notice of twelve months fees

Note

Cohn Buchan will stand down as non-execative director of the Groap on Aagast 2011 following the annoancement of the Groups interim results having served jast over nine years on the Board
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Directorsr remuneration report

The tables and explanatory notes on pages 258 to 262 report the remuneration of each director for the year ended 31 December 2010 and have been

audited by the companys auditors Deloitte LLP

Directors remuneration

Benefits

000

Cr8rman

Philip Hampton 750 750 700

Excutve ciirector2

Stephen Hester 1219 2040 3267 1227

Bruce Van Saun 234 725 1349 224 2298 700

Former exeeuthio drreci.or

Gordon PelI 233 234 933

Notes

Remuneration for 2009 reflects Philip Hamptons appointment as Deputy Chairman end Chairman-designate on 19 January 2009 and his appointment as Chairmen on February 2009
Further information on pension arrangements for Stephen Hester and Bruce Van Saun can be found on page 262
Remuneration for 2009 reflects Bruce Van Sauns appointment to the Board on October 2009
Benefits include costs for Brace Van Sauns relocation to the UK during 2010

Retired with effect from 31 March 2010

As disclosed in the 2009 remuneration report no payment for loss of relation to non-executive director fees during 2010 except to standardise

office was made to Guy Whittaker who ceased to be director on 30 the Board Risk Committee Audit Committee and Remuneration

September 2009 After leaving the Group Mr Whittaker was paid total Committee membership fee at 25000 with effect from January 2010

of 729381 representing salary and benefits due under his contract of Fees paid to the Chairs of the Board Risk Audit and Remuneration

employment for the balance of his notice period Committees have also been standardised at 150000 This constitutes

an increase in the fee payable to the Chair of the Remuneration

Gordon Pell is
currently Deputy Chairman of Coutts Co and non- Committee reflecting the increased workload of that Committee and the

executive director of RBS Coutts Bank Limited He receives combined time commitment required from the Committee Chair For individual

annual fee of 100000 in respect of these roles directors differences in remuneration between 2009 and 2010 reflect any

change in Committee responsibilities and where applicable the date

The table below sets out the remuneration paid to non-executive directors they were appointed to the Board during 2009 or 2010 as set out in the

for the year ended 31 December 2010 No changes were made in notes below

Board

Board Committee 2010

fees fees Total

050 000 000

Nonexecutiver8rectors

Cohn Buchan 73 77 150 152

Sandy Crombie 150 150 88

Penny Hughes 130 130

Joe MacHale 73 68 141 111

John McFarlane 73 30 103 92

Brendan Nelson 111 111

Art Ryan 73 30 103 92

Philip
Scott 150 150 25

Former noroex000tive rSrector

Archie Hunter 24 31 55 166

Notes

Stepped down as member and Chairman of the Remuneration Committee on June 2010

Appointed us Senior Independent Director on June 2009 Fee is inclusive and covers all Board and Board Committee work

Appointed on January 2010 and became Chair of the Remuneration Committee on June 2010 From June 2010 fee is inclusive and covers all Board and Board Committee work

Stepped down as member of the Audit Committee on 30 April2010 Member of the Asset Protection Scheme Senior Oversight Committee from January 2010

Appointed on April2010 and became Chairman of the Audit Committee on 28 April 2010 Fee is inclusive and covers all Board and Board Committee work

Fee is inclusive and covers all Board and Board Committee work

Retired with effect from 28 April 2010

No director received any expense allowances chargeable to UK income tax or compensation for loss of office/termination payment The non-executive

directors did not receive any bonus payments or benefits

Salary

fees

000

Performance

bonus

000

2010

Total

000

2111111

Idol

11111111
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Long-Term Incentive Plan LTIP

The LTIP was approved by shareholders in
April

2010 It replaced both

the ESOP and the MPP Details of awards made in prior years under the
financial metrics

ESOP and MPP are shown on pages 260 and 261 Employees in senior

roles executive level and selected senior management are eligible to

receive annual awards of long-term incentives The awards will be

structured as performance-vesting deferred shares

Awards

granted

in 2010

No variation was made to any of the terms of the plan during the year

End of period

for qualifying

conditions to

be fulfilled

14.05.13

14.05.13

Performance criteria for awards granted executive directors

under the LTIP in 2010

Awards to executive directors under the LTIP in 2010 are subject to

improvement in Economic Profit 50% as well as relative TSR 25% and

absolute TSR 25%

Relative TSR

The relative TSR measure compares the Groups performance against

group of comparator banks from the UK and overseas weighted towards

those companies most similar to the Group The comparator companies

and relevant weightings and vesting schedule are the same as those for

the 2011 LTIP awards as set out on page 252

Absolute TSR

The absolute TSR measure is based on the achievement of share price

targets by the end of the performance period

In respect of the absolute TSR performance measure for the LTIP awards

in 2010 vesting is on straight-line basis and is determined as follows

to receive 20% of the award threshold the share price would need

to reach 57.5 pence or more and

below 57.5p vesting would be zero

Economic profit

Maximum vesting of the economic profit measure will be triggered by

early delivery of Core business profitability well ahead of the range

implied by the published Strategic Plan targets and also in excess of the

cost of capital

Risk underpin and clawback

If the Remuneration Committee consider that the vesting outcome

calibrated in line with the performance conditions outlined above does not

reflect the Groups underlying financial results or if the Committee

considers that the financial results have been achieved with excessive

risk then the terms of the awards allow for an underpin to be used to

reduce vesting of an award or to allow the award to lapse in its entirety

to receive vesting of 100% of the shares the share price would need Awards are subject to clawback

to reach 77.5 pence or more

The performance conditions for the LTIP awards focus on shareholder

value while factoring in the growing regulatory emphasis on risk-adjusted

Market

price on

award

Stephen Hester 8578432 0.49 8578432

Bruce Van Saun 5182803 0.49 5182803

Awards Market price Awards held

vested in on vesting at 31 December

21t10 2010

Notes

Stephen Hester has agreed to voluntary holding period of two further years beyond the vesting date for the net post-tax number of vested shares in respect of at least one third of the award

21 Bruce Van Saun has agreed to vuluntary holding period of two farther years beyond the vesting date for the net post-tan number of vested shares for the amount over 300% of his salary
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Directors remuneration report

Defored awards

In 2009 the Group changed its approach to paying bonuses Annual awards are now deferred over three years and
portion

of the awards will be paid

in shares For executive directors the entire award is delivered in the form of shares These steps help to ensure that the interests of those receiving

awards are aligned with those of our shareholders Below are details of deferred awards granted to executive directors during the year ended 31

December 2010 Awards are structured as conditional rights to receive shares and are subject to clawback

Awards held at

Market

Awards price on

granted award

in 2010

Awards held at

31 December 2010

Bruce Van Saun 957071 0.38 957071

Stephen Hester agreed to waive his Deferred Awards in 2010

Shzre tption

The Executive Share Option Plan ESOP was approved by shareholders in April 2007 No further awards will be made under the ESOP

Options exercised in 2010

Market price

at date of Options Option 3lDernr20
Options held at eoercise lapsed in price

iJanuary2t0 Number

Stephen Hester 9550000 0.37 9550000 22.06.12 21 .06.19

Gordon Pell 104252 4.80 104252 14.08.04- 13.08.11

98879 5.07 98879 14.03.05 13.03.12

178412 3.45 178412 13.03.06 12.03.13

169158 4.84 169158 11.03.07-10.03.14

181304 4.83 181304 10.03.08 09.03.15

310364 310364 4.70 lapsed

4i0 4087 apse
1683240 951235 732005

Bruce Van Saun 905306 0.57 905306 08.09.12 07.09.19

Notes

11 Options held at 31 March 2010 when Gordon Pell ceased to be director

This award was subiect to performance conditions which were not achieved

No options had their terms and conditions varied during the year ended

31 December 2010 No payment is required on the award of an option

The plan was amended in 2009 to introduce clawback provision for

grants made in 2009 In respect of the grant of options in 2009 the

performance conditions for executive directors are based on

combination of relative and absolute Total Shareholder Return TSR
measures

The market
price

of the companys ordinary shares at 31 December 2010

was 39.07p and the range during the year ended 31 December 2010 was

31 .25p to 58.O5p

In the ten year period to 31 December 2010 awards made that could

require new issue shares under the companys share plans represented

4.1% of the companys issued ordinary share capital including the

share capital leaving an available dilution headroom of 5.9% The

company meets its employee share plan obligations through

combination of new issue shares and market purchase shares

Awards Market price

vested in on vesting

2010

End of period

for qualifying

conditions to

be fulfilled

18.06.12
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MedrtrnTarm Performance Pan MPP
The MPP waa approved by shareholders in April 2001 No further awards will be made under the MPP

Market End of period

Scheme interests price on Awards Awardn Scheme interests for qualifying

share equivalents amard nented in enercised share equivalents conditionn to

Jaiy.P.1P__.S
Stephen Hester 4800000 0.37 4800000 22.06.12

Gordon Pell 305177 2.97 lapsed

Bruce Van Saun 13 1810611 0.57 1810611 22.06.12

Notes

It Stephen Hester has voluntarily agreed to retain any nhams that he receives for further two years past the vesting date

12 Awards held at 31 March 2010 when Gordon Pull ceased to be director Thin award wan subiect to performance conditions which were not achieved

End of qualifying period 22 June 2012 however award unavailable for esercise until September 2012 three yeurs from date uf uwurd

No variation was made to any of the terms of the plan during the year

Reatrkted Share Award
Market Market Value of End of period

Awards price on Awards price on awards for quulifying

Awards held ut gruvted in uwurd vested iv vesting vested Awards held at conditions to

Stephen Hester 55069871 0.48 469064 0.4491 210657

695167 0.4368 303649

879458 0.3814 335425 3463298 21 .11.08 29.05.11

12213742 0.48 610687 0.4050 247328 610687 21.11.09-21.11.11

6728361 2654376 1097059 4073985

Philip Hampton 5172413 0.29 5172413 27.02.12

Notes

Awards to replace bonus and share awards Stephen Hester forfeited on leaving The Eritish Lund Company PLC which reflect the vesting dateu of the original awards Initially Stephen Hester was

awarded 10407081 restricted shams on joining the Group

12 These awards vent us to 1/3 on euch of the first second end third ennivemery of award subject to their terms

The Remuneration CommiSee can amend the award made to Philip Hampton us it considers appropriate However shareholder approval will be required to amend certain provisions to his

advantage These provisions relate to the basis for determining his entitlement to and the terms of shares or other benefits and for the adjustment thereof if any if there isa cupitulisution issue

rights issue or open offer sub-division or consolidation of shares or reduction of capital or any other variation of capital and the amendment power itsefi The Remuneration Committee may without

shareholder upprovul make minor amendments to facilitute the administration of the uward to comply with or tuke account of
usy proposed or ecistivg legislation or to obtuin or maintain favourable

tuc euchunge control ur regulatory treatment for Philip Hampton or his employer The benefit of the award is sot pensionable lv assessivg the performance to determine the vesting of this award

the Remuneration Committee will consider vumber of factors which demonstrate whether Philip Hampton has led the successful and sustainable rebuilding of the Group The Commisee wilt also

require to be satisfied that the vesting level is commensurate with the underlying financial performasce of the Grosp
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Directors remuneration report oeinued

Drectctrs penson arrangements

During 2010 Gordon Pell accrued pensionable service in The Royal

Bank of Scotland Group Pension Fund the RBS Fund until his

retirement date of 31 March 2010 The RBS Fund is defined benefit

fund registered with HM Revenue Customs under the Finance Act 2004

Gordon Pell was provided with additional pension benefits on defined

benefit basis outwith the RBS Fund The
figures shown below include the

accrual in respect of these arrangements

Net of statutory revaluation applying to deferred pensions

Disclosure of these benefits has been made in accordance with the

United Kingdom Listing Authoritys Listing Rules and with the Large and

Medium-sized Companies and Groups Accounts and Reports

Regulations 2008

Notes

111 Gordon Pell retired on 31 March 2010 The figures in the table above show his cash equivalent transfer value ICETVI as at the end of the year using the appropriate factors that would apply at that

date Prior to his retirement and subsequent exchange of part of his pension for lump sum his accrued pension was 590940 p.a at 31 March 2010 The equivalent CETV of this pre-commutation
amount was 013394000 us at3l March 2010

The decrease in pension daring the year is result of the lump sam of 488579 plus an additional 91575 in respect of the excess above his personal tifetime allowance taken by Gordon Pelt on
retirement which offset the accrual from 31 December 2009 to 31 March 2010

Gordon Pell retired from the Group on 31 March 2010 shortly after his

normal pension age of 60 His pension at retirement was based on his 39

years of service with Lloyds TSB and with the Group part of which has

been funded by transfer payment from Lloyds TSB pension plan As

required by the Large and Medium-sized Companies and Groups

Accounts and Reports Regulations 2008 the value shown above is the

value at the end of the year of the residual pension

There is
significant difference in the form of disclosure required by the

Listing Rules and the Large and Medium-sized Companies and Groups

Accounts and Reports Regulations 2008 The former requires

disclosure of the additional pension earned during the period and the

transfer value equivalent to this pension based on financial conditions at

the end of the period The latter requires the disclosure of the difference

between the transfer value at the start and end of the period and is

therefore dependent on the change in financial conditions over that time

The proportion of benefits represented by funded pension schemes for

Gordon Pell is 39%

Stephen Hester and Bruce Van Saun are provided with cash allowance

in place of pension benefits or have contributions made to defined

contribution pension arrangement as detailed below

2010

000
Cash aflowancer place of pension

Stephen Hester
420 420

Bruce Van Saun

Penson contrbuhons to deflned contrtiuton penson arrangement
Bruce Van Saun 321

itarrange

Gordon Pell

Accrued

entitlement at

Age at 31 December

31 December 2010

000p2

60 563

Transfer value

Additional Additional for the additional

pension pension Increase
pension

earned earned in transfer earned

during the during the Transfer Transfer value during during the

year ended
year ended vatue as at value as at the year ended year ended

31 December 31 December 31 December 31 December 31 December 31 December

2010 2010 2010 2009 2010 2010

EO pa ttOflp.a 000 000 rooD

19 19 12732 13581 849 441
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Project Morlin discloeure cornrnitrnsnts

The Group is committed to increasing the transparency of remuneration

within the financial services industry and contributing to an international

level playing field on disclosure In addition to aligning with FSA

requirements on remuneration disclosure by 31 December 2011 the

Group has enhanced its Directors Remuneration Report to include the

five highest paid senior executive officers as well as maintaining

disclosure levels for executive directors

The data below relates to the five members of the Groups Executive

Committee with the highest total remuneration for 2010 For consistency

figures are shown in GBP Where applicable currency conversion was

based on the 2010 average exchange rate for fixed remuneration and the

31 December 2010 spot rate for bonus figures in line with the approach

taken in this Report

No sign-on or severance awards have been made during 2010 to any of the above individuals

Notes

11 In addition the total value of pension and other allowances paid during 2010 for each individual shown in the table above was

Pension and other allowances 000

Executive 736

Executive 294

Executive 293

Executive 647

Executive 244

Executive Reward Schemes shares include long-term incentive awards made following the end of the relevant financial year The amounts shown reflect two thirds of the grant-date face value of

the underlying shares to reflect an approximate performance factor applicable to these awards The exact number of shares under each award will be based on the share price prior to grant and will

therefore be determined at the time of grant

Variable remuneration reflects the amounts of vuriable remuneration awarded in respect of the financial year and has been split into different elements based on the deferral position applicable for

each employee Deferral arrangements are compliant with the requirements of the FSA Code

Penny Kughes

Chair of the Remuneration Committee

23 February 2011

488

Executive Executive Executive Executive Executive

000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 909

1018

490

734

253

1020

1530

734

238

Salary 11 1779 700 750 750 650

Variable remuneration cash

Variable remuneration bond

Variable remuneration shares

subject to retention

Deferred remuneration bond

Deferred remuneration shares

subject to retention

Variable in Executive Reward

Schemes shares 21 1718 1333 1292 1000

Total variable remuneration 4166 5233 2609 2492 1976

Total remuneration 5945 5933 3359 3242 2626

255

383

1530

193

240

360

133

383

195

293

360 293
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Directors interests in shares

31 Dece

Shares beneficially Shares

owned at January 2010 beneficially Value

or date of appointment if later owned

Chrman
Philip Hampton 276312 276312 107955

Executive dryttcr

Stephen Hester 2167419 3463297 1353110

Nonexecutv directois

Cohn Buchan
157515 157515 61541

Sandy Crombie
200000 200000 78140

Penny Hughes 8175 8175 3194
Joe MacHale

284317 284317 111083
John McFarlane

50000 50.000 19535
Brendan Nelson 120018 46891
Art Ryan 50000 50000 19535
Philip Scott

500000 500000 195350

Note

Value
is

based on the share price at 31 December 2010 which was 3907p During the
year ended 31 December 2010 the share price ranged from 31.25p to 58OSp

No other director had an interest in the companys ordinary shares during the year or held non-beneficial interest in the shares of the company at 31

December 2010 at January 2010 or date of appointment if later The interests shown above include connected persons of the directors

As at 23 February 2011 there were no changes to the directors interests in shares shown in the table above
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Statement of directors responsibHfties Governance

The directors are required by Article of the AS Regulation European

Commission Regulation No 1606/2002 to prepare Group accounts and

as permitted by the Companies Act 2006 have elected to prepare

company accounts for each financial year in accordance with

International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the European

Union They are responsible for preparing accounts that present fairly the

financial position financial performance and cash flows of the Group and

the company In preparing those accounts the directors are required to

select suitable accounting policies
and then apply them consistently

make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent

and

state whether applicable accounting standards have been followed

subject to any material departures disclosed and explained in the

accounts

The directors are responsible for keeping proper accounting records

which disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position

of the Group and to enable them to ensure that the Annual Report and

Accounts complies with the Companies Act 2006 They are also

responsible for safeguarding the assets of the Group and hence for

taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and

other irregularities

By order of the Board

Aileen Taylor

Secretary

23 February 2011

We the directors listed below confirm that to the best of our knowledge

the financial statements prepared in accordance with International

Financial Reporting Standards give true and fair view of the

assets liabilities financial position
and profit or loss of the company

and the undertakings included in the consolidation taken as whole

and

the Business review which is incorporated into the Directors report

includes fair review of the development and performance of the

business and the position of the company and the undertakings

included in the consolidation taken as whole together with

description of the principal risks and uncertainties that they face

By order of the Board

Philip Hampton

Chairman

23 February 2011

Stephen Hester

Group Chief Executive

Bruce Van Saun

Group Finance Director

Board of directors

Excuthc directors

Stephen Hester

Bruce Van Saun

NxecUtR dir tors

Cohn Buchan

Sandy Crombie

Penny Hughes

Joe MacHale

John McFarlane

Brendan Nelson

Arthur Art Ryan

Philip Scott

Philip Hampton
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Independent auditors report

to the rnsmbors The Royal Sank of Scotland Group plc

We have audited the financial statements of The Royal Bank of Scotland

Group plc the company and its subsidiaries together the Group for

the year ended 31 December 2010 which comprise the accounting

policies the balance sheets as at 31 December 2010 the consolidated

income statement the consolidated statement of comprehensive income

the statements of changes in equity and the cash flow statements for the

year ended 31 December 2010 the related Notes Ito 44 and the

information identified as audited in the Risk and balance sheet

management section of the Business review The financial reporting

framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law

and International Financial Reporting Standards IFRS as adopted by

the European Union and as regards the company financial statements

as applied in accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act 2006

This report is made solely to the companys members as body in

accordance with Chapter of Part 16 of the Companies Act 2006 Our

audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to the companys

members those matters we are required to state to them in an auditors

report and for no other purpose To the fullest extent permitted by law we

do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the company

and the companys members as body for our audit work for this report

or for the opinions we have formed

Respective responsibilities of directors and auditor

As explained more fully in the Statement of directors responsibilities the

directors are responsible for the preparation of the financial statements

and for being satisfied that they give true and fair view

Our responsibility
is to audit and express an opinion on the financial

statements in accordance with applicable law and International Standards

on Auditing UK and Ireland Those standards require us to comply with

the Auditing Practices Boards Ethical Standards for Auditors

Scope of the audit of the financial statements

An audit involves obtaining evidence about the amounts and disclosures

in the financial statements sufficient to give reasonable assurance that

the financial statements are free from material misstatement whether

caused by fraud or error This includes an assessment of the

reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by the directors

in the preparation of the financial statements whether the accounting

policies are appropriate to the circumstances of the company and the

Group and have been consistently applied and adequately disclosed and

the overall presentation of the financial statements

In our opinion

the financial statements give true and fair view of the state of the

Groups and of the companys affairs as at 31 December2010 and

of the Groups loss for the year then ended

the Group financial statements have been properly prepared in

accordance with IFRS as adopted by the European Union

the company financial statements have been properly prepared in

accordance with IFRS as adopted by the European Union and as

applied in accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act

2006 and

Financia statements

the financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the

requirements of the Companies Act 2006 and as regards the Group

financial statements Article of the lAS Regulation

Separate opinion in relation to IFRS as issued by the ASB
As explained in the accounting policies the Group has prepared financial

statements that comply with IFRS as adopted by the European Union

and with IFRS as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board

IASB

In our opinion the Group financial statements comply with IFRS as issued

by the IASB

Opinion on other matters preschbed by the Companies Act 2006

In our opinion

the part of the Directors remuneration report described as having

been audited has been properly prepared in accordance with the

Companies Act 2006 and

the information given in the Report of the directors for the financial

year for which the financial statements are prepared is consistent

with the financial statements

Matters on which we are required to report by excaphon

We have nothing to report in respect of the following

Under the Companies Act 2006 we are required to report to you if in our

opinion

adequate accounting records have not been kept by the company

or returns adequate for our audit have not been received from

branches not visited by us or

the company financial statements and the part of the Directors

remuneration report described as having been audited are not in

agreement with the accounting records and returns or

certain disclosures of directors remuneration specified by law are

not made or

we have not received all the information and explanations we

require for our audit

Under the Listing Rules we are required to review

the directors statement contained within the Report of the directors

in relation to going concern

the part of the corporate governance statement
relating to the

companys compliance with the nine provisions of the June 2008

Combined Code specified for our review and

certain elements of the Directors remuneration report

Karl Hale Senior Statutory Auditor

for and on behalf of Deloitte LLP

Chartered Accountants and Statutory Auditor

London United Kingdom

23 February 2011
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Consohdated income statement

for the year ended 31 December 2010

2010 201t

N0c

Interest receivable 22776 26311 42190

Interest payable 29231 126.708

Net oterest Income 14209 13388 15482

Fees and commissions receivable 8193 8738 8855

Fees and commissions payable 2211 2.799 2444
lncome/loss from

trading activities 4517 3.781 9.025

Gain on redemption of own debt 553 3.79

Other operating income excluding insurance net premium income 1479 813 2153

Insurance net premium income 76 5128 5266 5709

Nomirlerest income 17659 19.638 5.248

Total 000me 31868 33026 20.730

Staff costs

excluding curtailment gains 9671 9993 8898
pension schemes curtailment gains 2.146

Premises and equipment 2402 2594 2163
Other administrative expenses 3995 4449 4.716

Depreciation and amortisation 2150 2.166 2377

e-down of goodwill and other intangib le assets

2055.03 5.150557537 18 22 17

P1oi/ioss before oihcr coercing charges iriS imrmrmert osses 13640 16.609 14.3351

Insurance net claims 26 4783 4.357 i33717

Impairment losses 14 9256 ii 3899 7439

Operating loss before ax 399 2641 1.258911harg67
Loss 2cm conhincnq operalions 1033 2218 233724

Lossfromdiscontinuedoperationnetoftax 77iL5j.IQ7J
Loss tar year

Loss attributable

Non-controlling interests 665 319 10832

Preference shareholders 105 878 536

Paid-in equity holders 19 57 60

OrduiaryandBshareholders 1125 .1323i 374 5421

Per ordinary arid share

Basic loss from continuing operations 10

Diluted loss from continuing operations 10

Basic loss from discontinued operations 10 SIt 0.Sp

Diluted loss from discontinued operations 10 0101 050

Dividends 19.3p

Notes

11 The Dutch retail and other banking businesses transferred to the Dutch State on April2010 are recognised as discontinued operations Comparative information has been changed accordingly

shares rank pari-passu with ordinary shares

The accompanying notes on pages 287 to 385 the accounting policies on pages 275 to 286 and the audited sections of the Business review Risk and

balance sheet management on pages 119 to 224 form an integral part
of these financial statements
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Consolidated statement of comprehensive income Financial statements

1cr the year ended 31 December 2010

2010

Em

Lossfortheyear 1666
Other comprehensive income/loss

Available-for-sale financial assets 389
Cash flow hedges 1454

Currency translation 81

Actuarial gains/losses on defined benefit plans 158

1304

Tax charge /credit 309
995

671

Non-controlling interests 197
Preference shareholders 105

Paid-in equity holders 19

Ordinary and shareholders 598

671

The accompanying notes on pages 287 to 385 the accounting policies on pages 275 to 286 and the audited sections of the Business review Risk and

balance sheet management on pages 119 to 224 form an integral part of these financial statements
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Balance sheets

as at 31 December 2010

2010 2010

%sets

Cash and balances at central banks ii 57014 52281 12400

Loans and advances to banks 11 100518 91.753 138197 19535 31238 27.031

Loans and advances to customers 11 555260 728.303 874722 6689 2777

Debt securities subject to repurchase agreements 32 80104 88.883 80578

ther debt securities 137376 200371 188973 1454 1.288

Debt securities 16 217480 287.254 287549 1454 1288

Equityshares 17 22198 19.528 26.330

Investments in Group undertakings 18 49125 84788 42.198

Settlementbalances 11605 12.033 17832 11

Derivatives 15 427077 441.454 992.559 1475 1.189 1188

Intangible assets 19 14448 17.847 20049

Property plant and equipment 20 16543 19.397 18.949

Deferred tax 28 6373 7039 7.082

Prepayments accrued income and other assets 21 12576 20985 24 .402 28 43 489

Assetsofdisposalgroups22l24841.ti5.421581-.............
Tetal assets 1453576 1898486 2401852 78308 101292 70887

Ljab%Hsa

Deposits by banks 11 98790 142144 258044 93 1802

Customeraccounts ii 510693 814202 839512 1029 13284 28

Debtsecurities in issue 11 218372 287.588 300289 8742 11788 14179

Settlement balances 10991 10413 11741

Shortpositions 23 43118 30483 42.538

Derivatives 18 423967 424.1.41 971384 231 448 381

Accruals deferred income and other liabilities 24 23089 30327 31.482 1034 1.357 47

Retirement benefit liabilities 2288 2963 2.032

Deferredtax 25 2142 2811 1165

Insurance liabilities 26 6794 10281 9.976

Subordinated liabilities 27 27053 37.852 49.154 8048 8762 1031.4

Liabilities of disposal groups 22 9428 18.8.90 859

TotaHlab4liea 1376725 1.801.8552321.154 19084 35710 28.729

.Non-controllinginterests281719i889521.8I9--
Owners equity a1. 75132 DC 9224.... U.158t .1 183
total 040115 76851 94.831 80.494 59224 85.582 44.158

Total iiahi4tcs and equity 1453576 1698.488 2401852 78308 101292

The accompanying notes on pages 287 to 385 the accounting policies on pages 275 to 286 and the audited sections of the Business review Risk and

balance sheet management on pages 119 to 224 form an integral part of these financial statements

The accounts were approved by the Board of directors on 23 February 2011 and signed on its behalf by

Philip Hampton Stephen Hester Bruce Van Saun

Chairman Group Chief Executive Group Finance Director

The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc

Registered No SC45551
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Statements of changes in equity

for the yeor ceded 51 Deceether 2010

Financial statements

2010 2507 2507 2010 185

27Dedup sore corola

At January 14630 896 2.530 14630 9998 2.530

Ordinary shares issued in respect of placing and open offers 4227 5.725 4.227 5725

Ordinary shares issued in respect of rights issue 1331 154-1

Ordinary shares issued in respect of capitalisation issue 101 101

shares issued -27

Preference shares issued in respect of placing and open offer

Ordinary shares issued 523 523

Preference shares redeemed

Cancellation of non-voting deferred shares 27 27
At31 December 15125 14530 9698 15125 14.630 9.898

PardOn q63y

At January 565 1073 1073 565 5373 1.073

Securities redeemed 132 2708 132 308

Transfertoretainedearnigs

At 31 December 431 581 1.073 431 565 1.075

Shore premium account

Ati January 23523 27.471 17322 23523 27471 17322

Ordinary shares issued in respect of placing and open offer net

of 95 million expenses 1.04 1747

Ordinary shares issued in respect of rights issue net of 246

million expenses -.--- 10469 0119

Ordinary shares issued in respect of capitalisation issue 101

Expenses of placing and open offer --- 266 265

Ordinary shares issued 281 48 281 46

Redemption of preference shares classified as debt 118 118

Preference shares redeemed 4.995 4.5
At 31 December 23922 23523 27.471 23922 2S523 27571

Merger reserve

At January 25522 10.611 0.661 14641

Issue of shares net of 399 million expenses 24 591 .24591

Placing and open offer 14.273 ..-

Transfer to retained earnings 12 250 12 250

At31 December 13272 25.022 10.881 2391 14141

Avsrrah1o4orea1e rose-roe

Ati January 1755 3.51lr 1.032

Unrealised gains/losses 179 1.202 6808
Realised gains/Iosses 519 981 842

Tax 74 377 1.373

Recycled to profit or loss on disposal of businesses net of

5rnilliontax

ADecember

Cash riCa 6639mg reserve

At January 252 170 555 14 11

Amount recognised in equity 180 360 003
Amount transferred from equity to earnings 59 113 14

Tax 67 2576 61

Recycled to profit or loss on disposal of businesses net of

19 million tax 58 ------- ---

At3lDecember 140J 254 2_
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Statements of changes in equity

br the year ended 31 December 2010 continued

21J1U 4m mw 2010 2445

Em Cm Cm Em Os

Soreign exdtange reserve

At January 4528 6385 426
Retranslation of net assets 997 2322 11.970

Foreign currency losses/gains on hedges of net assets 458 458 5801
Tax 63 642

Recycled to profit or loss on disposal of businesses

At 31 December 5138 45 6.33.5

Canta redemption reserve

AtiJanuary 170 170 170 170 170 170

Preference shares redeemed

Cancellation of non-voting deferred shares 27 27

At31 December 198 170 170 198 170 170

Conhnqant cap6a reserve

At January 1208 .... 1208
Contingent capital agreement consideration payable 1208 1205

Atl January 12134 7542 21072 13262 5.550 3787

Loss attributable to ordinary and shareholders and other

equity owners

-continuing operations 973 2600 23624 4554 1503 9602
discontinued operations 28 72 936

Ordinary dividends paid

Equity preference dividends paid 105 105
Paid-in equity dividends paid net of tax 19 19
Transfer from

paid-in equity

-gross 200 200

tax

Equity owners gain on withdrawal of non-controlling interests

-gross 40

-tax 11
Redemption of equity preference shares 2968 2968
Gain on redemption of equity preference shares 609 616

Redemption of preference shares classified as debt 118 118
Transfer from merger reserve 12250 12250

Actuarial gains/losses recognised in retirement benefit

schemes

gross 158 3756 1807
-tax 71 1043 472

Purchase of non-controlling interests 38
Net cost of shares bought and used to satisfy share-based

payments 13 16 19

Share-based payments

gross 385 325 177t____ L._--_
At31 December 21239 12134 7542 18365 13262 5.550

Own shores heft

At January 121 14 61
Shares purchased 700 33 64
Shares issued under employee share schemes 13 15 21

75132 77.735 55.879 59.224 55.582 44156
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Financia statements

2010 2010 1111

Ati January 16895 21619 38398

Currency translation adjustments and other movements 466 1434

Acquisition of ABN AMRO

Loss/profit attributable to non-controlling interests

continuing operations 60 382 100

discontinued operations 605 33 10 922

Dividends paid 4200 313 255

Movements in available-for-sale securities

unrealised losses/gains 56 299 1.288

realised losses/gains 37 4012 102
-tax 36

recycled to profit or loss on disposal of discontinued

operations net of million tax

Movements in cash flow hedging reserve

amount recognised in equity 120
amount transferred from equity to earnings 36

-tax 39 59 220

recycled to profit or loss on disposal of discontinued

operations net of 340 million tax 1036

Actuarial gains/losses recognised in retirement benefit

schemes

gross

-tax

Equity raised 559

Equity withdrawn and disposals 11298 2412 113.579

Tnsfertoretainedea 42g ......
At31 December 1719 16895 2.1619

Tota 490 ai 31 76851 04.931 oO.490 59224 69.582 44 48

34411 444190144 044 r040 osad n4 stat ord of

aharlOes 41 081119 51060500 20 follows

Non-controlling interests 197 1346 1333
Preference shareholders 105 878 536 105 578 530

Paid-in equity holders 19 57 10 19 57 60

Ordinary and shareholders 598 46553f1.5f911$1.1311
The accompanying notes on pages 287 to 385 the accounting policies on pages 275 to 286 and the audited sections of the Business review Risk and

balance sheet management on pages 119 to 224 form an integral part
of these financial statements
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Cash flow statements

for the year ended 31 December 2010

2010

Em

2010

Fm Em in

Operating actiaWea

Adjustments for

Depreciation and amortisation

Write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets

Write-down of investment in subsidiaries

Interest on subordinated liabilities

Charge for defined benefit pension schemes

Pension scheme curtailment gains

Cash contribution to defined benefit pension schemes

Gain on redemption of own debt

Elimination of non-cash items on discontinued activities

Elimination of foreign exchange differences

Other non-cash items

Na cash tows from tradna actlvltea

Changes in operating assets and liabilities

Net cash flows from ceoratnq acflvites before tax

Income taxes received/paid

Net cash flows from epemtlr1cl activites

nvesflog actlvftes

Sale and maturity of securities 47604 76492 53390

Purchase of securities 43485 73593 55229
Investment in subsidiaries 1884 23902 10349

Disposal of subsidiaries ..- 7903 700

Sale of property plant and equipment 2011 1.948 2228

Purchase of property plant and equipment 2113 4.808 5757
Proceeds on disposal of discontinued activities 20.lrl

Net investment in business interests and intangible assets 36 3446 105 2.252

Repayments from subsidiaries 274

Transferoutofdiscontinuedoperaons J4112 ...

815 0ff C0f15.5 3351 .1

amanclng actvtiaa

Issue of ordinary shares 49 49

Placing and open offers 5274 19.741 5.274 19.741

Rights issue 12000 12.000

IssueofBshares 25.101 12801

Issue of subordinated liabilities 2.309 2.413

Proceeds of non-controlling interests issued 559 1427

Redemption of paid-in equity 132 308 132 308
Redemption of preference shares 2359 5.000 2352 5000
Redemption of non-controlling interests 5282 422 13579
Shares purchased by employee trusts 700 33 64
Shares issued under employee share schemes

Repayment of subordinated liabilities 1588 514o 1727 98 455
Dividends paid 4240 1248 3193 124 935 2905
Interest on subordinated liabilities 639 71 475 Sc

Net cash flows from mancing aclc4tfea 14380 18.791 15.02 3180 10917 28414

Effectsofexchangeratechangesoncashancashequivalents828592t2a.2o9595374.1
Net ncraaseidecreaae cash and caah equwaenLe 8344 9.261 14030 14091 11.379 3496

Cash and cash equivalents at January 144186 131925 118955 16448 5.069 1.573

Cash and cash eqrtvaenta at 31 December 39 152530 144.186 134.925 2357 16448 5.069

The accompanying notes on pages 287 to 385 the accounting policies on pages 275 to 286 and the audited sections of the Business review Risk and

balance sheet management on pages to 119 to 224 form an integral part of these financial statements

Operating loss before tax

Operating loss before tax on discontinued operations

4471 1286 10017

5124

462

399 2.647 25.691

541 49 10.937

2220 2809 3154

10 363 32581

500 1490 2144

540 659 490

78 2148
832 1.153 810
553 3790

592

691 12217 41.674

1455 7.940 8.772

1631 15.691 31579
17095 15.964 42219

18726 273 73798

..5

35 19291 992 75 338

539 14.321

537 499

53 236

272 753 1.775-...878
1333 3419 6103

8905 15956 116151

133 119

9038 16365 t16032
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Accounting policies Financial statements

Presertatkn of accounte

The accounts are prepared on going concern basis see page 232 of

the Report of the directors and in accordance with International Financial

Reporting Standards issued by the International Accounting Standards

Board IASB and interpretations issued by the International Financial

Reporting Interpretations Committee IFRIC of the IASB as adopted by

the European Union EU together IFRS The EU has not adopted the

complete text of lAS 39 Financial Instruments Recognition and

Measurement it has relaxed some of the standards hedging

requirements The Group has not taken advantage of this relaxation and

has adopted lAS 39 as issued by the IASB the Groups financial

statements are prepared in accordance with IFRS as issued by the IASB

The Group has adopted the revised IFRS Business Combinations and

related revisions to lAS 27 Consolidated and Separate Financial

Statements issued in January 2008 and also IFRIC 17 Distributions of

Non-cash Assets to Owners and the IASBs consequential amendments

to IFRS Non-Current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued

Operations issued in December 2008 They apply to transactions on or

after January 2010 and have not resulted in the restatement of

previously published financial information There have been no material

acquisitions in the year In accordance with IFRS before and after the

amendment the Dutch retail and other banking businesses that were

transferred to the Dutch State on April 2010 have been recognised as

discontinued operations with consequent changes to the presentation of

comparative financial information

There are number of other changes to IFRS that were effective from

January 2010 They have had no material effect on the Groups financial

statements in April 2009 Improvements to IFRS making non-urgent

but necessary amendments to standards primarily to remove

inconsistencies and to
clarify wording and amendments to lAS 39

Financial Instruments Recognition and Measurement limited changes

to lAS 39 issued in July 2008 clarified that one-sided risk can be

designated as hedged risk i.e an option can be used to hedge risk

above or below specified threshold and inflation can be hedged

risk but only if the cash flows include specified inflation portion

The company is incorporated in the UK and registered in Scotland The

accounts are prepared on the historical cost basis except that the

following assets and liabilities are stated at their fair value derivative

financial instruments held-for-trading financial assets and financial

liabilities financial assets and financial liabilities that are designated as at

fair value through profit or loss available-for-sale financial assets and

investment property Recognised financial assets and financial liabilities

in fair value hedges are adjusted for changes in fair value in respect of

the risk that is hedged

The company accounts are presented in accordance with the Companies

Act 2006

Bade of canoHdaton

The consolidated financial statements incorporate the financial

statements of the company and entities including certain special purpose

entities that are controlled by the Group Control exists where the Group

has the power to govern the financial and operating policies of the
entity

generally conferred by holding majority of voting rights On acquisition

of subsidiary its identifiable assets liabilities and contingent liabilities

are included in the consolidated accounts at their fair value Any excess

of the cost the fair value of assets given liabilities incurred or assumed

and equity instruments issued by the Group plus any directly attributable

costs of an acquisition over the fair value of the net assets acquired is

recognised as goodwill The interest of minority shareholders is stated at

their share of the fair value of the subsidiarys net assets

The results of subsidiaries acquired are included in the consolidated

income statement from the date control passes up until the Group ceases

to control them through sale or significant change in circumstances

Changes in interest that do not result in loss of control are recognised

in equity

All intra-group balances transactions income and expenses are

eliminated on consolidation The consolidated accounts are prepared

using uniform accounting policies

Revenue recogniton

Interest income on financial assets that are classified as loans and

receivables available-for-sale or held-to-maturity and interest expense on

financial liabilities other than those at fair value through profit or loss are

determined using the effective interest method The effective interest

method is method of calculating the amortised cost of financial asset

or financial
liability or group of financial assets or liabilities and of

allocating
the interest income or interest expense over the expected life

of the asset or liability The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly

discounts estimated future cash flows to the instruments initial carrying

amount Calculation of the effective interest rate takes into account fees

payable or receivable that are an integral part of the instruments yield

premiums or discounts on acquisition or issue early redemption fees and

transaction costs All contractual terms of financial instrument are

considered when estimating future cash flows

Financial assets and financial liabilities held-for-trading or designated as

at fair value through profit or loss are recorded at fair value Changes in

fair value are recognised in profit or loss together with dividends and

interest receivable and payable

Commitment and utilisation fees are determined as percentage of the

outstanding facility If it is unlikely that specific lending arrangement will

be entered into such fees are taken to profit or loss over the life of the

facility otherwise they are deferred and included in the effective interest

rate on the advance

Fees in respect of services are recognised as the right to consideration

accrues through the provision of the service to the customer The

arrangements are generally contractual and the cost of providing the

service is incurred as the service is rendered The
price

is usually fixed

and always determinable The application of this policy to significant fee

types is outlined below
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Accounting pohcies ti

Payment services this comprises income received for payment services

including cheques cashed direct debits Clearing House Automated

Payments the UK electronic settlement system and BACS payments

the automated clearing house that processes direct debits and direct

credits These are generally charged on per transaction basis The

income is earned when the payment or transaction occurs Charges for

payment services are usually debited to the customers account monthly

or quarterly in arrears Income is accrued at period end for services

provided but not yet charged

Card remind servicas fees from credit card business include

Commission received from retailers for processing credit and debit

card transactions income is accrued to the income statement as the

service is performed

Interchange received as issuer the Group receives fee

interchange each time cardholder purchases goods and services

The Group also receives interchange fees from other card issuers

for providing cash advances through its branch and automated teller

machine networks These fees are accrued once the transaction has

taken place and

An annual fee payable by credit card holder is deferred and taken

to profit or loss over the period of the service i.e 12 months

Insurance brokerage this is made up of fees and commissions received

from the agency sale of insurance Commission on the sale of an

insurance contract is earned at the inception of the policy as the

insurance has been arranged and placed However provision is made

where commission is refundable in the event of
policy

cancellation in line

with estimated cancellations

Investment rrene percent lees fees charged for managing investments

are recognised as revenue as the services are provided Incremental

costs that are directly attributable to securing an investment management

contract are deferred and charged as expense as the related revenue is

recognised

Immurerice premiums see Accounting policy 12

Assets held for save and decontinued operations

non-current asset or disposal group is classified as held for sale if the

Group will recover the carrying amount principally through sale

transaction rather than through continuing use non-current asset or

disposal group classified as held for sale is measured at the lower of its

carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell If the asset or disposal

group is acquired as part of business combination it is initially

measured at fair value less costs to sell Assets and liabilities of disposal

groups classified as held for sale and non-current assets classified as

held for sale are shown separately on the face of the balance sheet

The results of discontinued operations are shown as single amount on

the face of the income statement comprising the post-tax profit or loss of

discontinued operations and the post-tax gain or loss recognised either

on measurement to fair value less costs to sell or on the disposal of the

discontinued operation discontinued operation is cash-generating

unit or group of cash-generating units that either has been disposed of

or is classified as held for sale and represents separate major line

of business or geographical area of operations is part of single co

ordinated plan to dispose of separate major line of business or

geographical area of operations or is subsidiary acquired exclusively

with view to resale

Pensions and other post-retirement benefits

The Group provides post-retirement benefits in the form of pensions and

healthcare plans to eligible employees

For defined benefit schemes scheme liabilities are measured on an

actuarial basis using the projected unit credit method and discounted at

rate that reflects the current rate of return on high quality corporate

bond of equivalent term and currency to the scheme liabilities Scheme

assets are measured at their fair value Any surplus or deficit of scheme

assets over liabilities is recognised in the balance sheet as an asset

surplus or liability deficit The current service cost curtailments and

any past service costs together with the expected return on scheme

assets less the unwinding of the discount on the scheme liabilities is

charged to operating expenses Actuarial gains and losses are

recognised in full in the period in which they occur outside profit or loss

and presented in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income

Contributions to defined contribution pension schemes are recognised in

the income statement when payable
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Financial statements

lntanitde aesets and qoodwill

Intangible assets that are acquired by the Group are stated at cost less

accumulated amortisation and impairment losses Amortisation is

charged to profit or loss over the assets estimated economic lives using

methods that best reflect the pattern of economic benefits and is included

in depreciation and amortisation The estimated useful economic lives are

as follows

Expenditure on internally generated goodwill and brands is written-off as

incurred Direct costs relating to the development of internal-use

computer software are capitalised once technical feasibility and economic

viability have been established These costs include payroll the costs of

materials and services and directly attributable overheads Capitalisation

of costs ceases when the software is capable of operating as intended

During and after development accumulated costs are reviewed for

impairment against the projected benefits that the software is expected to

generate Costs incurred prior to the establishment of technical feasibility

and economic viability are expensed as incurred as are all training costs

and general overheads The costs of licences to use computer software

that are expected to generate economic benefits beyond one year are

also capitalised

Acquired goodwill being the excess of the cost of an acquisition over the

Groups interest in the net fair value of the identifiable assets liabilities

and contingent liabilities of the subsidiary associate or joint venture

acquired is
initially recognised at cost and subsequently at cost less any

accumulated impairment losses Goodwill arising on the acquisition
of

subsidiaries and joint ventures is included in the balance sheet category

Intangible
assets and that on associates within their carrying amounts

The gain or loss on the disposal of subsidiary associate or joint venture

includes the carrying value of any related goodwill

Property pant and squipment

Items of property plant and equipment except investment property see

Accounting policy are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and

impairment losses Where an item of property plant and equipment

comprises major components having different useful lives they are

accounted for separately

Depreciation is charged to profit or loss on straight-line basis so as to

write-off the depreciable amount of property plant and equipment

including assets owned and let on operating leases over their estimated

useful lives

The depreciable amount is the cost of an asset less its residual value

Land is not depreciated Estimated useful lives are as follows

Freehold and long leasehold buildings 50 years

Short leaseholds

Property adaptation costs

Computer equipment

Other equipment

At each reporting date the Group assesses whether there is any

indication that its intangible assets or property plant and equipment are

impaired If any such indication exists the Group estimates the

recoverable amount of the asset and the impairment loss if any Goodwill

is tested for impairment annually or more frequently if events or changes

in circumstances indicate that it might be impaired If an asset does not

generate cash flows that are independent from those of other assets or

groups of assets the recoverable amount is determined for the cash-

generating unit to which the asset belongs The recoverable amount of an

asset is the higher of its fair value less cost to sell and its value in use

Value in use is the present value of future cash flows from the asset or

cash-generating unit discounted at rate that reflects market interest

rates adjusted for risks specific to the asset or cash-generating unit that

have not been reflected in the estimation of future cash flows If the

recoverable amount of an intangible or tangible asset is less than its

carrying value an impairment loss is recognised immediately in profit or

loss and the carrying value of the asset reduced by the amount of the

loss reversal of an impairment loss on intangible assets excluding

goodwill or property plant and equipment is recognised as it arises

provided the increased carrying value does not exceed that which it

would have been had no impairment loss been recognised Impairment

losses on goodwill are not reversed

nvestmene property

Investment property comprises freehold and leasehold properties that are

held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both It is not

depreciated but is stated at fair value based on valuations by

independent registered valuers Fair value is based on current prices for

similar properties in the same location and condition Any gain or loss

arising from change in fair value is recognised in profit or loss Rental

income from investment property is recognised on straight-line basis

over the term of the lease Lease incentives granted are recognised as

an integral part of the total rental income

Core deposit intangibles

Other acquired intangibles

Computer software

6to 10 years

to 10 years

to years

unexpired period of the lease

lOto 15 years

up to years

4to 15 years
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Accounting po ides

10 Fareign currencee

The Groups consolidated financial statements are presented in sterling

which is the functional currency of the company

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into
sterling

at the

foreign exchange rate
ruling

at the date of the transaction Monetary

assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated into

sterling at the rates of exchange ruling
at the balance sheet date

Foreign exchange differences
arising on translation are reported in

income from trading activities except for differences arising on cash flow

hedges and hedges of net investments in
foreign operations Non-

monetary items denominated in foreign currencies that are stated at fair

value are translated into sterling at foreign exchange rates ruling at the

dates the values were determined Translation differences
arising on non-

monetary items measured at fair value are recognised in
profit or loss

except for differences arising on available-for-sale non-monetary financial

assets for example equity shares which are included in the available-for-

sale reserve in equity unless the asset is the hedged item in fair value

hedge

The assets and liabilities of
foreign operations including goodwill and fair

value adjustments arising on acquisition are translated into sterling at

foreign exchange rates ruling at the balance sheet date The revenues

and expenses of
foreign operations are translated into

sterling
at average

exchange rates unless these do not approximate to the foreign exchange

rates
ruling

at the dates of the transactions Foreign exchange

differences arising on the translation of foreign operation are

recognised directly in equity and included in profit or loss on its disposal

11 Leases

Contracts to lease assets are classified as finance leases if they transfer

substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the asset to the

customer Other contracts to lease assets are classified as operating

leases

Finance lease receivables are stated in the balance sheet at the amount

of the net investment in the lease being the minimum lease payments

and any unguaranteed residual value discounted at the interest rate

implicit
in the lease Finance lease income is allocated to accounting

periods so as to give constant periodic rate of return before tax on the

net investment Unguaranteed residual values are subject to regular

review to identify potential impairment If there has been reduction in

the estimated unguaranteed residual value the income allocation is

revised and any reduction in respect of amounts accrued is recognised

immediately

Rental income from operating leases is credited to the income statement

on receivable basis over the term of the lease Operating lease assets

are included within Property plant and equipment and depreciated over

their useful lives see Accounting policy

12 Inuranc
nerzr rsurance

General insurance comprises short-duration contracts Due to the nature

of the products sold predominantly property and motor the insurance

protection is provided on an even basis throughout the term of the policy

Consequently written premiums are recognised on straight-line basis

over the period of the policy Insurance premiums exclude insurance

premium tax Unearned premiums represent the proportion of the net

premiums that relate to periods of insurance after the balance sheet date

and are calculated over the period of exposure under the policy on

daily basis 24ths basis or allowing for the estimated incidence of

exposure under policies which are longer than twelve months Provision

is made where necessary for the estimated amount of claims over and

above unearned premiums including that in respect of future written

business on discontinued lines under the run-off of delegated

underwriting authority arrangements The provision is designed to meet

future claims and related expenses and is calculated across related

classes of business on the basis of separate carry forward of deferred

acquisition expenses after making allowance for investment income

Acquisition expenses relating to new and renewed business for all

classes are expensed over the period during which the premiums are

earned The principal acquisition costs so deferred are commissions

payable and costs associated with the telesales and underwriting staff

Claims and the related reinsurance are recognised in the accounting

period in which the loss occurs Provision is made for the cost of settling

outstanding claims at the balance sheet date including claims estimated

to have been incurred but not yet reported at that date and claims

handling expenses Provisions are only discounted where claims

principally motor either have been or are expected to be settled by

periodical payments Related reinsurance receivables are recognised on

the same basis and at the same time

Lfe assurance

The Groups long-term assurance contracts include whole-life term

assurance endowment assurance flexible whole-life pension and

annuity contracts that are expected to remain in force for an extended

period of time Long-term assurance contracts under which the Group

does not accept significant
insurance risk are classified as financial

instruments

The Group recognises the value of in-force long-term assurance

contracts as an asset Cash flows associated with in-force contracts and

related assets including reinsurance cash flows are projected using

appropriate assumptions as to future mortality persistency and levels of

expenses and excluding the value of future investment margins to

estimate future surpluses attributable to the Group These surpluses

discounted at risk-adjusted rate are recognised as separate asset

Changes in the value of this asset are included in profit or loss

Premiums on long-term insurance contracts are recognised as income

when receivable Claims on long-term insurance contracts reflect the cost

of all claims arising during the year including claims handling costs

Claims are recognised when the Group becomes aware of the claim

Rrunsurnce

The Group has reinsurance treaties that transfer significant insurance risk

Liabilities for reinsured contracts are calculated gross of reinsurance and

separate reinsurance asset recorded
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13 Provisions

The Group recognises provision for present obligation resulting from

past event when it is more likely than not that it will be required to

transfer economic benefits to settle the obligation and the amount of the

obligation can be estimated reliably

Provision is made for restructuring costs including the costs of

redundancy when the Group has constructive obligation to restructure

An obligation exists when the Group has detailed formal plan for the

restructuring
and has raised valid expectation in those affected by

starting to implement the plan or announcing its main features

If the Group has contract that is onerous it recognises the present

obligation
under the contract as provision An onerous contract is one

where the unavoidable costs of meeting the obligations under it exceed

the expected economic benefits When the Group vacates leasehold

property provision is recognised for the costs under the lease less any

expected economic benefits such as rental income

Contingent liabilities are possible obligations arising from past events

whose existence will be confirmed only by uncertain future events or

present obligations arising
from past events that are not recognised

because either an outflow of economic benefits is not probable or the

amount of the obligation cannot be reliably measured Contingent

liabilities are not recognised but information about them is disclosed

unless the possibility of any outflow of economic benefits in settlement is

remote

14 Tax

Provision is made for tax at current enacted rates on taxable profits

arising in income or in equity taking into account relief for overseas tax

where appropriate Deferred tax is accounted for in full for all temporary

differences between the carrying amount of an asset or liability
for

accounting purposes and its carrying amount for tax purposes except in

relation to overseas earnings where remittance is controlled by the Group

and goodwill

Deferred tax assets are only recognised to the extent that it is probable

that they will be recovered

15 Fnana aasela

On initial recognition financial assets are classified into held-to-maturity

investments available-for-sale financial assets held-for-trading

designated as at fair value through profit or loss or loans and receivables

Holotourir srosols financial asset may be classified as

held-to-maturity investment only if
it has fixed or determinable payments

fixed maturity and the Group has the
positive

intention and
ability to

hold to maturity Held-to-maturity investments are initially recognised at

fair value plus directly related transaction costs They are subsequently

measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method see

Accounting policy less any impairment losses

financial asset is classified as held-for-trading if it is

acquired principally for sale in the near term or forms part of portfolio of

financial instruments that are managed together and for which there is

evidence of short-term profit taking or it is derivative not in qualifying

hedge relationship Held-for-trading financial assets are recognised at

fair value with transaction costs being recognised in profit or loss

Subsequently they are measured at fair value Gains and losses on held-

for-trading financial assets are recognised in profit or loss as they arise

Lloalqraso as al lài value rroolh 10o13 or /oss financial assets may be

designated as at fair value through profit or loss only if such designation

eliminates or significantly reduces measurement or recognition

inconsistency or applies to group of financial assets financial

liabilities or both that the Group manages and evaluates on fair value

basis or relates to an instrument that contains an embedded

derivative which is not evidently closely related to the host contract

Financial assets that the Group designates on initial recognition as being

at fair value through profit or loss are recognised at fair value with

transaction costs being recognised in profit or loss and are subsequently

measured at fair value Gains and losses on financial assets that are

designated as at fair value through profit or loss are recognised in profit

or loss as they arise

In 2009 and 2008 financial assets designated as at fair value through

profit or loss included policyholders assets underpinning insurance and

investment contracts issued by the Groups life assurance businesses

Fair value designation significantly reduces the measurement

inconsistency that would arise if these assets were classified as

available-for-sale

Losos sorl roos/vab/as non-derivative financial assets with fixed or

determinable repayments that are not quoted in an active market are

classified as loans and receivables except those that are classified as

available-for-sale or as held-for-trading or designated as at fair value

through profit or loss Loans and receivables are initially recognised at

fair value plus directly related transaction costs They are subsequently

measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method see

Accounting policy
less any impairment losses
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Aviibio-Thrsaf financial assets that are not classified as held-to-

maturity held-for-trading designated as at fair value through profit or loss

or loans and receivables are classified as available-for-sale Financial

assets can be designated as available-for-sale on initial recognition

Available-for-sale financial assets are initially recognised at fair value plus

directly related transaction costs They are subsequently measured at fair

value Unquoted equity investments whose fair value cannot be

measured reliably are carried at cost and classified as available-for-sale

financial assets Impairment losses and exchange differences resulting

from retranslating the amortised cost of foreign currency monetary

available-for-sale financial assets are recognised in profit or loss together

with interest calculated using the effective interest method see

Accounting policy Other changes in the fair value of available-for-sale

financial assets and any related tax are reported in separate

component of shareholders equity until disposal when the cumulative

gain or loss is recognised in profit or loss

held-for-trading and available-for-sale financial assets

that meet the definition of loans and receivables non-derivative financial

assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an

active market may be reclassified to loans and receivables if the Group

has the intention and ability to hold the financial asset for the foreseeable

future or until maturity The Group typically regards the foreseeable future

as twelve months from the date of reclassification Additionally held-for-

trading financial assets that do not meet the definition of loans and

receivables may in rare circumstances be transferred to available-for-

sale financial assets or to held-to-maturity investments Reclassifications

are made at fair value This fair value becomes the assets new cost or

amortised cost as appropriate Gains and losses recognised up to the

date of reclassification are not reversed

Regular way purchases of financial assets classified as loans and

receivables are recognised on settlement date issues of equity or

financial liabilities measured at amortised cost are recognised on

settlement date all other regular way transactions in financial instruments

are recognised on trade date

Fair value for net open position in financial asset that is quoted in an

active market is the current bid price times the number of units of the

instrument held Fair values for financial assets not quoted in an active

market are determined using appropriate valuation techniques including

discounting future cash flows option pricing
models and other methods

that are consistent with accepted economic methodologies for
pricing

financial assets

16 Impairmerd of financi aset
The Group assesses at each balance sheet date whether there is any

objective evidence that financial asset or group of financial assets

classified as held-to-maturity available-for-sale or loans and receivables

is impaired financial asset or portfolio of financial assets is impaired

and an impairment loss incurred if there is objective evidence that an

event or events since initial recognition of the asset have adversely

affected the amount or timing of future cash flows from the asseL

FThani aset anoO orisd east if there is objective evidence

that an impairment loss on financial asset or group of financial assets

classified as loans and receivables or as held-to-maturity investments

has been incurred the Group measures the amount of the loss as the

difference between the carrying amount of the asset or group of assets

and the present value of estimated future cash flows from the asset or

group of assets discounted at the effective interest rate of the instrument

at initial recognition For collateralised loans and receivables estimated

future cash flows include cash flows that may result from foreclosure less

the costs of obtaining and selling the collateral whether or not

foreclosure is probable

Where in the course of the orderly realisation of loan it is exchanged

for equity shares or properties the exchange is accounted for as the sale

of the loan and the acquisition of equity securities or investment

properties Where the Groups interest in equity shares following the

exchange is such that the Group controlling an entity that entity is

consolidated

Impairment losses are assessed individually for financial assets that are

individually significant and individually or collectively for assets that are

not individually significant In making collective assessment of impairment

financial assets are grouped into portfolios on the basis of similar risk

characteristics Future cash flows from these portfolios are estimated on

the basis of the contractual cash flows and historical loss experience for

assets with similar credit risk characteristics Historical loss experience is

adjusted on the basis of observable data to reflect current conditions not

affecting the period of historical experience

Impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss and the carrying

amount of the financial asset or group of financial assets reduced by

establishing an allowance for impairment losses If in subsequent

period the amount of the impairment loss reduces and the reduction can

be ascribed to an event after the impairment was recognised the

previously recognised loss is reversed by adjusting the allowance Once

an impairment loss has been recognised on financial asset or group of

financial assets interest income is recognised on the carrying amount

using the rate of interest at which estimated future cash flows were

discounted in measuring impairment

Impaired loans and receivables are written off i.e the impairment

provision is applied in
writing

down the loans carrying value partially or in

full when the Group concludes that there is no longer any realistic

prospect of recovery of
part or all of the loan For portfolios that are

collectively
assessed for impairment the timing of write off principally

reflects historic recovery experience for each portfolio For loans that are

individually assessed for impairment the timing of write off is determined

on case-by-case basis Such loans are reviewed regularly and write

offs will be prompted by bankruptcy insolvency restructuring and similar

events Most debt is written off within five years of the recognition of the

initial impairment It is not the Groups usual
practice

to write-off all or part

of the asset at the time an impairment loss is recognised it may however

take place in rare circumstances Amounts recovered after loan has

been written off are credited to the loan impairment charge for the period

in which they are received
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Fuuici re/e uaoied at fair value when decline in the fair value of

financial asset classified as available-for-sale has been recognised

directly in equity and there is objective evidence that the asset is impaired

the cumulative loss is removed from equity and recognised in profit or

loss The loss is measured as the difference between the amortised cost

of the financial asset and its current fair value Impairment losses on

available-for-sale equity instruments are not reversed through profit or

loss but those on available-for-sale debt instruments are reversed if

there is an increase in fair value that is objectively related to

subsequent event

17 Fhiancal liabOities

On initial recognition financial liabilities are classified into held-for-trading

designated as at fair value through profit or loss or amortised cost

fie/dfor4radirtg financial liability
is classified as held-for-trading if it is

incurred principally
for repurchase in the near term or forms part of

portfolio of financial instruments that are managed together and for which

there is evidence of short-term profit taking or it is derivative not in

qualifying hedge relationship Held-for-trading financial liabilities are

recognised at fair value with transaction costs being recognised in profit

or loss Subsequently they are measured at fair value Gains and losses

are recognised in profit or loss as they arise

Deaignated cc at faa value throuih profit or baa financial liabilities may

be designated as at fair value through profit or loss only if such

designation eliminates or significantly reduces measurement or

recognition inconsistency or applies to group of financial assets

financial liabilities or both that the Group manages and evaluates on fair

value basis or relates to an instrument that contains an embedded

derivative which is not evidently closely related to the host contract

Financial liabilities that the Group designates on initial recognition as

being at fair value through profit or loss are recognised at fair value with

transaction costs being recognised in profit or loss and are subsequently

measured at fair value Gains and losses on financial liabilities that are

designated as at fair value through profit or loss are recognised in
profit

or loss as they arise

Financial liabilities designated as at fair value through profit or loss

include structured liabilities issued by the Group designation significantly

reduces the measurement inconsistency between these liabilities and the

related derivatives carried at fair value and in 2009 and 2008 investment

contracts issued by the Groups life assurance businesses fair value

designation significantly reduces the measurement inconsistency that

would arise if these liabilities were measured at amortised cost

Aoturttsed cost all other financial liabilities are measured at amortised

cost using the effective interest method see Accounting policy

Fair value for net open position in financial liability that is quoted in an

active market is the current offer
price

times the number of units of the

instrument held or issued Fair values for financial liabilities not quoted in

an active market are determined using appropriate valuation techniques

including discounting future cash flows option pricing models and other

methods that are consistent with accepted economic methodologies for

pricing financial liabilities

18 Ftnancial guarantee contracts

Under financial guarantee contract the Group in return for fee

undertakes to meet customers obligations under the terms of debt

instrument if the customer fails to do so financial guarantee is

recognised as liability initially at fair value and if not designated as at

fair value through profit or loss subsequently at the higher of its initial

value less cumulative amortisation and any provision under the contract

measured in accordance with Accounting policy 13 Amortisation is

calculated so as to recognise fees receivable in profit or loss over the

period of the guarantee

19 Loan cornnfitmentc

Provision is made for loan commitments other than those classified as

held-for-trading if
it is probable that the

facility
will be drawn and the

resulting loan will be recognised at value less than the cash advanced

Syndicated loan commitments in excess of the level of lending under the

commitment approved for retention by the Group are classified as held-

for-trading and measured at fair value

20 Derecognitfitn

financial asset is derecognised when it has been transferred and the

transfer qualifies for derecognition transfer requires that the Group

either transfers the contractual rights to receive the assets cash flows

or retains the right to the assets cash flows but assumes contractual

obligation to pay those cash flows to third party After transfer the

Group assesses the extent to which it has retained the risks and rewards

of ownership of the transferred asset If substantially all the risks and

rewards have been retained the asset remains on the balance sheet If

substantially all the risks and rewards have been transferred the asset is

derecognised If substantially all the risks and rewards have been neither

retained nor transferred the Group assesses whether or not it has

retained control of the asset If it has not retained control the asset is

derecognised Where the Group has retained control of the asset it

continues to recognise the asset to the extent of its continuing

involvement

financial liability is removed from the balance sheet when the obligation

is discharged or cancelled or expires On the redemption or settlement

of debt securities including subordinated liabilities issued by the Group

the Group derecognises the debt instrument and records gain or loss

being the difference between the debts carrying amount and the cost of

redemption or settlement The same treatment applies where the debt is

exchanged for new debt issue that has terms substantially different

from those of the existing debt The assessment of whether the terms of

the new debt instrument are substantially different takes into account

qualitative and quantitative characteristics including comparison of the

discounted present value of the cash flows under the new terms with the

discounted present value of the remaining cash flows of the original debt

issue
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21 Sale and repurchase transacdons

Securities subject to sale and repurchase agreement under which

substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership are retained by the

Group continue to be shown on the balance sheet and the sale proceeds

recorded as financial liability Securities acquired in reverse sale and

repurchase transaction under which the Group is not exposed to

substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership are not recognised on

the balance sheet and the consideration paid is recorded as financial

asset

Securities borrowing and lending transactions are usually secured by

cash or securities advanced by the borrower Borrowed securities are not

recognised on the balance sheet or lent securities derecognised Cash

collateral given or received is treated as loan or deposit collateral in the

form of securities is not recognised However where securities borrowed

are transferred to third parties liability for the obligation to return the

securities to the stock lending counterparty is recorded

22 Ne/dug

Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount

presented in the balance sheet when and only when the Group currently

has legally enforceable right to set off the recognised amounts and it

intends either to settle on net basis or to realise the asset and settle

the
liability simultaneously The Group is party to number of

arrangements including master netting agreements that give it the right

to offset financial assets and financial liabilities but where it does not

intend to settle the amounts net or simultaneously and therefore the

assets and liabilities concerned are presented gross

23 Capital ins/ruffian/c

The Group classifies financial instrument that it issues as financial

asset financial liability or an equity instrument in accordance with the

substance of the contractual arrangement An instrument is classified as

liability if it is contractual obligation to deliver cash or another financial

asset or to exchange financial assets or financial liabilities on potentially

unfavourable terms An instrument is classified as equity if it evidences

residual interest in the assets of the Group after the deduction of liabilities

The components of compound financial instrument issued by the Group

are classified and accounted for separately as financial assets financial

liabilities or equity as appropriate

24 Derivadves and hedging

Derivative financial instruments are initially recognised and subsequently

measured at fair value Derivative fair values are determined from

quoted prices in active markets where available Where there is no active

market for an instrument fair value is derived from prices for the

derivatives components using appropriate pricing or valuation models

derivative embedded in contract is accounted for as stand-alone

derivative if its economic characteristics are not closely related to the

economic characteristics of the host contract unless the entire contract is

measured at fair value with changes in fair value recognised in profit or

loss

Gains and losses arising from changes in the fair value of derivative are

recognised as they arise in profit or loss unless the derivative is the

hedging instrument in qualifying hedge The Group enters into three

types of hedge relationship hedges of changes in the fair value of

recognised asset or liability or firm commitment fair value hedges

hedges of the variability in cash flows from recognised asset or liability

or highly probable forecast transaction cash flow hedges and hedges

of the net investment in foreign operation

Hedge relationships are formally documented at inception The

documentation identifies the hedged item and the hedging instrument and

details the risk that is being hedged and the way in which effectiveness

will be assessed at inception and during the period of the hedge If the

hedge is not highly effective in offsetting changes in fair values or cash

flows attributable to the hedged risk consistent with the documented risk

management strategy hedge accounting is discontinued

Fafr va/us hedgr in fair value hedge the gain or loss on the hedging

instrument is recognised in profit or loss The gain or loss on the hedged

item attributable to the hedged risk is recognised in profit or loss and

adjusts the carrying amount of the hedged item Hedge accounting is

discontinued if the hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge

accounting or if the hedging instrument expires or is sold terminated or

exercised or if hedge designation is revoked If the hedged item is one

for which the effective interest rate method is used any cumulative

adjustment is amortised to profit or loss over the life of the hedged item

using recalculated effective interest rate

Cash f/ow heda in cash flow hedge the effective portion of the gain

or loss on the hedging instrument is recognised directly in equity and the

ineffective portion in profit or loss When the forecast transaction results

in the recognition of financial asset or financial
liability

the cumulative

gain or loss is reclassified from equity in the same periods in which the

asset or liability affects profit or loss Otherwise the cumulative gain or

loss is removed from equity and recognised in
profit or loss at the same

time as the hedged transaction Hedge accounting is discontinued if the

hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting if the hedging

instrument expires or is sold terminated or exercised if the forecast

transaction is no longer expected to occur or if hedge designation is

revoked On the discontinuance of hedge accounting except where

forecast transaction is no longer expected to occur the cumulative

unrealised gain or loss in equity is recognised in profit or loss when the

hedged cash flow occurs or if the forecast transaction results in the

recognition of financial asset or financial liability in the same periods

during which the asset or liability
affects

profit or loss Where forecast

transaction is no longer expected to occur the cumulative unrealised gain

or loss in equity is recognised in profit or loss immediately

/hwJqe Of os/ trsiçnopeostion in the hedge of net

investment in foreign operation the portion of foreign exchange

differences arising on the hedging instrument determined to be an

effective hedge is recognised directly in equity Any ineffective portion is

recognised in profit or loss Non-derivative financial liabilities as well as

derivatives may be the hedging instrument in net investment hedge
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2L Share-based payments

The Group awards shares and options over shares in The Royal Bank of

Scotland Group plc to its employees The expense for these transactions

is measured based on the fair value on the date the awards are granted

The fair value of an option is estimated using valuation techniques which

take into account its exercise price its term the risk-free interest rate and

the expected volatility of the market price of The Royal Bank of Scotland

Group plcs shares Vesting conditions are not taken into account when

measuring fair value but are reflected by adjusting the proportion of

awards that actually vest The fair value is expensed on straight-line

basis over the vesting period Following an amendment to IFRS for

accounting periods starting after January 2009 the cancellation of an

award with non-vesting conditions triggers immediate recognition of an

expense in respect of any unrecognised element of the fair value of the

award

26 Cash and nash equvalenCs

Cash and cash equivalents comprises cash and demand deposits with

banks together with short-term highly liquid investments that are readily

convertible to known amounts of cash and subject to insignificant risk of

change in value

27 Shares in Group enthies

The companys investments in its subsidiaries are stated at cost less any

impairment

Critical accounting pohciea and key sources of edmation

uncertanty

The reported results of the Group are sensitive to the accounting policies

assumptions and estimates that underlie the preparation of its financial

statements UK company law and IFRS require the directors in preparing

the Groups financial statements to select suitable accounting policies

apply them consistently and make judgements and estimates that are

reasonable and prudent In the absence of an applicable standard or

interpretation lAS Accounting Policies Changes in Accounting

Estimates and Errors requires management to develop and apply an

accounting policy that results in relevant and reliable information in the

light of the requirements and guidance in IFRS dealing with similar and

related issues and the IASBs Framework for the Preparation and

Presentation of Financial Statements The judgements and assumptions

involved in the Groups accounting policies that are considered by the

Board to be the most important to the portrayal of its financial condition

are discussed below The use of estimates assumptions or models that

differ from those adopted by the Group would affect its reported results

Loan ayrnenL rovaone

The Groups loan impairment provisions are established to recognise

incurred impairment losses in its portfolio of loans classified as loans and

receivables and carried at amortised cost loan is impaired when there

is objective evidence that events since the loan was granted have

affected expected cash flows from the loan Such objective evidence

indicative that borrowers financial condition has deteriorated can

include for loans that are individually
assessed the non-payment of

interest or principal debt restructuring probable bankruptcy or liquidation

significant reduction in the value of any security breach of limits or

covenants and deteriorating trading performance and for collectively

assessed portfolios the borrowers payment status and observable data

about relevant macroeconomic measures

The impairment loss is the difference between the carrying value of the

loan and the present value of estimated future cash flows at the loans

original effective interest rate

At 31 December 2010 gross loans and advances to customers totalled

573315 million 2009 -745519 million 2008 -885611 million and

customer loan impairment provisions amounted to 18055 million 2009-

7126 million 2008 -10889 million

There are two components to the Groups loan impairment provisions

individual and collective

Thciivdui eomponnt all impaired loans that exceed specific thresholds

are individually
assessed for impairment Individually assessed loans

principally comprise the Groups portfolio of commercial loans to medium

and large businesses Impairment losses are recognised as the

difference between the carrying value of the loan and the discounted

value of managements best estimate of future cash repayments and

proceeds from any security held These estimates take into account the

customers debt capacity and financial flexibility the level and quality of

its earnings the amount and sources of cash flows the industry in which

the counterparty operates and the realisable value of any security held

Estimating the quantum and timing of future recoveries involves

significant judgement The size of receipts will depend on the future

performance of the borrower and the value of security both of which will

be affected by future economic conditions additionally collateral may not

be readily marketable The actual amount of future cash flows and the

date they are received may differ from these estimates and consequently

actual losses incurred may differ from those recognised in these financial

statements

Colleolive component this is made up of two elements loan impairment

provisions for impaired loans that are below individual assessment

thresholds collectively assessed provisions and for loan losses that

have been incurred but have not been separately identified at the balance

sheet date latent loss provisions Collectively assessed provisions are

established on portfolio basis using present value methodology taking

into account the level of arrears security past loss experience credit

scores and defaults based on portfolio trends The most significant

factors in establishing these provisions are the expected loss rates and

the related average life These portfolios include credit card receivables

and other personal advances including mortgages The future credit

quality of these portfolios is subject to uncertainties that could cause

actual credit losses to differ materially from reported loan impairment

provisions These uncertainties include the economic environment

notably interest rates and their effect on customer spending the

unemployment level payment behaviour and bankruptcy trends Latent

loss provisions are held against estimated impairment losses in the

performing portfolio that have yet to be identified as at the balance sheet

date To assess the latent loss within its portfolios the Group has

developed methodologies to estimate the time that an asset can remain

impaired within performing portfolio before it is identified and reported

as such
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Pendons

The Group operates number of defined benefit pension schemes as

described in Note on the accounts The assets of the schemes are

measured at their fair value at the balance sheet date Scheme liabilities

are measured using the projected unit method which takes account of

projected earnings increases using actuarial assumptions that give the

best estimate of the future cash flows that will arise under the scheme

liabilities These cash flows are discounted at the interest rate applicable

to high-quality corporate bonds of the same currency and term as the

liabilities Any recognisable surplus or deficit of scheme assets over

liabilities is recognised in the balance sheet as an asset surplus or

liability deficit

In determining the value of scheme liabilities financial and demographic

assumptions are made including price inflation pension increases

earnings growth and the longevity of scheme members range of

assumptions could be adopted in valuing the schemes liabilities Different

assumptions could significantly alter the amount of the surplus or deficit

recognised in the balance sheet and the pension cost charged to the

income statement The assumptions adopted for the Groups pension

schemes are set out in Note on the accounts together with sensitivities

of the balance sheet and income statement to changes in those

assumptions

pension asset of 105 million and liability of 2288 million were

recognised in the balance sheet at 31 December 2010 2009- asset

58 million liability -2963 million 2008 asset -36 million liability

2032 million

Financial instruments classified as held-for-trading or designated as at

fair value through profit or loss and financial assets classified as

available-for-sale are recognised in the financial statements at fair value

All derivatives are measured at fair value Gains or losses arising from

changes in the fair value of financial instruments classified as held-for-

trading or designated as at fair value through profit or loss are included in

the income statement Unrealised gains and losses on available-for-sale

financial assets are recognised directly in equity unless an impairment

loss is recognised

Financial instruments measured at fair value include

Loans and adv noes ihelo-.for4radlnq and do a/ed as at fair value

thaup oral/I or mets principally comprise reverse repurchase

agreements reverse repos and cash collateral

1./eat scour/bee ih fafraring desqnated as at f/eva/us thaugit etb

cit f/es and ovnitabiadoreeie debt securities include those issued by

governments municipal bodies mortgage agencies and financial

institutions as well as corporate bonds debentures and residual interests

in securitisations

f/gaily scour/ties flak IC trading designeiad as fa/r va toe thougn

profit or loss arid avai/abledoreaie comprise equity shares of

companies or corporations both listed and unlisted

0aposiis by banks and customer accounts hekSfordisding arid

designated as at fair va/tie though profit or loss deposits measured at

fair value principally include repurchase agreements repos cash

collateral and investment contracts issued by the Groups life assurance

businesses

Debt sacudt/aa in issue hatdtsordrading arid dos griated as at fair value

though pro/If or toss principally comprise medium term notes

Short postlors held-for-trading arise in dealing and market making

activities where debt securities and equity shares are sold which the

Group does not currently possess

Derivatives these include swaps currency swaps interest rate swaps

credit default swaps total return swaps and equity and equity index

swaps forward foreign exchange contracts forward rate agreements

futures currency interest rate and equity and options exchange-traded

options on currencies interest rates and equities and equity indices and

OTC currency and equity options interest rate caps and floors and

swaptions

Fair value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged or

liability settled between knowledgeable willing parties in an arms length

transaction Fair values are determined from quoted prices in active

markets for identical financial assets or financial liabilities where these

are available Fair value for net open position
in financial instrument

in an active market is the number of units of the instrument held times the

current bid price for financial assets or offer price for financial liabilities

In determining the fair value of derivative financial instruments gross long

and short positions measured at current mid market prices are adjusted

by bid-offer reserves calculated on portfolio basis Credit valuation

adjustments are made when valuing derivative financial assets to

incorporate counterparty credit risk Adjustments are also made when

valuing financial liabilities to reflect the Groups own credit standing

Where the market for financial instrument is not active fair value is

established using valuation technique These valuation techniques

involve degree of estimation the extent of which depends on the

instruments complexity and the availability of market-based data More

details about the Groups valuation methodologies and the sensitivity to

reasonably possible alternative assumptions of the fair value of financial

instruments valued using techniques where at least one significant input

is unobservable are given in Note 12 on pages 310 to 324
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Genara nsurare dairna

The Group makes provision for the full cost of settling outstanding claims

arising
from its general insurance business at the balance sheet date

including claims estimated to have been incurred but not yet reported at

that date and claims handling expenses General insurance claims

provisions amounted to 6726 million at 31 December 2010 2009

5802 million 2008 -5478 million

Provisions are determined by management based on experience of

claims settled and on statistical models which require certain

assumptions to be made regarding the incidence timing and amount of

claims and any specific factors such as adverse weather conditions In

order to calculate the total provision required the historical development

of claims is analysed using statistical methodology to extrapolate within

acceptable probability parameters the value of outstanding claims at the

balance sheet date Also included in the estimation of outstanding claims

are other assumptions such as the inflationary factor used for bodily

injury claims which is based on historical trends and therefore allows for

some increase due to changes in common law and statute and the

incidence of periodical payment orders and the rate at which payments

under them are discounted Costs for both direct and indirect claims

handling expenses are also included Outward reinsurance recoveries

are accounted for in the same accounting period as the direct claims to

which they relate The outstanding claims provision is based on

information available to management and the eventual outcome may vary

from the original assessment Actual claims experience may differ from

the historical pattern on which the estimate is based and the cost of

settling individual claims may exceed that assumed

DEfeTed tax

The Group makes provision for deferred tax on short-term and other

temporary differences where tax recognition occurs at different time

from accounting recognition Deferred tax assets of 6373 million were

recognised as at 31 December 2010 2009 -7039 million 2008-

7082 million

The Group has recognised deferred tax assets in respect of losses

principally in the UK and short-term timing differences Deferred tax

assets are recognised in respect of unused tax losses to the extent that it

is probable that there will be future taxable profits against which the

losses can be utilised Business projections prepared for impairment

reviews see Note 19 indicate that sufficient future taxable income will be

available against which to offset these recognised deferred tax assets

within eight years 2009 eight years The Groups cumulative losses are

principally attributable to the recent unparalleled market conditions

Deferred tax assets of 2008 million 2009 -2163 million 2008-

1748 million have not been recognised in respect of tax losses carried

forward in jurisdictions where doubt exists over the availability of future

taxable profits
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Accounting devopnent
rteon arca Reror1n Stard

The IASB issued Improvements to IFRS in May 2010 implementing

minor changes to IFRS making non-urgent but necessary amendments

to standards primarily to remove inconsistency and to clarify wording

The revisions are effective for annual periods beginning on or after July

2010 and are not expected to have material effect on the Group or the

company

The IASB issued IFRS Financial Instruments in November 2009

simplifying the classification and measurement requirements in lAS 39

Financial Instruments Recognition and Measurement in respect of

financial assets The standard reduces the measurement categories for

financial assets to two fair value and amortised cost financial asset is

classified on the basis of the entitys business model for managing the

financial asset and the contractual cash flow characteristics of the

financial asset Only assets with contractual terms that give rise to cash

flows on specified dates that are Solely payments of
principal and interest

on the principal amount outstanding and which are held within business

model whose objective is to hold assets in order to collect contractual

cash flows are classified as amortised cost All other financial assets are

measured at fair value Changes in the value of financial assets

measured at fair value are generally taken to profit or loss

In October 2010 IFRS was updated to include the classification and

measurement of liabilities It is not markedly different from lAS 39 except

for liabilities measured at fair value where the movement is due to

changes in credit rating of the preparer it is recognised not in profit or loss

but in other comprehensive income

The standard is effective for annual periods beginning on or after

January 2013 early application is permitted

This standard makes major changes to the framework for the

classification and measurement of financial assets and will have

significant effect on the Groups financial statements The changes

relating to the classification and measurement of liabilities carried at fair

value will have less significant effect on the Group The Group is

assessing these impacts which are likely to depend on the outcome of

the other phases of IASBs lAS 39 replacement project

The IASB issued Disclosures Transfers of Financial Assets

Amendments to IFRS Financial Instruments Disclosures in October

2010 to extend the standards disclosure requirements about

derecognition to align with US GAAP The revisions are effective for

annual periods beginning on or after July 2011 and will not affect the

financial position or reported performance of the Group or the company

The IASB issued an amendment to lAS 12 Income Taxes in December

2010 to clarify that recognition of deferred tax should have regard to the

expected manner of recovery or settlement of the asset or liability The

amendment and consequential withdrawal of SIC 21 Deferred Tax

Recovery of Underlying Assets effective for annual periods beginning on

or after January 2012 is not expected to have material effect on the

Group or the company

The International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee issued

IFRIC 19 Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with Equity Instruments in

December 2009 The interpretation clarifies that the profit or loss on

extinguishing liabilities by issuing equity instruments should be measured

by reference to fair value preferably of the equity instruments The

interpretation effective for the Group for annual periods beginning on or

after January 2011 is not expected to have material effect on the

Group or the company
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Notes on the accounts rnancial statements

Net interest income

2010

Loans and advances to customers 18889 21.358 24949

Loans and advances to banks 591 830 2201

Debt securities 3296 4.125 5040

Interest receivable 22776 28.311 42.190

Customer accounts demand deposits 1228 570 2400

Customer accounts savings deposits 1148 1245 2251

Customer accounts other time deposits 1345 2548 2900

Deposits by banks 1333 2.898 .300

Debt securities in issue 3277 4.482 8912

Subordinated liabilities 417 1221 1.059

Internal funding of
trading

businesses

Interest payable 8567 12.923 28.708

Net interest income 14209 13381.1 8482
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Notes on the accounts continued

Non-interest income excluding insurance net premium income

2010 201 202

___________ ____________
Em Or

Faaa and commissions reosivahle 8193 8735 8855

Fees end colnrnrsSons payable

banking 1892 2.3511 2043
insurance related 319 439

2211 2.790 2444

incoroe/Onss horn trading actrerses

Foreign exchange 1491 2340 1205

Interest rate 1862 3583 1.026

Credit 41 414./ 12.20/
Other

_______ 1123 555 250

4517 3761 9025t

3am on rodarrrptton oan debt 553 3790

Other operating income eactoding tnaorence not premium income

Operating lease and other rental income 1394 1323 1469

Changes in the fair value of own debt attributable to own credit 13 249 51 977

Changes in the fair value of securities and other financial assets and liabilities 180 42 1266
Changes in the fair value of investment properties 405 117 86
Profit on sale of securities 496 152 164

Profit on sale of property plant and equipment 50 40 177

Loss/profit on sale of subsidiaries and associates 107 144 934

Life business profits/Oosses 90 156 52
Dividend income 69 76 2/5

Share of profits less losses of associated entities 70 265 45

Other income 247 45çft 45
1479 673 2153

Notes

The analysis of trading income/loss is based on how the bosiness is organised ssd the undertying risks managed Trading incomelloss comprises gsins aed losses on finasciat instruments held

for trading both realised and onrealised interest income and dividends and the related funding costs

The types of instruments inclode

Foreigs esnhange spot foreign enchange nontracts currency swaps and options emerging markets and related hedges and fonding

Interest rate interest rate swaps forward foreign enchange contracts forward rate agreements interest rate options interest rate futures and related hedges and fending

credit asset-banked secorities norporate bonds credit derivatives and related hedges and fonding

Other equities commodities equity derivatives commodity contracts and related hedges and funding

In May 2010 the Group redeemed certain subordinated debt secudties and equity preference shams in evchange for cash or senior debt The eochanges involving instruments classified as liabilities

all met the criteria in tFRS for treatment as the enfinguishment of the original liability and the recognition of newttnancial liability Gains on these ecnhanges and on the redemption of senudties

classified as liabilities for cash totalling 503 million were cmdited to profitor loss No amounts bane been mcognisnd in profit or loss in relation to the redemption of securities ctassfited as equity in

the Group financial statements The difference between the consideration and the carrying nalse for these securities amounting to 051 million has been recorded in equity similar series of

eschange and tender offers completed in April 2009 and resulted in gain of 3790 million being credited to profit or loss and 629 million being recorded in equity

Measured as the change in fair valse from movements in the period in the credit risk premium payable by the Group
Includes income from activities other than banking and insorance
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Operahng expenses

2010

Em

Wages salaries and other staff costs 7945 8.039 7471

Bonus tax 99

Social security
costs 661 575 648

Share-based compensation 397 399 159

Pension costs

defined benefit schemes see Note 519 730 43

curtailment gains see Note 78 2..l481

defined contribution schemes 128 104

Staff costs 9671 7845 5.098

Premises and equipment 2402 2594 2163

Other administrative expenses ______________
3995 4.449 4.718

Property plant and equipment see Note 20 1428 1427 1406

722.4
Depreciation and amortisation 2150 2166 2377

nof oodwill and 9herj ntangible assets 10 363 15

18228 17417 25065

Integration costs included in operating expenses comprise expenditure incurred in respect of cost reduction and revenue enhancement programmes

connected with acquisitions made by the Group

2010

Em

Staff costs 210 367

Premises and equipment 78

Other administrative expenses 143 398 486

Depreciation and amor8sation ______ 201835
376 859

Restructuring costs included in operating expenses comprise

2010

Em

Staff costs 353 328 351

Premises and equipment 117 48 10

Other administrative expenses 104 11 11

574 427 307

Divestment costs included in operating expenses comprise

2010 I1
Em

Staff costs 51

Premises and equipment

Other administrative expenses 25

82
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Notes on the accounts

Operating expenses xn1iied

The average number of persons employed rounded to the nearest hundred in the continuing operations of the Group during the year excluding

temporary staff was 153400 2009 166400 2008 175400 on the same basis discontinued operations employed 6200 employees 2009-28100
2008 58300 The average number of temporary employees during 2010 was 11600 2009 9700 2008 7000 The number of persons employed
in the continuing operations of the Group at 31 December excluding temporary staff was as follows

2010 2D 200S

UK Retail 26300 28.580 31700

UK Corporate 13000 12680 13.600

Wealth 5300 4800 5.300

Global Transaction Services 2400 3.200 3600

Ulster Bank 4400 4600 5.601

US Retail Commercial 16500 16.400 17.200

Global Banking Markets 15500 15100 15.700

RBS Insurance 15000 14.600 15300

Central items
_________ _________ 4300 3.800 4300

Core 102700 103500 112400

Non-Core
________ 6400 13.700 15.000

109100 117300 127400

Business Services 36100 4.1800 44.500

Integration 300 500 900

RFS Holdings minority interest 300 200

Total 145500 159700 173.000

UK 93000 91.1480 105 600

USA 23900 25.600 27.100

Europe 10800 12600 14400

Rest of the World
______ 17800 23.180 25.900

Total 145500 159700 173800

There were no persons employed in discontinued operations as at 31 December 2010 2009-24800 2008-29100

Share-httsed pttymenttt

As described in the Remuneration
report on pages 248 to 263 the Group grants share-based awards to employees principally on the following bases

Awardpian EjibleernpIoees Natureof award
VestinSconditions Issue dates

Sharesave UK Republic of Ireland Option to buy shares under Continuing employment or
2011 to 2018

Channel Islands Gibraltar employee savings plan leavers in certain

and Isle of Man circumstances

Deferred performance All Awards of ordinary shares Continuing employment or 2011 to 2014

awards leavers in certain

circumstances

Restricted share awards Senior employees Awards of conditional shares Continuing employment or
2011 to 2014

leavers in certain

circumstances and/or

achievement of performance

conditions

Long-term incentives Senior employees Awards of conditional shares or Continuing employment or 2011 to 2020

share options leavers in certain

circumstances and/or

achievement of performance

conditions

Notes

Awards are equity-settled unless international comparability is better served by cash-settled awards

All awards have vesting conditions and therefore some may not vest

Long-terni incentives include the Executive Share Option Plan the Long-Term Incentive Plan and the Medium-Term Performance Plan

The strike price of options and the fair value on granting awards of fully paid shares is the average market price over the five trading days preceding grant date
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Sharessve
2010

Average Shares asder A.er.ge

esercise price optisn exerd9e

At January 0.50 1038 2.88 84

Granted 0.43 147 8.38 1178

Exercised 0.38

Lapsed 0.45 168 0.77 ç2Z2

At31 December 0.48 1012 0.88 1.838

Options are exercisable within six months of vesting 23 million were exercisable at 31 December 2010 2009-26 million The weighted average share

price
at the date of exercise of options was 45p 2009 not applicable At 31 December 2010 exercise prices ranged from 38p to 393p and the

average contractual life was 3.3 years 2009- 38p to 393p and 3.2 years The fair value of options granted in 2010 was 48 million 2009 -220

million

Deferred performance awards

2010

Valae at grant Shares awarded__ 3tsn
At January

Granted 1043 2755

At 31 December 1009 2665

None of the share awards vested in 2010 The awards granted in 2010 vest evenly over the following two anniversaries

Restricted share awards

2010

Value at grant Shares awarded jrrr owrceci__ isn
AtiJanuary 117 325 48 41

Granted 26 55 94 889

Exercised 15 18
Lapsed 27 @0

At31 December 110 335 117 825

The market value of awards exercised in 2010 was million 2009 -2 million

Long4erm ncenttves

2010

Options

Valaeatgrant Shares awarded over shares tt.T es1d
At January 122 413 79 92

Granted 115 247 78 853

Exercised

Lapsed

At31 December 219 250 377 122 413

The market value of awards exercised in 2010 was less than million The fair value of options granted in 2010 was determined using pricing

2009 nil There are vested options over 33 million shares exercisable model that included expected volatility of shares determined at the grant

up to 2020 2009 33 million shares up to 2014 date based on historic volatility over period of up to seven years an

expected option lives that equal the vesting period no dividends on

At 31 December 2010 provision of million had been made in respect equity shares and risk-free interest rate determined from the UK gilt

of 16 million share awards and million options over shares that may be rates with terms matching the expected lives of the options

cash-settled 2009 -6 million in respect of 16 million share awards and

million options over shares
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Notes on the accounts continued

Pension costs

The Group sponsors number of pension schemes in the UK and

overseas predominantly defined benefit schemes whose assets are

independent of the Groups finances The
principal

defined benefit

scheme is The Royal Bank of Scotland Retirement Fund the Main

scheme which accounts for 84% 2009 61% 2008 56% of the

Groups retirement benefit obligations

The Groups defined benefit schemes generally provide pension of one-

sixtieth of final pensionable salary for each year of service prior to

retirement up to maximum of 40 years Employees do not make

contributions for basic pensions but may make voluntary contributions to

secure additional benefits on money-purchase basis Since October

2006 the Main scheme has been closed to new entrants who have

instead been offered membership of The Royal Bank of Scotland

Retirement Savings Plan defined contribution pension scheme In 2009

pensionable salary increases in the Main scheme and certain other UK

and Irish schemes were limited to 2% per annum or CPI inflation if lower

The Group also provides post-retirement benefits other than pensions

principally through subscriptions to
private

healthcare schemes in the UK

and the US and unfunded post-retirement benefit plans Provision for the

costs of these benefits is charged to the income statement over the

average remaining future service lives of eligible employees The

amounts are not material

Interim valuations of the Groups schemes under lAS 19 Employee

Benefits were prepared to 31 December with the support of independent

actuaries using the following assumptions

1dar AU

Panc pal actuanil aesumptmns at 31 December weWhted verae 2010 2010

Discount rate 55% 571% .5% 54% .79 6.0%

Expected return on plan assets 6.7% 6.8% 7.1% 6.3% 6.1% 6.3%

Rate of increase in salaries 1.8% 1.8% %0% 2.0% 2.0% 3.4%

Rate of increase in pensions in payment 3.3% 3.5% 7A 3.0% 3.0% 2.4%

Inflation assumption 3.3% 3.5% 2.7% 3.2% 3.0% 2.4%

MAn nchnne AU

lasses of la assets as percents of tot

Quoted
equities 25.9% 38.9% 529% 28.2% 35.2% 35.0%

Private equity 5.4% 5.1% 671% 4.5% 3.1%

Index-linked bonds 27.0% 73.7% 160% 24.1% 15.2% 11.4%

Government fixed interest bonds 1.2% 1.9% 159% 23.2%

Corporate and other bonds 26.2% 19.7% 15.5% 24.8% 14.7% 15.1%

Hedge funds 3.2% 371% 3.5% 31% 0.8%

Property 3.4% 3.5% 717% 3.6% 3.6% 3.9%

Derivatives 0.9% 1652 1.2% 071% 1.5%

Cash and other assets 7.8% 5.3% 0% 8.1% 4.3% 2.4%

Equity exposure of equity futures 25.6% 10.6% 21.4% 6.3%

Cash exposure of equity futures 25.4% 10.4% 21.3% 6.2%

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100717

The Main scheme which represents 84% of plan assets at 31 December 2010 following the divestment during 2010 of ABN AMROs principal pension

scheme in the Netherlands 2009 59% 2008 57% is invested in diversified portfolio of quoted and
private equity government and corporate fixed-

interest and index-linked bonds and other assets including property and hedge funds The Main scheme also employs derivative instruments where

appropriate to achieve desired asset class exposure or to match assets more closely to liabilities The value of assets shown reflects the actual

physical assets held by the scheme with any derivative holdings valued on mark-to-market basis The return on assets on the total scheme has been

based on the asset exposure created allowing for the net impact of the derivatives on the risk and return profile of the holdings
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The Main schemes holdings of derivative instruments are summarised in the table below

Notional Fair value

amounts Assets

69

270

16

Liabilities

110

The investment strategy of other schemes is similar to that of the Main

scheme adjusted to take account of the nature of liabilities risk appetite

of the trustees size of the scheme and any local regulatory constraints

The use of derivative instruments outside of the Main scheme is not

material

Swaps are part
of the management of the inflation and interest rate

sensitivity
of the Main scheme liabilities They have been executed at

prevailing market rates and within standard market bid/offer spreads

Substantially all swaps are with The Royal Bank of Scotland plc and

National Westminster Bank Plc the banks At 31 December2010 the

gross notional value of the swaps was 12352 million 2009 -6064

million 2008 -1815 million and had net positive fair value of

236 million 2009 -4 million positive 2008 -24 million negative to the

scheme

Collateral is required on all swap transactions with those between the

banks and the Main scheme on terms that do not allow the banks to re

hypothecate The banks had delivered 210 million of collateral at 31

December 2010 2009 held million 2008 held 36 million

Ordinary shares of the company with fair value of million 2009 -4
million 2008 -15 million are held by the Groups Main scheme which

also holds other financial instruments issued by the Group with value of

264 million 2009 -192 million 2008 -421 million

The expected return on plan assets at 31 December is based upon the weighted average of the following assumed returns on the major classes of plan

assets allowing for the net impact of derivatives on the risk and return profile

2010 21 2010

Quoted equities 7.7% 6.0% 24% 7.5% 78% 8.4%

Private equity 7.7% 8.0% 6.422 7.7% 0% 314%

Index-linked bonds 4.2% 4.61/ 3.91 4.0% 4.23 2%

Government fixed interest bonds 3.2% 2.9% 4031 43%

Corporate and other bonds 5.5% 32% 6.102 5.2% 6.87 2.7%

Hedge funds 6.0% 6.71/ 5.3% 423 6402

Property 6.7% 6.2% 3.14 6.4% 6.002 32.1%

Derivatives 0.0% 0.0% 2.b% 0.0% 0.03

Cash and otherassets 4.0% 4.3% 2.6% 3.7% 4.64

Equity exposure of equity futures 7.7% 6.0% 7.7% 303

Cash exposure of equity futures 4.0% 1o
Total fund 6.7% 6.6% 7.1% 6.3% 6.1% 1.3%

Post-ret en mort ysptions sin scherne3 2010 2/43

Longevity at age 60 for current pensioners years

Males 27.2

Females 29.6 24

Longevity at age 60 for future pensioners currently aged 40 years

Males 29.3 29 76

Females 30.8 34.6 26.2

fl1 It

Inflation rate swaps 2132

Interest rate swaps 10727

Total return swaps 466

Currency swaps 973
Equity futures 4851 49 14 1.730 37 1%

Currencyforwards 4883 35 91 2908 68 70 1966 21 267

.4444

34

IS
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Notes on the accounts continued

Pension costs conunued

rvrrJue 3f.pu NKH
c1pan rut1t fp ee1 dehcJ

Is

Atl January2009 14604 15.594 799 25756 27752 1.995

Currency translation and other adjustments 699 515 114
Income statement

Expected return 1929 1929 1.553 7i53
lnterestcost 999 999 1.614 1614

Current service cost 300 300 663 683

Past service cost 15 15 15 15

t2LC._.L 14L 2149A

1029 633 1662 1.553 64 1469
Statement of comprehensive income

-Actuarial gains and losses 993 1473 3490 1344 5.999 3665

Contributions by employer 636 6361 1.163 1153
Contributions by plan participants and other scheme members 1.6 16

Benefits paid 7s11 741 11 75 71175

Expenses included in seMce co71029 22i
At January2010 16603 18675 2072 27925 30830 2905

Currency translation and other adjustments 206 206
Income statement

Expected return 1114 1114 1428 14281
Interestcost 1091 1091 1402 1402

Current service cost 345 345 499 499

Past service cost 76 76 67
671

Gains on curtailments 78 78
1114 1512 398 1428 1890 462

Statement of comprehensive income

-Actuarial gains and losses 1718 1674 44 1797 1639 158
Disposal of subsidiaries 7993 8187 194
Contributions by employer 444 444 832 832
Contributions by plan participants and other scheme members 10 10

Benefits paid 716 716 922 922
Expenses included in service cost 53 53 5-
At31 December2010 19110 21092 1982 22816 24999 2183

2010 loin 2100

81217 81 0$7 P81717777997668 Sc 7.11

Net assets of schemes in surplus included in Prepayments accrued income and other assets Note 21 105 756 3%
Net liabilities of schemes in deficit 2288 2.963 3932

2183 2915 1996
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The pension charge/credit to the income statement comprises

2010

Continuing operations 441 15101 473

Discontinued operations 21 21

462 714891 490

201 million relates to unfunded schemes

2010 /1 2010

Liii

19110 03 /3 37 22816 929 7.6

Curtailment gains of78 million have been recognised in 2010
arising

The Group expects to contribute 500 million to its defined benefit

from changes to pension benefits in subsidiarys scheme Curtailment pension schemes in 2011 Main scheme 333 million Of the net

gains of2148 million were recognised in 2009 arising from changes to liabilities of schemes in deficit 161 million 2009 -198 million 2008-

pension benefits in the Main scheme and certain other subsidiaries

schemes due to the capping of future salary increases that will count for

pension purposes to the lower of 2% or the rate of CPI inflation in any The most recent funding valuation of the Main UK scheme was 31 March

year The curtailment gains in 2009 were separately disclosed on the 2007 funding valuation of the Main UK scheme at3l March 2010 is

face of the income statement due to their size currently in progress The scheme trustees and the Group are in

discussion on this valuation and the level of contributions to be paid by

Following the legal separation of ABN AMRO Bank N.y on April 2010 the Group and expect to reach agreement by 30 June 2011 The Group

ABN AMROs principal pension scheme in the Netherlands was expects that in addition to estimated contributions of 300 -350 million

transferred to the State of the Netherlands At 31 December 2009 this for future accrual of benefits it will make additional contributions as yet

scheme had fair value of plan assets of 8118 million 2008 -8181 unquantified in 2011 and subsequent years to improve the funding

million and present value of defined benefit obligations of 8298 million position of the scheme

2008 8589 million The principal actuarial assumptions at 31

December 2009 were discount rate 5.25% 2008 5.4% expected Cumulative net actuarial losses of 4224 million 2009 -4382 million

return on plan assets weighted average 5.25% 2008- 5.25% rate of losses 2008 -717 million gains have been recognised in the statement

increase in salaries 2.5% 2008 2.5% rate of increase in pensions in of comprehensive income of which 3252 million losses 2009 -3296

payment 2.0% 2008- 2.0% and inflation assumption 2.0% 2008- million losses 2008 -184 million gains relate to the Main scheme

2.0%

Fair value of plan assets

Present value of defined benefit

obligations 21092 18317515.544 18099191104 24999 30030 27754 27.047 2.0.951

Net deficitlsurplus 982 2172 790 4761 1.630 183 2.905 1.096 1151 1992

Experience losses/gains on plan

liabilities 858 882 3.5 71

Experience gains/losses on plan

assets 1718 493 71.784 .101 552 1797 1.304 390
1.1

11 537

Actual return/loss on pension

schemes assets 2832 2.022 3513 1315 1.374 3225 2897 4156 141% 1.009

Actual return/loss on pension

schemes assets 17.2% 3.0% 119.0311 7.631 9.90 15.6% 1.4% 140311 6.231 99%
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Pension costs con3ood

The table below sets out the sensitivities of the pension cost for the year and the present value of defined benefit obligations at 31 December to

change in the principal actuarial assumptions

Mflic.leEpe

Inc SfluitifjC.fl.fl

p$nSnfl 13Sf b.qn En 2SEC3fl_22_ _L
2010 2008 211 2010 220021518 2010 21102 0808 2010 21101 2008

Em On On Em On On Em On On Em On On

0.25% increase in the discount rate 17 21 37 925 720 596 42 41 50 1245 1.261 1161
0.25% increase in inflation 59 49 77 799 654 624 89 90 114 1106 1.113 1.089

0.25% additional rate of increase in

pensions in payment 37 33 41 527 442 383 43 47 63 599 596 695

0.25% additional rate of increase in

deferred pensions 21 16 265 212 94 44 25 15 497 366 227

0.25% additional rate of increase in

salaries 28 56 46 165 30 17 35 270 125 219

Longevity increase of year 34 29 31 519 416 302 59 50 50 781 734 720

Auditors remuneration

Amounts paid to the Groups auditors for statutory audit and other services are set out below All audit related and other services are approved by the

Audit Committee and are subject to strict controls to ensure the external auditors independence is unaffected by the provision of other services The

Audit Committee recognise that for certain assignments the auditors are best placed to perform the work economically for other work the Group selects

the supplier best placed to meet its requirements The Groups auditors are permitted to tender for such work in competition with other firms where the

work is permissible under audit independence rules

2010 2001

_______
Em On

Fees payable for the audit of the Groups annual accounts 4.0 4.4

Fees payable to the auditor and its associates for other services to the Group pursuant to legislation

the audit of the companys subsidiaries 26.0 36.9

other services
_______ ______

3.2 3.3

Total audit and audit related services 33.2 14.6

Fees payable to the auditor and its associates for other services

services relating to tax 0.5 1.4

services relating to corporate finance transactions including securitisations entered into by the Group 0.8 25

All other services

accounting advice 0.1 0.6

review of internal controls 0.9 1.1

other assurance services 5.7 2.4

consulting services 1.8 0.6

Total other services
_________________

9.8 8.9

Fees payable to the auditor and its associates in respect of audits of pension schemes 0.2 0.4

Total 43.2539

Notes

The prior year
fees include 21.9 million in respect of the audit of ABN AMRO Holdings NV of which 9.8 million related to the interests of the State of the Netherlands and Santander

12 Includes fees of 1.2 million 2009- El .7 million in relation to reviews of interim financial information and 2.0 million 2009 El .6 million in respect of reports to the Groups regulators in the UK and

overseas

Includes fees of 0.5 million 2009 -2.1 million in respect of work performed by the auditors as reporting accountants on debt and equity issuances undertaken by the Group including

securitisations

Includes fees of 2.9 million 12009 nil in respect of audit and assurance of financial information in connection with disposals by the Group
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Tax

2010 2042 2241

Em

Current tax

Charge forthe year 251 494 1.360

Over provision in respect of prior periods 41 91 754

Relief for overseas tax 34

210 303 .096

Deferred tax

Charge/credit for the year 738 341 3947

Over/under provision in respect of prior periods 314 309 95

Tax charge/credit for the year

The actual tax charge/credit differs from the expected tax credit computed by applying the standard rate of UK corporation tax of 28% 2009 28%

2008 28.5% as follows

2010 2222 2442

Em .rp 144

Expected tax credit 112 741 2322

Non-deductible goodwill impairment 133 3325
Unrecognised timing differences 11 274 271
Items not allowed for tax

losses on strategic disposals and write-downs 311 1152 138
other 328 356 273

Non-taxable items

gain on sale of Global Merchant Services 221

gain on redemption of own debt 11 693

other 341 418 491

Taxable
foreign exchange movements

Foreign profits taxed at other rates 517 276 509
UK tax rate change deferred tax impact 82
Losses in year where no deferred tax asset recognised 450 760 942
Losses brought forward and utilised 94 11

Adjustments in respect of prior years 355 113 357

Actual tax charge/credit 634 429 2.10

Notes

Prior year tao adiustments inclade releases of tao provisions in respect of stractared transactions and icvestmest disposals and adjastments to reflect sabmioed tao compatations ic the UK asd

overseas

In the eodget on 22 June 2010 the UK Government proposed amongst other things to redace corporation Tao rates in foer asnoal decrements of 1% with effect from April2011 The first

decrement was enacted in the Finance No Act 2010 and as consequence the closing deferred tan assets and liabilities have been recognised at an effective rate of 27% The impact of this

change on the tao charge for the year is set oat in the tahie ahove

Profit attributable to preference shareholders and paid-in equity holders

2010 2224

Em

Preference shareholders

Non-cumulative preference shares of US$0.01 105 342 493

Non-cumulative preference shares of 0.01 3.34 9%

Non-cumulative preference shares of

issued to UK Financial Investments Limited 274

-other 81 90

Paid-in equity holders

Interest on securities classified as equity net of tax 19 37 631

Total 124 o33 596

Note

Includes 50 million redemption premium on repayment of preference shares
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Ordinary dividends

The company did not pay an ordinary dividend in 2010 or 2009 In 2008 the company paid final dividend in respect of 2007 of 19.3p per ordinary

share restated for the effect of the rights issue in June 2008 and the capitalisation issue in September 2008 amounting to 2312 million

Profit dealt with in the accounts of the company

As permitted by section 4083 of the Companies Act 2006 the primary financial statements of the company do not include an income statement or

statement of comprehensive income Condensed information is set out below
2010 2000

income 9tatennt

Dividends received from banking subsidiary 60 2.523 4539

Dividends received from other subsidiaries 24 408 163

Gain on redemption of own debt 53 238

Total income 137 3.169 6802

Interest receivable from subsidiaries 1042 1197 793

Interest payable to subsidiaries 263 2011 495
Other net interest payable and operating expenses 263 62 796
Write-down of investments in subsidiaries 5124 5.139 14321

Operating loss before tax 4471 1286 10.0171

Tax charge/credit 83 27 .4
Loss forthe year

Loss attributable to

Preference shareholders 105 878 030

Paid-in equity holders 19 57 80

4554 80 950

2010 009 2019

Statement of comp9ehensive income

Loso .8L3
Other comprehensive income

Cash flow hedges

Tax on comprehensive income

Other comprehensive income for the year net of tax
____________ __________

Total comprehensive loss for the year

Attributable to

Preference shareholders 105 878 536

Paid-in equity holders 19 07 60

Onary nd shareholders $10

Total comprehensive loss for the year
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10 Earnings per ordinary and share

Earnings per ordinary and share have been calculated based on the following

2010

Em On

Eernbtge

Loss attributable to ordinary and shareholders 1125 3607 24306

Loss from discontinued operations attributable to ordinary and shareholders 28 72 66

Gain on redemption of preference shares and paid-in equity 610 200

Loss from continuing operations attributable to ordinary and shareholders

Welglfled evereqe number of shores lm6ions

Ordinary shares in issue during the year 56245 61494 16.663

shares in issue during the year ______
51000 1.307

Weighted average number of ordinary and shares in issue during the year iii 107245 6239116663

Note

11 Following reconsideration of the terms of the shere subscription agreement with HM Treasury it is no longer trested us dilutive The compuretive emosnt for the year ended 31 Oecember 2009 hss

been restated

The number of shares in issue in 2008 was adjusted retrospectively for the bonus element of the
rights

issue completed in June 2008 and the

capitalisation issue in September 2008 None of the convertible securities had dilutive effect in 2010 2009 or 2008
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Notes on the accounts continued

11 Financial instruments classification

The following tables analyse the Groups financial assets and liabilities in accordance with the categories of financial instruments in lAS 39 Assets and

liabilities outside the scope of lAS 39 are shown separately

.tp
Oesigoated as Other fissocial Non

atfairvalue isstrsmeots fiosocial

Held-for- throogh Hedgiog Available- Loans sod smortised Fiosoce assets/

trsdiog profit or loss derivatives for-sale receivables cost leases liabilities Total

2fW Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

Assa
Cash and balances at central banks 57014 57014

Loans and advances to banks

reverse repos 38215 4392 42607

-other1 26082 31829 57911

Loans and advances to customers

-reverse repos 41110 11402 52512

other 19903 1100 471308 10437 502748

Debtsecurities 98869 402 111130 7079 217480

Equityshares 19186 1013 1999 22198

Settlement balances 11605 11605

Derivatives 421648 5429 427077

Intangible assets 14448 14448

Property plant
and equipment 16543 16543

Deferred tax 6373 6373

Prepayments accrued income and

otherassets 1306 11270 12576

Assets of disposal groups 12484 12484

665013 2515 5429 113129 595935 10437 61118 1453576

LisbUties

Deposits by banks

-repos 20585 12154 32739

other 28216 37835 66051

Customer accounts

repos 53031 29063 82094

other 14357 4824 409418 428599

Debt securities in issue ssl 7730 43488 167154 218372

Settlement balances 10991 10991

Short positions 43118 43118

Derivatives 419103 4864 423967

Accruals deferred income and other

liabilities 1793 458 20838 23089

Retirement benefit liabilities 2288 2288

Deferred tax 2142 2142

Insurance liabilities 6794 6794

Subordinated liabilities 1129 25924 27053

Liabilities of disposal groups 9428 9428

586140 49441 4864 694332 458 41490 1376725

Equity
76851

1453576

For notes relating to this table refer to page 303
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rc-fr rug t11c1 A11 L111 ac rno5sc i4ac as sift

air.p41ifsss .5s 1/ifsS .siflss sss

Assets

Cash and balances at central banks 52261 82261

Loans and advances to banks

reverse repos 26.886 821.1 35.527

other 18.863 38.523 55.855

Loans and advances to customers

reverse repos 2.6 .313 14727 41 045

other 18.284 1.981 656310 13.028 687.353

Debt securities It 1462 2.653 143228 911 251254

Equity shares 14443 2122 2893 12 528

Settlement balances 12.033 12.533

Derivatives 436887 4827 441.484

Intangible assets 17.547 17947

Property plant and equipment 12397 1.9.397

Deferred tax 7532 7.032

Prepayments accrued income and

other assets 19564 20985

Assets of disposal groups 8542 18842

650.508 6778 4597 146.121 772.227 13098 82382 1526.486

Lisblities

Deposits by banks

repos 20252 38.558

-other 3251 71491 15413.6

Customer accounts

repos 4.1820 26.533 58.353

-other@i 11348 8885 528.921 545549

Debt securities in issue 56 3.225 41 537 2221 55 2.57.558

Settlement balances 15.413 15413

Short positions 4045.3 40453

Derivatives 55117 421141

Accruals deferred income and other

liabilities 1.881t 157 271171 30.327

Retirement benefit liabilities 2.2113 1143

Deferred tax 2811 511

Insurance liabilities 15251 i7.251

Subordinated liabilities 7652
Liabilities of disposal groups 18.020 15520

588492 51324 557 1112.072 457 62.216 1.801 855

Equity 24.531

1.596485

For notes relating to this table refer to page 303
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Notes on the accounts consnued

11 Financial instruments classification conunued

2eo4nae8a

H1ici trouel He55g Av3UOD4 Lcao

oa8rg roofOco ros n.rslves rrsoIe rroar1es

Lrr

Ox

Cash and balancea at central banks

Loans and advances to banks

reverse repos

other

Loans and advances to customers

reverse repos

other

Debt securities

Equity shares

Settlement balances

Derivatives

Intangible assets

Property plant and equipment

Deferred tax

Prepayments accrued income and

other assets

Assets of disoosal arouos

12.4CC

25058 32715

33178 49.248

18774

789.853

132858 12953

7.175

17.832

12A00

55771

79 .428

37.313

835.409

2.87549

28330

17.832

91 253

20049 20049

18.945 18949

7082 1.082

23078 24.402

1.581 1.581

14.453 70.737 2.401.852

Deposits by banks

repos

other

Customer accounts

repos

other

Debt securities in issue s6
Settlement balances

Short positions

Derivatives

Accruals deferred income and other

liabilities

Retirement benefit liabilities

Deferred tax

Insurance liabilities

Subordinated liabilities

Liabilities of disposal groups

Equity

58143

581389

300.289

11741

42.538

971354

1.819 22 20581 31.482

2032 2.032

4182 415zr

5978 9.978

47.84.2 45154

cxu

1.082.273 22 48013 2.321151

531455

2401 8.52

For notes relating to this table refer to page 303

2808

Scoots

Ipso

22539

25.982

118250

17054

2.141

5.425

2101

983700 6859

14433

LieSiSies

1326

1226789 5670 5859 140.031 933133

43.158 40670 83888

37.955 130.420 174.378

39.942 18.201

15950 8050 537331

3.992 47.431 2.40.048

11741

42530

963 058 11.278

200

1.205

1.140.95657014 5.278
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Amounts included in the consolidated income statement

2010

1441

573

Notes

Includes items in the course of collection from other banks of 1958 million 2009- 2533 million 2008 2888 million

The change in feir voloe of loans and advances to customers designated as at fair value through profit or loss aoribatoble to changes iv credit risk was 20 million charge for the year and

cumulatively creditof 82 million 2009- release 107 million cumulative 140 million credit 2008 -328 million charge cumulative 440 million credit

Includes items in the coarse of transmission to other banks of 577 million 2009 -770 million 2008 -542 million

The carrying amount of other customer accounts designated as at fair value through profit or loss is 233 million lower 2009 -101 million lower 2008 -47 million lower than the pdncipal amount

No amounts have been recognised in profk or loss for changes in credit risk associated with these liabilities us the changes are immoterisl measured as the change in fair value from movements in

the period in the credit risk premium payable The amounts include investment contracts with carrying value of 41 million 2009 -5170 million 2008 -5364 million

comprises bonds and medium term notes of 154282 million 2009 -184900 milliov 2008 -156841 million and certificates of deposit and other commercial
paper of 64090 million 2009-

102668 million 2008 -143448 million

The currying amount is 751 million 2009 -810 million 2008 -1145 million lower than the principal amount

Ouring 2009 the Group reclusssed finuncial assets from the held-for-trading category into the loans and receivables category and in 2008 from the held-for-trading and available-for-sale categories

into the loans and receivables category and from the held4or-trading category into the available-for-sale category see pages 306 to 309

Gains/losses on financial assets/liabilities designated as at fair value through profit or loss 279

Gains/losses on disposal or settlement of loans and receivables 267
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11 Financial instruments classification continued

The following tables analyse the companys financial assets and financial liabilities in accordance with the categories of financial instruments in lAS 39

Assets and liabilities outside the scope of lAS 39 are shown separately

Other

financial Non

Held-for- Hedging Loans end instruments financial assets

trading derinatines receinahies amortined cost liabilities Total

2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em

Assets

Loans and advances to banks iii 19535 19535

Loans and advances to customers 121 6689 6689

Debt securities 12 1454 1454

Investments in Group undertakings 49125 49125

Derivatives 1223 252 1475

Deferred tax

Prepayments accrued income and other assets 28 28

1223 252 27678 49155 78308

ijsl6tes

Customer accounts 1029 1029

Debt securities in issue 8742 8742

Derivatives
141 231 231

Accruals deferred income and other liabilities 1034 1034

Subordinated liabilities 8048 8048

231 17819 1034 19084

Equity 59224

78308

Assets

Loans and advances to banks 31.236 31.236

Loans and advances to customers 121 2777 2.777

Debt securities 123% 128%

Investments in Group undertakings 64786 64766

Settlement balances
11 ii

Derivatives 93% 239 1.169

Deferred tax

Prepayments accrued income and other assets 43 43

930 279 38.301 64822 101292

Lsntes

Deposits by banks l2 93 93

Customer accounts 41 13.284 13 264

Debt securities in issue 11788 11738

Derivatives 432 14 446

Accruals deferred income and other liabilities 1.3.87 1.357

Subordinated liabilities 8762 8. 762

432 14 o3..t07 1.387 38.710

Equity

101 292

For notes relating to this table refer to page 305
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tfto caie
______________ _______________

Lrn

Assets

Loans and advancesto banks1 27.031 21031

Investments in Group undertakings 42.190 42.140

Derivatives 075 193 1168

Deferred tax

Prepayments accrued income and other assets 489 489

975 103 7331 62.688 70887

Lie OiiOes

Deposits by banks 802 1.802

Customer accounts 28 26

Debt securities in issue 14.179 14.179

Derivatives 1.36 223 301

Accruals deferred income and other liabilities ...-
.. 47 47

Subordinated liabilities 10317 10 314

135 225 2.6.321 47 20.729

Equity 44156

70.887

Notes

it Includes amounts due from subsidiaries of 19535 million 2009 -31238 million 2008 27031 million

Due from uubsidiarien

Includes umounfn due to subuidiarien of nil 2009 -4 million 2008 -1706 million

Due to uubnidtuden
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11 Financial instruments classification octinoed The turbulence in the financial markets during the second half of 2008

Reclaefioatkm of financial nstrurnents was regarded by management as rare circumstances in the context of

The Group has reclassified financial assets from the held-for-trading paragraph 50B of lAS 39 as amended

HFT and available-for-sale AFS categories into the loans and

receivables LAR category as permitted by paragraph 50D of lAS 39 as The tables below show the carrying value fair value and the effect on

amended and from the held-for-trading category into the available-for-
profit or loss of reclassifications undertaken by the Group in 2008 and

sale category as permitted by paragraph 50B of lAS 39 as amended 2009 There were no reclassifications in 2010

Amount

that would

Amount recognised in have been Reduction in

31 December 2010 profit or loss recognised had profit or loss

Carrying Impairment reclassification as result of

value Fair value Income releases/Iosses not occurred reclassification

2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em

Ftecdassfied rom HFT to LArt

Loans

-leveraged finance 1100 963 88 59 317 170

ate and other loans 278 3465 1174 233

4428234 146 491403
Debt securities

-CDO 22 22

-RMBS 983 787 24 139 116

-CMBS 844 732 13 133 146

CLO5 417 368 67 62

other ABS 626 559

-other 638 653 21 81 60

3530 3121 48 17 424 39

__....._
Redasifed from Hf to AFS

Debt securities

-CDO 1537 1537 136 57 369 176

RMBS 2018 2018 40 34

-CMBS 52 52 11

CLOs 2406 2406 212 298 86

other ABS 339 339 19 17

-other 94 94 29 36

6446 6446 441 53 765 271

___
6447 6447 470 53 803 280

Reciroortied from AFS to LOFt

Debtsecurities k3J _i
14 376 721 160 1637 076

Notes

The amount taken to AFS reserves was 326 million

21 The amount that would have been taken to AFS reserves if reclassification had not occurred is 98 million
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1root flo2Hflrd fl 3fl7fl3103

prrthrflrOss rrro7fledharr 7fliCC3ftflrt

Cr27 rr.mrmerrfl7astcrr rr.ulr

r7111rrrflrflrr

rIm Or rIm On

RedasroSod from 851 to LAd

Loans

leveraged finance 2.574 2257 109 902 482 278

corporate and other loans 8302 4114 99 r361 321 159

7.070 5371 205 11.253 151 1218

Debt securities

-coo 21

-RMBS 1532 1.18.3 15 851 92

-CMBS 828 898 85 .-. 24 88

CLOs 847 535 43 39 98

-other ABS 1145 1.0/0 12 13

-other 588 882 34 284 220

850 4.2/3 18 294 489

_______
12132 10.844 29 322791 455 1.705

Rodassrfedrorn Ito ASS

Debt securities

-CDO 1171 1172 38 228 40 23
RMBS 204.2 3.042 228 84 480 209

-CMBS 83 83 21 11 13

CLOs 2878 2875 334 847

other ABS 808 808 20 44 24

-other 142 142 1.18 34 158

7851 1.801 442 425 1293 1.2714Eqwiysecurities2525___
7829 7.829 441 428 .3 1285

Rodossfed from ASS to LA8I

Debt securities 589 748 21 21

21431 19.018 o91 178 1759 2.95S

Notes

11 The amoast takes to AES reserves was 1067 miltios

The awsast that woald have bees takes to AFS reserves if reclassificatios had sot oscarred is 731 milliss
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Notes on the accounts continued

11 Financial instruments classification contmuoc

The
following table provides information for reclassificationa made in 2009

3-I gr.c

cH COP c-b1 o- \rco .cocc Rcv 010
opy11 ocot xcc c.c.oq cof ocp oo .40

oo Cc oc4cc
CC- C-p

66 3.30 94 43 74 j6

64 3.17 67 41 36 13 14
39 251 41 310

66 17.19 147 64 71 t29 ii 12455349 190166 t33

1995 2989 1.077 1112 136 44 251j 2581 37 101

Rock ssteo from HFI to LAS

Loans

-leveraged finance 510 13.37 1.075 70 71 141 76
corporate

and other loans 1230 2.85 1.565 887 924 103 26 150 115 39 14

1740 2.640 887 924 103 44 251 256 39 62

Debt securities

RMBS

CMBS

other ABS

other
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The following table provides information for reclassifications made in 2008

cc s.s 4y
Cc 5/

3.4 .45/ 44/
ccc .4

Oac 11 .4 ccLc .4

a11 c.cc

aedass3tod from

OFT to LAO

Loans

-leveraged finance 3502 1014 6091 4.304 2714 49 455 5915 479 155

corporate and

other loans 5205 6.53 7.752 0053 5143 74 267 5391 956 46
8.407 13043 10.357 7457 539 722 1.054 2376 201

Debt securities

-CDO 25 4.92 259 236 221 11 16

RMBS 1765 6.05 2134 2.059 1.579 113 171 293 464 12
CMBS 1677 4.1/ 2.402 2744 1770 142 59 293 303 19

-CLOs 635 634 1.141 1191 551 22 104 144 68 14

-otherABS 22035.07 3203 2.242 .943 54 129 151 240

-other 2548 2.54 2.7/6 2.415 2.401 23 12 109 95

0445 06 10417 4721 1711 488 374 549 sO

820 5756 iota 25 So

Reclassified mm
OFT to 545

Debt securities

CDO 3593 1032 38 134 93 56 424 74 179

-RMBS 275 8o3 5439 511 5/ 31 io 56

CMBS o7 So 5F 256 111 AS So
-CLOs 411 4/ 555 Y3 Sd

otherABS 132 7/ 0013 t12 Lc 43
-other 54 11 311 7/7 57 .5/ 574

10 111 57 2921 31 44 9F 11

Equity shares 54 19

4992 3/5 94 3/14 16 41 ss
001 Itd

oLAF
Dbtsecurities2 994 133 cc Co

337dI 358 3330 55 494 11 330

Notes

The amoont taken to AFS reserves was 2193 million

The amoont that woold have heeo in AES reserves it reolossification had not ocoerred is 39 million
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12 Financial instruments valuation

Valuation of financial instruments carried at fair value

Control onvocornent

The Groups control environment for the determination of the fair value of

financial instruments includes formalised protocols for the review and

validation of fair values independent of the businesses entering into the

transactions There are specific controls to ensure consistent pricing

policies and procedures incorporating disciplined price verification The

Group ensures that appropriate attention is given to bespoke transactions

structured products illiquid products and other instruments which are

difficult to price

key element of the control environment is the independent price

verification IPV process Valuations are first performed by the business

which entered into the transaction Such valuations may be
directly from

available prices or may be derived using model and variable model

inputs These valuations are reviewed and if necessary amended by

team independent of those trading the financial instruments in the
light

of

available pricing evidence

All IPV variances are classified as either hard or soft variance is hard

where the independent information represents tradable or liquid prices

and soft where it does not Adjustments are required for all hard

variances and for aggressive soft variances but with conservative

variances not requiring adjustment

Monthly meetings are held between the business and the support

functions to discuss the results of the IPV and reserves process in detail

IPV is performed at frequency to match the availability of independent

data For liquid instruments IPV is performed daily The minimum

frequency of review in the Group is monthly for exposures in the

regulatory trading book and six monthly for exposures in the regulatory

banking book The IPV control includes formalised reporting and

escalation of any valuation differences in breach of established

thresholds The Global Pricing Unit GPU determines IPV policy

monitors adherence to that policy and performs additional independent

reviews on highly subjective valuation issues for GBM and Non-Core

Valuation models are subject to review process which requires different

levels of model documentation testing and review depending on the

complexity of the model and the size of the Groups exposure key

element of the controIenvironment over model use is modelled product

review committee made up of valuations experts from several functions

within the Group This committee sets the policy for model documentation

testing and review and prioritises models with significant exposure for

review by the Groups Quantitative Research Centre QuaRC Potential

valuation uncertainty is key input in determining model review priorities

at these meetings The QuaRC team within Group Risk which is

independent of the trading businesses assesses the appropriateness of

the
application of the model to the product the mathematical robustness

of the model and where appropriate considers alternative modelling

approaches

Senior management valuation control committees meet formally on

monthly basis to discuss independent pricing reserving and valuation

issues relating to both GBM and Non-Core exposures All material

methodology changes require review and ratification by these committees

The committees include valuation specialists representing several

independent review functions which comprise market risk QuaRC and

finance

The Group Executive Valuation Committee discusses the issues

escalated by the Modelled Product Review Committee GBM and Non-

Core senior management Valuations Control Committee and other

relevant issues including the APS credit derivative valuation The

committee covers key material and subjective valuation issues within the

trading business The committee will provide ratification to the

appropriateness of areas with high levels of residual valuation uncertainty

Committee membership includes the Group Finance Director the Group

Chief Accountant Global Head of Market and Insurance Risk GBM Chief

Financial Officer and Non-Core Chief Financial Officer and

representation from front office trading and finance

Valuation issues adjustments and reserves are reported to the GBM
Non-Core and Group Audit Committees Key judgmental issues are

described in reports submitted to these Audit Committees

The Group has formal review procedures to ensure that new products

asset classes and risk types are appropriately reviewed to ensure

amongst other things that valuation is appropriate Group Operational

Risk owns the Group New Product Approval Process the scope of which

includes new business markets models risks and structures

During 2010 the Group made significant and ongoing investment into

enhancing its already robust control environment This included new

global IPV and reserving tool which partly automates the process of

carrying out IPV and consolidation of reserves into single central portal

Veluatlon hlearchy

There is process to review and control the classification of financial

instruments into the three level hierarchy established by IFRS Some

instruments may not easily fall into level of the fair value hierarchy per

IFRS see pages 314 to 315 and judgment may be required as to

which level the instrument is classified

Initial classification of financial instrument is carried out by the Business

Unit Control BUC team following the principles in IFRS BUC base their

judgment on information gathered during the IPV process for instruments

which include the sourcing of independent prices and model inputs The

quality and completeness of the information gathered in the IPV process

gives an indication as to the liquidity and valuation uncertainty of an

instrument

These initial classifications are challenged by GPU and are subject to

further review by local CFO divisional CFO and the Group Chief

Accountant Particular attention is paid during the review processes upon

instruments crossing from one level to another new instrument classes

or products instruments that are generating significant profit and loss and

instruments where valuation uncertainty is high
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VeOnflon techneiues

The Group derives fair value of its instruments differently depending on

whether the instrument is non-modelled or modelled product

Illonrnodeied pmduos

Non-modelled products are valued directly
from price input and are

typically valued on position by position
basis and include cash equities

and most debt securities

Modelled prooucts

Modelled products are those that are valued using pricing model

ranging in complexity from comparatively vanilla products such as

interest rate swaps and options e.g interest rate caps and floors

through to more complex derivatives The valuation of modelled products

requires an appropriate model and inputs into this model Sometimes

models are also used to derive inputs e.g to construct volatility surfaces

The Group uses number of modelling methodologies

iopuïs Vdllaticfl flOOCIO

Values between and beyond available data points are obtained by

interpolation and extrapolation When utilising valuation techniques the

fair value can be significantly affected by the choice of valuation model

and by underlying assumptions concerning factors such as the amounts

and timing of cash flows discount rates and credit risk The principal

inputs to these valuation techniques are as follows

Bond prices quoted prices are generally available for government

bonds certain corporate securities and some mortgage-related

products

Credit spreads where available these are derived from prices of

credit default swaps or other credit based instruments such as debt

securities For others credit spreads are obtained from pricing

services

Interest rates these are principally
benchmark interest rates such

as the London Interbank Offered Rate LIBOR and quoted interest

rates in the swap bond and futures markets

Foreign currency exchange rates there are observable markets

both for spot and forward contracts and futures in the worlds major

currencies

Equity and equity index prices quoted prices are generally readily

available for equity shares listed on the worlds major stock

exchanges and for major indices on such shares

Commodity prices many commodities are actively traded in spot

and forward contracts and futures on exchanges in London New

York and other commercial centres

Price volatilities and correlations volatility is measure of the

tendency of price to change with time Correlation measures the

degree to which two or more prices or other variables are observed

to move together If they move in the same direction there is positive

correlation if they move in opposite directions there is negative

correlation Volatility is key input in valuing options and the

valuation of certain products such as derivatives with more than one

underlying variable that are correlation-dependent Volatility and

correlation values are obtained from broker quotations pricing

services or derived from option prices

Prepayment rates the fair value of financial instrument that can

be prepaid by the issuer or borrower differs from that of an

instrument that cannot be prepaid In valuing prepayable

instruments that are not quoted in active markets the Group

considers the value of the prepayment option

Counterparty credit spreads adjustments are made to market

prices or parameters when the creditworthiness of the counterparty

differs from that of the assumed counterparty in the market price or

parameters

Recovery rates/loss given default these are used as an input to

valuation models and reserves for asset-backed-securities and other

credit products as an indicator of severity of losses on default

Recovery rates are primarily sourced from market data providers or

inferred from observable credit spreads

The Group may use consensus prices for the source of independent

pricing for some assets The consensus service encompasses the equity

interest rate currency commodity credit property fund and bond

markets providing comprehensive matrices of vanilla prices and wide

selection of exotic products GBM and Non-Core contribute to consensus

pricing services where there is significant interest either from

positional point of view or to test models for future business use Data

sourced from consensus pricing services is used for combination of

control processes including direct price testing evidence of observability

and model testing In practice this means that the Group submits prices

for all material positions for which service is available

In order to determine reliable fair value where appropriate

management applies valuation adjustments to the pricing information

gathered from the above sources These adjustments reflect the Groups

assessment of factors that market participants
would consider in setting

price Furthermore on an ongoing basis the Group assesses the

appropriateness of any model used To the extent that the price provided

by internal models does not represent the fair value of the instrument for

instance in highly stressed market conditions the Group makes

adjustments to the model valuation to calibrate to other available pricing

sources Where unobservable inputs are used the Group may determine

range of possible valuations derived from
differing

stress scenarios to

determine the sensitivity associated with the valuation When establishing

the fair value of financial instrument using valuation technique the

Group considers certain adjustments to the modelled price which market

participants would make when pricing that instrument Such adjustments

include the credit quality of the counterparty and adjustments to

compensate for any known model limitations
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12 Financial instruments valuation centhued

Valuation reserves

When valuing financial instruments in the trading book adjustments are made to mid-market valuations to cover bid-offer spread liquidity and credit risk

The table below shows the valuation reserves and adjustments

2010 2009

CredO vaVeUori adjustments

Monoline insurers 2443 3.798 59138

Credit derivative product companies 490 499 1311

Other counterparties 1714 1588 1738

4647 5653 9.037

Bid-offer and
liquidity reserves 2797 2514 3260

7444 8691 12297

Curds vrsuatnrn adjustments CIA
Credit valuation adjustments represent an estimate of the adjustment to

fair value that market participant would make to incorporate the credit

risk inherent in counterparty derivative exposures The Group makes

such credit adjustments to derivative exposures it has to counterparties

as well as debit valuation adjustments to liabilities issued by the Group

CVA is discussed in Risk and balance sheet management Other risk

exposures Credit valuation adjustments pages 211 to 215

Bidurffer and tqutd8y reserves

Fair value positions are adjusted to bid for assets or offer for liabilities

levels by marking individual cash based positions directly to bid or offer

or by taking bid-offer reserves calculated on portfolio basis for

derivatives

The bid-offer approach is based on current market spreads and standard

market bucketing of risk Risk data is used as the primary source of

information within bid-offer calculations and is aggregated when it is more

granular than market standard buckets

Bid-offer adjustments for each risk factor are determined by aggregating

similar risk exposures arising on different products Additional basis

bid/offer reserves are taken where these are charged in the market Risk

associated with non identical underlying exposures is not netted down

unless there is evidence that the cost of closing the combined risk

exposure is less than the cost of closing on an individual basis For

example interest rate delta bid-offer methodology when viewed in

isolation allows aggregation of risk across different tenor bases Tenor

basis bid-offer reserves are then applied to compensate for the netting

within the original delta bid-offer calculation

Bid-offer spreads vary by maturity and risk type to reflect different

spreads in the market For positions where there is no observable quote

the bid-offer spreads are widened in comparison to proxies to reflect

reduced liquidity or observability Bid-offer methodologies also

incorporate liquidity triggers whereby wider spreads are applied to risks

above pre-defined thresholds

Netting is applied across risk buckets where there is market evidence to

support this For example calendar netting and cross strike netting

effects are taken into account where such trades occur regularly within

the market Netting will also apply where long and short risk in two

different risk buckets can be closed out in single market transaction at

less cost than by way of two separate transactions closing out the

individual bucketed risk in isolation

Vanilla risk on exotic products is
typically

reserved as part of the overall

portfolio
based calculation e.g delta and vega risk is included within the

delta and vega bid-offer calculations Aggregation of risk arising from

different models is in line with the Groups risk management practices

the model review control process considers the appropriateness of model

selection in this respect

Product related risks such as correlation risk attract specific bid-offer

reserves Additional reserves are provided for exotic products to ensure

overall reserves match market close-out costs These market close-out

costs inherently incorporate risk decay and cross-effects which are

unlikely to be adequately reflected in static hedges based on vanilla

instruments

Where there is limited bid-offer information for product conservative

approach is adopted taking into account pricing approach and risk

management strategy

DerVadve discounUn

The market convention for some derivative products has moved to pricing

collateralised derivatives using the overnight indexed swap OlS curve

which reflects the interest rate typically paid on cash collateral In order to

reflect observed market practice the Groups valuation approach for the

substantial portion
of its collateralised derivatives was amended to use

015 Previously the Group had discounted these collateralised derivatives

based on LIBOR The rate for discounting uncollateralised derivatives

was also changed in line with observable market pricing This change

resulted in net increase in income from trading activities of 127 million

for 2010

\mnunts ds4urred on ntLs recoqnmon

On initial recognition of financial assets and liabilities valued using

valuation techniques incorporating information other than observable

market data any difference between the transaction price and that

derived from the valuation technique is deferred Such amounts are

recognised in profit or loss over the life of the transaction when market

data becomes observable or when the transaction matures or is closed

out as appropriate At 31 December 2010 net gains of 167 million 2009

-204 million 2008 -102 million were carried forward in the balance

sheet During the year net gains of62 million 2009 -127 million 2008

-89 million were deferred and 99 million 2009 -25 million 2008

65 million recognised in the income statement
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The Group takes into account the effect of its own credit standing when

valuing financial liabilities recorded at fair value in accordance with IFRS

The categories of financial liabilities on which own credit spread

adjustments are made are issued debt held at fair value including issued

structured notes and derivatives An own credit adjustment is applied to

positions where it is believed that counterparties would consider the

Groups creditworthiness when pricing trades

For issued debt and structured notes this adjustment is based on

independent quotes from market participants for the debt issuance

spreads above average inter-bank rates at range of tenors which the

market would demand when purchasing new senior or sub-debt

issuances from the Group Where necessary these quotes are

interpolated using curve shape derived from credit default swap prices

The fair value of the Groups derivative financial liabilities has also been

adjusted to reflect the Groups own credit risk The adjustment takes into

account collateral posted by the Group and the effects of master netting

agreements

The own credit adjustment for fair value does not alter cash flows is not

used for performance management and is disregarded for regulatory

capital reporting processes and will reverse over time as the liabilities

mature

The reserve movement between periods will not equate to the reported

profit or loss for own credit The balance sheet reserves are stated by

conversion of underlying currency balances at spot rates for each period

whereas the income statement includes intra-period foreign exchange

sell-offs

The effect of change in credit spreads could be reversed in future periods

provided the liability is not repaid at premium or discount

The table below shows own credit adjustments on own liabilities

Debt securities Subordinated

in issue 11 liabilities Total Derivatives Total

Cumulative own cred6 adjuatroent Em Em Em Em

2010 2091 325 2416 534 2950

2009 1857 474 2331 467 2.798

2008 1.346 1.027 2373 40 2823

Carrying values of underlying Oabi8tias Ebn bn Ebn

2010 51.2 1.1 52.3

2009 45.5 1.3 46.8

2008 714 1.5 52.5

Note

11 Consists of wholesale and retail note issuances
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12 Financia rnstruments valuation 6onthued

V6uation hiertrrhy

Loans and advances to banks

Reverse repos 38.2 38.2

Collateral 25.1 25.1

Other 0.6 0.4 1.0

63.9 0.4 64.3

Loans and advances to customers

Reverse repos 41.1 41.1

Collateral 14.4 14.4

Other 6.2 0.4 6.6

61.7 0.4 62.1

Debt securities

Government

MBS

CDO5

CLOs

Other ABS

Corporate

Banks and building societies

Other

110.3 91.9

18.4 2.8

Foreign exchange 83.2 0.1 83.3

Interest rate 1.7 308.3 1.7 311.7

.Credit-APS 0.6 0.6

Credit other 23.2 3.1 26.3

01 49 0.2 52

1.8 419.6 5.7 427.1

Total assets 130.5 639.9

Of which

26.9 26.9

18.4

01 01

454 454

26.3 25.3

69.2 0.2 69.4

0.3 321.8 1.5 323.6

1.4 1.4

0.1 97.2 3.0 263

0.4 61 0.3 13.9

26.1 26.1

29.7 29.7

0.1 0.4

552 56.2

223 225

14.2 14.2

13.8 3.1 18.9

0.5 2.1 53.6

105.9

1.1 161

6.9 1.7 8.6

77 11 8.7

129.4 617.6 7.2 754.2

Non-Core 1.1 22.3 8.5 31.9

130.5 639.9 15.7 786.1

Of which AFS debt securities

Government 53.0 6.4 59.4

MBS 31.1 0.4 31.5

KDO5 0.6 1.4 2.0

CLO5 3.5 1.5 5.0

Other ABS 2.9 1.1 4.0

Corporate 2.0 2.0

Banks and building societies 0.1 7.1 7.2

Other

53.1 53.6 4.4 111.1

Equity shares 0.3 1.4 0.3 2.0

Total AFS assets 53.4 55.0 4.7 113.1

Of which

Core 52.8 49.2 1.0 103.0

Non-Core 0.6 5.8 3.7 10.1

53.4 55.0 4.7 113.1

The following tables show financial instruments carried at fair value on the Groups balance sheet by valuation hierarchy level level and level

2010 2022 2021

Levell Level2 Level3 Total L6i i42 ...62 66 i62 iv00 144

bn bn bn bn IOn %n 04 IOn 1$ On

110.2 13.7 123.9 130.1 16.7 146.8 68.7 37.2

49.5 0.7 50.2 61.2 0.6 61.8 75.6

1.0 2.4 3.4 2.6 1.0 3.6

3.6 2.1 5.7 ..- 8.0 0.8 8.8

4.0

7.7

0.1 12.2

Equity shares

Derivatives

1.4 5.4

0.9 8.6

0.7 13.0

5.2 0.9 6.1

10.8 0.6 11.4

0.2 175 12 17.9

0.2 0.2 1.0 1.0 0.1 4.2 4.3

8.6

0.9 158

4.0 20.0

8.2 210.4 130.3 123.0 4.1 257.4

1.0 22.2 15.4 2.6 1.5 19.5

1.6 8.1

1.3 18.0

0.3 24.3

Core

73.7 174.0 6.9 254.6

15.4 9.8 1.1 26.3

2.2 171.0 0.1 173.3

0.4 8522 1.5 854.8

0.8 133.5 8.0 142.4

0.5 20.9 0.7 22.1

3.9 978.1 10.3 092.6

93.0 1268.9 21.4__1383.3
15.7 786.1 145.5 648.5 13 8081

0.4 1.6

6$ 71 5.5

4.0 0.6 4.6

73 33

02 11.0 117

0.2 0.2

3.6 0.6 4.2

4.7 135 53

5.5 1.0 6.5

0.6 4.4 374

38 9.3 13.1

0.1 2.2 2.3

21.9 18.9 3.0 132.6

4.8 0.3 7.2
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Deposits by banks

Repos 20.6 20.6

Collateral 26.6 26.6

Other 1.6 1.6

48.8 48.8

Customer accounts

Repos 53.0 53.0

Collateral 10.4 10.4

Other 8.7 0.1 8.8

72.1 0.1 72.2

Debt securities in issue 49.0 2.2 51.2

Short positions 35.0 7.3 0.8 43.1

Derivatives

Foreign exchange 0.1 89.3 89.4

Interest rate 0.2 298.0 1.0 299.2

Credit 25.0 0.3 25.3

Equities and_commodities 0.1 9.6 0.4 10.1

0.4 421.9 1.7 424.0

Other3 1.1 1.1

Total liabilities 35.4 600.2 4.8 640.4

Of which

Core 35.4 566.9 3.6 626.1

Non-Core 13.3 1.0 14.3

35.4 600.2 4.8 640.4

For notes relating to this table refer to page 317

2010

Financial statements

Levell Level2 LeveI3 Total e.
bn bri bn bn

43.11

48

21.0 21.0 43.1

222 282 33.2

4.4 44 4.8

535 624 81.1 81.1

415 414 349 3991

8.0 8.0 12.4 12.4

313 0.1 11.9 11.5 0.3 11.7

513 0.1 51.4 43.7 0.3 840

43.2 2.3 455 47.0 4.4 51.4

27.1 13.2 0.2 40.5 30.0 0.5 42.5

534 ... 539 3$ 1712 1734

0.1 310.5 0.3 3114 34 039.7 0.9 541.0

35.1 1.0 22.1 0.1 130.0 2.8 132.7

1.0 8.5 0.2 0.7 02 220 05 213

1.1 421.0 2.0 .1241 3.5 953.3 4.0 971.4

1.3 1.3 1.5 1.3

28.2 593.8 4.5 820.4 39.5 1153.5 2.0 1212.2
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2010

Balance Favourable Unfavourable

Ebn Em Em

12 Financial instruments valuation conlinued

The table below analyses level balances and related valuation sensitivities

Loans and advances

Debt securities

ii
Assumutions

0.8 70 60 1.1 80 40 Credit spreads indices

MBS 0.7 120 80 0.6 60 01 Prepayment rates probability of default loss

severity and yield

COOs 2.4 180 20 1.1 130 80 Implied collateral valuation default rates housing

prices correlation

Os 2.1 180 50 0.0 80 503 Credit spreads recovery rates correlation

OtherABS 1.4 150 80 0.0 120 40 Creditspreads

Corpote 0.9 60 60 0.6 70 201
Credit spreads

Credit spreads

Equity shares

Derivatives

8.2 750 350
1.0 160 160

4.1 470 231
1.5 280 220 Fund valuation

Foreign exchange 0.1 0.2 10 Volatility correlation

Interest rate 1.7 150 140 .5 80 100 Volatility correlation

Credit-APS 0.6 860 940 1.4 1370 15403 Credit spreads correlation expected losses

discount rate recoveries loss credits

Credit- other 3.1 320 170 3.0 420
3801 Counterparty credit risk correlation volatility

Eauities and commodities 0.2 0.3 20 2011 Correlation dividends

5.7 1330 1250 6.4 1900 20201

Total assets 15.7 2310 1820 13.1 2730 2.3.1

loOd assete 2008 .413302200
Of which AFS debt securities

MBS 0.4 10 0.2

COOs 1.4 100 10 0.4 40 203

CLOs 1.5 110 10 .1 10 101

ii 0.0

4.4 300 60 1.3 90 50
Eq uity sha es 0.3 60 69 90

Total AFS assets

For notes relating to this table refer to page 317

3.3 150 2301
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LOtbUbes

Customer accounts other

Debt securities in issue

Short positions

Derivatives

1.7 120 140 2.0 141 230
360 200

Tc4a tbiHUes 2000 9.0 550 490

Notes

11 Level veloed ssisg onedjosted qosted prioes in eotive markets for idestinal ttsannial isstruments Eoemples inoisde 010 government secorities listed eqsity shares oertain exohange-treded

derivatives end oertain US egesoy securities

Level valued using techniques based significantly on observable market data Instruments in this category are valued osiog

51 quoted prices for similar instruments or identical instraments in markets mhicb am not considered to be active or

valuation techniques where all the ispats that have significant effect on the valaations are directly or indirectly based on observable market data

The type of instraments that trade in markets that are not considered to be active but are based on quoted market prices banker dealer qootations or altemative pricing sources with reasonable

levels ot pdoe transpamncy and those instraments valued using techniques include most government agency securities investment-grade corporate bonds certain mortgage products most bunk

and bridge loans repos and reverse mpos less liquid listed equities state and municipal obligations most physical commodities investment contracts issued by the Gmops life assurance 2009

and 2008 and certain money market securities end loan commitments and most OT dedoetives

Level instruments in this category have been valued using valuation technique where at least one input which could hove significant effect on the instruments valoation is not based on

observable market daIs Whem inputs nun be observed trom market data without undue cost and effort the observed inpot is used Otherwise the Group determines reasonable level tsr the input

Pinencial instruments primarily include cash instruments which trade infrequently oertain syndicated and commercial mortgage loans unlisted equity shares certain residual intemsts in

securitisations super senior trenches of high grade and mezzanine coos other mortgage-based products and less liquid debt secodties certain strontomd debt securities in issue and OTC

derivatives where valuation depends upon unobservable inputs such as certain credit and esotic derivatives No gain or loss is mcognised on the initial recognition of finannisl instrument valued

using technique incorporating significant unobservable data

21 Sensitivity represents the favourable and untavoorable effect on the income statement or the statement of comprehensive income doe to reasonably possible changes to valuations using reasonably

possible aflernative inputs to the Groups velnstion techniqses or models Totals tsr sensitivities are not indicative of the total potentisl effect on the income statement or the statement of

nompmhensive income

comprise subordinated liabilities

The level sensitivities above are calculated at trade or low level
portfolio

basis They are not calculated on an overall portfolio basis and therefore do

not reflect the likely overall potential uncertainty on the whole
portfolio

The
figures are aggregated and do not reflect the correlated nature of some of

the sensitivities In particular for some of the portfolios the sensitivities may be negatively correlated where downwards movement in one asset would

produce an upwards movement in another but due to the additive presentation of the above figures this correlation cannot be observed For example

with assets in the APS scheme the downwards
sensitivity on the underlying asset would be materially offset by the consequent upward movement of

the APS derivative so whilst the net sensitivity of the two positions may be lower it would be shown with the gross upside and downside sensitivity of

the two assets inflating the overall sensitivity figures in the above table The actual potential
downside

sensitivity
of the total

portfolio may be less than

the non-correlated sum of the additive figures as shown in the above table

Key ponte

Level assets of 15.7 billion represented 2.0% 2009 -13.1

billion and 1.6% of total assets carded at fair value an increase

of 2.6 billion reflecting the movement of some lower quality AFS

CDOs and CLOs in Non-Core in 01 2010 where price discovery

indicated uncertainty in observability In addition the use of more

conservative internal recovery rates for the calculation of CVA for

certain monolines resulted in these credit derivatives moving to

level This was partially offset by disposals in 032010 and

tighter credit spreads The fair value of APS credit derivative

decreased from 1400 million to 550 million primarily due to the

reduction in overall assets covered by the scheme

Level liabilities increased to 4.8 billion mainly reflecting the

impact of wider credit spreads on short positions

The favourable and unfavourable effects of reasonably possible

alternative assumptions on financial instruments carried at fair

value were 2310 million and f1 820 million respectively of

which 860 million and 940 million related to the APS credit

derivative The reduction in the APS
sensitivity corresponds with

decrease in the overall value of the
protection

that the scheme

provides

2010

Sensdiv4y

Balance Psvsnrsble ustovsorsble

Lbs Lm Lm

Faoily Jnrthwat12

Li Assomotions

Foreign exchange

Interest rate

credit other

Equity and commodities

0.1 60 60 0.1 10 Credit spreads correlation

2.2 90 110 25 50 10 Volatility correlation

0.8 20 50 0.2 1.0 20 Credit spreads correlation

10
1.0 70 90 0.5 40 50 Volatility

correlation

0.3 40 40 1.0 50 ioo Counterpartycreditrtsk correlation volatility

0.4 10 0.2 20 70 Correlation dividends
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12 Financia instruments -valuation continued

Judmenttd ssuea

The diverse range of products traded by the Group results in wide

range of instruments that are classified into the three level hierarchy

Whilst the majority of these instruments naturally fall into particular level

for some products an element of judgment is required The majority of the

Groups financial instruments carried at fair value are classified as level

inputs are observable either directly i.e as price or indirectly i.e

derived from prices

Achve and nactwC mathets

key input in the decision making process for the allocation of assets to

particular level is liquidity In general the degree of valuation

uncertainty depends on the degree of liquidity of an input For example

derivative can be placed into level or level dependent upon its
liquidity

Where markets are liquid or very liquid little judgment is required

However when the information regarding the
liquidity

in
particular

market is not clear judgment may need to be made This can be made

more difficult as assessing the liquidity of market may not always be

straightforward For an equity traded on an exchange daily volumes of

trading can be seen but for an-over-the counter OTC derivative

assessing the liquidity of the market with no central exchange can be

more difficult

key related issue is where market moves from liquid to illiquid or vice

versa Where this change is considered to be temporary the

classification is not changed For example if there is little market trading

in product on reporting
date but at the previous reporting date and

during the intervening period the market has been considered to be liquid

the instrument will continue to be classified in the same level in the

hierarchy This is to provide consistency so that transfers between levels

are driven by genuine changes in market liquidity and do not reflect short

term or seasonal effects

cteracton with the PV procees

The determination of an instruments level cannot be made at global

product level as single product type can be in more than one level For

example single name corporate credit default swap could be in level

or level depending on whether the reference counterparty is liquid or

illiquid

As part of the Groups IPV process data is gathered at trade level from

market trading activity trading systems pricing services consensus

pricing providers brokers and research material amongst other sources

The breadth and detail of this data allows good assessment to be made

of liquidity and pricing uncertainty which assists with the process of

allocation to an appropriate level Where suitable independent pricing

information is not readily available the instrument will be considered to be

level

For modelled products the market convention is to quote these trades

through the model inputs or parameters as opposed to cash price

equivalent mark-to-market is derived from the use of the independent

market inputs calculated using the Groups model

The decision to classify modelled asset as level or will be

dependent upon the product/model combination the currency the

maturity the
observability

of
input parameters and other factors All these

need to be assessed to classify the asset

An assessment is made of each input into model There may be

multiple inputs into model and each is assessed in turn for observability

and quality If an input
fails the

observability or quality tests then the

instrument is considered to be in level unless the input can be shown to

have an insignificant effect on the overall valuation of the product

The majority of derivative instruments are classified as level as they are

vanilla products valued using observable inputs The valuation

uncertainty on these is considered to be low and both input and output

testing may be available Examples of these products would be vanilla

interest rate swaps foreign exchange swaps and liquid single name

credit derivatives

Ncnmodeted roducts

Non-modelled products are generally quoted on price basis and can

therefore be considered for each of the levels This is determined by

the liquidity and valuation uncertainty of the instruments which is in turn

measured from the availability of independent data used by the IPV

process

The availability and quality of independent pricing information is

considered during the classification process An assessment is made

regarding the quality of the independent information For example where

consensus prices are used for non-modelled products key assessment

of the quality of price is the depth of the number of prices used to

provide the consensus price If the depth of contributors falls below set

hurdle rate the instrument is considered to be level This hurdle rate is

consistent with the rate used in the IPV process to determine whether or

not the data is of sufficient quality to adjust the instruments valuations

However where an instrument is generally considered to be illiquid but

regular quotes from market participants exist these instruments may be

classified as level depending on frequency of quotes other available

pricing and whether the quotes are used as part of the IPV process or not
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For some instruments with wide number of available price sources

there may be differing quality of available information and there may be

wide range of prices from different sources In these situations an

assessment is made as to which source is the highest quality and this will

be used to determine the classification of the asset For example

tradable quote would be considered better source than consensus

price

strurnents that cross evots

Some instruments will predominantly be in one level or the other but

others may cross between levels For example cross currency swap

may be between very liquid currency pairs where pricing is readily

observed in the market and will therefore be classified as level The

cross currency swap may also be between two illiquid currency pairs in

which case the swap would be placed into level Defining the difference

between liquid and illiquid may be based upon the number of consensus

providers the consensus price is made up from and whether the

consensus price can be supplemented by other sources

Certain portfolios in level contain instruments whose fair values

incorporate the judgements discussed above These include portfolio of

ABS in Non-Core of 5.7 billion that had more than average level of

valuation uncertainty with range of 5.6 billion to 5.9 billion using

alternative valuation assumptions

t..evet portfottos and sanstvty methodoloqas

For each of the portfolio categories shown in the tables above there

follows description of the types of products that comprise the portfolio

and the valuation techniques that are applied in determining fair value

including description of valuation techniques used for levels and

and inputs to those models and techniques Where reasonably possible

alternative assumptions of unobservable inputs used in models would

change the fair value of the portfolio significantly the alternative inputs

are indicated Where there have been significant changes to valuation

techniques during the year discussion of the reasons for this are also

included

Leers and adsancos to customers

Loans in level primarily comprise commercial mortgages

Crnmorcet norteages

These senior and mezzanine commercial mortgages are loans secured

on commercial land and buildings that were originated or acquired by the

Group for securitisation Senior commercial mortgages carry variable

interest rate and mezzanine or more junior commercial mortgages may

carry fixed or variable interest rate Factors affecting the value of these

loans may include but are not limited to loan type underlying property

type and geographic location loan interest rate loan to value ratios debt

service coverage ratios prepayment rates cumulative loan loss

information yields investor demand market volatility since the last

securitisation and credit enhancement Where observable market prices

for particular loan are not available the fair value will typically be

determined with reference to observable market transactions in other

loans or credit related products including debt securities and credit

derivatives Assumptions are made about the relationship between the

loan and the available benchmark data

Debt securtttes

RMBS

RMBS where the underlying assets are US agency-backed mortgages

and there is regular trading are generally classified as level in the fair

value hierarchy RMBS are also classified as level when regular trading

is not prevalent in the market but similar executed trades or third-party

data including indices broker quotes and pricing services can be used to

substantiate the fair value RMBS are classified as level when trading

activity
is not available and model with significant unobservable data is

utilised

In determining whether an instrument is similar to that being valued the

Group considers range of factors principally the lending standards of

the brokers and underwriters that originated the mortgages the lead

manager of the security the issue date of the respective securities the

underlying asset composition including origination date loan to value

ratios historic loss information and geographic location of the mortgages

the credit rating of the instrument and any credit protection that the

instrument may benefit from such as insurance wraps or subordinated

tranches Where there are instances of market observable data for

several similar RMBS tranches the Group considers the extent of similar

characteristics shared with the instrument being valued together with the

frequency tenor and nature of the trades that have been observed This

method is most frequently used for US and UK RMBS RMBS of Dutch

and Spanish originated mortgages guaranteed by those governments are

valued using the credit spreads of the respective government debt and

certain assumptions made by the Group or based on observable prices

from Bloomberg or consensus pricing services

The Group primarily uses an industry standard model to project the

expected future cash flows to be received from the underlying mortgages

and to forecast how these cash flows will be distributed to the various

holders of the RMBS This model utilises data provided by the servicer of

the underlying mortgage portfolio layering on assumptions for mortgage

prepayments probability of default expected losses and yield The

Group uses data from third-party sources to calibrate its assumptions

including pricing information from third-party pricing services

independent research broker quotes and other independent sources An

assessment is made of third-party data source to determine its

applicability and reliability The Group adjusts the model price with

liquidity premium to reflect the price that the instrument could be traded in

the market and may also make adjustments for model deficiencies

The fair value of securities within each class of asset changes on

broadly consistent basis in response to changes in given market factors

However the extent of the change and therefore the range of reasonably

possible alternative assumptions may be either more or less pronounced

depending on the particular terms and circumstances of the individual

security The Group believes that probability of default was the least

transparent input into Alt-A and prime RMBS modelled valuations and

most sensitive to variations
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Corn erood mortqaqe backed secuddes

CMBS are valued using an industry standard model and the inputs

where possible are corroborated using observable market data

CoHateratsed debt ohuqationa

CDOs purchased from third-parties are valued using independent third-

party quotes or independent lead manager indicative prices For super

senior CDOs which have been originated by the Group no specific
third-

party information is available The valuation of these super senior CDO5

therefore takes into consideration outputs from proprietary model

market data and appropriate valuation adjustments

collateral net asset value methodology using dealer buy side marks is

used to determine an upper bound for super senior CDO valuations An

ABS index implied collateral valuation is also used to provide market

calibrated valuation data point Both the ABS index implied valuation and

the collateral net asset value methodology apply an assumed immediate

liquidation approach

Cuterahsed -nan obtgetons

To determine the fair value of CLO5 purchased from third parties the

Group uses third-party broker or lead manager quotes as the primary

pricing source These quotes are benchmarked to consensus pricing

sources where they are available

For CLOs originated and still held by the Group the fair value is

determined using correlation model based on Monte Carlo simulation

framework The main model
inputs are credit spreads and recovery rates

of the underlying assets and their correlation credit curve is assigned

to each underlying asset based on prices from third-party dealer quotes

and cash flow profiles sourced from an industry standard model Losses

are calculated taking into account the attachment and detachment point

of the exposure Where the correlation inputs to this model are not

observable CLOs are classified as level

Other asset end corporate rebt sunhes

Where observable market prices for particular debt security are not

available the fair value will typically be determined with reference to

observable market transactions in other related products such as similar

debt securities or credit derivatives Assumptions are made about the

relationship between the individual debt security and the available

benchmark data Where significant management judgment has been

applied in
identifying

the most relevant related product or in determining

the
relationship between the related product and the instrument itself the

instrument is classified as level

Equtty shares

Private equity investments include unit holdings and limited partnership

interests primarily in corporate private equity funds debt funds and fund

of hedge funds Externally managed funds are valued using recent prices

where available Where not available the fair value of investments in

externally managed funds is generally determined using statements or

other information provided by the fund managers

The Group considers that valuations may rely significantly on the

judgments and estimates made by the fund managers particularly in

assessing private equity components Given the decline in
liquidity in

world markets and the level of subjectivity these are included in level

Derivatives are priced using quoted prices for the same or similar

instruments where these are available However the majority of

derivatives are valued using pricing models Inputs for these models are

usually observed directly in the market or derived from observed prices

However it is not always possible to observe or corroborate all model

inputs Unobservable inputs used are based on estimates taking into

account range of available information including historic analysis

historic traded levels market practice comparison to other relevant

benchmark observable data and consensus pricing data

Credd dervadves -- APS

The Group purchased credit
protection over portfolio

of
specified assets

and exposures covered assets from HMT The Group has right to

terminate the APS at any time provided that the Financial Services

Authority has confirmed in
writing to HMT that it has no objection to the

proposed termination On termination the Group must pay HMT the

higher of the regulatory capital relief received and 2.5 billion less

premiums paid plus
the aggregate of amounts received from the UK

Government under the APS In consideration for the protection provided

by the APS the Group paid an initial premium of 1.4 billion on 31

December 2009 further premium of 700 million was paid on 31

December 2010 Quarterly premiums of 125 million will be payable from

31 December 2011 and subsequently until the earlier of 2099 and the

termination of the agreement

The APS is single contract providing credit protection in respect of the

covered assets Under IFRS credit protection is treated either as

financial guarantee contract or as derivative financial instrument

depending on the terms of the agreement and the nature of the protected

assets and exposures The Group has concluded principally because the

covered portfolio includes significant exposure in the form of derivatives

that the APS does not meet the criteria to be treated as financial

guarantee contract The contract has therefore been accounted for as

derivative financial instrument It was recognised initially and measured

subsequently at fair value with changes in fair value recognised in
profit

or loss within income from trading activities There is no change in the

recognition and measurement of the covered assets as result of the

APS

Where protection is provided on particular seniority of exposure as is

the case with the APS which requires initial losses to be taken by the

Group it is termed tranched protection The model being used to value

the APS Gaussian Copula model with stochastic recoveries is used

by the Group to value tranches traded by the exotic credit desk and is

model that is currently used within the wider market

The option to exit the APS is not usually present in such tranched trades

and consequently there is no standard market
practice

for
reflecting

this

part of the trade within the standard model framework The approach that

has been adopted assumes that the Group will not exit the trade before

the minimum level of fees has been paid and at this
point

it will be clear

whether it should exit the trade or not The APS derivative is valued as

the payment of the minimum level of fees in return for protection receipts

which are in excess of both the first loss and the total future premiums
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The model primarily uses the following inputs in relation to each individual

asset notional maturity probability of default and expected recovery rate

given default Other key inputs include the correlation between the

underlying assets the range of possible recovery rates on the underlying

assets alpha the size of the first loss and the level of expected losses

on covered assets that have been sold that can be treated as losses for

the purpose of the APS loss credits

During 2010 refinements were made to the treatment of derivative trades

in the valuation model This followed change in the nature of protection

provided in relation to certain structured credit trades involving mainly

asset backed securities and associated bought protection credit

derivatives the risk of losses arising on the derivative trades due to

counterparty risk was replaced by the risk of incurring losses on the

underlying asset backed securities that are not recovered through the

derivative trades The valuation refinements were made to accurately

reflect the impact of this change and ensure consistent treatment

across all derivative trades

The APS protects wide range of asset types and hence the correlation

between the underlying assets cannot be observed from market data In

the absence of this the Group determines reasonable level for this

input The expected recovery rate given default is based on internally

assessed levels The
probability

of default is calculated with reference to

data observable in the market Where possible data is obtained for each

asset within the APS but for most of the assets such observable data

does not exist In these cases this important input is determined from

information available for similar entities by geography and rating The

approach for doing this was refined during the year in order to accurately

reflect both changes in market conditions and the profile of the portfolio of

covered assets

As the inputs into the valuation model are not all observable the APS

derivative is level asset The fair value of the credit protection at 31

December 2010 was 0.55 billion 2009 -1.40 billion

The Group has used the
following reasonably possible alternative

assumptions in relation to those inputs that could have significant effect

on the valuation of the APS

Coiye0i7ion 0%

The correlation uncertainty relates to both the nature of the underlying

portfolio and the seniority of protection The 1-10% correlation range

looks reasonable in light of market observable correlations of similar

levels of
protection seniority for portfolios of investment grade and high

yield
assets

inderIvinq 6sets a%% 70%

The level of alp ha used in the valuation of the APS is in line with that

used to value tranches traded by the exotic credit desk and assumes that

the underlying assets have wide range of potential recovery rates As

the APS protects wider range of asset classes than is generally

referenced by exotic credit trades there is uncertainty in relation to this

approach comparison of actual recoveries to expected recoveries

supports the approach adopted and in light of this only changes of 1-

10% in the assumed width of this range are considered reasonable

CrEd/I reeds 70%

The credit spread uncertainty relates to determining the probability of

default for assets where there is no such observable data in the market

An analysis of the impact on credit spreads of small changes in the

ratings assumptions in key geographic regions indicated that overall

credit spread movements in the 1- 10% range look reasonable

cllve 1%

Due to the long-dated contractual maturity of the APS and the

requirement to pay fixed levels of premiums each year the valuation is

sensitive to long-term interest rates Valuation uncertainty arises due to

the illiquidity of such interest rates An interest rate range of 1- 1% is

considered reasonable

Lo.s redi% 70%

The level of expected losses on covered assets that have been sold that

can be treated as losses for the purpose of the APS are assessed by the

Asset Protection Agency For disposals made by the Group where this

assessment has not been completed the Group makes an estimate of

the likely assessment for the purpose of valuing of the APS range of

/- 10% in the level of assessment is considered reasonable

Using the above reasonably possible alternative assumptions the fair

value of the APS derivative could be higher by approximately 860 million

or lower by approximately 940 million as detailed in the table below

Favourable Unfuvouruble

Em Em5en%tivty

Correlation 1- 10% 300 300

Recover alpha 1- 10% 250 300

Spreads /-10% 125 100

Discount curve 1- 1% 175 230

Loss credit 1- 10% 10 10

Total 860 940

Individual sensitivities above have been aggregated and do not reflect the

correlated effect of some of the assumptions as related sensitivities
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Cretht dervatves other

The Groups other credit derivatives include vanilla and bespoke portfolio

tranches gap risk products and certain other unique trades

Valuation of single name credit derivatives is carried out using industry

standard models Where single name derivatives have been traded and

there is lack of independent data or the
quality

of the data is weak

these instruments are classified into level These assets will be priced

using the Groups standard credit derivative model using proxy curve

based upon suitable alternative single name curve cash based

product or sector based curve Where the sector based curve is used

the proxy will be chosen taking maturity rating seniority geography and

internal credit review on recoveries into account Sensitivities for these

instruments will be based upon the selection of reasonable alternative

assumptions which may include adjustments to the credit curve and

recovery rate assumptions

The bespoke portfolio tranches are synthetic tranches referenced to

bespoke portfolio of corporate names on which the Group purchases

credit protection Bespoke portfolio tranches are valued using Gaussian

Copula standard method which uses observable market inputs credit

spreads index tranche prices and recovery rates to generate an output

price for the tranche by way of mapping methodology In essence this

method takes the expected loss of the tranche expressed as fraction of

the expected loss of the whole underlying portfolio and calculates which

detachment point on the liquid index and hence which correlation level

coincides with this expected loss fraction Where the inputs to this

valuation technique are observable in the market bespoke tranches are

considered to be level assets Where inputs are not observable

bespoke tranches are considered to be level assets However all

transactions executed with CDPC counterparty are considered level

as the counterparty credit risk assessment is significant component of

these valuations

Gap risk products are leveraged trades with the counterpartys potential

loss capped at the amount of the initial principal invested Gap risk is the

probability that the market will move discontinuously too quickly to exit

portfolio and return the principal to the counterparty without incurring

losses should an unwind event be triggered This optionality is

embedded within these portfolio structures and is very rarely traded

outright in the market Gap risk is not observable in the markets and as

such these structures are deemed to be level instruments

Other unique trades are valued using specialised model for each

instrument and the same market data inputs as all other trades where

applicable By their nature the valuation is also driven by variety of

other model inputs many of which are unobservable in the market

Where these instruments have embedded optionality they are valued

using variation of the Black-Scholes option pricing formula and where

they have correlation exposure they are valued using variant of the

Gaussian Copula model The volatility or unique correlation inputs

required to value these products are generally unobservable and the

instruments are therefore deemed to be level instruments

Eauty dervatves

Equity derivative products are split into equity exotic derivatives and

equity hybrids Equity exotic derivatives have payouts based on the

performance of one or more stocks equity funds or indices Most payouts

are based on the performance of single asset and are valued using

observable market option data Unobservable equity derivative trades are

typically complex basket options on stocks Such basket option payouts

depend on the performance of more than one equity asset and require

correlations for their valuation Valuation is then performed using industry

standard valuation models with unobservable correlation inputs

calculated by reference to correlations observed between similar

underlyirigs

Equity hybrids have payouts based on the performance of basket of

underlyings where underlyings are from different asset classes

Correlations between these different underlyings are typically

unobservable with no market information on closely related assets

available Where no market for the correlation input exists these inputs

are based on historical time series

thereat rate ann commothty derivatives

Interest rate and commodity options provide payout or series of

payouts linked to the performance of one or more underlying including

interest rates foreign exchange rates and commodities

Exotic options do not trade in active markets except in small number of

cases Consequently the Group uses models to determine fair value

using valuation techniques typical for the industry These techniques can

be divided firstly into modelling approaches and secondly into methods

of assessing appropriate levels for model inputs The Group uses

variety of proprietary models for valuing exotic trades

Exotic valuation inputs include correlation between interest rates foreign

exchange rates and commodity prices Correlations for more liquid rate

pairs are valued using independently sourced consensus pricing levels

Where consensus pricing benchmark is unavailable these instruments

are classified as level

The carrying value of debt securities in issue is represented partly by

underlying cash and partly through derivative component The

classification of the amount in level is driven by the derivative

component and not by the cash element

Other finantha instruments

In addition to the portfolios discussed above there are other financial

instruments which are held at fair value determined from data which are

not market observable or incorporating material adjustments to market

observed data These include subordinated liabilities and write downs

relating to undrawn syndicated loan facilities
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Level movement table

Gains/

Gains/losses losses

ed nthe relating to

At Transfers At31 instruments

January Income in/lout of Foreign December held at

2010 statement SOCI Level Issuances Parchases Settlements Salea exchange 2010 year
end

2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

Assets

FVTPL

Loans and advances 1059 169 10 169 451 165 52 843 38

Debt securities 2782 294 1770 1973 386 2682 33 3784 154

Equityshares 711 414 26 654 1027 10 716 54

Derivatives 6429 156 1728 48 29 1534 26 5137 1556
FVTPL assets JQ
AFS

Debt securities 1325 26 511 2909 306 458 274 34 4379 10

@J_JJ._t._ ..._ JJ4L 14 1Q
AFS assets 074 22 472 2791-328 469 J6 48658

L.abUites

Deposits 103 11 32 84

Debt securities in issue 2345 336 212 413 695 16 2203 309

Short positions 184 187 792 16 776 179
Derivatives 1.987 258 152 318 175 27 47 1740 187
Other financial liabilities

57

FVTPL 11

Loans and advances

Debt securities

Equity shares

Derivatives

FVTPL assets

AFS

Debt securities

Equity shares

AFS assets

Deposits

Debt securities in issue

Short positions

Derivatives

Other financial liabilities

Note

11 Fair value through profit or loss
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12 Financial instruments -valuation continued

Fair vtdue of financial instrumente not carried at fair value

The following table shows the carrying value and the fair value of financial instruments carried on the balance sheet at amortised cost

2010 2010 2007 007 coot 2010

Carrying value Fair value 5nv0 u4u fr vaSe

chn Chn he iSv fOe fOe

Financial assets

Cash and balances at central banks 57.0 57.0 112.3 5.3 12.4 12.4

Loans and advances to banks 36.2 36.1 46.3 461 712.0 813

Loans and advances to customers 493.1 468.8 684.1 650.9 821.f 776.1

Debt securities 7.1 6.4 99 9.0 13.0 11.5

Settlementbalances 11.6 11.6 12.0 12.0 178 17.5

rinsal Habilitsos

Deposits by banks 50.0 50.4 88.5 38.3 1769 176.3

Customer accounts 438.5 438.6 552.5 352.1 57115 3754

Debt securities in issue 167.2 163.8 222.1 215.5 245.5 241.3

Settlement balances 11.0 11.0 15.4 10.4 11.7 11.7

Subordinated liabilities 25.9 21.9 36.4 31.6 4743 36.4

The fair values of the companys financial assets and liabilities are not materially
different from their carrying values apart from subordinated liabilities

2010 carrying value 8.0 billion fair value 5.8 billion 2009 carrying value 8.8 billion fair value 4.9 billion 2008 carrying value 10.3 billion fair

value 8.8 billion and debt securities 2010 carrying value 1.5 billion fair value 1.8 billion 2009 carrying value 1.3 billion fair value 1.3 billion

2008 nil

The fair value is the amount an asset could be exchanged or liability

settled between knowledgeable willing parties
in an arms length

transaction Quoted market values are used where available otherwise

fair values have been estimated based on discounted expected future

cash flows and other valuation techniques These techniques involve

uncertainties and require assumptions and judgments covering

prepayments credit risk and discount rates Changes in these

assumptions would significantly affect estimated fair values The fair

values reported would not necessarily be realised in an immediate sale or

settlement As wide range of valuation techniques is available it may

be inappropriate to compare the Groups fair value information to

independent markets or other financial institutions

The fair values of intangible assets such as core deposits credit card

and other customer relationships are not included in the calculation of

these fair values as they are not financial instruments

The assumptions and methodologies underlying the calculation of fair

values of financial instruments at the balance sheet date are as follows

The fair value of financial instruments which are of short maturity three

months or less approximates their carrying value This mainly applies to

cash and balances at central banks items in the course of collection from

other banks settlement balances items in the course of transmission to

other banks and demand deposits

Loans arid advances to banks and customers

Fair value is estimated by grouping loans into homogeneous portfolios

and applying discount rate to the cash flows The discount rate is based

on the market rate applicable at the balance sheet date for similar

portfolio with similar maturity and credit risk characteristics

Debt sacunties

Fair values are determined using quoted prices where available or by

reference to quoted prices of similar instruments

Dpos7s by bants ann customer accounts

The fair values of deposits are estimated using discounted cash flow

valuation techniques

Debt secunces issue and subordinated liabilibes

Fair values are determined using quoted prices where available or by

reference to valuation techniques adjusting for own credit spreads where

appropriate
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13 Financial instruments maturity analysis

Remaining maturity

The following table shows the residual maturity of financial instruments based on contractual date of maturity

__________
2010

Less than More than

12 months 12 months

Em Em

Less Iscs Mss
Total ss2hs 12

Em

Lss15an 1.111 1711

1011 12 11lr111 1201125

ho

Cash and balances at central banks 56997 17 57014

Loans and advances to banks 98789 1729 100518

Loans and advances to customers 199626 355634 555260

Debt securities 42678 174802 217480

Equity shares

Settlement balances

Derivatives

52229 52 52.261

89622 2131 91753

227745 S0843 728393

89197 1i8037 267254

19528 19.528

12.022 11 12.033

70537 370.917 441454

Deposits by banks

Customer accounts

Debt securities in issue

Settlement balances and short

positions

Derivatives

Subordinated liabilities

95241 3549 98790

492609 18084 510693

94048 124324 218372

16981 37128 54109

71306 352661 423967

964 26089 27053

21.88911 148

611.047 26465

174.507 125792

24.4471 29.829

175.9013 795456

3.794 45.769

22198 22198

11605 11605

65639 361.438 427077

12.364 36

133.665 4.632

33876 535971

69912 197637

26.350

17.795 17

194278808.281

135641 6503 162144

586.628 27574 614202

140826 126722 267.562

17952 32.924 80.876

7162u 152.516 422141

2144 35518 37.652

2010

Less than More than

12 months 12 months Totat

Em Em Em

Loans and advances to banks 4651 14884 19535 11

Loans and advances to customers 3855 2834 6689

Debt securities 1454 1454

Settlement balances

Derivatives 1473 1475

Lzt 58 bes

Deposits by banks

Customer accounts 1029 1029

Debt securities in issue 1460 7282 8742

Derivatives 25 206 231

Subordinated_liabilities 307 7741 8048
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13 Financial instruments maturity analysis con/cued

On balance sheet abilities

The following tables show by contractual maturity the undiscounted cash flows payable up to period of 20 years from the balance sheet date

including future payments of interest

21S1P

0-3 months 3-12 months 1-3 years 3-5 years 5-10 years 10-20 years

2010 ____________ __________ Em Em Em Em Em Em

Deposits by banks 43396 4417 1243 304 651 374

Customer accounts 402457 18.580 8360 4651 4393 2384

Debt securities in issue 89583 43032 31862 22569 24209 6697

Derivatives held for hedging 608 936 2103 969 681 253

Subordinated liabilities 2485 2611 6570 8691 8672 4607

Settlement balances and other liabilities
______________ 12423 59 136 177 385 25

550952 69635 50274 37361 38991 14340

Guarantees and commitments notional amount

Guarantees
iii 31026

Commitments 266822

297848

Deposits by banks 85.966 15541 3934 2301 83 12

Customer accounts 521400 15.619 5944 4.221 8490 4.392

Debt securities in issue 100220 49.300 56.669 25915 27.326 3.619

Derivatives held for hedging 660 1.566 3232 1264 1.874 1.505

Subordinated liabilities 1929 1692 3654 4.963 20157 6105

Settlement balances and other liabilities 12045 100 139 104 239 63

702.223 64016 73.772 36.766 58516 15919

Guarantees and commitments notional amount

Guarantees iii 39952

Commitments 291634

331566 .--- ...

Deposits by banks 164614 14347 3.345 2754 2046 34

Customer accounts 523266 33.450 6.5/7 633 7296 5319

Debt securities in issue 13.1.714 48852 40.067 36223 38667 5.626

Derivatives held for hedging 394 2.216 2643 1334 2.862 1.373

Subordinated liabilities 1753 4271 6622 5.793 24.603 13030

Settlement balances and other liabilities 13351 12 10

626.094 102.941 59.366 64147 762 06 26.366

Notes

11 The Grosp is only called
apos to satisfy goarantee when the goaranteed party tails to meet its obligations The Grasp espects most goarastees it provides to espire seused

121 The Groop has gives commitments to provide fonds to costomers seder aedrawn formal facilities credit lines sod other commitments to lend sobect to certain conditions being met by the

counterparty The Groop does not eopect all facilities to he drawn and some may lapse before drawdowe
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0-3 months 3-12 months 1-3 years 3-5 years 5-10 years 10-20 years

2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em

Customer accounts 1029

Debt securities in issue 589 1089 6436 128 1248

Subordinated liabilities 317 310 1357 1873 1998 3482

1935 1399 7793 2001 3246 3482

Deposits by banks 133

Customer accounts 964 12337

Debt securities in issue 3132 2.080 732 3613 1253

Derivatives held for hedging 231 191 13 64

Subordinated liabilities 106 408 1146 2010 2.634 3923

4.290 14800 3.859 3.638 393 3.923

Deposits by banks 16 1707

Debt securities in issue 4443 3105 344 573

Derivatives held for hedging 183 16 30

Subordinated liabilities 158 458 1484 1376 4241 5149

4908 5.286 2826 7482 4241 549

The table above shows the timing of cash outflows to settle financial depends on when cash flows are received from the securitised assets

liabilities prepared on the following basis Where these assets are prepayable the timing of the cash outflow

relating to securities assumes that each asset will be prepaid at the

Financial liabilities are included at the earliest date on which the earliest possible date

counterparty can require repayment regardless of whether or not such

early repayment results in penalty If repayment is triggered by or is 4345433144 wiTh anfra4t4a turifyaf 404344 31344 20 the

subject to specific criteria such as market price hurdles being reached principal amounts of financial liabilities that are repayable after 20 years

the liability is included at the earliest possible date that the conditions or where the counterparty has no right to repayment of the principal are

could be fulfilled without considering the probability
of the conditions excluded from the table along with interest payments after 20 years

being met For example if structured note is automatically prepaid

when an equity index exceeds certain level the cash outflow will be Heid-t5-ttathng alsThs 444 abiThies held-for-trading assets and

included in the less than three months period whatever the level of the liabilities amounting to 665.0 billion assets and 586.1 billion liabilities

index at the year end The settlement date of debt securities in issue 2009 -650.5 billion assets and 568.5 billion liabilities have been

given by certain securitisation vehicles consolidated by the Group excluded from the table in view of their short term nature
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14 Financial assets impairments

The following table shows the movement in the provision for impairment losses on loans and advances

Individually collectively Total

assessed assessed Latent 2010 COOP

Em Em Em Em La La

At January 8953 5254 3076 17283 11016 6452

Transfer to disposal groups 72 72 324 767
Currency translation and other adjustments 15 27 31 43 530 1441

Disposal of subsidiaries 1344 526 302 2172 65 178
Amounts wriften-off 3323 2719 6042 6.939 3148
Recoveries of amounts previously written-off 90 321 411 399 319

Charged/creditedto the income statementcontinuing operations 6195 3070 121 9144 13.090 6.476

Charged/credited to the income statement discontinued operations 35 41 34 42 1.044 613

ndofdiscount

At31 December 10236 5296 2650 18182 17283 11016

Notes

Includes E127 million relating to loans and advannes to banks 2009- E157 million 2008- E127 million

12 There is no provision tsr impairment looses in the company

2010 OLP

lmpairmant losses charged to the income statement Em La

Loans and advances to customers 9157 13056 6.360

Loans and advances to banks 34 118

9144 13090 6478

Debt securities 81 601 655

Equity shares 31 208 103

112 800 961

9256 13.699 7.439

The
following tables show an analysis of impaired financial assets

Laaa

2010 200 2000

carrying

cost Provision value iavaa yak 000 PaLOaa vaaa

Em Em Em Lr

Loana and raoevahea

Loansandadvancestobankslll 145 127 18 206 157 49 129 127

Loans and advances to customers 35556 15405 20151 34.801 14.050 20751 19.350 8945 10.405

35701 15532 20169 30007 14207 20.800 19.470 9.072 10.407

Notes

Impairment provisions individually assessed

Impairment provisions individually assessed on balances of E2s492 million 12009- E24540 millioo 2008- Et 1313 millionl

carrying Caarang CanO
Value Oak vakia

2010

Em La

Mao ahe4oraae aeconties

Debt securities 580 758 $16

Equity shares 43 iso 87

Loana and reoeva7aa

Debt securities 230

853 938 705
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The Group holds collateral in respect of certain loans and advances to

banks and customers that are past due or impaired Such collateral

includes mortgages over property both personal and commercial

charges over business assets such as plant inventories and trade

debtors and guarantees of lending from
parties

other than the borrower

The following table shows financial and non-financial assets recognised

on the Groups balance sheet obtained during the year by taking

possession of collateral or calling on other credit enhancements

2010 23O

Em

Residential property 47

Other property 139 110

Cash 127 283 59

Other assets 28 42 30

341 487 138

In general the Group seeks to dispose of property and other assets not readily convertible into cash obtained by taking possession of collateral as

rapidly as the market for the individual asset permits

Loans that have been renegotiated in the past 12 months that would otherwise have been past due or impaired amounted to 5758 million at 31

December 2010 2009 -2698 million 2008 -2637 million

15 Derivatives

Companies in the Group transact derivatives as principal either as

trading activity or to manage balance sheet foreign exchange interest

rate and credit risk

The Group enters into fair value hedges cash flow hedges and hedges of

net investments in foreign operations The majority of the Groups interest

rate hedges relate to the management of the Groups non-trading interest

rate risk The Group manages this risk within approved limits Residual

risk positions are hedged with derivatives principally interest rate swaps

Suitable larger
ticket financial instruments are fair value hedged the

remaining exposure where possible is hedged by derivatives

documented as cash flow hedges and qualifying for hedge accounting

The majority of the Groups fair value hedges involve interest rate swaps

hedging the interest rate risk in recognised financial assets and financial

liabilities Cash flow hedges relate to exposures to the variability in future

interest payments and receipts on forecast transactions and on

recognised financial assets and financial liabilities The Group hedges its

net investments in foreign operations with currency borrowings and

forward foreign exchange contracts

For cash flow hedge relationships of interest rate risk the hedged items

are actual and forecast variable interest rate cash flows arising from

financial assets and financial liabilities with interest rates linked to LIBOR

EURIBOR or the Bank of England Official Bank Rate The financial

assets are customer loans and the financial liabilities are customer

deposits and LIBOR linked medium-term notes and other issued

securities As at 31 December 2010 variable rate financial assets of

41.7 billion and variable rate financial liabilities of 11.4 billion were

hedged in such cash flow hedge relationships

For cash flow hedging relationships the initial and ongoing prospective

effectiveness is assessed by comparing movements in the fair value of

the expected highly probable forecast interest cash flows with

movements in the fair value of the expected changes in cash flows from

the hedging interest rate swap or by comparing the respective changes in

the
price

value of basis point Prospective effectiveness is measured on

cumulative basis i.e over the entire life of the hedge relationship The

method of calculating hedge ineffectiveness is the hypothetical derivative

method Retrospective effectiveness is assessed by comparing the actual

movements in the fair value of the cash flows and actual movements in

the fair value of the hedged cash flows from the interest rate swap over

the life to date of the hedging relationship

For fair value hedge relationships of interest rate risk the hedged items

are typically large corporate fixed-rate loans fixed rate finance leases

fixed rate medium-term notes or preference shares classified as debt At

31 December 2010 fixed rate financial assets of 48.8 billion and fixed

rate financial liabilities of 63.9 billion were hedged by interest rate swaps

in fair value hedge relationships

The initial and ongoing prospective effectiveness of fair value hedge

relationships
is assessed on cumulative basis by comparing

movements in the fair value of the hedged item attributable to the hedged

risk with changes in the fair value of the hedging interest rate swap or by

comparing the respective changes in the
price

value of basis point

Retrospective effectiveness is assessed by comparing the actual

movements in the fair value of the hedged items attributable to the

hedged risk with actual movements in the fair value of the hedging

derivative over the life to date of the hedging relationship
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15 Derivatives cnntirtcted

The
following

table shows the notional amounts and fair values of the Groups derivatives

2010 m.ki soUls _________
Notional Notions

amount Assets Liabilities mnmsni Amen Lmb4tes .t5UeUuit Aomcs Lbleo
Ebn Em Em Elm Em ire Ear Em Em

Exchange rate contracts

Spot forwards and futures 2807 39859 41424 2004 26744 24898 2316 83065 83568

Currency swaps 1000 28696 34328 922 25583 23465 1074 53.398 54.728

Options purchased 503 14698 440 16.656 616 36762

Options written 544 13623 476 15555 668 35017

interesi rate contracts

Interest rate swaps 29792 251312 243807 30956 265528 253793 37901 548.040 532180

Options purchased 2619 57359 3.180 55975 553 99192

Options written 2731 54141 2539 55569 3775 102216

Futures and forwards 4618 3060 1261 t3555 2.088 2.033 8.555 7.600 6.620

Gleditderioadvea 1357 26872 25344 1621 41.748 39127 2.208 142.366 132.734

Eqoit and comntodhy contracts 179 5221 10039 188 5831 9.08.0 022 22.136 24.301

427077 423967 441454 424141 992o59 971364

Certain derivative asset and liability balances with the London Clearing House which meet the offset criteria in lAS 32 Financial Instruments

Presentation are shown net

Included above are derivatives held for hedging purposes as follows

2010 21110 2000

Assets Liabilities

________________
Em Em Em cm cn

lair vatcie hedging

Exchange rate contracts 159 35 1257 1412

Interest rate contracts 2496 3767 2672 3292 2944 3.330

Gash low O56gwg

Exchange rate contracts 90

Interest rate contracts 2903 995 1753 3.080 2503 2.834

Commodity contracts 39 14

Stat inveetnlent hedging

Exchange rate contracts 30 102 10 90 114 595

Hedge ineffectiveness recognised in other operating income comprised

2010 2001

__________
Em Em

tar valcte hedging

Gains/losses on the hedged items attributable to the hedged risk 343 512 955

es/ainsonthehedginginstwments55564
Fair value ineffectiveness 62 57 81

14Sl11t71
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The
following

tables show for the Group when the hedged cash flows are expected to occur and when they will affect income for designated cash flow

hedges

ttTnhin

0-1 years 1-2 years 2-3 years 3-4 years 4-5 years 5-10 years
10-20 years Over 20 years Tstal

2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

Hedged forecast cash flows expected to occur

Forecast receivable cash flows 280 254 219 161 120 169 30 1233

Forecast payable cash flows 47 41 33 30 30 137 176 54 548

riedqed forecast cash flows shoot on profit or lose

Forecast receivable cash flows 281 250 214 157 112 161 28 1203

precaMpayab ca flows 46 41 33 30 29137 175

Hedged forecaw cash flows expected occur

Forecast receivable cash flows 504 455 423 267 163 379 141 2343

Forecast payable cash flows 554 521 416 350 2.09 990 t60 1$7 4.115

Hedged tcrcraet cash flows edoct on profit or toes

Forecast receivable cash flows 503 467 422 255 153 371 14 2322

Forecast payable cash flows 554 518 409 346 296 976 615 167 OSO

else

Hedged toraceet cash ftoeee expected to occur

Forecast receivable cash flows 065 779 667 554 423 1.323 407 45 5163

Forecast payable cash flows 1732t tt614 1390 1u59 590 2.360 1.391 257 11.219

Hedoed forecast cash flows effect on profit or lose

Forecast receivable cash flows 571 736 059 546 421 1254 317 10 4975

Forecast payable cash flows 1701 1576 .323 .023 6.76 2771 337 t26 737

The following table shows the notional amounts and fair values of the companys derivatives

2010

Nstisval

amssvt Assets Liabilities 1.rnrr Arrre f.rstir Ate r.Oettrrr

Ebe Em Em rzrr 1r rrr lrr On

Exchange rate contracts 1195 231 10 675 .122 792 333

Interest rate contracts 280 29 24 376

1475 231 tt69 446 1168 361

Included above are derivatives held for hedging purposes as follows

2010

Assets Liabilities lr1 rrraor Ow
Fer value hedgog Em Em Or Cr

Exchange rate contracts ..... 225

Interest rate contracts 252 239 14 193
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16 Debt securities

Gross

UK U5 Other

central central central Banks and Asset

and local and local and local bailding backed

government government government societies secarities corporate Other 12 Total

20W Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

Held-for-trading 5097 15956 43224 5778 21988 6590 236 98869

Designated as at fair value 262 119 16 402

Available-for-sale 8377 17890 33122 7198 42515 2011 17 111.130

Loans and receivables 11 15 6203 848 7079

13486 33846 76608 12994 70825 9465 256 217480

Avatabi.elcr--saie

Gross unrealised gains 349 341 700 60 1057 87 2595

Gros unrealised hsses 10 @2 396 @7

Held-for-trading 8128 10427 50.219 6103 28.820 6892 893 11.1482

Designated as at fair value 122 402 483 394 1178 21 2603

Available-for-sale 19.071 12.972 45.512 11.210 51044 3365 124 143298

Loans and receivables 7924 1.853 93 9.871

27322 23402 .96133 778 88182 13288 1131 267.254

Avaiabe4orsaie

Gross unrealised gains 109 213 1.062 149 783 90 2.412

Gross unrealised losses 601 691 266 119 p.314 56 3.910

Held-for-trading 5372 9859 37519 11.021 39.879 11.057 1573 116.280

Designated as at fair value 2.085 510 472 89 236 1581 456 5428

Available-for-sale 11.330 6.162 32.480 13139 62.1167 64011 22.88 132 656

Loans and receivables 114 8.961 3.749 161 12.985

18767 16521 70471 24.36S 111143 21.786 6478 267.549

Aveieble4orseie

Gross unrealised gains 41 41 1104 1.372 1.238 332 266 6.394

Gross unrealtsed_losses 15 43 11c 80i

Notes

Ill Inclades necarkies i555ed by U5 federal agencies and government sponsored entities and covered bonds

121 Incladen necaritien other than asset-backed aecarhien isnaed by U5 federal agencies and government sponsored entitien

Oaring 2000 the Groap reclassified debt necaritien from the held-for-trading category into the loans and receivables category and in 2008 from the held-for-trading and available-for-sale categories

into the logna and receivables category and from the held-for-trading category into the available-for-sale category 10cc pages 306 to 300

Gross gains of 635 million 2009 -1155 million 2008 880 million and gross losses of 159 million 2009 -1255 million 2008 -838 million

were realised on the sale of available-for-sale securities

The company holds debt securities issued by Group undertaking of 1454 million 2009 -1286 million 2008 nil classified as loans and

receivables
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The following table analyses by issuer the Groups available-for-sale debt securities and the related yield based on weighted averages by remaining

maturity

__JiJiPLQI After but within yearn After5bul within 10 yearn yearn Tot
Amount Yield Amount Yield Amount Yield Amount Yield Amount Yield

Em Em Em Em So Em 0/2010

UK central and local

governments 851 1.4 2525 2.8 3333 3.9 1668 4.2 8377 3.4

US central and local

governments 363 0.4 6806 1.5 10698 3.3 23 5.1 17890 2.6

Other central and local

governments 10235 2.2 10960 3.2 8878 3.3 3049 4.0 33122 3.0

Bank and
building

societies 2756 3.6 4020 2.8 408 4.6 14 2.8 7198 3.2

Asset backed securities 2688 2.5 14628 1.9 10058 2.3 15141 2.7 42515 2.3

Corporates 366 2.7 1034 3.9 544 4.9 67 4.8 2011 4.0

Otherl2 1.6 12 17 0.3

17263 2.4 39985 2.4 33919 3.1 19963 3.0 111130 2.7

Noteu

Innladen nenurilien innued by US federal ugennien and government nponnored enlilien

12 Innluden nenuritien other than annet-bunked nenuritien innued by US federal agencien and government nponnored entitien

17 Equity shares

2010 2000 2001

Linted Unlinted Total J14n0 In0
Em Em Em .O On

Held-for-trading 19110 76 19186 14.394 49 14443 15894 1.150 17.054

Designated as at fair value

through profit or loss 282 731 1013 1545 544 2192 130 751 2.10

Available-for-sale 650 1349 1999 937 1955 193 4.552 2293 7.175

20042 2156 22198 15579 2549 19.525 22.115 4.214 25.330

AvaHahfrt-iorsale

Gross unrealised gains 67 232 299 293 312 505 1505 172 1.877

GrossunrealisedhssesJJj5Jj_141S2i1f51t103328
Gross gains of 83 million 2009 -385 million 2008 -181 million and Unquoted equity investments whose fair value cannot be reliably

gross losses of 63 million 2009 -123 million 2008 -59 million were measured are carried at cost and classified as available-for-sale financial

realised on the sale of available-for-sale equity shares assets They include capital stock redeemable at cost in the Federal

Home Loan Bank and the Federal Reserve Bank of 0.8 billion 2009

Dividend income from available-for-sale equity shares was 69 million 0.8 billion 2008 -0.9 billion that the Groups banking subsidiaries in

2009 78 million 2008 -276 million the US are required to hold and number of individually small

shareholdings in unlisted companies

Disposals in the year generated losses of million 2009 -21 million

2008- nil
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18 Investments in Group undertakings

Investments in Group undertakings are carried at cost less impairment Movements during the year were as follows

2000

Or

2010

Em Lrr

At January 64766 42196 43542

Currency translation and other adjustments 49 556 2.639

Additional investments in Group undertakings 1884 36202 10323

Additions 26

Redemption of investments in Group undertakings 12346 7905
Disposals 19 213
Impairment of investments

...

5124 5139 14321
At31 December 49125 64.766 42196

The principal subsidiary undertakings of the company are shown below The Royal Bank of Scotland plc RBS Insurance Group Limited and RFS

Their capital consists of ordinary and preference shares which are Holdings B.V are directly owned by the company and all of the other

unlisted with the exception of certain preference shares issued by subsidiary undertakings are owned directly or indirectly through

NatWest and RBS Holdings N.y intermediate holding companies by these companies All of these

subsidiaries are included in the Groups consolidated financial statements

and have an accounting reference date of 31 December

Country of incorporation and

of baninnnn rinci at area of nration Gron interest

The Royal Bank of Scotland plc Banking Great Britain 100%

National Westminster Bank Plc
Banking Great Britain 100%

Citizens Financial Group Inc Banking US 100%

Coutts Company 12 Private banking Great Britain 100%

RBS Securities Inc Broker dealer US 100%

RBS Insurance Group Limited Insurance Great Britain 100%

Ulster Bank Limited Banking Northern Ireland 100%

RBS Holdings The .Nether.n ds 98%

Noten

Thn company doeu not hold any of the NatWnnt prnfnrnncn uharnu in innue

Couttn Company in incorporated with unlimited liability Its regintemd office in 440 Strand London WC2R 005
Ulster Bank Limited and ito nabuidiarien alno operate in the Republic of Ireland

RFS Holdingn B.V RFS omnu 100% of the oatntanding nharen of RBS Holdings NV ABN AMRO Holding N.y prior to April 2010 Until 31 December 2010 the company oweed 38% of RPS
the balance of uharen were held by the State of the Netherlandn anccennor to Portia NV Portia SAJNV and Banco Santander S.A the connortiam members Althoagh the company did not control

maority of the voting righta in RFS through the termn of the Connortium and Shareholdem Agreement and RPSs Articles of Annociation it controlled the board of RFS and RFS in subnidiary of

the company RFS Holdingn has nabntantially completed the separation of the bauinesn anita of ABN AMRO Holding N.V An part of thin morganination on February 2010 the banineanes of ABN

AMRO Holding W.V acquired by the Dutch State were legally demerged from the ABN AMRD Holding N.V baninennen acquired by the Group and were transferred into newly established holding

company ABN AMRO Bank H.V nave for certain ansetn and liabilitien acquired by the Dutch State that were not part of the legal neparation and which will be transferred to the Dutch State an noon

an ponnible Legal neparation of ABN AMRO Bank N.y occurred on April2010 with the nharen in that entity being trannferred by RBS Holdisgn H.V toe holding company catted ABN AMRO
Group N.y which in owned by the Dutch State Following legal separation RBS Holdings N.y han one directnubnidiary The Royal Bank of Scotland NV RBS NV fatly operational bank within

the Group RBS H.V in independently rated and regulated by the Dutch Central Bank On 31 December 2010 the nherehotdinga ot RFS wem amended ouch that approuimatety 88% of ito isnued

share capital in now held by the company with the mmainder owned by the State of the Netherlands and Banco Sentander S.A Certain asnetn within RBS NV continue to be uhared by the

Consortium Members On the divinion of an entity by demerger Dutch law esteblinheu croon liability between nurviving entities in renpect of the creditom at the time of the demerger RBS N.V.n

cross liability in limited bylaw to the tower of its equity end the debtn of ABN AMRD Bank N.V on April2010 The likelihood of any cross liability cryntaltining in connidered remote

The above information is provided in relation to the principal related undertakings as permitted by Section 4102 of the Companies Act 2006 Full

information on all related undertakings is included in the Annual Return delivered to the Registrar of Companies for Scotland
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Group
Core Other Internally

deposit purchased generated

Goodwill intangibles intangibles software

rn

Net book value at 31 December 2009 991 562 1.030 17.84

19 Intangible assets

Financial statements

2010

Cost

At January 2010 42643 2553 4139 4815 54150

Currency translation and other adjustments 374 59 63 21 517
Additions 46 742 788

Disposal of subsidiaries 15130 1882 1664 544 19220

Disposals and write-off of fu yamortised
..

417
At 31 December 2010 27139 612 2458 4575 34784

ccurnu1606 aadon and ninalinens

At January 2010 28379 1562 2577 3785 36303

Currency translation and other adjustments 510 29 31 24 594

Disposal of subsidiaries 13268 1139 1027 304 15738
Disposals and write-off of fully amortised assets 391 391

Charge for the year continuing operations 68 301 353 722

Charge for the year discontinued operations 22 24

Write down of goodwill and other intangible assets 10 10

At31 December2010 14611 462 1822 3441 20336

Net book value at 31 December 2010 12528 150 636 1134 14448

Cost

At January 2009 45.624 2.780 4367 4.524 57.295

Transfers to disposal groups 238 238

Currency translation and other adjustments 733 1225 281 65 3.314

Additions 53 519 612

Disposal of subsidiaries ... 15 16

Disposals and write-off of fully
amortised assets i8 180

At31 December2009 42643 2.553 4.130 4815 54.150

Anna ua138 amortlsaSon and mparmnt

At January 2009 30.062 1407 2369 3.466 37.246

Currency translation and other adjustments 2.01.6 116 137 58 23i7

Disposal of subsidiaries 13
Disposals and write-off of fully amortised assets 131 39
Charge for the year continuing operations 89 165 467 739

Charge for the year- discontinued operations 113 152 119 414

Write down of goodwill and other intangible assets 363 161

At 31 December 2009 28370 .562 2.577 3.762 30.43
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19 Intangible assets con need

Coal

At January 2008 42953 2344 3489 3882 32.1368

Transfers to disposal groups 3692 247 105 146 183

Currency translation and other adjustments 8905 680 .961 214 10.760

Acquisition of subsidiaries 524 ..... 521

Additions 23 602 625

Disposal of subsidiaries 3.054 17 3.073

.. iilJiL
At 31 December 2008 45424 2780 4.367 24 57295

Accumulated amortiaatlon and ImpaIrment

Ati January2008 235 22.3 2291 152

Transfer to disposal groups 137 37
Currency translation and other adjustments 150 210 49 429

Disposals and write-off of fully amortised assets 19 23
Charge for the year continuing operations 89 301 581 971

Charge for the year discontinued operations 248 281 70 599

Write down of goodwill and other intangible assets continuing operations 15.524 927 434 16.655

Write down of goodwill and other intangible assets discontinued operations 14538 685 428 19 15670

At31 December2008 30.062 1.407 2369 3408 37246

Net book value at 31 December 2008 15562 1373 1.998 1116 20049

Goodwill analysed by operating segment is shown in Note 40

Onpa men revIew The CGUs of the Group excluding RFS Holdings minority interest where

The Groups goodwill acquired in business combinations is reviewed the goodwill is significant principally arose on the acquisitions of NatWest

annually at 30 September for impairment by comparing the recoverable ABN AMRO Charter One and Churchill and are as follows

amount of each cash generating unit CGU to which goodwill has been

allocated with its carrying value

Goodwill at Gx0411

Recoverable 30 September 70 S14
amount 2010 2000

based on Lw

UK Retail Value in use 2697 2697

UK Corporate Value in use 2693 893

Wealth Value in use 611 411

Global Transaction Services Value in use 2376 2740

US Retail Commercial Value in use 2811 76
RBS Insurance Value in use 935 935

G11ivli

ikeclralle 1fcrtcwv 71 11cc 11141

o.y 01c 4ft 14r 21101

UK Retail Commercial Banking oame in use 6109 6.099

Global Banking Markets Value in uae 5.944 8.946
Global Transaction Services Value eec 3.121 312
Europe Middle East Retail Commercial Banking Value in use 1201 1201
Asia Retail Commercial Banking Value in use 970 813 107

US Retail Commercial Banking Value use 7.405 4.3521 3023

RBS Insurance Value in use 935 935
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Impairment testing involves the comparison of the carrying value of

CGU or group of CGUs with its recoverable amount The recoverable

amount is the higher of the units fair value and its value in use Value in

use is the present value of expected future cash flows from the CGU or

group of CGUs Fair value is the amount obtainable for the sale of the

CGU in an arms length transaction between knowledgeable willing

parties

Impairment testing inherently involves number of judgmental areas the

preparation of cash flow forecasts for periods that are beyond the normal

requirements of management reporting the assessment of the discount

rate appropriate to the business estimation of the fair value of CGU5

and the valuation of the separable assets of each business whose

goodwill is being reviewed Sensitivity
to the variables more significant to

each assessment are presented below

The recoverable amounts for all CGUs at 30 September 2010 were

based on the value in use test using managements latest five-year

forecasts The long-term growth rates have been based on respective

country GDP rates adjusted for inflation The risk discount rates are

based on observable market long-term government bond yields and

average industry betas adjusted for an appropriate risk premium based

on independent analysis

The recoverable amount of UK Retail based on 3% 2009 4%
terminal growth rate and 15.7% 2009 14.6% pre tax discount rate

exceeded the carrying amount by 6.9 billion 2009 -0.7 billion 1%

change in the discount rate or the terminal growth rate would change the

recoverable amount by approximately 1.5 billion 2009 -0.9 billion and

0.9 billion 2009 0.5 billion respectively In addition 5% change in

the forecast pre tax earnings would change the recoverable amount by

approximately 0.9 billion 2009 0.4 billion

The recoverable amount of UK Corporate based on 3% 2009 4%
terminal growth rate and 15.6% 2009-15.1% pre tax discount rate

exceeded its carrying value by 5.3 billion 2009 -6.1 billion 1%

change in the discount rate or the terminal growth rate would change the

recoverable amount by approximately 1.6 billion 2009 1.4 billion and

0.9 billion 2009 -0.9 billion respectively In addition 5% change in

the forecast pre tax earnings would change the recoverable amount by

approximately 1.0 billion 2009 -0.8 billion

The recoverable amount of Wealth based on 3% 2009 4% terminal

growth rate and 12.0% 2009- 15.3% pre tax discount rate exceeded

its carrying value by more than 100% and was insensitive to reasonably

possible change in key assumptions

The recoverable amount of Global Transaction Services based on 3%

2009 3% terminal growth rate and 12.8% 2009- 16.7% pre tax

discount rate exceeded its carrying value by more than 100% 2009

100% and was insensitive to reasonably possible change in key

assumptions

The recoverable amount of US Retail Commercial based on 5%

2009- 5% terminal growth rate and 14.9% 2009- 14.8% pre tax

discount rate exceeded its carrying value by 1.6 billion 2009 -2.1

billion 1% change in the discount rate or the terminal growth rate

would change the recoverable amount by approximately 1.6 billion

2009 1.0 billion and 0.8 billion 2009 -0.8 billion respectively In

addition 5% change in the forecast pre tax earnings would change the

recoverable amount by approximately 0.7 billion 2009 -0.7 billion

The recoverable amount of RBS Insurance based on 3% 2009 3%
terminal growth rate and 13.1% 2009- 13.9% pre tax discount rate

exceeded the carrying amount by over 2.4 billion 2009 -3.0 billion

and was insensitive to reasonably possible change in key assumptions

In 2008 the recoverable amounts for all CGU5 were based on value in

use tests Goodwill write downs were recorded in Global Banking

Markets US Retail Commercial Europe Middle East Retail

Commercial Banking and Asia Retail Commercial Banking divisions In

addition an impairment charge of 14.5 billion was recorded in respect of

goodwill attributable to the State of Netherlands minority interest arising

on the acquisition of ABN AMRO
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Notes on the accounts continued

Investment Freehold

properties premises

Em Em

Long Short Computers Operating

leasehold leasehold and other lease

premises premises equipment assets Total

Em Em Em Em Em

Net book value at 31 December 2009

20 Property plant and equipment

20t0

Cost or vaiuaticrr

Ati January2010 4883 4098 214 1803 4282 9558 24838

Currency translation and other adjustments 31 81 227 231 572

Disposal of subsidiaries 1118 104 372 369 1963
Reclassifucations 104 76 15 13

Additions 511 103 137 411 1178 2345

Expenditure on investment properties

Change in fair value of investment properties 405 405
Disposa Is and write-off .P.re date dassets 322 363

At31 December2010 4170 2938 291 1832 4239 9235 22705

Accurit.iiaed ilpairl000t depre 81on and arnortisatiori

At January2010 553 87 641 2396 1764 5441

Currency translation and other adjustments 62 75 199 17 354

Disposal of subsidiaries 24 30 197 141 392
Reclassifications 17 17

Write down of property plant and equipment 32 41

Disposals and write-off of fully depreciated assets 10 48 261 435 756
Charge for the year continuing operations 106 11 148 536 627 1428

Charge for the year- discontinued operations 23 17 46

At31 December2010 702 118 793 2700 1849 6162

Net book value at 31 December2010 4170 2236 173 1039 1539 7386 16543

Cost or vatuatton

Ati January2009 3.856 4.032 224 1557 4168 9334 23493

Transfers to disposal groups 82 80 74

Currency translation and other adjustments PSi 07

Disposal of subsidiaries 15 19 34
Reclassifications 18 34 56

Additions 1534 104 153 750 2241 5.090

Expenditure on investment properties

Change in fair value of investment properties 117

osals and write-off of fully depreciated assets 6L5t 119 6i 8120 456 2452
At31 December2009 4885 4098 214 1803 4282 9558 24838

Accumuated impairment deprocatton arId amoritsatiuri

At January2009 422 79 192 1916 1635 4644

Transfers to disposal groups 31 38
Currencytranslation and otheradjustments 11 46 69 129
Disposal of subsidiaries 141 15
Write down of property plant and equipment

Disposals and write-off of
fully depreciated assets 81 126 49 547

Charge for the year continuing operations 92 142 621 564 427

Charge for the year discontinued operations 38 22 78 53 189

At31 December 2009 553 57 841 2396 1754 5.441
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Investment properties are valued to reflect fair value that is the market Rental income from investment properties was 279 million 2009 -233

value of the Groups interest at the reporting date excluding any special million 2008 -257 million Direct operating expenses of investment

terms or circumstances relating to the use or financing of the property properties were 42 million 2009 -16 million 2008 -22 million

and transaction costs that would be incurred in making sale Observed

market data such as rental yield replacement cost and useful life reflect Property plant and equipment excluding investment properties include

relatively
few transactions involving property that is not necessarily 298 million 2009 -213 million 2008 -1132 million assets in the

identical to property owned by the Group course of construction

Valuations are carried out by qualified surveyors who are members of the Freehold and long leasehold properties with net book value of

Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors or an equivalent overseas body million 2009 million 2008 nil were sold subject to operating leases

The valuation as at 31 December 2010 for significant majority of the

Groups investment properties was undertaken with the support of

external valuers

The fair value of investment properties includes 248 million of

depreciation since purchase 2009 -84 million appreciation 2008 -172

million appreciation

237E 11

Cost or vauaton

At January2008 3431 3.65 215 1688 3929 11437 24345

Transfer to disposal groups 262 188 349 1/991

Currency translation and other adjustments 320 452 149 436 i3C 2.675

Acquisition of subsidiaries 30 31 61

Disposal of subsidiaries 0.001

Reclassifications 75 197 14
Additions 417 486 22 61 837 3794 5.817

Expenditure on investment properties

Change in fair value of investment properties 77

At31 December2008 3768 4.032 224 1.867 4.164 133 23493

Accumulated depmIion and amorlmaton

At January2008 391 74 436 1952 2747 5660

Transfers to disposal groups 60 911 2431 394

Currency translation and other adjustments 148 202 351

Disposal of subsidiaries 1391 1.147 1.487

Reclassifications 17 21 71

Write down of property plant and equipment 19 26

Disposals and write-off of fully depreciated assets 22 31 839 544 1.1 36

Charge for the year continuing operations 86 139 534 641 1.406

Charge for the year discontinued operations 30 105 43 178

At31 December2008 422 79 492 916 1635 4544

Net book value at 31 December 2008
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Notes on the accounts tou

21 Prepayments accrued income and ether assets

2010 2e 2O 2010 2O4

Em Em

Prepayments 1529 1872 1949

Accrued income 1186 897 1206

Deferred expenses 568 596 709

Pension schemes in net surplus 105 58 36

Other assets 9188 562 20502 28 43 489

12.576 20 985 24.402 28 43 499

22 Discontinued operations and assets and liabilities of disposal groups

Loss from discontinued operations net of tax

2010 20c9

Em

L2scon5nued operaSons

Total income 1433 5.664 7709

Operating expenses 803 4061 20544
Insurance net claims 161 500 5131

Impairment losses 42 051 11 On

Profit/loss before tax 427 52 14545
Gain on disposal before

recycling
of reserves 113 3.859

Recycled reserves

Operating loss/profit before tax 536 52 110666

Tax on profiUIoss 92 58 48
Tax ongnondisposal331
Loss after tax 628 16 10767

Busnesses acqured excusvey 64th vew to dsposa

Loss aftertax 991 C251

Loss from discontinued operations net of tax jl05ji1i

Discontinued operations reflect the results of the State of the Netherlands Businesses acquired exclusively with view to disposal comprise those

and Santander in RFS Holdings By following the legal separation of ABN AMRO businesses including Banca Antonveneta Asset

ABN AMRO Bank N.y on April 2010 Consortium partners results are Management and Private Equity classified as disposal groups on the

classified as discontinued operations and prior years have been re- acquisition of ABN AMRO on 17 October 2007 The Asset Management

presented accordingly Discontinued operations in 2008 also reflect the business was sold to Fortis on April 2008 Banca Antonveneta

results of Banco Real sold to Santander on 24 July 2008 excluding its subsidiary Interbanca was sold to Banca Monte del Paschi

di Siena S.p.A on 30 May 2008

Cash flows attributable to discontinued operations

Included within the Groups cash flows are the following amounts attributable to discontinued operations

2010

Em

Net cash flows from operating activities 2528 5421 7.497

Net cash flows from investing activities 400 244 7654

Net cash flows from financing activities 129 020 3333

Net increase/decrease in cash and cash equivalents 3062 402 4.946
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Assets and liabilities of disposal groups
Sempra Other 2010 255

Em Em Em Sm

Assets of Asposr4 groups

Cash and balances at central banks 184 184 129

Loans and advances to banks 629 22 651 386

Loans and advances to customers 440 4573 5013 3.216

Debt securities and equity shares 17 20 994

Derivatives 4768 380 5148 6361

Intangible assets 236

Settlement balances 555 555 1579

Property plant
and equipment 18 18 136 66

Other assets 260 444 704 5417

Discontinued operations and other disposal groups 6687 5606 12293 16366 66

Assets acquired exclusively with view to disposal ________
191 191 174 1.616

6687 5797 12484 18542 t581

sblAes of dsposr6 groups

Deposits by banks 266 266 616

Customer accounts 352 1915 2267 8907

Derivatives 5021 21 5042 5663

Settlement balances 907 907 960

Subordinated liabilities

Other liabilities 393 532 925 1675

Discontinued operations and other disposal groups 6939 2468 9407 18839

Liabilities acquired exclusively with view to disposal 21 21 61 859

6939 2489 9428 15.890 559

To comply with EC State Aid requirements the Group has agreed to The other assets and liabilities classified as disposal groups include the

make series of divestments within four years from December 2009 project finance assets to be sold to The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ

During 2010 the Group successfully completed the disposal of 80.01% of Ltd and certain Non-Core interests in Latin America Europe and the

Global Merchant Services and substantially all of the RBS Sempra Middle East

Commodities JV Certain contracts of the RBS Sempra Commodities JV

business were sold in risk transfer transactions prior to being novated to

the purchaser and they comprise substantially all of its residual assets

and liabilities RBS Sempra Commodities JV was the only significant

divestment that met the criteria for classification as disposal group at 31

December 2010
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Notes on the accounts contnued

23 Short positions

2010 2209 2000

________
Em I.m

Debt securities

Government 34506 26.647 32.519

-Otherissuers 6510 10.871 6374

Equity shares 2102 2945 3643

43118 4.0463 42536

Note

All short positions are classified as held-for-trading

24 Accruals deferred income and other liabilities

007 37720.07

2010 2200 2022 2010 2202 20011

________________ __________________
Em Om

_________________________
Em

____________________

Notes in circulation 1793 1.889 1619

Current tax 723 429 555 114 169

Accruals 6773 742.9 7.531

Deferred income 4766 5.818 7640

Other liabilities 9034 14782 14.107 915 1.182 40

23089 33327 31452 1034 557 47

Note

Other liabilities incisde El million 2009 El million 2008 El million in respect of share-based compensation

Included in other liabilities are provisions for liabilities and charges as follows

Groap

______________ _____________ ___________________ Em

AtlJanuary2OlO 562

Currency translation and other movements 58
Disposal of subsidiaries 17
Transfer to disposal groups 33
Charge to income statement continuing operations 453

Releases to income statement continuing operations 72
Provisions_utilised _______ _______ _Jii
At 31 December 2010 624

Note

The table above inclsdes property provisions and other provisions adsing in the normal coorse of bosiness

25 Deferred tax

2010 2002 2021 2010 200 2008

Em Li 10 Em

Deferred tax liability 2142 2811 4155

Deferredtaxasset

Net deferred tax asset
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171111 111.116 166111111

I11 1.1i 1611 1.616761111
11111 11r16 11111171 16711111115 11111 67111117 11111115 I11177 1l11

Em Em 11 Em 11111
11 711 Em 1.111 71

At January

2009 .84 Olzt 11 i20 53j .. i11 iO .%

Transfers to

disposal groups

Disposal/

acquisition
of

subsidiaries

Charge/credit

to income

statement

Credit/charge

to equity directly 033

Currency

translation

and other

adstments 104 c2 37 77

At January

2010 724 2815 1480 136 373 184 391 1108 60 5134 67 4228
Transfers to

disposal groups 120 119

Disposal/

acquisition
of

subsidiaries 32 120 631 65 473

Charge/credit

to income

statement 46 91 24 21 77 20 160 12 273 12 470 102 424

Charge/credit

to equity directly 73 434 133 397 167

Currency

translation

and other

adjustments j25 112 42

At 31 December

2010

c2PfL ... ..
Ati January2009 13

Charge to income statement

Ati January 2010 and 31 December2010

Notes

11 Deferred tax assets are recognised as set out above that depend on the availability of future taxable profits in excess of profits arising from the reversal of other temporary
differences Basiness

projections prepared for impairment reviews see Note 19 indicate it is probable that sufficient future taxable income will be available against which to offset these recognised deferred tax assets

within eight years UK losses do not expire and Netherlands losses expire after nine years In jurisdictions where doabt exists over the availability of future taxable profits deferred tax assets of

2008 million 12009- 2163 million 2008 -1748 million have not been recognised in respect of tax losses carded forward of 9689 million 2009- 7759 million 2008- 5779 million Of these

losses 41 million will eopire within one year 136 million within five years and 5913 million thereafter The balance of tax losses carried forward has no time limit

Deferred tax liabilities of 279 million 2009 -279 million 2008- 980 million have not been recognised in respect of retained earnings of overseas subsidiaries and held-over gains on the

incorporation of overseas branches Retained earnings of overseas subsidiaries are expected to be reinvested indefinitely or remitted to the UK free from futther tax No tax is expected to arise in the

foreseeable future in respect 0f held-over gains Changes to UK tax legislation largely exempts from UK tax overseas dividends received on or after July 2009
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Notes on the accounts consnued

26 Insurance business

2010 2553 2533

_______________ ____________ _____________________
Em Sn f.7n

Insurance premium income 5379 5529 6009Rnsurerssharej633OO
Net premium income 512862666709

Insurance claims 4932 4.492 4090

Rnsurersshare 149J4i6 173
Net claims 4783 4367 3917

2010 2533 2200

Insurance iiabiibias _______ Em

Life assurance business

Unit linked insurance contracts 292 256

Index linked insurance contracts 1.090 1.331

Participating bonds 2.793 1.602

Other insurance contracts 68 304 30

68 4479 4.496

Genera nsurance husness 6726 6602 476

6794 10261 9976

Ganers insurance business

Claims and loss adjustment expenses

rn Fm

Notified claims nL062 260 3792

Incurred but not reported ______
1.426 2711 1.399

At January2009 6.476 267 6191

Cash paid for claims settled in the year 3.612 69 3.743

lncrease/decrease in liabilities

arising
from current year claims 4.363 23 360

arising
from

prior year claims 79 6.3 132
Disposal of subsidiary 124 119
Net exchange differences 44 41
At31 December2009 6.602 266 6616

Notified claims 441 2743 3326

Incurred but not reported 1701 Or 1691

At January2010 5802 286 5516

Cash paid for claims settled in the year 3843 55 3788
lncrease/decrease in liabilities

arising from current year claims 4459 24 4435

arising from prior year claims 322 56 266

Net exchange differences

At31 December2010

Notified claims 4375 305 4070

curred but not reported 235 i__S _2346
At31 December2010
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Outstanding claims provisions are not discounted for the time value of 12.1 million net of reinsurance The amounts for 2010 include

money except for claims principally motor settled by periodical provision for estimated
periodical payment orders incurred but not

payments under the Courts Act 2003 Total reserves for claims reported which is excluded from 2009 and 2008 The rate of interest used

outstanding in respect of periodical payments are 1180.0 million 2009 for the calculation of present values is 4.5% 2009- 4.1% 2008- 5.0%

91.6 million 2008 -29.0 million gross and 826.6 million 2009 -26.1 The average interval between the date of the last future cash flow being

million 2008 -3.6 million net of reinsurance The corresponding discounted and the end of the financial year is 49.4 years on open and

undiscounted amounts are 4320.9 million 2009 275.7 million 2008 settled cases

85.0 million gross and 2659.6 million 2009 -61.8 million 2008

ii Provisions for unearned premiums and unexpired short-term insurance risks

At January2009 221 79 2.652

Movement in the year 211 12 199

Exchange differences
_______

At January 2010 2490 67 2423

Increase in the year 2191 76 2115

Rease in the year ____
At31 December2010

The unearned premium provision is included within Accruals deferred income and other liabilities see Note 24

Life busnese

2OO 200

1Lit ries life cintects

Opening net assets 554 588 604

Profit from existing business

expected return 37 35 41

experience variances 15
43 2%

New business contribution ii 18 31 14

Operating assumption changes 10

Investment return variances 12 32 4%

Economic assumption changes

Transfer to shareholders funds 71 106
Disposal of subsidiaries 402_J1J_0M%
Closing net assets 131 554 28

Note

New business contribution represents the present value of future profits on new insurance contract business written during the year
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Notes on the accounts continued

26 Insurance business or6iroisd

LOe Invstit

Movsmefl rn provsan fr hsb h6es undsr Sts contracts and unde hnksd soc other vestment contracts

At January 2009 4.498 5.326

Premiums received

continuing operations 250 349

discontinued operations 278

Fees and expenses 16 13
Investment return 400 442

Actuarial adjustments 2.05
Account balances paid on surrender and other terminations in the year 712
Exchangeandotheradjustments

AtlJanuary2OlO 4479 5129

Premiums received 237 46

Fees and expenses 13 16
Investment return ioo 228

Actuarial adjustments 174
Account balances paid on surrender and other terminations in the year 434 159
Disposal of subsidiaries 4032 5115
Exchange and otheradjustmentsjjj
At31 December2010 68
Investment contracts are presented within customer deposits

Changes in assumptions during the year were not material to the profit recognised

2010 2000 2003

sbacnkedlisb
Debt securities .0484 4500

Equity securities 4.642 4816

Cash and cash equivalents 07 81

The associated liabilities are

linked contracts and participating bonds classified as insurance contracts 75 4.182

linked contracts classified as investment contracts 5053 5208

Insurance risk

Insurance risk is the risk of fluctuations in the timing frequency or

severity of insured events relative to the expectations of the Group at the

time of underwriting

Underwr8lng and pric8ng risk

The Group manages underwriting and pricing risk through the use of

underwriting guidelines which detail the class nature and type of

business that may be accepted pricing policies by product line and by

brand and centralised control of policy wordings and any subsequent

changes

COOms management risk

The risk that claims are handled or paid inappropriately is managed using

range of IT system controls and manual processes conducted by

experienced staff These together with range of detailed policies and

procedures ensure that all claims are handled in timely appropriate and

accurate manner

Rcrinaurance risk

Reinsurance is used to protect against the impact of major catastrophic

events or unforeseen volumes of or adverse trends in large individual

claims and to transfer risk that is outside the Groups current risk appetite

Reinsurance of risks above the Groups risk appetite is only effective if

the reinsurance premium is economic and the counterparty is
financially

secure Acceptable reinsurers are rated A- or better unless specifically

authorised

Reserrin risk

Reserving risk relates to both premiums and claims It is the risk that

reserves are assessed incorrectly such that insufficient funds have been

retained to pay or handle claims as the amounts fall due Claims

development data provides information on the historical pattern of

reserving risk
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lnsurartca aims rsa dent ear

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Total

Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

E.stmate of ultrote claims costs

At end of accident year 2395 3013 3658 3710 4265 4269 4621 4080 4383 4459 38853

One year later 70 91 140 186 92 275 71 29 120 594

Two years later 20 106 88 147 77 393

Three years later 12 12 55 85 60 16 14 202

Four years later 40 17 47 31 55 188

Five years later 19 21 32
Six years later II 32 45

Seven years later 14 28 20

Eight years later 14 18

Nine years later

Current estimate of cumulative

claims 2326 3046 3285 3365 3920 3903 4559 4118 4503 4459 37484

Cumulative_payments to date

70 70 141 234 250 421 657 817 1.346 2415 6421

Liability in respect of earlier years
172

Claims handling costs 133

Gross general insurance claims liability
6726

Insurance clams net of reins urancodentear

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Total

Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

Estftnate of uftmato cimois costs

At end of accident year 2011 2584 3215 3514 4168 4215 4572 4034 4360 4435 37108

One year later 61 59 106 168 67 261 90 24 99 571
Two years later 22 12 103 90 161 87 17 439
Three years later 13 53 81 64 23 16 195

Four years later 41 21 44 46 60 10 202
Five years later 24 23 19 61
Six years later 19 34 45 13
Sevenyearslater 11 20

Eight years later 10 11

Nine years later

Current estimate of cumulative

claims 1935 2577 2872 3155 3820 3854 4481 4067 4459 4435 35655

Cumulative payments to date

48 52 86 185 230 419 632 791 1326 2405 6174

Liability in respect of earlier years 109

Claims handling costs 133

Net general insurance claims liability 6416

Ctaims reserves The Groups focus is on high volume and relatively straightforward

It is the Groups policy to hold claims reserves including reserves to
products for example home and motor This facilitates the generation of

cover claims which have been incurred but not reported IBNR reserves
comprehensive underwriting and claims data which are used to

for all classes at sufficient level to meet all liabilities as they fall due
accurately price and monitor the risks accepted
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26 Insurance business contnued
Loss rados

The following table shows loss ratios for each major class of business gross and net of reinsurance

2010 tnOs 2tsts

Earned claims Loss 5.nntnd.rntn Ennted Lttsn

premiums iscsrmd ratio ste nnnt raIn srnrnrnntn

On On

Residential property Gross 168 643 55 12 23 n8

Net 1107 643 58 1.065 58 1.034 51

Personal motor Gross 2829 3530 125 1184 103 3173 64

Net 2760 3458 125 2401 1.03 3075 83

Commercial property Gross 187 106 57 182 47 194 41

Net 169 106 63 166 45 174 46

Commercial motor Gross 120 128 107 136 100 143 91

Net 119 124 104 135 98 141 91

Other Gross 837 374 45 848 51 994 42

845 51 828 51

Total Gross 141 781 93 975647 64

Net 4989 4700 94 5112 83 5252 71

Frequency and severity of specific risks and sources at uncertainty
Other corunlercial nsur-ance contracts

Most general insurance contracts are written on an annual basis which
Other commercial claims come mainly from business interruption and

means that the Groups liability
extends for 12 month period after

loss arising from the negligence of the insured liability insurance

which the Group is entitled to decline or renew or can impose renewal
Business interruption losses come from the loss of income revenue

terms by amending the premium terms and conditions or both
and/or

profit as result of property damage claims Liability insurance

includes employers liability and public/products liability Liability

The frequency and
severity of claims and the sources of uncertainty for

insurance is written on an occurrence basis and is subject to claims that

the key classes that the Group is exposed to are as follows are identified over substantial period of time but where the loss event

occurred during the life of the policy

Motor Insurance contracts personal and cuolmaroal

Claims experience is quite variable due to wide range of factors but Fluctuations in the social and economic climate are source of

the principal ones are age sex and driving experience of the driver type uncertainty in the Groups business interruption and general liability

and nature of vehicle use of vehicle and area
accounts Other sources of uncertainty are changes in the law or its

interpretation and reserving risk Other uncertainties are significant

There are many sources of uncertainty that will affect the Groups
events for example terrorist attacks and any emerging new heads of

experience under motor insurance including operational risk reserving damage or types of claim that are not envisaged when the policy is

risk premium rates not matching claims inflation rates weather the
written

social economic and legislative environment and reinsurance failure risk

The
following

table shows the expected maturity of undiscounted

ironsrn insurance contracts rastdentEal curt olonlsroal
insurance liabilities up to 20 years excluding those linked directly to the

The major causes of claims for property insurance are theft flood
financial assets backing these contracts 2010- nil 2009- 4175 million

escape of water fire storm subsidence and various types of accidental
2008 4189 million

damage

The major source of uncertainty in the Groups property contracts is the

volatility of weather Over longer period the strength of the economy is

also factor

0-3 months 3-12 months 1-3 years 3-5 years 5-10 years 10-20 years

..fia Sa_...Sn
2010 724 1503 1821 898 734 442

2009 561 1.8.85 1.89$ 7149 565 73

038 83 1146 1.890 1111248753
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27 Subordinated liabilities

711.1

2010 118 2010 21

Dated loan capital 20658 24597 39162 6685 6526 7421

Undated loan capital 2552 8.164 11.697 563 64 1.011

Preference shares 1112 2.000 2194 800 1662 1822

Trust preferred securities 2731 2891 5101

27053 31652 45154 8048 8762 10314

In May 2010 the Group redeemed certain subordinated debt securities

and equity preference shares in exchange for cash or senior debt The

exchanges involving
instruments classified as liabilities all met the criteria

in IFRS for treatment as the extinguishment of the original liability and the

recognition of new financial liability Gains on these exchanges and on

the redemption of securities classified as liabilities for cash totalling 553

million were credited to profit or loss No amounts have been recognised

in profit or loss in relation to the redemption of securities classified as

equity in the Group financial statements The difference between the

consideration and the carrying value for these securities amounting to

651 million has been recorded in equity

similar series of exchange and tender offers completed in April 2009

and resulted in gain of 3790 million and 829 million being recorded

in equity

The Group has undertaken that unless otherwise agreed with the

European Commission neither the company nor any of its direct or

indirect subsidiaries excluding companies in the RBS Holdings N.y

Group which are subject to different restrictions see below will pay

external investors any dividends or coupons on existing hybrid capital

instruments including preference shares shares and upper and lower

tier instruments from 30 April 2010 for period of two years thereafter

the Deferral Period or exercise any call rights
in relation to these

capital instruments between 24 November 2009 and the end of the

Deferral Period unless there is legal obligation to do so Hybrid capital

instruments issued after 24 November 2009 will generally not be subject

to the restriction on dividend or coupon payments or call options

The Group has agreed that RBS Holdings N.y will not pay investors any

coupons on or exercise any call rights
in relation to specified hybrid

capital instruments for an effective period of two years from April 2011

unless in any such case there is
legal obligation to do so RBS Holdings

N.y and its group companies are also subject to restrictions on the

exercise of call rights in relation to their other hybrid capital instruments

Certain preference shares issued by the company are classified as

liabilities these securities remain subject to the capital maintenance rules

of the Companies Act 2006
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27 Subordinated liabilities continued

The following tables analyse the remaining contractual maturity of subordinated liabilities by the final redemption date and the next call date

2011 2012 2013-2015 2016-2020 Thereafter Perpetaal Total

2010-ftna redo rnptlon EmEm Em Em Em Em

Sterling 79 817 63 361 806 2126

US dollars 195 262 3171 3054 261 4398 11341

Euro 663 3368 3849 1611 866 10357

Other 27 1612 1252 338 3229

964 262 8968 8218 2233 6408 27053

correctly 2011 2012 2013-2015 2016-2020 Thereafter Perpetoal Total

2010-call date Em Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

Sterling 172 96 55 1027 217 530 29 2126

US dollars 3099 2889 1228 1960 800 1052 313 11341

Euro 613 1940 849 2387 3855 664 49 10357

Other 672 11 728 1438 380 3229

4556 4936 2860 6812 5252 2246 391 27053

llnso

2170 2011 102222 22102410 Thnrmlmr C....rn Cola3

2009 Snml redemp8on Cm Cm lrr Cm Cm Cm Cm

Sterling 122 101 1778 2803 1675

US dollars 407 198 1.457 5314 323 5.294 12991

Euro 1589 443 1414 7.360 1664 4410 15880

Other 25 554 1005 621 3106

2144 647 3559 16.357 1957 12928 37.652

__82oo.._...._ __
Cmrml 2010 21 2212 1014 0l02010 744312Cr PnmrO44 T14m

2009catdoue Cm Cm Cm Cm 112 Cm

Sterling 174 408 202 496 1.720 1.501 171 4.6/c

USdollars 1511 1.814 1429 3171 1.13.9 1.591 1736 12991

Euro 564 2.849 1755 3142 5.501 709 2350 16880

Other 419 576 1025 914 172 3.106

2.968 5.642 2.3811 7.824 9274 4276 4267 17652

2.420 231 24.L2..12 204..2444 Themalm lrm.m12r1 1741

7505 71104 lederIpSorl Cm Cm Cm

Sterling 192 15 126 1.458 370 6287 5.498

US dollars 1.305 342 1123 7435 561 7.655 18424

Euro 1865 1.378 19111 292.3 1.057 4057 19201

Other 29 2.254 34 677 3.02.1

3394 1.735 2297 1900 2.922 16706 49 154

20130 2014 1411.2444 2011.1114 1rrOlrr Pamrlml

20-08cat date Cm f.m Cm Cm Cm Cr Cm Cm

Sterling 192 252 1039 272.9 2515 171 8495

US dollars 182.3 3.247 2.501 4.214 1.951 2.0.03 1225 15.424

Euro 2.251 3127 5.699 7021 942 51 19201

Other -- 505 415 922 954 250 3.031

1.633 6.290 6895 12.474 12555 5560 2.147 49.154
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Pp0Jptrly

2011 2012 2013-2015 2016-2020 Thereafter Perpetual Total

2010 tlnalredemJi_EmEmEmEmEmEmEm
Sterling 11 400 16 427

US dollars 243 1558 225 2698 1337 6061

Euro
______

53 1507 1560

307 1558 225 4605 1353 8048

Company

Currently 2011 2012 2013-2015 2016-2020 Thereafter Parpataal Total

2010-Cell date Em Em Em Em _______ Em Em Em Em

Sterling 15 11 400 427

US dollars 853 242 3357 225 901 483 6061

Euro 53 1076 431 1560

868 306 1076 3357 1056 901 484 8048

21 .222211n 2141411 ThnnTtn Pnnln
2009 final edan1ptnn 10 Tn In

Sterling 13 --- -- 400 000 513

US dollars 52 155 1.075 630 2575 22313 6.043

Euro 55 1351 1.605

130 155 1.075 530 4529 2.213 5.752

Coren9 21I 221.2Y4 0n FOt Po.oIn

2009catdata In 1n 10 TIn T2 In

Sterling 212 400 613

US dollars 1030 45 155 2794 630 1547 5543

Euro 110/ 444 1.505

1039 315 155 3.901 1.474 1547 6.7o2

7022 21 12222 201417220 11nenlO tOo007nT lb1

205 final ec1atnohon In 2n 1n 2in In

Sterling 400 200 5.00

US dollars 415 717 1.351 2553 2551 5037

Euro 1.565 1355

424 71 1.351 4931 2.551 10.314

242 221 22.222 2202.I7 lbnnnT l.nno 12bI

2035calldala In 2n TIn 10 In

Sterling 199 400 609

US dollars 552 1511 652 1295 2.510 205 5.113/

Euro 1190 475 --- 1.555

552 1.520 561 2455 3.555 1.256 0314
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Notes on the accounts ti

27 Subordinated liabilities c56o.ued

756 company

US$400 million 6.4% subordinated notes 2009 276

US$300 million 6.375% subordinated notes 2011 redeemed February 20111 199 201 231

US$750 million 5% subordinated notes 2013 532 503 579

US$750 million 5% subordinated notes 2014 559 521 616

US$250 million 5% subordinated notes 2014 162 153 169

US$675 million 5.05% subordinated notes 2015 492 458 550

US$350 million 4.7% subordinated notes 2018 ii 252 231 286

2196 20Ti 2.7016

Hgo Royoi Beck of Sco6aco 910

300 million 4.875% subordinated notes 2009

1000 million 6% subordinated notes 2013

US$50 million floating rate subordinated notes 2013

500 million 6% subordinated notes 2013

150 million 10.5% subordinated bonds 2013 12

US$1250 million
floating rate subordinated notes 2014

AUD59O million 6% subordinated notes 2014 callable January 2011

AUD4I million
floating rate subordinated notes 2014 callable January 2011

CAD700 million 4.25% subordinated notes 2015

250 million 9.625% subordinated bonds 2015

US$750 million
floating rate subordinated notes 2015 callable September 2011

750 million floating rate subordinated notes 2015

CHF400 million 2.375% subordinated notes 2015

CHFIOO million 2.375% subordinated notes 2015

CHF200 million 2.375% subordinated notes 2015

US$500 million
floating rate subordinated notes 2016 callable October 2011

US$1500 million floating rate subordinated notes 2016 callable April2011

500 million 4.5% subordinated notes 2016 callable January 2011

CHF200 million 2.75% subordinated notes 2017 callable December 2012

100 million floating rate subordinated notes 2017

500 million floating rate subordinated notes 2017 callable June 2012

750 million 4.35% subordinated notes 2017 callable January 2017

AUD45O million 6.5% subordinated notes 2017 callable February 2012

AUD45O million floating rate subordinated notes 2017 callable February 2012

US$1500 million floating rate subordinated callable step-up notes 2017 callable August 2012

2000 million 6.93% subordinated notes 2018

US$125.6 million
floating rate subordinated notes 2020

1000 million 4.625% subordinated notes 2021 callable September 2016

300 million CMS linked floating rate subordinated notes 2022

144.4 million floating rate subordinated notes 2022

No lone 4esn 00100 Sank P/c

US$1000 million 7.375% subordinated notes 2009

600 million 6% subordinated notes 2010 redeemed January2010

500 million 5.125% subordinated notes 2011

300 million 7.875% subordinated notes 2015

300 million 6.5% subordinated notes 2021

Dated loan capita

2010

989

38

439

177

391

272

452

303

483

725

287

83

136

322

967

450

138

86

432

721

302

295

966

1999

81

949

280

153

014

36

400

177

330

229

419

301

462

741

244

69

110

008

926

476

120

89

728

255

250

925

2.1.117

78

962

292

143

298

1083

36

487

160

862

281

195

409

311

783

257

72

125

346

1038

51

12%

97

482

770

210

214

1029

2136

87

1019

303

152

9501100 One Femocel /6

US$400 million 6.375% subordinated notes 2012 265 255 287

697

564 623

442 155 488

370 365 309

367 35 376

BBS BoOkings USA Inc

US$170 million subordinated loan
capital floating rate notes 2009

US$100 million 5.575% senior subordinated revolving credit 2009

US$500 million subordinated loan capital floatinq rate notes 2010 redeemed December2010

99

31 342
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F-rst ANive pN

60 million 6.375% subordinated bonds 2018 callable April 2013

RBS NV and whsidianec

182 million 6.00% fixed rate subordinated notes 2009

182 million 6.13% fixed rate subordinated notes 2009

1150 million 4.63% fixed rate subordinated notes 2009

250 million 4.70% CMS linked subordinated notes 2019

800 million 6.25% fixed rate subordinated notes 2010 redeemed June 2010

100 million 5.13% flip flop
Bermudan callable subordinated notes 2017 callable December2012

500 million floating rate Bermudan callable subordinated lower tier notes 2018 callable May 2013

1000 million floating rate Bermudan callable subordinated lower tier notes 2016

callable September 2011

13 million zero coupon subordinated notes 2029

82 million floating rate subordinated notes 2017 61

103 million floating
rate subordinated lower tier notes 2020 It

170 million
floating rate sinkable subordinated notes 2041

15 million CMS linked floating rate subordinated lower tier notes 2020

1500 million floating
rate Bermudan callable subordinated lower tier notes 2015 callable March 2011

million floating rate Bermudan callable subordinated lower tier notes 2015 callable October 2011

65 million floating rate Bermudan callable subordinated lower tier notes 2015 callable October 2010

US$165 million 6.14% subordinated notes 2019

US$72 million 5.98% subordinated notes 2019

US$500 million 4.65% subordinated notes 2018

US$1500 million floating rate Bermudan callable subordinated notes 2015 callable March 2011

US$100 million floating rate Bermudan callable subordinated lower tier notes 2015

callable October 2010161

US$36 million floating rate Bermudan callable subordinated lower tier notes 2015 callable October 201 61

US$1000 million
floating

rate Bermudan callable subordinated lower tier notes 2017

callable January 201216

AUD575 million 6.50% Bermudan callable subordinated lower tier notes 2018 callable May 2013

AUD175 million floating rate Bermudan callable subordinated lower tier notes 2018 callable May 2013

26 million 7.42% subordinated notes 2016

million 7.38% subordinated notes 2016

42 million amortising MTN subordinated lower tier notes 2010 redeemed December 2010

25 million amortising MTN subordinated lower tier notes 2011 redeemed January 2011

750 million 5% fixed rate Bermudan callable subordinated upper tier notes 2016 16

US$250 million 7.75% fixed rate subordinated notes 2023

US$150 million 7.13% fixed rate subordinated notes 2093

PKR800 million floating rate subordinated notes 2012

MYR200 million zero coupon subordinated notes 2017

TRY6O million floating rate callable subordinated notes 2012

ln addition the company has in issue 166 million 2009 166 million 2008 500 million subordinated loan notes of 1000 each US$633 million 2009 -US$827 million 2008 US$1950 million

subordinated loan notes of US$1000 each and 93 million 12009 -93 million 2008 -400 million subordinated loan notes of 61000 each These loan notes are included in the company balance sheet

as loan capital but are reclassified as non-controlling interest trust preferred securities on consolidation see Note 281

Notes

On-lent to The Royal Bank of Scotland plc on subordinated basis

Unconditionally guaranteed by the company

In the event of certain changes in tax laws dated loan capital issues may be redeemed in whole but not in part at the option of the issuer at the principal amount thereof plus accrued interest

subject to prior regulatory approval

Except as stated above claims in respect of the Groups dated loan capital are subordinated to the claims of other creditors None of the Groups dated loan capital is
secured

15 Interest on all floating rate subordinated notes is calculated by reference to market rates

16 Transferrud to the Dutch State on legal separation of ABN AMRO Holding NV

2010

66 44 66

169

165

.. 1104

181 189 195

/33 795

69 54 89

426 455

240

10

1283

104

42

326

927

6$

190

10

1.32.4

58

152

34

293

42 68

22 25

598 661

371 316 286

111 93 /9

26 27 28

163 155 73
98 93 174

42 /.6 40

20

20658
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27 Subordinated liabilities coriii.ued

Undated can capital

The oompeny

US$106 million 2009- US$163 million 2008- US$350 million undated
floating rate primary capital

notes callable on any interest payment date 12
US$762 million 2009 US$762 million 2008 US$1200 million 7.648% perpetual regulatory tier one

securities callable September2031 1.3.4

The Fioyei Benk of Tool/and p4

31 million 2009 -96 million 2008 -175 million 7.375% undated subordinated notes

callable August 2011 12
51 million 2009 -117 million 2008 -350 million 6.25% undated subordinated notes

callable December 2012 11.2

56 million 2009 -138 million 2008 -500 million 6% undated subordinated notes

callable September 2014 12
176 million 2009 -197 million 2008 -500 million 5.125% undated subordinated notes

callable July 2014 12
170 million 2009 -243 million 2008 -1000 million floating rate undated subordinated notes

callable July 2014 12
54 million 2009 -178 million 2008 -500 million 5.125% undated subordinated notes

callable March 2016 12
200 million 5.125% subordinated upper tier notes redeemed May2010
35 million 2009 -260 million 2008 -600 million 5.5% undated subordinated notes

callable December 2019112

21 million 2009 -174 million 2008 -500 million 6.2% undated subordinated notes

callable March 2022 12
103 million 2009 -145 million 2008 -200 million 9.5% undated subordinated bonds

callable August 2018 125

400 million 5.625% subordinated upper tier notes

22 million 2009 -83 million 2008 -300 million 5.625% undated subordinated notes

callable September 2026 12
19 million 2009 -201 million 2008 -500 million 5.625% undated subordinated notes

callable June 2032112

million 2009 -190 million 2008 400 million 5% undated subordinated notes

callable March 2011 12
JPY25 billion 2.605% undated subordinated notes redeemed May 2010

CAD474 million 2009 and 2008 CAD700 million 5.37% fixed rate undated subordinated notes

callable May 2016

Net.onel Wastnin4er Bayk Pl

US$193 million 2009 US$332 million 2008- US$500 million primary capital floating rate notes

Series callable on any interest payment date 121

US$229 million 2009 US$293 million 2008 US$500 million primary capital floating rate notes

Series callable on any interest payment date 12
US$285 million 2009 -US$312 million 2008- US$500 million primary capital floating rate notes

Series callable on any interest payment date 12
178 million 2009 and 2008 -400 million 6.625% fixed/floating rate undated subordinated notes

callable on any interest payment date

10 million 2009 and 2008 -100 million floating rate undated step-up notes

callable on any interest payment date

87 million 2009 -162 million 2008 -325 million floating undated subordinated step-up notes

callable January 2015 12
53 million 2009 -127 million 2008 -200 million 7.125% undated subordinated step-up notes

callable October 2022 12
35 million 2009 -55 million 2008 -200 million 11.5% undated subordinated notes

callable December2022 126

2010 .X 20L8

Em

69 101 240

494 473 831

563 574 1071

31 101 190

55 126 380

61 143 565

166 194 516

145 214 966

58 189 554

210 210

35 272 677

43 206 614

130 176 253

397

21 90 431

20 199 506

197 424

173 217

340 452 464

124 205 343

148 182 347

184 192 346

154 358 388

90 97

89 174 363

54 127 201

42 19 269
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2010

Em

First Active

20 million 11.75% perpetual tier two capital
26 26 26

38 million 11.375% perpetual tier two capital
50 51 52

1.3 million floating rate perpetual tier two capital

FiBS NV and suhsdierins

1000 million 4.31 0% perpetual Bermudan callable subordinated tier notes callable March 2016 10 835 SIN

800 million 10.00% fixed perpetual mandatory convertible tier notes 2099 10 716

967 million 10.00% fixed perpetual mandatory convertible tier notes 2072 10 666

833 million 10.00% fixed perpetual mandatory convertible tier notes 2073 10 746

2552 8164 11897

Notes

Partially repurchased following completion of the exchange and tender offers in April2009

Partially repurchased following completion of the exchange and tender offers in May 2010

On-lent to The Royal Bank of Scotland plc on subordinated basis

The company can satisfy interest payment obligations by issuing sufficient ordinary shares to appointed Trustees to enable them on selling these shares to settle the interest payment

Guaranteed by the company

Exchangeable at the option of the issuer into 8.392% gross non-cumulative preference shares of El each of National Westminster Bank Plc at any time

Except as stated above claims in respect 0f the Groups undated loan capital are subordinated to the claims of other creditors None of the Groups undated loan capital is secured

In the event of certain changes in tux laws undated loan capital issues may be redeemed in whole but not in purl at the option of the Group at the principal amount thereof plus accrued interest

subiect to prior regulutory approval

Interest on all flouting rate subordinated notes is calculated by reference to market rates

10 Transferred to the Dutch State on legal separation of ABN AMRO Holding N.y

Preterertca shares
2010

Em

The ccmpsny

Non-cumulative preference shares of US$0.01

Series US$156 million 2009 and 2008- US$200 million 7.65% redeemable at option of issuer 101 123 iF

Series US$242 million 2009 and 2008 -US$300 million 7.25% redeemable at option of issuer 12 156 185 205

Series US$751 million 2009 and 2008 US$850 million 5.75% redeemable at option of issuer 484 524 582

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of US$0.01

Series US$65 million 2009 and 2008 US$1000 million 9.118% redeemable at option of issuer 43 630

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of 0.01

Series 15 million 2009 and 2008 -200 million 7.387% redeemable at option of issuer 15 199 21

Cumulative preference shares of1

0.5 million 11% and 0.4 million 5.5% non-redeemable

800 1.682 1.134

Nai/orai Weshnnsisr Ban iiç

Non-cumulative preference shares of1

Series 140 million 9% non-redeemable 144 115 146

Non-cumulative preference shares of US$25

Series US$246 million 2009 and 2008 -US$300 million 7.7628% 24 168 193 215

1112 2000 94

Notes

Further details of the contractual terms of the preference shares are given in Note 29

Partially repurchased following completion of the exchange and tender offers in May 2010

Partially converted into ordinary shares in the company in 2010 see Note 29
Series preference shares each curry gross dividend of 8.625% inclusive of associated tax credit Redeemable at the option of the issuer ut par
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Notes on the accounts continued

27 Subordinated liabilities cuntnusd

Trust preferred securities

2010

Lw

391 million 2009 -391 million 2008 -1250 million 6.467% redeemable June 2012 121 339 362 1325

US$486 million 2009 US$486 million 2008 US$750 million 6.8% perpetual callable September 2009 121 289 300 514

US$318 million 2009 -US$322 million 2008 -US$850 million 4.709% redeemable July 2013 12.31 190 194 640

US$394 million 2009 US$394 million 2008 US$650 million 6.425% redeemable January 2034 12 291 260 677

PBS NV anclsubsictVrcs

US$1285 million 5.90% Trust Preferred 633 494 760

US$200 million 6.25% Trust Preferred VI 100 107 121

US$1800 million 6.08% Trust Preferred VII 889 950 1064

2731 2.491 5101

Notes

The trust preferred securities issued by subsidiaries have so maturity date acd are nut redeemable at the option of the holders at anytime These securities may with the consent of the UK Financial

Services Authodty be mdeemed by the issuer on the dates specified above or on any interest payment date thereafter They may also he redeemed in whole bat sot is part upon the occurrence of

certain tao and mgalatory events Dividends are eon-cumulative and may sabecct to the restrictions described in 91 below be paid provided distribatable profits am sufficient unless payment woald

breach the capital adequacy requirements et the UK Financial Services Authority Distdbotioes are sot made dividends are sot paid on any series of the companys eon-cumulative preference
shares The company classifies its obligatiens to these subsidiaries as dated lean capital

Partially reporchased following completion of the eochasge and tender offers is April2009

Partially repurchased following completion of the eochange and tender offers in May 2010

Dividends are soc-cumulative They cannot be declamd if RBS Holdings NV has not paid dividends on any parity securities Distributions must be made subect to the restrictions described in 19
below RBS Holdings NV pays dividend on its ordinary shares or on its parity secarities or redeems or reparchases sach securities

19 The trast pmferred securities are subject to restdctons on dividend payments agreed with the Earopeac commission see Note 29
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28 Non-controlling interests

Atl January2009 16163 5436 21.910

Currency translation and other adjustments 1282 132 1434

Loss/profit attributable to non-controlling interests

continuing operations 282

discontinued operations 331 123

Dividends paid

Gains/losses on available-for-sale financial assets net of tax 133 336

Movements in cash flow hedging reserves net of tax 150 M50
Actuarial gains recognised in retirement benefit schemes net of tax 92 03

Equity raised ..

Equity withdrawn 2.1.28 2.445

Transfertoretofnedeamings .. ._
AtlJanuary2OlO 14668 2227 16895

Currency translation and other adjustments 529 63 466

Loss/profit attributable to non-controlling interests

continuing operations 121 61 60
discontinued operations 605 605

Dividends paid 4028 172 4200

Losses on available-for-sale financial assets net of tax 21 21
Movements in cash flow hedging reserves net of tax 955 955

Equity raised 501 58 559

Equity withdrawn and disposals 10525 773 11298

Transfer to retained earnings _________

At31 December2010 295 1424 1719

ABN AMRO represents the other Consortium Members interests in RFS Holdings B.V The
capital

and income rights of shares issued by RFS Holdings

B.V are linked to the net assets and income of the ABN AMRO business units which the individual Consortium Members agreed to acquire The

distribution to other Consortium Members of their respective interests occurred in 2010 Other non-controlling interests include trust preferred securities

of 556 million 2009 -664 million 2008 -1821 million and in 2008 RBS China Sari 898 million Equity withdrawn in respect of ABN AMRO

relates to distributions to Consortium Members

Included in non-controlling interests are the following trust preferred securities

2010

Sm

US$357 million 2009 -US$357 million 2008 -US$950 million 5.512% redeemable September2014 198 128 1129

US$276 million 2009- US$470 million 2008 -US$1000 million month US$ LIBOR plus 0.80%

redeemable September 2014 34 153 261 555

166 million 2009 -166 million 2008 -500 million 4.243% redeemable January 2016 112 12 7117

93 million 2009 -93 million 2008 -400 million 5.6457% redeemable June 201713 93 02 26
556 1.421

Notes

The trust preferred securities issued by subsidiaries have no maturity date and are sot redeemable at the option of the holders at anytime These securities may with the consent of the UK Financml

Services Authority be redeemed in whole or in part by the issuer on the dates specified above or on any interest payment date thereafter They may also be redeemed in whole but not in part

upon the occurrence of certain tax and regulatory events Dividends are non-cumulative and discretionary Distributions are not made if dividends ore not paid on any series of the companys non-

cumulative preference shares The company classifies its obligations to these subsidiaries as dated loan capital

The trust preferred securities are subject to restrictions on dividend payments agreed with the European Commission see Note 29

Partially repurchased following completion of the exchange and tender offers in April 2009

Partially repurchased following completion of the exchange and tender offers in May 2010
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29 Share capital

January

2010

Em

Issued Redeemed

during during

the
year the year

Em Em

31 December

2010

Em

Ordinary shares of 25p 14091 523 14614

Bsharesof0.01 510 510

Dividend access share of 0.01

Non-voting deferred shares of 0.01 27 27
Additional Value Shares of0.01

Non-cumulative preference shares of US$0.01

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of US$0.01

Non-cumulative preference shares of 0.01

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of 0.01

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of 0.25

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of 0.01

Non-cumulative preference shares of1

Cumulative preference shares of1

9sJ3i
Number of shares thoucands

2010 20C0 21O 2003

Ordinary shares of 25p 58458131 56365721 39.456005 44603.278

shares of 0.01 51000000 51.000000

Dividend access share of0.01

Non-voting deferred shares of 0.01 2660556 2660.55632300.000
Additional Value Shares of0.01 2.700000

Non-cumulative preference shares of US$0.01 209609 308.015 308015 516000

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of US$0.01 65 1000 3.900

Non-cumulative preference shares of 0.01 2044 2526 2.526 66.000

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of 0.01 3000

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of 0.25 900000

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of0.01 15 200 200 1000

Non-cumulative preference shares of1 54 750 5750 300000

Cumulative preference shares of1 900 900 900 900

Mov.o entmordiny shares in issue thoussnds

At January 2009 39456000

Shares issued in respect of the placing and open offer 16.009710

At January 2010 56365721

Shares issued 2092410

At31 December2010 58458131

Notes

Prior to the Companies Act 2006 the authorised share capital of UK companies was divided between issued sham capital and unissued sham capital whose allotment was determined by the Articles

of Association of company and specific authorities granted to directors Since 15 December 2009 when the company changed its constitution to reflect the Companies Act 2006 there is no

uuthorised share capital The meeting approving the changes also resolved to grunt the directors the power to issue nominal amount of El .610 million shams of lp each and 44250 million

ordinary shares of 2Sp each in connection with the companys participation in the UK Governments Asset Protection Scheme

One dividend access share in issue
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Orthnary sharee

During the year the ordinary share capital was increased by 3.7 million HM Treasury has agreed not to convert its shares into ordinary shares

ordinary shares allotted as result of the exercise of options under the
to the extent that its holding of ordinary shares following the conversion

companys executive and sharesave plans would represent more than 75% of the companys issued ordinary share

capital

Employee share trusts purchased 1.6 billion ordinary shares at cost of

672 million and awarded 17.9 million ordinary shares on receipt of 0.5 The dividend access share entitles the holder to dividends equal to the

million on the exercise of awards under employee share plans greater of 7% of the aggregate issue price of shares issued to HM

Treasury and 250% of the ordinary dividend rate
multiplied by the

The employee share trusts incurred costs of 3.7 million in purchasing number of shares issued less any dividends paid on the shares and

the companys ordinary shares on ordinary shares issued on conversion Dividends on the dividend

access share are discretionary unless dividend has been paid on the

In March 2010 the company converted 935228 non-cumulative ordinary shares in which case dividends became mandatory The

convertible preference shares of US$0.01 into ordinary shares resulting dividend access share does not generally carry voting rights at general

in approximately 1.6 billion ordinary shares being issued meetings of ordinary shareholders and is not convertible into ordinary

shares

In December 2010 the company converted 185134 non-cumulative

convertible preference shares of 0.01 into ordinary shares resulting in The contingent capital commitment agreement can be terminated in

approximately 487 million ordinary shares being issued whole or in part by the company with the FSAs consent at anytime It

expires at the end of five years or if earlier on its termination in full

shares and dvktend aces sharo

In December 2009 the company entered into an acquisition and Non-vodng deferred shares

contingent capital agreement with HM Treasury HM Treasury agreed to In November 2010 the company cancelled all of its outstanding Non-

acquire at 50p per share 51 billion shares with nominal value of lp voting deferred shares of 0.01 each all of which were held by

each and dividend access share with nominal value of ip these nominee company wholly owned by the Group

shares were issued to HM Treasury on 22 December 2009 Net proceeds

were 25.1 billion NM Treasury also agreed to subscribe for up to
Preference shares

16 billion further shares With nominal value of Ip each at 50p per
Under IFRS certain of the Groups preference shares are classified as

share subject to certain conditions including the Groups Core Tier debt and are included in subordinated liabilities on the balance sheet

capital ratio falling below 5% The fair value of the consideration payable
Other securities

by the company on entering into this agreement amounted to 1458
Certain of the Groups subordinated securities in the legal form of debt

million of this 1208 million was debited to the contingent capital reserve
are classified as equity under IFRS

The shares do not generally carry voting rights at general meetings of

These securities entitle the holders to interest which may be deferred at

ordinary shareholders Each share is entitled to the same cash
the sole discretion of the company Repayment of the securities is at the

dividend as an ordinary share subject to anti-dilution adjustments
sole discretion of the company on giving between 30 and 60 days notice

The shares may be converted into ordinary shares at fixed ratio of

issue price SOp divided by the conversion price 50p subject to anti

dilution adjustments at the option of the holder at any time after issue
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29 Share capital contued The non-cumulative preference shares are redeemable at the option of

Non-cumulative pteference aharas the company in whole or in
part

from time to time at the rates detailed

Non-cumulative preference shares entitle the holders thereof subject to below plus dividends otherwise payable for the then current dividend

the terms of issue to receive periodic non-cumulative cash dividends at period accrued to the date of redemption

specified fixed rates for each Series payable out of distributable profits of

the company

Number of shares in Interest Redemption Redemption Debt/equity

prefist .___ ..
1J

Non-cumulative preference shares of US$0.01

Series 6.3 million 7.65% 31 March 2007 US$25 Debt

Series 9.7 million 7.25% 31 March 2004 US$25 Debt

Series 30.0 million 5.75% 30 September 2009 US$25 Debt

Series 23.1 million 6.4% 30 September2009 US$25 Equity

Series 22.1 million 6.35% 30 June 2010 US$25 Equity

Series 9.9 million 6.25% 31 December2010 US$25 Equity

Series 20.6 million 6.75% 30 June 2011 US$25 Equity

Series 10.2 million 6.125% 30 December2011 US$25 Equity

Series 26.4 million 6.6% 30 June 2012 US$25 Equity

Series 51.2 million 7.25% 31 December 2012 US$25 Equity

Series 10130 7.64% 29 September2017 US$100000 Equity

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of US$0.01

Series 64772 9.118% 31 March 2010 US$1000 Debt

Non-cumulative preference shares of 0.01

Series 1.25 million 5.5% 31 December 2009 1000 Equity

Series 784989 5.25% 30 June 2010 1000 Equity

Series 9429 7.0916% 29 September 2017 50000 Equity

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of 0.01

Series 14866 7.387% 31 December2010 1000 Debt

Non-cumulative preference shares of1

Series 54 442 8.162% ctober 20 12 00 Eq

Note

11 Those preference shares where the Group has an obligation to pay dividends are classified as debt those where distributions are discretionary are classified as equity The conversion rights

attaching to the convertible preference shares may result in the Group delivering variable number of equity shares to preference shareholders these convertible preference shares are treated as

debt
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In the event that the non-cumulative convertible preference shares are

not redeemed on or before the redemption date the holder may convert

them into ordinary shares in the company at the
prevailing

market price

Under
existing arrangements no redemption or purchase of any non-

cumulative preference shares may be made by the company without the

prior consent of the UK Financial Services Authority

On winding-up or liquidation of the company the holders of the non-

cumulative preference shares will be entitled to receive out of any

surplus assets available for distribution to the companys shareholders

after payment of arrears of dividends on the cumulative preference

shares up to the date of repayment pan passu with the cumulative

preference shares and all other shares of the company ranking pan

passu with the non-cumulative preference shares as regards participation

in the surplus assets of the company liquidation distribution per share

equal to the applicable redemption price detailed in the table above

together with an amount equal to dividends for the then current dividend

period accrued to the date of payment before any distribution or payment

may be made to holders of the ordinary shares as regards participation in

the surplus assets of the company

Except as described above the holders of the non-cumulative preference

shares have no right to participate
in the surplus assets of the company

Holders of the non-cumulative preference shares are not entitled to

receive notice of or attend general meetings of the company except if any

resolution is proposed for adoption by the shareholders of the company

to vary or abrogate any of the rights attaching to the non-cumulative

preference shares or proposing the winding-up or liquidation of the

company In any such case they are entitled to receive notice of and to

attend the general meeting of shareholders at which such resolution is to

be proposed and are entitled to speak and vote on such resolution but

not on any other resolution In addition in the event that prior to any

general meeting of shareholders the company has failed to pay in full the

three most recent quarterly dividend payments due on the non-

cumulative dollar preference shares other than Series the two most

recent semi-annual dividend payments due on the non-cumulative

convertible dollar preference shares and the most recent dividend

payments due on the non-cumulative euro preference shares the non-

cumulative
sterling preference shares the Series non-cumulative dollar

preference shares and the non-cumulative convertible
sterling preference

shares the holders shall be entitled to receive notice of attend speak

and vote at such meeting on all matters together with the holders of the

ordinary shares In these circumstances only the
rights

of the holders of

the non-cumulative preference shares so to vote shall continue until the

company shall have resumed the payment in full of the dividends in

arrears

The Group has undertaken that unless otherwise agreed with the

European Commission neither the company nor any of its direct or

indirect subsidiaries excluding companies in the RBS Holdings N.y

Group which are subject to different restrictions will pay external

investors any dividends or coupons on existing hybrid capital instruments

including preference shares shares and upper and lower tier

instruments from 30 April2010 for period of two years thereafter the

Deferral Period or exercise any call
rights

in relation to these
capital

instruments between 24 November 2009 and the end of the Deferral

Period unless there is legal obligation to do so Hybrid capital

instruments issued after 24 November 2009 will generally not be subject

to the restriction on dividend or coupon payments or call options

30 Reserves

On January 2008 the merger reserve comprised the premium on

shares issued to acquire NatWest less goodwill amortisation charged

under previous GAAP No share premium was recorded in the company

financial statements through the operation of the merger relief provisions

of the Companies Act 1985

UK law prescribes that only the reserves of the company are taken into

account for the purpose of making distributions and in determining the

permissible applications of the share premium account

The Group optimises capital efficiency by maintaining reserves in

subsidiaries including regulated entities Certain preference shares and

subordinated debt are also included within regulatory capital The

remittance of reserves to the company or the redemption of shares or

subordinated capital by regulated entities may be subject to maintaining

the capital resources required by the relevant regulator

Paid-in equity represents notes issued under the companys euro medium

term note programme with an initial par value of US$1600 million and

CAD600 million that are classified as equity under IFRS The notes

attract coupons of 6.99% and 6.666% respectively until October 2017

when they change to 2.67% above the London interbank offered rate for

3-month US dollar deposits and 2.76% above the Canadian dollar offered

rate respectively Paid-in equity of US$1036 million was repurchased in

April2009 and CAD279 million was repurchased in May 2010 as part of

the liability management exercises

Under the arrangements for the placing and open offer in December 2008

the company issued shares in exchange for shares in Encuentro Limited

No share premium was recorded in the company financial statements

through the operation of the merger relief provisions of the Companies

Act 2006 The subsequent redemption of these shares gave rise to

distributable profits of 14273 million which were transferred from

merger reserve to retained earnings

Under the arrangements for accession to APS in December 2009 the

company issued shares in exchange for shares in Aonach Mor Limited

No share premium was recorded in the company financial statements

through the operation of the merger relief provisions of the Companies

Act 2006 The subsequent redemption of some of these shares gave rise

to distributable profits of 12250 million 2009 -9950 million which

were transferred from merger reserve to retained earnings

At 31 December 2010 1717095004 2009 138695912 ordinary

shares of 25p each of the company were held by Employee Share Trusts

in respect of share awards and options granted to employees
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31 Leases

Finance lease contracts and hire purchase areernents

Grcss Fresent valae Other

amounts adjastmants movements

Em Em EmYear in which receipt will occur

2010

Within year 3559 309 20 3230 997

After year but within years 7633 795 245 6793 2388

After5years 7643 763 263
Total .J JML1_ II_J4L4P

2505

Within year 3517 534 30 3053 751

After year but within years 582 890 212 6480 2514

Aftersyeara 11251 2.461 1334 8.456 1016

Total 23450 4.665 ç%761 17989 e313

Within year 3.783 784 24 2.975 915

After year but within years 9343 2.285 152 /393 2419

Aftersyears 12.042 3124 355 9.453 1141

Total 26546 6.i96 5/1 19621 4536

2010 2te 2041

Em La E.g

Nature operating lease assets us thc baance sheet

Transportation 6162 5.039 5.883

Cars and light commercial vehicles 1016 1352 1199

Other 208 403 417

7386 7794 7699

Amounts reccgllieeni as income and expense

Finance leases contingent rental income 160 139 37

Operating leases minimum rentals payable 519 556 566

Frranc.c case connects end hire purchase agreements

Accumulated allowance for uncollectable minimum receivables 401 311 23

Grasp

Operating lease

assets

Present Fatare minimum

valae lease rentals

Em Em
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Residual value exposures

The tables below give details of the unguaranteed residual values included in the carrying value of finance lease receivables see pages 300 to 303
and operating lease assets see pages 338 and 339

Year in which residaal valae will he recovered

After year After years

Within bat within bat withis After

year years years years Total

2010
_____________ Lm Lw Lm Lw Lm

Operating leases

transportation 357 457 1834 2097 4745

csrs and light commercial vehicles 503 109 100 721

-other 30 20 39 13 102

Finance lease contracts 20 41 131 263 455

Hire purchase agreements 70 73

910 630 2174 2382 6096

Operating leases

-transportation 1i14 32/ 1632 2255 /353

cars and light commercial vehicles 624 134 113 878

-other 31 32 40 110

Finance lease contracts 23 35 96 313 487

Hire purchase agreements
_______________

20 81 21 109

849 548 917 2.603 5.917

Operating leases

-transportation 94 130 101 2103 4128

cars and light commercial vehicles 577 195 182 982

-other 112 35 48 203

Finance lease contracts 21 29 99 341 493

Hire purchase agreements .. 25 44 78

1507 338 2055 2.3.04 6.464

The Group provides asset finance to its customers through acting as lessor It purchases plant equipment and intellectual property renting them to

customers under lease arrangements that depending on their terms qualify as either operating or finance leases
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32 Collateral and securitisations

Securities repurchase agreements and lending transactions

The Group enters into securities repurchase agreements and securities

lending transactions under which it receives or transfers collateral in

accordance with normal market practice Generally the agreements

require additional collateral to be provided if the value of the securities

falls below predetermined level

Under standard terms for repurchase transactions in the UK and US

markets the recipient of collateral has an unrestricted right to sell or

repledge it subject to returning equivalent securities on settlement of the

transaction

The fair value and carrying value of securities transferred under

repurchase transactions included within debt securities on the balance

sheet were 80.1 billion 2009 -66.9 billion 2008 80.6 billion All of

these securities could be sold or repledged by the holder Securities

received as collateral under reverse repurchase agreements amounted to

94.3 billion 2009 -74.0 billion 2008 -89.3 billion of which 93.5

billion 2009 -73.0 billion 2008 -49.0 billion had been resold or

repledged as collateral for the Groups own transactions

Securitisations and other asset transfers

Continued recognition

The table below sets out the asset categories together with the carrying amounts of the assets and associated liabilities for those securitisations see

page 217 and other asset transfers where substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset have been retained by the Group

2010 2909 2009

Assets Liabilities A.ss Lebiiioss Oss Liar2iitie

Atltyc
Residential mortgages 76212 18215 69.927 15937 55714 20.075

Credit card receivables 3993 34 2.975 1.592 3.004 3.197

Otherloans 30988 974 36448 1010 1679 1071

Commercial paper conduits 20014 17320 27.366 25.583 49.857 48684

Finance_lease receivables 510 510 597 597 1077 857

131717 37053 13731% 44.719 111.331 73.884

Refer to page 218 for additional analysis on commercial paper conduits

Assets are significantly greater than liabilities as all notes issued by funding related own asset securitisation SPEs are purchased by Group companies

Cu utinuirig invoivernsnt

At 31 December 2010 securitised assets were 2.3 billion 2009 -3.1 billion 2008 -1.1 billion retained interest 286.1 million 2009 -101.9 million

2008 -50.6 million subordinated assets 4.2 million 2009 90.7 million 2008 -9.0 million and related liabilities 4.2 million 2009 32.7 million

2008 -9.0 million

Other collateral given

2010 209 2200

.ouneeoetepledg1er1einetGrr2.lpiie0ilitie

Loans and advances to banks 27271 25712 43126

Loans and advances to customers 46352 38924 53 894

Debt securities 7200 8.723 13.191

80823 73359 110.211

t.iaoiltise securso hv Croun asoeto

Deposits by banks 10565 12.724 15.429

Customeraccounts 3599 3.319 18.907

Debt securities in issue 237 109

Derivatives 93570 65225 137.667

107734 82.505 164112
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It is the Groups policy to maintain strong capital base to expand it as balance sheet exposures are weighted to reflect the inherent credit and

appropriate and to utilise it efficiently throughout its activities to optimise other risks by international agreement the RAR should be not less than

the return to shareholders while maintaining prudent relationship 8% with Tier component of not less than 4% The Group has

between the capital base and the underlying risks of the business In complied with the FSAs
capital requirements throughout the year

carrying out this policy the Group has regard to the supervisory

requirements of the FSA The FSA uses Risk Asset Ratio RAR as number of subsidiaries and sub-groups within the Group principally

measure of capital adequacy in the UK banking sector comparing banking and insurance entities are subject to various individual

banks capital resources with its risk-weighted assets the assets and off- regulatory capital requirements in the UK and overseas

Financial statements

33 Capital resources

The Groups regulatory capital resources in accordance with Financial Services Authority FSA definitions were as follows

.....
TIer

Ordinary and shareholders equity 70388 69890 45525

Non-controlling interests 1719 16895 21619

Adjustments for

goodwill and other intangible assets continuing businesses 14448 73171 20219

goodwill and other intangible assets discontinued businesses 2138

unrealised losses on available-for-sale AFS debt securities 2061 1.888 8687

reserves arising on revaluation of property and unrealised gains on AFS equities 25 2871 98i
reallocation of preference shares and innovative securities 548 656 11 813

other regulatory adjustments 1097 2184 362
Less excess of expected losses over provisions net of tax 1900 2556
Less securitisation positions 2321 .353 1663

Ccoe T21r 49604 59624 46 190

Preference shares 5410 11.268

Innovative Tier securities 4662 5.213 7383

Tax on the excess of expected losses over provisions 758 026 308

Less material holdings 9J60ij68
Total TkIr carot21 60124 75421 68.841

Tee

Reserves arising on revaluation of property and unrealised gains on AFS equities 25 207 984

Collective impairment provisions 778 796 666

Perpetual subordinated debt 1852 4.950 9132.9

Term subordinated debt 16745 20.063 23162

Non-controlling and other interests in Tier capital 11 lI ii

Less excess of expected losses over provisions 2658 3.5783 1.078

Less securitisation positions 2321 353 662
Less material holdings 310 501 589
LessArSfirstloss 3106
Total TIer eaotai 9897 15 385 32.223

Tier 105

Superesory 11ctr.re

Unconsolidated investments

RBS Insurance 3962 40133 3.528

other investments 318 415

Other deductions 452 133

eduotorr rotas idSSS4 155

1cr rrgorrtory cop4a 65289 55.248 93 /6

lncludes reduction for own liabilities carried at fair value 1182 1057 152
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34 Memorandum items

Contin9ent Sabilities and commitmants

The amounts shown in the table below are intended Only to provide an indication of the volume of business outstanding at 31 December Although the

Group is exposed to credit risk in the event of non-performance of the obligations undertaken by customers the amounts shown do not and are not

intended to provide any indication of the Groups expectation of future losses

More than More than

year bat years but

Less than less than less than Over

year years years years 2010

Em Em Em Em

Co5rgcnt hsb4ties

Guarantees and assets pledged as collateral security 20044 5220 2178 3659 31101 40003 49262

Other contingent liabilities 6058 2877 1235 2084 12254 i012 22275

26102 8097 3413 5743 43355 64020 71637

Comm2ments

Undrawn formal standby facilities credit lines and other

commitments to lend

less than one year 117581 117581 127423 156572

-oneyearandover 22258 80267 26931 19785 149241 166.211 155826

Othercommitments 1623 161 2366 4154 6007 9326

141462 80428 29297 19789 270976 297641 361724

Banking commitments and contingent obligations which have been Commitments

entered into on behalf of customers and for which there are Commitments to lend under loan commitment the Group agrees to

corresponding obligations from customers are not included in assets and make funds available to customer in the future Loan commitments

liabilities The Groups maximum exposure to credit loss in the event of which are usually for specified term may be unconditionally cancellable

non-performance by the other party and where all counterclaims or may persist provided all conditions in the loan facility are satisfied or

collateral or security proves valueless is represented by the contractual waived Commitments to lend include commercial standby facilities and

nominal amount of these instruments included in the table above These credit lines liquidity facilities to commercial paper conduits and unutilised

commitments and contingent obligations are subject to the Groups overdraft facilities

normal credit approval processes

Other commitments these include documentary credits which are

Con6ngent liabilities commercial letters of credit providing for payment by the Group to

Guarantees the Group gives guarantees on behalf of customers named beneficiary against presentation of specified documents forward

financial guarantee represents an irrevocable undertaking that the Group asset purchases forward deposits placed and undrawn note issuance

will meet customers obligations to third parties if the customer fails to and revolving underwriting facilities and other short-term trade related

do so The maximum amount that the Group could be required to pay transactions

under guarantee is its principal amount as disclosed in the table above

The Group expects most guarantees it provides to expire unused

Other contingent liabilities these include standby letters of credit

supporting customer debt issues and contingent liabilities relating to

customer trading activities such as those arising from performance and

customs bonds warranties and indemnities
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Coritractuai oh .atons for future expenditure not provided for in the accounts

The following table shows contractual obligations for future expenditure not provided for in the accounts at the year end

Operating eases

Minimum rentals payable under non-cancellable leases ii

within year 497 479 579

after year but within years 1515 1.69 1.727

after years _________ _____________ ______ 2892 055

4904 5225 5.605

Property r5ard and equpineni

Contracts to buy enhance or maintain investment properties

Contracts to buy assets to be leased under operating leases 2585 2.725 083

Other capital expenditure ________ ____________
150 814 128

2737 2813 8.1148

rtracts to iicha5e 0005 or srces1 397 680 2.12%

8038 8703 13930

Notes

Predominantly property leases

Of which due within year 263 million 2009- 370 million 2008- 3769 million

Of which due within year 283 million 2009 -480 million 2008 -1129 million

Trustee and other fiduciary activities

In its capacity as trustee or other fiduciary role the Group may hold or

place assets on behalf of individuals trusts companies pension

schemes and others The assets and their income are not included in the

Groups financial statements The Group earned fee income of 629
million 2009 1355 million 2008 -1442 million from these activities

The Financial Services Compensation Scheme

The Financial Services Compensation Scheme FSCS the UKs

statutory fund of last resort for customers of authorised financial services

firms pays compensation if firm is unable to meet its obligations The

FSCS funds compensation for customers by raising management

expenses levies and compensation levies on the industry In relation to

protected deposits each deposit-taking institution contributes towards

these levies in proportion to their share of total protected deposits on 31

December of the year preceding the scheme year which runs from

April to 31 March subject to annual maxima set by the Financial

Services Authority FSA In addton the FSCS has the power to raise

levies exit levies on firms who have ceased to participate in the

scheme and are in the process of ceasing to be authorised for the

amount that the firm would otherwise have been asked to pay during the

relevant levy year The FSCS also has the power to raise exit levies on

such firms which look at their potential liability to pay levies in future

years

The FSCS has borrowed from HM Treasury to fund the compensation

costs associated with Bradford Bingley Heritable Bank Kaupthing

Singer Friedlander Landsbanki Icesave and London Scottish Bank plc

These borrowings are on an interest-only basis until 31 March 2012 The

annual limit on the FSCS interest and management expenses levy for the

period September 2008 to March 2012 in relation to these institutions has

been capped at billion per annum

The FSCS will receive funds from asset sales surplus cash flow or other

recoveries in relation to these institutions which will be used to reduce the

principal amount of the FSCSs borrowings After the interest only period

schedule for repayment of any outstanding borrowings will be agreed

between the FSCS and HM Treasury in the light of market conditions at

that time and the FSCS will begin to raise compensation levies principal

repayments No provision has been made for these levies as the amount

is not yet known

The Group has accrued 144 million for its share of FSCS management

expenses levies for the 2010/11 and 2011/12 scheme years

2010 2155
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34 Memorandum items contnued

Bank levy

In his 22 June 2010 budget statement the Chancellor announced that the

UK Government will introduce an annual bank levy The Finance Bill

2011 contains details of how the levy will be calculated and collected

The levy will be collected through the existing quarterly Corporation Tax

collection mechanism starting with payment dates on or after the date the

Finance Bill 2011 receives Royal Assent

The levy will be based upon the total chargeable equity and liabilities as

reported in the balance sheet at the end of chargeable period In

determining the chargeable equity and liabilities the following amounts

are excluded Tier capital certain protected deposits for example

those protected under the Financial Services Compensation Scheme

liabilities that arise from certain insurance business within banking groups

liabilities in respect of currency notes in circulation Financial Services

Compensation Scheme liabilities liabilities representing segregated client

money and deferred tax liabilities current tax liabilities liabilities in

respect of the levy revaluation of property liabilities liabilities

representing the revaluation of business premises and defined benefit

retirement liabilities It will also be permitted in specified circumstances to

reduce certain liabilities by netting against them certain assets offsetting

assets on the relevant balance sheets that would qualify as high quality

liquid assets in accordance with the FSA definition and repo liabilities

secured against sovereign and supranational debt

The levy will be set at rate of 0.075 per cent from 2011 Three different

rates apply during 2011 these average to 0.075 per cent Certain

liabilities will be subject to only half rate namely any deposits not

otherwise excluded except for those from financial institutions and

financial traders and liabilities with maturity greater than one year at

the balance sheet date The levy will not be charged on the first 20
billion of chargeable liabilities

If the levy had been applied to the balance sheet at 31 December 2010

the cost of the levy to RBS Group would be in the region of 350 million

to 400 million in 2011

Ltkjatien

As participant in the financial services industry RBS Group operates in

legal and regulatory environment that exposes it to potentially

significant litigation risks As result the company and other members of

RBS Group are involved in various disputes and legal proceedings in the

United Kingdom the United States and other jurisdictions including

litigation Such cases are subject to many uncertainties and their

outcome is often difficult to predict particularly in the earlier stages of

case

Other than as set out in this section Litigation so far as RBS Group is

aware no member of RBS Group is or has been engaged in or has

pending or threatened any governmental legal or arbitration proceedings

which may have or have had in the recent past covering the 12 months

immediately preceding the date of this document significant effect on

RBS Groups financial position or profitability

Uarrarqed overdraft crarcJes

In the US Citizens Financial Group in common with other US banks has

been named as defendant in class action asserting that Citizens

charges excessive overdraft fees The plaintiffs claim that overdraft fees

resulting from point of sale and automated teller machine ATM
transactions violate the duty of good faith implied in Citizens customer

account agreement and constitute an unfair trade practice RBS Group

considers that it has substantial and credible legal
and factual defences

to these claims and will defend them vigorously RBS Group is unable

reliably to estimate the liability if any that might arise or its effect on RBS

Groups consolidated net assets operating results or cash flows in any

particular period

Ste tcder mqaton

RBS Group and number of its subsidiaries and certain individual

officers and directors have been named as defendants in class action

filed in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New

York The consolidated amended complaint alleges certain false and

misleading statements and omissions in public filings and other

communications during the period March 2007 to 19 January 2009 and

variouslyasserts claims underSections 1112 and 15 of the US

Securities Act of 1933 Sections 10 and 20 of the US Securities

Exchange Act of 1934 Exchange Act and Rule lOb-5 thereunder

The
putative

class is composed of all persons who purchased or

otherwise acquired RBS Group ordinary securities and US American

depositary receipts ADRs between March 2007 and 19 January 2009

and/or all persons who purchased or otherwise acquired RBS Group

Series and/or non-cumulative dollar preference shares

issued pursuant or traceable to the April 2005 US Securities and

Exchange Commission SEC registration statement and were damaged

thereby Plaintiffs seek unquantified damages on behalf of the putative

class

On 11 January 2011 the District Court dismissed all claims except those

based on the purchase of RBS Group Series and/or non-

cumulative dollar preference shares The Court has not yet considered

potential grounds for dismissal of the remaining claims and directed RBS

Group to re-file its motion to dismiss those claims within 45 days of its

ruling On 28 January 2011 new complaint was filed asserting claims

under Sections 10 and 20 of the Exchange Act on behalf of putative

class of purchasers of ADRs

RBS Group has also received notification of similar prospective claims in

the United Kingdom and elsewhere but no court proceedings have been

commenced in relation to these claims

RBS Group considers that it has substantial and credible legal and

factual defences to the remaining and prospective claims and will defend

them vigorously RBS Group is unable to reliably estimate the liability
if

any that might arise or its effect on RBS Groups consolidated net assets

operating results or cash flows in any particular period
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aecutafun ella scum lam rUnes qation in the United Slates

RBS Group companies have been named as defendants in number of

purported class actions and other lawsuits in the United States that relate

to the securitisation and securities underwriting businesses In general

the cases involve the issuance of mortgage backed securities

collateralised debt obligations or public debt or equity where the plaintiffs

have brought actions against the issuers and underwriters of such

securities including RBS Group companies claiming that certain

disclosures made in connection with the relevant offerings of such

securities were false or misleading with respect to alleged sub-prime

mortgage exposure RBS Group considers that it has substantial and

credible legal and factual defences to these claims and will continue to

defend them vigorously RBS Group cannot at this stage reliably estimate

the liability if any that may arise as result of or in connection with these

lawsuits individually or in the aggregate or their effect on RBS Groups

consolidated net assets operating results or cash flows in any particular

period

V/mId OnlIne Internalional NV
In November 2009 the Supreme Court in the Netherlands gave

declaratory judgment against World Online International N.y Goldman

Sachs International and ABN AMRO Bank N.y now known as The

Royal Bank of Scotland NV RBS NV in relation to claims arising out

of the World Online initial
public offering of 2000 It held that these

defendants had committed certain wrongful acts in connection with the

initial public offering The judgment does not establish liability or the

amount of any loss The defendant banks have agreed to pay settlement

sums to certain investors RBS Group does not believe that such

settlements or any final liability or loss will have significant effect on

RBS Groups financial position or profitability

Madoff

In December 2010 Irving Picard as trustee for the bankruptcy estates of

Bernard Madoff and Bernard Madoff Investment Securities LLC filed

claim against RBS NV for $270 million This is clawback action

similar to claims filed against six other institutions in December RBS NV

or its subsidiaries invested in Madoff funds through feeder funds The

Trustee alleges that RBS NV received $71 million in redemptions from

the feeder funds and $200 million from its swap counterparties while RBS

NV knew or should have known of Madoffs possible fraud The Trustee

alleges that those transfers were preferences or fraudulent conveyances

under the US bankruptcy code and New York law and he asserts the

purported right to claw them back for the benefit of Madoffs estate RBS

Group considers that it has substantial and credible legal and factual

defences to the claim and intends to defend it vigorously

Sum mary ol other disputes egal proceedings end PUpation

Members of RBS Group are engaged in other litigation in the United

Kingdom and number of overseas jurisdictions including the United

States involving claims by and against them arising in the ordinary

course of business RBS Group has reviewed these other actual

threatened and known potential claims and proceedings and after

consulting with its legal advisers does not expect that the outcome of any

of these other claims and proceedings will have significant effect on RBS

Groups financial position or profitability in any particular period

tnvestigattons

RBS Groups businesses and financial condition can be affected by the

fiscal or other policies and other actions of various governmental and

regulatory authorities in the United Kingdom the European Union the

United States and elsewhere RBS Group has engaged and will continue

to engage in discussions with relevant regulators including
in the United

Kingdom and the United States on an ongoing and regular basis

regarding operational systems and control evaluations and issues

including those related to compliance with applicable anti-bribery anti-

money laundering and applicable sanctions regimes It is possible that

any matters discussed or identified may result in
investigatory or other

action being taken by the regulators increased costs being incurred by

RBS Group remediation of systems and controls public or private

censure restriction of RBS Groups business activities or fines Any of

these events or circumstances could have
significant effect on RBS

Group its business authorisations and licences reputation results of

operations or the
price of securities issued by it

Political and regulatory scrutiny of the operation of retail banking and

consumer credit industries in the United Kingdom and elsewhere

continues The nature and impact of future changes in policies and

regulatory action are not predictable and are beyond RBS Groups control

but could have significant effect on RBS Groups businesses and

earnings

Retail asmking

In the European Union regulatory actions included an inquiry into retail

banking initiated on 13 June 2005 in all of the then 25 member states by

the European Commissions Directorate General for Competition The

inquiry examined retail banking in Europe generally On 31 January 2007

the European Commission EC announced that barriers to competition in

certain areas of retail banking payment cards and payment systems in

the European Union had been identified The EC indicated that it will

consider using its powers to address these barriers and will encourage

national competition authorities to enforce European and national

competition laws where appropriate In addition in late 2010 the EC

launched an initiative pressing for increased transparency of bank fees

Mitrialeral Irlerurlenre fees

In 2007 the EC issued decision that while interchange is not illegal per

se MasterCards current multilateral interchange fee MIF arrangement

for cross border payment card transactions with MasterCard and Maestro

branded consumer credit and debit cards in the European Union are in

breach of competition law MasterCard was required by the decision to

withdraw the relevant cross-border MIF i.e set these fees to zero by 21

June 2008
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34 Memorandum items contlnned

MasterCard appealed against the decision to the European Court of First

Instance on March 2008 and RBS Group has intervened in the appeal

proceedings In addition in summer 2008 MasterCard announced

various changes to its scheme arrangements The EC was concerned

that these changes might be used as means of circumventing the

requirements of the infringement decision In April 2009 MasterCard

agreed an interim settlement on the level of cross-border MIFs with the

EC pending the outcome of the appeal process and as result the EC

has advised it will no longer investigate the non-compliance issue

although MasterCard is continuing with its appeal

Visas cross-border MIFs were exempted in 2002 by the EC for period

of five years up to 31 December 2007 subject to certain conditions On 26

March 2008 the EC opened formal inquiry into Visas current MIF

arrangements for cross border payment card transactions with Visa

branded debit and consumer credit cards in the European Union and on

April 2009 the EC announced that it had issued Visa with formal

Statement of Objections At the same time Visa announced changes to

its interchange levels and introduced some changes to enhance

transparency There is no deadline for the closure of the inquiry However

on 26 April 2010 Visa announced it had reached an agreement with the

EC as regards immediate cross border debit card MIF rates only and in

December 2010 the commitments were finalised for four year period

commencing December 2010 under Article of Regulation 1/2003 The

EC is continuing its investigations into Visas cross border MIF

arrangements for deferred debit and credit transactions

In the UK the OFT has carried out investigations into Visa and

MasterCard domestic credit card interchange rates The decision by the

OFT in the MasterCard interchange case was set aside by the

Competition Appeal Tribunal the CAT in June 2006 The OFTs

investigations in the Visa interchange case and second MasterCard

interchange case are ongoing On February 2007 the OFT announced

that it was expanding its investigation into domestic interchange rates to

include debit cards In January 2010 the OFT advised that it did not

anticipate issuing Statement of Objections prior to the European

General Courts judgment although it has reserved the right to do so if it

considers it appropriate

The outcome of these investigations is not known but they may have

significant effect on the consumer credit industry in general and therefore

on RBS Groups business in this sector

Peymeni Prceecnorr neurance

Having conducted market study relating to Payment Protection

Insurance PPI on February 2007 the OFT referred the PPI market to

the Competition Commission CC for an in-depth inquiry The CC

published its final report on 29 January 2009 and announced its intention

to order range of remedies including prohibition on actively selling

PPI at point of sale of the credit product and for days thereafter ban

on single premium policies and other measures to increase transparency

in order to improve customers ability to search and improve price

competition Barclays Bank PLC subsequently appealed certain CC

findings to the CAT On 16 October 2009 the CAT handed down

judgment quashing the ban on selling PPI at the point of sale of credit

products and remitted the matter back to the CC for review On 14 May

2010 the CC published its Provisional Decision following its review of

remedies in the PPI market indicating that the CC still intends to impose

prohibition on selling PPI at point of sale of the credit product On 14

October 2010 the CC published its final decision on remedies following

the remittal which confirmed the point of sale prohibition The CC intends

to make the final order in the first quarter of 2011 with the key measures

coming into force in October 2011 and April2012

The Financial Services Authority FSA has been conducting broad

industry thematic review of PPI sales practices and in September 2008

the FSA announced that it intended to escalate its level of regulatory

intervention Substantial numbers of customer complaints alleging the

mis-selling of PPI policies have been made to banks and to the Financial

Ombudsman Service FOS and many of these are being upheld by the

FOS against the banks

Following unsuccessful negotiations with the industry the FSA issued

consultation papers on PPI complaint handling and redress in September

2009 and again in March 2010 The FSA published its final policy

statement on 10 August 2010 and instructed firms to implement the

measures contained in it by December 2010 The new rules impose

significant changes with respect to the handling of mis-selling PPI

complaints On October 2010 the British Bankers Association filed an

application for judicial review of the FSAs policy statement and of related

guidance issued by the FOS The court hearing took place from 25 to 28

January 2011 and judgment is awaited RBS Group is unable to reliably

estimate the liability if any that might arise from this litigation or its effect

on RBS Groups consolidated net assets operating results or cash flows

in any particular period Separately discussions continue between the

FSA and RBS Group in respect of concerns expressed by the FSA over

certain categories of historical PPI sales

Gender equauty nsur0000 comract

ruling is expected in March 2011 from the European Court of Justice

ECJ in case relating to gender equality in the pricing of and the

provision of benefits under insurance contracts and whether persons

gender can be used as one of the factors in calculating insurance

premiums At this stage it is not possible to estimate the effect if any

which the ECJs
ruling may have on the Group

Persona cunrnt ecceunG

On 16 July 2008 the OFT published the results of its market study into

Personal Current Accounts PCA in the United Kingdom The OFT found

evidence of competition and several
positive

features in the personal

current account market but believed that the market as whole was not

working well for consumers and that the ability of the market to function

well had become distorted

On October 2009 the OFT published follow-up report summarising

the initiatives agreed between the OFT and personal current account

providers to address the OFTs concerns about transparency and

switching following its market study Personal current account providers

will take number of steps to improve transparency including providing

customers with an annual summary of the cost of their account and

making charges prominent on monthly statements To improve the

switching process number of steps are being introduced following work

with BACS the payment processor including measures to reduce the

impact on consumers of any problems with transferring direct debits
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On 22 December 2009 the OFT published further
report

in which it

stated that it continued to have significant concerns about the operation

of the personal current account market in the United Kingdom in

particular
in relation to unarranged overdrafts and that it believed that

fundamental changes are required for the market to work in the best

interests of bank customers The OFT stated that it would discuss these

issues intensively with banks consumer groups and other organisations

with the aim of reporting on progress by the end of March 2010 On 16

March 2010 the OFT announced that it had secured agreement from the

banks on four industry-wide initiatives namely minimum standards on the

operation of opt-outs from unarranged overdrafts new working groups on

information sharing with customers best practice for PCA customers in

financial difficulties and incurring charges and PCA providers to publish

their policies on dealing with PCA customers in financial difficulties The

OFT also announced its plan to conduct six-monthly ongoing reviews to

fully review the market again in 2012 and to undertake brief analysis on

barriers to entry The first six-monthly ongoing review was completed in

September 2010 The OFT noted progress in the areas of switching

transparency and unarranged overdrafts for the period March to

September 2010 as well as highlighting further changes the OFT expects

to see in the market The next progress report is expected to be

published by the OFT in March 2011

On 26 May 2010 the OFT announced its review of barriers to entry The

review concerns retail banking for individuals and small and medium size

enterprises up to 25 million turnover and will look at products which

require banking licence to sell mortgages loan products and where

appropriate other products such as insurance or credit cards where

cross-selling may facilitate entry or expansion The OFT published its

report in November 2010 It advised that it expected its review to be

relevant to the Independent Commission on Banking the FSA HM

Treasury and the Department for Business Innovation and Skills and to

the devolved governments in the United Kingdom The OFT has not

indicated whether it will undertake any further work The
report

maintained that barriers to entry remain in particular regarding switching

branch networks and brands At this stage it is not possible to estimate

the effect of the OFTs report and recommendations regarding barriers to

entry upon RBS Group

Equity urcrwnrq

On 10 June 2010 the OFT announced its intention to conduct market

study into equity underwriting and related services and sought views on

scope by July 2010 The OFT study was formally launched on August

2010 The OFT undertook to examine the underwriting services for the

different types of share issue used by FTSE 350 firms to raise capital in

the UK including rights issues placings and follow-on offers but excluding

initial public offerings The OFT has been looking at the way that the

market works and the following three key issues how underwriting

services are purchased ii how underwriting services are provided and

iii
how the regulatory environment affects the provision of underwriting

services The OFT published its report on 27 January 2011 identifying

certain concerns around the level of equity underwriting fees The OFT

has identified number of options which would enable companies and

institutional shareholders to address these concerns and allow them to

drive greater competition in the market It is currently consulting on its

provisional decision not to refer the market to the CC RBS Group is

engaged in the OFT market study and it is not possible to estimate with

any certainty what effect this study and any related developments may

have on RBS Group its business or results of operations

ndepndnt CornmSon Bnlqng

On 16 June 2010 HM Treasury published the terms of reference for the

Governments Independent Commission on Banking ICB The ICB is

considering the structure of the United Kingdom banking sector and is

looking at structural and non-structural measures to reform the banking

system and to promote competition It is mandated to formulate policy

recommendations with view to reducing systemic risk in the banking

sector exploring the risk posed by banks of different size scale and

function ii mitigating moral hazard in the banking system iii reducing

the likelihood and impact of banks failure and iv promoting

competition in retail and investment banking with view to ensuring that

the needs of banks customers are served efficiently and considering the

extent to which large banks can gain competitive advantage from being

perceived as ioo big to fail

The ICB reports to the Cabinet Committee on Banking Reform and is

required to produce final report by the end of September 2011 RBS

Group has responded to the call for evidence by the ICB In addition it

has attended private hearing as well as public hearings in Edinburgh

and Cardiff in December 2010 An issues paper by the ICB is expected in

spring 2011 At this stage it is not possible to estimate the effect of the

ICBs report and recommendations upon RBS Group if any

US oUar clearThg activSes

In May 2010 following
criminal

investigation by the United States

Department of Justice D0J into its dollar clearing activities Office of

Foreign Assets Control compliance procedures and other Bank Secrecy

Act compliance matters RBS NV formally entered into Deferred

Prosecution Agreement DPA with the D0J resolving the investigation

The investigation was in relation to activities before the Consortium

Members acquired ABN AMRO Holding NV now known as RBS

Holdings NV. The agreement was signed by RBS NV and is binding on

that entity and its subsidiaries Pursuant to the DPA RBS NV paid

penalty of US$500 million and agreed that it will comply with the terms of

the DPA and continue to co-operate fully with any further investigations

Payment of the penalty was made from provision established in
April

2007 when an agreement in
principle to settle was first announced Upon

satisfaction of the conditions of the DPA for the period of 12 months from

May 2010 the matter will be fully resolved Failure to comply with the

terms of the DPA during the 12 month period could result in the D0J

recommencing its investigations the outcome of which would be

uncertain and could result in public censure and fines or have an adverse

effect on RBS Holdings N.V operations any of which could have

material adverse effect on its business reputation results of operation

and financial condition
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34 Memorandum items conriued

Securtsaton nd collatertsod cJeb obhqanon bioes
In September and October 2010 the SEC requested voluntary production

of information concerning residential mortgage backed securities

underwritten by subsidiaries of RBS Group during the period from

September 2006 to July 2007 inclusive In November 2010 the SEC

commenced formal proceedings and requested testimony from RBS

employees The investigation is in its preliminary stages and it is difficult

to predict any potential exposure that may result

In June 2009 in connection with an investigation into the role of

investment banks in the origination and securitisation of sub prime loans

in Massachusetts the Massachusetts Attorney General issued

subpoenas to various banks including an RBS Group subsidiary seeking

information related to residential mortgage lending practices and sales

and securitisation of residential mortgage loans This investigation is

ongoing and RBS Group is co-operating

Previously in 2008 the New York State Attorney General issued

subpoenas to wide array of participants in the securitisation and

securities industry focusing on the information underwriters obtained as

part of the due diligence process from the independent due diligence

firms RBS Group completed its production of documents requested by

the New York State Attorney General in 2009 principally producing

documents related to loans that were pooled into one securitisation

transaction More recently in September 2010 RBS Group subsidiaries

received request from the Nevada State Attorney General requesting

information related to securitisations of mortgages issued by three

specific originators The investigation by the Nevada Attorney General is

in the early stages and therefore it is difficult to predict the potential

exposure from any such investigation RBS Group and its subsidiaries

are co-operating with these various investigations and requests

Jc mrtqaoes

RBSs Global Banking Markets N.A GBM N.A has been purchaser

of non-agency US residential mortgages in the secondary market and an

issuer and underwriter of non-agency residential mortgage backed

securities RMBS GBM N.A did not
originate or service any US

residential mortgages and it was not significant seller of mortgage loans

to government sponsored enterprises GSE5 e.g the Federal National

Mortgage Association and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Association

In issuing RMBS GBM N.A generally assigned certain representations

and warranties regarding the characteristics of the underlying loans made

by the originator of the residential mortgages however in some

circumstances GBM N.A made such representations and warranties

itself Where GBM N.A has given those or other representations and

warranties whether relating to underlying loans or otherwise GBM N.A

may be contractually required to repurchase such loans or indemnify

certain
parties against losses for certain breaches of such

representations and warranties In certain instances where it is required

to repurchase loans or related securities GBM N.A may be able to

assert claims against third
parties

who provided representations or

warranties to GBM N.A when
selling

loans to it although the
ability to

make recoveries against such parties and outcome of such claims would

be uncertain During the two-year period ended 31 December 2010 GBM

N.A has received approximately US$38 million in repurchase demands

in respect of loans made and related securities sold where obligations in

respect of contractual representations or warranties were undertaken by

GBM N.A However repurchase demands presented to GBM N.A are

subject to challenge and to date GBM N.A has rebutted significant

percentage of these claims

GBM N.A has been named as defendant in number of suits relating

to its role as issuer and underwriter of RMBS see section above other

securitisation and securities related litigation in the United States Those

lawsuits are in their early stages and we are not able to predict the

outcome of such proceedings or their effect on the Group

Citizens Financial Group CFG has not been an issuer or underwriter of

non-agency RMBS However CFG is an originator and servicer of

residential mortgages and it routinely sells such mortgage loans in the

secondary market and to GSE5 In the context of such sales CFG makes

certain representations and warranties regarding the characteristics of

the underlying loans and as result may be contractually required to

repurchase such loans or indemnify certain
parties against losses for

certain breaches of the representations and warranties concerning the

underlying loans During the two-year period ended 31 December 2010

CFG has received approximately US$26 million in repurchase demands

in respect of loans originated However repurchase demands presented

to CFG are subject to challenge and to date CFG has rebutted

significant percentage of these claims

Although there has been disruption in the ability of certain financial

institutions operating in the United States to complete foreclosure

proceedings in respect of US mortgage loans in timely manner or at all

over the last year including as result of interventions by certain states

and local governments to date CFG has not been materially impacted

by such disruptions and the Group has not ceased making foreclosures

The Group cannot estimate what the future level of repurchase demands

or ultimate exposure of GBM N.A or CFG may be and cannot give any

assurance that the historical experience will continue in the future

Furthermore the Group is unable estimate the extent to which the

matters described above will impact it and future developments may have

an adverse impact on the Groups business financial condition results of

operations cash flow and the value of its securities
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Other nvestatkrs

In April 2009 the FSA notified RBS Group that it was commencing

supervisory review of the acquisition
of ABN AMRO in 2007 and the 2008

capital raisings
and an investigation into conduct systems and controls

within the Global Banking Markets division of RBS Group RBS Group

and its subsidiaries co-operated fully
with this review and investigation

On December 2010 the FSA confirmed that it had completed its

investigation and had concluded that no enforcement action either

against RBS Group or against individuals was warranted RBS Group is

engaging constructively with the FSA with regard to the publication
of

report by the FSA relating to the supervisory review subject to any

necessary commercial constraints

In July 2010 the FSA notified RBS Group that it was commencing an

investigation into the sale by Coutts Co of ALICO American Life

Insurance Company Premier Access Bond Enhanced Variable Rate

Fund to customers between 2001 and 2008 as well as its subsequent

review of those sales On 11 January2011 the FSA amended the date

range on which their investigation is focused and the investigation start

date is now December 2003 RBS Group and its subsidiaries are co

operating fully with this investigation

In the United States RBS Group and certain subsidiaries have received

requests for information from various governmental agencies self-

regulatory organisatiorts and state governmental agencies including in

connection with sub-prime mortgages and securitisations collateralised

debt obligations and synthetic products related to sub-prime mortgages

In particular during March 2008 RBS Group was advised by the SEC

that it had commenced non-public formal
investigation relating to RBS

Groups United States sub-prime securities exposures and United States

residential mortgage exposures RBS Group and its subsidiaries are co

operating with these various requests for information and investigations

The Federal Reserve and state banking supervisors have been reviewing

RBS Groups US operations and RBS Group and its subsidiaries have

been required to make improvements with respect to various matters

including enterprise-wide governance Bank Secrecy Act and anti-money

laundering compliance risk management and asset quality RBS Group

is in the process of implementing measures for matters identified to date

RBS Group may become subject to formal and informal supervisory

actions and may be required by its US banking supervisors to take further

actions and implement additional remedial measures with respect to

these and additional matters Any limitations or conditions placed on RBS

Groups activities in the United States as well as the terms of any

supervisory action applicable to RBS Group and its subsidiaries could

have material adverse effect on RBS Groups business results of

operations and financial condition
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35 Net cash nflow/outflow from operating activities

Operating loss before tax continuing operations

Operating loss before tax discontinued operations

lncrease/decrease in prepayments and accrued income

Interest on subordinated liabilities

DecreaseIin crease in accruals and deferred income

Provisions for impairment losses

Loans and advances written-off net of recoveries

Unwind of discount on impairment losses

Profit on sale of property plant
and equipment

Losslprofit on sale of subsidiaries and associates

Profit on sale of securities

Charge for defined benefit pension schemes

Pension scheme curtailment gains

Cash contribution to defined benefit pension schemes

Other provisions utilised

Depreciation and amortisation

Gain on redemption of own debt

Write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets

Write-down of investment in subsidiaries

Elimination of foreign exchange differences

Elimination of non-cash items on discontinued activities

Other non-cash items

Net cash inflowloutflow from trading activities

Decrease/increase in loans and advances to banks and customers

Decrease/increase in securities

Decrease/increase in other assets

Decrease/increase in derivative assets

Changes in operating assets

Decrease/increase in deposits by banks and customers

lncrease/decrease in insurance liabilities

Decrease/increase in debt securities in issue

lncrease/decrease in other liabilities

Increase/decrease in derivative liabilities

Increase/decrease in settlement balances and short positions

Changes in operating liabilities

Total income taxes received/paid

Net cash inflow/outflow from operating activities

2010 211

399 20471 25691
541 49 1093/

67 433 921
500 1490 2144

1915 1.538 3961

9298 14.950 8072

5631 6.540 2829

455 406 194
50 43 167
107 135 0431

496 294i 342
540 659 490

78 2.148

832 1150 810

211 159 32
2220 609 3154

553 3.790

10 363 32581

.441

1280 10.017

537 499

4871

2010

4471

462

53

5124 1.139 14321

691 12.217 41872 272 753 1778

592

875 1404 2167 21

1631 15891 31.570 1333 3419 6103

42766 151568 5.469 6300 4121 15542

8723 5902 75.964 168 1286
445 1839 5.845 105 10 73

I.P
74 7087307 306

62675/485 44l301 6669 ./4 610
24794 131685 78168 78 11.533 4.064

494 429 186

28493 34528 27222 3020 1828 11.724

1108 20 8869 267 68 32

2454 540540649.601 215 85 182

3651 1.769 37.864 11 11

J704.535 801738 0713 15.044

565 68 133 .7

19291 992 75336 9038 16365 16 032
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36 Analysis of the net investment in business interests and intangible assets

Acquisitions and disposals

2010 20C-f

______________ ___________________
Em Fm

Fairvalue given for businesses acquired 210 115 18101

Non-cash consideration 17
outflow of cash in respect of purchases _____ t_Jh151827

Other assets sold 4539 898 739

Non-cash consideration 13

Loss/profiton disposal 07

Net inflow of cash in respect of disposals 4432 781

Dividends received from joint ventures 21 59

Cash expenditure on intangible assets 783 582 2411

Net inflow 3446 1.05 2.252

The Groups reported results from continuing operations for 2009 and 2008 would not have been materially affected had all acquisitions occurred on

January 2008 or January 2009 The profit on disposal in 2008 arose on the sales of Angel Trains Tesco Personal Finance and the European

Consumer Finance

37 Interest received and paid

Compam

2010 2332 2333 2010 20$ 2773

___________
Em Fm Fm Em Em

Interest received 23571 38398 52393 1113 1140 794

Interest paid ____________
.41 712 868 .325

13748 15.172 20.779 401 274 531
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38 Analysis of changes in financing during the year

09 caphal

share prachaa pads eqow sharp pprchcrr pa1..rssaty

and spas rprsv hsabaniaahsdarhtas sad aeae raarrae Iiaoadrrrteh rtaihas

2010 2099 20011 2010 2000 2009 2010 2009 29011 2010 2002 2099

La Oar La Lm La La Lm Ira Lm La

At January 64240 49323 31.606 37652 49.154 38.043 5335g 38442 20.925 8762 10.314 7743

Issue of ordinary shares 49 49

Redemption of

preference shares 117 15000 117 5000
Placing and open offers 5.274 19.741 5274 19741

Rights issue 12.000 12000

lssueofBshares 25101 ..-.- 12.501

Redemption of paid-in

equity 132 306 132 305
Cancellation of non

voting deferred shares 27 27
Issue of subordinated

liabilities 2309 2413

Repayment of

subordinated habthties 149

Net cash outflow/inflow

from financing 41 25067 31.790 1588 2.836 665 41 12.767 31.790 98 456
Investment in

subsidiaries 12300

Transfer to retained

earnings 12252 10150 14273 12252 10.150 114.273

Other adjustments

including foreign

exchange ii 803 9011 8650 10.425 803 616 1094 2571

At31 December 52750 6424049323 27053 37.652 49.154 41.869 53359 39.442 8048 9.762 10.314

Note

11 The Groop subordinated liabilities amoont for 2010 includes 6.1 billion relating to the disposal of RFS Holdings minority interest

39 Analysis of cash and cash equivalents

2010 2100 2900 2010 2220 2900

Lm ha Lm La

At January

cash 95330 72.425 52 196

cash equivalents 48856 62.500 96159 16448 5059 1.566

144186 134.925 146.9 55 16448 5.069 1.573

Disposal of subsidiaries 4112 3171

ashinflow/oufflow692.50.65014091379.3495
At31 December 152530 14.1156 134925 2357 15449 5959

Comprising

Cash and balances at central banks 56590 51311 12.997

Treasury bills and debt securities 5672 15616 15.023

Loans and advances to banks 90268 76557 107295 2357 15443 59.69

Cash and cash equivalents 152530 144.166 134.925 2357 15448 5.069

Certain subsidiary undertakings are required to maintain balances with the Bank of England which at 31 December 2010 amounted to 424 million

2009 -450 million 2008 -393 million Certain subsidiary undertakings are required by law to maintain reserve balances with the Federal Reserve

Bank in the US Such reserve balances were nil at 31 December 2010 2009 and 2008 RBS NV had mandatory reserve deposits of million at 31

December 2010 2009 -6 million 2008 -3 million
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40 Segmental analysis

Divskre

The directors manage the Group primarily by class of business and

present the segmental analysis on that basis This includes the review of

net interest income for each class of business interest receivable and

payable for all reportable segments is therefore presented net Segments

charge market prices for services rendered to other parts of the Group

funding charges between segments are determined by Group Treasury

having regard to commercial demands The segment measure is

operating profit/loss before tax which differs from that reported

previously in that it excludes fair value of own debt Comparative data

have been restated accordingly

The Groups reportable segments are on divisional basis as follows

UKReKi offers comprehensive range of banking products and related

financial services to the personal market It serves customers through the

RBS and NatWest networks of branches and ATMs in the United

Kingdom and also through telephone and internet channels

UK CorpnK is leading provider of banking finance and risk

management services to the corporate and SME sector in the United

Kingdom It offers full range of banking products and related financial

services through nationwide network of relationship managers and also

through telephone and internet channels The product range includes

asset finance through the Lombard brand

VVea/th provides private banking and investment services in the UK

through Coutts Co and Adam Company offshore banking through

RBS International NatWest Offshore and Isle of Man Bank and

international private banking through RBS Coutts

GIohrS Trsaction rvicrs TS ranks among the top five global

transaction services providers offering global payments cash and

liquidity management and trade finance and commercial card products

and services It includes the Groups corporate money transmission

activities in the United Kingdom and the United States

UKter Bank is the leading retail and business bank in Northern Ireland

and the third largest banking group on the island of Ireland It provides

comprehensive range of financial services The Retail Markets division

which has network of 236 branches operates in the personal and

financial planning sectors The Corporate Markets division provides

services to SME business customers corporates and institutional

markets

US Rrkai/ Comrnarnia provides financial services primarily through the

Citizens and Charter One brands US Retail Commercial is engaged in

retail and corporate banking activities through its branch network in 12

states in the United States and through non-branch offices in other states

Globe Banking Markets GBMl is leading banking partner to major

corporations and financial institutions around the world providing an

extensive range of debt and equity financing risk management and

investment services to its customers The division is organised along six

principal business lines money markets rates flow trading currencies

and commodities equities credit and mortgage markets and portfolio

management and origination

BBS insnnnce provides wide range of general insurance products to

consumers through number of well known brands including Direct Line

Churchill and Privilege It also provides insurance services for third party

brands through its UKI Partnerships division In the commercial sector its

NIG and Direct Line for Business operations provide insurance products

for businesses via brokers or direct respectively Through its international

division RBS Insurance sells general insurance mainly motor in

Germany and Italy In addition to insurance services RBS Insurance

continues to provide support and reassurance to millions of UK motorists

through its Green Flag breakdown recovery service and Tracker stolen

vehicle recovery and telematics business

Central iteras comprises Group and corporate functions such as treasury

funding and finance risk management legal communications and

human resources The Centre manages the Groups capital resources

and Group-wide regulatory projects and provides services to the

operating divisions

BonG ore Div manages separately assets that the Group intends to

run off or dispose of The division contains range of businesses and

asset portfolios primarily from the GBM division linked to proprietary

trading higher risk profile asset portfolios including excess risk

concentrations and other illiquid portfolios It also includes number of

other portfolios and businesses including regional markets businesses

that the Group has concluded are no longer strategic
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40 Segmental analysis cor1hued

Operating

expenses

Net and Depreciation

interest Non-interest Totat insurance and Impairment Operating

income income income claims amortisatton losses profitlloss

2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em Em

UK Retail 4078 1412 5490 2957 1160 1372

UK Corporate 2572 1323 3895 1498 173 761 1463

Wealth 609 447 1056 723 11 18 304

Global Transaction Services 974 1587 2561 1459 1088

Ulster Bank 761 214 975 573 1161 761
US Retail Commercial 1917 1029 2946 2024 99 517 306

Global Banking Markets 1215 6697 7912 4281 116 151 3364

RBS Insurance 366 4003 4369 4641 23 295

Core 12517 17112 29629 17149 1282 3780 7418

Non-Core 1683 1350 3033 2J 0j6JJ9
14200 18462 32662 19731 1762 9256 1913

1-6c0ncUrll 49ns

RFS Holdings minority interest 151 142 150
Fairvalueofowndebt 174 174 174

Amortisation of purchased intangible
assets 369 369

Integration and restructuring costs 1012 20 1032
Gain on redemption of own debt 553 553 553

Strategic disposals 171 171 171

Bonus tax 99 99
Asset Protection Scheme credit default swap fair value changes 1550 1550 1550
Wre-down ofgoodwfflandotherhangUeassets 19 p0
UK Retail 3452 1629 5.081 3170 .679 229

UK Corporate 2292 1292 3582 1.36 154 921 1.125

Wealth 663 446 1109 6451 11 33 420

Global Transaction Services 912 1575 2487 1462 13 39 973

Ulster Bank 780 254 1334 716 649 368
US Retail Commercial .775 949 2724 2.0631 77 702 113
Global Banking Markets 2375 8.683 11058 451.8 142 640 5.758

RBS Insurance 354 4.106 4.460 4.363 31 58

Central items 284 617 333 1053 .000 365

Core 12319 19549 31668 17292 1431 4676 8467

Non-Core 1248 3549 2301 125931 442 9.221 14.857

92 16 92 492

RecorcUng items

RFS Holdings minority interest 17 142 321 32 356
Fair value of own debt 142 142 192
Amortisation of purchased intangible

assets 272 272
Integration and restructuring costs 49268 15 1256
Gain on redemption of own debt 3.791 3790 3.790

Strategic disposals 132 132 132

Bonus tax 2081 206
Gains on pensions curtailment 2.14.8 2.141

Write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets 363 3631

13.388 19.638 33.026 1908 2.16613.899 2.647
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UKRetail

UK Corporate

Wealth

Global Transaction Services

Ulster Bank

US Retail Commercial

Global Banking Markets

RBS Insurance

Central items

Core

Non-Core

RFS Holdings minority interest

Fair value of own debt

Amortisation of purchased intangible assets

Integration and restructuring costs

Strategic disposals

Write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets

2010

Inter

External segment Total

Em

UK Retail 5513 23 5490

UK Corporate 4345 450 3895

Wealth 562 494 1056

Global Transaction Services 2428 133 2561

UlsterBank 865 110 975

US Retail Commercial 2672 274 2946

Global Banking Markets 7817 95 7912

RBS Insurance 4417 48 4369

Central items 400 825 425

Core 28219 1410 29629

Non-Core 4451 1418 3033

32670 32662

RFS Holdings minority interest 150 142
Fair value of own debt 174 174

Gain on redemption of own debt 553 553

Strategic disposals 171 171

Asset Protection Scheme credit default swap

fair value changes 1550 1550
31868 31868
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Notes on the accounts continued

40 Segmental analysis conilnued

To68 revenue

UK Retail

UK Corporate

Wealth

Global Transaction Services

Ulster Bank

US Retail Commercial

Global Banking Markets

RBS Insurance

Central items

Core

Non-Core

2010

Inter

Enternal segment Total

Em Em Em

6998 401 7399

4347 132 4479

957 617 1574

2850 85 2935

1386 134 1520

3660 286 3946

9999 7195 17194

4.918 10 4928

2953 8549 11502

38068 17409 55477

5622 1051 6673

43690 18460 62150

Emecnsl segmont Itto

7156 595 7.755

4563 116 4661

613 629 1633

2.923 69 2963

1694 194 1795

4960 378 4458

13695 9142 22.947

5.018 19 5037

2.957 19825 12.662

42.019 22965 64564

1292 4655

45377 23357 66734

Ex2ttrr ssotrso

6416 1652 19.566

8359 225 8534

1125 2122 3.247

2937 81 3516

2762 746 35171

4255 475 4675

15.792 11.5/6 21755

5545 33 5573

35S 13366 13736

45841 29652 73.545

4242 1.657 5.699

46563 31 .459 79.542

Record
1119

teAls

RFS Holdings minority interest 141 141 1155 155 425 11 414

Fair value of own debt 174 174 1142 142 1.232 1.232

Gain on redemption of own debt 553 553 3.790 3799

Strategic disposals 171 171 132 132 442 442

Asset Protection Scheme credit

default swap fair value changes 1550 1550
Eliminations 18460 18460 23357 23357 131446 31446

42897 42897 49.002 49002 50182 50 162

2010 zr74 2411

cost to 411.10 401.101

acquire fined sOqlil 11010 11/1111111

assets and 1105011 511 555011 511t

intangible

Assets Liabilities assets Ammo .1a1.iit.es ttsi 4ss Lioi.i4os sssl

Em Em Em Lit La Lart cm

UKRetail 111793 97148 119967 91755 192429 22.721

UK Corporate 114550 101738 381 114.654 69.306 596 9999 $4575 1.416

Wealth 21073 37054 63 171152 36.273 11 15.130 35.0711 41

Global Transaction Services 25221 78032 22 16360 64664 17 22152 54259

Ulster Bank 40081 34481 101 129021 40597 49.107 47672

US Retail Commercial 71173 66088 197 75319 72.407 179 66573 69.254 204

Global Banking Markets 802578 774753 852 626.054 622630 5.13 13951132 1454.136 680

RBS Insurance 12555 8195 50 11.973 2775 33 11.016 2515 61

Central items 99728 140086 632 82041 155739 604 70217 157.331 1235

Core 1298752 1337575 2298 041 .cL .t. 1$ Sc 21421 51
Non-Core 153882 38503 761 2206511 116.152 3239 342235 140358 2.225

1452634 1376078 3059 1.5.22451 1442.516 5414 22165113 2154.376 5075

Rec.onutnr tern

RFS Holdings minority

interest 942 647 76 174005 159.337 296 152959 165776 174

1453576 1376725 3135 1596486 1601.666 5710 2401552 2325254 6.250
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Segmental analysis of goodwill is as follows

At January 2008

Transfers to disposal groups

Currency translation and

other adjustments

Acquisitions

Disposals

Write-down of goodwill

continuing operations

discontinued operations

At January 2009

Transfers to disposal groups

Currency translation and

other adjustments

Write-down of goodwill

Ati January 2010 2803 2695 788 2834 2721 37 955 28 1403 14264

Currency translation and

other adjustments 25 24 122 40 136

Disposals 481 14 1363 1862

Wnte-downofgoodwUl IP
At31 December2010 2799 2695 812 2377 2843 41 946 15 12528
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40 Segmental analysis con frcted

Gtto9rtphical ogments
The geographical analysis in the tables below has been compiled on the basis of location of office where the transactions are recorded

Green

KSt 01 me

World Total

Em Em

2901 4287

2010

UK

Em

25468

USA Europe

Em Em

8332 6196Total revenue

Net interest income 8932 3128 1384 765 14209

Net fees and commissions 3272 1557 591 562 5982

Income from trading activities 2106 1963 197 251 4517

Other operating income/loss 1376 232 836 412 2032

Insurance premium income net of reinsurers share 4809 319 5128

Total income 20495 6880 3327 1.166 31868

Operating profit/loss before tax 862 2091 2450 902 399
Total assets 932917 341770 102756 76133 1453576

Total liabilities 860932 323529 119946 72318 1376725

Net assets attributable to equity owners and non-controlling interests 71985 18241 17190 3815 76851

Contingent liabilities and commitments 134983 98429 71025 9894 314331

Cost to acquire property plant and equipment and intangible assets 1283 355 1388 109 3135

2144

Total revenue 28421 10517 8442 3622 49002

Netinterestincome 7759 2874 1741 1214 13.388

Net fees and commissions 3.640 1.586 316 406 5.948

Income from trading activities 131 2396 584 650 3761

Other operating income/Qoss 6015 37 977 338 4663

Insurance premium income net of reinsurers share________________________ 4879 387 5.266

Total income 22424 6.619 2051 1932 33.026

Operating profiloss before tax 1778 457 2.877 1089 2.647

Total assets 949765 338849 320008 88.064 1.896.486

Total liabilities 673.715 322.598 321.133 84.308 1801555

Net assets attributable to equity owners and non-controlling interests 78049 15.951 1125 3.756 94.631

Contingent liabilities and commitments 175.392 93694 15.026 17549 351661

Cost to acquire property plant and equipment and intangible assets 1974 390 3.252 114 570

Total revenue 23576 8.487 2293 5826 50182

Netinterestincome 9923 2783 1.791 985 15.482

Netfees and commissions 3637 1494 735 498 8.41

Loss/income from trading activities 7415 1.804 773 787 9.025

Other operating incomelloss 25.89 45 484 17 2153

Insurance premium income net of reinsurers share 5195 514 5.709

Total income 13979 2718 1.803 2230 20 730

Operating loss before tax 8136 5.808 11.7841 65 25.691
Total assets 1.304.714 607511 388290 121137 2401 .657

Total liabilities 1253114 5112.272 361.590 113.478 2.321154

Net assets attributable to equity owners and non-controlling interests 50900 5.239 6700 7659 60.498

Contingent liabilities and commitments 200 783 131.235 79941 21 127 433.261

Cost to acquire property plant and equipment and intangible assets 3415 445 2.204 186 6250
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41 Directors and key management remuneration

2010

000Direetore rnera%on
Non-executive directors emoluments 1093 323

Chairmen and executive directors

emoluments 5243

contributions and allowances in respect of defined contribution pension schemes 321

6657 5794

amounts recvable under long-term incentive pla ns j097L3
7754 669

No directors are accruing benefits under defined benefit schemes 2009 one one director is accruing benefits under defined contribution schemes

2009 nil

The executive directors may participate
in the companys executive share option and sharesave schemes and details of their interests in the companys

shares arising from their participation are given in the Directors remuneration report Details of the remuneration received by each director during the

year and each directors pension arrangements are also given in the Directors remuneration report

Compensa8on of key management

The aggregate remuneration of directors and other members of key management during the year was as follows

2010

000

Short-term benefits 35654 2S292

Post-employment benefits 503 9781

Share-based payments 21551 8953

56702 48020

42 Transactions with directors and key management For the purposes of lAS 24 Related Party Disclosures key

At 31 December2010 amounts outstanding in relation to transactions management comprise directors of the company and members of the

arrangements and agreements entered into by authorised institutions in Group Management Committee The captions in the Groups primary

the Group as defined in UK legislation were 3603075 in respect of financial statements include the
following

amounts attributable in

loans to seven persons who were directors of the company at any time aggregate to key management

during the financial period

2010

000

Loans and advances to customers 10970 1196

Customeraccounts 10641

Key management have banking relationships with Group entities which are entered into in the normal course of business and on substantially the same

terms including interest rates and security as for comparable transactions with other persons of similar standing or where applicable with other

employees These transactions did not involve more than the normal risk of repayment or present other unfavourable features

Key management had no reportable transactions or balances with the company

43 Related parties

On December 2008 the UK Government through HM Treasury became

the ultimate controlling party of The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc

The UK Governments shareholding is managed by UK Financial

Investments Limited company wholly owned by the UK Government

As result the UK Government and UK Government controlled bodies

became related
parties

of the Group

The Group enters into transactions with many of these bodies on an

arms length basis The principal transactions during 2010 and 2009

were the Asset Protection Scheme Bank of England facilities and the

issue of debt guaranteed by the UK Government described below

In addition the redemption of non-cumulative sterling preference shares

and the placing and open offer in April 2009 was underwritten by HM

Treasury and in December 2009 shares were issued to HM Treasury

and contingent capital agreement concluded with HM Treasury see

Note 29 Other transactions include the payment of taxes including UK

corporation tax and value added tax national insurance contributions

local authority rates and regulatory fees and levies together with

banking transactions such as loans and deposits undertaken in the

normal course of banker-customer relationships The volume and

diversity of these transactions are such that disclosure of their amounts is

impractical
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43 Related parties nntttd

As at 31 December balances with the UK Government and UK Government controlled bodies were

Central Banks

government financial

including corporations

the Bank Local and public

of England government corporations

Fm Fm Fm

Eak Looi pod pd4c

Tots $apd goernntsnt corrxraorp

To

Deposits by banks

Customer accounts

Derivatives

Other

147 419 566 436 436 26.541 633 27174

935 5002 641 6578 1480 3646 448 5794 1536 3320 598 5154

207 23 920 1150 156 39 628 823 276 78 2.9 383

186 186 118 118 176 176

No impairment losses were recognised by the Group in 2010 2009 or 2008 in respect of balances with UK Government and UK Government Controlled

bodies

There were no balances between the company and the UK Government and UK Government controlled bodies at 31 December 2010 2009 and 2008

Notes

In addition to IlK Governments shareholding in the Group the UK Government and UK Government controlled bodies may hold debt securities subordinated liabilities and other liabilities or shares

issued by the Group in the normal course of their business It is not practicable to ascertain and disclose these amounts

Certuin of the liability balances are secured

Assot Proktction Schenttp

On 22 December 2009 the Group entered into an agreement the Asset

Protection Scheme APS with HM Treasury HMT acting on behalf of

the UK Government under which the Group purchased credit protection

over portfolio of specified assets and exposures covered assets from

HMT The portfolio of covered assets has par value of 282 billion The

protection is subject to first loss of 60 billion and covers 90% of

subsequent losses Once the first loss has been exhausted losses and

recoveries in respect of assets for which trigger event failure to pay

bankruptcy or restructuring has occurred are included in the balance

receivable under the APS Receipts from HMT will overtime amount to

90% of cumulative losses net of 90% of cumulative recoveries on the

portfolio of covered assets less the first loss amount

The Group has
right to terminate the APS at any time provided that the

Financial Services Authority has confirmed in writing to HMT that it has

no objection to the proposed termination On termination the Group must

pay HMT the higher of the regulatory capital relief received and 2.5

billion less premiums paid plus the aggregate of amounts received from

the UK Government under the APS

HMT has the right to appoint step-in managers to carry out any oversight

management or additional functions on behalf of HMT to ensure that the

covered assets are managed and administered in compliance with the

agreed terms and conditions

This right is exercisable if certain step-in triggers occur These include

losses on covered assets in total exceed 125% of the first loss

amount or losses on an individual covered asset class exceed

specified thresholds

breach of specified obligations in the APS rules or the accession

agreement

the Group has failed or is failing to comply with any of the conditions

in the APS rules in relation to asset management monitoring and

reporting and governance and oversight and such failure is

persistent and material or it is evidence of systematic problem

and

material or systematic data deficiencies in the information provided

to HMT in accordance with the terms of APS

HMT may at any time elect to cease to exercise its step-in rights in whole

or part when it is satisfied that the
step-in triggers

have been remedied

In consideration for the protection provided by the APS the Group paid

premium of 700 million during 2010 2009 -1400 million Quarterly

premiums off125 million are payable from 31 December2011 and

subsequently until the earlier of 2099 and the termination of the

agreement

2ff

Balances at central banks 18862

Loans and advances to

Baoio

tudiop
fl Bprk Locai ppp

Total of pipedi mrornst cixoaoons
Fm fm Pm fm

banks

Loans and advances to

customers

Debt securities

Derivatives

Other

18862 16.611

674 674

1427 1170 2643

155 13486

96 173

46

13331

73

664 674

123 340 1.424

100 19.781

42 2.73

494 494 4514

448 1194

113 21.741

17 1.367
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The APS is single contract providing credit protection in respect of

portfolio of financial assets Under IFRS credit protection is treated either

as financial guarantee contract or as derivative financial instrument

depending on the terms of the agreement and the nature of the protected

assets and exposures The Group has concluded principally because the

covered portfolio
includes significant exposure in the form of derivatives

that the APS does not meet the criteria to be treated as financial

guarantee contract The contract has been accounted for as derivative

financial instrument It is recognised at fair value of 550 million 2009

1400 million and included within the Derivative asset balance sheet

caption Changes in fair value of 1550 million 2009 nil were

recognised in profit or loss within Income from trading activities Details of

the valuation methodology for the APS are set out in Note 12 Financial

instruments on pages 320 and 321

There is no change in the recognition and measurement of the covered

assets as result of the APS Impairment provisions on covered assets

measured at amortised cost are assessed and charged in accordance

with the Groups accounting policy held-for-trading assets assets

designated at fair value and available-for-sale assets within the APS

portfolio continue to be measured at fair value with no adjustments to

reflect the protection provided by the APS There is no change in how

gains and losses on the covered assets are recognised in the income

statement or in other comprehensive income

The Group also participates in number of schemes operated by the

Bank of England and the UK Government and made available to eligible

banks and building
societies

Open market operations these provide market participants with

funding at market rates on tender basis in the form of short and

long-term repos on wide range of collateral and outright purchases

of high-quality
bonds to enable them to meet the reserves that they

must hold at the Bank of England

The special liquidity
scheme this was launched in April 2008 to

allow financial institutions to swap temporarily illiquid assets for

treasury bills with fees charged based on the spread between 3-

month LIBOR and the 3-month gilt repo rate The scheme will

operate for up to three years after the end of the drawdown period

30 January 2009 at the Bank of Englands discretion

As at 31 December 2010 the Groups utilisation of these facilities

amounted to 16.1 billion 2009 -21.4 billion 2008 -41.8 billion

Government croon cnnrntee Ocheme

Announced in October 2008 the scheme provides guarantee on

eligible new debt issued by qualifying
institutions for fee The fee

payable to HM Treasury on guaranteed issues is based on per annum

rate of 50 basis points plus 100% of the institutions median five-year

credit default swap CDS spread during the twelve months to July

2008

As at3l December 2010 the Group had obtained funding from the Bank

of England and issued debt guaranteed by the Government totalling

41.5 billion 2009 -51.5 billion 2008 -32.2 billion

Other retated partors

In their roles as providers of finance Group companies provide

development and other types of capital support to businesses

These investments are made in the normal course of business and

on arms length terms In some instances the investment may

extend to ownership or control over 20% or more of the voting rights

of the investee company However these investments are not

considered to give rise to transactions of materiality requiring

disclosure under lAS 24

The Group recharges The Royal Bank of Scotland Group Pension

Fund with the cost of administration services incurred by it The

amounts involved are not material to the Group

In accordance with lAS 24 transactions or balances between Group

entities that have been eliminated on consolidation are not reported

The captions in the primary financial statements of the parent

company include amounts attributable to subsidiaries These

amounts have been disclosed in aggregate in the relevant notes to

the financial statements

44 Post baance sheet events

There have been no significant events between the year end and the

date of approval of these accounts which would require change to or

disclosure in the accounts
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Additional information

Financial summary
The Groups financial statements are prepared in accordance with IFRS Selected data under IFRS for each of the five years ended 31 December 2010

are presented below The dollar financial information included below has been converted from
sterling

at rate of 1.00 to US$1 .5392 being the Noon

Buying Rate on 30 December 2010 the last US business day in 2010

2010 2010 2000 2006 2004 2006

Summary consolidated income statement
______

Netinterestincome 21870 14209 13388 15482 11550 10.59$

Non-interest income 123 27181 17659 19.6.38 5.24$ 17922 1740$

Total income 49051 31868 33.026 20.730 29472 28002

atingexpens.s72805618228i17.417350$580
Profit/loss before other operating charges and impairment losses 20995 13640 15.809 14.335 18089 15522

Insurance net claims 7362 4783 4.357 3.917 4.525 4.455

Operating loss/profit before tax 614 399 2$47 25691 9636 9.18$

Tax charge/credit

Loss/profitfrom continuing operations 1590 1033 2.218 23.524 7625 6.497

/profit from discontinued operations net of tax 974 6fl $7

Loss/profut attributable to

Non-controlling interests 1023 665 349 10.532 153 104

Preference shareholders 162 105 578 536 246 191

Paid-in equity holders 29 19 57 60

rd nary Bsha

Notes

Includes gains on strategic disposals of 171 million 2009 -132 million 2008 -442 million

Includes gain on redemption of own debt of 553 million 12009 -3790 million

13 Includes fair value of own debt of 174 million profit 2009 -142 million loss 2008 -1232 million profit

Includes integration and restructuring costs of 1032 million 2009 -1286 million 2006 -1397 milton 2007 -106 million 2006 -134 million

Includes emortisution of purchased intangible assets of 369 million 2009 -272 million 2008 -443 million 2007 -162 million 2006 -94 million

lncludeo write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets of 10 million 2009 -363 million 2008 -16911 million

Includes gains on pensions curtailment of 2148 million in 2009

2010 20t0 2000 2000 200 2006

On In

Loans and advances 1009374 655778 520.146 1012919 1047998 549.40.9

Debt securities and equity shares 368912 239678 256782 293.679 340552 146246

Derivatives and settlement balances 675219 438682 453 487 1010391 293991 109505

Otherassets 183839 119438 136.071 64463 151155 51.551

Total assets 237344 1453576 1696.486 24016521540829 656.632

Owners equity 115643 75132 77738 58.679 53.038 40227

Non-controlling interests 2646 1719 15.695 21619 38.365 5.263

Subordinated liabilities 41640 27053 37.552 49154 35.043 27554

Deposits 938116 609483 756.346 897.554 994657 514365

Derivatives settlement balances and short positions 735855 478076 475.0 171.025641 363073 152.058

Otherliabilities 403444 262113 332.840 348603 353630 114335

Total liabilities and equity 2237344 1453576 1595.456 2401652 1640.829 656832
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Financial summary co24ied

Othctr fncrncial dttta

Loss/earnings per ordinary and share from continuing operations pence 11

Diluted loss/earnings per ordinary and share from continuing operations pence 12
Adjusted loss/earnings per ordinary and share pence

Dividends per ordinary share pence

Dividend payout ratio

Share price per ordinary share at year end

Market capitalisation at year end bn
Net asset value per ordinary and share

Return on average total assets

Return on average ordinary and shareholders equity 151

Adjusted return on average ordinary and shareholders equity

Average owners equity as percentage of average total assets

Risk asset ratio Tier

Risk asset ratio Total

Ratio of earnings to combined fixed charges and preference share dividends 17

including interest on deposits

excluding interest on deposits

Ratio of earnings to fixed charges only 71

including interest on deposits

excluding interest on deposits

2010 2Q 2O8 2Ci.7

0.5p 6.31146.21 640

0.5p 6.3 146.2 63.4

0.6p 13.2 43.1 65.5

19.3 27.0

0.39 0.29 0.49 3.72 5.56

42.8 31.4 19.5 44.4 62.5

0.64 0.65 1.15 3./4 3.24

0.07% 0.15% 1.19% 0.65% 0.74%

0.7% 7.2% 501% 157% 18.5%

0.9% 5.0% 14.6% 19.6% 18.6%

4.6% 2.8% 2.0% 39% 4.4%

12.9% 141% 10.0% 7.3% 755

14.0% 161% 14.1% 11.2% 11.7%

0.94 0.75 0.05 1.45

0.38 0.30 /.80 5.73

0.95 0.80 0.05 147

0.44 0.46 9.74 6.53

1.64

6.87

Notes

The number of ordinary shares in issue in 2008 2007 and 2006 were adjusted retrospectively for the bonus etement of the rights issue completed in June 2008 und the capitalisation issue in

September 2008

21 None of the convertible securities had dilutive effect in 2010 2009 or 2008 All of the convertible preference shares had dilutive effect in 2007 and 2006 and us such were included in the

computation of diluted earnings per share

Dividend payout ratio represents the interim dividend paid and final dividend proposed as percentage of profit attributable to ordinary and shareholders before discontinued operations integration

and rentructuring costs amortisation of purchased intangible assets and net gain on sale of strategic investments and subsidiaries net of tao

14 Return on average total assets represents profit attributable to ordinary and shareholders usa percentage of average total assets

Return on average ordinary and shareholders equity mpresents profit attributable to ordinary and shareholders eupressed as percentage of average ordinary and shareholders equity

Adjusted return on average ordinary and shareholders equity represents profit attributable to ordinary and shareholders before discontinued operations amortisation of purchased intangible

assets integration and restructuring costs gain on redemption of own debt gain on redemption of paid-in equity and preference shares strategic disposals gains on pensions curtailment bonus tao

Asset Protection Scheme credit default swap fair value changes and write-down of goodwill and other intangible assets expressed as percentage of average ordinary and shareholders equity
For this purpose earnings consist of income before tax and non-controlling interests plus fixed charges less the unremitted income of associated undertakings share of profits less dividends

received Fixed charges consist of total interest expense including or excluding interest on deposits and debt securities in issue as appropriate and the proportion of rental expense
deemed

representative of the interest factor one third of total rental expenses
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Analysis of loans and advances to customers

The following table analyses loans and advances to customers before provisions by remaining maturity geographical area and type of customer

After year

within bat within After 2010

year years years Total 2082 2058 2257 2088

Em Em Em Em Sm Sm

UK

Central and local government 2421 1495 3919 3174 3091 3135 0732

Finance 32902 3223 2850 38975 36203 42432 /0.006 2501/

Residential mortgages 2833 3430 94894 101157 92.583 80967 73916 70884

Personal lending 14747 4525 3964 23236 25254 26.989 26.166 27922

Property 14447 15306 12204 41.957 46.895 52121 50051 39.296

Construction 4164 1111 1065 6340 7760 10171 102.02 8.251

Manufacturing 5717 2059 1335 9111 11432 15074 13452 71051

Service industries and business activities 20017 10199 15469 45685 51855 56638 53965 43.06/

Agriculture forestry and fishing 1098 363 1297 2758 913 2.9/2 2473 2.767

Finance leases and instalment credit 3010 5736 4628 13374 16166 17.363 15.632 14.2.16

Accrued interest 500 49 556 992 2463 2344 417

Total domestic 101856 45964 139250 287070 297.347 312267 323.362 251 v22

Overseas residents 38234 33489 16027 87750 89.891 119666 98645 69.242

Total UK offices 140090 79453 155277 374820 36/.238 4.31953 42220/ 320764

Overseas

US 34754 28778 27221 90753 93569 126.277 115.054 9vbb

Restofthe World
______

42837 31362 33543 107742 264712 327.391 277721 57.696

Total Overseas offices 77591 60.140 60764 198495 356.261 453668 412760 150062

Loans and advances to customers gross 217681 139.593 216041 573315 745.519 635611 834967 47002.6

Loan impairment provisions

Loans and advances to customers net 555260 728.393 874722 828536 466.693

Fixed rate 37074 25756 47534 110364 238756 163693 31 336 115.240

Variable rate
____________

180607 113837 168507 462951 506 763 701916 463551 355.585

Loans and advances to customers gross 217681 139593 216041 573315 745.5 19 .665611 634967 470.826
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Financial summary corSruecl

Loan impairment provisions

For discussion of the factors considered in determining the amount of provisions see Risk elements in lending provisions and reserves on page 181

and Critical accounting policies on page 283 The following table shows the movements in loan impairment provisions

2010 201 2000 2007 2000

On Ln On On

Provisions at the Seginnng of the year

Domestic 6670 4474 3.256 3037 2750

Foreign 10613 5.542 3194 698 1.128

17283 11.016 6452 3.935 3.867

Tranater to diaooaal qr000a

Domestic 25

72 .23 1767

Currency translation and other ad3istments

Domestic 79 025 107 171

Foreign 122 302 1.334 178 44
43 630 1441 163 61

Oispoaaa/aoquiaisona ot Losinessos

Domestic 106 10

70 2211

jj72 az
Amounts wntianort

Domestic 2252 2.895 1446 122231360
Foreign 0441.73223861t

6403 13140 0Rt
Pacosariea 01 amounts writtenotf in previous years

Domestic 151 175 116 158 119

Foreign 260 224 203 184 96

411 399 319 342 215

Chargenl to nooma statement contmuing oparaflona ii

Domestic 3948 5.370 701 1396 1663

Foreign 5196 7720 3.777 506 214

9144 13.090 6478 1903 1877

Charrari to income staTement- oo.oomnuad operations

Domestic 25

Foreign 42 1044 616 16

42 1044 613 43

Unwind of rtsooor4

Domestic 214 226 151 150 127
Foreign 241 182 43 14 15

455 10

ProvisIons at tim end ci ho year 12

Domestic 8199 670 4.474 3256 3037

Foreign 9983 10613 6642 3.194 898

18182 17283 11.016 6.452 3935

Gioss loans and artvancaa to coaL mere

Domestic 287070 297.341 31 .282 323.362 231522

Foreign 286245 448.172 573.324 5/11625 219304

573315 745 519 865.611 634961 470826

Cloamg ouslornar cr075005 as of gross loans anrt arlvancas coasomara 21

Domestic 2.86% 2.24% 1.434 1.01% 1.21%

Foreign 3.44% 33% 1.12% 0.62% 41%

Total 3.15% 2.30% 1.23% 0.77% 0.84%

Customer charge to 000ma abatement as 52 of groas loans and advances to coatomart

Domestic 1.38% 1.81% 0.66% 044% 0.66%

Foreign 1.82% 1.95% 0.75% 0.10% 0.10%

Total 1.60% 169% 0.79% 0.2.3% 440

Notes

Inclsdes release relating to loans and advances to banks sf013 mullen 2009 -034 million charge 2008 -118 millinn charge 2007 and 2006- null

lnclades closing provisinns against loans and advances to banks of 127 million 2009-0157 million 2006 -0127 million 2007-03 million 2006-02 millinnl

13 For fhe parposa of fhese mtios closing castomer pmvisions and casfomer charge ecciude loans and advances fn banks
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Finance leases and

instalment credit

Accrued interest

Total domestic

Impaired book provisions

Latent book provisions

Iota provisions

132 70

3.110 33.8

2239 51.2

5.399 100.0

1.150

3.449

The following table shows additional information in respect of loan impairment provisions

Additional information

2010 71 zI
Em

Loan moasmarri orommona at end or year

Customers 18055 1/.123 10.339 6.449 3.933

Banks 127 137 127

18182 17.263 11.016 6452 3.935

Average loans and advances to customers gross 610131 321.133 853.333 537.900 445760

As Sf Of average loana and adaancaa ia coatornora ouraro ire year

Total customer provisions charged to income statement 1.5% 6Sf 0.7% 4% 0.4%

ntswriften-offnrecoveries-customers/oi.85a0.3SriS.31.Sf412

Analysis of closing customer loan impairment provisions

The following table analyses customer loan impairment provisions by geographical area and type of domestic customer

2010 2001 21112 roan 2112

%of 10 Ilof loaf

loans 1-lao 0200

closing tototal OLloq 101214 02.2211 lofo2 Oc.oor n.lcia

provision loans orovso2 i22 olOv020 2.1.1 5122101 0120 loll ooo
Em La 50 lv Lr

Domestic

Central and local government 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.4 1.4

Manufacturing 100 1.6 1.33 1.5 127 1.7 93 1.6 94 2.4

Construction 605 1.1 35v 1.0 254 11 75 1.2 03 13

Finance 98 6.8 26 4.0 67 a3 52 3.4 33 5.3

Service industries and

business activities 1073 8.0 962 .0 1/11 5.6 562 6.5 541 9.3

Agriculture forestry
and

fishing
27 0.5 20 31 10 3.3 21 0.3 25 0.3

Property 2071 7.3 003 6.6 490 5.0 86 70 8.3

Residential mortgages 302 17.6 1.96 12.4 36 0.1 36 0.3 37 13

Personal lending 2504 4.1 2.527 74 2.235 3.0 2054 1.4 1326 59

435 2.3 341 2.2 104

0.1 01 0.3

7215 50.1 5.435 39.0 4.2003.5
8190 49.9 6.562 50.1 4745 540

15405 100.0 14.050 100.0 3945 103.0

2650 3.076 1.044

18055 17.26 13.389

lOS 3.0

2808 534

142 46.5

330.3 100.3

593
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Addftional information cootinuS

Financial summary continued

Analysis of wrtte-offs

The following table analyses amounts written-off by geographical area and type of domestic customer

2010 20 2004 2007 2074

Sm Sri 0r

Domestic

Manufacturing 94 217 61 29 41

Construction 110 243 51 21 29

Finance 195 31 47 17

Service industries and business activities 411 792 299 199 212

Agriculture forestry and
fishing

Property 395 329 34

Residential mortgages 16

Personal lending 1148 11.88 938 999 1921

Finance leases and instalment credit 67 115 26 13 24

Total domestic 2252 2595 1446 1222 1369

Foreiqo 3790 4944 1.792 789 481

Totalwrite-offs 6042 6.939 3148 2911 1.841

Aoatysioo of recovertes

The following table analyses recoveries of amounts written-off by geographical area and type of domestic customer

2010 2000 2000 2007 2700

Sm Or 0r Or

Domestic

Manufacturing

Construction

Finance

Service industries and business activities 13 12

Property ._

Residential mortgages

Personal lending 128 99 96 143 191

Finance leases and instalment credit 57 12

Totaldomestic 151 175 116 158 119

260 224 293 184 96

Total recoveries 411 399 319 342 215
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Additional information

Risk elements in lending and potential problem loans The following table shows the estimated amount of loans that would be

The Groups loan control and review procedures do not include the reported using the SECs classifications The figures are stated before

classification of loans as impaired accruing past due restructured and
deducting the value of security held or related provisions

potential problem loans as defined by the SEC in the US

2010 2009 209 2050 2010

Em So So So So

Loans accountad for on an paired basis 121

Domestic 15471 35S2 8588 5599 5.420

Foreign ________ 20230 21.153 10891 4763012
Total 35701 35.025 19479 10362 6.232

Accruing cans which are contrectuaty overdue 90 days or more as to

onnclpal 00 ontere at

Domestic 2363 2225 1201 217 61

Foreign 534 1.000 561 152 24

Total 2897 3224 1.782 369 105

Total risk elements in lending 38598 38249 21261 10.731 6337

Pntentie problem loans

Domestic 506 424 216 63 47

Foreign 127 565 608

Total potential problem loans 633 1009 228 671 52

Closing provisions for impairment as of total risk elements in lending 47% 46% 52% 40% 62%

Closing provisions for impairment as of total risk elements in lending and

potential problem loans 46% 4511 ol 14 8/% 52%

Risk elements in lending as of gross lending to customers excluding

reverse repos 151 7.3% 5.4% 2.6% 1.6% 1.6%

Notes

Ill For the analysis abone Domestic consists of the United Kingdom domestic transactions of the Group Foreign comprises the Groups transactions conducted through offices outside the UK and

through those offices in the UK specifically organised to service intemational banking transactions

121 All loans ageinst which en impsirment prouision is held ere reported in the impaired cetegory

31 Loans where en impairment euent has taken piece hut no impeirment mcogntsed This netegory is used for fully collateralised non-muoluing credit facilities

41 Loans for which en impairment euent has occurmd but no impairment provision is necessary This category is used for fully collateralised aduances end reuoluing credit facilities where identification

as 90 days ouerdue is not feasible

51 Gross of prouisiovs and occluding reverse repurchase agreements Includes gross lending relating to disposal groups is 2010 and 2009

2010 2055 SrI 205 251

_________ _______ Em So Sr

Gross income not recognised out which vsould have bean mecoonwed coder the

nnpne Earns 51 rmnoeimed iOais

Domestic 579 825 3.2.3 393 3/0

Foreign 830 .032 335 64 77

1409 1.657 /31 454 447

intereet on mnpalreu and eetruotureo loans included in net nlerest noons

Domestic 214 226 150 185 142

Foreign 241 182 42 15 15

455 405 192 150 15/
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Add tional InformatIon continusd

Financial summary coninus3

Analysis of deposits product analysis

The
following analyses the Groups deposits by type and geographical area

2010 roar

_____ Em

UK

Domestic

Demand deposits

interest-free 66608 45665 43376

interest-bearing 136359 136 157 107159

Time deposits

savings 70774 87.450 88434

other 59557 65937 130951

Overseas residents

Demand deposits

interest-free 2512 1072 907

interest-bearing 12530 13516 16.320

Time deposits

-savings 1512 1265 1819

other
________ 46023 61341 67477

Total UK offices
_______ _______ _____________

395875 392715 456443

Overseas

Demand deposits

interest-free 29919 36458 29.253

interest-bearing 43890 91482 92354

Time deposits

savings 24472 711423 66014

-other
_________ __________________ 115327 157265 251.492

Total overseas offices
___________ _____________ 213608 363626 441113

Total deposits 609483 611.346 697.556

Held-for-trading 116.189 106.477 137080

Designated as at fair value through profit or loss 4824 8560 8054

Amortised cost 488470 841289 752422

Total deposits 609483 756346 97556

Oversees

US 135642 126.075 155163

Rest of the World 77966 257553 267950

Total overseas offices 213608 363626 441.113

Ccrtiflcatss of deposit and other time deposits

The
following table shows details of the Groups certificates of deposit and other time deposits over $100000 or equivalent by remaining maturity

Over Over

months monthn

Within hot mithin bet mithin Over

months monthn 12 monthn 12 months Totel

2010 Em Em Em Em Em

UK based companies end branches

Certificates of deposit 3325 1784 1.894 247 7250

Othertime deposits 23180 4282 2872 11462 41796

Ovsrssss based ccrnreniss sod branches

Certificates of deposit 14120 7423 4192 377 26112

Other time deposits 20251 4082 4184 6294 34811

60876 17571 13142 18380 109969
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Additional information

Other carrtractusi cash obhqahons

The table below summarises the Groups other contractual cash obligations by payment date

0-3 months 3-12 months 1-3 years 3-5 years
5-10

years
10-20 yeam

2010 Em Em Em Em Em Em

Operating leases 132 365 837 678 1178 1714

Contractual obligations to purchase goods or services 71 212 111

203 577 948 681 1178 1714

Operating leases 140 330 903 720 1.219 1334

Contractual obligations to purchase goods or services 180 300 188 18

220 029 32 t42 214

The Groups undrawn formal facilities credit lines and other commitments to lend were 266822 million 2009 -291634 million While the Group has

given commitments to provide these funds some facilities may be subject to certain conditions being met by the counterparty The Group does not

expect all facilities to be drawn and some may lapse before drawdown

Exchange rates

Except as stated the following tables show for the dates or periods indicated the Noon Buying Rate in New York for cable transfers in sterling as

certified for customs purposes by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York

Jansary December November October september Augast

2011 2010 2010 2010 2010 2010US dollars per

Noon Buying Rate

High 1.6042 1.5882 1.6291 1.6027 1.5851 1.5979

Low 1.5490 1.5361 1.5557 1.5681 1.5315 1.5358

2010 2100 2010 21011 2221

Noon Eluyin.g Rate

Period end rate 1.5392 1.8187 1.4819 1.9843 9888

Average rate for the year 1.5415 1.3.707 18424 073 1.8082

7onsoiidstiun rate

Period end rate 1.5524 8222 1.4804 043 19431

Average rate for the year 1.5455 1.8807 1.8828 2.0010 1.8430

Nstes

The average st the Noon esying Rates on the last US basiness day of each month daring the
year

12 The rates used by the Group for translating US dollars into sterling in the preparation of its financial statements

13 On 22 Febraary 2011 the Noon esying Rate was El .00 US$1 .6129
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Economic and monetary environment

Global recovery has continued in 2010 but the strength of the recovery

remains unevenly spread Although most developed countries have

avoided double-dip they have been unable to find firm
footing

from

which to build solid recovery This reflects the burden of high levels of

public
and

private sector debt low consumer confidence and high levels

of unemployment

In the UK the Groups largest market economic conditions improved in

2010 Total economic activity as measured by gross domestic product

GDP grew by 1.3 per cent in 2010 This followed contraction of 4.9

per cent in 2009 However fall in activity in the final quarter of 2010

served as timely reminder that while conditions are generally improving

the recovery is fragile The UKs inflation rate increased sharply reaching

3.7 per cent by the end of the year Yet
policy

makers kept the main

policy rate unchanged at 0.5 per cent throughout 2010 attributing
the

pick up in inflation to temporary factors such as rising commodity prices

and an increase in VAT

The recovery has helped many of our customers Company trading

profits grew for the first time since 2008 The unemployment rate levelled

off at around per cent which is much higher than at the start of the

recession but still relatively low compared to the peak in other recessions

These factors supported commercial property prices which were per

cent higher in December 2010 than they were year earlier according to

the International Property Databank Most of those gains came in the first

half of the year The residential market was less robust house prices fell

in the second half of the year dragging the year-on-year growth rate to -1

per cent in December 2010 according to the Nationwide index

The US economy registered the fastest growth amongst our principal

markets GDP grew by 2.8 per cent following contraction of 2.6 per

cent in 2009 Despite this the unemployment rate remained stubbornly

high which prompted further loosening of monetary and fiscal policy

Inflationary pressures were generally subdued but picked up somewhat

towards the end of the year Policy makers pledged to keep Fed funds

rate exceptionally low for an extended period of time to provide

necessary support to the economic recovery

In Ireland hopes of recovery in 2010 were dashed as GOP contracted

by an estimated 0.6 per cent This followed 7.6 per cent reduction in

2009 The Irish government requested financial rescue package of 85
billion in November equivalent to about half of Irelands GDP

The general improvement in economic conditions must be viewed against

backdrop of financial market turbulence at various points in the year

most notably the sovereign debt crisis that affected the Eurozone

periphery This led to marked fall in risk appetite in 02 2010 and again

in 04 2010 Equity prices fell in the banking sector and there was flight

to quality which pushed down long-term interest rates on government

debt in some countries This included the UK where the 10-year gilt
rate

fell from more than per cent at the start of 2010 to less than per cent

in October UK gilt yields subsequently rose in the final months of 2010

in
anticipation

of interest rate rises in 2011

The increase in risk aversion also caused some sharp currency

movements At one point the pound was 11 per cent down against the

dollar but sterling rallied in the second half of 2010 to end the year just

slightly lower than where it started $1.57 from $1.61 Sterling rose by 10

per cent against the euro in the first half of the year before giving up

most of these gains to end the year at 1.17 from 1.13

The economic outlook

We expect the global recovery to be maintained but to remain uneven

The pace of growth in the major developed economies including the UK

and the US is likely to remain sluggish by historic standards and volatile

This reflects high levels of indebtedness fiscal rebalancing and the

expectation that interest rates will gradually rise Emerging markets

especially Asia will continue to outperform as they are less encumbered

by balance sheet strains Moreover growth in countries like China and

India will continue to be underpinned by the process of catch-up with

industrial nations
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Additional information

Supervision

United tUngdorn

The UK Financial Services Authority FSA is the consolidated supervisor

of the Group As at 31 December 2010 30 companies in the Group

excluding subsidiaries of RBS NV spanning range of financial

services sectors banking insurance and investment business were

authorised to conduct financial activities regulated by the FSA

The UK authorised banks in the Group include the Royal Bank NatWest

Coutts Co and Ulster Bank Limited Wholesale activities other than

Group Treasury activities are concentrated in the Groups Global

Banking Markets and UK Corporate divisions and are undertaken

under the names of the Royal Bank and NatWest UK retail banking

activities are managed by the UK Retail division The exception is Ulster

Bank Limited which is run as separate division within the Group Ulster

Bank Group moved to
single

brand in the Republic of Ireland during

2010 with First Active merging with Ulster Bank Ulster Bank Limited

provides banking services in Northern Ireland while the banking service in

the Republic of Ireland is provided by Ulster Bank Ireland Limited which

is
primarily supervised by the Central Bank of Ireland

Investment management business is principally undertaken by

companies in the Wealth Management division including Coutts Co

Adam Company Investment Management Limited and in the Global

Banking Markets division through RBS Asset Management Limited

General insurance business is principally undertaken by Direct Line

Insurance plc and Churchill Insurance Company Limited

The Group is subject to extensive regulations that impose obligations on

financial institutions to maintain appropriate policies procedures and

controls to ensure compliance with the rules and regulations to which

they are subject

UnUed StaWs

The Group is both bank holding company and financial holding

company within the meaning of the US Bank Holding Company Act of

1956 As such it is subject to the
regulation

and supervision of the Board

of Governors of the Federal Reserve System the Federal Reserve

Among other things the Groups direct and indirect activities and

investments in the United States are limited to those that are financial in

nature or incidental or complementary to financial activity as

determined by the Federal Reserve The Group is also required to obtain

the
prior approval of the Federal Reserve before acquiring directly or

indirectly
the ownership or control of more than 5% of any class of the

voting shares of any US bank or holding company Under current Federal

Reserve policy the Group is required to act as source of financial

strength for its US bank subsidiaries Among other things this source of

strength obligation could require
the Group to

inject capital into any of its

US bank subsidiaries if any of them became undercapitalised

Anti-money laundering anti-terrorism and economic sanctions

regulations are major focus of the US government for financial

institutions and are rigorously enforced by US government agencies

The Groups US bank and non-bank subsidiaries and the Royal Banks

US branches are also subject to supervision and regulation by variety

of other US regulatory agencies RBS Citizens NA is supervised by the

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency which is charged with the

regulation and supervision of nationally chartered banks Citizens Bank of

Pennsylvania is subject to the regulation and supervision of the US

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Pennsylvania Department

of Banking and Insurance Citizens Financial Group is under the

supervision of the Federal Reserve as bank holding company The

Royal Banks New York branch is supervised by the New York State

Banking Department and its Connecticut branch is supervised by the

Connecticut Department of Banking Both branches are also subject to

supervisory oversight by the Federal Reserve through the Federal

Reserve Bank of Boston

The Groups US broker dealer RBS Securities Inc RBSSI formerly

known as Greenwich Capital Markets Inc is subject to regulation and

supervision by the US Securities and Exchange Commission SEC and

the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority FINRA with respect to its

securities activities The futures activities of RBSSI are subject to

regulation and oversight by the US Commodity Futures Trading

Commission CFTC and the Chicago Board of Trade CBOT The

Groups US commodities business RBS Sempra Commodities LLP and

its subsidiaries which was largely sold in 2010 are primarily regulated by

the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission FERC the Commodity Futures Trading Commission

CFTC the CME Group-owned exchanges and The Intercontinental

Exchange

The consolidated supervisor of RBS NV is the Dutch Central Bank De

Nederlandsche Bank DNB The DNB operates as prudential supervisor

of banks insurance companies and pension funds and also as part of

the European System of Central Banks

Other urhdchnns
The Group operates in over 50 countries through network of branches

local banks and non-bank subsidiaries and these activities are subject to

supervision in most cases by local regulator or central bank
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Regulatory developments and reviews

The Group works with domestic and international trade associations and

proactively engages with regulators and other authorities such as the

Basel Committee the EU Commission Governments and regulators in

order to understand the implications of proposed regulatory change and

to contribute to the development of regulatory policy

The Group and its subsidiaries have co-operated fully with various

regulatory reviews and developments in the UK and internationally

including enquiries or investigations into alleged or possible breaches of

regulations

United Knqdorn

In the UK the Group has actively engaged with
large

number of

legislative and regulatory consultations Reflecting global developments

financial stability notably bank prudential requirements and the new

regulatory framework remains key focus for the UK regulatory

authorities

The Group has continued to participate fully in the analysis of the cause

of the financial crisis and the development of potential policy and reform

wide range of ideas and proposals aimed at strengthening the

resilience of the banking system and addressing perceived shortcomings

in existing regulation have been advanced and continue to be developed

With respect to prudential requirements the Group provided detailed

feedback on the FSAs consultations on Strengthening Capital Standards

and its Discussion Paper on reviewing trading activities to name but two

Other consultations included hIM Treasurys consultations on the

structure of financial regulation and on the new bank levies

The Group has actively engaged with and contributed to number of

inquiries regarding the future of banking These included the Independent

Banking Commission the OFTs retail banking review and various

Treasury Select Committee inquiries It has contributed to debates on

resolution frameworks including possible mechanisms such as

contingent capital and bail-in arrangements and is
participating

in the

FSAs pilot for the development of Recovery and Resolution Plans

Living Wills It will be developing suitable Living Wills in line with

forthcoming regulatory requirements

The Group has continued to play an active role in the development of

requirements impacting products and processes Examples include the

FSAs review of mortgages Mortgage Market Review and of investment

advice Retail Distribution Review With regard to payment cards the

Group worked closely with the Government the Department of Business

Innovation and Skills and the industry to develop and implement

appropriate measures to improve product features and transparency

With regard to the OFTs review of Cash ISAs the Group worked closely

with the industry to agree series of voluntary improvements to the

product and switching process

In 2010 the Consumer Credit Directive was transposed into national law

and introduced standardised disclosure requirements for all lenders of

unsecured consumer credit It is aimed at improving cross border lending

and promoting responsible lending and borrowing

UK regulated firms within the Group are members of the Financial

Services Compensation Scheme FSCS which provides compensation

to eligible customers of authorised financial services firms that are unable

to meet their obligations The FSCS is contributor to depositor

confidence and financial stability and the Group is supporting the FSCS

in increasing awareness amongst UK consumers In addition during

2010 RBS developed and implemented new single customer view

systems capability which provides tailored information to the FSCS in

order to facilitate fast payment of compensation to depositors within

seven days

The FSA in their 2010/11 Business Plan emphasised that they would be

implementing new intensive supervision strategy in relation to Treating

Customers Fairly TCF The Group has implemented TCF governance

arrangements for all relevant businesses and continues to undertake

process of continuous improvement of management information to

demonstrate its continued commitment to
treating customers fairly

throughout the product lifecycle

The Group also continues to co-operate with the Information

Commissioners Office the UKs independent public body set up to

uphold information rights in the public interest promoting openness by

public bodies and data privacy for individuals The Group continues to

improve its processes in line with changing guidelines in order to meet

information security requirements

European Union/global developments

The Group follows closely the work and recommendations of the G20

as well as international standard setters such as the Basel Committee on

Banking Supervision Of particular note were the discussions that took

place throughout 2010 regarding proposals from the Basel Committee on

Banking Supervision for an enhanced capital and liquidity framework The

Group was closely involved in all aspects of the proposals on capital
and

liquidity as well as on other related policy areas such as countercyclical

capital buffers and contingent capital being developed separately

Also notable in 2010 was significant work by the European Commission

and the Committee of European Securities Regulators to review the

Markets in Financial Instruments Directive in areas such as transparency

investor protection and widening of the scope of the Directive

Additionally proposals to revise legislation on market infrastructure to

encourage central clearing of derivative instruments were put forward by

the Commission The Group provided input in all these areas

Lastly the EU has also overhauled its supervisory framework creating

system of EU Supervisory Authorities and the European Systemic Risk

Board Powers of the authorities will include the supervision of national

regulators but also potentially direct supervision of selected financial

institutions should it be required in specific circumstances
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United St3tes

In the US the Group continues to engage constructively with regulators

and other bodies on regulatory and legislative change and seeks to

ensure proper implementation and compliance Current issues include

regulatory implementation of recently enacted US financial regulatory

reform legislation mortgage and credit card lending and consumer

disclosures debit and credit card interchange fees and account overdraft

protection

Other uridictinns

The Group is active in monitoring regulatory developments in each

country in which it operates so that internal policies are sufficient to

ensure the effective management of regulatory risk

Description of property and equipment

The Group operates from number of locations worldwide principally in

the UK At 31 December 2010 the Royal Bank and NatWest had 647 and

1549 retail branches respectively in the UK Ulster Bank has foot print

of 236 branches and an extensive network of business banking offices

across Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland US Retail

Commercial had 525 retail banking offices including in-store branches

covering Connecticut Delaware Illinois Massachusetts Michigan New

Hampshire New Jersey New York Ohio Pennsylvania Rhode Island

and Vermont substantial majority of the UK branches are owned by the

Royal Bank NatWest and their subsidiaries or are held under leases with

unexpired terms of over 50 years The Groups principal properties

include its headquarters at Gogarburn Edinburgh its principal offices in

London at 135 and 280 Bishopsgate and the Drummond House

administration centre located at South Gyle Edinburgh

Total
capital expenditure on premises excluding investment properties

computers and other equipment in the year ended 31 December 2010

was 656 million 2009 -1215 million 2008 -1406 million

Major shareholders

Details of major shareholders of the companys ordinary and shares

are given on page 233

In December 2008 The Solicitor for the Affairs of Her Majestys Treasury

HM Treasury acquired 22854 million ordinary shares representing

57.92% of the companys issued ordinary share capital During 2009 HM

Treasury acquired further 16791 million ordinary shares raising their

holding to 70.3% of the companys issued ordinary share capital

In December 2009 KM Treasury acquired 51 billion shares in the

company representing the entire issued share capital

In 2010 the company converted certain non-cumulative convertible

preference shares into ordinary shares in the company As result KM

Treasurys holding in the companys ordinary shares reduced to 67.8%

Other than detailed above there have been no significant changes in the

percentage ownership of major shareholders of the companys ordinary

and preference shares during the three years ended 23 February 2011

All shareholders within class of the companys shares have the same

voting rights

At 23 February 2011 the directors of the company had options to

purchase total of 10455306 ordinary shares of the company

As at 31 December 2010 almost all of the companys US$ denominated

preference shares and American Depository Shares representing

ordinary shares were held by shareholders registered in the US All other

shares were predominantly held by shareholders registered outside the

US

Material contracts

The company and its subsidiaries are party to various contracts in the

ordinary course of business Material contracts include the following

CrnorLkm and Shareholdara Agreemant CSA
On 28 May 2007 Fortis Bank Nederland the company Santander and

RFS Holdings entered into the CSA Fortis Bank Nederland acceded to

the CSA on 26 July 2007 On October 2008 the Dutch State acquired

Fortis Bank Nederland On 24 December 2008 the Dutch State acceded

to the CSA following its
acquisition

of the shares held by Fortis Bank

Nederland in RFS Holdings pursuant to Deed of Accession entered into

between RFS Holdings the company Fortis Bank Nederland Santander

and the Dutch State On April 2010 the CSA was restated The GSA

governs the relationships amongst the parties thereto in relation to the

acquisition by RFS Holdings of ABN AMRO now RBS Holdings N.y.

The CSA as restated details inter alia the equity interests in RFS

Holdings the governance of RFS Holdings the arrangements for the

transfer of certain ABN AMRO businesses assets and liabilities to the

Dutch State previously Fortis Bank Nederland the company and

Santander further funding obligations of the Dutch State the company

and Santander where funding is required by regulatory authorities in

connection with the ABN AMRO businesses the allocation of Core Tier

capital the allocation of taxes and conduct of tax affairs and the steps

that the Dutch State the company and Santander expect to take to

enable the company to become the sole shareholder of RFS Holdings
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Second Piacmq and Oner 0dm Agreement

Pursuant to placing and open offer agreement dated 19 January 2009

entered into between the company UBS Merrill Lynch International and

HM Treasury the company agreed to invite qualifying shareholders to

apply to subscribe for new shares at the issue price of 31.75 pence per

new share by way of the Second Open Offer ii UBS and Merrill Lynch

International were appointed as joint sponsors joint bookrunners and

joint placing agents and agreed to use reasonable endeavours to procure

placees to subscribe for the new shares on such terms as may be agreed

by the company and HM Treasury at not less than the issue price of

31.75 pence per new share on the basis that the new shares placed will

be subject to clawback to the extent they are taken up under the Second

Open Offer and iii HM Treasury agreed that to the extent not placed or

taken up under the Second Open Offer and subject to the terms and

conditions set out in the Second Placing and Open Offer Agreement HM

Treasury would subscribe for such new shares itself at the issue price of

31.75 pence per new share

Pursuant to the terms of the Second Placing and Open Offer Agreement

the aggregate proceeds of the Second Placing and Open Offer net of

expenses were used in full to fund the redemption on Admission as

defined in the Second Placing and Open Offer Agreement of the

preference shares held by HM Treasury at 101 per cent of their issue

price f5.05 billion together with the accrued dividend on the preference

shares from and including December 2008 to but excluding the Date of

Admission as defined in the Second Placing and Open Offer Agreement

and the commissions payable to HM Treasury under the Second Placing

and Open Offer Agreement

HM Treasury is entitled to novate its rights under the Second Placing and

Open Offer Agreement to any entity that is owned directly or indirectly

by HM Treasury

Prmaccesson Commdmente Letter

On 26 February 2009 the Royal Bank entered into deed poll in favour

of ElM Treasury pursuant to which the Royal Bank gave series of

undertakings on behalf of each member of the Group with immediate

effect unless otherwise agreed in relation to the provision of information

and the management of the assets commitments and exposures the

Proposed Assets in the period prior to the Royal Banks proposed

accession to and participation in the UK Governments Asset Protection

Scheme APS

The Royal Bank undertook to HM Treasury among other things to

provide all such assistance and information and data as is

reasonably requested which is pertinent to the implementation of

the APS and the Royal Banks potential participation in the APS

ii provide as soon as practicable an indicative list of the assets

commitments and exposures that the Royal Bank propose to

include within the APS with view to agreeing such list by 30

April 2009

iii provide as promptly as practicable information and data relating

to the Proposed Assets reasonably requested for due diligence

purposes and to provide certain other information concerning the

Groups business and the financial performance and risk of the

Proposed Assets

iv provide access to the Groups premises books records senior

executives relevant personnel and professional advisers on

reasonable terms

consult with HM Treasury regarding the management and

operations of the Proposed Assets and to ensure that the

management of the Proposed Assets is in accordance with usual

business practices and also without regard to the possible

benefits under the APS

vi develop and subject to market conditions implement liability

management plan which is designed to enable the Group to meet

certain Core Tier capital targets for 2009 and

vii use best endeavours giving regard to reasonable operational

requirements to maintain regular adequate and effective

monitoring reporting risk management and audit controls and

procedures in order among other things to ensure that risks

relating to key business processes which affect the Proposed

Assets are identified assessed and reported and are managed

and mitigated appropriately

In addition the Royal Bank agreed in principle that if and only if the

Royal Bank accedes to the APS it would not claim and would disclaim

certain UK tax losses and allowances
arising to members of the Group in

respect of any accounting period ending on or after 31 December 2008

provided that this undertaking would not apply in respect of any such tax

benefits arising
in the earlier of the first accounting period beginning

more than five years after the relevant accession date and the first

accounting period beginning after the relevant accession date in which

the Group becomes profitable

The companys commitments described in this section have been

superseded by the Scheme Rules and the Accession Agreement for

details of the Accession Agreement see below with the exception of

commitment to inform the Department for Business Innovation and Skills

prior to making significant reductions in the level of lending being made

available to certain borrowers or counterparties which will apply until 28

February 2011 in line with the duration of the commitments under the

Lending Commitments Letter described below
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On 26 February 2009 the company entered into deed poll in favour of

certain UK Government departments under which it undertook to support

lending to creditworthy borrowers in the UK in commercial manner with

effect from March 2009 On 18 May 2009 the company entered into an

amendment to this deed poll which took effect from 29 May 2009 and on

20 November 2009 the company executed further amendment to this

deed
poll

This lending commitment was pre-requisite to the companys

participation in the APS and other Government backed schemes the

objective of which was to reinforce the
stability

of the financial system

and support the recovery of the economy

Pursuant to this lending commitment the company agreed to increase its

lending in the 12 months commencing March 2009 from its UK banking

operations to UK businesses by in aggregate 16 billion above the

amount previously budgeted

The company also made commitment to increase lending to

homeowners including first time buyers in the United Kingdom The

company undertook to increase its residential mortgage lending by at

least9 billion above the amount previously budgeted in the 12 months

commencing March 2009

Such additional lending was subject to the companys ordinary course

pricing
and other terms and certain commercial risk credit and

regulatory considerations

The companys compliance with its lending commitments is monitored by

the UK Government and is subject to reporting process

The company also made certain undertakings as regards marketing in

support of its lending commitments and certain other matters
relating

to

its business and residential lending practices and policies The lending

commitments made in the deed poll supersede the commitments given

by the company in the First Placing and Open Offer Agreement and the

Second Placing and Open Offer Agreement

On 23 March 2010 the company agreed with the UK government certain

adjustments to the above lending commitments for the 2010 commitment

period the 12 month period commencing March 2010 to reflect

expected economic circumstances over the period As part of the

amended lending commitments the company has committed among

other things to make available gross new facilities drawn or undrawn of

50 billion to UK businesses in the period March 2010 to 28 February

2011 In addition the company has agreed with the UK government to

make available billion of net mortgage lending in the 2010

commitment period This is decrease of billion on the net mortgage

lending target that previously applied to the 2010 commitment period

which ends on 28 February 2011 to reflect that the mortgage lending

commitment for the 2009 commitment period was increased from

billion to 10 billion

oe Aoto and dogont Cardia Agrearnent

On 26 November 2009 the company and HM Treasury entered into the

Acquisition and Contingent Capital Agreement pursuant to which HM

Treasury subscribed for the initial shares and the Dividend Access

Share the Acquisitions and agreed the terms of HM Treasurys

subscription for an additional billion in aggregate in the form of further

shares the Contingent shares which will be issued on the same

terms as the initial shares The Acquisitions were subject to the

satisfaction of various conditions including the company having obtained

the approval of its shareholders in relation to the Acquisitions

The company and HM Treasury further agreed the terms of the billion

Contingent Subscription of the Contingent shares in the Acquisition and

Contingent Capital Agreement For period of five years from 22

December 2009 or if earlier until the occurrence of termination event

or until the company decides with FSA consent to terminate such

Contingent Subscription the Contingent Period if the Core Tier ratio

of the company falls below five per cent and if certain other conditions

are met HM Treasury has committed to subscribe for the Contingent

shares in no fewer than two tranches of billion and billion or such

smaller amounts as the company and HM Treasury may agree Any

unused portion of the billion may be subscribed in one or more further

tranches

The company may subject to certain conditions at any time terminate

the Contingent Subscription in whole or in part with the consent of the

FSA The company is required to pay an annual fee for the Contingent

Period in relation to the Acquisitions and the Contingent Subscription of

320 million less four per cent per annum of the value of any shares

subscribed for under the Contingent Subscription Such fee is payable in

cash or with HM Treasurys consent by waiving certain UK tax reliefs

that are treated as deferred tax assets or through further issue of

shares to HM Treasury The annual fee ceases to be payable on

termination of the Contingent Subscription and if the company terminates

the Contingent Subscription in part the fee will reduce proportionately

The company gave certain representations and warranties to HM

Treasury on the date of the Acquisition and Contingent Capital

Agreement on the date the circular was posted to shareholders on the

first date on which all of the conditions precedent were satisfied or

waived and on the date of the Acquisitions The company has agreed to

give such representations and warranties again on each date if any

Contingent Subscription is triggered and on each date if any on which

shares are issued pursuant to Contingent Subscription

The company agreed to reimburse HM Treasury for its expenses incurred

in connection with the Acquisitions and agreed to do so in connection

with the Contingent shares if the Contingent Subscription is exercised

The company agreed to number of undertakings including with respect

to restrictions on the payment of dividends or other distributions on

and the redemption of certain securities ii expectations regarding the

repurchase of the shares by the company iii renegotiations of the

terms of the Contingent Subscription as result of future legislative or

regulatory changes iv negotiating in good faith to maintain the status of

the shares and Dividend Access Share as Core Tier capital and

restrictions in relation to the companys share premium account
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HM Treasury has agreed to waive its statutory pre-emption rights arising

out of the shares and the Dividend Access Share in respect of any

future issue of equity securities by the company other than shares and

has agreed to vote its shares and the Dividend Access Share as

applicable in favour of each special resolution to disapply its pre

emption rights under the shares and/or the Dividend Access Share

then held by HM Treasury every time they arise The pre-emption rights

arising out of the shares and the Dividend Access Share have also

been disapplied in the Articles of Association

HM Treasury has agreed that it shall not be entitled to exercise its option

to convert shares into ordinary shares to the extent that it holds more

than 75 per cent of the ordinary shares of the company or to the extent

that the exercise of such option would result in it holding more than 75

per cent of the ordinary shares of the company

HM Treasury has agreed that it shall not be entitled to vote the shares

or the Dividend Access Share to the extent that votes cast on such

shares and the Dividend Access Share together with any other votes

which HM Treasury is entitled to cast in respect of any other ordinary

shares held by or on behalf of HM Treasury would exceed 75 per cent of

the total votes eligible to be cast on resolution proposed at general

meeting of the company

For as long as it is substantial shareholder of the company within the

meaning of the UKLAs Listing Rules HM Treasury has undertaken not

to vote on related party transaction resolutions at general meetings and

to direct that its affiliates do not so vote

Accesaon Agreemero and the UK Asaet Protecton Scheme Temme and

Condihons

The company acceded to the APS through an accession agreement the

Accession Agreement entered into with HM Treasury which became

effective on 22 December 2009 Supplemental agreements were signed

on 27 August 2010 20 December 2010 and 10 February 2011 The

Accession Agreement incorporates the terms and conditions of the APS

set out in the document entitled UK Asset Protection Scheme Terms and

Conditions which is available on HM Treasurys website the Scheme

Conditions The Accession Agreement which incorporates the Scheme

Conditions is accounted for as credit derivative and it tailors the APS to

the company by amongst other things setting applicable bank-specific

thresholds and addressing limited number of other bank-specific

issues

Under the APS HM Treasury is liable to make payments to the company

in respect of pre-defined pool of assets and exposures the Covered

Assets in respect of which specified failure to pay bankruptcy or

restructuring trigger occurs or is deemed to occur Payments under the

APS are intended to protect the company overtime for 90% of the

amount by which cumulative losses on the whole portfolio of Covered

Assets as reduced by cumulative recoveries on the portfolio exceed

fixed first loss threshold of 60 billion Cumulative losses as reduced by

cumulative recoveries below the first loss threshold and 10% vertical

slice of any cumulative losses as reduced by cumulative recoveries

exceeding the first loss threshold are for the account of the company

Protection under the APS is subject to various requirements under the

Scheme Conditions provided in respect of the Covered Assets on the

companys consolidated balance sheet as at 31 December 2008 with an

aggregate covered amount of 282 billion Protection under the APS may

be lost or limited in certain specified circumstances including the failure

of Covered Asset to satisfy certain asset eligibility criteria set out in the

Scheme Conditions

During the life of the APS the company will pay HM Treasury non-

refundable annual fee payable in advance of 700 million per annum for

the first three years of the APS and 500 million per annum until the

earlier of the date of termination of the APS and ii 31 December 2099

The annual fee can subject to HM Treasurys consent be paid wholly or

partly by means of the waiver of certain UK tax reliefs that are treated as

deferred tax assets or funded by the issuance of additional shares to

HM Treasury

The company has the right in certain circumstances to withdraw from

the APS permanently all or part of Covered Asset In addition the

company contractually has the right to terminate the APS exercisable at

any time provided that the FSA has confirmed in writing to HM Treasury

that it has no objection to the proposed termination An exit fee and

potentially refund of HM Treasurys net payments under the APS are

payable by the company upon such termination The Scheme Conditions

also contain various provisions and restrictions on the management and

administration of the Covered Assets and certain related assets The

company is obliged to manage such assets in accordance with the asset

management objective which is to maximise the expected net present

value of such assets discounted at an HM Treasury rate including by

minimising losses and potential losses and maximising recoveries and

potential recoveries The company also has monitoring and reporting

obligations
under the Scheme Conditions which are aimed at

transparency in respect of the Covered Assets to enable HM Treasury to

manage and assess its exposure under the APS In addition the

company has to establish separate governance structure for the

purposes of the APS Further the Scheme Conditions and the Accession

Agreement also contain requirements for the development of

remuneration policy for the Group and specific remuneration

requirements for certain officers and employees of the company

HM Treasury has the right to appoint one or more step-in managers to

exercise extensive step-in rights in relation to all or some of the Covered

Assets upon the occurrence of certain specified trigger events

Certain Scheme Conditions are subject to modification at any time with

retrospective effect at the discretion of HM Treasury without the

companys consent The modification rights arise broadly and subject to

certain conditions where the operation interpretation or application of

such Scheme Conditions conflicts with any of the overriding general

principles set out in the Scheme Conditions

There are material restrictions on the form and substance of

announcements or public statements including any required by law or

the rules of any securities exchange made by the Group in relation to the

APS or to ElM Treasury in connection with the APS without ElM

Treasurys consent
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In connection with its participation in the APS the company has agreed

to number of behavioural commitments in respect of lending for

businesses in the UK personal current accounts in the UK as well as to

develop and implement capital optimisation exercise designed to

increase the Groups Core Tier capital

The Tax Loss Wateer

On 26 November 2009 the company entered into three agreements

together comprising the Tax Loss Waiver which provide the right at the

companys option subject to KM Treasury consent to satisfy all or part of

the annual fee in respect of the APS or the Contingent Subscription

arrangement and the exit fee payable in connection with any termination

of the Groups participation in the APS but not the refund of the net

payments it has received from HM Treasury under the APS by waiving

the entitlement to certain UK tax reliefs that are treated as deferred tax

assets The Tax Loss Waiver contains undertakings designed to prevent

the Group from engaging in arrangements which have main purpose of

reducing the net cost to the Group of any waiver of tax reliefs pursuant to

the Tax Loss Waiver

State AU Gomrrttment Deed

As result of the State Aid granted to the company it was required to

work with HM Treasury to submit State Aid restructuring plan to the

European Commission which has now been approved under the State

Aid rules The company has agreed series of measures to be

implemented over four year period which supplement the measures in

the companys strategic plan

The Group entered into State Aid Commitment Deed with HM Treasury

which provides that the Group will comply or procure compliance with

these measures and behavioural commitments The Group agreed to do

all acts and things necessary to ensure HM Treasurys compliance with

its obligations under any European Commission decision approving State

Aid to the Group

The State Aid Commitment Deed also provides that if the European

Commission adopts decision that the UK Government must recover any

State Aid Repayment Decision and the recovery order of the

Repayment Decision has not been annulled or suspended by the Court of

First Instance or the European Court of Justice then the Group must

repay KM Treasury any aid ordered to be recovered under the

Repayment Decision

The State Aid Commitment Deed also provides for the Groups

undertakings in respect of State Aid to be modified in certain limited

circumstances However KM Treasury has undertaken that it will not

without the consent of the Group agree modifications to the Groups

undertakings with respect to State Aid which are significantly more

onerous to the Group than those granted in order to obtain the State Aid

approval

State fed Cotta Resneurarement Deed

Under the State Aid Costs Reimbursement Deed the Group has agreed

to reimburse HM Treasury for fees costs and expenses associated with

the State Aid and State Aid approval

Sate of RS Enqiand and Wates and Natwese Scottand tnancb eased

bustness to Santander UK PU

On August 2010 the Royal Bank NatWest Plc and National

Westminster Home Loans Limited entered into Sale and Purchase

Agreement with Santander UK
plc pursuant to which the Royal Bank

NatWest Plc and National Westminster Home Loans Limited agreed to

sell 311 Royal Bank of Scotland branded branches in England and Wales

seven NatWest branded branches in Scotland the retail and SME

customer accounts attached to these branches the Direct SME business

and certain mid-corporate businesses and associated assets and

liabilities to Santander UK plc for premium of 350 million to net assets

at closing The consideration will be paid in cash and is subject to certain

closing adjustments including those relating
to the performance of the

business The transaction is subject to regulatory anti-trust and other

conditions

NBC Seenora Cornmodttns WI sates

On 16 February 2010 the Group announced that RBS Sempra

Commodities JV joint venture owned by the Royal Bank and Sempra

Energy had agreed to sell to J.P Morgan Ventures Energy Corporation

JPMorgan its metals oils and European energy business lines The

Group announced completion of the transaction on July 2010 for total

cash consideration of US$1.6 billion post interim distributions of which

the companys share is approximately 47 per cent

On 20 September 2010 the Group announced that RBS Sempra

Commodities JV had agreed to sell its Sempra Energy Solutions

business line to Noble Americas Gas Power Corp for consideration of

approximately US$317 million in cash plus the assumption of

approximately US$265 million in debt The Groups share of the

consideration is approximately 51 per cent or US$162 million The

transaction closed on November2010

On October 2010 the Group announced that RBS Sempra

Commodities JV had agreed to sell substantial assets of its commodities

trading North American Power and Gas business lines to JPMorgan The

transaction closed on December 2010 and JPMorgan acquired these

net assets for consideration of US$220 million in cash based on the 30

June 2010 balance sheet of which the Groups share is approximately 51

per cent i.e US$112 million The value of the gross assets acquired by

JPMorgan was US$6 billion unaudited as of 30 June 2010
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Sae of kha Merchant Servke huoinoo

On August 2010 the Royal Bank Citizens Financial Group Inc RBS

Netherlands Holdings B.V Ulster Bank Limited Ulster Bank Ireland

Limited NatWest Plc and Ship Bidco Limited company representing

Advent International Advent and Bain Capital Bain which has now

changed its name to WorldPay UK Limited entered into Transfer

Agreement pursuant to which the Royal Bank either directly or through

its group companies sold 80.01 per cent of its Global Merchant Services

business for an enterprise value of up to 2025 billion Approximately

1.45 billion subject to customary post-closing adjustments was

received in cash on closing of the sale of the 80.01 per cent interest Up

to 200 million is receivable in the future if the returns realised by Advent

and Bain exceed certain thresholds The sale completed on 30 November

2010

The Royal Bank in its capacity as holder of retained interest in the

Global Merchant Services business also entered into an Investment

Agreement on August 2010 subsequently amended and restated on 29

November 2010 with Ship Bidco Limited now WorldPay UK Limited

certain other acquisition vehicles specified management and funds

operated by Advent International and Bain Capital relating
to the

operations of the joint venture company which is the uppermost of the

intermediate acquisition vehicles and the ultimate parent company of

WorldPay UK Limited The interests of the Royal Bank are insufficient to

block major decisions of this joint venture company at the shareholder or

board level
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Risk factors

Set out below are certain risk factors which could adversely affect the

Groups future results and cause them to be materially different from

expected results The Groups results could also be affected by

competition and other factors The factors discussed in this report should

not be regarded as complete and comprehensive statement of all

potential risks and uncertainties

The comoany and to UK hanK ubsk9adeo may face the Osk of fuf

nabonaksahon or other resoAhon proceoures under the Banknp Act

2009

Under the Banking Act 2009 the Banking Act substantial powers have

been granted to HM Treasury the Bank of England and the FSA

together the Authorities as part
of special resolution regime the

SRR These powers enable the Authorities to deal with UK banks

building societies and other institutions with permission to accept

deposits pursuant to Part IV of the Financial Services and Markets Act

2000 FSMA each relevant entity where the conditions set out in

the next paragraph headed The SRR may be triggered prior to the

insolvency of the company or its UK bank subsidiaries are met The SRR

consists of three stabilisation options and two insolvency and

administration procedures applicable to UK banks which may be

commenced by the Authorities The stabilisation options provide for

transfer of all or part
of the business of the relevant entity to private

sector purchaser ii transfer of all or part of the business of the relevant

entity to bridge bank established by the Bank of England and iii

temporary public ownership nationalisation of the relevant entity or its

UK-incorporated holding company In each case the Authorities have

been granted wide powers under the Banking Act including powers to

modify contractual arrangements in certain circumstances and powers for

HM Treasury to disapply or modify laws with possible retrospective effect

to enable the powers under the Banking Act to be used effectively The

following paragraphs of this risk factor headed The company and its UK

bank subsidiaries may face the risk of full nationalisation or other

resolution procedures under the Banking Act 2009 set out some of the

possible consequences of the exercise of those powers under the SRR

UK bank oubAdanes

The purpose of the stabilisation options is to address the situation where

all or part of the business of relevant entity has encountered or is likely

to encounter financial difficulties Accordingly the stabilisation options

may only be exercised if the FSA is satisfied that relevant entity

such as the companys UK banking subsidiaries including the Royal

Bank and NatWest is failing or is likely to fail to satisfy the threshold

conditions within the meaning of section 411 of the FSMA which are

the conditions that relevant entity must satisfy in order to retain its

authorisation to perform regulated activities following consultation

with the other Authorities the FSA determines that it is not reasonably

likely
that ignoring the stabilisation options action will be taken that will

enable the relevant entity to satisfy those threshold conditions and

the Authorities consider the exercise of the stabilisation options to be

necessary having regard to certain
public

interest considerations such

as the stability
of the UK financial systems public confidence in the UK

banking systems and the protection of depositors It is therefore possible

that one of the stabilisation options could be exercised prior to the point

at which any insolvency proceedings with respect to the relevant entity

such as the Royal Bank or NatWest or the company could be initiated

The stabilisation options may be exercised by means of powers to

transfer property rights or liabilities of relevant entity
and shares and

other securities issued by relevant entity
HM Treasury may also take

the parent company of relevant entity such as the company into

temporary public ownership provided that certain conditions are met

Temporary public ownership is effected by way of share transfer order

and can be actioned irrespective of the financial condition of the parent

company

Vrouo tchons may he taken reahon to any securWes conan by the

company whhout the consent of the hokters thereof

If HM Treasury decides to take the company into temporary public

ownership it may take various actions in relation to any securities issued

by the company the Securities without the consent of holders of the

Securities including among other things

transferring the Securities free from any contractual legislative or

other restrictions on transfer

ii transferring the Securities free from any trust liability or other

encumbrance

iii extinguishing any rights to acquire Securities

iv delisting the Securities

converting the Securities into another form or class the scope of

which power is unclear although may include for example

conversion of the Securities into equity securities

vi disapplying any termination or acceleration rights or events of

default under the terms of the Securities which would be

triggered by the transfer or certain related events or

vii where property is held on trust removing or altering the terms of

such trust

Where HM Treasury has made share transfer order in respect of

securities issued by the holding company of relevant entity HM

Treasury may make an order providing for the property rights or liabilities

of the holding company or of any relevant entity
in the holding company

group to be transferred and where such property is held on trust

removing or altering the terms of such trust

The taking of any such actions may adversely affect the
rights

of holders

of the Securities the price or value of their investment in the Securities

and/or the ability of the company to satisfy its obligations under the

Securities and/or contracts related to the Securities Where the transfer

powers are effected HM Treasury is required to make certain

compensation or resolution fund orders and holders of Securities may

have claim for compensation under one of the compensation schemes

contemplated by the Banking Act if any action is taken in respect of the

Securities and if the relevant order provides for the amount of

compensation payable to be determined by an independent valuer then

for the purposes of determining an amount of compensation the

independent valuer must disregard actual or potential financial assistance

provided by the Bank of England or HM Treasury However there can

be no assurance that compensation would be assessed to be payable or

that holders of the Securities would recover any compensation promptly

and/or equal to any loss actually incurred
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Cot ractuat angernents between he company other companies within

the Group and/or the bridge bank or private sector purchaser may be

created modrfied or canceited

If the company were taken into temporary public ownership and partial

transfer of its or any relevant entitys business were effected or if

relevant entity were made subject to the SRR and partial transfer of its

business to another entity were effected the transfer may directly
affect

the company and/or its Group companies by creating modifying or

cancelling its or their contractual arrangements with view to ensuring

the provision of such services and facilities as are required to enable the

bridge bank or private sector purchaser to operate the transferred

business or any part of it effectively For example the transfer may

among other things require the company or Group companies to

support and co-operate with the bridge bank or private sector purchaser

ii cancel or modify contracts or arrangements between the company or

the transferred business and Group company or iii impose additional

obligations on the company under new or existing contracts There can

be no assurance that the taking of any such actions would not adversely

affect the ability of the company to satisfy its obligations under the issued

Securities or related contracts

partral transfer of the companys busirress may result in deterioration

of its crerfitworminess

If the company were taken into temporary public ownership and partial

transfer of its or any relevant entitys business were effected or if

relevant
entity were made subject to the SRR and partial transfer of its

business to another entity was effected the nature and mix of the assets

and liabilities not transferred may adversely affect the companys

financial condition and increase the risk that the company may eventually

become subject to administration or insolvency proceedings pursuant to

the Banking Act In such circumstances holders of Securities may have

claim for compensation under one of the compensation schemes

contemplated by the Banking Act but there can be no assurance that

compensation would be assessed to be payable or that such holders

would recover any compensation promptly and/or equal to any loss

actually incurred

While the main provisions of the Banking Special Provisions Act 2008

were in force which conferred certain transfer powers on HM Treasury

the UK Government took action under that Act in respect of number of

UK financial institutions including in extreme circumstances full and

partial nationalisation There have been concerns in the market in recent

years regarding the risks of such nationalisation in relation to the

company and other UK banks If economic conditions in the UK or

globally were to deteriorate or the events described in the following risk

factors were to occur to such an extent that they had materially adverse

impact on the financial condition perceived or actual credit quality

results of operations or business of any of the relevant entities in the

Group the UK Government may decide to take similar action in relation

to the company under the Banking Act Given the extent of the

Authorities powers under the Banking Act it is difficult to predict the

effect that such actions might have on the Group and any securities

issued by the company or Group companies However potential impacts

may include full nationalisation of the company the total loss of value in

Securities issued by the company and the inability of the company to

perform its obligations under the Securities

If relevant stabilisation option were effected in respect of the company

or the stabilisation options were effected in respect of relevant entity or

its business within the Group NM Treasury would be required to make

certain compensation or resolution fund orders which would depend on

the stabilisation power adopted For example in the event that the Bank

of England were to transfer some of the business of relevant entity to

bridge bank HM Treasury would have to make resolution fund order

including third party compensation order pursuant to the Banking Act

Third Party Compensation Arrangements for Partial Property Transfers

Regulations 2009 However there can be no assurance that

compensation would be assessed to be payable or that holders of the

Securities would recover any compensation promptly and/or equal to any

loss actually incurred

The Groups businesses earnings and financial condition have been and

wilt continue to he affected by the giobat economy and inviability in the

otnbat financial markets

The performance of the Group has been and will continue to be

influenced by the economic conditions of the countries in which it

operates particularly the UK the US and other countries throughout

Europe and Asia The outlook for the global economy over the near to

medium term remains challenging particularly in the UK the US and

other European economies In addition the global financial system has

yet to fully overcome the difficulties which first manifested themselves in

August 2007 and financial markets conditions have not yet fully

normalised These conditions led to severe dislocation of financial

markets around the world and unprecedented levels of illiquidity in 2008

and 2009 resulting in the development of
significant problems at

number of the worlds largest corporate institutions operating across

wide range of industry sectors many of which are the Groups customers

and counterparties in the ordinary course of its business In response to

this economic
instability and market illiquidity number of governments

including the UK Government the governments of the other EU member

states and the US Government intervened in order to inject liquidity and

capital
into the financial system and in some cases to prevent the failure

of these institutions

Despite such measures the volatility and disruption of the capital and

credit markets have continued with many forecasts predicting only

modest levels of GDP growth in the near to medium term Similar

conditions are likely to exist in number of the Groups key markets

including those in the US and Europe particularly Ireland These

conditions have exerted and may continue to exert downward pressure

on asset prices and on availability
of credit for financial institutions and

upward pressure on the cost of credit for financial institutions including

the company the Royal Bank RBS Holdings N.y and The Royal Bank of

Scotland N.y and will continue to impact the credit quality of the Groups

customers and counterparties Such conditions alone or in combination

with regulatory changes or actions of other market participants may

cause the Group to incur losses or to experience further reductions in

business activity increased funding costs and funding pressures lower

prices of the ordinary shares decreased asset values additional write-

downs and impairment charges and lower profitability
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In particular the performance of the Group may be affected by economic

conditions impacting EU member states For example the financial

problems recently experienced by the governments of certain EU

member states including Greece and Ireland may lead to the issuance

of significant volumes of debt by such member states and European

Union entities which may in turn reduce demand for debt issued by

financial institutions and corporate borrowers This as well as credit

rating downgrades experienced by such member states could adversely

affect the Groups access to the debt capital markets and may increase

the Groups funding costs which could have material adverse impact

on the Groups earnings cash flow and financial condition In addition

EU member states in which the Group operates have agreed to provide

financial assistance to certain member states currently Greece and

Ireland and may be required to provide financial assistance to other EU

member states in the future which may in turn have negative impact on

the financial condition of those EU member states providing the

assistance The Groups exposure to the economies of such member

states in particular Ireland has resulted in the Group making significant

provisions Should the adverse economic conditions currently faced by

such member states be replicated in other EU member states the risks

discussed above would be exacerbated

In addition the Group will continue to be exposed to the risk of loss if

major corporate borrowers or counterparty financial institutions fail or are

otherwise unable to meet their obligations The Group is currently

exposed to country concentration risk in the US the UK and the rest of

Europe and certain business sector concentration risk relating to personal

and banking and financial institution exposures The Groups

performance may also be affected by future recovery rates on assets and

the historical assumptions underlying asset recovery rates which as has

already occurred in certain instances may no longer be accurate given

the unprecedented market disruption and general economic instability

The precise nature of all the risks and uncertainties the Group faces as

result of current economic conditions cannot be predicted and many of

these risks are outside the control of the Group

Ida Group subjeotto vanaty of nsks as reujt of rn anZnq the

Stats Ski struoturtng dan and kt prohjbked from making docrefunaty

nerd coupon nayments on extstng hybrtd cap5aj trtrument

jtnckidng preerence shares and snares whjch may mpsr he Groups

abifity to rattan new Tknr caokaj

The Group was required to obtain State Aid approval for the aid given to

the Group by HM Treasury as part of the placing and open offer

undertaken by the company in December 2008 the First Placing and

Open Offer the issuance of 25.5 billion of shares in the capital of the

company the shares which are subject to certain terms and

conditions convertible into ordinary shares of the company to HM

Treasury contingent commitment by HM Treasury to subscribe the

Contingent Subscription for up to an additional billion of shares

the Contingent shares if certain conditions are met and the Groups

participation
in the Asset Protection Scheme the APS the State Aid

In that context as part of the terms of the State Aid approval the Group

together with HM Treasury agreed the terms of restructuring plan the

State Aid restructuring plan

As part of the State Aid restructuring plan there is prohibition on the

making of discretionary dividend including preference shares and

shares or coupon payments on existing hybrid capital instruments for

two-year period which commenced on 30Apr11 2010 These restrictions

will prevent the company the Royal Bank and other Group companies

other than companies in the RBS Holdings N.y group which was

renamed from ABN AMRO Holding N.y on April 2010 which are

subject to different restrictions from paying dividends on their preference

shares and coupons on other Tier securities and the company from

paying dividends on its ordinary shares for the same duration and it may

impair the Groups ability to raise new capital through the issuance of

ordinary shares and other securities issued by the company

The Group is subject to variety of risks as result of implementing the

State Aid
restructuring plan including required asset disposals In

particular the Group agreed to undertake series of measures to be

implemented over four-year period from December 2009 which include

disposing of RBS Insurance the Groups insurance division subject to

potentially maintaining minority interest until the end of 2014 The

company also agreed to divest its global card payment services business

Global Merchant Services GMS by the end of 2013 subject to the

company retaining up to 20 per cent of GMS if required by the purchaser

its interest in RBS Sempra Commodities LLP RBS Sempra

Commodities the Groups joint venture with Sempra Energy and

leading global commodities trader and the Royal Bank branch-based

business in England and Wales and the NatWest branches in Scotland

along with the Direct small and medium-size enterprise SME customers

and certain mid-corporate customers across the UK The Group has

progressed with certain of these disposals over the course of 2010 For

further information see Material Contracts There is no assurance that

the price that the Group receives or has received for any assets sold

pursuant to the State Aid restructuring plan will be at level the Group

considers adequate or which it could obtain in circumstances in which the

Group was not required to sell such assets in order to implement the

State Aid restructuring plan or if such sale were not subject to the

restrictions contained in the terms thereof Further if the Group fails to

complete any of the required disposals within the agreed timeframes for

such disposals under the terms of the State Aid approval divestiture

trustee may be empowered to conduct the disposals with the mandate to

complete the disposal at no minimum price

Furthermore if the Group is unable to comply with the terms of the State

Aid approval it could constitute misuse of aid In circumstances where

the European Commission doubts that the Group is complying with the

terms of the State Aid approval it may open formal investigation At the

conclusion of any such investigation if the European Commission

decided that there had been misuse of aid it could issue decision

requiring HM Treasury to recover the misused aid which could have

material adverse impact on the Group
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In implementing the State Aid restructuring plan the Group will lose

existing customers deposits and other assets both directly through the

sale and potentially through the impact on the rest of the Groups

business arising from implementing the State Aid restructuring plan and

the potential for realising additional associated revenues and margins

that it otherwise might have achieved in the absence of such disposals

Further the loss of such revenues and related income may extend the

time period over which the Group may pay any amounts owed to NM

Treasury under the APS or otherwise The implementation of the State

Aid restructuring plan may also result in disruption to the retained

business and give rise to significant strain on management employee

operational and financial resources impacting customers and employees

and giving rise to separation costs which could be substantial

The implementation of the State Aid restructuring plan may result in the

emergence of one or more new viable competitors or material

strengthening of one or more of the Groups existing competitors in the

Groups markets The effect of this on the Groups future competitive

position revenues and margins is uncertain and there could be an

adverse effect on the Groups operations and financial condition and its

business generally

If any or all of the risks described above or any other currently

unforeseen risks materialise there could be materially adverse impact

on the Groups business operations financial condition capital position

and competitive position

Groups abitty to immemeet its etrathgic plan depends on the

success the Groups retocus on its core strengths end its balance

sneei reduction pmgrarn me
In light of the changed global economic outlook the Group is engaged in

financial and core business restructuring which is focused on achieving

appropriate risk-adjusted returns under these changed circumstances

reducing reliance on wholesale funding and lowering exposure to capital

intensive businesses key part of this restructuring is the programme

announced in February 2009 to run-down and sell the Groups non-core

assets and businesses and the continued review of the Groups portfolio

to
identify

further disposals of certain non-core assets and businesses

Assets identified for this purpose and allocated to the Groups Non-Core

division totalled 252 billion excluding derivatives as at 31 December

2008 At 31 December 2010 this total had reduced to 137.9 billion

excluding derivatives largely as result of the progress made in

business disposals and portfolio sales during the course of 2010 This

balance sheet reduction programme continues alongside the disposals

under the State Aid restructuring plan approved by the European

Commission

Because the ability to dispose of assets and the price achieved for such

disposals will be dependent on prevailing economic and market

conditions which may remain challenging there is no assurance that the

Group will be able to sell or run-down as applicable those remaining

businesses it is seeking to exit either on favourable economic terms to

the Group or at all Tax liabilities could arise on the disposal of assets

Furthermore where transactions are entered into for the purpose of

selling non-core assets and businesses they may be subject to

conditions precedent including government and regulatory approvals and

completion mechanics that in certain cases may entail consent from

customers There is no assurance that such conditions precedent will be

satisfied or consents and approvals obtained in timely manner or at all

There is consequently risk that the Group may fail to complete such

disposals by any agreed longstop date

In addition the Group may be liable for any deterioration in businesses

being sold between the announcement of the disposal and its completion

In certain cases the period between the announcement of transaction

and its completion may be lengthy and may span many months Other

risks that may arise out of the disposal of the Groups assets include

ongoing liabilities up to completion of the relevant transaction in respect

of the assets and businesses disposed of commercial and other risks

associated with meeting covenants to the buyer during the period up to

completion the risk of employee and customer attrition in the period up to

completion substantive indemnity obligations in favour of the buyer the

risk of liability for breach of warranty the need to continue to provide

transitional service arrangements for potentially lengthy periods following

completion of the relevant transaction to the businesses being transferred

and redundancy and other transaction costs Further the Group may be

required to enter into covenants agreeing not to compete in certain

markets for specific periods of time In addition as noted above in the

context of the State Aid restructuring plan and in the context of other

disposals the Group will lose existing customers deposits and other

assets both directly through the sale and potentially through the impact

on the rest of the Groups business arising from implementing the

restructuring plans and the potential for realising additional associated

revenues and margins that it otherwise might have achieved in the

absence of such disposals

Any of the above factors could negatively affect the Groups ability to

implement its strategic plan and have material adverse effect on the

Groups business results of operations financial condition capital
ratios

and liquidity and could result in loss of value in the Securities
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Liquidity risk is the risk that bank will be unable to meet its obligations

including funding commitments as they fall due This risk is inherent in

banking operations and can be heightened by number of enterprise

specific factors including an over-reliance on particular source of

wholesale funding including for example short-term and overnight

funding changes in credit ratings or market-wide phenomena such as

market dislocation and major disasters During recent years credit

markets worldwide have experienced severe reduction in liquidity and

term-funding During this time the market perception of bank credit risk

has changed significantly and banks that are deemed by the market to be

riskier have issued debt at premium to the cost of debt for banks that

are perceived by the market as being safer The uncertainty regarding the

perception of credit risk across different banking groups also led to

reductions in inter-bank lending and hence in common with many other

banking groups the Groups access to traditional sources of liquidity has

been and may again be restricted In addition in common with other

banking groups the Group has experienced pressures to increase the

average maturity of its wholesale funding An increase in the maturity of

wholesale funding has the effect of increasing the Groups overall cost of

funding

The Groups liquidity management focuses on maintaining diverse and

appropriate funding strategy for its assets controlling the mismatch of

maturities and carefully monitoring its undrawn commitments and

contingent liabilities However the Groups ability to access sources of

liquidity for example through the issue or sale of financial and other

instruments or through the use of term loans during recent periods of

liquidity
stress has been constrained to the point where it in common

with many other banking groups has had to rely on shorter term and

overnight funding with consequent reduction in overall liquidity and to

increase its recourse to liquidity schemes provided by central banks

While money market conditions improved during the course of 2009 and

2010 with the Group seeing material reduction of funding from central

banks and the issuance of non-government guaranteed term debt further

tightening of credit markets could have materially adverse impact on

the Group The Group in common with other banking groups may need

to seek funds from alternative sources and potentially at higher costs

than has previously been the case

In addition there is also risk that corporate and financial institution

counterparties with credit exposures may seek to reduce their credit

exposures to banks given current risk aversion trends It is possible that

credit market dislocation becomes so severe that overnight funding from

non-government sources ceases to be available

Like many banking groups the Group relies on customer deposits to

meet considerable portion of its funding Furthermore as part of its

ongoing strategy to improve its liquidity position the Group is actively

seeking to increase the proportion of its funding represented by customer

deposits However such deposits are subject to fluctuation due to certain

factors outside the Groups control such as loss of confidence

increasing competitive pressures for retail customer deposits or the

encouraged or mandated repatriation of deposits by foreign wholesale or

central bank depositors which could result in significant outflow of

deposits within short period of time There is currently heavy

competition among UK banks for retail customer deposits which has

increased the cost of procuring new deposits and impacted the Groups

ability to grow its deposit base An inability to grow or any material

decrease in the Groups deposits could particularly if accompanied by

one of the other factors described above have materially adverse

impact on the Groups ability to satisfy its liquidity needs unless

corresponding actions were taken to improve the liquidity profile of other

deposits or to reduce assets Significant progress was made during the

course of 2010 in reducing non-core asset levels While the liquidity

position of the Group may be materially adversely impacted if it is unable

to achieve the run-off and sale of non-core and other assets and

businesses as expected the magnitude of this risk reduced during the

course of 2010 Any significant delay in those plans may nevertheless

require the Group to consider disposals of other assets not previously

identified for disposal to achieve its funded balance sheet target level

The Group has participated in governmental support schemes including

the UK Government Credit Guarantee Scheme and the Special Liquidity

Scheme The Credit Guarantee Scheme closed for new issuance in

February 2010 and the Special Liquidity Scheme closed for new

transactions in January 2009 All of the Groups financing under the

United Kingdom Government Credit Guarantee Scheme and the Special

Liquidity Scheme matures in 2011 and 2012 As at 31 December 2010

the total amount outstanding of debt instruments issued by RBS which

benefit from the United Kingdom Government Credit Guarantee scheme

was 41.5 billion The Group expects to mitigate the impact of this

refinancing concentration through combination of seeking funds from

alternative sources the continuation of the Groups balance sheet

reduction programme and other reductions in the Groups net wholesale

funding requirement However there can be no assurance that such

mitigation efforts will be successful

There can be no assurance that the measures described above

alongside other available measures will succeed in improving the funding

and liquidity in the markets in which the Group operates or that these

measures combined with any increased cost of any funding currently

available in the market will not lead to further increase in the Groups

overall cost of funding or require the Group to consider disposals of other

assets not previously identified for disposal to reduce its funding

requirements each of which could have material adverse impact on the

Groups financial condition and results of operations or result in loss of

value in the Securities

The hnarrca performance he Group has been matertaty effected oy

retenoretrons borrower credO qudilty end mey 000000e toes

mpanted Dy ens further deterorah000 Ocudno CS CSut of macsong
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Risks arising from changes in credit quality and the recoverability of loans

and amounts due from counterparties are inherent in wide range of the

Groups businesses Whilst some economies stabilised over the course

of the last two years the Group may continue to see adverse changes in

the credit quality of its borrowers and counterparties for example as

result of their inability to refinance their debts with increasing

delinquencies defaults and insolvencies across range of sectors such

as the personal and financial institution sectors and in number of

geographies such as the UK the US and the rest of Europe particularly

Ireland
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The credit quality of the Groups borrowers and counterparties is

impacted by prevailing economic and market conditions as well as by the

legal
and regulatory landscape in their respective markets and if there is

further deterioration in economic and market conditions in one or more

markets in which the Group operates or there are changes to the legal or

regulatory landscapes in such markets this could worsen the credit

quality of the Groups borrowers and couriterparties and also impact the

Groups ability to enforce contractual security rights

In the United States during the last year there has been disruption in the

ability of certain financial institutions to complete foreclosure proceedings

in timely manner or at all including as result of interventions by

certain states and local governments This disruption has lengthened the

time to complete foreclosures increased the backlog of repossessed

properties and in certain cases has resulted in the invalidation of

purported foreclosures In addition number of other financial institutions

have experienced increased repurchase demands in respect of US

mortgage loans or other related securities originated and sold However

the Group has not experienced significant volume of repurchase

demands in respect of similar loans or related securities it originated or

sold and has not ceased any of its US foreclosure activities

The trends and risks affecting borrower credit quality have caused and in

the future may cause the Group to experience further and accelerated

impairment charges increased repurchase demands higher costs

additional write-downs and losses for the Group and may result in loss

of value in the Securities

The actual or perceived failure or worsening credit of the Grouos

countetpatters has adversely aftCcted and could cominue to adversely

affect the Group

The Groups ability to engage in routine funding transactions has been

and will continue to be adversely affected by the actual or perceived

failure or worsening credit of its counterparties including other financial

institutions and corporate borrowers The Group has exposure to many

different industries and counterparties and routinely executes

transactions with counterparties in the financial industry including

brokers and dealers commercial banks investment banks mutual and

hedge funds and other institutional clients As result defaults by or

even the perceived creditworthiness of or concerns about one or more

corporate borrowers financial institutions sovereign counterparties or the

financial services industry generally have led to market-wide liquidity

problems losses and defaults and could lead to further losses being

incurred by the Group or by other institutions Many of these transactions

expose the Group to credit risk in the event of default of the Groups

counterparty or client and the Group does have significant exposures to

certain individual counterparties including counterparties in certain

weakened sectors and geographic markets particularly the United States

and Europe In addition the Groups credit risk is exacerbated when the

collateral it holds cannot be realised or is liquidated at prices not sufficient

to recover the full amount of the loan or derivative exposure that is due to

the Group which is most likely to occur during periods of illiquidity and

depressed asset valuations such as those experienced in recent years

Any such losses could have an adverse effect on the Groups results of

operations and financial condition or result in loss of value in the

Securities

The Groups earnings and financial condition have been and its future

earninqs and financial condition may continue to be materially atfected

ny depressed asset valuatons re5uitinct from poor market conditions

Financial markets continue to be subject to significant stress conditions

where steep falls in perceived or actual asset values have been

accompanied by severe reduction in market liquidity as exemplified by

recent events affecting asset-backed collateralised debt obligations

residential mortgage-backed securities and the leveraged loan market In

dislocated markets hedging and other risk management strategies have

proven not to be as effective as they are in normal market conditions due

in part to the decreasing credit quality of hedge counterparties including

monoline and other insurance companies and credit derivative product

companies Severe market events have resulted in the Group recording

large write-downs on its credit market exposures in recent years Any

deterioration in economic and financial market conditions could lead to

further impairment charges and write-downs Moreover market volatility

and illiquidity and the assumptions judgements and estimates in relation

to such matters that may change over time and may ultimately not turn

out to be accurate make it difficult to value certain of the Groups

exposures Valuations in future periods reflecting among other things

then-prevailing market conditions and changes in the credit
ratings

of

certain of the Groups assets may result in significant changes in the fair

values of the Groups exposures even in respect of exposures such as

credit market exposures for which the Group has previously recorded

write-downs In addition the value ultimately realised by the Group may

be materially different from the current or estimated fair value Any of

these factors could require the Group to recognise further significant

write-downs in addition to those already recorded or realised or realise

increased impairment charges which may have material adverse effect

on its financial condition and its results of operations or result in loss of

value in the Securities

Further information about the write-downs which the Group has incurred

and the assets it has reclassified can be found in the Risk and balance

sheet management section of the Business review

The value or effectiveness of any credit orotection that the Group has

ourchased 1rpm monoline and other insurers end other marker

ccuniorperlirrs inciudrnp credit denvative roduct companies depends

on the value of the underlying assets and me financial condition of the

insurers and such counterperties

The Group has credit exposure arising from over-the-counter derivative

contracts mainly credit default swaps COS5 which are carried at fair

value The fair value of these CDSs as well as the Groups exposure to

the risk of default by the underlying counterparties depends on the

valuation and the perceived credit risk of the instrument against which

protection has been bought Since 2007 monoline and other insurers and

other market counterparties including credit derivative product

companies have been adversely affected by their exposure to residential

mortgage linked and corporate credit products whether synthetic or

otherwise and their actual and perceived creditworthiness has

deteriorated rapidly which may continue If the financial condition of

these counterparties or their actual or perceived creditworthiness

deteriorates further the Group may record further credit valuation

adjustments on the credit protection bought from these counterparties

under the CDSs in addition to those already recorded and such

adjustments may have material adverse impact on the Groups financial

condition and results of operations
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Changes nterer0 rates fr.reigrr erchanqe rates credh spreads bond

equity and commodity prices basis voiattiiy and correlation risks and

purer marker factors have significantly
affected and call conbnue to aitecr

the Groups business and results of operations

Some of the most significant market risks the Group faces are interest

rate foreign exchange credit spread bond equity and commodity price

and basis volatility
and correlation risks Changes in interest rate levels

yield curves and spreads may affect the interest rate margin realised

between lending and borrowing costs the effect of which may be

heightened during periods of liquidity stress such as those experienced

in recent years Changes in currency rates particularly in the sterling-US

dollar and sterling-euro exchange rates affect the value of assets

liabilities income and expenses denominated in foreign currencies and

the reported earnings of the companys non-UK subsidiaries principally

Citizens Financial Group Inc Citizens The Royal Bank of Scotland

N.y which was renamed from ABN AMRO Bank NV on February

2010 RBS NV and RBS Securities Inc and may affect income from

foreign exchange dealing The company prepares its consolidated

financial statements in
sterling

Fluctuations in the exchange rates used

to translate other currencies into sterling affect the companys reported

consolidated financial condition results of operations and cash flows from

year to year and those of the Groups operations whose functional

currency is not sterling

The performance of financial markets may affect bond equity and

commodity prices and therefore cause changes in the value of the

Groups investment and trading portfolios This has been the case during

the period since August 2007 with market disruptions and volatility

resulting in significant variations in the value of such portfolios As part of

its ongoing derivatives operations the Group also faces significant basis

volatility
and correlation risks for which materialisation is highly

dependent on relative changes in the first order risks referred to above

While the Group has implemented risk management methods to mitigate

and control these and other market risks to which it is exposed it is

difficult particularly
in the current environment to predict with accuracy

changes in economic or market conditions and to anticipate the effects

that such changes could have on the Groups financial performance and

business operations

The Groups horrowtrrq costs is access to the debt caphal markets sort

its hquidity dopend myroticantly on itS anrt bra UK Governrnerrte credrt

stings

The company the Royal Bank and other Group members have been

subject to number of credit rating downgrades in the recent past Any

future reductions in the long-term or short-term credit ratings of the

company or one of its principal subsidiaries particularly the Royal Bank

would further increase its borrowing costs require the Group to replace

funding lost due to the downgrade which may include the loss of

customer deposits and may also limit the Groups access to capital and

money markets and trigger additional collateral requirements in

derivatives contracts and other secured funding arrangements

Furthermore given the extent of the UK Government ownership and

support provided to the Group through HM Treasurys guarantee scheme

announced by the UK Government on October 2008 the Credit

Guarantee Scheme any downgrade in the UK Governments credit

ratings could materially adversely affect the credit ratings of Group

companies and may have the effects noted above Standard Poors

Credit Market Services Europe Limited reaffirmed the UK Governments

AAA rating with stable outlook on 26 October 2010 and Moodys

Investors Service Limited reaffirmed the UK Governments Aaa rating

on May 2010 Fitch Ratings Limited reaffirmed the UK Governments

AAA
rating

with stable outlook on 31 July 2009 and Moodys Investors

Service Limited reiterated the UK Governments stable outlook on 23

June 2010 Credit ratings of RBS N.V Ulster Bank and Citizens are also

important to the Group when competing in certain markets such as over-

the-counter derivatives As result any further reductions in the

companys long-term or short-term credit ratings or those of its principal

subsidiaries could adversely affect the Groups access to liquidity and

competitive position increase its funding costs and have material

adverse impact on the Groups earnings cash flow and financial

condition or result in loss of value in the Securities

The Groups business performance could be adversely affectert if its

caprtat rlot managea effectively or as result of changes to capital

adequacy and liquidity requirements

Effective management of the Groups capital is critical to its ability to

operate its businesses to grow organically and to pursue its strategy of

returning to standalone strength The Group is required by regulators in

the UK the US and other jurisdictions in which it undertakes regulated

activities to maintain adequate capital resources The maintenance of

adequate capital is also necessary for the Groups financial flexibility in

the face of continuing turbulence and uncertainty in the global economy

Accordingly the purpose of the issuance of the 25.5 billion of shares

the grant of the Contingent Subscription and the previous placing and

open offers was to allow the Group to strengthen its capital position The

FSAs liquidity policy statement issued in October 2009 states that UK

regulated firms must hold sufficient eligible securities to survive liquidity

stress and that liquidity policy statement together with the developments

described below has resulted in the Group holding greater amount of

government securities to ensure that it has adequate liquidity in times of

financial stress

On 17 December 2009 the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

the Basel Committee proposed number of fundamental reforms to

the regulatory capital framework in its consultative document entitled

Strengthening the resilience of the banking sector On 12 September

2010 the Group of Governors and Heads of Supervision the oversight

body of the Basel Committee announced further details of the proposed

substantial strengthening of existing capital requirements and the

reforms were endorsed by the G-20 leaders after the G-20 Summit in

Seoul in November 2010 On 16 December2010 the Basel Committee

published the Basel III rules in documents entitled Basel Ill global

regulatory framework for more resilient banks and banking systems

containing the reforms
relating

to capital and Basel III International

framework for liquidity risk measurement standards and monitoring

containing the reforms relating to liquidity
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The Basel Committees package of reforms includes increasing the

minimum common equity requirement from 2% before the application of

regulatory adjustments to 4.5% after the application of stricter regulatory

adjustments The total Tier capital requirement which includes

common equity and other qualifying financial instruments will increase

from 4% to 6% The total capital requirement which comprises Tier

capital and Tier capital remains at 8% In addition banks will be

required to maintain in the form of common equity after the application

of deductions capital conservation buffer of 2.5% to withstand future

periods of stress bringing the total common equity requirements to 7% If

there is excess credit growth in any given country resulting
in system-

wide build up of risk countercyclical buffer within range of 0% to 2.5%

of common equity or possibly other fully loss absorbing capital is to be

applied as an extension of the conservation buffer In addition leverage

ratio will be introduced together with
liquidity coverage ratio and net

stable funding ratio The liquidity coverage ratio is intended to promote

resilience to potential liquidity stress scenarios
lasting

for 30-day period

The net stable funding ratio is intended to limit over reliance on short-

term wholesale funding and has been developed to provide sustainable

maturity structure of assets and liabilities The Basel Committee is

conducting further work on systemically important financial institutions

and contingent capital in close coordination with the Financial Stability

Board The Basel Committee has stated that measures may include

capital surcharges contingent capital and bail-in debt which could be

introduced by statute possibly impacting existing as well as future issues

of debt and exposing them to the risk of conversion into equity and/or

write-down of principal amount Such measures would be in addition to

proposals for the write-off of Tier and Tier debt and its possible

conversion into ordinary shares if bank becomes non-viable

The Basel Committee is expected to complete by early to mid 2011

methodology for identifying global systemically important financial

institutions with view to the Financial Stability Board and national

authorities determining by mid-2011 those institutions to which the

recommendations for
global systemically important financial institutions

will initially apply In addition by mid-2011 the Basel Committee is to

complete study of how much additional loss absorbency capacity global

systemically important financial institutions should have and how much of

such capacity could be provided by the various proposed instruments

which include contingent capital
securities and bail-in debt

The implementation of the Basel Ill reforms will begin on January 2013

however the requirements are subject to series of transitional

arrangements and will be phased in over period of time to be fully

effective by 2019

To the extent the Group has estimated the indicative impact that Basel Ill

reforms may have on its RWAs and capital ratios such estimates are

preliminary and subject to uncertainties and may change In particular

the estimates assume mitigating actions will be taken by the Group such

as deleveraging of legacy positions and securitisations including Non-

Core as well as other actions being taken to derisk market and

counterparty exposures which may not occur as anticipated in timely

manner or at all

The Basel Committee changes and other future changes to capital

adequacy and liquidity requirements in the UK and in other jurisdictions in

which it operates including the European Commissions public

consultation on further possible changes to the Capital Requirements

Directive launched in February 2010 may require the Group to raise

additional Tier including Core Tier and Tier
capital by way of

further issuances of securities including in the form of ordinary shares or

shares and will result in
existing

Tier and Tier securities issued by

the Group ceasing to count towards the Groups regulatory capital either

at the same level as present or at all The requirement to raise additional

Core Tier
capital

could have number of negative consequences for

the company and its shareholders including impairing the companys

ability to pay dividends on or make other distributions in respect of

ordinary shares and
diluting

the ownership of
existing shareholders of the

company If the Group is unable to raise the requisite Tier and Tier

capital it may be required to further reduce the amount of its risk-

weighted assets and engage in the disposal of core and other Non-Core

businesses which may not occur on timely basis or achieve prices

which would otherwise be attractive to the Group In addition pursuant to

the State Aid approval should the Groups Core Tier capital ratio

decline to below per cent at any time before 31 December 2014 or

should the Group fall short of its funded balance sheet target level after

adjustments for 31 December 2013 by 30 billion or more the Group will

be required to reduce its risk-weighted assets by further 60 billion in

excess of its plan through further disposals of identifiable businesses and

their associated assets As provided in the Acquisition and Contingent

Capital Agreement as defined below the Group will also be subject to

restrictions on payments on its hybrid capital instruments should its Core

Tier ratio fall below per cent or if it would fall below per cent as

result of such payment

As at 31 December 2010 the Groups Tier and Core Tier capital

ratios were 12.9 per cent and 10.7 per cent respectively calculated in

accordance with FSA requirements Any change that limits the Groups

ability to manage effectively
its balance sheet and

capital resources going

forward including for example reductions in
profits

and retained

earnings as result of write-downs or otherwise increases in risk

weighted assets delays in the disposal of certain assets or the
inability to

syndicate loans as result of market conditions growth in unfunded

pension exposures or otherwise or to access funding sources could

have material adverse impact on its financial condition and regulatory

capital position or result in loss of value in the securities
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The vaue of certten financta tnstruments recorded at fatr vatue

dot rrntrred ang arca niodes orpottrtg assumptions

judgernonts and sttmates that may change over time or may uthmatety

not tom out to he accurate

Under IFRS the Group recognises at fair value financial instruments

classified as held-for-trading or designated as at fair value through

profit or loss ii financial assets classified as available-for-sale and iii

derivatives Generally to establish the fair value of these instruments the

Group relies on quoted market prices or where the market for financial

instrument is not sufficiently active internal valuation models that utilise

observable market data In certain circumstances the data for individual

financial instruments or classes of financial instruments utilised by such

valuation models may not be available or may become unavailable due to

changes in market conditions as has been the case during the recent

financial crisis In such circumstances the Groups internal valuation

models require the Group to make assumptions judgements and

estimates to establish fair value In common with other financial

institutions these internal valuation models are complex and the

assumptions judgements and estimates the Group is required to make

often relate to matters that are inherently uncertain such as expected

cash flows the
ability

of borrowers to service debt residential and

commercial property price appreciation and depreciation and relative

levels of defaults and deficiencies Such assumptions judgements and

estimates may need to be updated to reflect changing facts trends and

market conditions The resulting change in the fair values of the financial

instruments has had and could continue to have material adverse effect

on the Groups earnings and financial condition

Also recent market volatility and illiquidity have challenged the factual

bases of certain underlying assumptions and have made it difficult to

value certain of the Groups financial instruments Valuations in future

periods reflecting prevailing market conditions may result in further

significant changes in the fair values of these instruments which could

have material adverse effect on the Groups results of operations and

financial condition or result in loss of value in the Securities

The Gronu cerates markets that are highly comoehtive and

convofdating the Group is unaher to pertorm ettectivey ta business

and reCuSs cff operabons wifi be adversety affected

The consolidation that has taken place in recent years among banking

institutions in the UK the US and throughout Europe continues to change

the competitive landscape for banks and other financial institutions If

financial markets continue to be volatile more banks may be forced to

consolidate This consolidation in combination with the introduction of

new entrants into the US and UK markets from other European and Asian

countries could increase competitive pressures on the Group

In addition certain competitors may have access to lower cost funding

and/or be able to attract retail deposits on more favourable terms than the

Group and may have stronger multi-channel and more efficient

operations as result of greater historical investments Furthermore the

Groups competitors may be better able to attract and retain clients and

key employees which may have negative impact on the Groups

relative performance and future prospects

Furthermore increased government ownership of and involvement in

banks generally may have an impact on the competitive landscape in the

major markets in which the Group operates The effects of the substantial

government shareholding and involvement in the banks may differ from

jurisdiction to jurisdiction and such involvement may cause the Group to

experience stronger competition for corporate institutional and retail

clients and greater pressure on profit margins Future disposals and

restructurings by the Group and the compensation structure and

restrictions imposed on the Group may also have an impact on its ability

to compete effectively Since the markets in which the Group operates

are expected to remain highly competitive in all areas these and other

changes to the competitive landscape could adversely affect the Groups

business margins profitability financial condition and prospects or result

in loss of value in the Securities

Ge condtion to tiM Treasury support the compan.y has agreed to

certatn underalvnqs whh.h may serve to Urnd no Groups ceralions

Under the terms of the First Placing and Open Offer the company

provided certain undertakings aimed at ensuring that the subscription by

HM Treasury of the relevant ordinary shares and preference shares and

the Groups participation in the Credit Guarantee Scheme offered by HM

Treasury as part of its support for the UK banking industry are compatible

with the common market under EU law These undertakings included

certain lending commitments in relation to UK residential mortgage

lending and lending to SME5 in the UK until 28 February 2011 ii

regulating management remuneration and iii regulating the rate of

growth of the Groups balance sheet Under the terms of the placing and

open offer undertaken by the company in April 2009 the Second Placing

and Open Offer the Groups undertakings in relation to mortgage

lending and lending to SME5 were extended to larger commercial and

industrial companies in the UK Pursuant to these arrangements the

Group agreed to make available to creditworthy borrowers on commercial

terms 16 billion above the amount the company had budgeted to lend

to UK businesses and billion above the amount the company had

budgeted to lend to UK homeowners in the year commencing March

2009

In relation to the 2009 commitment period which ended on 28 February

2010 the Groups net mortgage lending to UK homeowners was 12.7

billion above the amount it had
originally budgeted to lend In relation to

its business lending commitment the Group extended 41 billion of gross

new facilities drawn and undrawn to UK businesses including
27

billion to SMEs but in the economic environment
prevailing at the time

many customers were strongly focused on reducing their borrowings and

repayments consequently increased Moreover the withdrawal of foreign

lenders was less pronounced than anticipated there was sharp

increase in capital market issuance and demand continued to be weak

As result the Groups net lending did not reach the 16 billion targeted
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Risk factors continued

In March 2010 the Royal Bank agreed with the UK Government to

certain adjustments to the lending commitments for the 2010 commitment

period the 12 month period which commenced on March 2010 to

reflect expected economic circumstances over the period As part of the

amended lending commitments the Royal Bank has committed among

other things to make available gross new facilities drawn or undrawn of

50 billion to UK businesses in the period March 2010 to 28 February

2011 In addition the Royal Bank has agreed with the UK Government to

make available billion of net mortgage lending in the 2010

commitment period This is decrease of billion on the net mortgage

lending target that previously applied to the 2010 commitment period

which ends on 28 February 2011 to reflect that the mortgage lending

commitment for the 2009 commitment period was increased from

billion to 10 billion At 31 December 2010 RBS was on track to meet

both its business and mortgage lending targets

As discussed above the Group has also agreed to certain other material

commitments under the State Aid restructuring plan approved by the

European Commission in relation to State Aid including an agreement to

refrain from making discretionary dividends including on preference

shares and shares or coupon payments on existing hybrid capital

instruments for two-year period which commenced on 30 April 2010 It

is possible that the Group may in future be subject to further restrictions

on payments on such hybrid capital instruments whether as result of

undertakings given to regulatory bodies or otherwise The Group has also

agreed to certain other undertakings in the Acquisition and Contingent

Capital Agreement the Acquisition and Contingent Capital Agreement

The undertakings described above may serve to limit the Groups

operations See also HM Treasury or UKFI on its behalf may be able to

exercise significant degree of influence over the Group

The Group could tail to attract or retain senior management which may

include members of the Board or other key employees and it may suffer

does nt mwntan peed ampoyee relations

The Groups ability to implement its strategy depends on the ability and

experience of its senior management which may include directors and

other key employees The loss of the services of certain key employees

particularly to competitors could have an adverse impact on the Groups

business The Groups future success will also depend on its ability to

attract retain and remunerate highly
skilled and

qualified personnel

competitively with its peers This cannot be guaranteed particularly in

light of heightened regulatory oversight of banks and heightened scrutiny

of and in some cases restrictions placed upon management and

employee compensation arrangements in
particular

those in
receipt of

Government funding such as the Group In connection with its

accession to the APS the Group agreed with HM Treasury that it will be

at the leading edge of implementing the G-20 principles and to consult

with UK Financial Investments Limited UKFl in connection with the

Groups remuneration policy and the Group made commitment to HM

Treasury to comply with the FSA Remuneration Code which came into

force on January 2010 On January 2011 revised FSA

Remuneration Code came into effect to implement the requirements of

the Capital Requirements Directive Ill In addition as result of its

accession to the APS the Group also has reached agreement with HM

Treasury in relation to remuneration arrangements for the executive

directors of the Group and certain employees involved in the APS
including approval rights for the Asset Protection Agency on annual APS
related performance targets The deferral and claw-back provisions

implemented by the Group may impair the ability of the Group to attract

and retain suitably qualified personnel in various parts of the Groups

businesses

In recent years the Group has altered certain of the pension benefits it

offers to staff and some employees continue to participate in defined

benefit arrangements The following two changes have been made to the

main defined benefit pension plans yearly limit on the amount of any

salary increase that will count for pension purposes and ii reduction in

the severance lump sum for those who take an immediate undiscounted

pension for redundancy

In addition to the effects of such measures on the Groups ability to retain

senior management and other key employees the marketplace for skilled

personnel is becoming more competitive which means the cost of hiring

training and retaining skilled personnel may continue to increase The

failure to attract or retain sufficient number of appropriately skilled

personnel could place the Group at significant competitive

disadvantage and prevent the Group from successfully implementing its

strategy which could have material adverse effect on the Groups

financial condition and results of operations or result in loss of value in

the Securities

In addition certain of the Groups employees in the UK continental

Europe and other jurisdictions in which the Group operates are

represented by employee representative bodies including trade unions

Engagement with its employees and such bodies is important to the

Group and breakdown of these relationships could adversely affect the

Groups business reputation and results As the Group implements cost

saving initiatives and disposes of or runs-down certain assets or

businesses including as part of its restructuring plans it faces increased

risk in this regard and there can be no assurance that the Group will be

able to maintain good relations with its employees or employee

representative bodies in respect of all matters As result the Group

may experience strikes or other industrial action from time to time which

could have an adverse effect on its business and results of operations

and could cause damage to its reputation
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Each of he Groups businesses is subject to coOslantiet regutahon and

oversight Significant re ulatory developments could have an adverse

effect on how the Groun conducts ta business and on its results of

rOerations and bnenciat condition

The Group is subject to financial services laws regulations corporate

governance requirements administrative actions and
policies

in each

jurisdiction in which it operates All of these are subject to change

particularly in the current regulatory and market environment where there

have been unprecedented levels of government intervention changes to

the regulations governing financial institutions and reviews of the industry

including nationalisations or injections of government capital in the US
the UK and other European countries In recent years there has also

been increasing focus in the UK US and other
jurisdictions

in which the

Group operates on compliance with anti-bribery anti-money laundering

anti-terrorism and other similar sanctions regimes

As result of the environment in which the Group operates increasing

regulatory focus in certain areas and ongoing and possible future

changes in the financial services regulatory landscape including

requirements imposed by virtue of the Groups participation in

government or regulator-led initiatives the Group expects to face greater

regulation and scrutiny
in the UK the US and other countries in which it

operates

Although it is difficult to predict with certainty the effect that recent

regulatory developments and heightened levels of public and regulatory

scrutiny will have on the Group the enactment of legislation and

regulations in the UK the other parts
of Europe in which the Group

operates and the US such as the bank levy in the UK or the Dodd-Frank

Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act in the US is
likely

to

result in increased capital and liquidity requirements and changes in

regulatory requirements relating to the calculation of capital and liquidity

metrics or other prudential
rules

relating to capital adequacy frameworks

and may result in an increased number of regulatory investigations and

actions Any of these developments could have an adverse impact on

how the Group conducts its business applicable authorisations and

licences the products and services it offers its reputation the value of its

assets its funding costs and its results of operations and financial

condition or result in loss of value in its securities

Areas in which and examples of where governmental policies

regulatory changes and increased
public

and regulatory scrutiny could

have an adverse impact on the Group include but are not limited to

the monetary fiscal interest rate and other policies of central banks

and other governmental or regulatory bodies

requirements to separate retail banking from investment banking

and restrictions on proprietary trading and similar activities within

commercial bank and/or group which contains commercial bank

government-imposed requirements with respect to lending to the UK

SME market and larger commercial and corporate markets and

residential mortgage lending

requirements to operate in way that prioritises objectives other

than shareholder value creation

changes to financial reporting standards including accounting

standards corporate governance requirements corporate

structures and conduct of business rules

the imposition of restrictions on the Groups ability to compensate its

senior management and other employees

regulations relating to and enforcement of anti-bribery anti-money

laundering anti-terrorism or other similar sanctions regimes

rules relating to foreign ownership expropriation nationalisation and

confiscation of assets

other requirements or policies affecting the Groups profitability

such as the imposition of onerous compliance obligations further

restrictions on business growth or pricing and the introduction of

and changes to levies fees or taxes applicable to the Groups

operations such as the imposition of financial activities taxes and

changes in tax rates that reduce the value 0f deferred tax assets

and

other unfavourable political military or diplomatic developments

producing social instability or legal uncertainty which in turn may

affect demand for the Groups products and services

For further information about certain investigations supervisory matters

and litigation matters to which the Group is subject please refer to Note

34 to the Groups financial statements

The Group is and may he subeci to litigation and regulatory

invostigatjons
that may pact is business

The Groups operations are diverse and complex and it operates in legal

and regulatory environments that expose it to potentially significant

litigation regulatory investigation
and other regulatory risk As result

the Group is and may in the future be involved in various disputes legal

proceedings and regulatory investigations in the UK the EU the US and

other
jurisdictions including

class action
litigation anti-money laundering

charges and sanctions compliance investigations and review by the

European Commission under State Aid rules Furthermore the Group

like many other financial institutions has come under greater regulatory

scrutiny in recent years and expects that environment to continue for the

foreseeable future particularly as it relates to compliance with new and

existing corporate governance employee compensation conduct of

business anti-money laundering and anti-terrorism laws and regulations

as well as the provisions of applicable sanctions programmes Disputes

legal proceedings and regulatory investigations are subject to many

uncertainties and their outcomes are often difficult to predict particularly

in the early stages of case or investigation Adverse regulatory action or

adverse judgments in litigation could result in restrictions or limitations on

the Groups operations or have
significant

effect on the Groups

reputation or results of operations or result in loss of value in the

Securities
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Risk factors contwoed

The Groups resuits have been and couid be lurther rnatehaty adversely

affected in the event of goodwit impairment

The Group capitalises goodwill which is calculated as the excess of the

cost of an acquisition over the net fair value of the identifiable assets

liabilities and contingent liabilities acquired Acquired goodwill is

recognised initially at cost and subsequently at cost less any

accumulated impairment losses As required by IFRS the Group tests

goodwill for impairment annually or more frequently at external reporting

dates when events or circumstances indicate that it might be impaired

An impairment test involves comparing the recoverable amount the

higher of the value in use and fair value less cost to sell of an individual

cash generating unit with its carrying value The value in use and fair

value of the Groups cash generating units are affected by market

conditions and the performance of the economies in which the Group

operates Where the Group is required to recognise goodwill

impairment it is recorded in the Groups income statement although it

has no effect on the Groups regulatory capital position For the year

ended 31 December 2008 the Group recorded 32.6 billion accounting

write-down of goodwill and other intangibles principally relating to RBS

Holdings NV formerly ABN AMRO Holding NV and NatWest goodwill

allocated to non-core businesses The Group recorded write down of

goodwill and other intangibles of 363 million for the year ended 31

December 2009 and 10 million for the year ended 31 December 2010

The Group may be required to make further contributions to its pension

schemes lithe value of pension fund assets is not sufficient to cover

potential obtgations

The Group maintains number of defined benefit pension schemes for

past and number of current employees Pensions risk is the risk that the

assets of the Groups various defined benefit pension schemes which are

long term in nature do not fully match the timing and amount of the

schemes liabilities as result of which the Group is required or chooses

to make additional contributions to the schemes Pension scheme

liabilities vary with changes to long-term interest rates inflation

pensionable salaries and the longevity of scheme members as well as

changes in applicable legislation The schemes assets comprise

investment portfolios that are held to meet projected liabilities to the

scheme members Risk arises from the schemes because the value of

these asset portfolios returns from them and any additional future

contributions to the schemes may be less than expected and because

there may be greater than expected increases in the estimated value of

the schemes liabilities In these circumstances the Group could be

obliged or may choose to make additional contributions to the schemes

and during recent periods the Group has voluntarily made such

contributions to the schemes Given the recent economic and financial

market difficulties and the prospect that they may continue over the near

and medium term the Group may experience increasing pension deficits

or be required or elect to make further contributions to its pension

schemes and such deficits and contributions could be significant and

have an adverse impact on the Groups results of operations or financial

condition or result in loss of value in the Securities funding valuation

of the Groups major defined benefit pension plan The Royal Bank of

Scotland Group Pension Fund is currently being carried out with an

effective date of 31 March 2010

The Groups operations are dependent on the ability to process very

large number of transactions efficiently and accurately while complying

with applicable laws and regulations where it does business The Group

has complex and geographically diverse operations and operational risk

and losses can result from internal and external fraud errors by

employees or third parties failure to document transactions properly or to

obtain proper authorisation failure to comply with applicable regulatory

requirements and conduct of business rules including those arising out

of anti-bribery anti-money laundering and anti-terrorism legislation as

well as the provisions of applicable sanctions programmes equipment

failures business continuity and data security system failures natural

disasters or the inadequacy or failure of systems and controls including

those of the Groups suppliers or counterparties Although the Group has

implemented risk controls and loss mitigation actions and substantial

resources are devoted to developing efficient procedures to identify and

rectify weaknesses in existing procedures and to train staff it is not

possible to be certain that such actions have been or will be effective in

controlling each of the operational risks faced by the Group Any

weakness in these systems or controls or any breaches or alleged

breaches of such laws or regulations could result in increased regulatory

supervision enforcement actions and other
disciplinary action and have

an adverse impact on the Groups business applicable authorisations

and licences reputation results of operations and the
price

of its

securities Notwithstanding anything contained in this risk factor it should

not be taken as implying that the company will be unable to comply with

its obligations as company with securities admitted to the Official List of

the UK Listing Authority the Official List nor that it or its relevant

subsidiaries will be unable to comply with its or their obligations as

supervised firms regulated by the FSA

The Group is exposed to the risk of changes in tax leqislation and its

nterpretation and to increases in the rate of corporate and other taxes

the unsdichons in which it operates

The Groups activities are subject to tax at various rates around the world

computed in accordance with local legislation and practice Action by

governments to increase tax rates or to impose additional taxes or to

restrict the tax reliefs currently available to the Group would reduce the

Groups profitability Revisions to tax legislation or to its interpretation

might also affect the Groups results in the future From January 2011

the UK Government increased the standard rate of value added tax from

17.5 per cent to 20 per cent and on January 2011 the UK

Government introduced the banking levy These changes together with

any future changes such as the possible introduction of financial

activities tax could reduce the Groups profitability
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lIM Treasury or UKFI on ta behalf may re able to exerrrrse

decree of influence over the Group

UKFI manages HM Treasurys shareholder relationship with the company

Although HM Treasury has indicated that it intends to respect the

commercial decisions of the Group and that the Group will continue to

have its own independent board of directors and management team

determining its own strategy should its current intentions change HM

Treasurys position as majority shareholder and UKFIs position as

manager of this shareholding means that HM Treasury or UKFI may be

able to exercise significant degree of influence over among other

things the election of directors and the appointment of senior

management In addition as the provider of the APS HM Treasury has

range of rights that other shareholders do not have These include rights

under the terms of the APS over the Groups remuneration policy and

practice The manner in which HM Treasury or UKFI exercises hIM

Treasurys rights as majority shareholder or in which hIM Treasury

exercises its rights under the APS could give rise to conflict between the

interests of HM Treasury and the interests of other shareholders The

Board has duty to promote the success of the company for the benefit

of its members as whole

The offer or scM by the UK Government of at or oorhon of its stake

the company could affect the market price of the Securities and related

securibes

The UK Government currently holds approximately 68 per cent of the

issued ordinary share capital of the company On 22 December 2009 the

company issued 25.5 billion of shares to the UK Government The

shares are convertible at the option of the holder at any time into

ordinary shares The UK Government has agreed that it shall not

exercise the rights of conversion in respect of the shares if and to the

extent that following any such conversion it would hold more than 75 per

cent of the total issued shares in the company The UK Government may

sell all or part of the ordinary shares that it owns at anytime Offers or

sales by the UK Government of substantial number of ordinary shares

or securities convertible or exchangeable into ordinary shares or an

expectation that it may undertake such an offer or sale could affect

prevailing market prices for the Securities and related securities

Thr Grourts nauranca busnesses are suhiect to uherent nsks nvolvnq

ciairna

Future claims in the Groups insurance business may be higher than

expected as result of changing trends in claims experience resulting

from catastrophic weather conditions demographic developments

changes in the nature and seriousness of claims made changes in

mortality changes in the legal and compensatory landscape and other

causes outside the Groups control These trends could affect the

profitability of current and future insurance products and services The

Group reinsures some of the risks it has assumed and is accordingly

exposed to the risk of loss should its reinsurers become unable or

unwilling to pay claims made by the Group against them

The Groups operatons have inhereni reputabonai risk

Reputational risk meaning the risk to earnings and capital
from negative

public opinion is inherent in the Groups business Negative public

opinion can result from the actual or perceived manner in which the

Group conducts its business activities from the Groups financial

performance from the level of direct and indirect government support or

from actual or perceived practices in the banking and financial industry

Negative public opinion may adversely affect the Groups ability to keep

and attract customers and in particular corporate and retail depositors

The Group cannot ensure that it will be successful in avoiding damage to

its business from reputational risk

In the UK and other ursdictons toe Group is responsibie for

oontribuiinrt in conpensalion schemes in respect of banks end other

authonsed financial services firms that are unable to mcci neir

obtrlations to customers

In the UK the Financial Services Compensation Scheme the

Compensation Scheme was established under the FSMA and is the

UKs statutory fund of last resort for customers of authorised financial

services firms The Compensation Scheme can pay compensation to

customers if firm is unable or likely to be unable to pay claims against

it and may be required to make payments either in connection with the

exercise of stabilisation power or in exercise of the bank insolvency

procedures under the Banking Act The Compensation Scheme is funded

by levies on firms authorised by the FSA including
the Group In the

event that the Compensation Scheme raises funds from the authorised

firms raises those funds more frequently or significantly increases the

levies to be paid by such firms the associated costs to the Group may

have an adverse impact on its results of operations and financial

condition As at3l December 2010 the Group had accrued 144.4

million for its share of Compensation Scheme management expenses

levies for the 2010/2011 and 2011/2012 Compensation Scheme years

In addition to the extent that other jurisdictions where the Group operates

have introduced or plan to introduce similar compensation contributory or

reimbursement schemes such as in the United States with the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation the Group may make further provisions

and may incur additional costs and liabilities which may have an adverse

impact on its financial condition and results of operations or result in

loss of value in the Securities

The Group business -and earnings nay be edversei effected by

geopoiticai cond irons

The performance of the Group is significantly influenced by the

geopolitical and economic conditions prevailing at any given time in the

countries in which it operates particularly
the UK the US and other

countries in Europe and Asia For example the Group has presence in

countries where businesses could be exposed to the risk of business

interruption and economic slowdown following the outbreak of

pandemic or the risk of sovereign default following the assumption by

governments of the obligations of private sector institutions Similarly the

Group faces the heightened risk of trade barriers exchange controls and

other measures taken by sovereign governments which may impact

borrowers ability to repay Terrorist acts and threats and the response to

them of governments in any of these countries could also adversely affect

levels of economic activity and have an adverse effect upon the Groups

business
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Risk factors condoned

The restrucLurLng pLan for RBS HoLdLngs NV coropex and may not

oratse the anticLpated benefits for the Group

In 2007 the Group acquired an interest through RFS Holdings B.V in

ABN AMRO Holding N.y which was renamed RBS Holdings N.y on

April 2010 The restructuring plan in place for the integration and

separation of ABN AMRO Holding N.y into and among the businesses

and operations of the Consortium Members RBSG the Dutch State and

Santander is complex involving substantial reorganisation of RBS

Holdings N.V.s operations and legal structure The restructuring plan is

being implemented and significant elements have been completed within

the planned timescales and the integration of the Groups businesses

continues

As part of this reorganisation on February 2010 the majority of the

businesses of RBS Holdings N.y acquired by the Dutch State were

legally demerged from the RBS Holdings NV businesses acquired by

the Group and were transferred into newly established company ABN

AMRO Bank NV formerly named ABN AMRO II NV. This company

was transferred to ABN AMRO Group N.y company wholly owned by

the Dutch State on April 2010 Certain assets and liabilities of RBS

Holdings NV acquired by the Dutch State were not part of the transfer

which occurred on April2010 and remain within ABN AMRO Bank N.y

now The Royal Bank of Scotland NV. These will be transferred to the

Dutch State as soon as possible In addition certain assets within RBS

N.y continue to be under shared ownership by the Consortium Members

On 31 December 2010 the share capital of RFS Holdings B.V was

amended such that approximately 98 per cent of RFS Holdings B.V.s

issued share
capital

is now held by RBSG with the remainder being held

by Santander and the Dutch State Ultimately it is expected that RFS

Holdings B.V will become wholly-owned subsidiary of the company

As the Group does not currently own 100 per cent of RFS Holdings B.V

and as certain of the assets of RFS Holdings B.V are owned indirectly by

the Dutch State and Banco Santander S.A Santander the Group may

experience delays in implementing the planned integration of the

businesses of RFS Holdings By which are owned by the Group and

such
integration may place strain on management employee

operational and financial resources Any such delays may also restrict the

ability of the Group to realise the expected benefits of the acquisition In

addition the Group may not realise the benefits of the acquisition or the

restructuring when expected or to the extent projected Any of these

events may have an adverse impact on the Groups financial condition

and results of operations

The reccverahfLry and requrarory capLtaL treafmeot certaLn deferren Lax

assets recogoLsed dv toe Gr up ocr rods on the Groups SOLfity to

ensrate SuffirseOt frthrra tasame profits and there beLnq no adverse

changes Lo tax Leo sLatLon rec aforvreq remente or accounting

standsrrds

In accordance with IFRS the Group has recognised deferred tax assets

on losses available to relieve future profits from tax only to the extent that

it is probable that they will be recovered The deferred tax assets are

quantified on the basis of current tax legislation and accounting standards

and are subject to change in respect of the future rates of tax or the rules

for computing taxable profits and allowable losses Failure to generate

sufficient future taxable profits or changes in tax legislation or accounting

standards may reduce the recoverable amount of the recognised

deferred tax assets In April 2011 the UK Government will commence

staged reduction in the rate of UK corporation tax from 28 per cent to 24

per cent over four-year period Such change in the applicable tax

rate would reduce the recoverable amount of the recognised deferred tax

assets

There is currently no restriction in respect of deferred tax assets

recognised by the Group for regulatory purposes Changes in regulatory

capital rules may restrict the amount of deferred tax assets that can be

recognised and such changes could lead to reduction in the Groups

Core Tier capital ratio In particular on 16 December2010 the Basel

Committee published the Basel Ill rules selling out certain changes to

capital requirements see the risk factor above headed The Groups

business performance could be adversely affected if its capital is not

managed effectively or as result of changes to capital adequacy and

liquidity requirements Those rules include requirement that deferred

tax assets which rely on future profitability of the Group to be realised

may only receive limited recognition when
calculating the common equity

component of Tier which therefore limits the amount of deferred tax

assets which can count towards that component of Tier capital The

implementation of the Basel III reforms will begin on January 2013

however the restrictions on recognition of deferred tax assets within the

common equity component of Tier are subject to phased-in deduction

starting on January 2014 to be fully effective by January 2018

The Groups paroopaton in the APS costly and may not produce the

oenafLts exected and the occurrence of sssoctated risks may have

materieL adverse impact on the Groups husness cepdaL posrtton

ftnancrai conditron and results of operaLLons

On 22 December 2009 the Group acceded to the APS with HM Treasury

acting on behalf of the United Kingdom Government Under the APS the

Group purchased credit protection over portfolio of specified assets and

exposures of RBS and certain members of the Group from HM Treasury

in return for an annual fee If losses on assets covered by the APS

exceed 60 billion net of recoveries HM Treasury will bear 90 per cent

of further losses In the event of further severe or prolonged economic

downturn which could result in extreme credit losses on the Groups

asset portfolio the APS provides additional protection to the Groups

capital
ratios and financial position

The APS is unique form of credit protection over complex range of

diversified assets and exposures the Covered Assets in number of

jurisdictions Owing to the complexity scale and unique nature of the

APS and the uncertainty resulting
from the recent economic recession

there may be unforeseen issues and risks that are relevant in the context

of the Groups participation in the APS and in the impact of the APS on

the Groups business operations and financial condition Such issues or

risks may have material adverse effect on the Group

Moreover the Groups choice of assets or exposures to be covered by

the APS was based on certain predictions and assumptions at the time of

its accession to the APS There is therefore risk that the Covered

Assets will not be those with the greatest future losses or with the

greatest need for protection and the Groups financial condition income

from operations and the value of any Securities may still suffer due to

further impairments and credit write-downs
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Notwithstanding the Groups participation in the APS and the issue of the

25.5 billion of Shares and if required the issue of the billion of

Contingent Shares the Group remains exposed to substantial first

loss amount of 60 billion net of recoveries in respect of the Covered

Assets and for 10 per cent of Covered Assets losses after the first loss

amount There is therefore no assurance that the Groups participation in

the APS and the issue of Shares and if required the Contingent

Shares will achieve the Groups goals of improving and maintaining the

Groups capital ratios in the event of further losses and improving market

confidence in the Group Moreover the Group continues to carry the risk

of losses impairments and write-downs with respect to assets not

covered by the APS

Therefore there can be no assurance that any regulatory capital
benefits

and the additional Core Tier capital
will be sufficient to maintain the

Groups capital ratios at the
requisite

levels in the event of further losses

If the Group is unable to improve its
capital

ratios sufficiently or to

maintain its capital
ratios in the event of further losses its business

results of operations and financial condition will suffer its credit ratings

may fall its ability to lend and access funding will be further limited and

its cost of funding may increase The occurrence of any or all of such

events may cause the
price

of the Securities to decline substantially and

may result in intervention by the Authorities which could include full

nationalisation or other resolution procedures under the Banking Act In

that case any compensation payable to holders of the Securities would

be subject to the provisions of the Banking Act and investors may receive

no value for their Securities

the Groupm unabe to eeoc the Conhngent Shares to HM Treasury

may nave mstens adverse mpeG on the GrourBs capae nosifion

tquvSty opershng resuhs and future prospects

In the event that the Groups Core Tier
capital

ratio declines to below

per cent HM Treasury is committed to subscribe for up to an additional

billion of Contingent Shares if certain conditions are met If such

conditions are not met and are not waived by ElM Treasury and RBSG is

unable to issue the Contingent Shares the Group will be required to

find alternative methods for achieving the requisite capital ratios Such

methods could include an accelerated reduction in risk-weighted assets

disposals of certain businesses increased issuance of Tier capital

securities increased reliance on alternative government-supported

liquidity
schemes and other forms of government assistance There can

be no assurance that any of these alternative methods will be available or

would be successful in increasing the Groups capital ratios to the desired

or requisite levels If RBSG is unable to issue the Contingent Shares

the Groups business results of operations financial condition and capital

position and ratios will suffer its credit ratings may drop its ability to lend

and access funding will be further limited and its cost of funding may

increase The occurrence of any or all of such events may cause the

price of the Securities to decline substantially and may result in

intervention by the Authorities or other regulatory bodies in the other

jurisdictions in which the Group operates which could include full

nationalisation other resolution procedures under the Banking Act or

revocation of permits and licences necessary to conduct the Groups

businesses Any compensation payable to holders of Securities would be

subject to the provisions of the Banking Act and investors may receive

no value for their Securities

There are tmBs on .APS covers pa end uncovered exposures and risks

may have mareha adverse mpeG on the Groups business Bnanc2el

condBon capts posifion tquhlity and resrhts of operahons

As result of the significant volume variety and complexity of assets and

exposures and the resulting complexity of the APS documents there is

risk that the Group may have included assets or exposures within the

Covered Assets which are or may later become ineligible for protection

under the APS which would reduce the anticipated benefits to the Group

of the APS Further there is no ability to nominate additional or

alternative assets or exposures in place of any which may turn out not to

be covered under the APS

Protection under the APS may be limited or may cease to be available

where Covered Assets are not correctly or sufficiently logged or

described ii Covered Asset is disposed of in whole or in part prior to

trigger event iii the terms of the APS do not apply or are uncertain in

their application iv the terms of the protection itself potentially give rise

to legal uncertainty certain criminal conduct has or may have

occurred in respect of Covered Assets vi breach of bank secrecy

confidentiality data protection or similar laws has occurred or may occur

vii certain of the extensive governance asset management audit and

reporting obligations under the UK Asset Protection Scheme Terms and

Conditions the Scheme Conditions are not complied with viii the

Group does not comply with the instructions of step-in manager

appointed by HM Treasury or ix HM Treasury seeks to appoint step-in

manager in respect of Covered Assets held within the RBS Noldings NV
group or in certain other jurisdictions and it is not possible to obtain

consent from the Dutch Central Bank if required to such step-in
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Risk factors conhnued

The Group is subject to limitations on actions it can take in respect of the

Covered Assets and certain related assets and to extensive governance

asset management audit and reporting obligations under the Scheme

Conditions The Groups compliance with the Scheme Conditions is

dependent on its ability to implement efficiently and accurately

approval processes and reporting governance and management

systems in accordance with the Scheme Conditions and ii comply with

applicable laws and regulations where it does business Since the

Groups operational systems were not originally designed to facilitate

compliance with these extensive continuing obligations there is risk

that the Group will fail to comply with number of these obligations

Where the Group is in breach of its continuing obligations under the

Scheme Conditions or otherwise unable to provide or verify information

as required under the APS recovery of losses under the APS may be

adversely impacted may lead to an indemnity claim and HM Treasury

may in addition have the right to exercise certain step-in rights including

the right to require the Group to appoint step-in manager who may

exercise oversight direct management rights and certain other rights

The occurrence of the risks or circumstances referred to above may

impact the enforceability and/or level of protection available to the Group

and may materially reduce the protection anticipated by the Group for its

stressed losses in which case its business results of operations and

financial condition will suffer its credit ratings may drop its ability to lend

and access funding will be further limited and its cost of funding may

increase The occurrence of any or all of such events may cause the

price of the Securities to decline substantially and may result in

intervention by the Authorities which could include full nationalisation or

other resolution procedures under the Banking Act Any compensation

payable to holders of Securities would be subject to the provisions of the

Banking Act and investors may receive no value for their Securities

The extenSve governance asset menagoment anct nforrnaOon

requfrementa under the Scheme GondSons nd any changes or

rnodScahons to the Scheme Conddthns may have negadva mpact on

the expected benefits of the Scheme and may have an adverse mhact

on the Grouo

There are extensive governance asset management and information

requirements under the Scheme Conditions in relation to the Covered

Assets other assets and the operations of the Group and NM Treasury

also has the
right

to require the appointment of one or more step-in

managers to exercise certain step-in rights in certain circumstances The

step-in rights are extensive and include certain oversight investigation

approval and other rights the
right to require the modification or

replacement of any of the systems controls processes and practices of

the Group and extensive
rights

in relation to the direct management and

administration of the Covered Assets Additionally pursuant to the

Accession Agreement NM Treasury has the right to require RBS to

appoint one or more Special Advisers SOC Special Advisers to

exercise oversight functions over certain assets in the APS On 18 June

2010 the Asset Protection Agency required that RBS appoint SOC

Special Advisers in relation to certain assets and business areas in order

to provide additional support to the Senior Oversight Committee of RBS

and there have been four such appointments to date granting certain

oversight rights in relation to certain specified assets The obligations of

the Group and the rights of NM Treasury may individually or in the

aggregate impact the way the Group runs its business and may serve to

limit the Groups operations with the result that the Groups business

results of operations and financial condition will suffer In addition the

markets reaction to such controls and limitations may have an adverse

impact on the price of the Securities

NM Treasury may following consultation with the Group modify or

replace certain of the Scheme Conditions in such manner as it

considers necessary acting reasonably in certain circumstances Such

modifications or replacements may be retrospective and may result in

loss of or reduction in the protection expected by the Group under the

APS iian increase in the risk weightings of the Covered Assets iiia

material increase in the continuing reporting obligations or asset

management conditions applicable to the Group under the Scheme

Conditions iv material increase in the costs of the APS and/or

restrictions or limitations on the Groups operations The consequences

of any such modifications by NM Treasury are impossible to quantify
and

are difficult to predict and may have material adverse effect on the

Groups financial condition and results of operations

Any chenges to the expected reqthatory capda treatment of the ASS the

Shares end the Conhnqent Snares may negaTvey moact the

Group phrd potton

One of the key objectives of the APS and the issuance of 25.5 billion of

Shares and if required the billion Contingent Shares was to

improve capital ratios at consolidated level for the Group and at an

individual level for certain relevant Group members The Group has

entered and may in the future enter into further back-to-back

arrangements with Group members holding assets or exposures to be

covered by the APS in order to ensure the
capital ratios of these entities

are also improved by virtue of the APS There is risk that the

interpretation of the relevant regulatory capital requirements by one or

more of the relevant regulatory authorities may differ from that assumed

by the Group with the result that the anticipated improvement to the

Groups capital ratios will not be
fully

achieved

There is further risk that given that the current regulatory capital

requirements and the regulatory bodies governing these requirements

are subject to unprecedented levels of review and
scrutiny

both
globally

and locally the regulatory capital treatment may differ from that assumed

by the Group in respect of the APS the treatment of the Share

issuance or the back-to-back arrangement may also occur If participation

in the APS and the issuance of 25.5 billion of Shares and if required

the billion Contingent Shares are not sufficient to maintain the

Groups capital ratios this could cause the Groups business results of

operations and financial condition to suffer its credit ratings to drop its

ability to lend and access to funding to be further limited and its cost of

funding to increase The occurrence of any or all of such events may

cause the price of the Securities to decline substantially and may result in

intervention by the Authorities which could include full nationalisation or

other resolution procedures under the Banking Act Any compensation

payable to holders of Securities would be subject to the provisions of the

Banking Act and investors may receive no value for their Securities
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The costs of the APS may be prerder sian the benefits receNed

The costs of participating in the APS incurred by the Group to HM

Treasury include among others fee of 700 million per annum

payable in advance for each of the first three years of the APS and 500

million per annum thereafter until the earlier of the date of termination

of the APS and ii 31 December 2099

The amounts that may be received under the APS which amounts are

difficult to quantify precisely may be less than the costs of participation

which are themselves also difficult to quantify The aggregate effect of the

joining establishment operational and exit costs and fees and expenses

of and associated with the APS may significantly reduce or even

eliminate the benefit to the Group of the APS

Parficpafion in the APS may result in greater tax labitties for the Group

and tha loss ci potential tax benefits

The Group can opt With the consent of HM Treasury to satisfy the

annual fee in respect of both the APS and the Contingent Subscription

and any APS exit fee by waiving certain United Kingdom tax reliefs that

are treated as deferred tax assets The Group has not opted to do so to

date but if the Group so opts in the future it is difficult to value accurately

the cost to the Group which depends on unascertainable factors

including the extent of future losses the extent to which the Group

regains profitability and any changes in tax law

In addition to suffering greater tax liabilities in future years as result of

the Waiver of the right to certain United Kingdom tax reliefs that are

treated as deferred tax assets the Tax Loss Waiver the Group may

also be subject to further tax liabilities in the United Kingdom and

overseas in connection with the APS and the associated intra-group

arrangements which would not otherwise have arisen The Tax Loss

Waiver provides that the Group will not be permitted to enter into

arrangements which have main purpose of reducing the net cost of the

Tax Loss Waiver It is unclear precisely how these restrictions will apply

but it is possible that they may limit the operations and future post-tax

profitability
of the Group

Them are rngnwcanl costs assucisfed with ferrninrfion of the Groups

oarfcipation in the APS
In order to terminate the Groups participation in the APS the Group must

have FSA approval and must pay an exit fee The effect of the payment

of the exit fee and potentially the refund of the net pay-outs it has

received from KM Treasury under the APS may significantly reduce or

even eliminate the anticipated further regulatory capital benefits to the

Group of its participation
in the APS and could have an adverse impact

on the Groups results of operation or result in loss of value in the

Securities Alternatively if the Group is unable to repay to HM Treasury in

full the exit fee and potentially the net pay-outs it has received under the

APS and therefore is unable to terminate its
participation

in the APS the

Group will be required under the Scheme Conditions to continue to pay

the annual fee to KM Treasury until 31 December 2099 which could

have an adverse impact on the Groups results of operation or result in

loss of value in the Securities

Under cerTan ceturnstances the Group cannot be assured thur assets of

PBS Hofdsrçs NV and cartain other enthitra will contrnue to be covered

under the APS tether as result of withdrawal of such assets or as

resell of breacrr of the relevant obtgabore

If HM Treasury seeks to exercise its right to appoint one or more step-in

managers in relation to the management and administration of Covered

Assets held by RBS Holdings NV or its wholly-owned subsidiaries RBS

Holdings NV will in certain circumstances need to seek consent from

the Dutch Central Bank to allow it to comply with such step-in If this

consent is not obtained by the date which will be no less than 10

business days after the notice from KM Treasury on which the step-in

rights must be effective and other options to effect compliance are not

possible at all or because the costs involved prove prohibitive those

assets would need to be withdrawn by the Group from the APS where

permissible under the Scheme Conditions or otherwise with HM

Treasury consent If the Group cannot withdraw such Covered Assets

from the APS it would be likely to lose protection in respect of these

assets under the APS and/or may be liable under its indemnity to HM

Treasury If the Group loses cover under the APS in respect of any

Covered Asset held by RBS Holdings N.y or its wholly-owned

subsidiaries any losses incurred on such asset will continue to be borne

fully by the Group and may have material adverse impact on its

financial condition profitability and capital ratios Similar issues apply in

certain other jurisdictions but the relevant Covered Assets are of lower

quantum
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Risk factors continued

Any conversion of the Shares in combine hon with any future purchase

by SM Treasury of onlltnarv shares would increase SM Treasurys

ownership interact in the cornaany and could result in the
delisling

of the

company from the Official List

On 22 December 2009 RBSG issued 25.5 billion of Shares to HM

Treasury The Shares are convertible at the option of the holder at any

time into ordinary shares at an initial conversion price of 0.50 per

ordinary share

Although HM Treasury has agreed not to convert any Shares it holds if

as result of such conversion it would hold more than 75 per cent of the

ordinary shares if HM Treasury were to acquire additional ordinary

shares otherwise than through the conversion of the Shares such

additional acquisitions could
significantly increase HM Treasurys

ownership interest In the company to above 75 per cent of the

companys ordinary issued share capital which would put the company in

breach of the FSAs Listing Rules requirement that at least 25 per cent of

its issued ordinary share capital must be in public hands Although the

company may apply to the FSA in its capacity as the competent authority

under the FSMA for waiver in such circumstances there is no

guarantee that such waiver Would be granted the result of which could

be the delisting of the company from the Official List and potentially other

exchanges where its Securities are currently listed and traded

Partictoatton in the APS may gRe nse to tttksiron and regulatory rrsk

In order to fulfil or as consequence of fulfilling its disclosure

obligations under the APS by disclosing certain information to HM

Treasury and as result of notices issued by it the FSA the Group

may incur the risk of civil suits criminal liability or regulatory actions

Adverse regulatory action or adverse judgments in litigation could have

significant effect on the Groups reputation or results of operations or

result in loss of value in the Securities Alternatively in order to avoid

the risk of such civil suits or regulatory actions or to avoid the risk of

criminal liability the Group may choose to or be required to remove

Covered Assets from the APS so as not to be required to disclose such

information to HM Treasury with the result that such assets will not be

protected by the APS The effect of the removal of such Covered Assets

will impact the level of
protection available to the Group and may

materially reduce the protection anticipated by the Group for its stressed

losses in which case its business results of operations and financial

condition will suffer
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Sharehoder informaUon

Shareholder enquiries

Shareholdings in the company may be checked by visiting the

Shareholder Services section of our website www.rbs.com/shareholder

You will need the shareholder reference number printed on your share

certificate or tax voucher to gain access to this information

You may also check your shareholding by contacting our Registrar

Computershare Investor Services PLC

The Pavilions

Bridgwater Road

Bristol BS99 6ZZ

Telephone 44 0870 702 0135

Fax 44 0870 703 6009

Web www.investorcentre.co.uk/contactus

Shareholders may also download forms from the Shareholder Services

section of our website www.rbs.com/shareholder

Braille and audio Annual Review and Summary Financial Statement

Shareholders requiring
Braille or audio version of the Annual Review

and Summary Financial Statement should contact the Registrar on 44

0870 702 0135

SareGift

The company is aware that shareholders who hold small number of

shares may be retaining these shares because dealing costs make it

uneconomical to dispose of them ShareGift the charity
share donation

scheme is free service operated by The Orr Mackintosh Foundation

registered charity 1052686 to enable shareholders to donate shares to

charity

Should you wish to donate your shares to charity in this way you should

contact ShareGift for further information

ShareGift The Orr Mackintosh Foundation

17 Carlton Rouse Terrace London SWIY 5AR

Tel 44 020 7930 3737

www.sharegift.org

Donating your shares in this way will not give rise to either gain or

loss for UK capital gains tax purposes and you may be able to reclaim UK

income tax on gifted
shares Further information can be obtained from

HM Revenue Customs

Dieldends

Payment dates

Cumulative preference shares 31 May and 30 December2011

Non-cumulative preference shares 31 March 30 June

30 September and

30 December2011

Ea-dividend data

Cumulative preference shares May 2011

Record date

Cumulative preference shares May 2011

For further information on the payment of dividends see page 429

Warning to shareholders holier room scams

In recent years many companies have become aware that their

shareholders have received unsolicited phone calls or correspondence

concerning investment matters These are typically from overseas based

brokers who target UK shareholders offering to sell them what often turn

out to be worthless or high risk shares in US or UK investments These

operations are commonly known as boiler rooms These brokers can be

very persistent
and extremely persuasive and 2006 survey by the

Financial Services Authority FSA has reported that the average amount

lost by investors is around 20000

It is not just
the novice investor that has been duped in this way many of

the victims had been successfully investing for several years

Shareholders are advised to be very wary of any unsolicited advice

offers to buy shares at discount or offers of free company reports If you

receive any unsolicited investment advice

make sure you get the correct name of the person and organisation

check that they are properly authorised by the FSA before getting

involved by visiting www.fsa.gov.uklpageS/regiSter

report
the matter to the FSA either by calling 44 0845 606 1234

or visiting www.fsa.gov.uk/pages/cOflSUmerinformation
and

if the calls persist hang up

If you deal with an unauthorised firm you will not be eligible to receive

payment under the Financial Services Compensation Scheme The FSA

can be contacted by completing an online form at

www.fsa.gov.uklpages/dOiflg/regUlated/I5W/alerts/formShtml

Details of any share dealing facilities that the company endorses will be

included in company mailings

More detailed information on this or similar activity can be found on the

FSA website www.fsa.gov.uk/pages/conSumerinfOrmatiOn

Financial calendar

Annual General Meeting

Interim resulta

19 April 2011 at 2pm

RBS Gogarburn

Conference Centre

Edinburgh EH12 1RQ

August 2011
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Analyses of ordinary shareholders

Number

of sharesDecemb1Q

Individuals

214556 1232.5 2.1

Banks and nominee companies
17045 56131.1 96.0

Investment trusts
163 20.4 0.1

Insurance companies
187 3.9

Othercompanies
1442 631.5 1.1

Pension trusts
40 9.0

9rcp9rqbothes__

233536 58458.1 100.0

Range of shareholdings

1000
75288 32.5 0.1

1001 10000
127607 472.5 0.8

10001 100000
28847 655.8 1.1

100001 -1000000
1113 309.7 0.5

1000001 -10000000
466 1568.2 2.7

10000001 andover
215 55419.4 94.8

233536 58458.1 100.0
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Trading market

Non-cumulative dollar preference shes

On 26 March 1997 February 1999 30 September 2004 26 August 2004 19 May 2005 November 2005 25 May 200627 December 2006 28

June 2007 27 September 2007 and October 2007 the company issued the following Series of American Depository Shares ADSs representing non-

cumulative dollar preference shares of the company in the United States of which the following were outstanding at 31 December2010

6255408 Series Series ADS5 representing 6255408 non-cumulative dollar preference shares Series

9.687654 Series Series ADS5 representing 9687654 non-cumulative dollar preference shares Series

30027877 Series Series ADSs representing 30027877 non-cumulative dollar preference shares Series

23125869 Series Series ADSs representing 23125869 non-cumulative dollar preference shares Series

22113160 Series Series ADS5 representing 22113160 non-cumulative dollar preference shares Series

9883307 Series Series ADS5 representing 9883307 non-cumulative dollar preference shares Series

20646938 Series Series ADSs representing 20646938 non-cumulative dollar preference shares Series

10163932 Series Series ADSs representing 10163932 non-cumulative dollar preference shares Series

26449040 Series Series ADSs representing 26449040 non-cumulative dollar preference shares Series

51245839 Series Series ADSs representing 51245839 non-cumulative dollar preference shares Series and

10130 Series Series ADSs representing 10130 non-cumulative dollar preference shares Series

Each of the respective ADSs set out above represents the right to receive

one corresponding preference share and is evidenced by an American

Depository Receipt ADR and is listed on the New York Stock Exchange

subsidiary of NYSE Euronext NYSE

The ADRs evidencing the ADSs above were issued pursuant to Deposit

Agreements among the company The Bank of New York as depository

and all holders from time-to-time of ADR5 issued thereunder Currently

there is no non-United States trading market for any of the

non-cumulative dollar preference shares All of the non-cumulative dollar

preference shares are held by the depository as custodian in bearer

form

In May 2010 the Group redeemed certain subordinated debt securities

and equity preference shares in exchange for cash or senior debt

resulting
in the number of securities in issue reducing to the amounts

shown above

At 31 December 2010 there were 74 registered shareholders of Series

ADS5 42 registered shareholders of Series ADSs 27 registered

shareholders of Series ADS5 registered shareholders of Series

ADS 22 registered shareholders of Series ADS5 28 registered

shareholders of Series ADS5 14 registered shareholders of Series

ADSs registered shareholders of Series ADSs registered

shareholder of Series ADS5 17 registered shareholders of Series

ADSs and registered shareholder of Series ADS5

PROs

In August2001 the company issued US$1.2 billion perpetual regulatory

tier one securities PROS in connection with public offering in the

United States The PROs are listed on the NYSE

ADSs representing ordinary haras

In October 2007 the company listed ADS5 each representing one

ordinary share nominal value 25p each or right to receive one ordinary

share and evidenced by an ADR or uncertificated securities on the

NYSE With effect from November 2008 the ratio of one ADS

representing one ordinary share changed to one ADS representing 20

ordinary shares As of 31 December 2010 14.5 million ADSs were

outstanding The ADS5 were issued in connection with the companys bid

for the outstanding share capital
of ABN AMRO Holding N.y.

The ADSs described in the above paragraph were issued pursuant to

Deposit Agreement among the company The Bank of New York Mellon

as depository and all owners and holders from time to time of ADS5

issued thereunder The ordinary shares of the company are listed and

traded on the London Stock Exchange All ordinary shares are deposited

with the principal London office of The Bank of New York Mellon as

custodian for the depository
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The following table shows for the periods indicated the high and low sales prices for each of the outstanding ADS5 representing non-cumulative dollar

preference shares and PROs as reported on the NYSE or NASDAQ

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

17.75 17.73

10.80 10.99

13.63 14.45

2.37 2.58

23.52 24.66

4.16 4.36

25.50 25.20

18.96 20.26

18.64 78.25 97.06

11.90 53.00 67.13

16.48 57.50 69.25

2.78 8.98 20.00

25.66 105.61 107.55

5.43 39.84 53.60

25.48 107.98 122.07

22.61 98.34 100.49

122.23

106.06

esinUS$

By eerth

Series Series Series Series Series Series Series Series Series Series
AD5s AD5s ADSs AD5s ADSs ADSs ADSs ADSs ADSs ADSs

Jan 2011

Dec 2010

Nov 2010

Oct 2010

Sep 2010

Aug 2010

By querte

201004

2010 Q3

2010 Q2

2010 Qi

2009 04

2009 03

2009 Q2

2009 01

By ye

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

16.14 16.60

14.98 15.13

16.00 16.01

14.56 14.84

17.09 17.42

14.40 14.95

17.75 17.73

15.60 16.02

16.68 17.39

13.27 13.89

14.18 14.46

12.96 13.57

17.75 17.73

14.40 14.84

16.68 17.39

10.80 10.99

14.13 14.35

11.14 11.18

13.92 14.12

11.02 11.65

11.06 11.25

8.33 8.36

13.63 14.45

8.94 9.50

11.98 13.11

5.25 5.74

11.30 11.84

2.37 2.58

22.32 21.61 18.00

21.85 20.70 17.40

23.15 22.72 18.24

21.19 20.35 16.60

23.58 23.15 18.85

21.85 21.24 16.91

23.97 23.71 19.47

23.44 23.16 18.81

23.97 23.85 19.88

22.81 21.50 17.45

23.10 22.16 17.99

21.16 20.25 16.50

23.97 23.71 19.47

21.19 20.35 16.60

23.97 23.85 19.88

20.73 17.14 14.12

21.20 19.90 16.63

17.33 16.51 13.35

20.51 19.58 16.61

16.57 15.10 13.67

17.06 15.90 13.65

12.40 11.59 9.51

18.30 16.46 13.14

12.50 10.79 9.00

15.73 14.10 11.36

6.99 6.13 4.90

14.19 12.99 10.89

3.00 2.77 2.21

23.97 23.85 19.88

16.57 15.10 13.35

18.30 16.46 13.65

3.00 2.77 2.21

25.74 25.30 22.27

5.10 5.00 4.37

26.50 25.85 24.75

23.60 22.70 17.90

27.25 25.95 24.62

25.29 25.01 21.15

17.90

16.47

17.06

16.16

18.64

16.33

18.48

17.19

18.44

15.04

15.38

14.73

18.64

16.16

18.44

11.90

15.40

12.07

14.94

12.56

12.47

9.21

16.48

10.66

14.24

6.00

13.51

2.78

Series

ADSs PROs11

72.00 86.89

65.50 83.75

67.50 89.09

66.52 86.13

78.25 97.06

66.00 92.17

77.75 96.99

74.00 94.69

75.00 95.10

66.00 86.50

66.75 86.69

62.00 84.21

78.25 97.06

66.00 86.13

75.00 95.10

56.50 75.25

65.75 85.13

53.00 73.25

66.00 84.75

54.00 67.13

54.00 69.25

43.00 55.62

57.50 55.63

39.00 50.25

43.25 50.50

21.25 28.00

43.96 56.03

8.98 20.00

16.36 16.11 16.07

15.03 14.99 14.95

15.98 16.01 16.01

14.70 14.55 14.57

17.13 17.14 17.14

14.80 14.70 14.47

17.75 17.73 17.77

15.65 15.72 15.61

16.80 16.83 16.71

13.54 13.47 13.32

14.33 14.26 14.31

13.21 13.14 13.07

17.75 17.73 17.77

14.70 14.55 14.47

16.80 16.83 16.71

10.95 10.91 10.75

14.15 14.11 14.13

11.06 11.15 11.05

14.23 13.95 14.07

11.35 11.23 11.15

11.36 11.29 11.16

8.41 8.38 8.20

14.07 14.11 13.91

9.26 9.14 9.10

12.80 12.54 12.36

5.62 5.40 5.25

12.25 11.75 11.50

2.63 2.55 2.43

17.75 17.73 17.77

10.95 10.91 10.75

14.07 14.11 13.91

2.63 2.55 2.43

24.12 24.01 23.85

4.51 4.20 4.50

25.99 25.75 25.83

19.68 19.50 19.25

26.08 25.96 26.07

23.58 23.32 22.76

16.95

15.30

16.20

15.03

17.62

15.30

17.91

16.42

17.59

14.09

14.70

13.78

17.91

15.03

17.59

11.24

14.54

11.35

14.21

11.68

11.69

8.41

15.15

9.69

13.20

5.76

12.18

2.64

17.91

11.24

15.15

2.64

24.95

4.34

26.91

20.71

26.76

24.67

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

Note

Price quoted as of US$1000 nominal
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Trading market continued

Ordnary shars

The following table shows for the periods indicated the high and low sales prices for the companys ordinary shares on the London Stock Exchange as

derived from the Daily
Official List of the UK Listing Authority Prices for 2008 2007 and 2006 were restated for the effect of the rights issue in June

2008 and the capitalisation
issue in September 2008 ea

January2011 High 0.4494 2010 04 High 0.4949 2010 High 0.5804

Low 0.3950 Low 0.3759 Low 0.3125

December 2010 High 0.4231 201003 High 0.5210 2009 High 0.5765

Low 0.3782 Low 0.3896 Low 0.1030

November 2010 High 0.4714 2010 02 High 0.5804 2008 High 3.7054

Low 0.3759 Low 0.4143 Low 0.4140

October 2010 High 0.4949 201001 High 0.4560 2007 High 6.0208

Low 0.4455 Low 0.3125 Low 3.3265

September2010 High 0.5015 200904 High 0.5055 2006 High 5.5770

Low 0.4580
Low 0.2841 Low 4.6559

August 2010 High 0.5210 2009 03 High 0.5765

Low 0.4299 Low 0.3546

2009 02 High 0.4800

Low 0.2510

2009 01 High 0.5500

On 22 February 2011 the closing price
of the ordinary shares on the London Stock Exchange was 0.48 equivalent to $0.77 per share translated at the

Noon Buying Rate of $1 .6129 per 1.00 on 22 February 2011

AD$s

The following
table shows for the periods indicated the high and low sales prices for the companys ordinary ADSs as reported on the NYSE

composite tape Prices for 2008 were restated for the effect of the rights issue in June 2008 and the capitalisation
issue in September 2008

cila __
January 2011 High 14.31 201004 High 15.67 2010 High 17.30

Low 12.40 Low 11.76 Low 9.89

December2010 High 13.39 201003 High 16.68 2009 High 18.95

Low 11.91 Low 12.14 Low 3.33

November 2010 High 15.42 2010 02 High 17.30 2008 High 149.05

Low 11.76 Low 11.91 Low 12.20

October2010 High 15.67 201001 High 13.61

Low 14.18 Low 9.89

September2010 High 15.61 200904 High 16.00

Low 14.03 Low 9.17

August2010 High 16.68 200903 High 18.95

Low 13.23 Low 11.45

2009 02 High 14.85

Low 7.35

2009 01 High 16.70

Low 3.33

With effect from November 2008 the ratio of one ADS representing one ordinary share changed to one ADS representing 20 ordinary shares The

prices
in the table for 2008 were adjusted accordingly

On 22 February 2011 the closing price of the ordinary ADS5 on the New York Stock Exchange was $15.24
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Dividend history

Preference and other nonequty dMdends

nt arch

Non-cumulative preference shares of US$0.01

Series redeemed March 2006
Series redeemed January 2007

Series

Series redeemed January 2007
Series

Series redeemed March 2006

Series redeemed January 2007

Series Lii

Series

Series

Series

Series

Series

Series

Series

Series 12

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of US$0.01

Series

Non-cumulative preference shares of 0.01

Series

Series

Series

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of 0.01

Series

Non-cumulative preference shares of1

Series

91.18 34.93

Shareholder information

49.46 45.53 39.63 37.18

46.00 41.79 35.52 35.22

3125 2782

114.68 73.87

Series redeemed April 2009

Notes

Classified as subordinated liabilities

21 Classified as equity

The Group has undertaken that unless otherwise agreed with the

European Commission neither the company nor any of its direct or

indirect subsidiaries other than companies in the RBS Holdings N.y

group which are subject to different restrictions will pay external

investors any dividends or coupons on existing hybrid capital instruments

including preference shares shares and upper and lower tier

instruments from 30 April2010 for period of two years thereafter the

Deferral period or exercise any call
rights in relation to these

Capital

instruments between 24 November 2009 and the end of the deferral

period unless there is legal obligation to do so Hybrid capital

instruments issued after 24 November 2009 will generally not be subject

to the restriction on dividend or coupon payments or call options

For further information see Note on the accounts

Ordnary dividends

Ordinary dividends per share in the table below were restated for the effect of the
rights issue in June 2008 and the capitalisation issue in September

2008

07 l7 ..07I an dAme Scan P.spo cry She

Interim 12

Final

Total dividends on equity shares

Notes

Each American Depository Share represents 20 ordinary shares As discussed under Trading market the American Depository Shares were issued ie October 2007 and consequently did not receive
any of the above dividends prior to the final dividend in respect of 2007
In 2008 the

company issued new ordinary shures by way of capitahsation issue rather than paying an interim dividend
Finui dividends for each year were proposed in the indicated year and puid in the following year

For further information see Note on the accounts

2010 2010

0.21

1.91 1.06 .22 1.04

1.81 1.03 794

1.44 0.86

0.40 0.26

0.40 0.26

0.39 0.25

0.42 0.27

0.38 0.25

0.41 0.27

0.45 0.29

3820 2474

2010

pence
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Shareholder informaUon

Taxation for US Holders

The following discussion summarises certain US federal and UK tax

consequences of the acquisition ownership and disposition of ordinary

shares non-cumulative dollar preference shares ADS5 representing

ordinary shares ordinary ADS5 ADS5 representing non-cumulative

dollar preference shares preference ADS5 or PROs by beneficial

owner that is citizen or resident of the United States or that otherwise

will be subject to US federal income tax on net income basis in respect

of the ordinary shares non-cumulative dollar preference shares ordinary

ADS5 preference ADS5 or PROs US Holder This summary assumes

that US Holder is holding ordinary shares non-cumulative dollar

preference shares ordinary ADS5 preference ADS5 or PROs as

applicable as capital assets This summary does not address the tax

consequences to US Holder that is resident or in the case of an

individual ordinarily resident in the UK for UK tax purposes ii that

carries on trade profession or vocation through branch agency or

permanent establishment in the UK in connection with which their

ordinary shares non-cumulative preference shares ordinary ADS5

preference ADS5 or PROs are held used or acquired or iii generally

that is corporation which alone or together with one or more associated

companies controls directly or indirectly 10% or more of the voting

stock of the company nor does this summary address the tax

consequences to US Holders subject to special rules such as certain

financial institutions dealers or traders in securities who use mark-to-

market method of tax accounting persons holding ordinary shares non-

cumulative dollar preference shares ordinary ADS5 preference ADSs or

PROs as part of hedging transaction straddle wash sale conversion

transaction or integrated transaction or persons entering into

constructive sale with respect to such securities persons whose

functional currency for US federal income tax purposes is not the US

dollar entities classified as partnerships for US federal income tax

purposes tax-exempt entities or persons that own or are deemed to own

10% or more of the voting stock of the company

The statements and practices set forth below regarding US and UK tax

laws including the US/UK double taxation convention relating to income

and capital gains which entered into force on 31 March 2003 the Treaty

and the US/UK double taxation convention relating to estate and gift

taxes the Estate Taxation Treaty are based on those laws and

practices as in force and as applied in practice on the date of this report

This summary is not exhaustive of all possible tax considerations and

holders are advised to satisfy
themselves as to the overall tax

consequences including specifically
the consequences under US federal

state local and other laws and possible changes in taxation law of the

acquisition ownership and disposition of ordinary shares non-cumulative

dollar preference shares ordinary ADS5 preference ADS5 or PROs by

consulting their own tax advisers

The following discussion assumes that the company is not and will not

become passive foreign investment company see Passive Foreign

Investment Company PFIC considerations on page 433

Ordinary aharas prefarenca shares orrhnary ADSa and preference

ADSa
Taxation of dvidenda

For the purposes of the Treaty the Estate Taxation Treaty and the US

Internal Revenue Code of 1986 as amended the Code US Holders of

ordinary ADS5 and preference ADSs should be treated as owners of the

ordinary shares and the non-cumulative dollar preference shares

underlying such ADSs

The US Treasury has expressed concerns that parties
to whom

depositary receipts are released before shares are delivered to the

depositary or intermediaries in the chain of ownership between US

holders and the issuer of the security underlying the depositary receipts

may be taking actions that are inconsistent with the claiming of foreign

tax credits for US holders of depositary receipts Such actions would also

be inconsistent with the claiming of the reduced rate of US tax applicable

to dividends received by certain non-corporate US holders Accordingly

the availability of the reduced tax rate for dividends received by certain

non-corporate US holders of ordinary ADSs could be affected by actions

taken by such parties or intermediaries

The company is not required to withhold UK tax at source from dividend

payments it makes or from any amount including any amounts in respect

of accrued dividends distributed by the company US Holders who are

not resident or ordinarily resident in the UK and who do not carry on

trade profession or vocation in the UK through branch agency or

permanent establishment in connection with which their ordinary shares

non-cumulative preference shares ordinary ADS5 or preference ADS5

are held used or acquired will not be subject to UK tax in respect of any

dividends received on the relevant shares or ADS5

Distributions by the company other than certain pro rats distributions of

ordinary shares or rights to receive such shares will constitute foreign

source dividend income for US federal income tax purposes to the extent

paid out of the current or accumulated earnings and profits
of the

company as determined for US federal income tax purposes Because

the company does not maintain calculations of its earnings and profits

under US federal income tax principles it is expected that distributions

will be reported to US Holders as dividends Payments will not be eligible

for the dividends-received deduction generally allowed to corporate US

holders

Subject to applicable limitations that may vary depending upon holders

individual circumstances dividends paid to certain non-corporate US

Holders in taxable years beginning before January 2013 will be taxable

at maximum tax rate of 15% Non-corporate US Holders should consult

their own tax advisers to determine whether they are subject to any

special rules that limit their ability
to be taxed at this favourable rate
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Dividends will be included in US Holders income on the date of the US
Holders or in the case of ADSs the depositarys receipt of the dividend

The amount of any dividend paid in pounds sterling or euros to be taken

into income by US Holder will be the US dollar amount calculated by

reference to the relevant exchange rate in effect on the date of such

receipt regardless of whether the payment is in fact converted into US
dollars If the dividend is converted into US dollars on the date of receipt

the US Holder generally should not be required to recognise foreign

currency gain or loss in respect of the dividend income If the amount of

such dividend is not converted into US dollars on the date of receipt the

US Holder may have foreign currency gain or loss

taxatmo of capda dos

US Holder that is not resident or in the case of an individual ordinarily

resident in the UK will not normally be liable for UK tax on capital gains

realised on the disposition of an ordinary share non-cumulative dollar

preference share an ordinary ADS or preference ADS unless at the

time of the disposal in the case of corporate US Holder such US

Holder carries on trade in the UK through permanent establishment or
in the case of any other US Holder such US Holder carries on trade

profession or vocation in the UK through UK branch or agency and in

each case such ordinary share non-cumulative dollar preference share

ordinary ADS or preference ADS is or has been used held or acquired by

or for the purposes of such trade or profession or vocation carried on

through such permanent establishment branch or agency Special rules

apply to individuals who are temporarily not resident or ordinarily resident

in the UK

US Holder will upon the sale or other disposition of an ordinary share
non-cumulative dollar preference share an ordinary ADS or

preference ADS or upon the redemption of non-cumulative dollar

preference share or preference ADS generally recognise capital gain or

loss for US federal income tax purposes assuming that in the case of

redemption of non-cumulative dollar preference share or preference

ADS such US Holder does not own and is not deemed to own any

ordinary shares or ordinary ADS5 of the company in an amount equal to

the difference between the amount realised excluding in the case of

redemption any amount treated as dividend for US federal income tax

purposes which will be taxed accordingly and the US Holders tax basis

in such share or ADS This
capital gain or loss will be long-term capital

gain or loss if the US Holder held the share or ADS so sold disposed or

redeemed for more than one year

US Holder who is liable for both UK and US tax on gain recognised

on the disposal of an ordinary share non-cumulative dollar preference

share an ordinary ADS or preference ADS will generally be entitled

subject to certain limitations to credit the UK tax against its US federal

income tax liability in respect of such gain

E.stata and ff0 tax

Subject to the discussion of the Estate Tax Treaty in the
following

paragraph ordinary shares non-cumulative dollar preference shares

ordinary ADSs or preference ADSs beneficially owned by an individual

may be subject to UK inheritance tax subject to exemptions and reliefs

on the death of the individual or in certain circumstances if such shares

or ADSs are the subject of gift including transfer at less than market

value by such individual Inheritance tax is not generally chargeable on

gifts to individuals made more than seven years before the death of the

donor Ordinary shares non-cumulative dollar preference shares

ordinary ADSs or preference ADSs held by the trustees of settlement

may also be subject to UK inheritance tax Special rules apply to such

settlements

An ordinary share non-cumulative dollar preference share an ordinary

ADS or preference ADS beneficially owned by an individual whose

domicile is determined to be the United States for purposes of the Estate

Tax Treaty and who is not national of the UK will not be subject to UK
inheritance tax on the individuals death or on lifetime transfer of such

share or ADS except in certain cases where the share or ADS is

comprised in settlement unless at the time of the settlement the

settlor was domiciled in the United States and was not national of the

UK ii is part of the business property of UK permanent establishment

of an enterprise or iii pertains to UK fixed base of an individual used

for the performance of independent personal services The Estate Tax

Treaty generally provides credit against US federal estate or gift tax

liability for the amount of any tax paid in the UK in case where the

ordinary share non-cumulative dollar preference share ordinary ADS or

preference ADS is subject to both UK inheritance tax and US federal

estate or gift tax

Urt stamp duty and stamp duty mamas tax SURf
The following is summary of the UK stamp duty and SDRT
consequences of

transferring an ADS or ADR in registered form

otherwise than to the custodian on cancellation of the ADS or of

transferring an ordinary share or non-cumulative dollar preference

share transfer of registered ADS or ADR executed and retained in

the United States will not give rise to stamp duty and an agreement to

transfer registered ADS or ADR will not give rise to SDRT Stamp duty

or SDRT will normally be payable on or in respect of transfers of ordinary

shares or non-cumulative dollar preference shares and accordingly any

holder who acquires or intends to acquire ordinary shares or non
cumulative dollar preference shares is advised to consult its own tax

advisers in relation to stamp duty and SDRT
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Taxation for US Holders continued

PROs
United Stetes

Payments of interest on PRO including any UK withholding tax as to

which see below will constitute foreign source dividend income for US

federal income tax purposes to the extent paid out of the current or

accumulated earnings and profits of the company as determined for US

federal income tax purposes Because the company does not maintain

calculations of its earnings and profits under US federal income tax

principles it is expected that distributions will be reported to US Holders

as dividends Payments will not be eligible for the dividends-received

deduction generally allowed to corporate US holders US Holder who is

entitled under the Treaty to refund of UK tax if any withheld on

payment will not be entitled to claim foreign tax credit with respect to

such tax

Subject to applicable limitations that may vary depending upon holders

individual circumstances dividends paid to certain non-corporate US

Holders in taxable years beginning before January 2013 will be taxable

at maximum tax rate of 15% Non-corporate US Holders should consult

their own tax advisers to determine whether they are subject to any

special rules that limit their ability to be taxed at this favourable rate

US Holder will upon the sale exchange or redemption of PRO

generally recognise capital gain or loss for US federal income tax

purposes assuming that in the case of redemption such US Holder

does not own and is not deemed to own any ordinary shares or ordinary

ADS5 of the company in an amount equal to the difference between the

amount realised excluding any amount in respect of mandatory interest

and any missed payments which are to be satisfied on missed payment

satisfaction date which would be treated as ordinary income and the US

Holders tax basis in the PRO

US Holder who is liable for both UK and US tax on gain recognised on

the disposal of PROs will generally be entitled subject to certain

limitations to credit the UK tax against its US federal income tax liability

in respect of such gain

United tctngdorn

ixation taent on tho EhOs

Payments on the PROs will constitute interest rather than dividends for

UK withholding tax purposes However the PROs will constitute quoted

eurobonds within the meaning of section 987 of the Income Tax Act 2007

and therefore payments of interest will not be subject to withholding or

deduction for or on account of UK tax as long as the PROs remain at all

times listed on recognised stock exchange within the meaning of

section 1005 of the Income Tax Act 2007 such as the main market of the

New York Stock Exchange In all other cases an amount must be

withheld on account of UK income tax at the basic rate currently 20%

subject to any direction to the contrary by HM Revenue Customs under

the Treaty and except that the withholding obligation does not apply to

payments to persons who the company reasonably believes are within

the charge to corporation tax or fall within various categories enjoying

special tax status including charities and pension funds or are

partnerships consisting of such persons unless NM Revenue Customs

directs otherwise Where interest has been paid under deduction of UK

withholding tax US Holders may be able to recover the tax deducted

under the Treaty

Any paying agent or other person by or through whom interest is paid to

or by whom interest is received on behalf of an individual may be

required to provide information in relation to the payment and the

individual concerned to HM Revenue Customs HM Revenue

Customs may communicate this information to the tax authorities of other

jurisdictions

HM Revenue Customs confirmed at around the time of the issue of the

PROs that interest payments would not be treated as distributions for UK

tax purposes by reason of the fact that interest may be deferred under

the terms of issue or ii the undated nature of the PROs provided that at

the time an interest payment is made the PROs are not held by

company which is associated with the company or by funded

company company will be associated with the company if broadly

speaking it is part of the same group as the company company will be

funded company for these purposes if there are arrangements

involving
that company being put in funds directly or indirectly by the

company or an entity associated with the company In this respect HM

Revenue Customs has confirmed that company holding an interest in

the PROs which incidentally has banking facilities with any company

associated with the company will not be funded company by virtue of

such facilities

Interest on the PROs constitutes UK source income for UK tax purposes

and as such may be subject to income tax by direct assessment even

where paid without withholding However interest with UK source

received without deduction or withholding on account of UK tax will not be

chargeable to UK tax in the hands of US Holder unless in the case of

corporate US Holder such US Holder carries on trade in the UK

through UK permanent establishment or in the case of other US

Holders such persons carry on trade profession or vocation in the UK

through UK branch or agency in each case in connection with which the

interest is received or to which the PROs are attributable There are also

exemptions for interest received by certain categories of agents such as

some brokers and investment managers

EU Drective on taxation ot snvinço 000mb

The European Union has adopted directive regarding the taxation of

savings income The Directive requires member states of the European

Union to provide to the tax authorities of other member states details of

payments of interest and other similar income paid by person to an

individual or certain other persons resident in another member state

except that Luxembourg and Austria may instead impose withholding

system for transitional period unless during such period they elect

otherwise
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Dspoat ncudna rttdsm.pton

disposal including redemption of PROs by non-corporate US Holder

will not give rise to any liability to UK tax on capital gains unless the US

Holder carries on trade which for this purpose includes profession or

vocation in the UK through branch or agency and the PROs are or

have been held or acquired for the purposes of that trade carried on

through such branch or agency

transfer of PROs by US Holder will not give rise to charge to UK tax

on accrued but unpaid interest payments unless the US Holder is an

individual or other non-corporate taxpayer and at any time in the relevant

year of assessment or accounting period carries on trade profession or

vocation in the UK through branch or agency to which the PROs are

attributable

Annua tax ohaxea

Corporate US Holders of PROs may be subject to annual UK tax charges

or relief by reference to fluctuations in exchange rates and in respect of

profits gains and losses arising from the PROs but only if such corporate

US Holders carry on trade in the UK through UK permanent

establishment to which the PROs are attributable

rertance tax

In relation to PROs held through DTC or any other clearing system the

UK inheritance tax position is not free from doubt in respect of lifetime

transfer or death of US Holder who is not domiciled nor deemed to be

domiciled in the UK for inheritance tax purposes HM Revenue

Customs is known to consider that the situs of securities held in this

manner is not necessarily determined by the place where the securities

are registered In appropriate circumstances there may be charge to

UK inheritance tax as result of lifetime transfer at less than market

value by or on the death of such US Holder Inheritance tax is not

generally chargeable on gifts to individuals made more than seven years

before the death of the donor However exemption from or reduction

of any such UK tax liability may be available under the Estate Tax Treaty

see below US Holders should consult their professional advisers in

relation to such potential liability PROs beneficially owned by an

individual whose domicile is determined to be the United States for the

purposes of the Estate Tax Treaty and who is not national of the UK
will not be subject to UK inheritance tax on the individuals death or on

lifetime transfer of the PRO except in certain cases where the PRO is

comprised in settlement unless at the time of the settlement the

settlor was domiciled in the United States and was not national of the

UK ii is part of the business property of UK permanent establishment

of an enterprise or iii pertains to UK fixed base of an individual used

for the performance of independent personal services The Estate Tax

Treaty generally provides credit against US federal estate or gift tax

liability
for the amount of any tax paid in the UK in case where the PRO

is subject to both UK inheritance tax and US federal estate or gift tax

Staip duty tad SDRT

No stamp duty SDRT or similar tax is imposed in the UK on the issue

transfer or redemption of the PROs

Paata Europa avoytmoat Ccrnpanv PFC coat doratoax

foreign corporation will be PFIC in any taxable year in which after

taking into account the income and assets of the corporation and certain

subsidiaries pursuant to applicable look-through rules either at least

75% of its gross income is passive income or ii at least 50% of the

average value of its assets is attributable to assets which produce

passive income or are held for the production of passive income The

company does not believe that it was PFIC for its 2010 taxable year

Although interest income is generally passive income special rule

allows banks to treat their banking business income as non-passive

To qualify for this rule bank must satisfy certain requirements regarding

its licensing and activities The company believes that it currently meets

these requirements The companys possible status as PFIC must be

determined annually however and may be subject to change if the

company fails to quality under this
special rule for any year in which US

Holder holds ordinary shares non-cumulative dollar preference shares

ordinary ADSs preference ADSs or PROs If the company were to be

treated as PFIC in any year during which US Holder holds ordinary

shares non-cumulative dollar preference shares ordinary ADSs

preference ADSs or PROs US Holders would generally be subject to

adverse US federal income tax consequences Holders should consult

their own tax advisers as to the potential application of the PFIC rules to

the ownership and disposition of the companys ordinary shares

non-cumulative dollar preference shares ordinary ADSs preference

ADSs or PROs

Exchange controls

The company has been advised that there are currently no UK laws

decrees or regulations which would prevent the import or export of capital

including the availability of cash or cash equivalents for use by the Group

or the remittance of dividends interest or other payments to non-UK

resident holders of the companys securities

There are no restrictions under the Articles of Association of the company

or under UK law as currently in effect which limit the
right of non-UK

resident owners to hold or when entitled to vote freely to vote the

companys securities

Memorandum and Articles of Association

The companys Memorandum and Articles of Association as in effect at

the date of this annual report are registered with the Registrar of

Companies of Scotland The Articles of Association were last amended

on 28 April 2010

Incorporation and registration

The company was incorporated and registered in Scotland under the

Companies Act 1948 as limited company on 25 March 1968 under the

name National and Commercial Banking Group Limited and changed its

name to The Royal Bank of Scotland Group Limited on September

1979 On 10 March 1982 it was re-registered under the Companies Acts

1948 to 1980 as public company with limited
liability The company is

registered under Company No SC45551

Code of conduct

As discussed on page 231 the Group has adopted code of conduct

applicable to all Group employees which will be provided to any person

without charge upon request by contacting Group Secretariat at the

telephone number listed on page 443
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Glossary of terms

Adjustable rate mortgage 1ARMt in the US variable-rate mortgage

ARMs include hybrid ARMs which typically have fixed-rate period

followed by an adjustable-rate period interest-only
ARMs where interest

only is payable for specified
number of years typically

for three to ten

years and payment-option ARMs that allow the borrower to choose

periodically between various payment options

Alt -A Alternative A--paper are mortgage loans with higher credit quality

than sub-prime loans but with features that disqualify
the borrower from

traditional prime loan Alt-A lending characteristics include limited

documentation high loan-to-value ratio secured on non-owner occupied

properties and debt-to-income ratio above normal limits

Arm are are the aggregate of contractual payments due on debt that

have not been met by the borrower loan or other financial asset is said

to be in arrears when payments have not been made

Asset banked comrnecfal pacer ASCI form of asset-backed

security generally issued by commercial paper conduit

Asset-- backed securities ABSj are securities that represent interests in

specific portfolios of assets They are issued by special purpose entity

following securitisation The underlying portfolios commonly comprise

residential or commercial mortgages but can include any class of asset

that yields predictable cash flows Payments on the securities depend

primarily on the cash flows generated by the assets in the underlying pool

and other rights designed to assure timely payment such as guarantees

or other credit enhancements Collateralised bond obligations

collateralised debt obligations collateralised loan obligations commercial

mortgage backed securities and residential mortgage backed securities

are all types of ABS

Assets under nmnagenerit are assets managed by the Group on behalf

of clients

Collstemiised hand ohigadoris CS Os are assetbacked securities for

which the underlying asset portfolios are bonds some of which may be

sub-investment grade

Colleteralised debt obilgarrons 0005.1 are asset-backed securities for

which the underlying asset portfoiios are debt obligations either bonds

collateralised bond obligations or loans collateralised loan obligations

or both The credit exposure underlying synthetic CDOs derives from

credit default swaps The CDOs issued by an individual vehicle are

usually divided in different tranches senior tranches rated AAA
mezzanine tranches AA to BB and equity tranches unrated Losses

are borne first by the equity securities next by the junior securities and

finally by the senior securities junior tranches offer higher coupons

interest payments to compensate for their increased risk

Colialeralised debt ohtigston squard COG--squaredi is type of

collateralised debt obligation where the underlying asset portfolio

includes tranches of other CDO5

Collatersilsed loan obliostlons CL Gsj are asset-backed securities for

which the underlying asset portfolios are loans often leveraged loans

Collective/p asses-sad /050 mpetrmeflt provIsIons impairment loss

provisions in respect of impaired loans such as credit cards or personal

loans that are below individual assessment thresholds Such provisions

are established on portfolio basis taking account of the level of arrears

security past loss experience credit scores and defaults based on

portfolio trends

Commercial rnorlgage backed securitIes CMOS are asset-backed

securities for which the underlying asset portfoiios are loans secured on

commercial real estate

Commercial paper CP comprises unsecured obligations issued by

corporate or bank directly or secured obligations asset-backed CP
often issued through commercial paper conduit to fund working capital

Maturities typically range from to 270 days However the depth and

reliability of some CP markets means that issuers can repeatedly roll over

CP issuance and effectively achieve longer term funding Commercial

paper is issued in wide range of denominations and can be either

discounted or interest-bearing

Commercial paper conduit is special purpose entity that issues

commercial paper and uses the proceeds to purchase or fund pool of

assets The commercial paper is secured on the assets and is redeemed

either by further commercial paper issuance repayment of assets or

liquidity drawings

Commercial reat estate freehold and leasehold properties used for

business activities Commercial real estate includes office buildings

industrial property medical centres hotels retail stores shopping

centres agricultural land and buildings warehouses garages etc

Constant proportion portfolio
insurance notes 000/ notes CPPI is the

name given to trading strategy that is designed to ensure that fixed

minimum return is achieved either at all times or more typically at set

date in the future Essentially the strategy involves continuously re

balancing the portfolio
of investments during the term of the product

between performance assets and safe assets using pre-set formula

CPPI notes provide investors with return linked to CPPI portfolio

Contraciuril maturity is the date in the terms of financial instrument on

which the last payment or receipt
under the contract is due for settlement

Cmii Tier capital called-up share capital and eligible resees plus

equity non-controlling interests less intangible assets and other

regulatory deductions

Core Tier capital ratio core Tier capital as percentage of risk-

weighted assets

Cosliiiconera/io operating expenses as percentage of total income
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Ccrered mortgaqe bonds are debt securities backed by portfolio of

mortgages that is segregated from the issuers other assets solely for the

benefit of the holders of the covered bonds

Credit defau/t swap CCC is contract where the protection seller

receives premium or interest-related payments in return for contracting to

make payments to the protection buyer upon defined credit event in

relation to reference financial asset or portfolio of financial assets

Credit events usually include bankruptcy payment default and rating

downgrades

Crud/i derivtivu product company CDPC is special purpose entity

that sells credit protection under credit default swaps or certain approved

forms of insurance policies Sometimes they can also buy credit

protection CDPCs are similar to monoline insurers However unlike

monoline insurers they are not regulated as insurers

Cres/i derivatives are contractual agreements that provide protection

against credit event on one or more reference entities or financial

assets The nature of credit event is established by the protection buyer

and
protection seller at the inception of transaction and such events

include bankruptcy insolvency or failure to meet payment obligations

when due The buyer of the credit derivative pays periodic fee in return

for payment by the protection seller upon the occurrence if any of

credit event Credit derivatives include credit default swaps total return

swaps and credit swap options

Credit enhuncemenis are techniques that improve the credit standing of

financial obligations generally those issued by an SPE in securitisation

External credit enhancements include financial guarantees and letters of

credit from third-party providers Internal enhancements include excess

spread the difference between the interest rate received on the

underlying portfolio and the coupon on the issued securities and over

collateralisation on securitisation the value of the underlying portfolio is

greater than the securities issued

Credit bat assets loans and advances including overdraft facilities

instalment credit finance lease receivables and other traded instruments

across all customer types

Creoii risk spread is the difference between the coupon on debt

instrument and the benchmark or the risk-free interest rate for the

instruments maturity structure It is the premium over the risk-free rate

required by the market for the credit
quality of an individual debt

instrument

Crack valuation sojustruents are adjustments to the fair values of

derivative assets to reflect the creditworthiness of the counterparty

Currey swap an arrangement in which two parties exchange specific

principal amounts of different currencies at inception and subsequently

interest payments on the
principal amounts Often one party will pay

fixed interest rate while the other will pay floating exchange rate

though there are also fixed-fixed and floating-floating arrangements At

the maturity of the swap the principal amounts are usually re-exchanged

Customer accounts comprise money deposited with the Group by

counterparties other than banks and classified as liabilities They include

demand savings and time deposits securities sold under repurchase

agreements and other short term deposits Deposits received from banks

are classified as deposits by banks

Debt resructuong see Renegotiated loans

Dei se000tws are transferable instruments creating or acknowledging

indebtedness They include debentures bonds certificates of deposit

notes and commercial paper The holder of debt security is typically

entitled to the payment of principal and interest together with other

contractual rights under the terms of the issue such as the right to

receive certain information Debt securities are generally issued for

fixed term and redeemable by the issuer at the end of that term Debt

securities can be secured or unsecured

/kanr secuntws issue comprise unsubordinated debt securities issued

by the Group They include commercial paper certificates of deposit

bonds and medium-term notes

Defenwd fax easel income taxes recoverable in future periods as

result of deductible temporary differences temporary differences

between the accounting and tax base of an asset or liability that will result

in tax deductible amounts in future periods and the carry-forward of tax

losses and unused tax credits

Dfa red tax hats/i/v income taxes payable in future periods as result

of taxable temporary differences temporary differences between the

accounting and tax base of an asset or liability that will result in taxable

amounts in future periods

Dehned benefit ofifigation the present value of expected future

payments required to settle the obligations of defined benefit plan

resulting from employee service

Defineo benefit plan pension or other post-retirement benefit plan other

than defined contribution plan

Defined cortnbuiion 0/Sri pension or other post-retirement benefit plan

where the employers obligation is limited to its contributions to the fund

Delinquency debt or other financial obligation is considered delinquent

when one or more contractual payments are overdue Delinquency is

usually defined in terms of days past due Delinquent and in arrears are

synonymous

lepcs oanks comprise money deposited with the Group by banks

and recorded as liabilities They include money-market deposits

securities sold under repurchase agreements federal funds purchased

and other short term deposits Deposits received from customers are

recorded as customer accounts

idenva five contract or agreement whose value changes with changes

in an underlying index such as interest rates foreign exchange rates

share prices or indices and which requires no initial investment or an

initial investment that is smaller than would be required for other types of

contracts with similar response to market factors The principal types of

derivatives are swaps forwards futures and options
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Discontinued operation is component of the Group that either has

been disposed of or is classified as held for sale discontinued

operation is either separate major line of business or geographical

area of operations or part of single co-ordinated plan to dispose of

separate major line of business or geographical area of operations or

subsidiary acquired exclusively with view to resale

Exposure ai default lEAD an estimate of the expected level of

utilisation of credit facility at the time of borrowers default The EAD

may be higher than the current utilisation e.g in the case where further

drawings may be made under revolving credit facility prior
to default

but will not typically
exceed the total facility

limit

Fertile Mae Federal Nationa/ Mortgage Assoclalloni is US

Government Sponsored Enterprise It buys mortgages principally
issued

by banks on the secondary market pools them and sells them as

residential mortgage-backed securities to investors on the open market

Its obligations are not explicitly guaranteed by the full faith and credit of

the US Government

Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporal/on see Freddie Mac

Federal National Morlgaps Association see Fannie Mae

MCI score FICO score is calculated using proprietary software

developed by the Fair Isaac Corporation in the US from consumers

credit profile The scores range between 300 and 850 and are used in

credit decisions made by banks and other providers of credit

First/second lien lien is charge such as mortgage held by one

party over property owned by second party as security for payment of

some debt obligation or duty owed by that second party The holder of

first lien takes precedence over all other encumbrances on that property

i.e second and subsequent liens

Forbearance is the term generally applied to an agreement principally

in relation to secured loans with retail customers experiencing temporary

financial difficulty to payment moratorium to reduced repayments or to

roll up arrears Forbearance loans are subset of Renegotiated loans

Forward contract contract to buy or sell specified amount of

physical or financial commodity at an agreed price at an agreed future

date

Fradrite Mac Federal Home Loan Mortgage oFOoratf on is US

Government Sponsored Enterprise It buys mortgages principally issued

by thrifts on the secondary market pools them and sells them as

residential mortgage-backed securities to investors on the open market

Its obligations are not explicitly guaranteed by the full faith and credit of

the US Government

Futures contract is contract which provides for the future delivery or

acceptance of delivery of some type of financial instrument or commodity

under terms established at the outset Futures differ from forward

contracts in that they are traded on recognised exchanges and rarely

result in actual delivery most contracts are closed out prior to maturity by

acquisition
of an offsetting position

G/L the Group of Ten comprises the eleven industrial countries

Belgium Canada France Germany Italy Japan the Netherlands

Sweden Switzerland the United Kingdom and the United States that

have agreed to participate
in the IMFs General Arrangements to Borrow

Ginnie Mae Government NaIonai Mortgage Association is US

Government Agency that guarantees investors the timely payment of

principal
and interest on mortgage-backed securities for which the

underlying asset portfolios comprise federally insured or guaranteed

loans mainly loans insured by the Federal Housing Administration or

guaranteed by the Department of Veterans Affairs Ginnie Mae

obligations are fully and explicitly guaranteed as to the timely payment of

principal and interest by the full faith and credit of the US Government

Government Sponsored Enterorises M/SEs are group of financial

services corporations created by the US Congress Their function is to

improve the efficiency of capital markets and to overcome statutory and

other market imperfections which otherwise prevent funds from moving

easily from suppliers of funds to areas of high loan demand They include

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac

Gross yield
is the interest rate earned on average interest-earning

assets i.e interest income divided by average interest-earning assets

Guaranteed mortgages are mortgages that are guaranteed by

government or government agency In the US government loan

guarantee programmes are offered by the Federal Housing

Administration the Department of Veterans Affairs and the Department of

Agricultures Rural Housing Service In the Netherlands the

Gemeentegarantie programme is run partly by the central government

and partly by the municipalities

Home spotty loan is type of loan in which the borrower uses the equity

in their home as collateral home equity loan creates charge against

the borrowers house

irnpatied loans comprise all loans for which an impairment provision has

been established for collectively assessed loans impairment loss

provisions are not allocated to individual loans and the entire portfolio is

included in impaired loans

lmoatrment allowance see Loan impairment provisions

Impairment losses for impaired financial assets measured at amortised

cost impairment losses the difference between carrying value and the

present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the assets

original
effective interest rate are recognised in profit or loss and the

carrying amount of the financial asset reduced by establishing provision

allowance For impaired available-for-sale financial assets the

cumulative loss that had been recognised directly in equity is removed

from equity and recognised in profit or loss as an impairment loss
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indtviduallv as issed man ingisnent incisions impairment loss

provisions for
individually significant impaired loans assessed on case-

by-case basis taking into account the financial condition of the

counterparty and any guarantor and the realisable value of any collateral

held

international Accounting Standards Board IASFN is the independent

standard-setting body of the IASC Foundation Its members are

responsible for the development and publication of International Financial

Reporting Standards IFRS and for approving Interpretations of IFRS as

developed by the International Financial Reporting Interpretations

Committee IFRIC

Interest rate swap contract under which two counterparties agree to

exchange periodic interest payments on predetermined monetary

principal the notional amount

iniememmi spread is the difference between the gross yield and the interest

rate paid on average interest-bearing liabilities

invasmrneimt made generally represents risk
profile similar to rating of

BBB-/Baa3 or better as defined by independent rating agencies

Latent loss ui-nv/sinus loan impairment provisions held against

impairments in the performing loan portfolio that have been incurred as

result of events occurring before the balance sheet date but which have

not been identified as impaired at the balance sheet date The Group has

developed methodologies to estimate latent loss provisions that reflect

historical loss experience adjusted for current economic and credit

conditions and the period between an impairment occurring and loan

being identified and reported as impaired

Leveraged loans funding leveraged finance provided to business

resulting
in an overall level of debt that exceeds that which would be

considered usual for the business or for the industry in which it operates

Leveraged finance is commonly employed to achieve specific often

temporary objective to make an acquisition to effect buy-out or to

repurchase shares

Lf qmiidmp enlianvememiti make funds available to ensure that the issuer

of securities usually commercial paper conduit can redeem the

securities at maturity They typically take the form of committed facility

from
third-party bank

Loan impsnnonr On/viSIons are established to recognise incurred

impairment losses on portfolio of loans classified as loans and

receivables and carried at amortised cost It has three components

individually assessed loan impairment provisions collectively assessed

loan impairment provisions and latent loss provisions

Loenriomalue nub the amount of secured loan as percentage of the

appraised value of the security e.g the outstanding amount of

mortgage loan as percentage of the propertys value

Loss given default LGD the economic loss that may occur in the event

of default i.e the actual loss that
part of the exposure that is not

expected to be recovered plus any costs of recovery

Nester netting agreement is an agreement between two counterparties

that have
multiple derivative contracts with each other that provides for

the net settlement of all contracts through single payment in single

currency in the event of default on or termination of any one contract

Meoiunm tern noes MT/N are debt securities usually with maturity of

five to ten years but the term may be less than one year or as long as 50

years They can be issued on fixed or floating coupon basis or with an

exotic coupon with fixed maturity date non-callable or with embedded

call or put options or early repayment triggers MTN5 are most generally

issued as senior unsecured debt

Mon-rune inamuera are entities that specialise in providing credit

protection against the notional and interest cash flows due to the holders

of debt instruments in the event of default This protection is typically in

the form of derivatives such as credit default swaps

Moltgegcoacimed securities are asset-backed securities for which the

underlying asset portfolios are loans secured on property See

Residential mortgage backed securities and Commercial mortgage

backed securities

Mortgage sen/icing rig/its are the rights of mortgage servicer to collect

mortgage payments and forward them after deducting fee to the

mortgage lender

Mo tp go in the year in which mortgage loan was made to the

customer

Negadve 000itv rnoiige gus mortgages where the value of the property

mortgaged is less than the outstanding balance on the loan

Net is the difference between interest receivable on

financial assets classified as loans and receivables or available-for-sale

and interest payable on financial liabilities carried at amortised cost

Nil nm-re/i me gn is net interest income as percentage of average

interest-earning assets

Nor Onn/Nai exoosum is the carrying value of financial asset after

taking account of credit protection purchased but excluding the effect of

any counterparty credit valuation adjustment to that protection
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Nonnoni000ing rnotga gas mortgage loans that do not meet the

requirements for sale to US Government agencies or US Government

sponsored enterprises These requirements include limits on loan-to-

value ratios loan terms loan amounts borrower creditworthiness and

other requirements

Option an option is contract that gives the holder the right
but not the

obligation to buy or sell specified amount of the underlying physical or

financial commodity at specific price at an agreed date or over an

agreed period Options can be exchange-traded or traded over-the-

counter

Past due financial asset such as loan is past due when the

counterparty has failed to make payment when contractually due

Potantiat problem loans are loans other than impaired loans accruing

loans which are contractually overdue 90 days or more as to principal or

interest and troubled debt restructurings where known information about

possible credit problems of the borrower causes management to have

serious doubts about the borrowers ability to meet the loans repayment

terms

Prime prime mortgage loans generally have low default risk and are

made to borrowers with good credit records and monthly income that is

at least three to four times greater than their monthly housing expense

mortgage payments plus taxes and other debt payments These

borrowers provide full documentation and generally have reliable

payment histories

Pdvsta equity invastmants are equity investments in operating

companies not quoted on public exchange Capital for private equity

investment is raised from retail or institutional investors and used to fund

investment strategies
such as leveraged buyouts venture capital growth

capital distressed investments and mezzanine capital

Pmforrria slincome ratio operating expenses excluding purchased

intangibles amortisation write-down of goodwill and other intangible

assets integration and restructuring costs and share of shared assets

expressed as percentage of total income excluding credit market write-

downs and one-off items

Probability of default POt -the likelihood that customer will fail to make

full and timely repayment of credit obligations over one year time

horizon

Regular amy purrhasC or sate is purchase or sale of financial asset

under contract whose terms require delivery of the asset within the time

frame established generally by regulation or convention in the

marketplace concerned

Renegotiated loans loans are generally renegotiated either as part of

the ongoing banking relationship with creditworthy customer or in

response to borrowers financial difficulties In the latter case

renegotiation encompasses not only revisions to the terms of loan such

as maturity extension payment moratorium concessionary rate of

interest but also the restructuring of all or part of the exposure including

debt forgiveness or debt for equity swap Loans renegotiated as part of

the ongoing banking relationship with creditworthy customer are

treated as new loans

Repurchase- egremnent Repol see Sale and repurchase agreements

Residential mortgage barked secunties PMBS are asset-backed

securities for which the underlying asset portfolios are residential

mortgages

Reatnirtured loans see Renegotiated loans

tStail loans are loans made to individuals rather than institutions The

loans may be for car purchases home purchases medical care home

repair holidays and other consumer uses

Resents regurchaae agreement tReronse repn see Sale and

repurchase agreements

Risk asset atn RAR total regulatory capital as percentage of risk-

weighted assets

Risk etements in tending REtt. comprise impaired loans accruing

loans which are contractually overdue 90 days or more as to principal or

interest and troubled debt restructurings

Riskasetghted assets assets adjusted for their associated risks using

weightings established in accordance with the Basel Capital Accord as

implemented by the FSA Certain assets are not weighted but deducted

from capital

Rats-and reourcbsse ogrearnants in sale and repurchase agreement

one party the seller sells financial asset to another party the buyer at

the same time the seller agrees to reacquire and the buyer to resell the

asset at later date From the sellers perspective such agreements are

repurchase agreements repos and from the buyers reverse repurchase

agreements reverse repos

Secs.rltisOlton is process by which assets or cash flows are

transformed into transferable securities The underlying assets or cash

flows are transferred by the originator or an intermediary typically an

investment bank to special purpose entity which issues securities to

investors Asset securitisations involve issuing debt securities asset-

backed securities that are backed by the cash flows of income-

generating assets ranging from credit card receivables to residential

mortgage loans Liability securitisations typically involve issuing bonds

that assume the risk of potential
insurance liability ranging from

catastrophic natural event to an unexpected claims level on certain

product type
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Speciai pwpose coo/v .SPE is an entity created by sponsor typically

major bank finance company investment bank or insurance company
An SPE can take the form of corporation trust partnership corporation

or limited liability company Its operations are typically limited for

example in securitisation to the acquisition and financing of specific

assets or liabilities

Ill matured investment k/ed/aN S/k is limited-purpose operating

company that undertakes arbitrage activities by purchasing highly rated

medium and long-term fixed-income assets and funding itself with short-

term highly rated commercial paper and medium-term notes

ilructured notes are securities that pay return linked to the value or

level of specified asset or index Structured notes can be linked to

equities interest rates funds commodities and foreign currency

diet/ant tan reiatsa/ assets are assets that are referenced to underlying

student loans

Jbnrtjfnated N/ieee are liabilities which in the event of insolvency or

liquidation of the issuer are subordinated to the claims of depositors and

other creditors of the issuer

Lpnnie sub-prime mortgage loans are designed for customers with

one or more high risk characteristics such as unreliable or poor payment

histories loan-to-value ratio of greater than 80% high debt-to-income

ratio the loan is not secured on the borrowers primary residence or

history of delinquencies or late payments on the loan

Super senior COO is the most senior class of instrument issued by

CDO vehicle They benefit from the subordination of all other instruments

including AAA rated securities issued by the CDO vehicle

capital core Tier capital plus other Tier securities in issue less

material holdings in financial companies

Sw Cs eat rn//n Tier capital as percentage of risk-weighted assets

liar ceo/tm qualifying subordinated debt and other Tier securities in

issue eligible collective impairment allowances unrealised available-for-

sale equity gains and revaluation reserves less certain regulatory

deductions

Lid Government National Mortqage Association see Ginnie Mae

unaudited financial information is information that has not

been subjected to the audit procedures undertaken by the Groups

auditors to enable them to express an opinion on the Groups financial

statements

VaR is technique that produces estimates of the potential change in

the market value of portfolio over specified time horizon at given

confidence levels

vt/ escort/v wrapped security is debt security where the holder

benefits from credit protection provided by third party typically

financial guarantor or monoline insurer

Wrtte down reduction in the carrying value of an asset to record

decline in its fair value or value in use
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2010 business achievements Our 2013 vision

Good progress against Strategic Plan targets

Core bank becoming stronger

Non-Core run-oft progressing well

Significant progress on EC disposals

Enduring customer franchises

universal bank anchored by

retail and commercial activities with

strong complementary investment

banking capability

top-tier competitor in our main markets

2010 financial highlights

1.9bn
Group operating profit1

13%
Core return

on equity

1O.7%
Group Core Tier ratio

Safer and more focused

Capital and liquidity strength meeting

the highest international standards

Gross reduction in funded assets

of 500 billion

Notes

Group operafng prohtiioes before tax amortisahon of purchasco atangibie assets irtegration and

rroti uctriri0 I5ri gain on rafurnptiorr of own ribf strategic dispoxals bonus tan Asset erritocfirr

Scherrie toed fete alt swap fair vaiue chariqus falSh us perisirtfls cur faifrnerrt wsteflOwfl ryxrSvif

and other intangible assets arid 515 ioldings rrnnoity interest and excluding movement or he fair value of

OWfl loOt ROb Siatutory operafvlg box before tax uf C3Orti rniliion iron ft is fear endod 31 ijnncemtier 2011

indeStec turu arfrtbirabint profit criolu Ixip fair value ot own job faxed at 211% on torn average tangible

equity circa 70% of Group fariqible equity basec on rieioweiqted assets

valuable private sector bank

Consistently profitable with sustainable

shareholder returns targeted at 15% on

our tangible equity capital

The Government will have begun to soil

its shares at profit

33% 2.01% 56%
Impairment losses

reduction

Group net

rtteresi margin

Core costincome ratio

RBS Group



Chairmans statement

Ptilip Hampton Chairman

Watch or listen to

Philip Hampton at www.rbs.com/AnnualReport

For biographies

see pages 50-53

Rebudhig end Recovery

Tnere was steochar1qe in our overafl iinancdd

oerforrnance last veer ito alum to operaUng

both the interns renuUding

process at PBS and the external recovery in

10 OOIUn OGnO Y15 BiD

good way from wne we want to he in terms

01 ik

Business achievements

There are two dimensions to the internal rebuilding process at RBS

reducing our exposure to certain assets and risks and strengthening

our core businesses On asset and risk reduction we are ahead of

schedule Our programme of business disposals has attracted the most

attention with 20 agreements signed or completed in 2010 But our

asset restructuring deals and run-off programme are also contributing

to making RBS stronger and safer bank with
greatly improved

capital position and lower funding needs

This progress means we can increasingly focus on the core businesses

that will drive our future It has been pleasing to see the
early results of

our efforts to strengthen them For example we have increased our

share of the mortgage and savings markets in the UK with account

numbers rising by 44000 and 579000 respectively We are investing

heavily in our core businesses with strong emphasis on serving

customers better and improving our efficiency

Economic backdrop getting better

The global economy rebounded strongly in 2010 but the strength of

the recovery was unevenly spread across countries and over time

Among our core markets the UK and the US both returned to
fairly

modest growth Conditions in Ireland remained very challenging

This general improvement must be viewed against backdrop of

financial market turbulence at various points in the year especially in

Europe So while our expectation is that the return of economic growth

in 2010 will be sustained in 2011 and that interest rates will gradually

start to rise during the year we are vigilant about the downside risks

and the
possibility

of
spill-over effects from political uncertainties in

some countries and regions

Public policy lending and remuneration

In the public policy debate two issues attracted controversy for UK

banks in 2010 lending to companies especially small and medium

enterprises and remuneration In February 2011 the leading UK banks

reached an agreement with the UK Government with the intention of

reducing public controversy and improving constructive relationships

The agreement involves series of commitments by the larger banks

including on lending remuneration and capital support which are

positive reaction to issues of concern in our communities We welcome

the UK Governments recognition of the contribution of financial

services to the economy and its commitment to support the creation

of level international playing field to promote effective competition

On lending it is important that banks give customers confidence that

requests for funds for viable businesses will be met RBS has been

active in support of our customers over the last two years of significant

downturn For example we are on track to meet our current targets for

UK lending availability agreed in March 2010 In the UK we lent 52
billion to businesses over the first eleven months of the March 2010

February 2011 period well ahead of our full year target
of 50 billion

Over the same eleven month period we lent over 15 billion to mortgage

customers resulting in net balance growth of more than billion in

excess of our full year mortgage net lending target of billion

RBSGroup



Our lending goals to businesses will now continue in 2011 with

additional capacity available to support further growth if demand is

higher than expected This time we will be joined by the other large

UK banks We hope this initiative will help give confidence to stimulate

economic growth In addition the banks have agreed to support new

major equity fund targeted at small businesses and provide capital to

the UK Governments big society bank

Our support for business extends beyond lending This is particularly

true in tough economic times when it is even more important to

preserve economic activity and jobs 500-strong team of our most

experienced relationship managers provides intensive support to new

and fast-growing companies who may be experiencing recession

and its aftermath for the first time We have also grown our team of

restructuring specialists who help struggling businesses back to health

We helped around 950 UK businesses to restructure successfully in

2010 We work with companies of all shapes and sizes across the

country from small road haulage business to higher-profile

examples such as Liverpool Football Club and large multinationals

On remuneration we have been leading advocate of international

industry-wide reform in the banking sector over the last two years having

focused early on the need for deferrals clawback and strong alignment

of rewards to shareholders interests by using equity
instead of cash

Following an extensive consultation with both our institutional

shareholders and UK Financial Investments the Board has decided

our approach on the key aspects of 2010 remuneration including

performance-related awards and has balanced the need to attract

and retain talented people to serve customers effectively with other

key drivers including regulatory compliance and the control of costs

It will again include 2000 cap on immediate cash bonuses

On tax the Government will introduce levy on banks balance sheets

from January 2011 This policy was announced by the Chancellor of

the Exchequer in the June Budget with the details finalised as part of

the February 2011 agreement outlined above If the levy had been

applied to the balance sheet at 31 December 2010 the cost of the

levy to RBS would be in the region of 350 to 400 million in 2011

We made gross contribution of 3.9 billion to the UK Government in

2010 The bulk of this was taxes including 1.5 billion paid on behalf

of employees directly or indirectly We also paid around 1.5 billion

fees including
700 million for the Asset Protection Scheme

Governace building on th changes we made last year

We made comprehensive changes to the Board and the Executive

Management team in 2009 so last year was one of relative stability

remain confident that the Board has the right blend of skills and

experience to succeed Our management team under the experienced

leadership of Stephen Hester is doing an excellent job in moving

RBS forward

Penny Hughes joined the Board on January as Non-executive

Director and took over as Chair of our Remuneration Committee from

June 2010 Brendan Nelson was appointed as Non-executive

Director with effect from April and took over as Chair of the Group

Audit Committee following
the 2010 AGM

Archie Hunter left the Board at the 2010 AGM after six years and

would like to thank him for his work as director and Chair of the

Audit Committee The commitment he provided during time of major

changes on the Board was very professional and valuable

Finally Cohn Buchan will stand down from the Board in the summer

after nine years Again his commitment as director and last year

as chairman of the Remuneration Committee has been greatly

appreciated by the Board

Sustainable Banktny serving local communttes

Financial services provide important benefits to society when they are

delivered responsibly and efficiently Having learned the lessons from

the past the challenge for RBS is to deliver these services in way

that our communities value and that our people can be proud of am

confident that the changes we are making at RBS in the way we do

business as well as the business we do will help to achieve this Much

of this work is overseen by the Groups Sustainabihity Committee which

is chaired by our Senior Independent Director Sir Sandy Crombie and

reports to our Board

For example NatWest and RBS introduced Customer Charters in 2010

These are based on the issues that customers have told us are important

to them such as making banking easy we will extend our opening

hours in our busiest branches Similarly Ulster Bank in Ireland and

Citizens in the US launched their own commitments which are already

delivering tangible benefits to our customers

We are also committed to investing in and developing our community

programmes Our long-running MoneySense programme continues to

provide education on basic financial matters to thousands of

schoolchildren in the UK and is actively supported by employee

volunteers The Citizens Gear for Grades programme in the US

provides school supplies for children whose families are unable to

afford them Since the programmes inception in 2003 Citizens has

served over 150000 school children in the US Our community activities

also include business start-up support and microfinance programmes

Our annual Sustainability Report contains extensive information on our

activities in this key area for us in the UK USA India and many other

countries where we operate

Value tr ow shareholders

It is vital that we make proper financial return on the large amounts

of new capital that RBS has raised in recent years mainly from the

UK Government To make that return we know that we have to run the

businesses efficiently
and support our customers effectively An intrinsic

part of our effectiveness comes from being healthy and safe bank with

sufficient capital and liquidity to meet the demands of customers markets

and regulation Many banks in the UK and elsewhere including RBS

operated for number of years with levels of capital and liquidity which

certainly
in hindsight left them weak and vulnerable Our job is to make

sure RBS remains strong and safe but also to reward shareholders

appropriately through improving financial results hope you will agree

that the progress we have made is evident in our 2010 Results Much

remains to be done but we are another important step closer to realising

the potential in the businesses that make up the RBS Group

Philip Hampton

Chairman

Essential reading
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Group Chief Executives review

Stephen Hester Group Chief Executive Our goals

Our
overriding

focus is on achieving three things

Watch or listen to

Stephen Hester at www.rbs.com/AnnualReport
to serve customers well

to restore the Bank to undoubted standalone strength and
For biographies

to rebuild sustainable value for all shareholders and in so doing to
see pages 50-53

enable the UK Government to sell its holding profitably over time

Strategy

RBSs strategy announced in 2009 remains our best route to achieving

these goals It is serving us well in meeting the twin challenges of

continuing change in our external environment and the need for radical

internal
restructuring at RBS

The new RBS is built upon customer franchises with substantial

competitive strengths in their respective markets our Core

businesses Each is being reshaped to provide improved and enduring

performance The Core businesses all generate strong value in their

own right and still stronger balanced and more valuable mix together

The business shape and new management disciplines we are

establishing can drive RBS to success as leading bank in its markets

for many years to come

The weaknesses uncovered by the financial crisis of leverage risk

concentration and business stretch are being fixed The successful

and continuing run-down and sale of assets which weakened us or

businesses where we have no competitive advantage illustrates this

These assets were placed in our Non-Core Division and give focus to

our risk reduction objectives We are changing balance sheet which

could not withstand the crisis and importantly the culture that created it

2010 Results against goals

2010 was year of good progress and the Group is on or ahead of its

published goals for this stage of our Plan There have been and still are

challenges to face into whether economic regulatory or political Our

resilience to such events is increasing steadily

Customers We are completely clear success in serving customers

is the key to our business future Overdue investment in service

technology and changing cultural approach is starting to roll out

across RBS Most of our Core franchises showed gains on variety of

customer measures during the year though we are conscious that much

remains to be done It will take time for our actions to have full effect

in particular where business restructuring has been most marked

In each of our retail businesses we have re-energised and invested

in our customer offering around the organising thought of helpful

banking The proposition in each market is tailored to suit local

customers NatWest has Helpful Banking RBS has Here for You

Citizens has Good Banking is Good Citizenship and Ulster Bank

has Help For What Matters This is supporting improved customer

attraction and retention and has resonated
positively

with staff

customers and the broader communities we serve

Risk Excellent progress has been made on the journey towards
bringing

RBSs risk profile in line with the highest standards of our industry

Our funding and liquidity profile is much improved and no longer an

outlier for our industry Non-Core assets are down further 63 billion

the loan-to-deposit ratio is 117% down from 154% at peak and our

Core businesses now take in over of deposits for every of loans

Two years on from ftar gobai flnaricaj chsis

our recovery is ahead of schedule In 2010 we

made ci sErres in risk reducLion and an earlY

return to operating profits We have much work

still to do and There are siqntcarit obsl.soies

sflj 13 overcome We aim fbr 1rJTh

pogrewm tns YeM
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made the gold standard we are targeting Improvements in risk

are also evident through reductions in single name and sectoral

credit concentrations

RBS has strong capital
ratios with Core Tier ratio of 10.7%

The additional protection
of the Asset Protection Scheme as expected

is unlikely to be called upon and we target scheme exit by the end

of 2012 subject to continued progress on risk reduction and to

regulatory approvals

Slmreholder velue This vital part of our goals is on track but inevitably

will take the most time to deliver fully The potential is there and the

performance of the Bank will increasingly speak for itself 2010 results

were large improvement on 2009 and our budgets for the year At

Group level RBS posted 1.9 billion of operating profits excluding fair

value of own debt from 6.1 billion loss in 2009 It was only after the

post tax effect of APS El .1 billion that we reported net attributable

loss of 1.1 billion We are taking significant steps toward repaying the

support we have received

The RBS Core business posted operating profits
of 7.4 billion and

return on equity of 13% above its cost of capital Importantly the

quality of results also improved While still significantly impacted by

high credit costs low interest rates and other economic challenges

our Retail and Commercial businesses increased operating profits by

66% to 3.8 billion with 10% ROE Our Irish bank and our Insurance

business remained in loss as result of prior risk exposures which we

are working down Our investment banking arm despite tough markets

posted 3.4 billion operating profits and 17% ROE competitive

result when compared with peers though down from the record prior

year Adding the related parts of our GTS business gives still stronger

returns for our wholesale client activity as whole

2010 results were achieved with strong attention to efficiency beating

our cost targets and allowing vital investment right across the Group to

enhance future growth and business quality

In Non-Core progress was also pleasing though losses will continue

in this division during the remaining Plan period as assets are sold

and run down Non-Core assets reduced by 63 billion to 138 billion

during 2010 beating our targets Losses narrowed sharply though

they are still significant

People

Our people are doing great job in producing the turnaround we

have targeted despite great stresses and challenges thank all of

my colleagues at RBS for this

Our
ability to attract retain and motivate the best people is still not

what we want it to be Our business challenges and the external

environment lead to management compromises that add risk to the

achievement of our business goals We are working hard to move

forward and balance staff motivation with external acceptance that

past mistakes have been addressed

Regulation

We support the revolution in regulatory standards that when complete

and coupled with the dramatic industry changes taking place will make for

safer financial services
industry

for everyone But safer economy also

needs global macro-economic imbalances to be successfully addressed

Essential reading

The Basel-led process seems likely to get to the right place on bank

safety and there is good progress in the design of bank resolution and

recapitalisation bail-in mechanisms which should remove the need

for future state capital support The impact of these measures materially

impacts bank costs and return prospects These in turn impact cost and

availability of customer service including credit provision There is an

important balance to be struck by policy-makers

2011 will be noteworthy in the UK for the conclusion of the Independent

Commission on Banking ICB The lOB has the opportunity to reflect on

all of the change under way and to determine if additional measures

would be beneficial There are traps to avoid in areas where UK reform

which is not followed elsewhere might bring more cost than benefit

hamper banks and the economy and give the illusion of more safety

without its reality The Commissions work is continuing thoughtfully and

we are co-operating fully to give insights wherever helpful

Outlook

RBS is on track to meet its ambitious goals These goals set out the

path for our recovery period but also establish the foundations for the

new RBS to enjoy strong and enduring prospects well into the future

For 2011 we target continued progress toward published targets We

continue to prioritise risk reduction strengthening of customer service

and building the quality and quantity of Core profits

We are alert to the risks facing our businesses In 2010 our results

were accomplished despite eurozone market volatility additional Irish

impairments and higher than expected insurance provisioning 2011

will doubtless have its own challenges as the global economic recovery

seeks firmer footing Our plans might also face further substantial

impacts from national and international regulatory changes

And as visible exemplars of the financial crisis RBS remains vulnerable

to public mood The journey from problem to opportunity is important

and our progress will aid customer trust staff Stability
and investor

confidence In that context we hope that the opportunity to sell part of

the UK Governments shareholding becomes increasingly visible and

appealing win win for the taxpayer and for RBS That moment will

be an emblem of our progress and in some respects of progress in

the wider UK economy

Our goals for 2011 are clear External events can still blow us off course

and caution is needed until these clarify But for our part the strategy is

delivering We are focussing on serving our customers well and better

We are stripping away excess risk inherited from the past We are

building enduring strength and value in the new RBS and supporting

the economies we serve

In conclusion would like to thank all of our staff our shareholders and

other stakeholders for their continued support as we build the new RBS

Stephen Hester

Group Chief Executive

RBS Group



QAs on progress

questions are asked more often than others

Bejow we provide seeoton of those

frequenhy asked Questions and answers

Where are you in the impairment cycle

The level of Group impairments fell by 33 per cent in 2010 reflecting

improvements in the economic environment Impairments fell in all core

businesses except Ulster Bank where asset default levels and loss

rates remained high in both the retail and corporate portfolios reflecting

difficult economic conditions in Ireland

We currently expect impairments in Ulster Bank to stabilise in 2011

and to continue falling in our other businesses assuming the global

economic recovery is sustained

When will the UK Government sell its shareholding

The UK Government set up UK Financial Investments Ltd UKFI to

manage its investments in financial institutions including RBS UKFI

has been given clear mandate by the Government to protect and

create value for the taxpayer as shareholder As such decisions

around the timing of any sale are outside the remit of the RBS Group

We are acutely aware of our responsibility as part of this process

By successfully implementing our Strategic Plan we will serve our

customers well and achieve the business success needed to attract

new investors

Can you exptain the treatment of the APS and fair value

of own debt

Our financial performance is affected by two items that do not reflect

the day-to-day business of the Group the Asset Protection Scheme

and the fair value of own debt Both can exhibit counter-cyclical

behaviour in that improving market conditions result in charge and

vice versa

The APS is credit derivative and so must be accounted for at fair

value fluctuations in this value are reflected in the results If market

circumstances are getting
better and credit spreads for the assets in

the covered portfolio narrow the value of the protection decreases and

loss is recognised If spreads widen the protection is more valuable

giving rise to gain

For accounting purposes the Group values some of its issued debt

e.g bond issues at the current market price Changes in this value are

recorded in profit or loss Part of this change results from market

movements in the price of the Groups credit when the Groups credit

spreads tighten loss is recorded when they widen gain is recorded

What ha been happening to margins and why
We need to rebuild net interest margins NIM5 if we are to produce

adequate profits to service the capital our shareholders have invested in

RBS Encouragingly we made further progress in 2010 the Group NIM

rose by 25 basis points to 2.01 per cent This improvement was driven

by the Retail Commercial business where asset margins recovered

across number of markets primarily due to the run-off of older

business written at unsustainably lower margins

Progress on liability margins has been more difficult This reflects strong

competition for customer deposits as the banking sector tries to narrow

its funding gap and the low interest rate environment

Whet recommendations have you made to the Independent

Commission on Ganking lOB
The Commission inquiry is major event for our industry in the UK and

we have sought to engage thoughtfully Our response was published on

the ICB website

In our view the debate about banking size and structure can often

generate more heat than light The banks that failed during the

crisis didnt fail because they were too big or because they had an

investment bank They failed because they had some form of

concentration risk in funding in lending to property in geography

or in proprietary trading

We should aim for financial system where the probability of future

crises is substantially reduced and there is an effective resolution

regime for those institutions that do still fail If this can be achieved then

the size and shape of banks can be driven by the choices of customers

and shareholders within the context of strong and effective regulation

How much progress have you made towards the

cost reduction target you set

Our cost reduction programme continues to deliver material savings

Annualised savings are now just ahead of the 2.5 billion target for

2011 and are forecast to exceed billion by 2013 This reflects better

cost control in our day-to-day operations as well as number of

business disposals

These cost savings will help to finance the billion of essential

investments we have committed to make as part of our five-year

recovery plan These will strengthen our core businesses Examples

include the provision of an integrated Wealth IT platform and enhanced

electronic trading facilities for GBM

How much exposure do you have to the sovereign debt crisis

Our exposure to sovereign bonds in the two countries most deeply

embroiled in the crisis Greece and Ireland is relatively low E895

million and 104 million respectively at 31 December 2010 But we

clearly have significant exposure to the Republic of Ireland economy

through our Ulster Bank subsidiary total lending was 43.2 billion

at 31 December 2010 To help manage this exposure we placed

c.E15 billion of assets in our Non-Core Division the vast majority
of

which relates to commercial property We are managing this down over

time and where assets are currently non-performing they are being

heavily provisioned

RBS Group



Our key targets

Notes

Based so mdicstive Core asribatable profit occluding

flair value of awn debt tased at 28% and Care average

tangible equity per the average balance sheet c.70% of

Group taegible equity based on OWA5 The 2009 reture

is based or Core tangible equity as at 31 December

2009 which isciuded the full amount of the Share

investment by HM Treasury in December 2009

Group return us tangibte equity tsr 2008

Csstincame ratia eacludieg fair value of awe debt

and net of insurance claims

2008

Au at Jasasry 2008

As at Cctsber 2008

Amount of unsecured wholesale funding under year

0157 billion of which bank deposits are currently

83 billion target 05 billion other unsecured wholesale

tvnding currently 94 billion target 85 billion

As at December 2008

Oligible assets held tar contingent liquidity purposes

including cash Government issued securities and other

eligible securities with central banks

10 Funded tang bin assets divided by total Tier capital

11 As at Jane 2008

T7t1 .I T....r.7n.vvv..t

Customer Serving our customers better must be the foundation of everything we do

satisfaction scores We have favourable customer satisfaction scores but our aspirations are higher still

We aim to have top five positions in the main customer markets we choose to be in
Market position metncs

We wHI not compete where we cannot succeed for our customers and shareholders

Employee satisfaction We cannot succeed without team of motivated employees working towards

scores common set of goals Engagement has improved but further progress is required

Essential reading

RBS Group
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Our approach to business

We have three oveoh.dn goals

to serve customers well

to restore the Bank to undoubted standalone strength

to rebuld sustainable value icr all shareholders

There are important iriteedependenoies oetween these goals

We 0610001 serve oustorners well it the Bank is not safer end

more resilient We oennot cohieve standalone strenoth without

reoulding shareholder value And we oa nnot reouilo sharehoider

verue ii we bo not serve customers well So whle each of these

goals is important on its own we will suooeed only it we

coussrenlly achieve hero logromer

Customers

Serving our customers well is the cornerstone

of the Groups strategy It is embedded in our

Operational Obiectives our Customer

Charters and in our How we do business

framework which we describe below It is

encouraging that most of our core franchises

showed gains on variety of customer

measures during the year But we are not

complacent Our customers needs and

preferences change over time so good

service today does not guarantee good

service tomorrow And financial services is

competitive dynamic industry So it is

important that we work hard to streamline and

enhance our customer service proposition

10 RBS Group vIG



Standalone strength

Restoring the Bank to standalone strength is

crucial The first part
of the challenge is

fixing

the problems of the past We took large step

towards this goal in 2009 with
significant

improvements on both capital and liquidity We

made further progress in 2010 The second

part of the challenge is to make RBS safer for

the future To achieve this we launched new

vision for RBS Risk Management in 2010 That

vision is about adopting more holistic

approach towards risk across the business

the risk function and audit to create safe

sustainable and valuable bank for our

customers staff and shareholders

Sustainable value

Of our three goals building the sustainable

value for all shareholders will
inevitably

take

the most time to deliver fully We have strong

foundation in our core businesses which

generated 13% return on equity in 2010

just short of our 2013 target of greater than

15% We are confident that our core businesses

will generate strong value both in their own right

and as cohesive whole given cross-business

synergies and the balance they bring

We outline how they are each performing

against their own targets and together to deliver

our Strategic Plan on pages 12-15

Rebuilding sustainable value will enable the UK

Government to sell its holding profitably over

time We are acutely aware of our responsibility

to repay the support weve received from the

UK taxpayer By successfully implementing our

Strategic Plan we will achieve the business

success needed to attract new investors

Our business and our strategy

How we do business

RBS Group 11



Progress on our Strategic Ptan

ri 1IiI
PBS to generate sustanable Market-leading franchises

5% return on equity powered
target and measure market positions and customer satisfaction all core businesses

market-leering

Lusinesses in large

customer-driven markets
Income growth

Focus on busnesse5 capable of delivering sjsiainable growth and achieve merket-lovul growth ri each

Cost control

Deliver on the Groups cost programmes whils mak ng essenlial rrvestments in our businesses

Ach eve costincome ratio that places RBS among the most effcient ot its global peers

Rigorous capital and cost allocation

Accurately deploy tOe Groups capoal ard allocate appopriee costs to focus rOe visions on returns

as well as on crotit growth

FiBS to deliver is strategy from Reduced balance sheet scale

stable AA caiejnry risk
Continue to dc-risk arid shrink tie Groups balance sheet including caretul Control 01 future asset growlri

tiriifile arid balance sheet

Funding programme
Limit over-reliance on wholesale markets to meet toe Groups fundnnig requirements

while building up an appropriate liquidity reserve

Stable and robust capital support

Focus on implementing state 01 the ar risk controls run-oft ot excess risk concentrations and maintenance

ot strong eQuity capital

he chosen business mix Strong retail and commercial banking

to produce an attractive blend Activty focused err US and irolard and supported by signiticant business investment plans

nit profitabilnt stability and

ustainablc growth Sustain focused customerriven wholesale banking

GOM strategic elan progressing well Having retocused the business on its cere tranchises

dsciplined deployment of capital lecnrnology nd human msources suoport our targeted global cl ent base

Exit Non-Core business lines

Fxpenirioirs
run-off or ssl of husnnesses end asset lnorttohos whfe maximisirq the vel.e obtained for the Group

-iBS rnarnagerrnt.ont hallmarks Publish targets for risk/return balance

rnclude an open nvestor-
Demorstratc execution ctlectivemnoss cy seining clear portornance targets for rsk arid returns and give regular

updates cnn progress against them

nn-rn tly appr tCh i.tnsn.nr trio

end proven execution Improve levels of disclosure

etiectiveness vlrorij
rin

Fiebu Id coofiderrce enc trust wilt investos ny comhirnng clear perormerice arguts wi improved disclosure

nnannugerntnnl arid L.eritrdl Set customer franchise targets for every business

IntCon on tie custinnier Maintain excellent customer service ass core ehiective of the Group row dfried wih reference to seres of mangers

Management change

At the cerrre of its atforts to rebuild standalone strength BBS is dedicated to build rrg continually
toe strength

of re Flnsrd ann senior management teams

Strong risk management

Lmhed tine new set ol rnaniagernunt disciphres to ensure that lie RSS ot tOe tunue aueuuately polected

notably by its oak rrianagernet processes and framework-e

12 RBS Group



Our business and our strategy
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The economic any nrrfrft bowed sign
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2000
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Wealth

Our business and our strategy

Utr Lore eye

Global Transaction Services Ulster Bank

We provide private banking and investment

services in the UK through Coutts Co and

Adam Company offshore banking through

RBS International NatWest Offshore and Isle

of Man Bank and international private

banking through RBS Coutts

We offer global payments cash and liquidity

management trade finance and commercial

card products and services We are able to

support and connect customers across

128 countries

We are leading retail and commercial bank

in Northern Ireland and the Republic of

Ireland We provide comprehensive range of

financial services through our Retail Markets

and Corporate Markets divisions

Return Costincome Loandeposit

on equity l%l ratio ratio %l

2009 30 59 38

2010 19 70 44
2013 50 30

Return Cootincome Loandepooit

on equity ratio ratio

2009 42 59 21

2010 43 57 21

2013 60 20

Retorn Costincome Loandepooit

on equity l%l ratio ratio l%l

2009 12 73 177

2010 21 59 152

2013 15 c.50 150

US Retail Commercial Global Banking Markets RBS Insurance

We provide financial services primarily in the

North Eastern United States through the

Citizens Bank Charter One and RBS Citizens

brands We are engaged in retail and

corporate banking activities We rank among

the top five banks in New England

We provide financing risk management and

advisory services to major corporations

financial institutions and public sector clients

in 39 countries

We sell and underwrite retail and SME

insurance over the telephone and internet

as well as through brokers and partnerships

Our brands include Direct Line Churchill

Privilege Green Flag and NIG

Return Coat income Loan deposit

on equity 1% ratio 1% ratio

2009 78 80

2010 72 81

2013 15 55 90

Return Cst ncornc

on equity ratio

2009 30 42

2010 56

2013 15 c.55

Return Costincome

on equity l%l ratio

2009 92

01 172

2013 20 60

Core revenue by division 2010 Total revenue by geographic split 2010

Note Excluding Fair Value of Own Debt FVOD excluding RBS Inourance

GBM 32%

Ulster Bank 4%

US RC 12%

RoW 8%

UK Retail 22%

UK

Corporate

16%

Wealth 4%

Retail

Commercial

68%

Internationally

operating RC
business

30%

EU 15%

US 23%

GTS 10%

UK 54%
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The economic environment

Keep up with our latest economic research

and analysis at www.rbs.com/economics
to ittort osdbie 71
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Our markets

In the UK which is our largest market

economic conditions improved in 2010 Total

economic activity as measured by gross

domestic product GOP grew by 1.3 per

cent in 2010 This followed contraction of

4.9 per cent in 2009 However fall in

activity in the final quarter of 2010 served as

timely reminder that while conditions are

generally improving the recovery is fragile

The recovery has helped many of our

customers Company trading profits grew for

the first time since 2008 The unemployment

rate levelled off at around per cent which

is much higher than at the start of the

recession but still relatively low compared

with the peak in other recessions These

factors supported commercial property

prices which were per cent higher in

December 2010 than they were year earlier

according to International Property Databank

Most of those gains came in the first half of

2009 ff 2010
the year The residential market was less

Seams DejesSeams robust house prices fell in the second half of

the year dragging the year-on-year growth

rate to-i per cent in December 2010

according to the Nationwide index

The US economy registered the fastest

growth among our main markets GOP grew

by 2.8 per cent following contraction of 2.6

per cent in 2009 Despite this the

unemployment rate remained stubbornly

high which prompted further loosening of

monetary and fiscal policy In Ireland GOP

contracted by an estimated 0.5 per cent in

2010 following 7.6 per cent reduction in

2009 though there were tentative signs of

strengthening towards the end of the year

The general improvement in economic

conditions must be viewed against

backdrop of financial market turbulence at

various points in the year most notably

the sovereign debt crisis that affected the

Eurozone periphery This led to marked

fall in risk appetite in 02 and again in Q4
Equity prices fell in the banking sector and

there was flight to quality which pushed

down long-term interest rates on government

debt in some countries This included the UK
where the 10-year gilt rate fell from more than

per cent at the start of 2010 to less than

per cent in October UK gilt yields

subsequently rose in the final months of

2010 in anticipation of interest rate rises

in 2011

The increase in risk aversion also caused

some sharp currency movements At one

point the pound was 11 per cent down

against the dollar but sterling rallied in the

second half of 2010 to end the year just

slightly lower than where it started $1.57

from $1.61 Sterling rose by 10 per cent

against the euro in the first half of the year

before giving up most of these gains to

end the year at 1.17 from 1.13

The economic outlook

We expect the global recovery to be

maintained but to remain uneven The pace

of growth in the major developed economies

including the UK and the US is likely

to remain sluggish by historic standards

and volatile This reflects high levels of

indebtedness and the expectation that

interest rates will gradually rise Emerging

markets especially Asia will continue to

outperform as they are less encumbered by

balance sheet strains Moreover growth in

countries like China and India will continue

to be underpinned by the process of

catch-up with industrial nations

N.5 All data are from Thomson Datastresm

uriiess otherwise indicated

Sterling exchange rates

175
$toEl toEl

1.30

1.15

Jan 2010

GDP growth rea terms

-2

-4

-6 -4.9

-8

-10
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Our approach to risk management

Our business and our strategy

Tre crne oroiinan

new vision for RI3S Risk Management

At RBS Risk Management plays an integral role in delivering the

Strategic Plan by embedding appropriate frameworks With the

need for financial strength and resilience at the heart of this RBS

Risk Management is aligned to support the Groups stated objective

of standalone strength by 2013 as measured by reaching and then

retaining credit standing in line with the strongest international peer

group The Group Board agreed in 2009 four risk objectives which

are aligned to the Plan These are to

maintain capital adequacy

maintain market confidence

deliver stable earnings growth and

ensure stable and efficient access to funding and liquidity

Strategy and policy

These
strategic

risk objectives are the bridge between the Group-level

business strategy and the frameworks measures and metrics we use

to set appetite and manage risk in our business divisions Our Risk

Appetite Framework is aligned with business objectives with underlying

and cascading frameworks and limits

Appropriate and effectively implemented policy standards are pre

requisite to achieving standalone credit rating in line with the strongest

in our international peer group and unless we maintain an upper quartile

control framework we will not succeed in this Objective In 2010 we

began work on revised Group Policy Framework GPF and this will

continue to be rolled out as key component of Risk Appetite during

2011 It has two very specific but correlated objectives which will apply at

the individual policy level as well as the aggregate policy standard level

to ensure that Risk Appetite is set in accordance with strong

standalone credit ratings on consistent basis and

to ensure an upper quartile control environment is maintained against

relevant external benchmarks

An enhanced approach to embedding policies will form an integral

part of our communication and training with both our frontline staff

and across RBS Risk Management Our revised GPF is structured to

require policy standard owners and policy sponsors to re-assess their

policies on regular basis and where shortfalls against industry

practice are identified these are documented and addressed within

an agreed timeframe

Operating model

The risk and
liquidity

balance sheet management strategies are owned

and set by the Groups Board of directors and implemented by

executive management led by the Group Chief Executive number of

committees supports the execution of the business plan and strategy

Interaction between them helps to promote cross-risk linkages The

roles and responsibilities fulfilled by the key risk committees have been

reviewed and more clearly defined during the course of 2010 and

further enhancements are planned in 2011

Equally important as improved governance is strengthening the

capabilities of our people and rebuilding trust with our external

stakeholders to convince them that the culture which allowed the old

RBS to fail has changed and changed for good Our people agenda is

tackling this through our performance management process and the

way we incentivise our people as well as our risk skills and capabilities

programme These are as important for our customer facing staff as

they are for our risk and control functions

Risk appetite

Risk appetite is an expression of the maximum level of risk that we are

prepared to accept to deliver our business objectives Risk and balance

sheet management across the Group is based on the Risk Appetite

approved by the Board who ultimately will agree this for each division

and regularly reviews the Groups performance in relation to risk Risk

appetite is defined in both quantitative and qualitative terms which

serve as way of
setting appetite and managing risk performance as

we implement an agreed strategy

Quantitative encompassing capital funding and liquidity credit

country market operational regulatory and business risks

underpinned by stress testing

Qualitative ensuring that the Group applies the correct principles

policies and procedures manages reputational
risk with sound

controls and strong risk culture

key deliverable on our journey to standalone credit rating
in line with

our strongest international peer group by 2013 is the design and building

of risk architecture that will support this and we are doing this as

partnership between the Risk Finance and Treasury functions When fully

implemented this will provide RBS with consistent reference data and

definitions across our three functions and significantly improve the quality

of management information and analytical capability we have to manage

our major risks
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Our approach to risk management cotmued

Credit risk Funding and
Unekjding couritoi early

Risk Type county nd pohical nsks liquidity nsk Market risk Insurance risk

Deflintion The OsK that the Group The risk that the Group The risk that the value The nsk of financial

will incur losses owing
does not have of an asset or lability

loss through fluctuations

the failure of sufficient financial may change as result in the timing frequency

customers to meet their resou ces to meet its of change in market and/or severity of

financial obligations to commitments when factors insured events relative

the Group they fall due or can to the expectations at

secure hem only at the time of underwriting

excessive cost

Features Loss characteristics vary Potential to disrupt the Potential for large material Frequent small losses which

materially across portfolios business model and stop losses are material in aggregate

normal functions of the

Significant correlation Group Potential for losses due to Infrequent large
material

between losses and the stress events losses

macroeconomic Potential to tail to meet the

environment supervisory requirements of

regulators

Concentration risk

potential for large material Significantly correlates with

losses credit risk losses

How we manage them

Key Aswt quality hss bro dly airist backdrop of further Due to the tended period of There were significant losses

developreents tsb isiedresulting/i rnattcbt in
Nitty vc made market veiil tyln Auqu result of bed

iy injury

in 2O1O aggr gate can mpairinerit pt6 ads indicating our 07 the imiel otmodeita claim the UK motor

war than in D0li bit obj yes- reduced liarkot nk hdb Inc ase insur ace hi sin mpacting

Howev wearie in the reliance on short term despite red cii in trading RBS lnsuranue

Irish oconomy and fallin wholasa funding cxianded bu exposu ii

property vilus have risuItect cu tonwr deposit franchise

Ii lii doubling of titer Bank id netes ad maturLy ci

6roup in is marts Cor and term dent suan

Nonor in 010

Risk mitigation We fndde further We at erigthCne th We have continued to In our motor business

rih Oment to t3roup stru ural lnttrgnty hi. nhance ourm rkuio we inrroa pricing ri

crOdit fisk frrneworks as wall balneesh at through act ye management framewo reap in to bed
ly injury

alith tein dnd toots lb gim lit th dS ot Wi. hay iedue trading and trends end wE mcdi

upp rtcredit risk and tabduly portiblios Al banking book exposures with sighifi ant progre in

manag ment bloc se We we avsic a-tin et ste and write-down rearoyn high 1u

iedUbd the risk aocialed igai cant centrally-managed within Non-C re and banking business through

wth ieqa-yexp surea lifiuiditypcrtfolici book available-icrsal assets ig atinq to

throuçfh further red ctuons in billion in Coie
No -Cur assets
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Our business and our strategy

Operational risk Regulatory risk Compliance risk Reputational risk Pension risk

The risk of loss The risks arising from Rsks arising from The nsks arising from The risit that the

resulting from regulatory changes non-compliance with the failure to meet Group may have to

inadequate or faded and enforcement laws rules stakeholders make additional

processes people regulations or other perceptions and contributions to its

systems or from standards applicable expectations defined benefit

exte nal events the Group pension schemes

Frequent small losses Adverse impacts on Breach or alleged breach Failure of the business Volatile funding position

business/operating could result in public or to provide an experience caused by the uncertainty

Infrequent material models ncluding private censure or fine which meets customers of future investment

losses
increased complexity could have an adverse regulators and other returns and the projected

impact on the Groups stakeholders expectations value of schemes

Financial costs adapting business modal rncluding liabilities

to changes or from applicable authorisations

penalties and licenses reputation

results of operations

Reputational damage and/or financial ondltion

from enforcement action

The economic environment Thecele and soopeof Th Group other gbbal Government dpport brings The toenrual funding

Improved but continued to regula ry change ieniains fin0ncial natitytions and heightenod publir itorutirty value inn to the main

imp ci the level of unpiecedent litieis the bankng industry have of the way we mantige Odf cltenie was undei taken in

operational risk in areas particularly in the area of faced norcased legal bu inc including 2010 with schedule

such the scale of prudential regulation regulatory and bfc staff remun ration how we rostributions to be agreed

structural change capital Ikiwdity scrutiny We have continued maneg cur customers the with he Trustee

occurring across the governance and risk to engage in diScusuons levels of lend ng in the Ul

Group increased extri nal management Increased with relevant stakeholders and our environmntal

scrJtiny and ternal attain on was paicto the regarding our Group impact

thtedts e.g c-crime tree ment of sy temicaty efforts to satety all relevant

mportaist ttea buj as tandaros and ensure

recovery and re olution omplianpe with appliuable

plans remu erdtion and exrt ng and prospective

rapit laa rules and regulations

Our Group Policy We manag iegulatory ntinue to eview end In 2010 we tablished Our ng 2012 we

Framework GP supports rhange through actve enhan our regulatory he cup Sustainebifty implemented an enhancea

the oak app setting engagement uth the SA pa ices procedure and Committee We have also reporting and modernng

proces and underpin the othersegulators and operations Poring 2010 developed framework for framework to improve the

control envronmerit gavernments if are has been specific managing environmental identific iori and

targeted focus openhanc ag al and ethical ak to management of key

The three lines of defepce Themost tend ri ke rangementa for handling upport cu lending pension asic In eirly

model gives urance to from new reguIatns or so tomer mplaints and salons Ousines QWi the main scheme

the standards in GP are ch nges to xieting tnaflagtlg he risks t.on id potential increas its bond

bath adhered to grelatiori re signed an as ociated with Money repu ational ri ks and llocation to better match

xcutive sponooi Laundering and Sanctions appropriate mitigants liabdit

and Terra rinan ing
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UK Retail

Brian Hartzer

Chief Eeecuhve UK Retail

Wealth and Ulster Bank

For biographies

see pages 50-53

2010 was another criaflenging veai for our

customers ano for UK Retail aoains.t

bacvdroo of slow economic reccverr but our

resi ilts refleet solid nrcgress We ale orien for

husincss an.d wo arc here tt helo Customer

lendino lS 00 and we ae on course io achieve

our Off billion mortgage net lending target for the

period to rebruary 2011 Mortgage balances

increased by 9% during the year At the same

time our moarrmcnts are down substantially

because of cur eomn ii.rnent to respcnsihle

lauding Customer oeposits grew by 10% faster

than the marKet average ano savings balances

grew by 13% We have lowered cost to

serve by helping our customers understand and

maW better use of direct channels as well as

addressing inefficiencies thregh t..he rolhout

Lean loot neucs our branobos

Changing how we Work 50 that we serve our customers better

As pert of our determination to become Britains most helpful bank in

2010 We changed the way we work

we created single Consumer Distribution business reflecting the

importance we place on delivering great multi-channel experience

to our customers

we reorganised our Retail Centre so its now better set up to support

the people serving our customers and

we reshaped our Private Banking business so that we can meet

better the needs of our affluent customers

Listening to our customers and being clear about our commitments

to them our Customer Charter

Our customer satisfaction already compares well with our competitors

but we know we can do more In June we launched our Customer

Charter setting out our commitment to delivering helpful banking

The views of more than 30000 customers contributed to the Charter

consisting of 14 long-term customer promises We are now working

hard to deliver on the commitments we have made This wont happen

overnight but our Customer Charter is our pledge that we will be held to

account against the progress we make publishing an independently-

assured report on our performance every six months
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Listening is what helpful bank does and we now have programme in

place to ensure our staff including our Executives hear first hand about

the needs and frustrations of our customers Through our Customer

Charter we will show clearly what were doing as result of what our

customers tell us In 2010 we opened early morning and late evening

in our 200 busiest branches In addition we open 846 branches on

Saturday because customers told us that would make life easier They

also told us to keep things simple so this year we have rewritten all our

banking hall literature and improved our customer review process

making it easier for customers to choose the right product for them We

have also simplified our overdraft charging structure for customers who

go overdrawn without agreement and introduced Act Now pre-emptive

text and e-mail alerts

While these are early days for the Charter initial progress has been

encouraging We asked Deloitte LLP to track our progress in the first six

months They told us that we achieved 80% of the goals during that time

Highlights of their findings include

answering 91.4% of calls in under 60 seconds in our UK telephone

banking call centres against target of 90%

meeting commitment to maintain local banking services where we

are last bank in town keeping 146 last bank branches open across

the country against target
of 100 and

sending replacement cards within 24 hours to 97% of customers

whose debit cards were lost or stolen against target of next

working day delivery

Our goals are stretching
and we still have work to do as we missed five

of our 20 goals including

against goal of nine out of 10 customers being very satisfied with

service eight
out of 10 were very satisfied and

against target of simplifying and rewriting all our branch literature

in line with customer feedback we managed to make available the

new literature from end of February 2011

We will strive to do better but these first results are good start and

demonstrate our commitment to be better bank for our customers

Rssolvmçj customer complaints fairly consistently and promptly

The treatment of complaints was big focus for the industry in 2010

We worked hard to get better at this We have trained over 10000

designated complaint handlers so that we can resolve customer

complaints more fairly
and consistently and address the root causes of

complaints Through our Customer Charter we are also going one step

further by committing to be completely transparent about the top five

customer complaints

Playing an active role in the communities we serve

We know that playing an active role in supporting the communities where

we live and work is an important part of rebuilding our reputation We

launched our Community Fund providing 1.8 million worth of financial

support to local charities and community projects nominated by our

customers In addition all of our employees now have the option of

days leave to get involved in local volunteering Our commitment to

financial education remains as important as ever We delivered 30653

lessons in schools right across the country through our independently

accredited MoneySense programme

Committing to maintaining lead banking services

Many of our customers particularly in Scotland live in rural areas

Through our Customer Charter we have made firm commitment to

maintain local banking services in the communities we serve pledging

to stay open if we are the last bank in town and continuing to run our

mobile bank service We have also extended access to our accounts

through Post Office counters

Addressing the legacy at the pact

In August 2010 we reached an early agreement on the sale of 318

branches to Santander UK Plc The sale was required as part of the

State Aid agreement reached with the European Commission It provides

greater clarity for our staff and customers and represents another

significant step forward in our restructuring for the future We expect the

process to be completed by the end of March 2012 RBS Group remains

committed to the UK retail banking market and even after the sale we

will continue to operate the second largest retail branch network in the UK

Striing became Britain Moct Helpful and Sustainable Bank

We expect 2011 to be another challenging year but we know that we will

succeed as business by helping our customers through good times

and bad Our commitment to becoming Britains most Helpful and

Sustainable Bank is long-term one and we are confident we are

creating new kind of retail bank

corplt lc
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UK Corporate

Our success resrs on how welt we suopnrt our

r.wsrorncrs We have responsibitity to help

them through oitttuuh and unccrten tmcs

rpf why 0th char tot for SMEciistcrners

piiotsno November 2009 sets Out clear

comm tments on whet customers can expect

from us and on how we wilt oeneve tn 2010

we gui it into oracur/o

Vie achieved that white boosting operating orofit

by 30% compared with 2009 resutt that reflects

strong roome growth as wett as tower

impairments part.iatty offset by higher costs

Helping businesses to start-up and grow

We know that new businesses are vital to the recovering UK economy

In 2010 we opened on average more than 2200 start-up accounts per

week Each one benefits from free transactional banking services in their

first two years of operation

We launched the Start-Up Hotline which received nearly 1700 calls

by the end of 2010 It provides practical help and advice to budding

entrepreneurs Business experts can discuss with
potential start-ups

the

factors that affect their market Our Business Planning Software enables

new firms to prepare business plan and our free business plan review

service provides constructive teedback on its development

Along with our partners including the British Chambers of Commerce

and Smarta we launched the Fitness for Growth campaign It provides

firms with information and advice that will be useful as they try
to grow

In October we launched the first of series of training seminars in

conjunction with the Federation of Small Businesses

Our SME Business Knowledge Hub provides free access to range of

excellent business guides and support materials including an Online

Business Review tool We recognise that financial management is

important for our customers and have produced practical guide with

information on cashflow management It also
highlights

the factors the

Bank will look at when assessing credit requests

Chris Ssllivan

Chief Eseestive

us Cerperste

For biographies

see pages 50-53

In times of heightened financial pressures we know we have to provide

more intensive support for some customers Our Specialised Relationship
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Management team of over 500 experienced employees continued to

provide locally based hands-on support where needed In 2010 over

5600 customers were successfully managed back to financial health

Giving customers access to finance

Getting access to finance is key concern for many of our customers

We continue to be open for business In 2010 we provided on average

over 5000 loans to UK businesses each week Our approval rate remains

high we continue to accept over 85% of the credit applications we receive

For the period from March 2010 to February 2011 RBS Group had agreed

to make 50 billion of gross new lending facilities available to customers

through its Business Commercial Corporate and Institutional Banking

and GBM businesses We launched number of initiatives to ensure firms

and their advisers know we are making lending available

In January we announced our Manufacturing Fund pledging to make

billion of new loans available on competitive and flexible terms to UK

manufacturing businesses

The Manufacturing Fund won the Innovation in Product Design Business

Banking category at the Financial World Financial Innovation Awards

We also created 2.15 billion of
specific lending programmes to support

infrastructure and public sector developments including social housing

local authorities and renewable energies

We supported the creation of the Enterprise Finance Guarantee EFG
in 2008 which aims to improve the availability of working capital to SME

firms Initially available until March 2010 it was extended to March 2011

By December 2010 we led the field in
taking applications for the EFG

accounting for over 40% of all loans drawn under the scheme

In 2008 we agreed 250 million funding agreement with the European

Investment Bank whereby funds were provided to eligible customers at

preferential borrowing rates The success of the scheme led to second

300 million tranche being agreed in July 2010

We remain leader in helping UK corporate clients to raise funds from

the stock market as well as range of debt products In 2010 we led

on the arrangements for two of the top three UK corporate equity deals

Being fair and transparent in how we treat our customers

In our SME charter we extended our committed overdraft and price

promises to cover 2010 This ensured that customers overdraft facility

remained in place for the duration of their agreement unless they

breached conditions or there was significant deterioration in their risk

profile Our price promise ensures that we will not increase overdraft

margins at renewal times unless there is
significant change in the firms

risk profile By October 2010 over nine out of 10 small businesses had

benefited from overdraft renewals at the same or lower rate

Meeting our customer needs

Our customers like the steps we have taken and the support we provide

RBS Group is in the top three banks in the UK for business customer

satisfaction The percentage of our corporate customers describing

themselves as very satisfied has remained consistently high In March

Lombard won Best Leasing and Asset Finance Provider at the Business

Moneyfacts Awards for the second consecutive year Our Invoice Finance

business works closely with customers providing products to meet their

changing needs For example in October RBS Invoice Finance finalised

its first asset backed lending deal for the retail sector with flexible

million facility to DM London Limited trading under the brand Time

However we continue to look for ways to improve how we deliver services

major contribution to that is our transformation programme which we

call Genesis When we put it together we spent over 4000 hours listening

to our customers and people in developing the programmes design We

believe that Genesis will make our customers banking experience simpler

more responsive and better suited to their needs

Contributing towards the new RItS

The progress we made in 2010 contributes to the wider objectives of

making RBS stronger and safer Bank We increased our customer

deposits by 14% helping to reduce the gap between loans and deposits

by 16% We continued to enhance our risk control systems including

implementing specific new guidance for Real Estate Finance

We also took steps to deal with the legacy of the past In line with the

EUs divestment requirements in August 2010 we announced sale

agreement with Santander UK plc for 318 branches This includes the

SME accounts attached to these branches as well as our Direct SME

business and certain mid-sized corporate customers Our plans for

separating and segregating this business are well advanced and we

expect the process to be completed by the end of March 2012 We will

try to keep any disruption for customers and staff to minimum

2010 was year of delivering the commitments we have made to support

our customers We are taking
the necessary steps to restore the

reputation

of the Bank brick by brick and putting our customers at the heart of

everything we do
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Wealth

lnvEstinq to improvE ServiCe to our clients

In 2010 we took hugely important step to enhance the service we give

clients by investing in new IT platform Although it is invisible to our

clients it will transform how we do business and free our private bankers

to spend more time providing high quality
service This significant

investment reflects the Groups commitment to the division something

further demonstrated by support for our ambitious hiring strategy which

enabled us to recruit high quality people across all of our businesses

Investing to communicate effectively with our tients

We try to communicate with our clients in the ways that best suit them

Demand for online access has been growing In response to client

feedback our Coutts Co and Adam Company websites were

completely rebuilt enabling clients to navigate our products and

2010 also saw Coutts embrace social media Twitter service was

launched in January and the Coutts YouTube channel went live in

December These steps on the social media ladder enable us to share

our knowledge around investments and financial markets faster then

ever before

Rory Tapner

Chief Executive Wealth

Our vVeafth Manaaement ousiness contains

some OT iimost vahxable brands

Coutts RBS Genus and RBS ttlOThOntd ThO

death atOnshft have wi out chants

is at 1.he head cf wrathing thea dc These

orovon suite of pro Jucts and between them

maneac over d8 OlhiCfl of assets for 290000
chents in umisdichoris around too wood

Operating profit fell in 2010 driven by lower net interest income and

higher expenses as we invested in the future of the businesses partly

offset by lower impairments Assets under management grew by 5% and

deposits were up too

services in smarter simpler way

Many clients like to keep in touch by phone and our specialist service

Coutts24 which provides round-the-clock support handled over one

million calls in 2010 Client feedback on the service is extremely positive
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and the Coutts24 team pride themselves in going the extra mile when

responding to enquiries This was evident during the volcanic ash cloud

restrictions Stranded clients experienced range of financial and travel

issues but received support from Coutts24 with payments short-term

credit sanctioning booking new journeys and reserving hotels

Supporting entrepreneurs

In 2010 we hosted our 5th annual Coutts Prize for Family Businesses

with Ml Dickson and Shepherd Neame winning the top awards in their

turnover category

Our launch of the Coutts Social Enterprise Advisory service demonstrated

our commitment to entrepreneurs It aims to match clients with social

entrepreneurs looking for funding and/or mentoring The Entrepreneurs

magazine and Coutts Entrepreneurs video were launched the former

reached 1500 clients the latter showcased the breadth of industries

across which our entrepreneurs work In RBS Coutts our businesses

on the Isle of Man and Jersey continued to focus on entrepreneurs

sponsoring awards and events to raise our profile And our sponsorship

of London Fashion Week was part of programme designed to build

our profile
with entrepreneurs from the creative industries which play

such vital role in their contribution to our economy

Focusing on women cHents

We ran more than 60 events solely for women which were attended

by around 1900 clients and prospects The continuing success of the

Coutts Woman website has led to plans for global roll-out in 2011 The

RBS Coutts FT Women in Asia awards helped us to build on the launch

of the RBS Coutts Woman initiative and lay the foundations for global

approach to targeting this valuable segment The year also saw the

creation of the Coutts Women Network CWN series of tailored

events Using mentoring and professional development programmes

it aims to create an inclusive and supportive environment for women

Being recognised fr the quality of our service

RBS International launched its three customer promises in 2010

campaign which saw the business achieve world class levels of Net

Promoter Scores It was also shortlisted in five categories at the National

Customer Service awards with Jersey employee winning Frontline

Professional of the Year In addition two RBS International products

Autopilot and Navigator won the Innovation Award in the 2010

Investment Life and Pensions Moneyfacts awards

Supporting good causes

In 2010 the Coutts Charitable Trust donated around million to

worthwhile causes and Wealth Management staff in the UK have raised

around 300000 for charities like the NSPCC Maggies Cancer Centres

and the Princes Trust The Coutts Senior Client Partners chose ChildLine

as their nominated
charity

in 2010 raising over 215000 which would

fund ChildLine supervisor for three years

The team at RBS International led an active sustainability

programme in their business and raised more than 160000 for

Macmillan Cancer Support

The MoneySense for Schools programme is an online interactive

financial education programme to help 1118 year olds prepare to

manage their finances in the future Specially trained RBS International

employees helped to deliver over 100 lessons in schools and colleges

during the year

Our tradition of supporting the performing arts goes back over 150 years

and continued in 2010 This included Coutts principal sponsorship of

the Almeida Theatre in London for the
eighth successive year and

Adam Companys sponsorship of the Scottish Ballets Autumn Season

Geometry and Grace for which it received Commendation in the Arts

Business Scotland Awards These sponsorships are an important

element of our client centric service Its an approach that has helped us

to acquire new clients across Wealth Management In Coutts for example

there were 4833 new clients in 2010 And of these over 1000 were

referred to us from other divisions within RBS demonstrating the breadth

of relationships we have across the Group

Lookig ahead

In 2011 we have strategy for growth and desire to develop further

well-balanced business across all of our jurisdictions The second phase

of our IT project will also see us roll out the platform in Coutts It promises

to be busy and exciting year

in

vinvt cr
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Key business highlights

Income increased by 3%

Expenses broadly in tne with 0009

Operating profit rirreased by l2rY

Risk-weighted esbet fell by 4%

2010 2O9
Performance highlights Em Em

Net interest income S174% 912

Non interest income 1575

Total income

Expenses ft484 1475

Operating profit before impairment losses t097 1.012

Impairment losses tjfJ 39

Operating profit 1O88 973

Risk-weighted assets Ebn yvc 18 35 19.1

Net interest margin

Cost income ratio 57% 59%

Loandeposit ratio 21%

406bn 16
worldwide yments prodoot innovstion

p.i di
yeztr

target

Ban Stevenson

Chairman Global Transaction

Services

GTe htdps our custornrs manage their casli

and liquidity make and receive payments and

soppurt their trace requremunts across Lne

world Our vision is to be Ot leading transaction

bank of choice for the Grocibs chants We
have lard the loundations to achrcse this by

strenatherino our close working rotator ships

with otner divisions and orfennq Innovarive

proauct.s based on our customers needs now

Healthy income growth combined with lower impairments and good

cost control led to an increase in operating profit of 12% With 21%

loan-to-deposit ratio GTS remains an important source of liquidity for

the wider Group

Leveraging our global network

GTS processes over 4.6 billion worldwide payments per year in 43

different currencies and we administer 4600 global trade transactions

each day We use our international branch network to help customers do

more business in more countries

We established new UK exporter initiative which recognises the key

role that exports can have in the UK economic recovery This provides

package of business support for potential exporters including online

training help and advice and telephone hotlines

We partnered with the Governments UK Trade Investment initiative

through their Asia Task Force to present series of events entitled

Doing Business in Asia Meet the Experts The events helped British

businesses explore opportunities in Asia and our Global Trade Advisory

and Asia experts provided advice We expect over 1500 firms to have

attended these events by the time they conclude in early 2011 of which

around half will be considering doing business in Asia for the first time

We worked
closely

with colleagues in Global Banking Markets GBM
Citizens Ulster Bank and UK Corporate to develop and fine-tune our

products and services Following its 2009 launch our Global Network

Banking GNB business joint
initiative with GBM has concentrated on

fast-growing markets such as China and India and set up an

international network advisory team It also introduced joint programme

with UK Corporate to showcase our business capabilities in China
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Innovating to enhance customer aervice

In 2010 we embarked on significant investment programme designed

to drive innovation and deliver new technologies to our customers Our

new products and services provide customers with greater flexibility and

transparency and in many cases help to improve risk management and

lower costs

We were one of the first global banks to facilitate cross-border trade

settlement in Chinese Renminbi RMB and to offer RMB accounts

currency exchange and trade finance services For financial institutions

we unveiled the new Euro Trade Deduct product that maximises the

benefits available from our cash and trade services

The launch of the RBS SWIFT Service Bureau throughout our Global

Payments network enables us to offer comprehensive global solutions to

large corporate customers Users can become
quickly

established on the

universal banking platform and with less capital investment than before

Other innovations included

PayA way-/P Direct remote access web-based payment service for

RBS and NatWest customers

GTS Sales/me which since its launch in May 2010 has helped more

than 1000 customers to arrange and complete transactions

accessMOBlLE introduced by Citizens as an easy-to-use smartphone

application enabling clients to manage commercial banking

transactions on convenient and portable basis

Our Netherlands investment product the Yield Call Demand Account

rewards longer-term deposits while also ensuring funds are accessible

if needed It has also been successfully rolled out in Singapore

MaxTrad Digisuite provides secure online service for firms with

global supply chains and reduces the need for expensive

documentation and courier services

Being ognised for the quality of our service

Our awards in 2010 reflect the quality and international coverage of our

businesses Global Finance magazine awarded us

Best Bank for
Liquidity Management Western Europe

Best Continuous Linked Settlement Bank Western Europe and

North America

Best Trade Finance Bank Netherlands

Best Supply Chain Finance Provider

Positioning for fh future

We continued to build upon the foundation of the Groups 2009 Strategic

Plan Our risk management programmes have been enhanced with the

first phase of new model for credit risk and portfolio management This

provides more streamlined credit approval process for customers and

strengthens accountability across business divisions

Our people agenda seeks to align employees with customer needs and

our business strategy In 2010 we identified set of values for GTS based

upon empowered leaders customer focus the drive to succeed

connectivity and risk awareness Our employees are encouraged to

engage fully through discussion forums focus groups and roadshows

Fostering
teamwork throughout our business creates an inclusive workplace

and we are active in creating trusted adviser role with our clients

In April we completed the legal separation and integration of the former

ABN AMRO NV businesses The parts acquired by RBS now operate

under unified brand which gives us greater opportunities for our

business and our clients Our new banking platform in the Netherlands

successfully migrated more than 40000 corporate accounts to RBS

In line with the settlement agreed with the EC in 2009 we announced and

completed the divestment of our Global Merchant Services WorldPay

business to Advent International and Bain Capital Under the terms of

the sale RBS will retain 19.99% stake in the business and will refer our

customers to WorldPay for merchant acquiring products and services

Going onto the front foot

The launch of our new customer proposition highlights
the strengths of

our business enhances our market profile and helps to differentiate us

from the competition The combined strengths of our business include

our global reach product expertise customer service technology

platforms and most importantly our people These are underpinned by

our continuing commitment to customers and our ability to generate new

ideas and products

In 2011 we will continue to build on the momentum of 2010 and to

position GTS as stable and powerful transaction bank for our customers

and our shareholders GTS will move forward under new leadership with

Scott Barton taking over as CEO in January 2011 Brian Stevenson will

work with Scott in his new capacity as Chairman GTS
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Key business highlights

Net interest income decreased by

Non-interest income aecreased by 14%

Expenses decreased by 24%

lmparrncntkis ostnueasr4 byi 12 million

2010 2009

Performance highlights Em Em

Net interest income 781 780

Non interest income 214

Totalincoms 975 itt

Expenses 575 5S
Operating profit before impairment losses 400

Impairment losses 1161 49ngIoss761
Risk-weighted assets thn 31.6 C2L9

Return on equity 121.0%

Net interest margin 1.84% v4t67%

Costincome ratio 59%

Loandeposit ratio 152% 17d

8% 45
onto it custom itch oported on

drgxvsttbalancas itt dayforth it cc

constant cwrstictes

59 152

15 c.50

Cormac McCarthy

Chief Executive

Ulster Bank

Gonditoos in micrOs economy ernained very

ohs leuitjirtg indeed l.hrougdoui 2.01 at our

results reflect that Corltinuirma stresses

property markets togetrer with prrissure on

corrowois woo depeno on 005sunier spending
resulted in increased losses on corporate

endino Hioher unemployment and lower

dsoosable Incomes cont.nbuteo to higher

ntortqarjrr mr2airrnenls In Northern reland too

economy was weak and unemployment

increased over the year

These factors he behind the increase in our impairment losses to

1.2 billion and our operating loss of 761 million Despite lower income

an impressive 24% reduction in costs contributed to pie-impairment

operating profit of 400 million

Lower costs was one objective of the five-year strategy we published

in 2009 We will continue to make changes inside our business to help

us achieve those aims But we recognise that if 2010 was tough for

us it was just as difficult for our customers and we have tried hard to

support them In 2010 we said that we wanted to become Irelands most

helpful bank across the whole island Helping our customers helps our

business too making it stronger and more resilient for the future

Listening to customers and providing Help For What Matters

In September we launched the Help For What Matters programme

We listened to what our customers need and developed commitments

that focus on the issues that matter to them

For personal customers this means

making banking easy including extended branch opening hours

Saturday openings less queuing and helpful service

treating our customers fairly including text alerts to avoid unnecessary

charges and assistance with debt problems and

local support including no branch closures community fund

and Give Day volunteering programme
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For SME business customers this means

access to credit and working capital We will continue to make credit

available to viable businesses and maintain overdrafts for their full

term unless there is breach of terms An appeals process is

available for unsuccessful applications

clarity
about what customers can expect concerning the costs

terms and conditions of credit and the factors that influence the

price of loan and

understanding and support for businesses including two-year

free transactional banking for start-ups and an on-line business

support programme

We are still at an early stage in the programme but we are already

delivering on these commitments For example in 2010 we opened 45

branches on Saturdays for the first time We now have more branches

open on Saturdays across Ireland than any other bank By opening on

Saturdays and extending our weekly opening hours we are giving our

customers an extra 30000 hours each year to visit our branches

Focusing on customers and service

We are working with our personal and business customers every day

to support them in dealing with any financial difficulties they may be

experiencing Initiatives such as Flex and Breathing Space in retail

banking demonstrate to our customers that we are committed to them

over the long-term Our smallbusinesscan online community in business

banking is well received and continues to grow It now attracts over

15000 small and medium enterprise visitors each month allowing them

to access knowledge and share insights ideas and experiences with

like-minded peers to assist the survival and growth of their businesses

In 2010 we increased the numbers of new retail customers to Ulster

Bank and made strong progress in growing our deposit franchise We

also extended our Private Banking business into the Republic of Ireland

with new relationship managers based in Dublin and Cork

We became the first bank in the Republic of Ireland to launch an iPhone

mobile banking application In October we extended our mobile phone

banking services to wider range of mobile phones enabling our

customers to manage their money on the move and helping them reduce

avoidable current account charges

In business banking over the course of 2010 we achieved an average

Customer Satisfaction Index of 89% for all our business banking

touchpoints We continued to forge strong links with key small business

support and lobbying bodies island-wide through our business

engagement programme

In September we launched new campaign to support early-stage

businesses including access to Start Up Knowledge Centre and Start

Up Live events in 14 different locations

lnvestinç in our people

Our employees are central to our ambition of becoming Irelands most

helpful bank Through the Ulster Bank People Plan we are taking steps

to ensure our people feel engaged motivated and that we give them

opportunities to develop to their full potential In January we launched

the Ulster Bank Academy with over 3500 of our people attending

learning and development courses throughout the year

Getting fit for th future

The Lean programme is part of our strategy to transform the way we

do business so that we can serve customers better It will also help us

to become more efficient Behind every interaction with customer is

process and it is important to get this process right from start to finish

If we do that it will help us to be Irelands most helpful bank

Were using the experience of our people in making these changes

for example in designing new procedures for call-handling feeding back

on call
quality

and coaching the telephony agents As result weve

reduced the Average Handling Time of call by 23% since January

2010 This means we are able to speak to more customers each day

It has also provided stronger links between our businesses with our

telephony agents able to hand over more customer leads to the Retail

Direct Sales Centre

Significant economic and business challenges remain However over the

last two years we have proven our ability to adapt to change and support

our customers This combined with the continued strong support of

R8S leaves us very well positioned for the future
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Key business high ts

Net interest income increased by 8%

Non interest iriconte increased by 8%

Expenses decreased by 1%

impa ment losSes decreased by 26%

Operating profit tncteased by P419 rntflion

2010 20

Performance highhghts Cm

Net interest income 1917 1775

Non-interest income 129 949

Total income 246 2724

Expenses 2123 2135

Operating profit before impairment losses 589

Impairment losses S1T 702

Operating profitfIoss 113

Risk-weighted assets Ebn 557tO 597

Return on equity 8t 1.3%

Net inlerest margin 85 2.37%

Costincome ratio 76%

Loandeposit ratio 1% 80%

50% 81%
osdu tto rage tone cat to post ratio
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We have seen return to operating profitability
and substantial increase in

new accounts opened We are better placed to respond to external factors

such as regulatory changes and subdued and uncertain US economic

recovery Though we are still at the
early stages of our plan momentum

is building towards our aim of being leading super-regional bank

Strengthening customer relationships

In May Citizens Bank and Charter One launched the Good Banking is

Good Citizenship brand platform The initiative underscores our long

standing heritage and helps to restore trust in the banking industry

and has received positive response from new and existing customers

It brings to life our central and long-standing belief that bank should

contribute to the growth and vibrancy of its communities operating

through all of the channels in which the bank interacts with its customers

and the community

US Retail Commercial added more than 52500 new customer accounts

and 12500 small business accounts in the year to 30 September 2010

Commercial Banking has expanded its reach into niche markets with

significant growth opportunities including Commercial Enterprise

Banking Health-Care Banking Capital Markets/Debt Syndication and

Franchise Finance

Our Home Lending Solutions first mortgage business is ranked nationally

among the top 20 retail originators by Inside Mortgage Finance having

moved up the rankings in the past two years In addition we see well-

managed home-equity lending as strategic product attracting new

customers and serving as an anchor for stronger customer relationships

Nearly 90% of home-equity customers also have deposit relationships

with us

Good customer service is at the heart of our ability to attract and retain

customers Citizens Contact Centers have made significant improvements

in the customer experience reducing the average time to answer

customer call by 50% over the last two years

In September we launched new Mobile Banking application for the

iPhone It allows retail customers to check account balances transfer

funds find ATM and branch locations and make payments We also

Ellen Alemany

Chief Executive

Citizens and Head of

Amer cas

For biographies

see pages 50-53
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launched the Student Money Bundle new packaged account offering

range of services and incentives for students GoalTrack Savings is

programme that allows customers to set their own savings goals and

earn bonus for achieving them Since it was introduced in December

2009 it has seen over 26000 new enrolments with more than $42 million

in committed savings goals

Re-investing in the core franchise

We are committed to upgrading our infrastructure with 41% increase

in capital investment in 2010 compared with the previous year Key

initiatives include new commercial loan and mortgage systems new

teller system with image capture at our branches and online banking

enhancements as well as the iPhone mobile banking

Restructuring for the future

In line with the settlement agreed with the EC in 2009 we announced

and completed the divestment of our Global Merchant Services GMS
business including RBS WorldPay in Atlanta Under the terms of the sale

to Advent International and Bain Capital RBS will retain 19.9% stake in

the business and can refer its customers to them for global merchant

products and services In May 2010 we also completed the exit of our

joint arrangement with Kroger Personal Finance

Strengthening risk management

Enhancing our risk-management capabilities is critical business objective

within our Strategic Plan We have created two new Risk Management

groups and made several appointments to our risk leadership team

including Chief Risk Officer for Citizens Financial Group Were being

swift and
strategic as we respond to the changing environment we face

Leverdging commercial capabilities

Through Global Transaction Services GTS we introduced

accessMOBILE an easy-to-use smart phone application that enables

clients to manage commercial banking transactions on convenient and

portable basis We were the first bank in our footprint area to offer such

service We also worked closely with GTS on fall sales campaign

strengthening our partnership for the benefit of serving our customers

Commercial Banking has partnered with Business Services to implement

AFS our new loan origination and servicing platform This will enhance

our relationship managers ability to respond quickly to their customers

needs We also invested in over 150 days of
training programmes aimed

at enhancing sales management skills across different products and

areas More than 700 staff from Commercial Banking GTS and Foreign

Exchange desks participated in the training

The Commercial teams are capitalizing on market disruption as three in

five mid-sized companies $10 million to $500 million in annual sales are

actively seeking new provider or would consider it if presented with

compelling offer We are also leveraging strong client loyalty with 86% of

the $5 million to $25 million client segment and 75% of the $25 million to

$500 million client segment saying they would continue using Citizens for

future banking needs

Our new Commercial Enterprise Banking division addresses the needs

of companies with $5 million to $25 million in annual revenues CEBs

$10 million in technology and people investments included Citizens first

shared uniform credit delivery and portfolio management business

model as well as larger sales force to improve market coverage and

better serve existing
clients

Community response

Often we experience events outside our control profound example is

the historic flooding that occurred in New England in late March and

early April Citizens responded with special financing and grants for local

businesses non-profit agencies and individual customers

We supported our colleagues who suffered damages of their own

through the companys Emergency Assistance Fund This event was

more than disaster recovery exercise it was leadership at its finest

Recognition

We received range of awards that recognised our industry leadership

and commitment to staff customers and the communities where we do

business

Citizens was named second in the US in
delivering

the best experience

for small-business customers by the ath Power 2010 Small Business

Banking StudyrM moving up from No.10 in 2009

In New Hampshire Citizens Bank was named the Business of the

Decade in the financial services category by Business NH Magazine

In Connecticut we received Green Business Award from Business

New Haven for our Green$ense programme The RBS Americas

Headquarters building in Stamford also received Climate Change

Leadership Award from Connecticuts Governor

Citizens Financial Group was recognised by Conceive magazine for

the third consecutive year as the top company nationwide for offering

family-building benefits to its staff including fertility treatment and

adoption assistance For the fourth consecutive year we were also

recognised by the Dave Thomas Foundation as the Best Adoption

Friendly workplace in financial services
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Key business hlghhghts
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Performance hghllghts

Net rntrest income 2243

Non-interest income 8815

Totalincome 1l2 11058se4660
Operating profit belore impairment losses

debt

Opera6ng profit before fair value of own
debtI iE5758

Fair value of own debt 139 49

Operating profit 4so 5.709

Risk-weighted assets bn 4S.9r 123.7

Return on equity l66 29.8%

Net interest margin t% 38%

Costincome ratio 54 43/
vO

Loan deposit ratio 1P 194%

39 166O
SGIl return on eqr ity

in 39 coo fries

17 561
15 c55

John Hourican

Chief Executive

Giobai Banking Markets
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In 2010 we made good progress implementing the GBM strategy

and achieving our ambitions Our people found ways to work more

intelligently to help clients rebuild from the financial downturn at time

when competition was fierce the regulatory landscape changed and

market conditions were subdued

GBM had reasonable set of financial results Even as the make-up of

our business made the revenue environment challenging we reduced

costs and impairments to post an above-target return on equity of 16.6

per cent We invested in reinforcing our core platforms and contributed

to the restructure of the RBS Group working with the Non-Core Division

on the sale of GBP1.4 billion portfolio of
primarily

senior leveraged

loans and of GB P3.9 billion of project finance assets

Focusing on clients

We continued to focus on improving our client offering We refined how

we interact with clients to make it more customer focused and efficient

including aligning operations in our core Fixed Income Currencies

Commodities business We deployed our expertise to support our

customers ambitions leading to notable transactions including

he World Bank Joint bookrunner for the first US dollar global

benchmark bond launched by The World Bank in 2010

USD3.5 billion three-year deal

Gheurr Kong lnfrsstractnre end Power Assets Holdings Sole

financial advisor and lead mandated arranger in the GBP5.8 billion

purchase of EDFs UK electricity distribution networks

SAG AG Joint lead manager and joint bookrunner on SEK5 billion

fully underwritten rights issue

RWE Joint bookrunner on the largest ever euro corporate

hybrid bond sale

ClOG Inaugural USD2 billion three-year and USD1.85 billion

five-year
covered bonds which re-opened the US market after

three-year hiatus

Scottish and Coutherri Fnrgy Structuring advisor and joint lead

manager on the GBP75O million and EUR500 million corporate hybrid

for SSE It was the first ever hybrid in
sterling

from UK-listed

company and reopened the global market
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Our clients valued the work we did for them in 2010 and rewarded us

accordingly They voted us in the global top five for foreign exchange

2010 Euromoney FX Survey and one of the top five dealers for

derivatives 2010 Risk Interdealer Poll Our debt capital markets

business was voted Euromoney Best Debt House in the UK and the

Netherlands The Banker magazine gave us the Deal of the Year award

for equities and sovereign bonds in Europe financial institutions in the

Middle East and loans in Asia

GBM engaged with regulators to help our clients and our own people

fully
understand the various changes proposed to banking supervision

We invited expert regulatory speakers to client meetings in cities in

Europe Asia Pacific and the US giving our customers the rare

opportunity to ask technical questions on how changes will affect their

businesses We also acted as bookrunner on the first Solvency Il-

compliant issue in the market

Making global connections

We maxim ised our 39-country network to help customers manage risks

between regions and access funding around the world cementing our

position
in the worlds biggest economies and increasing our presence

in high-growth markets

In Europe we delivered some of the
largest

transactions of the year

These included Switzerland-based Glencores USD2.5 billion repurchase

of the Prodeco coal mine in Colombia and the EUR3.6 billion sale of

German drugs producer Ratiopharm Improvements in the
equities

business led to Greenwich Associates ranking us number one in Overall

Service Quality for retail structured products in Europe

In the US GBM cemented our place as leader in the bond market

We were ranked the Number Two Manager by Asset-Backed Alert after

the US ABS team closed 73 deals worth USD58 billion and we executed

covered bonds that re-opened the US market after three-year gap

In September alone GBM was active bookrunner on about USD11 billion

of investment grade debt offerings

In India we completed one out of every three foreign-currency bond

issues in 2010 including the countrys biggest corporate and financial

institutions bond sales In November we became the first UK bank given

preliminary permission to form joint venture securities company in

China which will allow us to underwrite equity and bond sales in the

domestic market

Inveating in rick management

We continued to improve how we manage risk introducing systems

and processes that optimised capital and made us more efficient We

improved the way in which we manage our exposure to derivatives and

introduced an Operational Data Cache which consolidated all sources

of data into single real-time database global investment programme

launched in 2009 is nearly complete and on target to deliver its objective

of establishing front-to-back systems that improve client transactions

and support business growth We envisage further investment

Investing in our people and communities

Our achievements in 2010 were made possible by our people We

focused on attracting the best talent welcoming more than 200 new

graduates globally
We nurtured almost 300 new joiners through our

revamped induction programme and hired experienced leaders We

combined these efforts with activities that embedded our GBM Values

of accountability connectivity thoughtful decisions and success

among employees

We helped GBM reach out in our local communities and make

difference to young people from disadvantaged backgrounds The

GBM in the Community programme launched in September provided

an avenue through which employees volunteered their time and donated

money Together we gave GBP1 .7 million to communities in which we

operate and donated more than 16000 hours of employee time
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Key business highlights

PerformOnce was adversely affected by signlflcant weather

events in QI and 04 and the impact of bodily injury claims

Net claims were 9% highe than in 2009

International own brands in-force policies grew by 15%

Expenses were reduced by 75

2010 20

Performance highlights Lw4354
Total income 4O62 4155

Expenses J3f 759

Net claims irR3.e35
Impairment losses

Investment income %27lt 305

Operating lossIproflt 295 58

Return on equity t9% 1.7%

Expense ratio 13% 14%

Combined operating ratio 45t 106%

250000 220000
thrw.t Line Grimness time thvit Gree Flag was

ri tome to re and lp

stran ad customers as

no and February 2818

201 Owas disapponting year financially 2%
fall in income and incmasec cia rns offsel parttv

by 7% reduction in expenses ted to loss

295 million Howevcr the actions we took to heal

with the challenging iirnvironrnent contributed to

clear irnorovernent in our underlynp financial

performance the fnal quarter

In addition the fundamental strengtns of our

business enadlec us to build on market leading

positiors while setting out plans to transform

and ennance how we do business the future

Working hard for customers

2010 saw some of the worst weather conditions in the UK for over

20 years Drivers got stuck in the snow cars failed to start and the

treacherous conditions led to traffic collisions Our accident repair

centres concentrated on getting customers back on the road repairing

nearly 60000 vehicles in January and February alone Green Flag was

called out over 220000 times in January and February battling through

difficult conditions to reach and help stranded customers

It was challenging year for air travellers too The volcanic ash cloud

brought air travel to temporary standstill in Europe while several

holiday companies and airlines went out of business Our travel

insurance brands assisted over 12000 customers by taking flexible

approach to their policies terms and conditions

The increase in bodily injury claims continued to affect our financial

results We took steps to meet genuine claims more efficiently and

ensure that suspect cases can be highlighted at an earlier stage We

also implemented changes to mitigate any future impact of bodily injury

claims This included NIG exiting its personal lines broker business to

focus on its expanding commercial business

Rostoring profitability

We remained the largest personal lines insurer in the UK built around

strong brands such as Direct Line Churchill and
Privilege

We are now

the UKs largest home insurer adding to the position that we already

held as the UKs largest motor insurer We continue to provide support

and reassurance to millions of UK motorists through our Green Flag

breakdown recovery service

Paul Geddes

Chef Executive

RBS insurance

For biographies

see pages 50-53
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RBS luri ue

Gross written premiums in our international business grew 25% in Euro

terms compared to 2009 with the Italian business reporting 35% growth

Combined the Italian and German businesses surpassed the landmark

million insured vehicles at 1.1 million Direct Line for Business also

accomplished new landmark growing rapidly from its launch in 2007

to reach over 250000 customer policies It offers insurance products

direct to small business customers providing them with straightforward

way to insure their firm

We implemented pricing changes that reflect the increased risk and

frequency of bodily injury claims To reduce this risk further new

rating engine was implemented in the own brands motor business

It dramatically increases the flexibility in pricing risk reducing the time

required to deliver new risk and pricing strategies It will continue to be

rolled out among other products

pro-active programme of investment in people processes and

technology ensured that we were ready for the introduction in April

of the Ministry of Justices new insurance claims handling procedure

The reforms enable genuine personal injury claimants to receive fair

compensation more quickly and provides greater control over costs

for insurers

In October we sponsored an event at the Houses of Parliament to

discuss the challenging environment the UKs compensation culture

has created for the insurance industry We continue to work alongside

the Association of British Insurers in support of Lord Justice Jacksons

recommendations for reforming personal injury compensation claims

Puthnq tcrnem fit

Our customer satisfaction ratings remain strong We scored 85.8% for

Sales and Service and received the same result for Claims In October

our commitment to the highest standards of service and behaviour was

affirmed as we signed the Aldermanbury Declaration It sets out the

professional standards we will meet in areas including Commitment to

Excellence Training and Development and standards for broking

underwriting claims and management procedures

We are committed to protecting customers from the scourge of

uninsured drivers In November Direct Line hosted seminar with the

industry politicians and police to promote wider discussion about the

impact of uninsured drivers and potential measures to stop it

Direct Line celebrated its 25th birthday in 2010 Its spirit of innovation

continued as it launched its free On the Road application for the

iPhone This provides route planner and live traffic updates to help plan

journeys Should an accident happen it also features an easy-to-use tool

to record and store key information and to send the details straight

through to the Direct Line claims team

NIG extended its free Risk Aware risk management service to new

customer areas It provides tailored assessment of risk management

procedures and assists with the implementation of any recommended

improvements NIG also rolled out new mapping tool covering the

whole of the UK which provides underwriters with specific geographical

data on issues such as the risks of flood

Our dedication to customers innovative products and hard working

employees was recognised through variety of awards in 2010 We

received three Your Money awards with Direct Line winning for the Best

Online Travel Insurance Churchill for Best Pet Insurance and Green Flag

for Best Breakdown Cover For the second consecutive year Green Flag

received the Institute of Transport Managements award for UK Roadside

Assistance Company of the Year RBS Insurances investment in the

learning and development of its people was honoured with prestigious

National Training Award Our vocational training programme supports

employees in their jobs and provides the opportunity to gain

qualifications and strengthen key skills

Refocuaing tor tho S4ure

We announced plans to restructure our UK office network to create new

Centres of Excellence This will help to make better use of our properties

lower costs and promote best practice across our functions Fewer sites

will enhance our ability to serve customers by allowing new technology

and telephony systems to be introduced at faster pace in the future

The settlement agreed with the European Commission in 2009 means

that RBS must divest at least the controlling interest in RBS Insurance

by the end of 2013 We continue to explore the available options for

meeting this commitment in the most effective way for customers staff

and investors 2010 has been an important year for RBS Insurance in

refocusing the business for an independent future and we will continue

to be managed in way that meets customer and shareholder needs
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We work closely with the other divisions to identify efficiencies and

opportunities to create value through innovation Weve played key role

in
delivering on the Groups target

of more than 2.5 billion of cost

savings by 2011

In 2010 several programmes helped to improve the service we provide

to customers Intelligent Working is designed to improve how we use

property and to give our staff flexible working opportunities Since its

2009 launch it has allowed us to reduce our property footprint by

389000m2 more than Heathrow Airports Terminal An upgrade to

our Building Management Systems enabled us to reduce energy use

in our buildings by 2.3 million which would power 1584 average UK

households for year

Our Lean programme is designed to become embedded in how people

work looking for ways to improve customer experience and staff

engagement whilst eliminating activities that dont add value It has

achieved significant results including an increase in the volume of GBM

customer calls handled at first
point

of contact by our Corporate Service

Centres from 55% to 94%

Ron leerlink Ohiet

Adminiotrative Officer

For biographies

see pages 50-53

Managing change

RBS is undertaking one of the largest ever corporate restructurings so

we face huge and varied change agenda Helping divisions to plan

implement and adapt to change is hugely important In 2010 Business

Services provided specialist support for the processes involved with the

EU mandated diveatments including the sale of 318 UK branches and

associated infrastructure

The level of restructuring that is required unfortunately involves some

difficult decisions As part of our own strategic review we announced

plans in 2010 for further 3500 potential redundancies in the UK to be

implemented over the next two years We have committed to be open

and transparent communicating upfront with our staft We have engaged

with UNITE in the UK and other partners globally to explain
the rationale

for the change and to gain their co-operation in how it is implemented

To minimise the need for compulsory redundancies we try hard to

redeploy affected staff within the Group

Innovating

We focus on innovation in our operations We use leading edge

technologies in service innovation New consumer devices and

networking technologies enhance the connections between our

customers and employees Since its launch in 2009 our Mobile Money

application has attracted over 600000 users and we have helped to

launch similar products across other areas of the Group

Technology Services runs programme to deliver innovative solutions

which includes building its own RBS App Store to develop new business

applications that boost
productivity

and enhance customer value

Managing operational riska

Our Security Risk team aims to protect our customers our information

and our people against security and fraud threats We help the business

and our customers to understand the operational threats and to take

action to minimise risks For example our Trusteer Rapport free

sottware has been downloaded by over four million customers helping

to protect their online banking details and reduce the risk of identity

theft and fraud
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We provide business continuity support enabling the Group to continue

to deliver key products and services in the event of disruption

Investing for the future

Business Services offers range of scale benefits including

purchasing and specialist knowledge for the Group Our focus is on

improving on these services whilst managing risk Together the actions

we took in 2010 and will continue to implement in future years are

designed to make the Group more efficient and enable it to provide

better service to our customers

ff08 Risk Managomr.rnt

RBS Risk Management is responsible for developing and embedding

risk policy measurement and frameworks to ensure that risk is identified

managed and controlled across the Group The management of risk is

fundamental activity performed throughout all the Groups Businesses

It underpins the Groups performance and future success It is critically

important that the adequacy and effectiveness of our risk management

processes are of the highest standard and subject to continuous review

and enhancement

Finncs

Finance is responsible for the external reporting of the Groups

performance and financial position including regulatory and central

bank reporting As part of our mission to rebuild investor confidence and

trust we have greatly improved the quality and transparency of RBSs

external reporting and we provide financial information to the market

quarterly Finance has critical role in partnering with our divisions to

monitor performance against the Group Strategic Plan and is helping

the business achieve our strategic
aims using enhanced forecasting

tools and thoughtful analytics

The Treasury function has focused on driving improvements to the

Groups liquidity funding and capital position In 2010 Finance has

played central role in the initiative to dispose of EU-mandated

divestments as well as assessing the implications of changes in the

regulatory environment

Finances key objectives include transformation programme to improve

the efficiency
of the function over the next three years The programme

envisages the creation of world class finance function through

number of initiatives including substantial investment in finance and risk

systems infrastructure

Human Resources

new leadership capability framework has been launched to ensure

our leaders are assessed and developed against behaviours that

support the delivery of our strategic plans and our emerging culture

The behaviours are assessed in 360-degree feedback tool which is

an integral part of how we review our Executives performance The

behaviours we focus on include Strategic Progress Business Delivery

Financial Performance Customers Expectations Risk Efficiency

and Control People Management and Personal Skills The outputs of

360-degree feedback help to prepare personal development plans

and inform leadership development priorities

Group Strtgy and Group Corporato Finance

Our Group Strategy and Corporate Finance team supports the Chief

Executive Chief Financial Officer and the Executive Committee in the

development of the Groups strategy Its objective is to ensure that the

Group has the right portfolio of businesses active in the right markets

supported by the appropriate allocation of
capital

and other resources

The team plays key role in the Groups disposal activity

Group Legal Secretartat and Regulatory Affairs Complianos

Our Group Legal Secretariat and Regulatory Affairs Compliance

functions play vital role in setting framework within which the Group

can deliver long term sustainable returns The team works in partnership

with the businesses it supports It adopts commercial approach but

retains its independence and professional judgement in order to drive

culture of compliance and good governance designed to protect the

Groups franchise

PBS Comniunicatkrns

RBS Communications manages our relationships with external

stakeholders and makes sure we keep our employees informed about

developments in the business RBS wants to be open to stakeholders

and during the year RBS Communications helped elected officials

commentators and others gain better understanding of our business

and our plans

Elaine Alden Group Human

Resources Director
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Non-Core Division

Nathan Bostock

Head of Restructaring Risk

For biographies

see pages 50-53

Helping to deliver the Strategic Plan

The Non-Core Division is central pillar of the Groups Strategic Plan

helping to make RBS stronger and safer We help to lower the Groups

risk exposure strengthen its funding position and allow management to

focus on the Core Bank As we approach the mid-point of our five-year

lourney we have achieved significant progress and are on-track to meet

our targets

But we dont take further progress for granted Our Definition to

Delivery programme ensured we moved from defining and structuring

the division in 2009 to delivering huge strides in reducing assets and

managing risk in 2010 Moving into the next stage we are exploring

options for exiting from our assets The divisions leadership team

Exiting from Non-Core asCets

In 2010 we passed the 100 billion milestone in our journey reducing

third party assets TPAs to 138 billion at year-end down from the initial

December 2008 portfolio of 258 billion We also reduced our portfolio

of derivatives from an initial 85 billion to 16 billion Despite sometimes

challenging market conditions careful preparation and asset management

enabled us to take and sometimes accelerate exit opportunities

While our disposal programme has attracted the most attention the run

off programme and asset restructuring
deals have also been important

International Businesses Portfolios made huge progress in the

disposal of non-core country or whole businesses Sale agreements

were reached for our Non-Core businesses in Latin America India

Kazakhstan Pakistan and the United Arab Emirates as well as for part

of our Asset Management business and for our Invoice Finance

businesses in Germany and France We completed the transfer of

Portfolio Banking agreed deals to dispose of non-core portfolio

assets Examples included the sale of portfolio of US and European

private equity fund interests the sale of Leveraged Finance assets

through Collateralised Loan Obligation and the sale of property

assets such as the Cumberland and five other hotels

Non-Core Markets achieved significant progress in reducing assets

through sales and the unwinding of facilities and risk exposures

Markets TPAs fell from 24.4 billion at the start of the year to 13.6

billion at the end of 2010

Across all areas our run-off programme has helped to deliver

significant reductions through holding assets to maturity exploring

ways to achieve earlier repayment and identifying options for assets

to be refinanced elsewhere

In line with the settlement agreed with the EC in 2009 we completed the

sale of substantially all of RBSs interest in RBS Sempra Commodities

Though the Non-Core Division was established to separately manage

and exit from the portfolio
of non-core assets we work

closely
with other

parts of RBS Group in achieving these aims For example colleagues in

GBM have provided invaluable assistance in structuring and delivering

several deals

has been strengthened We are in good position to continue the

momentum of progress into 2011

assets in six Asian countries to ANZ Group
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Divisional review

N.n-Onrs Divinn

Asset Fanioi Scheme APS

Rory Cullinan

Head of Non-Core Division
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Mximising shareholder vsluo

We achieved significant reduction in the divisions operating loss from

14.6 billion in 2009 to 5.5 billion largely
due to improvements in income

from trading activities and lower impairments

The active management of our market risk exposures helped to achieve

significant improvement in income from trading activities turning 5.2

billion loss in 2009 into 31 million loss in 2010 Our exposure to monoline

insurers has been managed down while hedging and credit protection

helped to reduce day-to-day swings even when market volatility was high

Impairments continued to fall reflecting the reduction in assets and

improvements in the underlying quality of the remaining portfolio

Impairments totalled 5.5 billion in 2010 down from 9.2 billion in 2009

Teking risk off the tabls

We also concentrated on strengthening risk management through

reducing risk exposures and responding to risks that emerge In the

Asset Protection Scheme APS

markets area risk management has reduced the daily income

volatility of traded assets helping to protect the Bank against sudden

market changes

However there was upward pressure on Risk Weighted Assets from pro-

cyclical increases in risk weights and from regulatory changes Offsetting

this has been the progress achieved in asset disposals run-offs and

strengthened risk management As result RWA5 have reduced from

171 billion at the start of the year to 154 billion at year-end

Looking shead

The Non-Core Division is central to the strategy that will return RBS to

stand-alone strength The encouraging progress made so far provides

solid foundation for meeting the challenges ahead

We are ahead of our plan and gathering momentum for the further work

ahead We are confident that we have the team in place to continue to

deliver one of the largest corporate restructurings ever undertaken

The APS is key part of the UK cjovernmeni.s

measures restore staothfy and confidence

in The brikin sector It provides PBS with

Credit pv t.mn in toe nnhkey ough stiH

possbie everrl of severe downturn in the

economy PBS Groups partlcioat1on in hO
APS is managed contraflywltnin the

Restructuring Rsk area

Following the agreement of the terms of the Scheme in December 2009

we have enhanced and widened our training programme for staff and

have restructured our operating procedures to accommodate the

Schemes requirements We continue to work closely with the Asset

Protection Agency APA with regard to the day-to-day stewardship of

assets covered by the Scheme

It is our opinion that the APS continues to provide valuable support during

our restructuring providing additional confidence to the market against

the backdrop of economic uncertainty But we continue to target an exit

from the APS within the last two years of the Strategic Plan 2012-13

subject to regulatory approval

The amount of assets covered by the scheme has fallen from an initial

282 billion to 195 billion at the end of 2010 We estimate on the basis

of expected future recoveries the expected loss on triggered assets at

31 December 2010 to be approximately 25 billion equivalent to 42% of

the 60 billion first loss threshold under the APS RBS does not currently

expect that losses on covered assets will exceed the first loss provision

over the lifetime of its participation in the Scheme
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SustainabUity

SutainabIy iachoe

Stakehotder feedback

We work acUvoy wth saKonudors to find out

Of hat they minK about us rmc how we co

busness The abV bow tines soriw 0w

Cuatomers We started to change how we gather our

customers opinions We launched new Public

Opinion Survey and we spoke to over 21000

people through surveys This work along with the

regular feedback we receive from our customers is

key component in how we shape our business

Emptoyee.b Our Employee Opinion Survey gathered the

views of over 119000 employees response

rate of 81%

Irivestora Last year the Group engaged with over 1200

institutional investors Socially responsible

investment continues to grow in importance and

last year we took part in regular meetings with

analysts on this issue including meetings with

our Chairman and senior executives focused

exclusively upon sustainable mvestment

ndusry Forums The Group is involved in number of industry

forums including both the Equator Principles EP5
and UN Global Compact UNGC which have

specific focus on sustainability ssues Last year

we took the lead in one of the EP5 working groups

sd became Chair of the UK Network of the UNGC

Consumer Groups In 2010 we substantially increased our dialogue

with consumers groups We mets wide variety of

groups to discuss range of issues from debt

advice to our Group Customer Charter

NonGovernmeritat We regularly consult with NGO5 which in 2010

Or0anisation included direct engagement with both our

bOOs Chairman and the Group Sustainability Committee
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Sustainability

We are committed to treating our customers to the highest of standards

and being transparent about the products and services they can expect

from us This theme covers responsible lending practices customer

service including dealing with customer complaints access to financial

services and financial education

Supporting enterprise

One of our main responsibilities is to provide tailored support to broad

range of businesses There are number of ways that we demonstrate

our commitment to enterprises from lending to small and medium

enterprises SMEs to funding microfinance institutions in India to

making finance available to social enterprises and facilitating youth

enterprise through working with partners

We received the AM 000 2008 reporting
and assurance accreditation for

our 2008 and 2009 annual Sustainability Reports We were also short-listed

for the ICSA/Hermes award for best sustainability and stakeholder

disclosure for the
Sustainability Report 2009

We have participated in the Carbon Disclosure Project since its inception

and in 2010 received the joint highest score for financial services

globally scoring 93 and an rating
for performance significant

improvement since 2009 We were also included in the Dow Jones

Sustainability Index for the third year running scoring 75% and in the

FTSE4G00d index

Newsweek magazine placed us 27th in their recent Green Rankings

where three environmental research organisations ranked the worlds

100 biggest listed companies across number of environmental issues

Employee ena9mnent
Our employees are the core of our organisation and it is very important

that we treat them fairly and responsibly It has been difficult year for

some of them as we continue to restructure the Group So its vital that as

we build the new P.BS we support our people throughout these changes

by involving and listening to them as much as possible

Safety and security

Protecting the security of our customers money and data is

fundamental responsibility of the Group We have continued to invest

heavily in the prevention of financial crime This theme also includes how

we safeguard the safety health and wellbeing of our employees

We recognise our responsibility to play an active role in the communities

we serve This begins with providing the services our customers want

and operating in sustainable way We then go further through our

community programmes which allow us to make more of difference

in areas that we can have an impact Our efforts centre on our

MoneySense Supporting Enterprise and Employee and Community

Engagement programmes

The aim of our MoneySense programme is to increase financial

education capability
and inclusion which is part of our wider

commitment to Fair Banking

Citizonhip and environmental suatainability

As global organisation we have to manage our broader economic

social and environmental impacts This includes wider
citizenship

issues

such as business and human rights and bribery and corruption as well

as environmental concerns We fully support the transition to the more

sustainable use of natural resources

We continued to invest in our Group MoneySense programmes in 2010

We improved and expanded our MoneySense for Schools programmes

by developing new online resources holding teacher training days and

completing the 3rd annual MoneySense Panel Research This research

revealed the attitudes towards money of over 10000 12-19 year olds

The 2nd annual RBS Personal Finance Education Awards for Schools

recognised the 2010 achievements of primary and secondary schools

Water Bank extends MoneySense
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How others have judged us

Every year independent external bodies judge our performance and

compare us with our peers
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SustainabUity continued

We introduced new magazine called Pocket Money for families reaching

an audience of over 600000 people in the UK New Business Start-Up

Guides were launched on NatWest.com and our MoneySense booklets

for adults were revised and written in plain English as part of the UK

Customer Charter commitment to make banking easier

Over the last three years our funding to Macmillan cancer support helped

them to expand their benefits helpline by 50% In 2010 three new face to

face Macmillan advice services were launched Together this helped

9500 people unlock over 20 million of funds to help with the impact of

their cancer diagnosis At the end of 2010 the RBS Group agreed to fund

Macmillan for further three years to increase delivery of face-to-face

money guidance for people living
with cancer across the UK

The Group continued to assist our key partners We remain to be one of

the largest corporate sponsors of the Money Advice Trust and in 2010

provided funding for key projects or areas of research to Mind RNIB

Gingerbread Transact Toynbee Hall and Citizens Advice We will

continue to work with the charities in 2011 to fund projects which will

improve access to information increase the number of
quality

financial

education and training resources available and meet the specific needs

for the members of each charity organisation

Our Ulster Bank MoneySense for Schools programme was launched in

2007 and is already the largest financial education programme for

secondary schools in Northern Ireland and Ireland with 380 volunteers

from Ulster Bank The Youthbank programme run by Ulster Bank also

helps to develop range of skills in young people by distributing grants

for youth-led projects in their communities

The Community Reinvestment Act in the US encourages banks to lend to

low and moderate income communities In 2010 Citizens and Charter One

provided more than 275 financial literacy programmes educating over

13000 people Citizens has also partnered with the Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation to provide Money Smart Training helping people

outside the financial mainstream enhance their money skills and create

positive banking relationships Citizens Gear for Grades programme

provides school supplies for children whose families cannot afford them

Since its inception in 2003 Gear for Grades has served over 150000

school children

Supporting entarpriac

Our Supporting enterprise programme works with partners to support

potential
business

start-ups and helps to build the
capability

of

alternative means of finance and support for would-be entrepreneurs

who would not normally quality for direct support from banks

We have long standing relationship with The Princes Trust We are

the largest corporate sponsor of The Princes Trust Enterprise

Programme which helped nearly 5000 young people in 2010 We

are proud sponsors of their new practical guide to starting up your

own business This book condenses the years of expertise The Princes

Trust has gained when helping young people in business and includes

real life stories of success and advice from business leaders This is

just one of the ways we have supported them through our corporate

partnership We also provide support for The Princes Scottish Youth

Business Trust

smallbusinesscan provides guidance and support to help small

businesses in the UK and Ireland and is supported by Ulster Bank

This programme provides simple and practical tools to help small

businesses gain insights and build network of trusted contacts

enabling start ups to progress and promote growth

In 2010 we launched partnership with the British Academy of Film and

Television Arts BAFTA and its Youth Mentoring Programme delivered

in conjunction with Media Trust In this programme BAFTA members

award-winners and leading practitioners volunteer as mentors to

disadvantaged young people on media projects enhancing their

knowledge skills and personal development to give them new

opportunities in life

We also sponsor Youth Business International projects in Russia

Hong Kong and France that provide opportunities for would-be young

entrepreneurs in those countries

Our microfinance programme in India goes further than simply lending

to Microfinance Institutions MFls We have also invested in technical

assistance to create and sustain robust creditworthy MFls in

underserved regions This programme has supported 37 MFI5

facilitating access to finance for over 200000 households Also in India

our Livelihood projects improve communities income generating abilities

through range of interventions including training investment and

market linkages We currently have 17 Livelihood projects across 14

states reaching over 63000 households

2010 also saw the launch of the RBS SE1 00 Index unique report that

provides information on the growth and impact of the top 100 social

enterprises in the UK This will play vital role in promoting the success

and diversity of this sector

Employee and community engagement

Our Employee and community engagement programme supports the

great work that our employees already do in their communities and

encourages further involvement to strengthen our support for the

communities we live in

As part of our UK Customer Charter we launched the Community Fund

in 2010 way of
putting

real benefit back into the communities at the

choice of our customers To date 1.8 million has been given to charities

chosen by our customers and employees from their local branch and

7547 days off have been given to branch staff to help support the

causes important to them

Our volunteering programme provides range of team activities that

our employees can take part in during work time We run the activities

through nine charities so that our employees can deliver the skills

services or fundraising that they need This year 4100 employees

engaged in 225 activities

Our Global Banking and Markets division launched new bespoke

volunteering programme across all of its businesses targeting four

areas where it hopes to have lasting impact on the lives of children and

young people education health social welfare and enterprise and

employability In 2010 over 1000 employees volunteered their time in

support of this programme

In 2010 the Citizens Charitable Foundation invested more than $14

million in charitable grants to more than 1000 non-profit organisations

across 12 states
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We also launched new recognition scheme in 2010 for our employees

Community Stars We give 65500 per year to support the fantastic work

employees do for the causes they are passionate about and to recognise

that they are great ambassadors for the Group Citizens Colleagues

in Action also recognises community involvement and provides the

opportunity for colleagues to take three month sabbatical to serve

as volunteer on longer-term project

Overall more than 39500 employees gave their skills time and money

to make ditference in the communities that we operate in The Group

supported those efforts financially and by giving employees almost

1TO000 hours off work to volunteer

11
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The Group Community Cashback scheme allows employees to claim

cash for the charities they support by volunteering or fundraising in their

own time In 2010 4300 awards totalling 1.2 million were given to over

2500 charities We continue to match donations our employees make to

charity via their salary and this year we supported over 3000 charities

directly
in this way
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Prodocto The Group customer charter set

oud vvrvi000 oat 14 clear commitments to cur

UK retail csstomero 102010

wthin these we set ourselves 25

opeciOc sod stretching goals sod

we achieved 20 of these outright

in the first months

RBS supports the Business

Finance Tesktorce end its

measures tc incresse investment

provide more business mentors

end intrndece new lending

principles for 5MEo

we prnv des suite of competitive

employment policien training end

development opportsnities and

bespoke benehts package and

provide uupport when it is oeededr

through our Employee Assistance

programme

Our tree unlise date protection

software Rapport csrrnntty

prntects 4.6 million online

castomeru trum treed

The citizens cnltegeseuer Our Technical Ansiateoce we measure engagement through

ecceent rewards castnmers who programme in India facilitated ncr employee opinion survey and

seen money tore child with work with 37 MFIv across 13 take action in response to

$1000 bonus plus the accrued ntetne in India increeuing the emptuyeu teodback

intereut when the child turns 16 reach ot microtinance to more

The enrolment age wee esfended then 100000 additional poor

from to 12 years in 2010 families

Since 2006 we have provided

more finance to wind power

projects than any other type
of

energy proinct

Ocr porufu we murk with range of

pernrrvir.fripn community Oeeelepmnnt Finance

lnntrtetiona end credit unions as

pert of the Trusted Partner

programme

customers have access to

nnreices such as SMS text alerts

to inform them of any ant ivify on

their accounts or when there has

been fraudelent activity

In order to be able to sepport

wide selection of different

business clients me work with

partners to bridge the
gap

in

fending for organisafiuno sech as

social nntnrpdses end charities

we have nine charity partnere

BTcv Princes Trust Oxfam

Barnardus Fairbddge Made

curie Macmillan Help the

Hospices end cancer Research in

the UK

Our Business Mentor

Environmental scheme continues

to provide oepnrt environmental

advice to customers who need
it

24/7

arcv is an environmental charity

and one of our nine chanty

partners that provides

velunteering epporfaoifies for

employees ts get invetved in

The Securty end Risk team wcrk

closely with set horitien to share

information and help prevent

finenciel crime This includes

focused infelligence ehening

partnership with Greater

Manchester Police UK

We worked with the National We support yoefh enterprise

Housing Foderahon to taench through sponeuring the Pdnces

new affordable credit provider Trust Enterprise Programme the

pilot My Home Finance jMHFI in Princes ScoOinh Youth Bunineno

2010 MHF provides Inanu to the Trust end Youth Business

financially eucluded International in Hung Kong

France and Russia

thviptcyvv In 2010 774 employees helped ito 2010 380 employees

cvotribvtiuri to deliver oar Moneysenen velenteered fur The Princes Trust

programme throughout the UK raising total of over E250000

by devoting their time to give

lennone in schools

Jpuretionisvriu We use number of third-party

o.vcfrf/ cfruiv organiuetiune to aesiut with credit

checking helping to enoum that

we lend responsibly

We work with partners that Oaring 201 Owe developed We are actively involved in the

sepport our Oiversity Inclusion global occepetion health
management of the United

programme including Sfonewatt programme in partnership with Nations Olcbel compact end

Employers Forums on Belief Age International 005 to review the Equator Principles initiatives

and Oieebility Opportenity Now occupational health service

Working Families and Race for provision acroeo sur international We are sponsoring climate week

Opportunity in the UK end Asia business in the UK national awareness

Network OIAN raising campaign

Our Group Employee Volunteering number of emplcyoeo get We heve over 600 environmental

programme engaged 39500 involved in Safety Health end champions in the Group helping

employveo in 2019 who were Wellbeing programmen to engage celleegees and mahe

yen over 24000 days oft to difference to our carbon

make centsibut ion to the cauaoe footprint at local level

supported by oar nine chanty

partners

Throagh our supply chain we

spend nearly E8.O billion each

year on goods end eerviceu

of which EB.2 billion is spent in

the UK

We aim to extend our employee Every year we review our

engagement activities as far as suppliers tc ensure that the

possible to temporary omployvee appropriate confrsls are in place

and contractors working in our to ensure ceutomer information in

ongunisation protected

Ocr ethical code for suppliers

sets oat our commitments to

working with openness and

integrity which we alec eopncf

from out suppliers
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Board of directors and secretary
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Bruce Van Saun age 53
Group Flounce Director

Appointed to the Board on October 2009 Bruce Van Saun has more than 25

years
financial services experience From 1997 to 2008 he held number of

senior positions with Bank of New York and later Bank of New York Mellon most

recently as vice chairman and chief financial officer and before that he was

responsible for the Asset Management and Market Related businesses Prior to

that he held senior positions with Deutsche Bank Wasserstein Perella Group and

Kidder Peabody Co He has served on several corporate boards as non-

executive director and has been active in numerous community organisations

Aileen Tayor age 38
Aileeri Taylor assumed the role of Group Secretary in May 2010 and provides

secretariat and corporate governance advice and support to the Group Board and

its senior Committees Aileen was appointed Deputy Group Secretary and Head of

Group Secretariat in 2007 and prior to that held various legal secretariat and risk

roles at divisional and business level Aileen is Fellow of the Chartered Institute

of Bankers in Scotland and Fellow of the Industry and Parliament Trust

Abtrnviatioos
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Philip Hampton age 57

Chairmen
Appointed to the Board on 19 January 2009 and to the position of Chairman on

February 2009 Philip Hampton was previously chairman of Sainsbury plc and

group finance director of Lloyds TSB Group plc BT Group plc BG Group plc

British Gas and British Steel plc an executive director of Lszards end non-

executive director of RMC Group plc He is also former chairman of UK Financial

Investments Limited which manages the UK Governments shareholding in banks

He is currently non-executive director of Anglo American plc

Stephen Hester age 50

Group Chief Executive

Appointed to the Board on October 2008 and to the position of Group Chief

Executive on 21 November 2008 Stephen Hester was chief executive of The

British Land Company PLC He was previously chief operating officer of Abbey

National plc and prior to that he held positions with Credit Suisse First Boston

including Chief Financial Officer Head of Fixed Income and co-Head of European

Investment Banking From February 2008 to October 2008 he served as non

executive deputy chairman of Northern Rock plc He is also trustee of The

Foundation and Friends of the Royal Botanical Gardens Kew
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Sandy Crombie age 62 Sni lnUuendcr UHcr FL

Appointed to the Board in June 2009 Sandy Crombie was previously Group Chief

Executive of Standard Life Plc He was also previously director of the Association

of British Insurers and member of the Chancellor of the Exchequers High Level

Group In 2007 he was the Prince of Wales Ambassador for Corporate Social

Responsibility in Scotland He currently serves as Chairman of the Edinburgh

UNESCO City of Literature Trust and Creative Scotland as Vice Chairman of the

Board of Governors of the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama and

President of The Cockburn Association

Penny Hughes age 51
Penny Hughes joined the Board on January 2010 and is currently non-executive

director of Home Retail Group plc Cable Wireless Worldwide plc and Wm
Morrison Supermarkets plc She is former non-executive director of Gap Inc

Vodafone PLC and Reuters PLC Penny chairs the Remuneration Committee of

Home Retail Group Penny was director and chairman of the Remuneration

Committee of Skandinaviska Enskilda Bankerr AS until she stepped down on 20

October 2009 Penny spent the majority of her executive career at Coca-Cola

where she held number of leadership positions In 1992 she was appointed as

President Coca-Cola Great Britain and Ireland She is also Trustee of the British

Museum and President of the Advertising Association

Joe Macttale age 59 Hi

Appointed to the Board in September 2004 Joe MacHale is currently non-executive

director and chairman of the remuneration committee of Brit Insurance Holdings plc

and trustee and treasurer of MacMillan Cancer Support He held number of

senior executive positions with Morgan between 1979 and 2001 and was latterly

chief executive of Morgan Europe Middle East and Africa Region He is

fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants and the Chairman of Prytania Group

John McFarlane age 63
Appointed to the Board on October 2008 John McFsrlane is former chief

executve officer of Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited Previously

he was group executive director of Standard Chartered and was head of

Citicorp/Citibank in the UK and Ireland He is currently non-executive director

of Westfield Holdings Limited and director of Old Oak Holdings Limited He is

former president of the International Monetary Conference and former chairman

of the Australian Bankers Association He has previously served as director of

the London Stock Exchange and member of the Auditing Practices Board

Brendari NesOn age 61 firnr IN

Appointed to the Board on April 2010 Brendan Nelson is the former global

chairman Financial Services for KPMG Previously he held range of senior

leadership roles within KPMG
including as member of the KPMG UK board from

1999 until 2008 and as vice chairman from 2006 He has been board member

of the Financial Services Skills Council since 2008 and was chairman of the Aud

Committee of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland from 2005 until

2008 Heloined the Board of BP plc in November2010

Arthur Art Ryan age 68
Appointed to the Board on October 2008 Art Ryan is the former chairman chief

executive officer and president of Prudential Financial Inc Previously he held

senior positions with Chase Manhattan Bank NA He is currently non-executive

director of Regeneron Pharmaceuticals Inc and an active member of numerous

community boards He was founding member of the Financial Services Forum

Philip Scott age 56 IL IN

Appointed to the Board on November 2009 Philip Scott has wide-ranging

experience of financial services and risk management including previous

responsibility for Avivas continental European and international life and long-term

savings businesses He held number of senior executive positions during his

career at Aviva including his role as Group Finance Director until January 2010

Philip is also an experienced non-executive director and is currently on the board

of Diageo plc He is Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries and The Association of

Certified Public Accountants

Directors report and

summary financial statement

Cohn Buchan age 56 Hi

Appointed to the Board in June 2002 Cohn Buchan was educated in South Africa

and spent the early part of his career in South Africa and the Far East He has

considerable international investment banking experience as well as experience

in
very large risk management in the equities business He was formerly member

of the group management board of UBS AG and head of equities of UBS

Warburg and was the former chairman of UBS Securities Canada Inc He is

chairman of Standard Life Investments Limited and director of Standard Life plc

and Black Rock World Mining Trust Plc Cohn is fellow of the Chartered Institute

of Bankers of Scotland
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Stephen Hester Group Chief Executive

Bruce Van Saun Group Finance Director

For biographies see page 50

Ellen Alemany age 55
Chief Exeorkive Ciieene arid Heed of Americee

Ellen Alemany joined the RBS Group in June 2007 as Chief Executive Officer of

Citizens Financial Group Inc and Head of RBS Americas She became Chairman

of Citizens Financial Group Inc in March 2009 Prior to this appointment Ellen

was the CEO for Global Transaction Services at Citigroup one of Citis 12 publicity

reported product lines Ellen joined Citibank in 1987 and has held various

positions including EVP for Commercial Business Group Chairman and CEO for

Citibank International plc and Citibanks European Bank

Nathan BostocK age 50
Head of RestrucLuriog Risk

Nathan Bostock joined the RBS Group in June 2009 as Head of Restructuring and

Risk with responsibility for the Non-Core Division APS the Global Restructuring

Group and the control functions of Group Legal Secretariat and Risk

Management Before joining RBS Nathan spent eight years with Abbey Nationsl

plc in several roles and was latterly the CFO and main Board Director responsible

for Products Marketing HR Insurance and Cards Before joining Abbey in 2001

Nathan spent ten years with RBS in number of roles including Chief Operating

Officer of Treasury and Capital Markets and Group Risk Director Chartered

Accountant Nathan worked with Coopers Lybrand before starting his career in

banking He spent seven years in Chase Manhattan Bank in variety of areas and

functions He also holds BSc Hons in Mathematics

Paul Geddes age 41
Chief Execulive RBS insurance

Paul Geddes graduated from Oxford in 1990 where he read Politics Philosophy

and Economics His career started at Procter Gamble in the UK and Europe

He entered retailing in 1997 holding senior roles in Kingfisher and GUS Groups

before joining the RBS Group in 2004 as Managing Director Products and

Marketing Retail Banking He was appointed CEO Retail Banking in December

2006 and CEO UK Retail in February 2009 before taking overall responsibility for

some of the UKS best-known insurance brands including Direct Line Churchill

Privilege and Green Flag as CEO RBS Insurance in August 2009 Paul is Fellow

of the Chartered Institute of Bankers in Scotland

Brian Hartzer age 44
Chef EcecuOve UK Reteil Weelth end dieter Bank

Brian Harizer has been the Chief Executive Officer for Retail Wealth and Ulster

Bank sinpe August 2009 He joined RBS from ANZ in Australia where he was

Chief Executive Officer Australia as well as Global Segment Lead for Retail and

Wealth Brian joined ANZ in 1999 as Managing Director Consumer Finance and

later ran ANZs Personal Banking division Prior to joining ANZ Brian spent ten

years as financial services consultant in New York San Francisco and

Melbourne Brian is graduate of Princeton University and holds joint US and

Australian citizenship

John Hourican age 40
Chief Exeutwo CloUd ifdnkind Markotc

John Hourican was appointed Chief Executive of Global Banking Markets in

October 2008 Prior to this John held variety of positions across the RBS Group

including CEO of ABN AMRO Group Head of Leveraged Finance and Chief

Operating Officer of Global Banking Markets John was educated at the

National University of Ireland and received his Postgraduate Diploma from Dublin

City University before starting his career at Price Waterhouse where he worked in

Dublin London and Hong Kong He is fellow of the Institute of Chartered

Accountants ri Ireland

Drectors report and

summary financial statement
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Chris Sullivan age 53
Chief Exnutive UK Corporate

Chris Sullivan was appointed Chief Executive of the UK Corporate Banking

Division and the GTS Division in August 2009 His previous role was Chief

Executive of RBS Insurance the second largest general insurance provider in the

UK Prior to this Chris was Chief Executive of Retail and Deputy Chief Executive

of Retail Markets Chris is Vice Chairman of the Association of British Insurers

Chairman of the General Insurance Council and member of the CBI Presidents

Committee He spent five
years as Chief Executive of Lombard Asset Finance and

under his leadership it attained leading position in the UK and Europe Chris

Sullivan earned his Fellowship of Chartered Institute of Bankers Scotland for his

services to Scottish Banking

Ron Teerlink age 50
Chief Aitininietrative Officer

In April 2008 Ron Teerlink joined the RBS Group as Chief Executive of Business

Services becoming the Group Chief Administrative Officer in February 2009 At

the same time he was re-appointed to the Managing Board of AEN AMRO to

oversee the integration programme Ron started his career with ABN Bank in 1986

as an IT/Systems analyst and held various functional positions before becoming

Chief Operating Officer of the Wholesale Clients Business in 2002 He was

appointed Chief Executive Officer of Group Shared Services in 2004 and joined

ABN AMROs Managing Board in January 2006 where he was responsible for

Services and Market Infrastructure Ron holds Masters degree in Economics

from Amsterdams Vrije Universiteit

Moriogsrnent Cc.roniieo

The Management Committee comprising our major business and

functional leaders meets three to four times annually as vehicle for

strategy and business performance review

It comprises members of the Executive Committee plus

Elaine Arden Group Human Resources Director

Scott Barton Chief Executive Global Transaction Services

Chris Campbell Group General Counsel

Mark Catton Chief Executive UK Corporate Institutional Banking

Rory Cullinan Head of Non-Core Division

John Cummins Group Treasurer

Jennifer Hill Group Director Strategy Corporate Finance

Suneel Kamlani President of Global Banking Markets

Marco Mazzucchelli Global Head of Banking Deputy CEO GBM

Cormac McCarthy Chief Executive Ulster Bank

John McCormick Chief Executive GBM Asia Pacific

Andrew McLaughlin Head of Communications and

Group Chief Economist

Peter Nielsen Global Head of Markets

David Stephen Deputy Group Chief Risk Officer

Brian Stevenson Chairman Global Transaction Services

Rory Tapner Chief Executive Wealth Management
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Our approach to Governance

corporate governance and the prircpes of

throughout our cuhure the peope and the

Phtn Hampton Chairman

How does RBS comply with key corporate governance standards

The company is committed to high standards of corporate governance

business integrity and professionalism in all its activities

Throughout the year ended 31 December 2010 the company has

complied with all of the provisions of the Combined Code issued by the

Financial Reporting Council in June 2008 the Code except in relation

to the provision that the Remuneration Committee should have delegated

responsibility for setting remuneration for the Chairman and executive

directors The company considers that this is matter which should

rightly be reserved for the Board No director is involved in decisions

regarding his or her own remuneration

Although not applicable to the current accounting period the company

has also complied with the main provisions of the UK Corporate

Governance Code issued by the Financial Reporting Council in May

2010 the new Code except as noted above The company has also

taken steps to implement the recommendations
arising

from the review

of governance in banks and financial institutions undertaken by Sir

David Walker the Walker Review

The company has also complied in all material respects with the

Financial Reporting Council Guidance on Audit Committees issued

in December 2010

Under the US Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 the Act specific

standards of corporate governance and business and financial

disclosures apply to companies with securities registered in the US

The company complies with all applicable sections of the Act

The Board currently comprises the Chairman two executive directors

and
eight independent non-executive directors one of whom is the

Senior Independent Director The Board functions
effectively

and

efficiently and is considered to be of an appropriate size

Gordon Pall retired as an executive director on 31 March 2010 and

Archie Hunter retired as non-executive director on 28 April 2010

Penny Hughes and Brendan Nelson joined the Board as non-executive

directors on January 2010 and April2010 respectively

Brendan Nelson took over as Chairman of the Audit Committee following

Archie Hunters retirement Penny Hughes took over from Cohn Buchan

as Chair of the Remuneration Committee on June 2010 when Cohn

stepped down from the Committee

Successful governance atarta at the top

The Board is the main decision-making forum for the company It has

overall
responsibility

for management of the business and affairs of the

Group the establishment of Group strategy and the allocation and

raising of capital and is accountable to shareholders for financial and

operational performance The Board considers strategic issues and

ensures the Group manages risk effectively through approving and

monitoring risk appetite considering Group stress scenarios and

agreed mitigants and identifying longer term strategic threats to the

Groups business operations The Board has formal schedule of

matters detailing key aspects of the companys affairs reserved to

it for its decision This schedule is reviewed bi-annually

All directors participate in discussing strategy performance and the

financial and risk management of the company Meetings of the Board

are structured to allow sufficient time for consideration of all items and

the Chairman encourages constructive challenge and debate

The roles of Chairman and Group Chief Executive are distinct and

separate with clear division of responsibilities The Chairman leads

the Board and ensures the effective engagement and contribution of all

executive and non-executive directors The Group Chief Executive has

responsibility for all Group businesses and acts in accordance with the

authority delegated by the Board Responsibility for the development of

policy and strategy and operational management is delegated to the

Group Chief Executive and the Group Finance Director

The directors provide the Group Board with the knowledge mix of skills

and experience required The Board Committees comprise of directors

with variety of relevant skills and experience so that no undue reliance

is placed on any individual

The non-executive directors combine broad business and commercial

experience with independent and objective judgement The balance

between non-executive and executive directors enables the Board to

provide clear and effective leadership and maintain the highest

standards of integrity across the business activities

Hw often are directors roelected

With effect from the 2011 Annual General Meeting all directors will

stand for annual re-election Cohn Buchan will stand down as non-

executive director on August 2011 following the announcement of the

Groups interim results having served
just over nine years on the Board

How often does the Board meat

There were eleven scheduled Board meetings during 2010 The directors

were supplied with comprehensive papers in advance of each meeting

The Group Chief Executive provides written report on business

activities at each Board meeting In addition to the scheduled meetings

there were fifteen ad-hoc meetings of the Board and Committees of the

Board indicating
the commitment of the directors to making time

available to fulfil their duties
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The Audit Committee is comprised of at least three independent

non-executive directors It is responsible for
assisting

the Board in

discharging its responsibilities in relation to the disclosure of the financial

affairs of the Group The Audit Committee reviews the accounting

policies financial reporting and regulatory compliance practices of the

Group the Groups system and standards of internal controls monitors

the Groups processes for internal audit and external audit and reviews

the practices of the Divisional Risk and Audit Committees

Thu Boad Riuk Committoe is comprised of at least three independent

non-executive directors It is responsible for providing oversight and

advice to the Board in relation to current and potential future risk

exposures of the Group and future risk strategy including determination

of risk appetite and tolerance

Tiiu Rmn reiation Cornrriittre is comprised of at least three

independent non-executive directors It is responsible for the overview

of the Groups remuneration
policy

and remuneration governance

framework ensuring that remuneration arrangements are consistent

with and promote effective risk management The committee also

makes recommendations to the Board in respect of remuneration

arrangements for executive directors

The Nominetiout Committee comprises all of the non-executive

directors and is chaired by the Chairman of the Group It is responsible

for assisting the Board in the formal selection and appointment of

directors having regard to the overall balance of skills knowledge

experience and diversity on the Board as well as considering

succession planning and reviewing the structure size and composition

of the Board Audit Committee Board Risk Committee and

Remuneration Committee

The Ctuup Suetaiabilily Committee is chaired by the Senior

Independent Director and is attended by the Chairman and members

of the Group executive and senior management It reports to the Board

and is responsible for reviewing the Groups overall sustainability

strategy values and policies

Ncs ho the Comohtoes intemeot2

The Chair of each Committee reports back to the Group Board on

matters raised at Committee meetings to ensure that other Board

members are kept appraised of the areas considered by each

Committee Additionally agendas for Committee meetings are circulated

to all directors for information

The members of the Audit Committee are also members of the Board

Risk Committee This common membership ensures effective

governance across all finance and risk issues and that agendas are

aligned and overlap is avoided The Audit Committee and Board Risk

Committees also have strong links with the Remuneration Committee

with particular regard to ensuring that relevant finance and risk matters

are factored in remuneration decisions

Directors report and

summary financia statement

Our eliprocich to Govetricirice

Nw uo the directors get the information they need to tulfil

their ioIe property

All directors receive accurate timely and clear information on all

relevant matters and have access to the advice and services of the

Group Secretary who is responsible to the Board for ensuring that

Board procedures are followed and that applicable rules and

regulations are complied with In addition all directors are able

if necessary to obtain independent professional advice at the

companys expense

To give directors better understanding of the Group members of

executive management attend and make regular presentations at

meetings of the Board Additionally the Audit Committee and Board

Risk Committee undertake an annual programme of visits to the Groups

business and control functions An invitation to attend is extended to all

non-executive directors

Board induction and cortttnuing professional deaelopment

In line with the recommendations of the Walker Review and the new

Code the company has reviewed the induction programme for new

directors Each new director receives formal induction on joining the

Board including visits to the Groups major businesses and meetings

with directors senior management and key stakeholders The induction

is tailored to the directors
specific requirements

The company has undertaken comprehensive review of the ongoing

professional development programme for directors Directors are advised

of appropriate training
and professional development opportunities and

undertake the
training

and professional development they consider

necessary in assisting them to carry out their duties as director

How does the Boerci review ite performenceO

The Board reviews its performance annually Following the external

Board evaluation carried out in 2009 number of initiatives were

implemented aimed at improving the overall performance and

effectiveness of the Board including greater advance planning

in relation to Board agendas to allow more in-depth discussion

of businesses and enhancement of Board engagement in risk

management and setting risk appetite

Formal and rigorous internal evaluations of the performance of the

Board Board Committees and individual directors during 2010 have

been carried out detailed framework of questions was used to

structure individual meetings held with each director Amongst the

areas reviewed were the role and organisation of Board and Board

Committees Board and Committee composition Board processes the

structure and frequency of meetings Board and Committee reporting

and external relationships including those with shareholders and

regulators Separate evaluations were carried out for each of the Audit

Committee Board Risk Committee and Remuneration Committee

The Board has considered and discussed reports on the outcomes of

the evaluations and is satisfied with the way in which the evaluations

have been conducted
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Letter from the Chair of the Remuneration Committee

Dear Shareholder

am pleased to be presenting the Groups Remuneration Report for 2010

During the year the Remuneration Committee has built on the progress

made during 2009 when significant changes were made to the structure

of rewards to staff following thorough review of remuneration policy

We have continued to embed these practices throughout the

organisation to ensure that they are aligned with good corporate

governance and robust risk management

Our focus is to ensure that our remuneration policy continues to support

delivery
of the Groups Strategic

Plan We are working hard to complete

hugely challenging and complex turnaround and are on track to

deliver across range of measures The Group plays an important

economic role both as an employer and tender If we are going to

achieve our strategic objectives and deliver return to our shareholders

including the UK taxpayer we need talented and motivated

management and employees This requires us to pay them fairly within

the context of the markets in which they operate In setting pay policy

we take account of our duties to shareholders and our strategic

objectives and seek to ensure that shareholder interests are not

damaged as result of staff retention recruitment or motivation issues

Our commitment is to reward success not failure and we are also very

conscious of the need to demonstrate restraint

Across the Group we operate range of incentive structures which are

designed to reinforce messages about what employees are being asked

to achieve and deliver pay for performance Our key objective in

determining bonus awards is not to pay more than is warranted given

business performance In this context performance includes financial

and non financial measures risk performance and any other relevant

factors Our aggregate bonus awards for 2010 are lower than prior year as

result of lower profits and bonuses in the investment banking division

and our recognition of the need for moderation There is clear focus on

differentiation so that
individually and by business the best performers and

the best performance will continue to be rewarded There is strong central

governance and oversight of both bonus pools and individual awards and

each year significant proportion of staff will receive zero bonus

The key eIement of our remuneration policy are

Pay Pa Frforr.ance

Performance related pay is designed to reflect success or failure

against the range of
targets

which we set for our people taking
into

account the context in which results were achieved By way of example

the pay arrangements for executive directors are aligned to the

performance of the Group and performance related pay is paid entirely

in shares over several years Executive directors have no reward for

failure provisions in their service contracts

Perftrmanca menaqemeot

We operate structured process to ensure that all employees have

clear objectives that are linked to long-term plans designed to drive

business objectives including financial performance risk people and

customer measures Assessment of individuals performance is subject

to rigorous review of achievements against their objectives

Focus on risk is achieved through clear risk input into incentive plan

design and target setting as well as thorough risk review of

performance bonus pools and clawback The Remuneration Committee

has been supported in this by the Board Risk Committee and the RBS

Risk Management function

Deferral

The Remuneration Committee is acutely aware of the external focus on

the role of incentive payments in the financial sector The reality is that

these remain key part of the structure of pay across the industry

However we have radically
reformed our incentive plans For our more

senior employees annual awards are deferred over three years and

portion of the awards are paid in shares which increases alignment with

the interests of shareholders There will be 2000 cap on cash

bonuses paid in March 2011 as was the case last year

Cievbacir

We have had clawback provisions in place since 2009 which means

that in certain circumstances the Group can reduce deferred annual

incentives and long-term incentive awards up to the point they are

released Clawback allows us to respond appropriately if the

performance factors on which reward decisions were based turn out

not to reflect the corresponding performance in the longer term

Shareholder consultation

In
early 2011 we consulted extensively

with institutional shareholders

and other stakeholders on our remuneration approach The consultation

process involved one to one meetings and roundtable session hosted

by the Association of British Insurers and National Association of

Pension Funds Our presentation covered our wider remuneration policy

as well as executive directors remuneration and we have been pleased

with both the level of engagement with investors and the positive

feedback we have received

Topics discussed with investors included pay positioning scale and

design of incentive structures risk alignment of remuneration deferral

clawback and remuneration disclosures We have listened to the

feedback from investors and have made number of enhancements

to disclosures in the Remuneration Report as result

Investors recognised the difficult challenge faced by the Remuneration

Committee in
positioning pay competitively to support business goals

while being mindful of the wider economic environment and the need

to show restraint The Remuneration Committee and the Board have

considered carefully their responsibilities and have applied judgement

to achieve balance whereby remuneration
policy supports business

goals without causing unacceptably high people risks
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The retention and motivation of our executive directors is crucial over

the next three years and whilst most aspects of our remuneration policy

remain unchanged we are making some changes to enhance the

overall effectiveness of executive director remuneration These include

replacing the annual bonus plan with long-term Share Bank and

changes to the performance measures for the Long Term Incentive Plan

çLTIP We have introduced scorecard of measures relating to risk

and strategic goals to sit alongside the existing measures of total

shareholder return and economic profit These measures ensure that

rewards for executive directors are aligned with achieving sustainable

long-term platform for the future success of the Group across range

of areas including risk profitability franchise strength and people

Details of these changes are set out in the Remuneration Report in the

Groups 2010 Report Accounts

While the primary focus of the remuneration policy clearly has to be to

support the business to deliver the Strategic Plan some shareholders

asked for reassurance that the Remuneration Committee had in place

sufficient tools to be able to adjust remuneration appropriately should

another financial crisis occur am pleased to confirm that huge

amount of progress has been made in this respect

The starting point is making sure we set the right Objectives in the first

place Risk is key factor when setting annual and long term objectives

and an independent review of risk objectives is undertaken by the RBS

Risk Management function and the Board Risk Committee At the end of

each performance period performance outcomes and bonus pool

proposals are subject to rigorous review by the control functions

independent of the businesses/divisions Our LTIP also has risk

underpin whereby awards will not vest unless the Remuneration

Committee is satisfied on risk performance Both annual and long term

awards are subject to clawback and accordingly the Remuneration

Committee has discretion to reduce the number of shares under award

or determine that no shares will vest

approach

In addition to the changes made to executive directors remuneration

arrangements the Remuneration Committee reached decisions on the

following key areas during 2010

establishing governance framework for incentive plans and bonus

funding across the Group involving
the Finance Risk and Human

Resources functions at all key decision points

structure of deferment for incentives for up to three years with the

ability
to clawback if appropriate and

the introduction of new Long Term Incentive Plan following

consultation with number of institutional shareholders

The new LTIP received the approval of over 99% of shareholders at the

Annual General Meeting in 2010 and at the same meeting the

Remuneration Report received overwhelming shareholder support

Directors report and

summary financial statement

number of external developments have impacted remuneration and

remuneration policy in 2010 including the publication of the FSAs

revised Remuneration Code the FSA Code In light of the FSA Code

review was undertaken of the remuneration policy and governance

arrangements am pleased to report that the Group has been
fully

compliant with all aspects of the FSA Code from January 2011

The Remuneration Committee supports the UK Governments position

that an international approach is required in relation to regulation on

remuneration and disclosure To rebuild the value of the company

an international level playing field that allows the Group and other UK

banks to compete fairly with international competitors is essential

On February 2011 the UK Government issued statement in

connection with Project Merlin which represents commitments by the

UKs four largest banks including the RBS Group on matters including

lending shareholder engagement and pay disclosures The banks have

agreed that aggregate UK bonus pools will be lower than last year

reflecting consideration of the public mood and engagement with

key stakeholders Furthermore as result of the
Project

Merlin

agreement we are disclosing in this years Remuneration Report the

pay of our two executive directors and the pay of the five highest paid

senior executive officers The Remuneration Committee has also

reviewed the remuneration of the ten highest paid staff in each of the

Groups divisions

Throughout 20.10 we continued to work through period of

unprecedented restructuring The Group has delivered remuneration

arrangements that are FSA compliant take proper account of the

public mood and call for restraint and support the overarching objective

of maximising shareholder returns and delivering profit for the

taxpayer Importantly these arrangements are consistent with the

Project Merlin agreement

On behalf of the Remuneration Committee would like to place on

record our sincere appreciation for our people who have continued

to focus on service to our customers managing risk and driving the

performance of our core and non-core businesses Our people are

working hard to help return the Group to financial strength and the

Remuneration Committee is committed to
creating an environment in

which they can meet their ambitions

Penny Hughes

Chair of the Remuneration Committee

23 February 2011
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Summary remuneration report

Executiva romunoration policy

Components of executive directors remuneration

Snlnrf

Base salaries of executive directors are reviewed annually It has been

agreed that the Group Chief Executive will receive no increase in base

salary in 2011 The annual salary for the Group Finance Director will

be increased from 725000 to 750000 with effect from April 2011

Executive directors are eligible to receive various employee benefits

or cash equivalent from flexible benefits account on similar basis

to other employees

Gordon Pell retired from the Group and the Board on 31 March 2010

shortly
after his normal pension age of 60 Following Gordon Pells

retirement no current director is member of the Groups defined

benefit pension plans

For all executive directors
joining on or after October 2006 pension

provision is in the form of pension allowance which may be used to

participate in The Royal Bank of Scotland Group Retirement Savings

Plan which is open to all employees or to invest in alternative pension

arrangements or to take all or some of the allowance in cash In

addition as employees executive directors are eligible to participate in

Sharesave and Buy As You Earn Plans These plans are not subject to

performance conditions since they are operated on an all-employee

basis Executive directors also receive death-in-service cover

In addition to salary and benefits executive directors receive variable

remuneration in the form of annual and long-term incentives

Annual incentives

Following consultation with UKFI and other institutional shareholders

Share Bank arrangement has been put in place for the executive

directors annual incentive awards for 2010 and 2011 The Share Bank

arrangement replaces the previous annual incentive arrangement and

means that the executive directors will receive no cash bonus

2010

The 2010 targets covered progress against the
Strategic Plan

financial performance risk efficiency and control measures as well

as stakeholder and people management Executive directors have

normal maximum incentive opportunity of 200% of salary with an

exceptional maximum of 250% of salary

The Remuneration Committee has reviewed the annual incentive awards

for the executive directors for 2010 performance taking into account

performance against targets set at the beginning of 2010 Performance

was assessed across broad range of quantitative and qualitative

measures and was supported by robust performance management

framework including formal half year review

During 2010 performance has been strong and all the Groups main

performance indicators are ahead of the Strategic Plan both in terms

of timing and outcomes More information on the Groups performance

can be found on pages 12 and 13 There are however small number

of areas where the Group is not performing well ahead of the targets

which have been set Accordingly the Remuneration Committee has

recommended and the Board excluding executive directors

has agreed that the Group Chief Executive and Group Finance

Director should receive annual incentive awards of 170% and 186% of

salary respectively

For 2010 performance the executive directors annual incentive will be

delivered entirely as an allocation into Share Bank The allocated shares

will vest in two equal tranches in March 2012 and 2013 and must then be

held for further six months The Group Chief Executive has
voluntarily

agreed to total holding period of twelve months after vesting Clawback

provisions will again apply prior to vesting of the shares

The maximum potential allocation of shares in respect of the 2011

financial year under Share Bank will be 6.0 million shares for the Group

Chief Executive and 3.75 million shares for the Group Finance Director

These allocations were agreed following consultation with shareholders

at the beginning of 2011 The potential allocations represent normal

maximum annual incentive levels for executive directors based on the

share price prevailing at the start of the consultation period and will be

assessed for final allocation in 2012 on that basis Depending on share

price movement during the performance period the value of the final

allocation could further increase or decrease

Between 0% and 100% of the maximum potential allocation will be

formally allocated into Share Bank in March 2012 based on 2011

performance across five performance categories strategic direction

business delivery and financial performance stakeholders including

delivery against UK government lending commitments risk and control

and capability and development Fixing
the number of shares

in this way avoids unintended consequences arising from share price

volatility around award dates and provides clear alignment with

shareholder interests through the year

The Remuneration Committee will determine the actual allocation to

Share Bank by reference to the extent to which executive directors have

met the performance targets Shares allocated in respect of 2011

performance will vest in two equal tranches in March 2013 and 2014

respectively Clawback provisions will apply to shares allocated to Share

Bank for the period prior to their vesting

Share awards made as part of Share Bank will be delivered under the

rules of the Deferral Plan approved by shareholders in 2009
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An illustration of Share Bank for the 2011 performance year is

set out below

Mcimuffi

determined

Pertorrnance

tO% to 100%

Year 2011 2013 2014

Subject to clawback prior to veating

To comply with the FSA Code aharea will be subject to holding period

of six months after vesting

Long-term incentives

The Group provides long-term incentives which are designed to link

reward with the long-term success of the Group and recognise the

responsibility participants have in driving its future success and

delivering value for shareholders

LengJbrrn lcentive Pian dIP
The LTIP was approved by shareholders in April 2010 It replaces both

the Executive Share Option Plan and the Medium-Term Performance

Plan Employees in senior roles executive level and selected senior

management are eligible to receive annual awards of long-term

incentives The awards will be structured as performance-vesting

deferred shares

The performance conditions for the LTIP awards focus on shareholder

value while factoring in the growing regulatory emphasis on risk-

adjusted financial metrics

As in 2010 awards in 2011 will be granted under the LTIF and will be

entirely in the form of shares rather than share options

Awards to executive directors have normal maximum limit of 400% of

salary Whilst the award policy for executive directors may be increased

in exceptional circumstances prior shareholder consultation would be

undertaken For 2011 awards made to executive directors will be

capped at 375% of agreed salary

Directors report and

summary financial statement

Uumrnery remuneratun report

Performance criteria tor awards granted to executive directors

under the LTlP in 2011 and 2010 and ESOP and MPP in 2009

Awards made to executive directors under the ESOP and MPP in 2009

are subject to relative and absolute TSR measures both weighted equally

Awards to executive directors under the LTIP in 2010 are subject to

improvement in Economic Profit 50% as well as relative TSR 25% and

absolute TSR 25%

Performance conditions for the 2011 LTIP awards have been chosen to

align
executive directors

directly
with outcomes for shareholders but

also with those key actions required to deliver shareholder value over

the long term Vesting of these awards is based on the following

performance conditions

Relative Total Shareholder Return TSR 25%

Core Bank Economic Profit 25%

Balance Sheet Risk 25% and

Strategic Scorecard 25%

Relative TSR provides direct link between the rewards received by

executives and the returns achieved for our shareholders For this

reason this metric has been retained unaltered from previous years

For 2011 LTIP awards the Economic Profit measure will focus on the

Core bank Economic Profit being risk-adjusted financial measure

is consistent with adherence to the FSA Code and also provides

balance between measuring growth and the cost of capital employed

in delivering that growth At the end of the performance period for these

awards the value of the Group will be largely determined by the ability

of the Core bank to generate enduring value for shareholders For this

reason Economic Profit is based on the core bank

Resolution of Non-Core and development of the Groups risk profile

consistent with being highly rated standalone bank are fundamental to

our strategy These are therefore measured under separate Balance

Sheet and Risk measure under the LTIR

To ensure that the Group is positioned to deliver sustainable value for

shareholders beyond the initial turnaround timeframe the balanced

scorecard rewards management for
delivering robust basis for future

growth in terms of the atrength of our franchise efficiency reputation

and the strength and engagement of our employees

Finally there is an underpin whereby awards will only vest if the

Committee is satisfied that risk management during the performance

period has been effective and that financial and non-financial

performance has been satisfactory in line with the Groups Strategic

Plan In assessing this the Committee will be advised independently

by the Board Risk Committee
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Shareholding guidelirrea

The Group operates shareholding guidelines for executive directors The

target shareholding level is 200% of gross annual salary for the Group

Chief Executive and 100% of gross annual salary for executive

directors Executive directors have period of five years in which to

build up their shareholdings to meet the guideline levels

Noneaxecutive directors

The level of remuneration for non-executive directors reflects their

responsibility and time commitment and the level of fees paid to non-

executive directors of comparable major UK companies Non-executive

directors do not participate in any incentive or performance plan Non-

executive director fees are reviewed
regularly

Ibtal shareholder return performance

The performance graph below illustrates the performance of the

company over the past five years in terms of total shareholder return

compared with that of the companies comprising the FTSE 100 Index

This Index has been selected because it represents cross-section of

leading UK companies The total shareholder return for ETSE banks for

the same period has been added for comparison The total shareholder

return for the company and the indices have been rebased to 100 for

2005 The second graph below illustrates the same performance of the

company during 2010

Service oontracts

The companys policy in relation to the duration of contracts with

directors is that executive directors contracts generally continue until

termination by either party subject to the required notice or until

retirement The notice period under the service contracts of executive

directors will not normally exceed twelve months In relation to newly

recruited executive directors subject to the prior approval of the

Remuneration Committee the notice period may be extended beyond

twelve months if there is clear case for this Where longer period of

notice is initially approved on appointment it will normally be structured

such that it will automatically reduce to twelve months in due course

All new service contracts for executive directors are subject to approval

by the Remuneration Committee Those contracts normally include

standard clauses covering the performance review process the

companys normal disciplinary procedure and terms for dismissal

in the event of failure to perform or in situations involving actions in

breach of the Groups policies and standards

Any compensation payment made in connection with the departure of

an executive director will be subject to approval by the Remuneration

Committee having regard to the terms of the service contract and the

reasons for termination

No compensation was paid to Gordon Pell on his retirement from

employment of the Group on 31 March 2010

Total shareholder retorn one veer
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Notes

2010

Benefits Total

000 000

Remuneration for 2009 reflects Philip Hamptons appointment as Deputy Chairman and Chairman-designate on 19 January 2009 and his appointment as Chairman on February 2009

Remuneration fur 2009 reflects Bruce Van Sauns appointment to the Board on October 2009

Benefits include costs for Bruce Van Sauns relocation to the UK during 2010

Retired with effect from 31 March 2010

As disclosed in the 2009 remuneration report no payment for loss of office was made to Guy Whittaker who ceased to be director on 30

September 2009 After leaving the Group Mr Whittaker was paid total of 729381 representing salary and benefits due under his contract

of employment for the balance of his notice period

Gordon Pell is currently Deputy Chairman of Coutts Co and non-executive director of RBS Coutts Bank Limited He receives combined annual

fee of 100000 in respect of these roles

The table below sets out the remuneration paid to non-executive directors for the year ended 31 December 2010 No changes were made in

relation to non-executive director fees during 2010 except to standardise the Board Risk Committee Audit Committee and Remuneration Committee

membership fee at 25000 with effect from January 2010 Fees paid to the Chairs of the Board Risk Audit and Remuneration Committees have

also been standardised at 150000 This constitutes an increase in the fee payable to the Chair of the Remuneration Committee reflecting
the

increased workload of that Committee and the time commitment required from the Committee Chair For individual directors differences in

remuneration between 2009 and 2010 reflect any change in Committee responsibilities and where applicable the date they were appointed

to the Board during 2009 or 2010 as set out in the notes below

NCr O5CUtiVe drrC-ctorC

Cohn Buchan 73 77 150 152

Sandy Crombie 150 150 88

Penny Hughes 130 130

JoeMacHale4 73 68 141 111

John McFarlane 73 30 103 93

Brendan Nelson rul 111 111

Art Ryan 73 30 103 92

Philip Scott ei 150 150 25

Archie Hunter ui 24 31 55 166

Notes

Stepped down an member and Chairman of the Remunerstion Committee un June 2010

Appointed as Senior Independent Director on June 2000 Fee is inclusive and covers all Board and Board Committee work

Appointed January 2010 and became Chair of the Rernaoeratioe Committee on June 2010 From Jane 2010 fee is inclusive and covers all Board and Board committee work

Stepped down from the Audit committee an 30 April 2010 Member of the Asset Protection Scheme Senior Oversight Committee since January 2010

Appointed on Apdl 2010 and became Chairman at the Audit Committee on 28 April 2010 Fee is inclusive and covers all Board and Board Commieee work

Fee is inclusive and covers all Board and Board committee work

Retired with effect from 28 April 2010

No director received any expense allowances chargeable to UK income tax or compensation for boss of office/termination payment The non-executive

directors did not receive any bonus payments or benefits

Directors remuneration

Directors report and

summary financial statement

salaryl Performance

fees bonus

000 000

Chairrrlarr

Philip Hampton iii
750 750

Stephen Hester 1219 2040 3267

Bruce Van Saun 23 725 1349 224 2298

rrrir Fitm.tiiivm Vi
Gordon Pell 233 234 933

Board

Board committee

fees fees

000 000

2010

Total

000
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Financia resuts

Summary financial statement

Important note

This summary financial statement is summary of information in the

2010 Report and Accounts the RA It does not contain sufficient

information to allow for full understanding of the results of the Group

or of the state of affairs of the company and of its policies and

arrangements concerning directors remuneration The Groups results

and financial condition could be adversely affected by certain risks and

uncertainties including the outcome of litigation and investigations For

further information the 2010 RA the Auditors report on those

accounts and the Report of the directors should be consulted

You can obtain copy of the RA and may also elect to receive all

future RAs free of charge by contacting our Registrar details of

which can be found on page 71 copy can be viewed at ww.rbs.com

Summary directors report

Aivities and business review

review of the activities and business of the Group for the year ended

31 December 2010 of recent events and of likely future developments

is contained on pages to 47

Oonp concern

Having reviewed the Groups forecasts projections and other relevant

evidence the directors have reasonable expectation that the Group

and the company will continue in operational existence for the

foreseeable future Accordingly the financial statements of the Group

and of the company have been prepared on going concern basis

Directors

Photographs and brief biographical details of the directors are shown

on pages 50 and 51

Report ci the auditors

The auditors report on the full accounts and the auditable part of the

Directors remuneration report for the year ended 31 December 2010

was unqualified and did not include an emphasis of matter or

statement under sections 4982 inadequate accounting records or

returns or accounts or Directors remuneration report not agreeing with

records and returns or 4983 failure to obtain necessary information

and explanations of the Companies Act 2006 The auditors statement

under section 496 whether the information in the Report of the

directors was consistent with the accounts was unqualified

Additional information

Where not provided elsewhere the following additional information is

required to be disclosed by Part 14 of Schedule to the Large and

Medium-sized Companies and Groups Accounts and Reports

Regulations 2008

Share capital

Details of the ordinary and preference share capital as at 31 December

2010 are provided below

Number of

shares

-.thousundsAllotted called up and fully paid

Ordinary shares of 25p 14614 58458131

shares of 0.01 510 51000000

Dividend access share of 0.Olni

Non-cumulative preference shares of US$0.01 209609

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of US$0.01 65

Non-cumulative preference shares of 0.01 2044

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of 0.01 15

Non-cumulative preference shares of 54

Cumulative preference shares of 900

Note

One dividend access share in issue

The rights and obligations attaching to the companys ordinary shares

and preference shares are set out in the companys Articles of

Association copies of which can be obtained from Companies House

in the UK or at www.rbs.com

On show of hands at general meeting of the company every holder of

ordinary shares and cumulative preference shares present in person or

by proxy and entitled to vote shall have one vote On poll every holder

of ordinary shares present in person or by proxy and entitled to vote shall

have one vote for every share held On poll holders of cumulative

preference shares present in person or by proxy and entitled to vote shall

have four votes for every share held The voting rights of holders of non

cumulative preference shares are set out in Note 29 of the 2010 RA The

notices of Annual General Meetings and General Meetings specify the

deadlines for exercising voting rights and appointing proxy or proxies to

vote in relation to resolutions to be passed at the meeting

The cumulative preference shares represent less than 0.01% and the

non-cumulative preference shares represent less than 0.73% of the total

voting rights of the company respectively the remainder being

represented by the ordinary shares

There are no restrictions on the transfer of ordinary shares in the

company other than certain restrictions which may from time to time be

imposed by laws and regulations for example insider trading laws

Pursuant to the Listing Rules of the Financial Services Authority certain

employees of the company require the approval of the company to deal

in the companys shares
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summary financial statement

The rules governing the appointment of directors are set out in the

companys Articles of Association The companys Articles of Association

may Only be amended by special resolution at general meeting of

shareholders

number of the companys share plans include restrictions on transfers

of shares while shares are subject to the plans or the terms under

which the shares were awarded

Except in relation to the Dividend Access Share the company is not

aware of any agreements between shareholders that may result in

restrictions on the transfer of securities and/or voting rights There are

no persons holding securities carrying special rights with regard to

control of the company

Under the rules of certain employee share plans eligible employees are

entitled to acquire shares in the company and shares are held in trust

for participants by The Royal Bank and Ulster Bank Dublin Trust

Company as Trustees Voting rights are exercised by the Trustees on

receipt of participants instructions If
participant does not submit an

instruction to the Trustee no vote is registered

The Royal Bank of Scotland plc 1992 Employee Share Trust The Royal

Bank of Scotland Group plc 2001 Employee Share Trust and The Royal

Bank of Scotland Group plc 2007 US Employee Share Trust hold shares

on behalf of the Groups employee share plans The voting rights are

exercisable by the Trustees however in accordance with investor

Class of preference share

protection guidelines the Trustees abstain from voting The Trustees

would take independent advice before accepting any offer in respect

of their shareholdings for the company in takeover bid situation

Awards granted under the companys employee share plans may be

met through combination of newly issued shares and shares acquired

in the market by the companys employee benefits trust

change of control of the company following takeover bid may cause

number of agreements to which the company is party to take effect

alter or terminate All of the companys employee share plans contain

provisions relating to change of control Outstanding awards and

options may vest and become exercisable on change of control subject

where appropriate to the satisfaction of any performance conditions at

that time and pro-rating of awards In the context of the company as

whole these agreements are not considered to be significant

NujlGtit prefience ysrTs

Non-cumulative preference shares entitle the holders thereof subject to

the terms of issue to receive periodic non-cumulative cash dividends at

specified fixed rates for each Series payable out of distributable profits

of the company

The non-cumulative preference shares are redeemable at the option of

the company in whole or in part from time to time at the rates detailed

below plus dividends otherwise payable for the then current dividend

period accrued to the date of redemption

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of 0.01

Series

Non-cumulative preference shares of

Series

Note

14866 7.387% 31 December 2010

54442 8.162% October 2012

1000 Debt

1000 Equity

Non-cumulative preference shares of US$0.01

Series

Series

Series

Series

Series

Series

Series

Series

Series

Series

Series

Non-cumulative convertible preference shares of US$0.01

Series

Non-cumulative preference shares of 1.01

Series

Series

Series

6.3 million

9.7 million

30.0 million

23.1 million

22.1 million

9.9 million

20.6 million

10.2 million

26.4 million

51.2 million

10130

7.65%

7.25%

5.75%

6.4%

6.35%

6.25%

6.75%

6.125%

6.6%

7.25%

7.64%

31 March 2007

31 March 2004

30 September 2009

30 September 2009

30 June 2010

31 December 2010

30 June 2011

30 December2011

30 June 2012

31 December2012

29 September 2017

US$25

US$25

US$25

US$25

US$25

US$25

US$25

US$25

US$25

US$25

US$100000

Debt

Debt

Debt

Equity

Equity

Equity

Equity

Equity

Equity

Equity

Equity

64772 9.118% 31 March 2010 US$1000 Debt

1.25 million

784989

9429

5.5%

5.25%

7.0916%

31 December 2009

30 June 2010

29 September 2017

1000

1000

10000

Equity

Equity

Equity

111 Those preference shares where the Group has an obligation to pay dtvidesds are classified as debt those where distributions are discretionary are classified as eqait5 The conversion rights attaching

to the convertible preference shares may result in the Group delivering variable number of equity shares to preference shareholders these convertible preference shares are treated as debt
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In the event that the non-cumulative convertible preference shares are

not redeemed on or before the redemption date the holder may convert

them into ordinary shares in the company at the prevailing market price

Under existing arrangements no redemption or purchase of any non-

cumulative preference shares may be made by the company without the

prior consent of the UK Financial Services Authority

On winding-up or liquidation of the company the holders of the non-

cumulative preference shares will be entitled to receive out of any

surplus assets available for distribution to the companys shareholders

after payment of arrears of dividends on the cumulative preference

shares up to the date of repayment pan passu with the cumulative

preference shares and all other shares of the company ranking pan

passu with the non-cumulative preference shares as regards

participation in the surplus assets of the company liquidation

distribution per share equal to the applicable redemption price detailed

in the table above together with an amount equal to dividends for the

then current dividend period accrued to the date of payment before

any distribution or payment may be made to holders of the ordinary

shares as regards participation in the surplus assets of the company

Except as described above the holders of the non-cumulative

preference shares have no right to participate in the surplus assets

of the company

Holders of the non-cumulative preference shares are not entitled to

receive notice of or attend general meetings of the company except

if any resolution is proposed for adoption by the shareholders of the

company to vary or abrogate any of the rights attaching to the non-

cumulative preference shares or proposing the winding-up or liquidation

of the company In any such case they are entitled to receive notice

of and to attend the general meeting of shareholders at which such

resolution is to be proposed and are entitled to speak and vote on such

resolution but not on any other resolution In addition in the event that

prior to any general meeting of shareholders the company has failed to

pay in full the three most recent quarterly dividend payments due on the

non-cumulative dollar preference shares other than Series the two

most recent semi-annual dividend payments due on the non-cumulative

convertible dollar preference shares and the most recent dividend

payments due on the non-cumulative euro preference shares the non-

cumulative sterling preference shares the Series non-cumulative

dollar preference shares and the non-cumulative convertible sterling

preference shares the holders shall be entitled to receive notice of

attend speak and vote at such meeting on all matters together with the

holders of the ordinary shares In these circumstances only the rights

of the holders of the non-cumulative preference shares so to vote shall

continue until the company shall have resumed the payment in full of

the dividends in arrears

The Group has undertaken that unless otherwise agreed with the

European Commission neither the company nor any of its direct or

indirect subsidiaries excluding companies in the RBS Holdings N.y

Group which are subject to different restrictions will pay external

investors any dividends or coupons on existing hybrid capital

instruments including preference shares shares and upper and lower

tier instruments from 30 April 2010 for period of two years thereafter

the Deferral Period or exercise any call rights in relation to these

capital instruments between 24 November 2009 and the end of the

Deferral Period unless there is
legal obligation to do so Hybrid capital

instruments issued after 24 November 2009 will generally not be subject

to the restriction on dividend or coupon payments or call options

Sttarertolditgs

The table below shows shareholders that have notified the Group that

they hold more than 3% of the total voting rights of the company at 31

December 2010

Solicitor For The Affmrs of Her Maiestys Treaoury

as Nominee for Her Maiestys Treasury Number of shares held

Ordinary shares 39644835194 67.8

shares non-voting 51000000000 100.0
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Directors report and

summary financial statement

lndapondont auditora atatemont to tha membsr of

The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc

We have examined the summary financial statement for the year ended

31 December 2010 which comprises the summary consolidated income

statement the summary consolidated statement of comprehensive

income the summary consolidated balance sheet the summary

directors report and the summary remuneration report

This report is made
solely to the companys members as body in

accordance with section 428 of the Companies Act 2006 Our work has

been undertaken so that we might state to the companys members

those matters we are required to state to them in an auditors report and

for no other purpose To the fullest extent permitted by law we do not

accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the company and

the companys members as body for our audit work for this report for

our audit report or for the opinions we have formed

Ropectve reponobifteo of directors and auditor

The directors are responsible for preparing the Annual Review and

Summary Financial Statement in accordance with United Kingdom law

Our responsibility is to report to you our opinion on the consistency

of the summary financial statement within the Annual Review and

Summary Financial Statement with the full annual accounts the Report

of the directors and the Directors remuneration report and its

compliance with the relevant requirements of section 428 of the

Companies Act 2006 and the regulations made thereunder

We also read the other information contained in the Annual Review and

Summary Financial Statement and consider the implications for our

report if we become aware of any apparent misstatements or material

inconsistencies with the summary financial statement

Eai of o-oioioo

We conducted our work in accordance with Bulletin 2008/3 issued by

the Auditing Practices Board Our report on the Groups full annual

accounts describes the basis of our audit opinion on those accounts

the Directors remuneration report and the Report of the directors

Opmon

In our opinion the summary financial statement is consistent with the

full annual accounts the Report of the directors and the Directors

remuneration report of The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc for the

year ended 31 December 2010 and complies with the applicable

requirements of section 428 of the Companies Act 2006 and the

regulations made thereunder

Deloitte LLP

Chartered Accountants and Statutory Auditor

London United Kingdom

23 February 2011
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Fnanciat resufts continued

Summary consolidated income statement for the year ended 31 December 2010

2010

Lie

Not ukroe inooiio 14209 in

Non-interest income excluding insurance premium income 12531

Insurance net premium income 5128

Nor in enscf OT 17659 95
Intel nccrne 31868 35jj5

Administrative expenses 16078

Depreciation and amortisation 2150
Dnstiri xreee 18228

Profit ne nthe pare rn rbnrqrrn en0 inrparrrnen heern 13640

Insurance net claims 4783
Impairment losses 9.256

On tiny lefi torn toe 399

Tax charge/credit 634 t09

Loss from discontinued operations net of tax 633 Or

Li tor ha ten 1666 221

Lose uttutrufablrr to

Non-controlling interests 665

Preference shareholders 105

Paid-in equity holders 19

Drdinary and shareholders 1125 .2 fl
1666 rot

Been one per ordinary rood chain 0.5p1p

Diluted lose per ordinary end 12 share O.5prrhp

lntegration and restructuring costs included in operating expenses comprise
20i0 2212

Lm

Administrative expenses 1.012 .26th

Depreciation and amortisation 20 itt

1032 153

Notes

Re-preseeted for the reclasoihcatioo of the ressits ettribotebie to other coosortiom Members as discootioaed operetiono

121 shores rook pen-pesos mith ordinary shares
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summary financial statement

Linear al results

Summary consolidated statement of comprehensive income for the year ended 31 December 2010

2010

Em

Loss tar the year
__________________ ______________

1666
Other comprehensive income/loss

Available-for-sale financial assets 389
Cash flow hedges 1454 alL

Currency translation 81

Actuarial gains/losses on defined benefit plans 158

Litate oomprehei tea ic.urneLi tee hetore 1304

Tax charge/credit 309
Orat en aprrthraita in to ate La 995

1eLlat en icons tlavur 671
Total mop to tsia rarore ma ic metre oat huaooa oat sy is atm tm0luhl to re

Non-controlling interests 197
Preference shareholders 105

Paid-in equity holders 19

Ordinary and shareholders 598

671 Li

2010

Directors reinuneretion 000

Non-executive directors emoluments 1093

Chairman and executive directors

emoluments 5243

contributions and allowances in respect of defined contribution pension schemes 321

6.657

amounts receivable under long-term incentive plans 1097

7754

No directors are accruing benefits under defined benefit schemes 2009 one one director is accruing benefits under defined contribution

schemes 2009 nil
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Fnancal results continu

Summary consolidated balance sheet as at 31 December 2010

2010

Avsets

Cash and balances at central banks 57014

Loans and advances to banks 100518

Loans and advances to customers 555260 32

Debt securities 217480

Equity shares 22195

Settlement balances 11605 2.2
Derivatives 427077 44

Intangible assets 14448

Property plant and equipment 16543

Deferred tax 6373

Prepayments accrued income and other assets 12576

Assets of disposal_groups 12484

T2t assvt2 1453576

Liaciities

Deposits by banks 98790

Customer accounts 510693

Debt securities in issue 218372

Settlement balances 10991

Short positions 43118

Derivatives 423967 42

Accruals deferred income and other liabilities 23089 323/1

Retirement benefit liabilities 2288

Deferred tax 2142

Insurance liabilities 6794

Subordinated liabilities 27053

Liabilities of disposal groups 9428 19

To2 hILl 1376725

Non-controlling interests 1719

Owners equity 75132

iti ilit/ 76851

11 4Ib3T 1453576 99

1mr/rdurn it/hIs

Contingent liabilities and commitments 31433125i..t21

At 31 December 2010 provisions for loan impairment amounted to 18182 million 2009 -17283 million

The summary financial statement on pages 62 to 68 was approved by the Board of directors on 23 February 2011

Philip Hampton Stephen Hester Bruce Van Saun

Chairman Group Chief Executive Group Finance Director
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Directors report and

summary financia statement

Analyses of ordinary shareholders

Number

of shares

millionsat 31 December 2010
Shareholdings

Individuals 214556 1232.5 2.1

Banks and nominee companies 17045 56131.1 96.0

Investment trusts 163 20.4 0.1

Insurance companies 187 3.9

Other companies 1442 631.5 1.1

Pension trusts 40 9.0

Other corporate bodies 103 429.7 0.7

233536 58458.1 100.0

Range of shareholdings

1-1000 75288 32.5 0.1

1001-10000 127607 472.5 0.8

10001 100.000 28847 655.8 1.1

100001 1000000 1113 309.7 0.5

1000001 10000000 466 1568.2 2.7

10000001 and over 215 55419.4 94.8

233536 58458.1 100.0

Financia caendar Dividends

Annual Gener Mesutintl

nterim resulte

19 April 2011 at 2pm

RBS Gogarburn

Conference Centre

Edinburgh EH12 1HQ

August 2011

Payment dates

Cumulative preference shares

Non-cumulative preference shares

Ex-dividend date

Cumulative preference shares

Record date

Cumulative preference shares

31 May and 30 December 2011

31 March 30 June

30 September and

30 December 2011

May 2011

May 2011

For further information on the payment of dividends see page 64
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Shareholder information

Shareholder enquiries

Shareholdings in the company may be checked by visiting
the

shareholder services section of our website

eww.rbs.com/shareholder You will need the shareholder reference

number
printed on your share certificate or tax voucher to gain access

to this information

Investor Rotations

Shareholders can access updated information on RBS via our website

www.rbs.com/ir

Annual Sustainahility Report

If you wish to obtain copy please contact

Group Sustainability

The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc

P0 Box 1000

Gogarburn

Edinburgh EH12 1HQ

It is also available on our website at www.rbs.com/sustainability

Braille and audio Annual Review and Summary Financial Statement

Shareholders requiring Braille or audio version of the Annual Review

and Summary Financial Statement should contact the Registrar on 44

0870 702 0135

SharoGift

The company is aware that shareholders who hold small number of

shares may be retaining these shares because dealing costs make it

uneconomical to dispose of them ShareGift the charity share donation

scheme is free service operated by The Orr Mackintosh Foundation

registered charity 1052686 to enable shareholders to donate shares to

charity

Should you wish to donate your shares to charity
in this way you should

contact ShareGift for further information

ShareGift The Orr Mackintosh Foundation

17 Carlton House Terrace London SW1Y 5AH

Telephone44 20 7930 3737

www.sharegift.org

Donating your shares in this way will not give rise to either gain or

loss for UK capital gains tax purposes and you may be able to reclaim

UK income tax on gifted shares Further information can be obtained

from HM Revenue Customs

Warning to sharehoIder boiler room scams

In recent years many companies have become aware that their

shareholders have received unsolicited phone calls or correspondence

concerning investment matters These are typically from overseas based

brokers who target UK shareholders offering to sell them what often

turn out to be worthless or high risk shares in US or UK investments

These operations are commonly known as boiler rooms These

brokers can be very persistent and extremely persuasive and 2006

survey by the Financial Services Authority FSA has reported that the

average amount lost by investors is around 20000

It is not just the novice investor that has been duped in this way many

of the victims had been successfully investing
for several years

Shareholders are advised to be very wary of any unsolicited advice

offers to buy shares at discount or offers of free company reports

If you receive any unsolicited investment advice

make sure you get the correct name of the person and organisation

check that they are properly authorised by the FSA before getting

involved by visiting www.fsa.gov.ukfpages/register

report the matter to the FSA either by calling 44 0845 606 1234

or visiting www.fsa.gov.uklpages/consumerinformation and

if the calls persist hang up

If you deal with an unauthorised firm you will not be eligible to receive

payment under the Financial Services Compensation Scheme The FSA

can be contacted by completing an online form at

www.fsa.gov.ukpages/doing/regulated/law/alerts/form .shtml

Details of any share dealing facilities that the company endorses will

be included in company mailings

More detailed information on this or similar
activity can be found on the

FSA website www.fsa.gov.ukpages/consumerinformation
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Shareholder enquiries

Registrar

Computershare Investor Services PLC

The Pavilions

Bridgwater Road

Bristol BS99 6ZZ

Telephone 44 0870 702 0135

Facsimile 44 0870 703 6009

Website www.investorcentre.co.uk/contactus

ADS Depositary Bank

BNY Mellon Shareowner Services

P0 Box 358516

Pittsburgh PA 15252-8516

Telephone 888 269 2377 US callers

Telephone 201 680 6825 International

Email shrrelations@bnymellon.com

Website www.bnymellon.com/shareowner

Group Secretariat

The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc

P0 Box 1000

Gogarburn Edinburgh EH12 1HQ

Telephone 44 0131 556 8555

Facsimile 44 0131 626 3081

Investor Relations

280 Bishopsgate

London EC2M 4RB

Telephone 44 0207 672 1758

Facsimile 44 0207 672 1801

Email investor.relationsrbs.com

Reqiaterad office

36 St Andrew Square

Edinburgh EH2 2Y6

Telephone 44 0131 556 8555

Registered in Scotland No 45551

Webaita

waw.rbs.com
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